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INTRODUCTION. 

The wri^teiwof the present volume sent out by the 

London Missionary Society, in ISIg, to labour for the 

benefit of^China. • 

The fundamental principle of this Institution is, that 

“ its design is not to send Presbyterianism, Indepen¬ 

dency, Epifecopacy, or any other form of church order 

or government, about which there may be a difference 

of ophiion among serious Christians, but the glorious 

Gospel of the blessed God, to the heathen ; leaving it 

to the m^ds of the persons whom* God may call into 

the fellowship of his ^on from among them, to assume 

for themsglv^ suoh fohn of church goVemment, as to 

them shall ajmear most agreeable to the word of God.” 

•* In conformity with this principle, no question was 

ever asked, or direction given to |he author, as to his 

personal views of church government; or what form of 

^^clesiastical polity •he should adopt, in tjje event of his 

l^ou^ ^eipg successful abro^. After residing at 

Malacca and Peqang for several years,Jie settled in 

Batavia, where he collected Jl congregation^ and built 

a 
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a chapel, for the worship of Almighty God. In con¬ 

ducting the* services of the sanctuary, he invited and 

obtained the assistance of Gospel ministers from various 

communions; and when a church was .formed, the' 
# 

members who joined it, drew up and signed a constitu¬ 

tion ; in which, after stating their belief in the Inspired 

Oracles, as the only sure ground of faith end practice, , 

thfy acknowledged the standards of the English, Scotch, 

and Dutch Reformed Churches, as exhiliiting those 

views of Christian doctrine, which they co»si(Jered tlip 

most in accordance with the revealed will of God. 
r 

Based on this broad principle, the society of Christians 

thus collected together, thoifgh originally of different 

communions, consented to lay aside their denominational 

prejudices, and unite on the safe ground of our common 

Christianity; while Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Baptist, 

and Independent ministers alternated with each other 

in Ahe performance of jTligious services, and the cele¬ 

bration of the hoty sacraments*. The nati\^ church 

connected with the mission has l^fien established on the 
% t 

same principle. , ^ 

Should the autljor, and his esteemefl coadjutors, ever 

succeed in introducing Christianity extensively into 

Chi^a, they purpose spending their utmost energies in 

spreading the simple Gospel through that important 

empire, without wasting themselVtes in dissensions on 

non-essential points, which have so long and unhappily 

divided the *Christian\world. It cs on this ground 

alone,'thSt they can coh^dently look for the blessing 
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of the j^reat liead of the churct^and claim the counte- 

UAiM^e and co-operation of Ch^ians of every name. 

So great is the work, ^and so feile the energies diat 

• can be brought to bear on iV 4t we have no time 

“ to fall out by the wayand it ija pleasing feature of 

th(i protestant mission to (.^hina, tl|t hitherto the agents 

of various societiesy» the member^^ different commu¬ 

nions, and the representatives oflistant hemisphcrciJ, 

have consented to merge their imonal and denomi- 

nationalpivijudices, and to join hearl^iffd hand in making 

kni)w n the great doctrine of justiiie^ion by faith, to the 

sceptical,and susperstitious (!)hitiel. May brotherly 

love continue ; and may one streniiiis and persevering 

effoi-t be made, till the millions o^Ihina be brought 

under the influence of Christianity !| 

But it Is necessary that the authoi^hould give some 

accouht of the origin and nature of th^ following work. 

Having been called upon in the yea^ 1835, to under¬ 

take a journey along the north-easf c^st of China, in 

order to ascertain whether or not that country was open 

to the •Gesp^; asej having kept a record of passing 

events, he contemplated on his retui*y, the publication of 

••a journal, with some brief remarks on the situation 

of foreigners in Canton, and tha st»t^ of Ihe native 

Christian community there. In course of his tour 

^through Hngland, however, plead cause of mis¬ 

sions'^ foiind it necessary to.dilate more at lai^e on 

^fhe political, moral, and spirit^l condition of the Chi¬ 

nese ; and to relate in order ^e efforts thatdiave been 
* a2 
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made for their evangization. These stalements hav¬ 

ing been Ifstened to ith some interest, and awaken^ 

a sympathy on beh^’ of China,^the thoitght suggested 

itself, that possibly the .feeling thus created might be 

extended and perjieiated by a publication, embracing 

the general state o China; and its state and pj|^o- 

SPECTs, with espe^ii reference to the diffusion of the 

Qospel. 

The most imporxnt feature in the condition of that 

country is its popHtion; about which so mafiy ilifferent 

opinions have beei held, and for the benefit of winch 

Christian missionfie.^so ardently long and labpur. The 

question of amoun, therefore,^s discussed, and the sug¬ 

gestion thrown oit, that probal>ly the highest census 

given of the Chiiese people is the right one. Their 

civilization and plitical state next demand tittention ; 

and some references are made to their singular lan¬ 

guage, and the ritate of .education among .them. As we 

contemplate the iniroduction of a new religion into the 

country, it is natural to enquire, what are their present 

views of divine and eternal thinggt anc^ to. shew the 

^defects of their ow^ systems, as a prelude to the recom¬ 

mendation cf another. Before treating on the recent 

efforts of protes’iants»to evangelize China, it was thought 
• C 

necessaiy to allude to the previous exertions of other 

missionariesapd theisfore tha devoted, self-denying' 

and persevering labours oS Syrian, nestorM, and catho- 

lie Christian^ are biieSy enuiaerated. The missions to 

Canton, the Straits, an^ Batavia, are then severally 
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described ; and the attempts to carry the^Gospel by 

means of Scriptures and tracts, along the coast of China, 

are delineated. This review is concluded by appeals 
• * 

for more agents, and increased facilities for the vigorous 

prosecution of the work; as it is only when we use the 

ajipointed means, that we can consistently look for the * 

Divine blessing on •our labours. , 

•The short time that could be spared for preparing 

this work for publication, must necessarily have occa¬ 

sioned maay defects, in point of styl^ and arrangement. 

Stfht forth when very young on this important mission, 

ocjcupicd* during his whole sta^ abroad in studying 

foreign and difficult languages, and accustomed to 

write and speak for the ]}enefit of Mahomedans and 

heathens, it can hardly be expected that the author 

shoft^d bS skilled in European composition. Public 

engag*ejnents, for the first year after his return to 

England, called him incessantly from home; and it 

was only* during the retirement of the last winter, that 

he* has had the, least opportunity for arranging his 

thouglfts 4)n Ijjie sifl^ect now discussed. Being about 

to ji^t his native country during the present summer^ 

•to revisit the scene of his former labours, it was neces* 

sary that he should begin to priirt, almost as soon as 

he began to write, in ordej to have the book published 

before his departure*. He must cast hknself, therefore, 

on thejin&ulfence of the public hoping that the cir¬ 

cumstances under* which the information nipntained in 

this volume has been collected a.nd communicated, will 

c
#
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be a sufiiqent apology for the many omissions, and 

incongruities, which may appear. The critic will per¬ 

haps ’survey with a lenient eye, th€ productions of the 

foreign missionary, who by his residence, abroad, in 

regions where the human mind has been long station- 

* ary, has not been able to keep jiace with the improving 

spirit of the age. Ai^y observations, however, on his 

maitter or manner, made in kindness and candour, will 

be thankfully received, and should the work reach a 

second edition, be oarefully improved upon, c 

Some discrepancy may appear between the diffusive¬ 

ness of the first few Chapters, and the conciseness of 

other parts of the work; but It is honestly confessed, 

that finding the matter grow upon his hands, the author 

was obliged to condense before he had readied the mid¬ 

dle of the volume, and to leave out many ihteresting 

particulars, regarding his own travels in the Mailayan 

archipelago, in order to-introduce what had more espe¬ 

cial reference to the evangeliaafion of C!hina» Some 

difference of stjle will also appear bet^reen the descrip¬ 

tive and narrative parts of the publlbatioj^; hutfit was 

thought better to give the views and impressions pf the 

moment, than to abridge them ^f their interest, by pre-* 

senting them in a. more la])oured style. 

As it is, with all its impe^ections, the author com- 

mits his production to the candouf of the benevolent 

reader, and the blessinf of almighty God ;ehoping that 

this feeble, ^attempt wilV be instrumental in awakening, 

an interest on behalf of .China, and in promoting the 
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spread of tiSe Gospel in that populous and interesting 

empire. 
• • 

In conclusion, ^e author would gratefully acknow¬ 

ledge the .assistance kindly afforded him by the Rev. 

Drs. Reed and Burder, of Hackney; while he would 

B^te the obligations he is under to the following works,* 

which he has consulted in the course of his labours; 

viz; Sadlers Law of Population, l^ilne’s Retrospect, 

the Chinese Gleaner and Repository, Morrison s Dic- 

, tionarj^, and View of China for Philological Purposes, 

Du Halde’s History of China, and the Reports and 

ChronioJes of the London Missit>nary Society. 
# 

• Hackney, May 1, 1838. 
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Before entering on the^prospects of China with regard 
to the ultimate diffusion of the Gospel, it may be well 
to offer a few remarks oil its former and present state, 
as introcfiicfory to the* consideration of its future desti¬ 
nies, ^d with the vie# of encouraging those exertions 
^hicli, by the Divine biasing, may result in its uni¬ 
versal evangelization. The conversion of the Chinese 
to the Christian faith must be viewed as an object 

M^vftry vf&y desirabley-an^ some observations on so im¬ 
portant a.Jtheme from the pen oj one who has long 
devoted his eiferg^es to this work^may not perhaps be 
considered altogether unacceptable. * 

In contemplating the evangelization of Chma, tiie 
B 
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^eld itself out before the mind, as onerof vast 
ext^and interest; the importance of cultivating this 

appears to be of incalculable*magnitude; the difli- 
culties which threaten to impede the progress *of Di\’ino 
tm^ in those regions ought not to be overlooked, while 
the existing facilities for conducting a series of opera¬ 
tions for the benefit of that interesting people should be 
allowed to animate and encourage us. ^n allusion to 
^hat has b€;f,n*done, to what is doing, and to what 
remains to be done, may not be unsuitable; and a 
prospective view of the contemplated results, when 
these designs shall have been fully carried out, may 
properly conclude the whole. > ^ 

China demands the attention of Christian philan¬ 
thropists, with regard to the antiquity of its origin, the 
extent of its territory, the amount of its population, and 
the advance of its civilization. In nearly all these re¬ 
spects, we shall find that it rises superibr to every 
other unevangelized country, and stands forward with 
a^prominence, which bespeaks it the greatest of pagan 
nations. • . 

Commencing with the early history of China, we 
may be allowed to correct aq brror* into which many 
have fallen, relative to the assumption of an* extrava¬ 
gant chronology.by the Chinese. It, has beejjjene- 
rally supposed that the Chinese maintain an antiquity 
of myriads of years, and thal*their historical records, 
stretching far back into* the vista of more than a thou¬ 
sand ages, are at such variance 'v^ith the comparatively^ 
recefit account of Moses, as to oblige us Either to 
question the one or &e other. This was, at «ne time, 
gladly caught at by the sceptics df Europe, and tl^y 
thoughf that they had discovered, in the high antiquity 
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of the Chinese, combined with the Hindoo tnd Bgyj)- 
tian races, an argument which threw disdeedit ot| the 
chronology of the Bible, and weakened the evidence of 
its Divirfe authority. Ifhe feet, however, is, that the 
Chinese, like most other‘heathen nations, have a my¬ 
thological as well as a chronological period; the one 
corifeidered by themselves as fabulous, and the other as 
authentic; the one connected with the history of their 
gods, and the other with that of thoir^mcn. In the 
former they speak of their celestial emperor, who reigned 
45,0t)(X^e^; their terrestrial emperor, who reigned 
18,000 years ; followed by their human emperor, who 
l^dgped as long: without condescending to enlighten us 
as to the names, characlj^rs, events, or circumstances 
of these w onderful individuals, or their still more ex¬ 
traordinary reigns: nay, without so much as telling us 
whether thmr dominions were established in heaven or 
on ^rdi, Or whether they referred exclusively to China, 
or included other nations. In short, the vague account 
they furnish us of these fancied emperors shews t];iat 
they were merely the 4gment of the«imagination, intro¬ 
duced to supply a deficiency, and to amuse the credu¬ 
lous. Indeed, so little, credit is attached to this fabu¬ 
lous peftod by the Chinese themselves, that one of their 
most^espectable historians, Choo-food;sze, does not ven-. 
turfi to allude to it, but passing by these extravagant 
assumptions, commences his relation at a much later 
period, when eveifts and cirdUmstances of a connected 

^(^racter stamp th^ recoitis of the age with greater 
marks of credibili^. Another Chinese fiislorian, named 
Fung^chow,• remarks, “How is* it credible th^t more 
Ijpaxi 10,000 years* elapsed before the yang, or ‘ supe¬ 
rior principle’ was produced^ and the heaveils spread; 

•• • • • B 2 
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and that 10,000 more elapsed before the yki, or 
‘secondary principle’ was produced, and the (;arth 
formed; that 10,000 more passe(^ away, before ‘the 
yin and yang’ united to produce the various material 
existences; and, further, that 40 or 50,000 years 

, more passed away, before. the ])rocess of the two 
principles was finished, and the sa^es appeared I Such 
a tale is contrary t6 all sense and reason.* From the 
tinle of the sages Yaou and Shun, to the present age 
is not more than 3000 and odd years. How can it be 
believed that 40 or 50,000 years elapse(V ajjier the 
formation of the heavens and the eaith, before man 
appeared, or the earth and water were adjusted, ^nd 
food supplied to human 1)eingjf ? or that, if the world 
had existed so long, these things should not have been 
arranged before Fiih-he and his successors*'? It is 
evident that Pwan-koo, the first man, according to the 
fabulous records of the Chinese, who actM at •the 
separation of heaven and earth, could not hav& been 
long before Fuh-he, perhaps a thousand years, certainly 
not ten thousand; and the time jof Fuh-he must have 
been very near Yaou and Shun, perhaps a hundred 
years certainly not a thousand- * No scholar should 
decline a thorough enquiry.” Sae-ma-tsecn? another 
•very celebrated historian of China, dqes not iggord 
anything relative to the three emperors above men¬ 
tioned ; how much less then might he be expected to 
refer to Pwan-koo, who is placed befeft’e them. 

THIs Chinese authors df the greatest reputation 
agree In consi&ering the first part of Chinese hisjory as 
entirely fabulous. Wfiilst, however, we fftlly ovincide 
with them Jn this opinion, we canifOt help, on a re¬ 
view of their brief allusion to this pcriocl, suggesting 
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the i^ea, that the whole is probably based on some 
in<iistinct recollections of the_theorY ot^the creation. 

Of the first man, they say, that soon after the* period 
, of emptiness and confusion, when heaven and earth 

were first separated, Pw&n-koo was produced; his ori¬ 

gin Is not ascertained, but he knew intuitively the 
relative proportions of heaven and earth, with the prin- ' 
ciples of creation *and transmutation. During the 

supposed reign of the celestial, terrestrial, and huii^n 
emperors, they allege that the year was settled, the 

mouthy a^d days arranged, and the hills and rivers 

divided; all which may be but distant allusions to the 

formation of the heavenly bodies, and the settlement 

of the earth and waters. ^ 
The next period of Chinese history is that which is 

said to have tdapsed between Ftih-he and the sages 

Yaou and *Shun, which the (Jhinese denominate the 
a^^of th<? “ Five liulers,” and at which Choo-foo-tsze 
begins his history. There is much difference among 

historians as to the arrangement of this era, and Choo- 
foo-tsze himself says,^that “several things affirmed of 

this epoch were all pushed up by people who lived in 

subsequent ages.” While, therefore, *we might be 

unwilling to give*full credit to what Chinese writers 

say of the events of this period, it,is not improbable 

that much of it is drawn by tradition from the correct 
account of the antedilhvian age handed down by Noah 
to his posterity. • The coincidence of ten generations 

having passed awqy, the* institution of marria^ the 

invention of music, the rebellion of h portion * of the 

race, and the confused mixture *of the divine and hu- 

^an families, clojfed by the occurrence of ,iR 
the time of Yaou, might Iq^I us to conclude, that in 
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their allusions to this penod the Chinese are pierely 
giving theif version of the events that occurred from 
Adasn *to Noah, "^en Yu ascended the 
lands were dramed, and China became habitable. About, 
this period wine was discovered; Yu tasted it, and 
found it sweet, but rejected it, saying, “at some future 
period wine will occasion the ruin of the country.” • If 
now we should consider this to b^ a d(‘scription of the 
antediluvian period, down to the age of Noah, traced 
according to Chinese recollections, and illustrated by 
Chinese fancy; and if we should account^ Y^ to be 
the first founder of the Chinese empire, we should 
then be assigning them a very high antiquity, without* 
giving any countenance to the extravagant pfefehsions 
which their fabulous writers have assumed. These 
thoughts arc merely thrown out as suggestions, in 
which some sober and judicious men hav^ concurred, 
who have considered the highly wrought i^latioqs of 
the times of Yaou and Shun, as mainly imaginary, 
not according with the state of improvement fn other 
parts of the world at‘that period, nor .even with the 
condition of China itself, at Subsequent epo^s of her 
history. 

If then we consider Yu to be thef first real character 
^in Chinese history^ and place the beginning of his reign 
at B. C. 2204, or one hundred and four years after^the 
flood, about the age of Pele^ when the earth was 
divided, we shall find that it just gives time for such 
an ittBrease of the human-family as would admit of 
emigration, aftef yet allow for tJhina being in’'such a 
state of marsh, as to irequire draining fovithe rfiake of 
culture, wjiich service* was ascribed to the labours b/ 
Yu. Thpus the empire o( China, even when deprived 
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of its^ fabulous and traditionary periods, i% still very 
ancient; the Chinese must have branched ^fF from flie 
great human* famil> immediately after the di^ession, 
and trawdling to the farther east, settled down on the 
borders of ’the Yellow, River, coeval with the estab- 

* 

lishment of the Babylonian and Egyptian monarchies. 
The mention made in their early history of the draining 
of the landf as one* of the hrst acts of the primitive 
rulers of China, and the allusion to^ the discovery .of 
wine about the same period, shew that tlieir first kings 
must have synchronized with the immediate descend¬ 
ants oOIoah ; and the i^corded fact that a seven years* 

► famine tool^ place in C’hina nearly coeval with that of 
^Igypf"jTroves that their chronicles are entitled to some 
degree of credit. Thus, ere Rome was founded, or 
Troy was taken — before Thebes or Nineveh were 
erected info kingdoms — China was a settled state, 
unejer a regular form of government; with customs 
and bistitutions, similar in many respects to those 
which !t possesses now. 

From that ‘time to this, resolutions and wars Have 
frequently occurred; the country has been exposed to 
foreign invasion, and tom by intestine commotion ; 
dynasties have clmiigcd, and the people are even now 
subject to a Tartar yoke,—yet China is China still. 
Her1anguage*and her customs remain unaltered; ancf 
the genius and spirit bf the people are the same they 
were in the patriarchal age. No nation has under¬ 
gone less chftnge, or beem less affected from wUhout; 
and they s^em to fiav5 grown up as distinct from the 
rest o4 mankind, as if they hafl been the inhabitants 
df another planet 4 retaining alf their peculiarifies just 
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as much if their exclusive wall had surroimded 
IhMr whole empire, and debarred all others from inter¬ 
course with them. Those who ^are a6customed to 
attach veneration to antiquity, will probably regard the 
Chinese with some degree of interest on' account of 
their patriarchal character; and those who love to sur- 

* vey human society in eveiy possible stage, will be 
gratified with the ^contemplation bf it, as it existed 
noj; only centuries, but milleniums ago. The modern 
kingdoms of iCurope are but of yesterday, compared 
with the Chinese; and though western nations have 
grown rapidly since their ori§^, yet they cannot look 
back to any very distant period when their ancestors 
laid the foundation of their present greatness, aficTestal?*' 
lished systems which still exist and characterize their 
populations. The Chinese, on the contrary, have de¬ 
rived their veneration for parents, and theif subjection 
to rulers, with the arrangements of domestic *life, from 
the first founders of their monarchy ; and erabpdy in 
their present conduct principles which were laid down 
four thousand years^ago. 

A few allusions to Chinese history may notice amiss 
here. Of the great Yu, the founder of their first 
dynasty B. C. 2204, they write^ •that “ SQeing his 

“Ifather had been put to death, for not completing the 
work of draining the waters, he applierf himself more 
assiduously to that undertaking*,‘which kept him from 
home thirteen years; and though during that period, he 
thrice^ipassed his own door, h« would not enter. When 
he was appointed ruler, he rose ten times from a'single 
meal to listen to compl&ints, and th^ce tied»up*ly8 hair 
while in the^ bath, to atfend to some urgent afiair, with^ 
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tile view of encouraging his people to an ipstant and 
energetic devotion to business.” ^ * 

Of Ching-tangj Jhe. founder of the second dyn^tj, 
B. C, 1765, the Chinese write, that “ he ruled the peo- 
pie gently, and abolished oppressions, complying with 
the predilections of the multitude, so that all parties 
reverted to him. In his days, %e. seven years’ drought 
occurred; the principal scribe observed, that prayer 
should ])e offered up. Ching-tang said, ‘ 1^ only wish 
for rain on account of the people. If p^ er will avail, 
I will^resent it myself! ’ He then fasted, and cut off 
his hair and nails, riding in a mourning chariot; and 
binding i^te reeds around him, that he might repre- 
seflT^Sftcnficial animal, he went forth to the wilder¬ 
ness of mulberry-bushes, and invoked, saying, ‘Let 
not the lives of the people be forfeited, on account of 
the neglectfof one individual!’ He then acknowledged 
his^ six faults, saying, ‘ Is it that my government is 
extravagant*? or that the people are not properly at- 
tended*to? or that my palaces are too lofty? or that 
my ministers ’are too numerous ? or that presents are 
too frequently sent? or that sycophants abound? ’ He 
had scarcely ce^ed, when the rain fell, to the distance 
of severEj thousaifd^furlongs.” 

At the close of this dynasty, B, C, 1153, the tyrant 
Chow presided over the.empire; he was said to lib 
endowed with supemartwral strength, so as to be able 
to conquer the fiercest beasts, and yet he was deluded 
And ruined through the fascinations and extravagances 
of a Wretched woman.* It is very remavkable, that the 
age 0^ Ihisjndividpal should agree so exactly with that 

^Assigned, in saertd history, to Sampson. 
The founders of the third dynasty arc (l^scribal as 
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virtuous, jjp,t]iotic, and brave, exterminating the Jyrant 
oPthe preceding dynasty, and scattenng the weafth 
and .provisions which he had accumulated among a 
starving people. About this tiilie, B. C. 1121*, foreign^ 
ambassadors came, from the modem C’ochin-China, to 
court, presenting a white pheasant to the emperor: on 
returning they missed their way, when the prime 
minister furnished, them with a south-pointing cha^ 
riot,” by means of which they reached their own coun¬ 
try, after a "gear’s journey. Thus we see that the 

j polarity of the needle was known and applied t^useful 
/ purposes in China, at that early period. 

In the twenty-first year of the emperor ^ing, of the • 
third dynasty, B. C. 549, Confucius was Dorit,^n^th?^ 
state of Loo, now the province of Shan-tung. He had 
a remarkably high forehead, on which account his 
name was called Kew, or “ hill.” One o^the nobles of 
his native state, when on his death-bed, addfessed ^is 
posterity, saying, “ Confucius is a descendant yf the 
sages^ and must certainly understand human fiature; 
wh5n I am dead, }et my children repjtir to him for 
instmction.” When Confucius was in the Chdw coun¬ 
try, he went to Laou-tsze, to enquire ^bout propriety. 
Laou-tsze said, a clever merchant oonceals l^is«stock, 
and appears empty; so an advanced scholar puts on 
the appearance of stupidity.” Confucius, addressing 
his discip1e»^ said, There is •something remarkable ' 
about Laou-tsze.” When he was nearly fifty years of 
age, the ruler of his native state, Loo, employed him ta 
govern a certain district: he had hoi been thus en¬ 
gaged above a year, when the surrounding* Jioblcs 
began to imitate him. His sovereign«said, Had 1 not 

better follqw your example in the government of the Loo 
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ccmntiy T Confucius replied, “ With sucl^ principles 
you might pacify the world, how much more the ISoo 
country.” In a few^years, Confucius became, the prime 
minister of his sovereign; but seeing his prince carried 
away with 'the love of women and music, he resigned 
his office, and quitted Loo. At the age of seventy- 
five, he died. The writings compiled by Confucius 
and his followers afe the most ancient Chinese records 
that have been handed down to the present time. 
Some of these are, professedly, collec^ns of earlier 
docuinents, and refer to the traditionary period of Yaou 
and Shun, as well as' to the times of Wan Wang, 

; but it is more than probable, that some 
and speeches, collected by Confucius, were 

merely traditionary notices, found in the mouths of 
bards and statesmen, and not documents actually com¬ 
mitted to Writing before his time. Confucius’ history 
ofjiis owi times, commences with the reign of the em¬ 
peror. Ping, B. C. 720, and is as much to be depended 
on as*the recitals of the Greek and Roman histori¬ 
ans ;—^it not *only bears on itisdf^ the stamp of cl’edi- 
bility, fiut laid the Ifonndation of all the subsequent 
historical works which China has produced. The well 
known m Four Books” are written by the followers 
of Confucius, and contain an account of the sayings 
and‘doings o*f the sage and his immediate disciples, 
something similar t(f*our Gospels and Acts, or as 
has been observ<id, conrespoiiding to Boswell’s Life of ^ 
Johnson. • 

It is very singulat*, that China should have given 
birth^at sam^time, to two^remarkable men, differ¬ 
ing essentially in their doctrfhes and views, each the 
founder of a system of religion and morals* which has 
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overspread and divided China, from their days to the 
present time. These individuals have been already 
refesred to, viz., Confucius and JLaou-tsze, and their 
interview with each other recorded. Though they 
seem to have had a respect for each other, yet they do 
not appear to have combined or coalesced in the plans 
they laid down for the instruction of posterity. Of 
Confucius it is saic), that he never fepoke of the strange 
and marvellous, and sought to fix men s attention-on 
the duties oT^the human relations; while the other 
inculcated a contempt for worldly greatness ajnd dc)- 
mestic happiness—^placing the chief good in mental 
abstraction, and professing to deal much^ith the spi¬ 
ritual world. The one erred in being too^fe^j^ffiSr 
and the other in being too superstitious; yet they have 
both retained their hold of the mind of China, even to 
the present day, and it is difficult now to ^ay, which 
system is most prevalent throughout the empire. 

.^I^ut the same period, Buddhism arose in ] ndia; 
and I'ffiough it did not immediately spread ifito the 
ultra Gangetic natipiis* it- diffused itself rapidly on its 
subsequent introduction, and now exerts as great an 
influence over the minds of the vulgar, the other two 
sects do over the learned and the sqpferstitious^ • 

A little more than two hundred years before the 
Christian era, China became subject to a fourth dy¬ 
nasty, called Tsin, from which* Chin, or China, the 
name by which that country is known in the western 
world, is probably derived. • The ruler of Tsin con* 

j ceived the insane idea of establi^ing a dynasty,’^which 
i should extend from the l)eginnmg tq^the ead of time. 
^ With this view, he collected and bukit all the records. 

. • . . * *" 
'of previous ages, and buried alive four hundred and 
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sixty learned men, wishing to make posterity helieve 
that the dominion of the world commenced with him- 
self, the first universal emperor of China. The’ object 
Df obliterating all remembrance of antiquity was, how¬ 
ever, defeated by the subsequent discovery of the books 
of Confucius, in the wainscoat of an ()ld house; and 
the* intention of perjietuating his rule to succeeding 
generations Was also frustrated by 'the demise of his 
son*, only two years after his own ilcath,*by which 
means the empire passed into other hands, and his 
dynast|^bq^*arae extinct. Though the writings of Con¬ 
fucius were recovered, yet they were much injured, 

•ancLjungjIjr parts, defective; which has greatly de^ 
tracted from the integrity, intidligibility, and, in the 
opinion of some, from the credibility of the whole. 

During the life-time of this monarch, the famous 
Cliiuese wall was erected^ in order to keep out the Tar- 
tars^ who*then infested the northern frontier. Almost 
every 4liird man was drafted, throughout the entire, 
for the accomplishment of this undertaking; and being 
but poorly supplied •^th pro\usib«s, many of them 
died in the w ork. Hefice the Chinese call it, “ The 
ruin of one generatioif, and the salvation of thousands.” 
Howe^er*true the* first part of this sentence may be, 
the latter is pot so exactly correct, as the Tartars^ 
ha^e several times invaded China, notwithstanding 
their wall, and are noV in possession of the empire. 
Still it is a stupendous wotk, stretching over fifteen 
hundred miles of country*, crossing hills and rivers, 
and pij)vided with gafes and towers,* at certain inter¬ 
vals, if w^ manned an3 guarded, in a country 
jvhere artillery ii seldom employed, it might still be 
serviceable in keeping outran enemy, weit not the 
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dreaded Tartar hordes'now on both sides of thei wall, 
c • 

and in possession of the palaces and capital of the 
empire/ TJie name of the first iviler of the Tsin dy¬ 
nasty is, hoyreyer, held in detes&tion by the Chinese. . 

Since the days of Tsin, a* succession of dynasties 
have swayed the destinies of China: among the most 
celebrated of which are Han, Tan^, Sung, and Mifig, 
with the two Tartar dynasties Yuen and T&ig. The 
dynasty Han, ^lasting from B. C. 205 to A. 1). 226, 
is distinguished for the military prowess and courage 
at that time displayed; hence the Chinese a;r'' still 
fond of calling themselves sons of Han. After the 
downfal of, this race of kings, six smali^r^ dy^^jfe 
followed, of whom little rema:^able is recorded dur¬ 
ing the Tang dynasty, from A. D. 620 to 906, learn¬ 
ing was extensively cultivated, and the literary exa¬ 
minations were then first established. Between the 

Tang and Sung, five smaller dynasties inter- 
vetti^ during which period printing was invented by 
one S^g-taou, A. D. 924; while the practice of bind- 
ing the feet of wemen appear^ to have commenced 
about Ihe same rime. At thd close of the &ung dy¬ 
nasty, A. D. cl275, Marco Paulb the^ Venetian travel¬ 
ler, visited China. While the Mongolian Tartdis had 
jpossession of Chii^a, the grand canal dug, which 
proved of such incalculable service to ihe empire; alad 
the Yellow Biver was brought Bkck to its former bed, 
by which means much laild was broi^ht under culti- 
varion, and former inundallotis prevented. Under the 
mgn of the Miifg dynasty, fronfA. D. 1638 to^A. D. 
1643, ^ Portuguese mited Chinaw and seitl|ri them¬ 
selves at The present Tartar race have po^, 
sessed tha» throne one hummed and ninety-*four years. 
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To above biief allusions to tbe principal events 
of Chinese history, a regular list of Chinese emperors 
will be added m the •appendix, with some of the * re- 
iparkable occurrences of each successive dynasty. This 
list is made up from tke*Kang-keen-c-che, a Chinese 
historical work, and is calculated according to the cycle 
of sixty years, compared with the eras of the western 
world, that both the thincse scholar end the European 
reader may be alike assisted in referring io U- Some 
explanation of the cycle will be required, for those who 
wish tc^oi^ult the list. This mode of reckoning has 
been adopted by the Chinese from the commencement 
of their n^archy. lliey ascribe its invention to 
H*ng-le, who lived in the traditionary period, before 
the flood of Yaou The latter is said to have commenced 
his reign in the forty-first year of the fifth cycle, while 
the cycle itself is said to have begun with the sixty-first 
year^of the^eign of Hwang-te. During the period ante¬ 
rior to Yaou, however, the events of history, in Chhwae 
books, are not marked by the years of the cycle, while 
subsequent to Xaou’s accession, evfeay important occur¬ 
rence is carefully noted ddwn by the appropriate horary 
character, so thatia student can easily ascertain the date 
of any gii^n event,® by a reference to this mode of cal¬ 
culation. The ^inference therefore, Js, that the cycle 
w^ not known before Yaou, if so early; and that the 
assumption of the forty-Jflrst year of the fifth cycle, for 
the accession of that monarclr is merely arbitrary, for 
the sake of fixing the date of subsequent, rather than 
of preceding events. The sixty years t>f® the cycle are 
made out kgi jotni^ ten hm.ry characters, called the 
“^fen celestial steifc,” with twelve others, ^called the 
“ twelve terrestrial branches.”. These united 4ogether, 
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of course? exhibit an excess of two branches, after 
every ten stems, which, being carried over to the next 
row*, vary the associations, until the ten stems are 
repeated six times, thus forming sixty; when the pra- 
cess has to begin again. The origin of th(} ten stems 
may be ascribed to the ten digits, and of the twelve 
branches, to the twelve signs of the zodiac, which*are 
to be met with in ell the primitive nationsf of antiquity, 
and are suj)gpsad, by some, to be antediluvian. •In¬ 
deed, the twelve stems, are, in calendars and astro¬ 
nomical books, used for the signs of the zotliac^r begin¬ 
ning with Aquarius. As the characters, denoting these 
twelve branches, have little or no signification in them-* 
selves, the common people, ip order to remeinberthem 
the more easily, have attached to each branch-character 
another word, with the meaning of which they are 
familiar; as mouse, ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake, 

sheep, monkey, pig, fowl, and dog, \^ich were, 
pid^ably, the ancient terms for the Chinese signs of 
thesA^ac: so that the supposition that they were, 
originally, derived^om that S9urce, is jiot altogether 
xwithout foundation. The Chinese make frequent use 
fof these horaiy characters in the *notarion of time, not 
only as designating years, but montBs, days, and hours. 

I^us there are injeach year twelve moqths, and three 
hundred and sixty days; while in each day there mre 
twelve hours, all exhibiting lumbers easily denoted 
by peculiar modifications bf twelve. • These characters 
axe frequently used in designating the age ofindivi* 
duals, and fhdst requisite in calculating destinies; 
while m chronological matters, theu form tile only safe 
method of denoting tinfe. ' \ 

The history of ('hina ^hibits many traits of huilan 
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charaQter, and a variety of incidents that Would w^ll 
repay the perusal. It was thought sufficient, how¬ 
ever, in the present^work, merely to allude to th^ sys- 
j;em of chronology adopted by that people, partly to 
remove an erroneous notion entertained by some, that 
the Chinese boast of a chronology extending through 
an •almost indefinite period, and partly to establish 
the fact, that, exclusive of their fabulous and tradi¬ 
tionary periods, they do possess a series^ of historical 
recortls, extending back to the very first ages of the 
world,*,^gj^"eing, in many important points, with the 
astronomical and chronological calculations of the 

•west, and ex^^itled, in some degree, to confidence and 
credit. , 

It will not be unsuitable now to call the attention of 
the reader to the dominions which have been possessed 
by these successive dynasties. A glance at the map of 
China Prttper, exhibits it as bounded on the south and 
east, by the ocean; on the west, by Thiliet and the 
dcs(?rt; and on the north, by the great wall. Xwo 
mighty rivers, are seen rising, n^rly together, in tlie 
mountains of the west, one flowing north and the other 
south; and, aft«* a lengthened and tortuous course, 
approaching each*other nearly about the centre of 
China, from whence they flow side* by side till they. 
cm][)ty themselves into the eastern sea not far from 
each other; the one is called Hoang-ho, or the Yellow 
River, and the other, Yang-tsze-keang, or the Child of 
the Ocean. . 

At the^first settlement of the phinese in their patn- 
arehal vegilifhs, thjy doubtless^ occupied but a. small 
portion of that space which they now calbtheir own. 

c» 
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miADUALLY OCCUPIED. ^ 

The first ^lart of the country possessed by ihoir pri¬ 
meval ancestors, soon after the dispersion, was that 
portion* of territory now included! in the provinces 
of Shan-se and Shen-se, on the* banks of the Yellow. 
River, just after it crosses the'great wall; or the noilh- 
western part of China Proper. Here the land was 
laid out in portions which were di^ded into nine equal 
squares, the outer allotments of •which 'W'ere cultivated 
b}^ eight sepjfata husbandmen, while the middle plot 
was wrought by the united strength of the whole, and 
the proceeds given up for the service of the^ti^*.. As 
the population increased, they spread thCiTiselves far¬ 
ther eastward, occupying the lands that liej^tween the* 
Yellow River and the modepi w^all, as far aslne sea; 
until, in the time of Confucius, th<j whole of the terri¬ 
tory north and south of the Yellow River, as far as the 
Xang-tsze-keang, was inhabited by tribes speaking the 
same language, and adopting the same customs, s^qia- 

rated into different states, and acknowledging one fede- 
ral^head. In process of time, these were all *l)rought 
under the dominion^f *Tsin, ani} the foundation of that 
empire was laid, which has *been long known to the 
western world, under the appellation of Sin, Chin, and 
China. It was long, however, before the emperors of 

.China extended their sway over the tribes lying to the 
south of the Yang-tsze-keang, and, for many ages, ihe 
provincesofFuh-keen, Canton, ^wang-se, Yun-nan,and 
Kwei-chow, were in a stalte of barbarism, scarcely sub¬ 
mitting to the Chinese yok5, and deriving little benefit 
from the civilizing influence of their northenj neigh¬ 
bours., Education, however, and li^perioi^lacfics, gra¬ 
dually won over the southern states, and the empero^p 
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of Ch^na became lords of all within the wall and the 
ocean, and extended their influence from the desert to 
the easteiTi sea. • ' • 
, Having thus far progressed, China was soon enabled 
to enlarge fu*r territories by that which generally cir¬ 
cumscribes dominion. She spread, not by conquering, 
but by being conquered. For many ages, the effemi¬ 
nate Chinese had been exposed to the incursions of the 
Tartar hordes, which infested their jiorthcjfn border. 
To keep’out these, the great wall was built, but built 
in vaii^^ First, under the Moguls, and, subsequently, 
under the Manchows, the Tartar race invaded the terri¬ 
tory, and ascended the throne of (^hina. In this how¬ 
ever, thcTuperiority of knowledge over ignorance—of 
civilization over barbarism—^lias been apparent. Men¬ 
cius, a Chinese philosopher, who flourished before the 
Christian era, has a passage in his works to the follow- 
ing*effect; “ I have heard of barbarians being improved 
by the,Chinese, but I never heard of the Chinese being 
improval by barbarians,” Thus the Tartars, after sub¬ 
jugating China, instead of altenn^its institutions, and 
changing* its maxims orgovernment, conformed them- 
.sclves to the customs and laws already existing in the 
country, and wer^, in fact, subdued by the Chinese : 
while ('hina remained what China.was, having only^ 
changed its rulers, and gained a great accession of 
territory. ** 

The modem efnpire of China assumes a peculiar 
interest and importance, oA account of the extent of its 
territoiy. In addition fo China Proper* ifrhich, with its 
eighteen* rich and fertile provinces, each of them equal 
yi extent and population to some European kingdoms, 
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covers an area of 1,298,000 square miles, the empire 
is now swelled by the annexation of Chinese Tartairy, 
a thinly peopled, but outstretched region, extending 
from the sea of Ochotsk, on* the east, to Bukaria,. 
on the west; and from this Altay and Nershink 
mountains on the north, to the great wall, on the 
south. • 

The power of China is strengthened, by having Thi¬ 
bet on the cone hand, and Corea and Loo-Choo on .the 
other, almost entirely subject to its influence; while 
its importance, in the eyes of eastern nations, aug¬ 
mented by claiming to include Cochin-China, Camboja, 
Burmah, and Siam, among its tributary kingdoms.' 
What an enormous and overgrown dominion is tfiiis 
presented before us, extending over thirty-five degrees 
of latitude and seventy of longitude, and covering an 
area of upwards of 3,000,000 square miles. 

The Chinese empire occupies no inconsiderable space 
in our map of the earth’s surface, and fills up nejg*ly the 
whole of their own; no wonder, then, that the Chinese 
should consider thei^ country as^the middle kingdom, 
including all within the four sdas; and that, with them, 
the world and their empire should -be synonymous 
terms. It is true, that a great part*of these ^ei^tories 
are uninhabitable*deserts, and Chines^ Tartary may 
have only four inhabitants to a square mile; yet the 
government of that country eiSends an influence over 
nearly as much of the earfli’s surface,* and more of its 
population, than either England or Bussia, and makes 

its orders heaW* and obeyed frdin Peking to lilde, and 
from the capital to Canton, amongst several liundred 
millions of, people. By its new accessions of territory. 
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China, has come into^he neighbourhood of the Bri* 
tis& possessions; an^ though oiiginalljr so distant 
from us, seems to e^ke hands across the Hunslaya 
jnountains,—and invite western nations to publish 
amongst them, the glad* tidings of great joy, which 
shall be to all people. 
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Scarcely any thing has been the suliject of so much 
controversy, and at the same time of so much interest, 
relative to China, as the number of its population. I'he 
philosopher, the polidcian, the merchant, .and the Chris¬ 
tian are alike concerned to know, how many individuals 
are congregated together in that*immense empire, and 
what is the rate of increase of its inhabitants, popu- 

^lation of China has formed the basi§ of numerous 
hypotheses among those who treat of the wealth or 
poverty of nations, and its exceeding populousness has 
been assumed or denied, ^according its different writers 
have sought to establish v^irious jiropositions relative 
to the rapid or slow growth of the human family ; and in 
proportion to the amount of their fears lest the increase 
of population should entrench upofi the means of suIj^ 
sistence and produce an /extensive and insupportable 
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famine. The Malthusites have caught at th^ fact, that 
China, already over peopled, is yet increasing in poitii- 
lation and is doubling the number of its inhabitants 
every twenty-five years^ which, connected with the cir¬ 
cumstance of the scarcity and misery which already 
prevail, have led them to form the most gloomy appre¬ 
hensions for the future, and to discourage marriage and 

^encourage wars, lest the world should, like China, 
became overstocked, and universal want and misery 
cnvelopS^and engulph the whole family oT man. The 
anti-Malthusites, on the other hand, shocked at this 
dreadful jticture, and still more alanning prospect, have, 

•greedily embraced the suggestion thrown out by some 
writers, 'that the population of China has been exagge¬ 
rated ; and finding diffefcnt returns given by various 
authors, have argued that the subject is questionable 
and undecided; then taking the lowest census they can 
fine] they have come boldly forward and declared that 
China^is one of the most thinly peopled countries of the 
globe, fhat her soil is not one tenth part cultivated, and 
that her peasahtry and mechaniPfe 5ire enjoying an ease 
and luxury^ devoid of all* appearance of want or penury, 
unknown and unequalled in any other part of the world. 
These* ei^treme differences of opinion, established as 
they both appear to be by irrefragabje arguments, tend 
to perplex the enquirer; but we must remember that 
the advocates of opposing systems generally go to 
extremes in defence of th»ir favourite propositions; 
and that the truth usually lies between the two, to be 
elicited only by a *di9|)assionate research, and an un- 
prejudj^ mind; determined to*judge according to the 
^(fvidence adduced, indepcndeift of previously Existing 
opinions. 
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The poUtician is not less interested in the qoMlion 
of China’s population; for, if it be true that that entire 
contains its hundreds of millions, it will become an 
important enquiry how she is to be dealt with; and what 
precautions are necessary to prevent her Enterprising, 
though not warlike people, from pressing with their 
teeming myriads upon the neighbouring populous aod 
fertile states. If they be so numerous, ,and if they, 
threaten to. become doubly so, not only will the restric¬ 
tive policy or the Chinese, which would pi^ent its 
inhabitants from emigrating, be broken down, but the 
welfare, if not the peace of surrounding natiobs lie dis¬ 
turbed by the influx of a mass of shrewd and hungry. 
intruders; who, if they cannot obtain a livelihood by 
honest competition, will first by petty thefts, and then 
by more daring robberies, become dangerous to the 
colonies where they reside; and in time present such 
annoyances as can only be checked by their exclusion 
from the scene of their chosen residence. 

* 

There are already two colonies in the eastern drchipe- 
lago, one under the Pilfch and the other tinder English 
authority, where the annual influx of Chinese bolonists 
has, whether right or wrong, been the occasion of much 
alarm; and in one district in particular the yevolt, or 
supposed revolt, of the Chinese has ended in the utter 
^termination of the suspected tribe; wtile in Borneo 
the Chinese have settled themsel<i^es down in the interior 
—have made head against (4ihe European authorities— 
and carried on the war for a* considerable time; conr, 
eluding with air honourable peace, by which* they 
have retained full poi^ession of a rich proVJpce,— 
aboundiftg in the precidus metals,—and secured thb 
mouth of^a* river, affording a favourable outlet for‘ 
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foreign trade. Hence European colonies in«the east 
have begun to forbid the introduction of Chinese emi¬ 
grants, some l&vying«a heavy fine on all new comers, 
which amounts to an actual prohibition, and others 
sending whole cargoes away, bidding them to seek 
another home. 

To the merchant and manufacturer, this subject is 
^jjot devoid of interest; particularly at a period when by 
the ^invention of machinery, goods are manufactured 
more thdff doubly sufficient for all the cinlSed tribes 
of Europe and America; when even our East Indian 
possession^ are overstocked with the productions of 
art; and when a new market for our manufactures 
becomes a matter of serious concern to those who 
have already exceeded the necessities of neighbour¬ 
ing nations, and who are compelled to look out for 
purchasers m new and untried fields of commerce. 
But^if China really contain so large a population as 
is assigned to it, in a climate where warm cloth¬ 
ing is dhnually required, how large a field is thus 
opened to the speculations of capitalists and the ener¬ 
gies of oiferatives, which for years and ages they would 
not be able fully.to exhaust. Say not, the Chinese ai*e 
poor and ^cannot pay for our goods; they already pay 
four millions of pounds sterling for pur opium, which 
only injures anA destroys them; and how is it that they* 
cannot afford to purchase useful and necessary com. 
modifies, the wearing of which will as much promote 
their interests, as the sale will ours. It is true, their 
system is exclusive, and commerce with them is carried 
on unde/ numerous restrictions; Jret if such a vast mass 
of people exist and must be dothed; and if ofir mer- 
ciiants and manufacturers can furnish them ^with the 
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necessary* articles cheaper and better than they can 
supply themselves, the trade must extend, and ‘our 
manufactures gain admission. « 

But the Christian philanthropist is still more inter¬ 
ested in this important question. When each individual 
possesses a never dying spirit, and each sinner is ex¬ 
posed to endless wrath, the greater the number of 
persons involved' in the calamity, the more serious thq.^ 
evil; andjthe more must the contemplation of it oppress 
the mind oithe thoughtful Christian. As tllTs view of 
the subject, however, will be more fully enlarged upon 
in the sequel, it will 1)C sufficient now, to discuss the 
question of China’s population; and endeavour to ascer-u 
tain the real state of the case, leaving the deduction of 
inferences to the close. 

To clear the way to this important subject, it will 
be necessary, first, to shew the possibility and pro¬ 
bability of China’s containing the assumed populatjon; 
and then, the reality of its existence. 

That it is a possible case that China corftains as 
many inhabitants as "^ven the largest* census would 
give, few who have paid any attention to the subject 
will be disposed to deny. Though there have not been 
wanting those who strenuously affirm, that tj[ie^soiI is 
incapable of sustajning so vast a population; yet, by a 

’“comparison of that land with others, calculating the 
number of occupants and the arta of their territory, we 
find that such a priori veasonings are not founded in 
fact, nor entitled to our regard. China Proper is said 
to contain 1^297,999 square sniles, or 830,719,360 
English acres of grouhd. If then we allow ^ly one- 
half of the land to be capable of cultivation, (though soifie 
would allow two-thirds,) and each acre of cultivated 
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ground, to be capable of sustaining one individual, 
(though some say each acre will support five,) then we 
have cultivjible ground in China sufficient for -the 
support of 415,000,000, of persons. Thus by a very 
moderate calculation, we* see that it is by no means 
impossible for China to contain the full population 
which the highest census assigns to it. 

Again, if we compare ('hina with other countries of 
the ^obe, and calculate the populatiop of e^h square 
mile, we shall find that that emj)ire is not more thickly 
people(k|han some other countries; and if it be possible 
for other regions to sustain their population, then is it 
also possible for China to do the same. In Holland, 
for instance, w'c have 210 inhabitants to the square 
mile; in England, including the army and navy, 244 ; 
in Ireland, 256 ; and in Belgium, 333. While in China, 
if we take flic population at the highest census, given 
in \812, namely 361,279,897, we shall find that its 
population is about 278 individuals to the square mile, 
being somewhat more than the population of Ireland, 
hut by no means equal to fiiat of Belgium. Now as 
the jieople of Ireland call live, and those of Belgium 
can afford to mamtain'a separate and ex[)(5nsive govern¬ 
ment, tfmkkeep a Rirge army on foot,—there is nothing 
extravagant in Jthc supposition that China contains and 
is able to sustain the population assigned to it. 

We next come to cohsider the probability of such 
a supposition; and in so doing we shall find that it 
is not unlikely that China contains a large amount 
of population from th^ fertility of its* tfoil, combined 
with the great quantity of land under cultivation; the 
encouragement that is given fo agricultui'^; and the 
industry and skill of the inhabitants, contrasted with the 
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economy observed; notwithstanding which the people in 
many provmces are reduced to the most abject state of 
want dnd misery, many dying of*actual starvation, and 
thousands emigrating every year, in order to procure a 
precarious subsistence abroad. 

It is true that China is in some parts hilly, and in 
others marshy; that wild men ai^d wild beasts occhpy 
the higher regions, and reeds and rushes the lowert^ 
in such sUjiationp we do not of course expect toVfind 
fertility; yet the vallies and the level plains, which 
are by no means circumscribed, are proverbi^ly pro¬ 
ductive, and in some favoured spots, the fertility is 
amazing. Barrow says, “that an acre of land, in China? 
with proper culture, will afford a supply of rice for ten 
persons for a whole year, in the southern provinces; 
and sufficient for the consumption of five in the north¬ 
ern ; allowing each person two pounds a day.”* This 
estimate may be considered high; but on minuter en¬ 
quiry of the natives, who are acquainted vrith t^ culti¬ 
vation of the interior, it appears, that an acre of land 
in China, well cultivated, will produce '3600 pounds of 
rice, in two crops, per year ;* which is equal, at two 
pounds a day, to the sustenance of ^ve individuals. 
But the Chinese peasantry generally cannotr calculate 
on two pounds of« rice a day, or scarcely one, and are 
obliged to make up the deficiency by sweet potatoes, 
pulse, or any thing else that v^l satisfy hunger. The 
observation of travellers, t^ho have visited the country, 
tends to shew, that the bord&rs of the grand canal, aud 
the two gigariti^ streams—the Tellow River, and the 
Yang-teze-keang—are extraordinarily productive, yield¬ 
ing two crqps in the year, without needing to lie fallow 

* Barrow’s Travciswn Chma, pp. 577, 578, 
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a sinj^le.season. The provinces of Keimg-soo and Gan* 
hwuy, Shan-tung and Shan*se, Ch^-keang and Ho-nan, 
are those which yield the greatest revenue €o the 
epiperor, and consequently those which are most pro¬ 
ductive to the people; v^hile the thick set stalks of 
waving com in the vicinity of those places fully sub- 
staiftiate the character^ven of them by foreign travel- 

-1^8 and native documents, as being the granary of the 
land? ^ . . 

To the fertility of the soil, we may add the consider- 
ation tjjat it is very extensively cultivated. China 
contains, as has been before observed, 830,719,360 
English acres; and if we allow one third of this area 
for hills, rivers, marshes, and waste lands, we shall have 
553,812,906 acres for cultivable ground. In ascertain¬ 
ing this, however, we are not left to conjecture; as 
there exists af report made to the emperor Keen-lung, in 
thp jtear 1745, of the amount of land then under culti¬ 
vation, ^according to which it appears, that, reckoning 
the land laelonging to individuals, with that in the pos¬ 
session of the Tartar standards, the military, the priests, 
and the literary, there wete, at that time, 595,598,221 
English acres under cultivation; since which period, a 

*^new estimate has ^ven 640,579,381 English acres, as 
the total extent of occupied land in* China. Thus it 
appears that more than three-fourths of the surface are 
owned and tilled by m&ti, allowing, according to the 
highest census, nearly one a<a:e and three quarters to 
each individual. The greatest part of this area is laid 
out exclusively in arablft land, and devbted to the pro¬ 
duction food for man alone. ta China, the natives 
iqake no use of butter or cheese, and very.selSom of 
milk; the principal animal f<K)d is pork, which is gene- 
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rally home-fed; they have few horses for travelling, 
pomp, or war; and the only cattle they keep are *such 

as arer needed in husbandry: hence, there are no graz¬ 
ing farms, no meadow^s, and Very little pasture; while ' 
every acre of ground, capable of cultivation, is turned 

up by the spade or the plough, in order to afford suste¬ 
nance for the teeming inhabitants. The few’ beasts of 
Imrden, or of draught, which they keep, are cither-- 
tethered J^a string, by the side of the road, or h/med 
out to graze on the hills; w’hile they are supplied, by 
night, with a little straw’ or bean stalks, whicl^ is also 
their principal food during the winte” A Vommon is 
quite unusual throughout the eastern half of China» 

while parks and pleasure grounds arc proportionably 
scarce, as the anxiety to satisfy the appetite prevails 
over the desire of amusement. 

Wheel carriages being rare, particularly in the south, 

the roads are comparatively few and narrow; gen^a^ly 

consisting of raised pathways through the ric^ fields, 

or of winding lanes over the mountains, "fhe state¬ 
ment of Barrow, thaf “ the imperial roads are triple,” 

with the declaration of Le' Compte, that “ they are 

fourscore feet broad, or near it,” does not interfere with 
the general assertion, that the roadlj of Chijia ^re nar- * 

row; for the two writers just quoted, pre speaking of 

the public roads in the vicinity of the capital, and of 
the royal way from Peking to*the imperial residence in . 

Chinese Tartaiy. Broad ways may comport with a 

high state of civilization, bnt where the people are littte 

accustomed to luxury and selMndulgence, thej will be 

content with narrow‘paths; particularly w&n every 

particle qf improveabfe soil is needed to sustain fije 

peculation. What an immense quantity of land is occu- 
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pied in England, in order to indulge the locomotive 
propensities of the inhabitants, and to enable them to 
move, with case and* expedition, from one p]^ce*to 
another. This expenditure of the energies of the 
soil, in feeding millions*of horses, and this laying 
out of good ground, in constructing several thousand 
railfis of road, is almost entirely spared in China, 
where the jmblic are content to wal6, or carry each 
otheljaliout, if they may but get enough toand tQ 
wear. 

It ha^^bcen obje.cted to the .statement regarding the 
occupan(!y *of a groat j)r()portion of the land in tillage, 
that the cemeteries of the (Jhinese are both numerous 
and extensive ; and much of the soil being consecrated 
to the service of the dead, there must of necessity be a 
smaller (piantity left for the support of the living. The 
force of this'olijection seems to be heightened by the 
consideration, that the Chinese never allow old graves 
to be (Usturlied; and, generally speaking, dig a new 
pit for each individual. But, an acquaintance with the 
fact, obviates the supposed difficulty; for, the Chinese 
seldom select, for burial places, situations capable of 
agricultural use*and •improvement; an4 inter their 

"ileceasetl ftiends on* the hill .side, or under the craggy 
j)recipice, wherq little else could 1)C made of the soil. 
During the various excursions, which the writer has 
made into the interior, alhng the shores of three or four 
maritime provinces! he was particularly struck with the 
extreme paucity of graves. • In one part of the province 
of Shan-tung, a cemetefy was discovered* in a seques¬ 
tered gl«n; and, here and there, a white monument 
presented itself by the road side; but by,no means 
equal to the hosts of living inhabitants, everywhere 
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met with*. Near the populous city of Shang-hae» coffins 
were seen in the comers of the fields, kept above ground 
till* this body should decay; when the bones might be 
collected into jars, placed by \;he cottage door, and the 
coffin and the room might ‘serve for other occupants. 
At the great island of Choo-san, scores of coffins were 
observed under a precipice, scatt^ed about in confuifion, 
some fresh, and others in a state of decay, all denied 
the right of sepulture, from the crying necessityjbf a 
want of room. In the neighbourhood of Peking, the 
cemetery may be large because the population js great, 
and the ground round the capital comparatively barren; 
but generally throughout the country, and particularly 
in the more level and fertile province’s, the living 
cannot afford much room for the dead, and the cemete¬ 
ries are therefore contracted and few. 

The encouragement given to agriculture would also 
argue a dense population. It is an ancituit maxim«wjd^h 
the Chinese, that when T)eople are hungry there is no 
attending to the dictates of justice and propriety, and 
only when a populatfon is well fed, can they be well 
governed. Hence from the Pearliest antiquity, the em¬ 
peror has set^ an example of industryto his people, by 
personally and publicly holding the plough *bnce a 
year, while the ompress does the sam^ with regard to 
the loom. In arranging the various classes of the peo¬ 
ple, the Chinese place the lite1:uti in the foremost rank, 
as learning is with them the steppiilg stone to honour; 
but immediately after thef learned, the husbandman 
takes the pilKfedence^of all others, because bging en¬ 
gaged in raising the necessaries of life, he is abundantly 
more impqjrtant than the mechanic, who merely changes 
the forms of matter; and^the merchant, who originates 
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nothing, and only barters and exchanges commodities 
for Ihe sake of gain. This honour put upon agricul¬ 
tural emi)loym*ents i» evidently the result of design; 
and shews that the cotfntry, being over stocked with 
inhabitants, heeds cultivating to its utmost extent, in 
order to provide the people with sustenance. 

The industry and^kill of the Chinese, striving to 
juroduce as many of the necessaries or life as possible, 
wohkl also argue a dense population, evei^,fttniggling 
against fliroateiiing want, and compelled to exert them¬ 
selves J:or their daily bread. In tropical climates, where 
the grouiftl is fertile, and the ])opulation scanty, the 

^fjatives tind that, by a few months labour,- they can 
produce suflicieiit food for a whole years consumption 
and are tlnu’efore indisposed to exert themselves further. 
Butin (diina. th(‘inhabitants are incessantly employed, 
and every individual is obliged to be busy in contri- 
butjyig his quota to the common weal. Every one, in 
the leagt acquainted with the manners of the Chinese, 
knows that they are untiring in their exertions to main¬ 
tain themselves* and families. In the business of agri¬ 
culture, tbey are more particularly active, raising two 
crops from the gi*ounci every year, extem^ng their cul- 

“*tivation in every possible direction, and bringing the 
most uiq)romising spots into use, in <gxler that nothing 
may be lost. Their skill in effecting these objects, is 
not, considering their few advantages, contemptible. 
'Ihey thoroughly imdcrstand the importance of varying 
tke crops; they know perfectly w’cll the seasons and 
soils adapted for certain productions ;* and they are 
fully scwble of the importance of manuring the ground, 
ip* order to maintain its fertility? A strangcf is struck 
with tliis, on first setting his foot on the shores of China. 

I) ' 
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Almost every individual met with, in the paths and 
i&elds, is provided with a basket and a rake; and every 
evoniiig, the cottager brings home a certain quantity to 
add to the mest heap, which i^ a most important appen¬ 
dage to every dwelling. Having but few sheep and 
cattle, they are obliged to make the most of the sttirco- 
raceous stock of men and swi^e. This is carefully 
collected, and actually sold at so much per pound, while 
yrhole strings of city scavengers may be seen ch*^^rily 
posting into the country, every successive moniing, with 
their envied acquisitions; little heeding the olfactory 
nerves of the less interested passengers. Every other 
substance likely to answer the end, is anxiously col 
lected, and carefully disposed, so as to provide for 
future exigencies; such as decayed animal and veget¬ 
able matter, the sweeping of streets, the mud of canals, 
burnt bones, lime; and, what is not a little singular, 
the short stumpy human hair, shaven from milliojj^of 
heads, every ten days, is industriously gathq^*ed uj), 
and sold for manure throughout the empire.’ In the 
high importance placed on stercoratioq, in China, we 
see an illustration of that passage in II. Kings, vi. 2e5, 
that when there was a great famine ki Samaria, “ tht? 
fourth part of a cab of dove’s dui% was SQld*for five 
pieces of silver.’. , 

The skill of the Chinese husbandman is also mani¬ 
fested in the arrangement and Irrigation of his rice lands. 
In the centre and south of China riee is the staple com¬ 
modity ; and it is well kn(twn that rice wdll not thrive 
unless supplied with water. From the preparing of the 
ground for the seed, almost to the reaping o& the har¬ 
vest, the fields must be overspread with water. In 
order to^this, each field is made perfectly level, with an 
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elevated ridge or bonier, and a stream of i^ter con¬ 
stantly flowing into it, to provide against the loss by 
evaporation, and to yield an overplus for the* fields 
around and beneath it. * For this pur{)Ose water must 
either be raised by artificial means, such as pumps, 
level's, whetfls, &c., from a lower to a higher region; or 
conducted with great jikill and care from some elevated 
position, along the sides of hills, and across vallies, to 
the (j^'sired spot; where, introduced into the Ipghest field 
of the scries, it gradually flows down to the lower 

terraci^.^ until it is lost in the river or the sea. The 
very ingenious methods whicli the Chinese employ for 
faising water have often been illustrated; and shew at 
once tlu'ir adroitness, and the necessity which has thus 
driven them to their wits ends, to increase the pro¬ 
duce of their soil. The water brought over the land, 
brings fertility along with it, and the debris accom¬ 
panying the fluid thus conveyed from the surrounding 

heightSi, ^tends alike to moisten and fructify the soil. 
The Chinese may be considered ^lepts in terrace culti¬ 
vation, notwithstanding the observations of Barrow, 
that he saw but few instances of it in his route. From 
all the information that can be gatheBed from the 
natives^ the contrary is the fact; and though in places 

where a supply of water cannot be commanded at an 

elevated spot, the natives necessarily leave the hills 
uncut into terraces; yet in every instance in which 

the locality is favourable, they do not fail to adopt a 
nlode of cultivation essenBal to the production of rice 
in southlern latitudes. Al travellers agree in the opinion 
that in minute spade husbandry^ the Chinese moi;p than 
equal Europeans; and Lord Macartney denominates 
them the best husbandmen iy the world. The activity 
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and acuteness of tlie Chinese husbandman, therefore, 
tend to shew, that so much energy and mind have been 
necessarily called into display by«an overflowing popu¬ 
lation. 

Not less remarkable, nor less available to our argu¬ 
ment, is the economy observed by the Chinese in the use 
of the necessaries of life, in ordc^** that they may niiVke 
them go as far as possible. This is apparent in their fo(^, 
their drefwt, and, their dwellings; in all of which^ihey 
avoid extravagance, and restrict themselves to such kinds 
as need the smallest quantity of ground to produce and 
rear them. It is not meant by this, that the Chinese 
are not fond of good food, and plenty of it, when they 
can get it; they are, in fact, both epicures and gor- 
mands, when good things fall in their way; but they 
manage to do with little and coarse food, when necessity 
compels them, which is, alas I l)ut too often. The diet 
of a Chinese is generally a little rice and salt fish, .or 
salted vegetable; a species of brassica being commonly 
used for this puqwse, which being thoroughly impreg¬ 
nated with salt, helps to flavour the insipid^ rice, and 
enables them to relish their food. I'his mess is some¬ 
times varied by certain preparations of pulse or millet, 
and more rarely a few ounces of poA are stwvefl down 
wdth the vegetable preparations, in the propoition of one 
to five. The common food of the poor, however, is 
sweet potatoes or yams, with occasionally a little rice 
boiled in a large quantity of water; tind once a month, 
it may be, a pork meal, or dh grai\d festive occasions,'^ 
little poultiy. ‘Against the eating of beef the% have a 
strong, prejudice, not so much on account of veligious 
scruples, as because oxen are used in husbandry, and 
they think it a shame, after a poor animal has been 
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labouring all his life in their service, to cut hiift to pieces 
at last, and then to feed upon his flesh, andnnake shoes 
of his hide. Hence in the hortatory tracts, which they 
sometimes ])ublish, they* draw the figure of an ox, com¬ 
posed entirely of words dr characters, which set forth 
the complaint of the cow kind, relative to their hard 
usage during life, and their still harder fate at death, 
crmcluding liy assigning the lowest place in Pandemo- 
niun^to the villainous beef-butchers,, who ^mercilessly 
cut them up for gain. 

Hu)iing no inclosed pastures, they cannot breed 
many sheep or goats, which, wandering over the com 
•fields and gardens, would destroy more than they are 
worth. It is only in hiljy and barren regions where 
these animals are allowed to roam, and even there not 
beyond the shepherd’s eye; hence in the more fertile 
and more populous j)arts of the country, mutton is scarce 
cuukseldom eaten. Instead of beef and mutton, how¬ 
ever, file (Miinese have recourse to dogs and cats, the 
flesh of which animals is ecpial in price to that of swine. 
In default of these, they have no objection to make a 
dish of rats and snakes*; and cockroaches and other 
rei>tiles come iif to btfused either as food or medicine, 
by a [)eoi>le who are driven frequently to great straits 
for want of sustenance; animals that die of disease,, 
and those already far gone in a state of decay, are when 
discovered eagerly devoured by a hungry peasantry in 
search of food. Ih short the Chinese have the most 
dhscmpulous stqpiacjhs ima^nable; every thing animal 
from the hide to the entrails,—^^nd almost every thing 
vegetaMe, from the leaves to tjie roots, is mad^ avail¬ 
able to tjie support of life; and even some jjarls of the 
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R^neral ftingdom are laid under requisition for this 
important puri)ose.* 

In iheir dress, the Chinese nre alike anxious to 
economize the soil. Barrow says, “ that an acre of 
cotton will clothe two or Ihree hundred persons:” 
and as cotton can be planted between the rice crops, 
and thus vary the productions,' and relieve the soil, 
the Chinese prefer such clothing as they can raise, 
at the least expense of ground and labour. Were the 
hundreds of millions of China to be clothed in woollens, 
an immense tract of grazing land would be required, 
which would deduct materially from the area devoted to 
food, and greatly exceed what the Chinese could afford. 
In their dwellings, likewise, they are particularly frugal 
of room; living together in a very small compass, and 
crowding into closely built cities, as though ground 
with them were an object of great moment. A room 
twenty feet square would afford suflicient space 
dozen people to eat, drink, work, trade, and •sleep; 
while the streets of tljeir towns and cities are so nar¬ 
row, that it is quite possible to touch each side of the 
way with the hand as you pass along. Now if w^e 
compare this*frugality with the extravagance of Euro¬ 
pean nations in regard to room, living on •beef and 

* mutton, and wearing woollen clothes; we may easily see 
that the ground which would sustain one Englishman, 
would be sufficient for the support of three or four 
Chinese. Amongst such a selffsh and sensual people, 
so much economy would not be observed, did not stehj 
necessity compel; and what greater necessity pan exist 

* Thebhinese use great quanltties of gyjMum, which they mix with 
in order to forA a jelly of which thc‘y are very fond. ' 
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than the difficulty of sustaining a crowded population 

from a contracted soil. • 
Notwilhstantling all this diligence and care* how¬ 

ever, the people in most oT the provinces find a difficulty 

in procuring the necessaries of life; many die of 
actual want, and many more are obliged to emigrate: 

wlJile every cncouragoment is given to the importation 

grain, in order to relieve a needy population. I’he 
genepal novertv of the people has alreg,dy bee« alluded 
to, in shewing them to be content with a diminished 

tpiality^and sometimes quantity of food; yet many of 

them can hardly find food ciiougli, and numbers the 
Annually of sheer starvation. When a drought, or inun¬ 

dation occurs, when locusts invade the coasts, and the 
• . . . 

crops fail from blight or mildewy imperial bounty is 

obliged to be extended to the sufferers; otherwise a 

j)eoi)le, considerably straightened on common occasions, 
vwjudd in a season of scarcity actually perish for want. 

For this j)urpose, a great quantity of grain is annually 

left ill the various provinces, besides that which is for¬ 

warded to^ Peking, in order that the supply may be ready 

rvhen necessity demands* if. According to one state¬ 

ment, there are fV.‘serv(?d in different parts of the country 
^bout 26,900,000 *bushels of grain, and 12,000,000 

bushels of rice,io be sold out at a low*price to the poor 

in seasons of scarcity; a quantity sufliciently indicative 

‘ of the wants of the people, and of the straits to which 

they'are sometime^ driven, to need such a supply. And 
y^t this royal munitiycnce sbmetimes proves inadequate 

to the relief of the wretched; or b^ing piflaged by under¬ 

lings in 4ls way to the necessitous, leaves the huqgry to 

sitarve ere the provision reaches them. The extreme 
poverty of the people in tlje south of China is well 
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known to all who are acquaintedwith those regions,^and 

die piteous^ scenes presented in winter by whole hosts 

of pesteants almost destitiitei of food or fuel, are enough 

to affect most deeply the minds of the compassionate. 

The common wages of the 'day labourer is but four 
pence a day, and the remuneration to a schoolmasler 
from each of his scholars is only ten shillings a year; 

while provisions' are sometimes nearly as* high as th^ 
4re in Europe. ^ ^ j. 

The want of feeling generally apparent among the 

Chinese, argues their deep poverty; for wherq, provi¬ 
sions are scarce and dear, the human heart, unsanctitled 
by Divine grace, soon becomes closed against the ciy 

of distress, and the sick poor are allowed to j)erish by 
the road side, without a helping hand to relieve them. 

There is some charity manifested towards kindred, but 

none to strangers, who are left alike destitute of public 
provision and private benevolence. Canton is infe^/l 

with beggars, who gain a scanty relief by their imtiring 

importunity; and, in other parts of the country, tlie 

needy present their dismal tale of miseries to the too 

heedless spectators. 

Persons in, danger of being drowned, or burnt, are 

seldom rescued; and numbers are thmed out to die in 

the open air, to save the trouble of tending them while 

sick, and the expense of cleansing the house of their 

ghosts, when dead. Tliis disregard of the wants and - 

miseries of others, must be partly •occasioned by the 

pressure of personal want,•and the great number 6f 

individuals needing rejief. * * 

The subject of emigration, is one which considerably 

affects tha question of the population of China, llw. 

govemnient of that country being restiictiye and cxclu- 
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sive^ have gone on the principle of forbidding^alike the 

emigration of natives and the immigration of strangers. 

Standing in need, however, of foreign supplied; end 
being unable to provide for their own subjects, they 

have, in the first place, b6en induced to allow a sort of 

restricted commerce at (yanton; and, finally, to wink 

at\hc departure of narives to foreign lands. Still they 

cjonsider those who go abroad, as forfeiting all claim to 

the p^eclion of their own government, constituting 
themselves outlaws, as ivell as aliens, by the same act 

of expatriation. AVhen a misunderstanding occuiTcd 

between the Cliincse colonists and the Dutch autho- 
vities, at Batavia, some years ago, and a massacre of 

the Chinese followed; the colonial government afraid, 
lest the ciiip>eror of ('hina should take umbrage at the 

transaction, sent an embassy to that country, cxpdainiiig 

the matter, and attributing the blame to the emigrant 
Chinese themselves. The emperor, however, coolly 

rej)lied», ^that, as they had chosen to pdace themselves 

without the p)ale of his benign and fostering sway, they 
were no Joiigor entitled to his p)rotecting influence; 

thus, whatever hap)poned *to them, he should not inter¬ 

fere. Those wiio return to their native land, after 
having* amassed c(?nsiderable propjerty, if not screened 

and sheltered by their friends and relatives, are liable 

to he accused of having had intercourse with barba¬ 

rians ; when their crime increases in malignity, accord¬ 

ing to the amount df their possessions, until, by repeated 

cktortions, they arc, deprived of all. Notwithstand¬ 

ing, hoyvevcr, the origfnal restijctions *on emigration, 

the forfeiture of the rights of^ citizenship) whicji they 

thereby incur, and the prospoct of a good, squeezing 

when they return; yet, suyh is the diflicuHy many 
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of them find in procuring a subsistence, that they wil¬ 

lingly quit«friends and home, and brave the dangers of 
the^eep, with the inhospitaJities'of a foreign clime, in 
a state of poverty, rather than stay at home, and drag 

on a miserable existence in whnt of all tilings. Hence 
they have not only removed from the more populous 
provinces of China, to those mone thinly peopled; liut 

have crossed the'wall, the desert, and the ocean—^po^r 
ipg forth ^heir hqrdes to the cast, west, north, ambiouth 

—occupying the waste lands of Tartary—colonizing 

Thibet, Burmah, Camboja, and Siam, and basking 

under the fostering care of European governments, in 
the islands of the Malayan archipelago. What stronger 

j)roof of the dense population of China could be afforded 
than the fact, that emigiation is going on, in spite of 

restrictions and disabilities; from a country, where 
learning and civilization reign, and where all their 

dearest interests and prejudices are found—to one 

comparative ignorance and barbarity prevail, and.where 

the heat or cold of a tropical or frozen region, is to be 

exchanged for a mild and temjierate climate added to 

the consideration, that not a single female is permitted, 

or ventures to. leave the country, when consequently all 
the tender attachments, that bind htart to hearf, must 

be burst asunder,-and perhaps for ever.. Where is the 
country—where, under such circumstances, emigration 

would prevail, unless stem necessity compelled, and 

unless the ever-increasing progeny pfessed on the heels 

of the adult population, add obliged them to seek "k 
precarious subsistence ^n a lessHhickly peopled .part of 

the eai^h ? ^ •- 

The breaking through of another restriction, in the 

otherwise unalterable system of Chinese policy, proves 
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the existence of a dense population in that country. It 

has been before observed, that the Chinese discourage 
intercourse with foreign nations, and only pertnit a 
limited and heanly buAhened commerce at Canton. 

All foreign vessels, tradihg to Canton, have to pay a 
measurement charge, amounting, on vessels of eight 
hundred tons, to Iwo^thousand dollars, and an entre- 
port fee of nearly equal value; but, by*command of the 
presei^t^ emperor, in the year 1825. thy formea, and by 
previous orders, the latter charge, were both dispensed 
with, ijj case of all vessels loaded with rice, in order to 
encourage the importation of so neces.sary an article 
from abroad. This permission is taken advantage of 

by foreign merchants at Canton, and great quantities 
of rice are thus importecT, to supply the wants of a 
needy population. Nothing but necessity will induce 
the Chinese goveniinent to swerve from its usual regu¬ 
lations, and to grant any immuniticvS to foreigners:— 

when tiicy do so, as in the case alluded to, it shews 
that rice is greatly needed in the country; and, if rice 
be needed^ in so fertile a region as China, it is evid(*nt 
that China is overstocked* with inhabitants. 

In addition to the nbovc mentioned considerations, 
the prevalence of Infanticide, in China, has been ad¬ 
duced, by soin({, as a proof of that empire’s extreme 

populousness. While, however, W'e woidd by no means 
-argue, that this abominable practice is kept up, in 

order to keep dowft the population, or that it has any 
considerable influence in diminishing the numbers of 
the peqgle, we may still contepd thaf infanticide in 

China, is more the result of poverty than prejudice, and 

has to do with economical, rather than religious consi¬ 

derations. Ip file first place^, it is to bo observed, that 
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infanticide in China, is wholly confined to the feniale 
sex; boys, it is imagined, can provide sufficiently well 
fon themselves; are likely to repay, by their labour, 
the care and exj)ence l)estowM on them; and contii- 

bute to the building up of the family name and for¬ 

tunes ; in all of which matters, girls are of little value. 
Hence the birth of a son is hailed in every Chinese 

family, with delight; while the house ms only filled 
jivith lamentati9n, on the appearance of a }^Ytched 
daughter. A son is, therefore, valued and cherished, 

while a daughter is despised and neglected. This feel¬ 
ing carried to excess, leads many, in extreme ])overty, 
to perpetrate infanticide, in the one case ; and to [»rat;- 

tice forbearance, in the other. Again, the abominable 

custom alluded to, is not taught or enjoined by any 
religious system prevalent in China — either C’onfu- 

cianisin, Taou-ism, or Buddhism; it is not done to 

propitiate the gods, as w^as the case, formerly, amongst 

the cruel worshi])pers of Moloch; nor do the •natives 

expect to reap any spiritual advantage, by giving “ the 

fruit of their body for the sin of their‘soul^” but the 

Chinese perpetuate this inlbrnal custom merely from 

parsimonious motives, and just lo sa^^ themselves the 
care and expense of bringing up useless* add trou- 

blesome being, who is likely to cost more than ever she 

will fetch, on being sold out in marriage. It prevails, 

tberefore, in proportion to the general indigence of the» 

people, and affords by its prevalence, a criterion by 

which to judge of the density of the population, and the 

poverty of the inhal^jtants. Hence, we find! that it 

obtains more in the southern provinces, where the 

numbers of human beings exceed the powers of the 

soil to produce suffident sustenance; or, in a crowded 
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capi];a.l, where the myriads of citizens find haifily room 
to live or to l)reathe. In the southern parts of the 

empire, the natives themselves, who might be supposed 
anxious to conceal the fact, bear ample testimony to 

its existence, and that in a ’proportion which it is fearful 
to contemplate; while the lightness, with which they 
treat the inunler of ft'snale infants, shews that it must 

have prevailed, in no ordinary degree, in order so far to 

blunt 4^ir sensibilities on the subject^ as to load them 

to contemplate the drowning of a daughter, as far more 

excusaj^le than the treading of printed paper under 

foot. The extent of infanticide in the capital has been 
CJilculated, hy the number of infants thrown out every 

night, and gathered by die police in th<^ moming, 

to he hiiried in one common hole, without the city. 
One writer infonns ns, that ten or a dozen infants are 

picked up every moniiiig, in Peking alone; hence, 

thi^nurders in that (tity must amount to several thou¬ 

sands mmually. 

Some writers and travellers have (piestioncd the 

prevalence of kifanlicidc in (’hina, because they have 

never, in their intereoursi'^ with the C’hinese, seen any 

instances of it. •Thus? k'His remarks, tlyit in passing 

* along the populous\mTS of ( iiina, through upwards of 

1600 miles of couutiy, tiny met with no proofs of its 

exiskmce.*' De Guignes has been brought in, also, as 

•saying, “ that iii his route, through the whole extent of 

Cliina, iu travellii^ by water, he never saw an infant 

d/bwned ; and, in travelling hy land, although he had 

been cayl^ in the moniiifg, in cities and in village s, and 

at all hours, on the bighw'ays, he never saw an jnfant 

exposed or dead.” But, this negative kind of evidence 

is contradicted hy the direct testimony of Messrs. Bridg- 
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man and* Gutzlaff, who have both met with inst^ccs 
of what neither Ellis nor De Guigncs could trace or 

discover. . • 
The fact, that foundling Hospitals are more easily ' 

filled in China than elsewhere, is corroborative of the 
little regard in which female infants arc held, llic 
more tender hearted parents, tather than lay violent 
hands on their offsj)ring, prefer giving them away; or if 
they caik find nq one to receive the charge, dejjpsiting 
them in some temple, or monastery, where there is, at 
least, a chance of their being noticed and ])re^erved. 
The Buddhists, in China, avail themselves of this cir- ' 
cumstance, to fill their nunneries; while the C’ath(V 
lies, in that country, increase the number of their 
adherents, by rescuing the outcast daughters of the 
inhabitants, and bringing them up for wives to the 

native converts. Others, actuated by base motives, 
pick up the abandoned children, and rear them foi^^bc; 

purpose of sordid gain, which they accomplish by sell¬ 
ing them for domestic slaves, or training them up for 
wanton gratifications, or condemning them to beg 
through the streets, after having cruelly put out their 

eyes, to make them objects of charity.* 
It is not meant to be argued, thdt the Chinese inur- * 

der, expose, or sell their female infants to prevent the 
country becoming ovei’peoided; or that the practice is 

so general as to have any material effect on the popu-* 

lalion. Whatever the motive be, it is altogether per¬ 

sonal, end not patriotic; it*is merely to save themsel\\js 
pains and money, ai\d not to* benefit the coiintry by 

decreasing the number of consumers. To whatever 

extent, also, the practice may prevail, it is not likely 

materially to affect the aggregate of the population. 
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For, if we allow that one per mille only of the female 
infants horn in China are smothered, whieh is mucfi 
below the mark in the populous provinces and cit)wded 
cities, while it would exhibit a fearful estimate as the 
aggregate of munlcrs, it Would still be verj' inconsider¬ 
able as affecting a ])opulation, which amounts to several 
huhdred millions, aiu^ which increases at the rate of 
three per cenk per annum. The objeef of the argument 
is to shew, that the children being sacri^ced to Mammon 
rather than to Moloch, the j)revalence of the custom 
indicat^'s the great poverty and overwhelming numbers 
of the peo])le,—that there is a disj>roportion between 
tlie supply of food and the number of consumers,—that 
human life is cheaper than human provendtT,—and 
hence the conclusion, considering the fertility of the 
soil, that China is immensely populous. 
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But we have somewhat more than probability to guide 
us, in endeavouring to ascertain the population of China. 
We have the evidence of men who have long resldi;^! jn 
the country, and a variety of estimates takei\ by the 
natives themselves, and published by imperial authority. 
While the learned of Europe arc sitting at homis and 
calculating what may or niaj^ not be, which they decide 
according to* their several hypotheses,' and jiartialities; 
we have the testimony of eye v^tnesses ^infl actual* 
residents, as to what really exists. Bei;ween these liare 
supposers and personal enquirers there can be no diffi¬ 
culty in determining on whom most njlianco is to be 
placed, 'rhe speculators on China’s population, how¬ 
ever, aware that facts are Against them, have sought*to 
throw discredit on th^ witnesses produced on ^he other 
side, ,by bestowing on them the most opprobrious 
epithets, and calling their veracity into question * ^ 
every occasion. The autliorities most likely to furnish 
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in^mation on the subject of China are the* catholic 
missionaries, and the Chinese themselves. SL’he former 

who penned tfie “ Edifying and curious letterj?,” ere 
spmeliines spoken of jocularly as “ reverend gentlemen” 

telling their pleasant storiesat other times more 
cavalierly, as “ stupid and lying missionaries, who con¬ 
trived to impose u])on ^Jiropeans with their absurd and 
ridiculous notions.” Malte Brim, ho^rever, describes 

them as “ weak and credulous, rather than .wilfully 
mendacious.” It must be confessed, that these are 
rather hard terms to bestow upon men who have left 

' their native land, and ventured all, to spread what they 
oonceive to be th(* truth; men, at the same time, of 

much learning, and, one would hope, of some sincerity 

—who have deserved better than to be denounced as 
downright liars, in matters where they had neither 

interest or inclination to deceive. Ihcir opportunities 

for ^ascertaining the fact, were many and givat. as they 
vrere engaged, by imperial authority, in travelling 

through Ihe various provinces, and drawing up a statis¬ 

tical view of the empire; so that they were not likely 
to be easily imposed upon by accounts inconsistent 

with truth. • • 
* * ThetJIynese aultionties have been treated in a still 

more unscrupulpus manner, and the estimate given by 

a principal mandarin, to 8ir Gr. Staunton, is described 

complete an example of Chinese mendaciousness, as 

any ever afforded; •and, as a document, bearing on its 

very face, the marks of fabrication. It is compara¬ 

tively easy to get rid of jrdverse testimony, by throwing 
discredit»on the judgment or veracity of the witnesses; 

Ijpl though the Chinese may fie, generally, given to 
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fabrication and exaggeration, yet, in a matter where 

the only tidal of veracity is to transmit returns from the 

people to the government, jind to record them in public 

documents, we do not see wfhy they may not be be¬ 

lieved. The documents, thus drawn u]) and published 

by the (Chinese executive, are not intended for the * 

eyes of foreigners, or meant il exalt native resources 

in the estimatidn of surrounding nations; on the con- 

.traiy, Ijio emi)eror, in the edicts referring to the j)oi)U- 

lation, does not speak of its amount in a ])oasting, but 

a complaining tone; for, like another Malthus, h(^ is 

afraid lest the increase of population should entrench 

on the means of subsistence, and a famine ])e produced; 

be, therefore, exhorts the people to diligence in hus- 

])andry, that they may raise as many of the necessaries 

of life as possilde, and to economy in their expemliture, 

that they may make them go as far as they can. 

Now, however mendacious the (diiuese may g<*ne- 

rally he, we can onl) ex]iect them to gratify th(;lr lying 

pro])ensities when interest allures, or when Ihey have 

no means for ascertaining the tmlh. *%That they can 

have no interest in deceiving the world, is evident from 

their unconsciousness of these statements being pub¬ 

lished to the world; and that they^liave ev^ ^lossihfe ‘ 

means of ascertaining the amount of, the population, 

will appear from the manner in which those returns are 

made, and the census obtained. The law on this sub? 

ject, is as follows:— • 
• « 

“All personB.whatever shall be.jregtstered, according to their 

rcHpective profesaions or vocations. WTicn a family ha^<oniitted to 

make ^ny entry in the public^rcgister, the master thereof, K possesHing 

lands chiirgeablc with contributions to the revenue, shall be punished 
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witiy;)uc hundred blows; but if he possess no such pr<^perty, with 

eighty blow.^. When any mastev of a family has among his house¬ 

hold strangers, who constitute, in fact, a distinct family, but yrnits to 

make a corresponding entry in^thcf public register, or registers tliein 
as members of his tnvn family, he shall be punished with one hundred 

blows, if such strangers jjossess taxable property; and with eighty 

blows, if they do not possess such property; and if the person har- 
ho«red is not a stranger, but ^ relali\ e, possessing a s<.*parate establish¬ 

ment, the punishment of tlie mastt'r so offending, shall he less than 

as aforesuwl hy t\To degrees, and tlie ])ers..n harhoured sliull be liable 

to tlu; same punishment. In all tliese cases, the registw is to ba 
iinnicdiatcly corrected. In all the dishicts of the empire, one Inwi- 

tlrcd fainilit s shall f-rin a lli^isi()n, in nnh r to provide a head and 
t<’H assc^soi's, whose duly it is to assist and in'crscc in tlie pi'rforin- 

aiu'c of all public matters. Tln sc ‘ t lflcrs ’ must s<m-that all (la; 

ftmiilif's ill their n-speetive <li\I‘-ioiis, have been registend, aud 

failuri* in doing this, e\po.ses them to tlie liainhoo. The returns of 

population art to he made aiumuTly.” 

On this sul)jo(*t, Dr. Morrison t>1)sorves:— 

*‘^lnlhe Chinese government, there appears great regularity and 
s\s1em. * K\ery distriel has its appropriate' ojlu-er; eNery street its 

eoustahle; and e\eiT ten houses, a tytlyng-man. Thus thej ha\e 

all tlie nvpnsitc ifiean.s of asi-ertaining the populatiou with eoiisi- 

di'rahh' acemracy. Kveiy family is reepiired to have a hoard, always 

hanging up in the tjouse, aiid ready for the inspection of authorised 
•tfii'ers, gii whuh the lyinx's of all i>ersons, men, women, and eliil- 

dren, in lhe*lionsi‘, are inscribed. This hoard is called a mun pae, 

‘door tablet,' In'cause where tlxTC are women aftd children witliin, the 

officers are expected to take tlx* account, from the board at the door. 

.'V ere all the inmates of a family faithfully inserted, the amount of 

Hie population w'ould, course, be ascertained with great ac<*uracy. 

But it is said, that, nanuis are sometiineH omitted, through jx'glcct or 

design; others think that«tlic account of persons given in, is gene¬ 

rally correct.” * 

« The census Ihiis anmially called for, hy ihc Chinese 
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goverairtent, and published in their ofiicial accoui^ of 

the empiro, is demanded with the view of enabling the 

riiMng powers to ascertain^ the state of* the eounlry, in 

order that they may apportion the due amount of 

government officers, and police force, to each district, 

and make suitable provision for the necessities of the 

people, in case of famine. According to the system 

adopted by the' reigning dynasty, a considerable ])ro- 

4)ortion«of money and grain is retained in the provinces 

for the service of the state, and the exigencies of the 

people; and it would be difficult to k^^ow what amount 

should be reserved, unless the average niimlxn* of thci 

inhabitants were ascertained. It is, then, to assist the 

government, in making proper arrangements for the 

home administration, and not to impose either on tluun- 

selves or foreigners, that this census is taken. It is 

published in a work, given out by imperial authority, 

called the Ta-tsing-hwuy-teen, or “Collection of statutes 

for the present dynasty,” where the various arrange¬ 

ments, for the direction of the six tribunals, are 

fully particularized. Under the item*'of revenue, the 

account of the population occurs; and as this work has 

been published at different periods, it affords a criterion 

to judge of the state of the popiflation tlyoilj^h suc¬ 

cessive years. • . 

Now the question occurs. Are these official docu¬ 

ments to be believed, or are they nof^ When any 

European government orders a census to be made, and 

publishes a state paper, declaring that such and such is 

the result of*their nssearches and calculations, it is 

generally believed. No one objects to the Aatemcmt, 

on the ground of that 'government professing the reli- 
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^ gioi| of the Romish or Greek church, or proi^ssing no 

religion at all; hut since it is a matter of mere 
civil polity, with which they must have a much "better 
acquaintance than others can possibly have, they are 
allowed to make their own statement, and are believed 
accordingly. In ncgociating with foreign powers, or 
in managing matt(;rs \ftiich immediately concern their 
inilividual interests, the Chinese do sometimes prac¬ 

tice deception; but, in matters of sobty fact and actual 
calculation, we do not see why the Chinese should not 

be crej.ited as well as others. We receive, without 
scriqde. their account of the number of their provinces, 

<^)inilics, and districts ; the aggregate of their officers, 

and the amount of their revenue; and why not take 
their estimate of the po[mlation Y at least, until we can 

find one made by those who have better opj)oii:unities 
of ascertaining the fact. It wdll not do for us, who 
l^ti\;e only supposition to guide us, to contend wdth 

those \^ho are in the habit of counting the people every 

year, and have such eflicieiit ineims for arriving at the 
truth. Wji3 ma/ make some deductions for the extra¬ 

vagance of eastern natioils, and receive with caution 
the statements (tf diffi?rent years, wdiich we can com¬ 

pare together, and Endeavour to ascertain the rate of 

increase; but w^^ are not at liberty to*call them liars, 

till we can prove them to have erred wilfully in this 

matter. 
It is now time *10 introduce to the notice of the 

n*&der, the various estimate^which have been given by 
the Chinese themselves,•Avith th^ authorities on which 

thejr restf in order that a complete view may be fqrmed 
q£ the gradual growth, and present state, of the Chi¬ 

nese j)oi)ulation. 
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Dgrnastjr. Einpi*ror. 
< 

Voor 
of 

relgu. 
A. D. Population. Authority. 

Mii^g 
fl 
Tae-tsoo 27 1393 60,5t5,8l 1 Kang-ktien-e-chc. 

Tsiiigi Sliun-che 18 1682 21,06S,6(K) \ Ta-tHiiig-hwuy-tiien, 
Kang-he 6 1668 25,386,209 J old edition, extracted 

1 99 49 1710 23,312,200 / by the author. 

jy 
! 

99 50 1711 28,605,716 \ Tn-tsing-hi^Tiy-teen, 

9» Keen-lung 18 1753 102,328^58 ; ^ new edition, extract'd 

9) 99 57 1792 307,467,200 i ! 1 by Dr. Morristm and 
1 Kea-king j 

1 

i6 1812 361,221,900 1 J lliB BOIl. 
1 ' 
t 

The above items are taken from regular Chinese 

works, and depend on the authority of official docu¬ 
ments. By these, it will be seen, that before the Tartar 

conquest, when the Chinese dwelt under their nativf. 

emperors, the population amounted to 60,000,000; and 
that after the invasion of the empire, by the rulers of 
the present dynasty, the population suddenly fell off to 

twenty or thirty millions; at which stale it continued 

for fifty years, when it gradually rose, till it reachei^l a 

.hundred, and, subsequently, three hundred and odd 

millions. In order to account for this, it may \)e neces¬ 

sary to observe, that the wars which tdhk place on the 

transfer of the empire into'new hands, greatly dimi¬ 

nished the number of the people: that, for scores of 

years, a great part of the era])ire rdhiained unsiibdiicdi 

on which accouat, the Tartars could ngt reckon on the 

inhabitants of the southern and w’estern provinces as 

their subjects; and that, at the commencement of the 

present dynasty, the revenue was letied in the shape of 

a capitation tax, which, o^ course, led a great number 

to evade enrolhient, lest they ?>hould be held ];esponsi- 

ble for the impost demanded by the govemmeni officers. 

Hence, it is not difficuft to account for the great falling 

off in tfee population, during the first years of the pre- 
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sedl dynasty, and for the amazing difference? between 
the forty-ninth and fiftieth year of Kang-he, when the 
capitation tax was removed, and converted into h land 
tax. Indeed considering the change of measures, 
adopted by the government, it was rather to be ex¬ 
pected that the returns for the following year, would 
exhi!)it an increase of^twenty instead of five millions, 
as all those ‘who had been previously deterred from 
giving in their names, had now every motives to conr 
cealment removed, and would willingly allow the regis¬ 
tration of their signatures. 

From the year 1711 to the year 1753. a period 
t>f forty-two years, the ]){)puIation appears to have 
advanced, from twenty-eight millions and a half to a 
hundred and three millions. This may be accounted 
for, partly in the w ay abo\ e mentioned, and partly by 
the gradual increase of the population. 'I'his increase 
ivijl not appear very great, if it be considered, that an 
excess*of three, per cent, per annum, of the births over 
the deaths, will make the population treble itself in 
the time^s|>ecified. The m‘xt increase, according to 
the official returns, is of a like character; viz. from 
102,328,258 iif 1753-, to 307,407.200, in 1792; or a 
triple sum in aboilt forty years. And, when we con¬ 
sider, that during these two periods of forty years 
each, the dominions of the 'rartar-Chinese monarch 

-were extending, and more and more persons were in¬ 
scribed on the population list; besides the })ei’fect 
thmquillity which the empft*e enjoyed during the whole 
series qf years, it is nht to be .wondered at, that the 

population should advance at such a rapid rate. ^ 
*The customs and institutions of the Chinese, doubt¬ 

less, contributed much to thjs increase; for, i^ccording 
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to the precepts of Confucius, of the three degrectr of 

uniilial conduct, to be without posterity, is the greats 
est j” hence the Chinese of eyery class and degree marry 

when quite young, and rejoice in nothing so much as in 

the increase of their families. Mded to the strong desire 
of issue, we may allude to the bounties offered by the 

Tartar rulers, when fully established in the dominion 

of the empire, proposing grants of the land which had 

heen preyiously deserted by the terriiied population, to 

any who would settle down and cultivate it; which has 

induced many to spread over the coun+ry, and to pro¬ 
secute the quiet and healthy arts of husbandry; by 

which their industry has been exercised, and theii 

increase promoted; until now the whole land is full of 

inhabitants, and they are bursting their bounds on 

every side. 

From 1792 to 1812, a period of twenty years, the 

increase has been inconsiderable compared with Ibnner 

years, being only one-sixth of the whole, and scarcely 

an addition of one per cent, per annum. Tfiis dimi¬ 

nution in the rate of increase, during ftie last tw^enty 

years, previous to 1812, may be accounted for, partially 

by the growth of emigration, and, more fully, by the 

introduction of opium^ which since •the latter fart of 

the last century, has been smuggled ii^o the country, 

at an enormous rate. Those who have not seen the 

effects of opium smoking, in the eastern world, caa 

hardly form any conception of its injurious results on 

the health, energies, and liv(5s of those who indulge in ii. 

The debilitating of the^ constitution, and the shortening 

of life, are sure to follow, in a few years, after the 

practice has been commenced; as soon and as certainly^ 

if not nyich more so, than is seen to be the case wdth 
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tho^ unhappy persons, Avho are addicted to the use of 
ardent spirits. The dealers in opium are Uttle aware 

how much harm they are the instruments of doiftg,»by 
carrying on this demoralizing and destructive traffic; 

but, the difference between the increase of the Chinese 

people, before and after the introduction of opium, 

ouglit to open their e/es, and lead them to ask them¬ 

selves whether th(*v are not aceounlalde fi>r the dis- 
»* 

eases and deaths of all those, who hav.e sufferci^l by ilij 

introduction. And if it be true that the (liinesc in- 

creasej at the rate of three p(‘r cent, per annum, before 
the e()nnnenccnu‘nt of the traffic, and at lh(j rate of one 

per cent, per annum, since, it \NOuld be well for them 

to consider, whether the deficiencv is not to be altri- 

billed, in some degree, to opium, and the guilt to be 
laid at the door of those who are instrumental in 

introducing it. They may tlatter themselves, that if 

tjie growth of population were not thus checked by the 

introduction of opium, its increase Avould be curtailed 

by wars or pestilences; or the superabundant populace 
would perish by famine, and starvation effect what 

0})ium would not accomplish. Still, whatever cause 

might contribute to tlie balancing of the population 
with life uieans of Subsistence, human life could not be 

sacrificed, without blame being attaohed somewhere; 

and blame, in proportion to the greatness of the evil 

4vliieh might result from the measure. 
In addition to the official returns of the population 

above given, there are others furnished by different 

Europeim writers, whidi as they appeal to be derived 

from naive sources, deserve some notice here. ^ 1 hey 

«are the following. 
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; ■ Amiot’s Estimate, for the year 1743, amouutiug to 137,301,7/>a 
* Grosicr’s ^ditto .... 17C2, ditto 198,21 

Morrison’s ditto .... 1790, ^ ditto- 143,125,2.31 
Staunton's ditto .... I795J1, ditto 333,000,000 

With respect to the first it will be seen that it 

exhibits a greater poimlation in 1743, than is found 

by the ofiicial returns to have existed in 1753. Ainiot 

professes to have drawn his estimate of file jiopulation 

from th# Ta-tsing-yih-lung-che, “ an account of what is 

essential to be known respecting China,” ])ublished in 

the eighth year of Keen-lung, A. D. 1743. (frosier, 

who seems anxious “to justify the assertion of thi“ 

learned missionary, and to free him from all siispicioli 

of exaggeration,” enters more into detail res])ecting 

Amiot’s estimate, and remarks that the Y‘ih-tung-che 

shews only the number of the jin ting, or those who 

are taxable in each jn'ovince, which amounted to 

28,516,488; and as these are the heads of families, 

Grosier suggests that Amiot multij)lied these by five, 

in order to shew the number of indivitluals in the whole 

empire, thus making 142,582,440; then inejuding the 

inhabitants of Fiih-keen, about seven millions, which 

he had before omitted, and the civ*il and miliUirv 

officers, literati, &c., he makes th^ sum total amount 

to 157,301,755. ‘This, however, is a vesy unsatisfactory 

method of ascertaining the pojmlation of a great country; 

and will not warrant us, on the ground of such calcu¬ 

lations to call in question the authority of official 

returns. But it is more tlfan likely that Amiot, or Kis 

friend Grosier*for hinv has enfirely mistaken tjie case. 

Jin-ting is not the expression employed to designate 

families in Chinese statistical works, but men: tin’ 
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woM for families being hoo, “ doors,” in distinction 

from kow, “ mouths,” which is the proper word for 
individuals. Again, the worJt to which he refers, though 
published in 1743, may refer to a census of the popu¬ 

lation at a previous dattj, and thus nearly synchronize 

with the census given ip. the year 1711, which we have 
seen by authentic records to have b(!en 28,605,716. 

Grosier's own enumeration was tallen from an esti¬ 

mate of the population in *'■ the tribunal of l»nds ” at 
Peking, which was made in the twenty-seventh year of 

Keen-iung, A. D. 1762, and was received in France in 

1779. It was written both in Chinese and French, 
find was translated into the latter at Peking. By this 

estimate it aj)])(‘ar.s that ^the population amounted to 

198,214,553. Upon tliis we may remark, thatGrosier 
himself does not appear to have consulted the work 

referred to, but only an extract from it, or a translation 

gf it. It is possible, therefore, that there may be some 

mistake, either in (he number, or the. date. Still as the 

census is jdaced between the years 1753, wlien the 

populatiop was* 102,328,256, and 1792, when it was 

307,467,200, the internK^diaie number of 198,214,553 

is not an unlikdy csthnate. 
The*ac«ount published by Dr. Morrison, in his view 

of China for }ihilological purposes^i^exhibits the poj)U- 

lation as amounting to 143,125,225 in 1790. This 

■ftstiinate was taken from a new edition of the Ta-tsing- 

yih-tung-che, or “•a complete statistical account of the 

dhipire under the present dynasty,” published about the 

close of the reign of Kfien-lung^ probably A. D. 1790; 

which i» the identical work referred to by Amiot, only 

mA ^ater edition. The edition wdiich Dr. Morrison con¬ 
sulted exhibits the original ^amount of the population. 
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at the bc^giniiing of the present dynasty, and theiV the 
increase since that time. The tirst, says Dr. Morrison, 

was probably about A. D.. 1644, and the last about 

1790. In a note at the bottom of the page, Dr. Mor¬ 
rison observes, that the wqrk itself does not stale 

what the time of the original census was; that it was 

at the beginning of the present dynasty rests on the 

verbal authority of the natives.” Neither does it appear 
that the<work st/ites the precise time when the second 

census was made ; we only know that it was taken prior 

to the publication of the book in 1790, but how long 
previous to that date we are not aware. The dates, 

therefore, of 1644, for the first, and 1790 for the second, 

are merely hypothetical; and, as much depends on tlie 
period when a given census was taken, we cannot, in 

estimating a population which is constantly and rapidly 

increasing, take a census wdlhout date, and oppose it to 

the authority of those the dates of which are clearly as¬ 

certained. The first census quoted by Dr. Morrison is 

27,241,129; while the second amounts to 143,125,225. 

Now if we refer to the official returns, thq dates of 

which are determined in a foregoing page, we shall find 

that about the year 1711, the •population amounte(l 
to 28,605,716, which is not far from*the first ^jtalement 

furnished by Dr.*]!i|orri.son; neither does it differ very 

materially from the number of jin-ting, or men, quoted 

by Amiot, and which he has mistaken for families, and 

multiplied to 157,301,755. The pfbbability therefore 

is, that as both Amiot aifd Morrison consulted the 

Yih-tung-che, only in iyvo separate editions, the number 

quote(H,by the French missionary, and the first estimate 

produced by Dr. Morrison, refer to one and the sama 

period; «and that that peri9d instead of being 1644, as 
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sii|)|)Osetl by Dr. Morrison, or 1723, as Aitiiot ima¬ 

gined, was most .likely the intermediate date of 1710, 
which would make itnigreawith the estimate ghen of 
the population for the following year in the I’a-tsing- 
hwuy-teen, quoted abov^.* Dr. Morrison’s second esti¬ 

mate of 143,125,225 jjieed not be jdaced exactly in 
if90, because the work in which it was found apjicared 

about that time; it might as well lx* assigned to tlie 

middle as the close of Kcen-luiig’s reign, and ^all more 
al)out the year 1765, which would allow for the 

gradual increase of the people from 102,328,258 in 
1753, to 143,125,225, twelve years afterwards. Besides 
the indetiniteuess of the dates in the account furnished 

by Dr. Morrison, there are some inconsistencies hard 

to be reconciled with other returns, or with the state of 

the country, which will be noticed in a subsequent 

page; it is due to Dr. Morrison, however, to observe, 

^lat the statements above given were published in 

1817 ;• and that in a paper drawn up by him, and in¬ 
serted in the Anglo-Cdiineso (-ollege Report, for 1829, 

he has given an estimate of the population as amount¬ 

ing to 307,467,200, in 1792. 
The account•furnislied to Sir G. Staunton, by the 

Chines^h tjaandarin* Chow-ta-jin, has been frequently 

referred to, and not a little reprobated and called in 

question. Malte Brun thinks, that because the num¬ 

bers, in each province, are given in round millions, and 

because, in two ptovinces, the number of millions is 

ptecisely the same, that, therefore, the whole document 
is a fabrication. But, how can 4hese be considered as 

the marks of fabrication ? The mandarin professed to 

ail^nve his information from a particular friend at 

Peking, and merely gave it as a general estimate. 
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without entering into particulars on the subject; ,and 
this is, by no means, an uncommoji case with our¬ 
selves. The population of England, France, Germany, 
or Spain, is frequently given in round millions, without 
the specification of the units, except when a census is 
particularly demanded or pulilished by government; 
and when a population is thus roundly stated, it docs 
not throw discredit on the whole, to my, that two 
different regions, Austria and France, for instance, 
contain the same number of millions. With regard to 
Sir G. Staunton’s informant, w'e may look uppn his 
statement, as entitled to credit, as far as gen(‘ral esti¬ 
mates go; and while it does not profc'ss to give a 
particular account of the pojmlation, we may take it as 
corroborating or exijlaining some cotemporancous state¬ 
ment derived from more authentic sonnies. Now this 
account of the population was delivered to Sir G. 
Staunton, in 1792, and does not mat(*rially differ from 
an official return, published in tin? same year, which 
makes the poimlation amount to 307,467,260; and, 
considering that the one was a rough ‘guess^ in round 
numbers, and the other, the* result of a minute inves¬ 
tigation, we .need not be surprised at dhe discrepancy 
that appears in the aggregate. Thh two togetner are 
sufficient, however, to prove that tlu3 population of 
China, at that period, exceeded three hundred millions. 

We shall now present the reader with a comparative 
statement of the number of inhabtiants in each pro¬ 
vince, according to the various accounts, accompaniM 
by other statistical retpms, calculated to throw Jight on 
the subject. 
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With Regard to the foregoing lists of the population, 

published »at various periods, and adduced by different 

writers, we may observe, that the second, third, and 
seventh columns, being extracted from ofhcial documents » 

with the dates annexed, ma^ be considered as most 
worthy of regard; and, by a c^mj)arison of these three, 

it will be seen that, in almost all the items, as well as 
in the sums total, they advance in a progressive ratio, 
rfrom 1711 to 1753, and 1812. It is a matter of regret 

that we are not able to furnish the particulars of iJie 
census taken in 1792, and extracted by Dr. IV^ornson 

from the Ta-tsing-hwuy-teen, but the aggregate ^ 

, 307,467,200 corresponds with that system of progres¬ 
sive increase which has evidently been going on in 

China, for the last century. It will be seen also that 

the revenue derived from the various provinces, in tin; 
eighth, ninth, and tenth columns, is in such propor¬ 

tions as we might anticipate from the population of the 

respective regions as exhibited in the second, thinl, and 

seventh columns; considering that some of the pro¬ 

vinces are more fertile than others’, and therefore 

produce more, both in mon^y and kind. From these 

considerations, therefore, we may veirture to conclude, 

that the three columns above refefred to, i^xllibit the 

most authentic and cn^dible account o£ the po])ulation, 

at the periods specified. 

Next to them in importance and credibility is the 

account given by Grosier, and* the rough sketch 

brought home by Sir G. Stbunton, in the fifth and siitth 

columns. GrosieFs account ^hibits a progressive in¬ 

crease in the various provinces, such as we might expect 

to find, and thus greatly corroborates the statement 

which eprecede and follow, in the third and seventh 
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coluisins. The estimate brought home by Sir (j. Staun-^ 

ton tends in some measure to the same end, though as a 
round statement, it cannot ,be expected to exceed nn 

' accuracy; and is merelytjntroduced to shew the gene¬ 
ral oj)inion entertaint'd Ijy (’binese ofheers. respecting 
the {)opulati()n. 

We are sorry, however, to observe, that w(‘ cannot 

deiive so much advantage from the censiist's in tht; 
first and fourth columns; inasmuch, as. in ♦icveral* 
points, they differ from eveiy other account of the 

^popula^on. and from what is known of the state of the 

country. In the tirst column, it will be ob.served that 

nf) inhabitants are as.signed to Shan-tung, though that 

is so nejir the seat of government, and has always been 
eonsideri 'i a fertile and populous region; while, how’- 

ever, th(‘ tirst column exhibits Shan-tung as entirely 

destitute of inhabitants, the fourth column, derived 

frpm the same authority, [)resents tht* same ])rovince. as 

swwminiy with more than 25.000.(100 of inhabitants. 

During all this time, however, the province of (‘antoii, 
which for the last century has b(*en Iht* seat of foreign 

commerce, lias b(‘t*n nearly stationary ; both columns 
exhibiting that jfrovinct as containing little more than 
a million (if inhabifants; when it is w t'll knowm that 

(>jiton is one. «f the most populous* regions of the 

empire, and possesses between the provincial (dly and 

Macao, more inhabitants than are assigned to the whole 

province. Again, Yiin-nan, which is known to he 
deficient in population, and ^ffhich was at the beginning 

of the present dynasty bilt impcrficctly sul^jccted to the 

Tartar yoke, is said in the firsthand fourth coluiryis to 

Mi^ntain more than double the population of ( anton; 
while the neighbouring ])roviijce of Kwei-chow, which 
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js similarly circumstanced, contained according to the 
first census but 51,089, and according to the next 
estimate of the same Avriter neacrly 3,000,000. I'here 
is also much inconsistency wV..h regtird to the returns 

for Fiih-keen; the populationj of that region contained 

according to the fourth coluni|p but 1,684,528; while 
we may venture to say, that there are a million 

emigrants from’ Fiih-keen in various parts of the Chi- 
^nese ceast, and the Malayan archipelago, and more 

than ten times that number in the province itself. 

Lastly, the province of Hoo-pih, in the centre ofiC’bina, 
fertile, populous, and one of the first that submitted to 

the Tartar yoke, is rated at 469,927 in the first column, 
and at 24,640,369 in the fourth column. These incon¬ 

gruities compel us to hesitate respecting the estimates 

in question, and incline us to depend more implicitly 

on those accounts the dates of which are certain, and 

the items consistent with each other. ^ 

It will easily be seen from what has beeiv before 

statedj that the author inclines to receive the highest 

estimate that has been given of the Chinese jiopulation, 

and to rate it at 361,221,900*: and thus after the fullest 

consideration of all that has been said* on either side of 

the subject,—after the most patihnt invejilightion of 

native documeirts,—and after extensue^ enquiries 4nd 

observations among the peojile for more than twenty 

years, he cannot resist the conviction which forces 

itself upon him, that the population of China Proper is 
as above stated; besides il])wards of a million more Yor 

the inhabitants of Formosa, find the various’^tribes of 

Chinese Tartary, under the sway of the emperor of 

China. 

We •cannot dismiss the preceding table, without 
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adding a word or two respecting the revenue of China^ 
as therein exhibited; shewing us, at the same time, 

the resources of the Countigr, and the share of the 
‘ burthen of government Sustained by each individual. 

Before making up this Aatemcnt, however, it will be 
necessary to explain wiat is meant by the denomi¬ 
nations of money, and the measures of grain emjdoyed 
in the table. -I’he tael is a nominal coin among the 
(’hinese, representing something more,than ai>ounce- 
of silver, and may be rated at six shillings and eight 

j>epec, pr the third part of a pound sterling. The shih 

IS a measure of grain, containing 3160 Chinese cubic 
iiteh<\s, or 3460 English cubic inches. The Chinese 

* frequently weigh their grain, and then the shih^ in 

C’anton, is supposed to weigh 130 catties, or 162| 
pounds; while in the interior a ahih weighs 180 catties, 
or 225 })ounds. I'he value of such a measure of grain 

is.gimerally about one pound sterling. The revenue is 

derivetl ^»rincipally from the land-tax which is paid partly 
in kind, and partly in money; it is generally a very 
light iinjjost, ainbunting not, as some suppose, to one 
tenth, but more usually to <5ne fiftieth or one hundredth 

of the produce.* Thcfre are also taxes on pledged 

' articles,*an4l more particularly a heavy impost on salt; 
while custom-houses are established on the sea coast, 

^and at the most important passes in hills, and junctions 
of rivers, so as to secure the mercantile as weU as the 
agricultural populafton. Some of the revenue thus 
defived is kept in the provinces, to pay the army, navy, 
and polipe, and to provMe against famines, while a 
considerable proportion is forwarded to Peking for the 

^diinnediate service of the emperor and his officers. We 
cannot, therefore, form a cog*ect estimate of the re- 
• *• 
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sources 'Df China, unless we consider all that is sent to 

*the capiteJ and expended in the provinces, as being 
alike‘drawn from the labour of the peopl(\ and devoted 
to the service of the state. .Thus the revenue of the 

Chinese empire will appear tA be as follows:— 

Land-tax, paid in money, and 

sent to Peking . . . 
Ditto, paid in grain, ditto . 

^ Customs, paid in money, and 

sent to Peking 

Grain kept in the provinces 

Money ditto ditto 

J 

31,74.’j,966 taels, or jCIO,581,7.'5.'» 

4,230,957 shih, 'vorth 4,230,.957 

1,480,997 taels, or 493,000 

31,590,509 shih, worth 31,5.%,50.9 

28.705,125 taels, c’- '‘.508,37.^ 

£50,171,322 

This revenue, when divided amongst 361,221,900 
persons, amounts to three shillings and t!iree half¬ 

pence per head; and if that only which is sent to 

Peking be reckoned, namely 15,206,378, it will not 
amount to much more than ten pence per head. Senue 

persons may doubt, how a government over so great a 
country can be maintained for so small a sum, and how 
a people under an arbitrary rule can be let oif with 

such insignificant imposts; 'particularly when in a free 

country like our own, and in aHime of profound peace, 

each individual contributes upwards of tjvo* pounds, 

annually, as his share of the public burthen. Bid it 
must be remembered, that China has few or no re¬ 

sources beyond itself, that her foreign commerce is 

limited, and compared with the pojfulation insignificant, 
that comparatively few subsist by manufactures, kiid 

that almost *all th^ inhabitants are dependent on 

agriculture. In a country, therefore, where the con¬ 

sumers fully equal the capabilities of the soil, and 

where«every production ^s hastily devoured by a needy 
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}>()pid!ition, there is little left for a government \o glean^ 

or, to use a (yhinese simile, to squeeze, out of the 

already ^exhausted podkets of the people. It i*s flot 
‘Unlikely, also, that theVresent peaceful state of the 

coiinti*}', and the willinaiess with which tlie Chinese 

suhinit to the Tartar yoFe, is to hci ascribed mainly to 

the light and insignificant burthens pressing on the 
[K'ople, who WHjiild soon complain, and'ijcrhaps revolt, 

if more heavily taxed. Ihit how can ^hc government* 
manage to maintain an immense establishment of civil 

^uid military officers, beside.s an army and navy of 

nearly a million of men, upon fifteen or even fifty-six 
millions of j)Oun(ls sterling’!? '^I'o this it may be re])lied, 

• that thi‘ [)ay of a Chinese ^oldier is only four pence a 

day; that the salary of the highest officer under 
government does not exceed 18,000 per annum, of 

which there are not many ; that there is not more than 

ope officer to ten thousand j>eople; and that most of 
these have not more than ,150. per annum: thus it is 

quite po.ssiblt* for the government^to manage a country 

so thinly oJlieer(‘(l and so poorly paid, upon a compara¬ 
tively small sum of money." Besides which, there is no 
national debt in* China, so that all that .is gathered 

• goes to !he,actnal ifiaintenance of the government, and 

is .pot expended* in paying the interest on obligations 

formerly contracted, to be defrayed by future gene¬ 

rations. 
I n the report of the anglo-Chinese college, for 1829, 

th?.re is an estimate of the ahiount of land-tax paid in 
diffei*enC’provinces, extr^ted froiji the Ta-tsing-hwuy- 

teen, or “•Collections of statutes of the Tartar dynasty, 

..by which it appears that the average rate of land-tax 
per mow, (or Chinese acre, somewhat smaller tjian an 
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English'acre,) is from fifteen cash to one hundred, or 
from one -penny to sixpence: this \<^hen calculated at 
ita highest value, and multiplied by the number of 
acres in China under cultivatiun, will amount to about 

<£12,000,000 sterling. This jjtatement agrees with the 
common report of the natives, who affirm thiit from one 
to two per cent, of the producers the utmost of what is 

exacted by the government in the shape*of land lax. 



CHAPTER IV. 

ukfle(;tioNvS on the population..* 

TIIEIR OVEUWIIEI.MINO Nr'MBEUS — TlfElR 8IXFUL CONDITION — TilE 

WORK <»!' K\ ANOKLlZIN'ii THEM DIFFICI LT — DEPENDENC'E ON 

DIM^'E AID —THE DIIT I’MU E rilAUAC’TER OF THE <;OSI‘EL —EN- 

(’OX'UAOEMKNT XUIA'AN I HOM THE I NIFOUMITY OF TlIF.ltt (XOVEUN- 

• MENT, L\N<;i UIE. MoKAl.S. AND SENTIMENT —TItElU EXTENDING 

I’OFI LATION —ONI.V (’lIEf’KED iSV El l.'OI'EANS—AND THE IXTHODI C- 

TI(*N OF OJMIM—THE El'l'EC‘T»OF Ol’ll M SMOKING —ITS HAIMD JN- 

rUEASE-C HINESE LAWS AGAINST IT—MEMORIAL OF A MANDAUIN — 

EXTENT OF SML’GGLING —Al'l’EAL Tt» THE OFILM MKUl HANT —AND 

THE r.AST INDIA OOM FAN V — DEMORALIZING EFFECT OF THE DULG— 

WEMONSTUANCE TO THE GOVERNMENT OF GREAT RKITAIN. 

If tlic'.population of (’hiiia really amount to such oaxu- 
whclniiiig numhcM's, then what distressing spectacle 
present.s itsc*lf to the eye of the Christian philanthropist. 
Ill ree hundred and sixty millions of human beings 
huddled together in one country, nndor.the sway of 
one ddspgtic moiiAreh, influenced by the same delu¬ 
sive philosophy^ and bowing down to the same absurd 
superstition. One tliird of the human race, and one 
half of the heathen world, held by one lie, and hound 
by oncj s]x*ll; ont^niillion of whom are every month 
d^opjiing into eternity, untfiught, unsanctitied, and, as 
far as ^ we know—^unsftved. Row unaccountable it 
appears 4hat one individual should he allowed to^ fetter 

.,^/hc minds of so vast a portion of immortal men, and 
to forbid the introduction of evangelical liberty. How 
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distressing to think, that this nation has been for iigcs 

in its prese^it demoralized and degraded condition, with 
no flight beaming on the pfople,'but that derived from 
atheism and polytheism, with ^lOW and then an obscure 

ray from a questionable foriAvpf (yhristianity. If we 
were sure that this state of tl^ngs would alivays con¬ 
tinue, or that the Gospel was not di'stined at an early 

period to subjugatt* and renovate C’hiua, we might 

filmost be led to grow weary of such an unimproving 

and unimj)rovable world. To see the demon of dark¬ 
ness reigning in one soul is painful, but to sec him 

rampant over a whole nation, and that nation (du-* 

stituting one third of the human race, is beyond mea 

sure distressing, and might well induce one to exclaim. 

Oh that my head were waters, and mine eyes a foun¬ 

tain of tears, that 1 might weep day and night for tin* 

slain of the daughter of this people.’* 
There are, doubtless, amongst such a vast concourse 

of human beings, Humbert:, who, according to the light 

tliey have, lead tolerably decent lives, as it regards 

moral and social duties; but they must all be destitute 

of right views of divine and eternal things; and where 
these fundamental truths are misapprehended, there 

can be little hope of the claims ef human relatioiis 

being properly sustained; in fact, e3q>erience forces 

upon those who have had the most frequent and inti-' 

mate intercourse with them, the unwelcome ti-uth, that 

amongst them, in a remarkable degiwe, “ there is none 

righteous, no, not one: there is none that undev- 

standeth, there is none that seeketh after God; they 

are all gone out of the way, they are together become 

unprofitable; there is none that doeth good, no, nof^^ 

one. l|heir throat is an ojwn sepulchre, witli their 
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tong^ies they have used deceit; the ])oiBon of asps is 

under ^eu lips* whose mouth is full of ©ursing and 

bitterness; their feet ^re swift to shed blood; destruc¬ 
tion and misery are ill their ways, and the way of 

peace have they not kn^wnami why i but because 
there is no fear of Gcfd before their eves.” Now, if 

it be true, that they have "•all sinn(d and come short 
of the glory of God; ’ that •* without sRedding of blood 
there is no reniission. " and that w'ijhout fakh, it is 

impossible to please Godif they cannot -"call on 

him iy whom they have not believed, nor believe in 
him of whom they have not heard, nor hear without a 
preacher;' then, how Avretchid must he the condition, 

and luwv dismal the ]prospect of a nation of sinners, 
and so great a nation, involved in one common ruin 
with ourselves, and yet ignorant of the only way of 

salvation. VVe are not warranted by divine revelation 
to conclude, that wilful and determined sinners will he 

forgivtyi without an interest in the great atoiiement; 

and we fiave no reason to imagine, that such interest 

can be o])lained, by adult transgressors, without a 
know ledge of, and faith iir, the Divine Mediator. How 

Indy affecting and heart-rending is it, tluirefore, that 

so large ajH)rtion (tf the human race should he shut up 
together, under.one tyrannical government, whose ex¬ 

clusive policy forbids all intercourse with foreigners, 
and whose proud self-sidliciency imagines their native 

in^itutioiis fully ii^lequate to all the requirements of 

tlfle present and the future world. Really, if the 
apostle ^'Paul, speaking under ^lie intlifence of inspi¬ 

ration, *<iould express himself so feelingly and so 
strongly, relative to Gml's ancitmt people, as to "" wish 

himself s(‘parated from (/hrist, for liis hretluyn and 
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kinsmen * according to the flesh; and if his hi*,art’8 
desire and. prayer to God for Israe\ was,,, tljp c ihtiy 
might*be saved;” then, surely, Christians in the present 
day, may be excused for feeliiiji^ strongly on the su!)ject 
of China’s danger, and for parting eagerly after China’s 
salvation. 

But the population of China, in its present condition, 
not only distresses—it aj)pals the mind. The man, 
who sba-ll set himself to reform his household, or to 

c 

enlighten his neighbourhood, has assigned himself a 
task of some difficulty; but of proportionate ease, com¬ 
pared with the great object of arousing a whole nation, 
turning the current of popular opinion, and J)ringing 
the mass of a people to think aright on the suljject of 
religion. The difficulty is increased, however, when 

the reform of such a nation is attempted, and that in 
opposition to early and long cherished prejudices, 
backed by all the array of political power and philo¬ 
sophical cunning. Whore shall we begin, or where 

can we hope to end the Herculean task'? And what 
proportion do our present means and efforts bear to the 

end in view? Some score*of individuals, is all that 

the churches of England and America now devote to 
the conversion of China—one thcAisand persons are 
thereby brought, under instruction, an<J not more than 

ten converted every year. This is a very small propor¬ 

tion, and protracted will be the period, ere we can expect 

at such a rate to succeed. Could wearing one thous^d 

individuals under instmetidn every day, and give tht^ 

only a day’s tekehing (jach, it would take one thousand 

years Jto bring all the population of China th?Jis under 

the sound of the Gospel; and if even ten of thes^i 

separate thousands were every day converted to God, 
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it require one hundred thousand yearl to make 

all savingly acquainted .with divine 
truth. This is a startling,view of the matter* but a 
more affecting consideiCtion still, is, that the ranks of 
heathenism are increasing at a thousandfold greater 
ratio, than we can ex^)ect, by such a system of pro¬ 
selyting, to thin them. For, even allowing an increase 
of only one per cent, per annum, on* the whole popu¬ 

lation, we shall find that they are thus adding three 

and a half millions, yearly, to their number; so that 
according to our most sanguine calculations, the hea¬ 

then would multiply faster than they could be brought 
•over to (’hristianity. Besides which, while w^e are 

thus aiming to rescue a few% the many are still perish¬ 

ing for lack of know ledge. 
Thus, the very magnitude of the object disheartens 

and depres.ses the mind. I’lic multitude of individuals 

jto be benefited, astonishes—and the distance to which 
the siyiposeil accomplishment of the design is removed, 

sickens—so thrit men of common mould, and the usual 

energies, w’ouUl hardly venture on such an under¬ 
taking ; and Christians, in general, despairing of suc¬ 

cess, are tempWd to R*strain prayer before God. And 

what Shajl we say^to these thingsShall we give up 
the attempt hopeless, and leava the Chinese to 

perish, unpitii^d and unaided"? God forbid. It must 
be remembered, that we depend not on human re- 

^’urces; for if W’c^id, we never should have attempted 

the work: and had we thus rashly ventured on the 

undertaking, we should speedily have sdunded a retreat. 
Our hope is in the Father of Lights, from^whom 
edmeth down every good and every perfect gift, and 
with whom there is no variableness, neither s^iadow of 
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turning. * He hath said, “ I have sworn by my^ell, 
tie word is gone out of my mouth in ri^^leo^sncss, 

and«shLkll not return, that,.unto'me every knee shall 
bow, and every longue shall kwear.” And hath he 

said, and shall he not do it hath he spoken, and 
shall he not bring it to passV \ He can cause a nation 
to be born in a day, and even the conversion of so 

great and populous a nation as C.'hina, is not bciyond 

the com5)ass of Almighty Power; for, is anything too 

hard for the Lord 
But God does not luied to be at the. expense 

a miracle, or to step out of the way of ids ordinary 
providence to accomplish such an event. Ihe plain 

preaching of the Gospel, ly humble unassuming indi¬ 

viduals, accompanied and blessed by the powerful 

energy of his Holy Spirit, will accomplish, in due 

time, the desired end; but, in such a way, that the 

power will, after all, appear to be of God, and not 

of men. The character of the Gospel is diffusion; it 

is compared to a little leaven that gradually s])reads 

itself, till it leavens the whole lumj). The very in¬ 

stinct of Christianity is propagation; and no sooner 

does one obtq.in a knowledge of olivine* things himself, 

but he is anxious to make it knowfl to others. ‘ Thus 

an individual converted under the preaching of the 

word, on the shores of China, like Andrew, on the 
coast of Galilee, first finds out his own brother Simon^ 

and tells him of Jesus of Nazareth. In this way, one 

may be the means of a^fakening ten, and ten of 
communicating*the sai^ie blessing to a hundred; and 

so they may go on, without any miracle, except that of 

grace, spreading and increasing in a tenfold ratio, till a 

district-ra county—a province—and the whole empire? 
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is c^ngelized. In this view of the case, niftnbers no 
long^^pnal. ngr difficulties dishearten; and though 
China contained double the amount of inhabitants, 
fenced around by muclT severer restrictions, we need 
not fear attempting, no/ ’despair of succeeding, in the 
work of evangelizing that people. 

On the contrary, there is something in the* very 
abundance of.the population which coiTstitutes a ground 
of encouragemcuit; for, the inhalhtants of that^unpirt;, 

though numerous, and spread over eighteen provinces, 
must considered as a great whole; and what Ijcars 

on the ]>oliticaL intellectual, moral, and religious con¬ 
dition of the peo])le bears upon them as a wliole. 
Thus (Jhina, though vast, is under one ilespotie form 
of government, and if uuiasurcs could be adopted that 
woukl influence tin* ruler of so vast an em])irc, the 
whole mass of his subjects w'ould, in a groat measure, 
{je aflecled there)))’. It is not a fanatical suggestion, 
that tjie prayers of pious (diristiaiis. on behalf of the 

“ Sou oT Heaven,” would be heard in the court of 
heaven, particularly if all the aVailable means be em¬ 
ployed to inform, enlighten, and affect his mind. It is 

not impossible that-a remonstrance dj’awn up by 
fjhristian^missionaties, may reach the "" dragon throne;” 

or, that a devoted and zealous preacher of the Gospel 
should gtvt introduced to court, and plead the cause of 

Christianity in the imperial ear: and though the ex¬ 
pression of his "•holy will” might, at first, prove 
ilbfavourable, yet the repetition of such atteinj>ts, 

might,/in time, prove# succesgful ; ahd induce the 
govemnaent to grant free toleration to the profession of 

real godliness, through the length and breadth of the 
land. The man, who should make this the i)usiness 

*• • 
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of his liie, and expend his talents and energies in 
seeking sueh an introduction, and procuiiispL.fafch an 

edict, would effect, under Qod, more than Archimedes 
contemplated, when he specu1(^ted upon moving the 

world. 
But the Chinese are not only living under one form 

of despotic rule, they possess, likewise, one universal 

language and literature. It is a remarkable fact, that 

notwithstanding the spoken dialects of each province 
and county vary so materially, that the Chinese oi" 

different districts are absolutely unintelligible to each 

other; yet, the written medium of the whole empire is 
easily understood by all, and writing instead of speak¬ 

ing, constitutes the universal method of exchanging 

ideas. The Chinese written language, being sym- 
Ixdical, and the same symbols being used to designate 

certain significations, w^halever sounds be attached to the 

character, each iustruch;d person readily understands 
a book, though he may use a different dialect from the 

writer. It is remarkable, further, that not only arc the 

same signs employed for certain ideas,’ in all parts of 
the country, but the same style is used. The disposal 

of the characters, as w^ell as the cliaracters themselves, 

is according to one uniform method; so that a person 

able to write well, in Chinese, no matter what may be 

his native dialect, is intelligible to the remotest borders 
of the empire. Yea, even beyond the limits of Chi¬ 

nese rule, the Chinese character and style are under¬ 

stood, and throughout Cochin-China, Corea, and Japan, 
the same mode’ of writing is current and legible. Thus 
a boo]^, once composed in the customary Chinese style, 

if intelligible to one learned man, would be intelligible 

to all; and might travel among the hundreds of mil- 
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lion^^inhabiting south-eastern Asia, comiiiunicating 
intclligijicft^hroiighout the whole region.* What a 

► stimulus does this afford to an active and energetic 
. mind, while engaged in Undying the Chinese language, 

or inditing a book for th^ir instruction, that he is doing 
* what may be available to the benefit of so many 

millions, and that to the latest generation? Such a 

book needs only to be multiplied and’circulated, with¬ 

out undergoing the slightest alteration, in order to 
enlighten and edify omvthiid of the human race. 

lh(4 morals, also, of this numerous people have one 

striking characteristic, and their religious views and 
practices are precisely similar throughout the empire. 

* When a man has studied the main features of the 
• 

Chinese character in one place and one person, he 
has studied them in all; and when he has discovered 
a train of argument that will silence the philosophical 

jyid sii])erstiti()us objections of one individual, he has 
provicU'd himself with materials thatVill be serviceable 

on all occasions. I'his uniformity and unvariabhuiess 

of the Chjnese mind is to be traced to their p)ossessing 
one set of opiinions on philosophy and religion; which 

being laid downdn their ancient books, and stereotyp)ed 

from age ,to age, Constitutes the p)ublic and universal 

sentiment on the above lopjics, and funs through the 

whole mass of society. Hence the missionary finds 
v^lie Chinese always using the same arguments and 

starting the same <fl)jections, which having been often 

answered before, ma^ be ^sily replied to again. In 

this vieyv of the matter, the multil)licity of their p)opula- 
tion dwimdles into insignificance, and affords an advan¬ 

tage to the missionary not to be met with elsewhere. 
Whilst considering the population of China iii all its 
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bearings, it may I>e well to observe, that it is possible 
to draw encouragement from its very .increc^x^r It has 

been before observed, that^ China, partly by additions 
to the number enrolled, and partly by the preponder¬ 
ance of births over deaths, has doubled its population 

several times during the last century. Such has been 
the rapidity and extent of the increase, that all the 

waste lands, within the empire, capable of cultivation, 

have been occupied; and the surplus population, unabhi 
to gain a subsistence at home, have been conij)elled to 
emigrate by thousands every year, to the islands and 

countries around. Now, the number of inhabitants is 
still increasing, and the Chinese in spite of their exclu¬ 

sive and restrictive system are bursting forth on every 

.side, and, without our asking it, are coming in contact 

with C’hristians, and seeking shelter under European 

governments, where missionaries may labour unimpedeil 

and unprohibited among them. If the same causes 

continue to operate, without any counteracting influ¬ 

ence, there seems nothing to prevent the Chinese from 

crowding into the British })ossessions in’Hindpstan. and, 

under the mild and just sway of our Indian rulers, mul¬ 

tiplying stiU more fast and j)lei7tifully" than they hav<' 

done in their own country. I'hey have already their 

hundreds of thousands in Siam, and will soon occupy 

Birmah, Pegu, and Assam. They have long colonized 

the islands of the Malayan archi})clago, and what 

should hinder them from pushing dn to New Holland, 

where millions of acres aw^ait their assiduous and ener- 

getic cultivation; while the extensive and fertile^ regions 

of Npw Guinea and New Ireland lie still more con¬ 

tiguous to their mother country. A nation increasing 

as doefithe Chinese, canpot be long confined within 
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narrow l>ounds, and restriction with them is iihpossible. 
ImpeH^l^jgiJUcts ^are already weak and ine^cient, but 
will soon be l&ung to the winds. Hunger cannot be 
controlled, and necessity knows no law. Let but 
another age roll by, and China double her population 
once more, and her very increase will break down her 
political barriers, and bring her myriads in contact 
with the Christian world. Let vigorous measures be 

taken for the thorough instruction of the ^hines^ 
emigrants, and, while coming adventurers get an 
acquaintance with the truth, returning individuals will 

"carry with them what they have learned; and thus, 

within and without the limits of the empire, all will 
gradually be evangelized. The multiplication of their 
numbers, therefore, viewed in this light, presents an 
encouraging aspect, and would lead us to anticipate 
the period as not far distant, when China shall stretch 

out her hands unto God. 

It has been suggested, that this would be the case, if 
no counferacting influence intervened. We lament to 
say, that such an obstacle to the* increase of the popu¬ 
lation does exist; and that it is to be found, not in 
external wars, ,or intestine commotions,—not in the 

* 

dppressive measures of the Chinese government,—^not 
in the unwholesomeness of their climate, or the con¬ 
fined nature of their buildings,—not in the general 
neglect of the poor, or in the awful prevalence of 

Ifemale infanticide,-^but in the extensive and still ad¬ 
vancing introduction of an mtoccicatin^ medium. 

It has been observed, that wherever Europeans 
come in contact with their less skilful neighbours, and 
bring superior intelligence, ehterpnze, and, we may 
add, cupidity, to bear on the tawny nations of the 

G * 
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globe; tHe result has been the gradual decline^ and 

disappearance of the one before the otl^er, till thy hardy 

and energetic white has taken the place of his coloured 
brother. In some places this has amounted to complete 

extermination, and in otherfe. the process is rapidly 
going forward, with the same gloomy prospect. Not 

one of the race formerly inhabiting Newfoundland is 

now in existence.* The same may be said pf the Caribs; 

^hile the Indians of North America, and the aborigines 
of New Holland* will soon be in the condition of those 

unhappy races. But was it intelligence alone which 

enabled the tutored tribes to prevail over the untaught?^ 

Were not other means employed, and did they not 

prove most lamentably siicccssfur? Was not the rum 

cask called in to the aid of ^ne scheming colonist, and 

did not the red man fall but too easy a prey to the 
insidious allurement"? Did not ardent s})irits prove 

the ruin of the Indians, undermining their energies, 

shortening their lives, and decreasing their numbers^ 

All this is well known fact, and will sooil become 
matter of history. In China, territory is not sought, 
nor lands coveted; there Europeans do not aim at con¬ 

quest or colonization; they have,no ne#^!, therefore, to 

use an intoxicating medium, in order to subserve theh* 

designs of politi^l influence, and terntoiiai enlarge¬ 
ment. I'he only inducement, that English merchants 

can have to lead them to carry on the opium trade in 

China, is the desire of gain; and yet that gain is so 

considerable as to draw them on with increasing eage^*- 

ness in its pursuit. It is withjthem not a means to an 

end, but the end itself; they do not contemplate the 

wastiifg away of the population in consequence of the 

trafhCt and yet the terrible effects of the traffic may be 
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the j^^me as though they did contemplate it. Fac^ 
indiic^w-*^' Ijelieve that it is so. Those who grow 
and sell the drug, while,they x)rofit by the speculation, 
w'ould do well to follow the consumer into the haunts 

t 

of vice, and mark the wretchedness, poverty, disease, 
and death which follow the indulgence; for did they 
but know the thousandth part of the evils resulting 
from it, they would not, they could*not, continue to 
engage in the transaction. Previous to the ycwt 179&, 
opium was admitted into China on the payment of a 
/luty, twhen a few hundred chests annually were im¬ 
ported, Since that time, the drug has been openly in- 
i*(;rdicted, and yet clandestinely introduced, at the rate 
of 20,000 chests aimually.j,which cost the Chinese four 

millions of pounds sterling every year. 'Phis quantity 
at tw'cnty grains per day for each individual,* w^ould 
be sutlicient to demoralize nearly three millions of 
persons. When the habit is once formed, it grows 
till it ^becomes inveterate; discontinuance is more and 
more difficult, until at length, the sudden deprivation 
of the accustomed indulgence produces certain death. 
In proportion as the wretched victim comes under the 
power of the inftituatirig drug, so is his ability to resist 
temptation, less strong; and debilitated in body as well 
as mind, he is ‘•unable to earn liis u^ial pittance, and 
not unfrequcntly sinks under the cravings of an appetite, 
which he is unable to gratify. Thus they may be seen, 
hanging their heaefs by the doors of the opium shops, 
wliich the hard hearted keepers having fleeced them of 
their all, will not permit them to enter; and shut out 

••Some take a groat deal more than thia, thia is the average fortho poor, 
and tlicrofore for the many. Besides which the properticH ci the drng are not 
de.<itriiyed by ones smoking, but will hear to be used as an anodyne j,wice over. 

G 2 
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f^om their own dwellings, either by angry relatk^js or 

ruthless creditors, they die in the street^ and 
despised. It would be well, ^ if* the rich opium mer¬ 
chant, were sometimes present to witness such scenes 

as these, that he might be aware how his wretched 

customers terminate their course, and see where bis 
speculations, in thousands of instances, end. When the 

issue of this pernicious habit is not fatal, its tendencies 

acre to ifeaken the strength, and to undermine the con¬ 
stitution; while the time and property spent in this 

voluptuous indulgence, constitute so much detracted^ 
from the wealth and industry of the country, and tend 

to plunge into deeper distress those weak and dependent 

members of society, who ai^ already scarcely able to 
subsist at^alL In fact every opium smoker may calcu¬ 

late upon shortening his life ten years from the time 

when he commences the practice; one half of his 

physical energies are soon gone; one third of hi$ 

scanty earnings are absorbed; and feeling ^strength 

and income both diminishing, while the demands upon 

his resources are increased, he seeks to’ obtain by du¬ 

plicity what he cannot earn’by labour, and thus his 

moral sense becomes blunted and his iieart hardened, 

while he plunges into the vortex of lUin, dragging witli 

him his dependent relatives, and all wkhin the sphere 

of his influence. Calculating, therefore, the shortened 
lives, the frequent diseases, and the actual starvation, ^ 

which are the result of opium sm^ng in China, we ■- 
may venture to assert, thaf this pernicious drug annu¬ 

ally diestroys myriada df individuals. No *9ian of 

feeling can contemplate^ this fearful amount of misery 

and mortality, as resulting from the opium trade, with¬ 

out an instinctive shuddq^. But the ipost appalling 
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fact^ of all is, that the trade is constantly increasing. 
The following statement exhibits the consumption of 

opium during the Iasi twenty years:— ’ > 

lftl6 . Chests, 3,210 . Value, 3,6.57,000 dollars. 
1820 . 4,770 . 77 8,400,800 „ 
1825 . 77 9,621 . 77 7,608,205 „ 
1830 , 

77 18,760 . 77 12,9(X),031 
1832 . 23,670 . ♦ • 15,338,160 „ 
1836 . 77 27,111 . ?7 17,9t)l,218* „ 

By this it will be seen, that tvhile the con.suinj)tion 

has been increasing, the price has been falling, from 

1139 to 660 dollars per chest or nearly one half its 

original value. Still the enterprising speculator has 

b(!en pushing his article’‘into the market, determined 

to funiish the Chinese with it at any price, rather than 

lose so large a customer. Thus the appetite has been 

crcaletl, aud is largely fed, until nearly three millions of 

victims have been drawn into the snare; and there is 

every* prospect of its increasing still more, until the 

consumers dying off in proportion as the consumption 
extends, Ahe country will be thinned of its inhabitants, 

and Mammon at length' be disappointed of his prey. 

But is there no remedy ? The emperors of China 
have wisely and patriotically determined, from the very 

moment they the onward marcK of the threatened 

evil, to denounce and resist it: and instead of admit¬ 

ting it, on the payment of a duty, have as rulers, reso¬ 

lutely refused to derive any profit from the vices of the 

people. In the fir^t year of the late, emperor, Kea- 

king, •1796, the introJuction of opium was intenlicted 
• » 

} 

TUe quauUly tiilrudured up ty lUi- year oudiiiK iu the spring of 1837, was 
31,CKH), and llie deliveries during the month of July, of the same year, amounted 
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by law; those who were found guilty of smoking 
it, were pilloried and bambooed; and Mie Niesdei^ and 
smugglers made liable to the^ severer penalties of banish¬ 
ment and death; so late as the year 1833, the amended 
law upon the subject, was as follows:— 

** Let the buyers and smokers of opium be punished with one 

hundred blows, and condemned to wear the W4>oden collar for two 

months. Then, let them declare the seller’s name, ‘that he may be 

seized and punished ; ,and, in default of his discovcrhi{? the vender, 
let the smoker he again punished wdth one hmidred blows, and three 

year’s banishment, as being an accotnpliec. Let mandai'ins and their 

dependants who buy and smoke opium, be punished om. degree more 
severely than otliers; and let govonjors of provinces he required to 

give security that there are no opium smokers under their jurisdiction; 

and let a joint memorial he sent in, representing the conduct of those 

officers, who have connived at the practice.” 

Thus, as far as law goes, Ihc government of China 

has, ostensibly, done every thing in its power to check 

the growing evil; and one would imagine that these 
regulations were sufficiently severe to ensure the entire 
exclusion of the article from the empire. Yet, in the 
year 1836, a Chinese officer, .high in rank, pfesented a 

memorial to the emperor, in whicji he t^lls him, 

< * 
**That, recently, the number of chests imported lias exceeded 

20,000, and that the Hum paid, annually, exceeds* eleven millions of 
dollars. Within the last few years, he adds, foreign ships liave 

visited all the ports along the coast, from Canton, as far as Chinese 

Tartary, for the purpose of disposing of theii^pium, and though the 

local authorities immediately expelled them, yet the quantity clande^'. 

tinely sold, is by no means small The foreigners have, besides, a 

depdt, for opium,^ at Lintii^ in the entrance of the Cahtpn river, 

where they have seven or eight large vessels, called receiving ships, 

anchored all the year round. ^ In Canton, the native brokers pay<the 

price the opium to the foreign merchants, when they obtain orders 

for the drug from the receiving ships. They hi^^c also convoys. 
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plying up and down the river, which are called fast-crabs,^and acrain- 
bling dr:igons. ^.<«Th^^e are well armed, with guns and pikes, anti 
manned with desperate fellows, who go as if they had. wings. All 
the custom-houses and military*stafions which they pass, are literally 
stopped with bribes; and if th^' chance to meet any of the armed 

cruisers, the smugglers do not scruple to come to an engagement, 
and bloodshed ar»d slaughter ensue. The governor of Canton lately 
sent a naval officer, with a sufficient force, and captured a boat laden 
with opium, seized one hundred and forty cthests^ and killetl and took 
prisoners, scores <)f smugglers; yet, the traffic was not at all checked. 
Multitudes of tht? people, have but little chead of the law'S, v?hilc they 
use ev<Ty device to escape punishment, and are e^^rer after gain : 
indeed, the laws are, sometimes, utterly without effect.’’ ♦C 

4L 

When a Chinese mandarin undertakes to mat:e, and 
the emj)er()r consents to receive, such a statement as 
the above, we may conclude that this, and much more, 
is true. In fact, opium is not only repjularly intro¬ 
duced, but oj)enly sold, in all parts of China. Not- 
withstantling the prohibition, opium shops are as 
plentiful in some towns of (’hina, as gin shops are in 
England.^ 'Phe sign of Iht'se receptacles, is a bamboo 
screen, hanging before the door, which is as certain an 
intimatioR there, as the chequers are here, that the 
slave of intemperance may be gratified. Into these 
shops, all classed of persons continually flock, from the 
pampered*,official to the abject menial. No one makes 
a secret of the business or the practice*, and though the 
officers of government are loud in denouncing the 
indulgence in public, they privately wink at what is 
^tronised by their own example, or subservient to 
their own is^terests. ^ It is a well-kno¥m circumstance, 
that the government oflicers come regularly on board 
the receiving ships at Lintin^ and demand so, many 
dollars per chest, for conniving at smuggling; while 
it is currently^ reported that gven the viceroy o^ Canton 
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receives a very respectable consideratiaxi, for wiokii^ 
at these ilHcit transactions* The mit\ta^ and naval 
ofieers sometimes get up a s!\anl fight, in order that * 
Ihey may have to report their vigilance and strictness 
to Peking; and when the smugglers are remiss in 
paying the accustomed bribes, they now and then seize 
a boat or two, to keep them regular and submissive. 
Thus, it is evident, that the imperial government is 
absolutely powerjess, in aiming to prevent the intro¬ 
duction of opium; and that the traffic does and will 
increase, notwithstanding the most violent anil san¬ 
guinary edicts to the contrary. Surrounded by corrupt 
and venial officers, the emperor s best efforts, if indeed*, 
he use any, are entirely nugatory; and bribery laughs ’ 
at imperial proclamations, which universally forbidding 
and never punishing, become, in fact, so much waste 
paper. Every one acquainted with China knows, that 
as long as the appetite for opium exists there, th|i 
traffic cannot be put down by the present inefficient 
police; and should the naval and military force of 

China be resolved to use their utmost efforts |o prevent 

the intoduction from abrodd^ they cannot overcome 
the force of well manned and arflried European vessels, 
nor elude the vigilance of the fasUefah and sgramhUn^ 

dragon native smugglers.* • 

To the foreign community of (Janton we would 
appeal, did we not fear that most of them are now 

• ^ 

* Late accounU from Canton infuri|| us, that the Chinoac government 
taking very vigorous and decisive measures to J)reak up ojfiuin trade at 
Lintin. The receiving ships hat^been compeUed to quit their usual anchorage, 
and to remove to a place forty miles to the eastward. More edicts had been 
issued: *nd it was expected Ihal^Iic superintendent of British trade woul^ be 
appealed to, with the assurance that the whole of the foreign trade should be 
stopped, unless the orders of the native government were complied with, and 
the smuggHhg of opium discontinued. • «* 
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actively engaged in the traffic; and should the present 
residents, inilu^hced by principle, abandon the trade, 

' 4»ere are not wanting" others, who will gladly embrace 
the opportunity of enriching themselves at the ex|>ense 
of the miseries of thousands. Many, doubtless, are 
deluding themselves with the idea, that if they do not 
deal in it, others will; and as the Chinese will have 
opium, whether or not, they may as ii<^ell furnish them 
with it, as let others rcaj) the profit of what thsir over 
scnipulousness would deprive them. They are fully 
aware that opium is injurious to the constitution, and 

that, imported in such quantities, and consumed by so 
many, it must tend to the destruction of life, and the 
dimunition of happiness. But, then, they plead that 
they were involved in the trade, before they were 
aware of the extent of the evil; and, now that they are 
embarked in it, they cannot well retract; besides they 

intend soon to return to their native country, when 
they will leave the Chinese, and future opium dealers, 

to do’OS they please. The principle, sanctioned by all 
this special pleading, it will easily be seen, is unten¬ 
able ; it is simjdy this, that immediately we can ascer¬ 
tain that a thing will •j)rocccd, whether wp lake part in 

it or not» or that bthers will carry on a measure, if we 
abstain from a4)etting it; it then ceases to be an evil in 

us to participate in the transaction, however ruinous or 
destnictive it may be. True morality will lead us to 

^nquire, whether the thing be right or wrong; and, if 

the latter gan be established, it is ours to renounce 
it, howeve^ucrative to ourselves, or* grasped at by 
others. The golden inile, of^doing to others^as we 
would l>e done by, witt teach us to avoid being acces- 
soiy to the ^prcail of allu|’ements, and incentives to 
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vice, when we pray every day for ourselves, “ Lead us 
not into temptation, but deliver us fr<wn evil.’’ » When 
MamAion has less hold on,the hearts of civilized men, 
and when educated merchants begin to be more sciu- 

pulous about the craft, by which they get their wealth, 
then we may expect that opium dealers will be dimi¬ 
nished, even in Canton; and the time is not, we hope, 
far distant, wheft it shall be considered as disreputable 
to administer to the vicious indulgences of the Chi¬ 
nese, as it is now to those of the British — and as 
creditable to abstain from opium dealing r broad, as 
from distillation at home. 

As the Chinese government cannot put down, and 
the foreign community of Canton, it is to be feared, 
will not abandon, the illicit traffic in opium, we must 
look for a more immediate remedy to another quarter. 

It is well known, that the greatest part of the opium is 
grown within the tenitory, and transported through 
the dominions of the Honourable East India Company. 
It is, in the Bengal presidency, a monopoly ki the 
hands of our Indian government, who dispo^ of it to 
our merchants, at the annual'sales. I'he profit derived 

from the transaction is, doubtless, great; and as a com¬ 
paratively small quantity of the artifcle is coqsumed by 

the immediate subjects of the companjg and the evils 

consequent thereon, are confined to foreign lands, it is 

possible, that the Board of Directors, at home, and our 
Indian government, abroad, may Hhve overlooked th^ 

enormity. Now, however, neither company, 

abroad, nor tHe directors, at home, can *eade uncon¬ 

sciousness in the matter; it has been told, and it shall 

be rung in the ears of the British public, again and 

again, tjiat opium is demomlhsing China, .and becomes 
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the greatest barrier to the introduction of Christianity 
which can be conceived of. Not only are the wretched 
•victims of the indulgence, themselves, imperviofus .to 
remonstrance, and callous to all feeling—not only must 
we despair of the conversion of an opium smoker, 
almost as much as if his doom were already sealed— 
but the dilliculty of convincing others of the truth of 
Christianity, and of the sincere intentions of Christians, 
is greater, in proportion, to the extent of the opium, 
trade to China. Almost the first word uttered by a 
native, when urged to believe in (.’hrist is, “ Why do 
Christians bring us opium, and bring i? directly, in 
defiance of our own laws i That vile drug has poi- 

* soned my son—ha.s ruined my brother—and, well nigh 

led me to beggar my wife and children. Surely, those 
who import such a deleterious substance, and injure 
me for the sake of gain, cannot wish Ave well, or be in 

I)pssession of a religion that is better than my own. 
Go, first, and persuade your own countrymen to relin¬ 
quish this nefarious traffic; and give me a prescription 

to correct this vile habit, and then I wdll listen to your 
exhortations on the subject of C/hristianity. Alas! 
they little knowf that 4he one is almost as impossible 

as the other; and* that the work of persuatling the 

growers and venders of opium, to relinquish the source 
of their ill-gotten wealth, is as difficult as tlie task of 

curing a confirmed opium smoker of his evil habits; 

•^ssmd that both are td be effected, alone, by that Power 
which can cause the Ethiopi&n to change his skin, and 

the leopard, Sis spots*; and mak§ those ^ho have been 
accustomed to do evil, learn to do well. But, surely, 
when the evil is known, and its effects seen, the rulers 
of an empire.which professes to be governed ^by the 
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principles of mildness and equity, will never lend 
themselves to the promotion of a meatiure which demo¬ 
ralizes a population, in su9h a wholesale manner; and, 
still less, condescend to derive a profit from that which 

ruins myriads. The East India Company might, if 

they would, greatly diminish the trade in opium. If 
they were to discontinue the growth of it, in their 
own territories,* and to hind down the .native })rinces 

•in alliance with them, to do the same; while they 
forbad the transport of it through their dominions, 

India would^ then, no longer be what it now i^s,—the 

great source from whence the evil originates. Were 
the supplies from India cut off, the inconsiderable 
stock, and inferior quality, yielded by Turkey, would' 

be far from supplying and satisfying the market, and 

the practice sink into desuetude, from the fewer faci¬ 

lities afforded for its gratification. The lands now 

employed in the cultivation of the poppy, being neces¬ 

sarily rich and fertile, would, if laid out in the.raising 

of other productions, be equally valuable to the pos¬ 
sessors; and, while the revenue was not ^minished, 

the happiness, health, and industry of the peojde, 

would be ipereased; in addition to which, the divine 

blessing would, doubtless, be dtjubly bestowed ‘on 

those, who renounced an apparent benefit to them¬ 

selves, in order to extend a real good to others. 

If unsuccessful with the East India Company, we 

would carry up our remonstrancel^ to the govemmept- 

of Great Britain. SinceP the discontinuance of me 

company’s tr^e with.China, end the coiiseqU^nt with¬ 

drawal of its establishment, the English government 

have placed a superintendent of British trade at* the 

port oj C’anton. The attempt of Lord Napief to fix his 
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reskknce in the provincial city, and to open a negoda* 
tion wilh the*^'Htive authorities, together • with the 
failure of the same, is weU kjaown. Since that period, 

«the viceroy sanctioned the residence of his successor 
in Canton, for the purpose of watching over the 
conduct of Europeans, though he is still unwilling 
to treat with our agent on political matters. It is 
possible, however, that in the course of time these 
jealousies may diminish, and the Tlritis^ supcrintandent- 
eome into correspondence w ith the native authorities on 
state l^isiness. ^fhe English have much to ask of the 

Chinese, and are anxious to place the trade on a secure, 
respectable, and advantageous footing; to have the 

•rights of British subjects recognized, and the security 
of British propeily acknowledged. When, however, 
the representative of our government makes a demand 

from the C'hinese of increased privileges and advan- 

tj^es, the first requisition made by them will be that 

we aiddhem in putting down the illicit traffic in opium 

carried on by our own countryme^ who, in defiance of 
Chinese laws, introduce an intoxicating medium into 
the country, and seduce thclr subjects into disobedience 
and voluptuousness. They will not believe, that with 

alf the power of Bfitain, and while the dnig is grown 
in our own territories, we are unable*to suppress the 
trade; and nothing will dispossess them of the idea, 
that the British government is accessory to the produc- 

4^n and introductiofl of the article. We must then tell 
tliem that we will or will nbt, strive to put down the 
traffic iq 'question, before we caq, venturd to make any 
demands from them in our own favour. If w^e refuse 

to curb the evil, we give a public and official sanction 

to what is in t)ieir eyes vexatious and abominably; and 
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cannot with any grace, ask them to assist us. If we 

consent, however, to do what we to assist the 
Chinese in excluding opium, *we are bound in alb 
honour and honesty, first, to discontinue the growth, 

of opium in our own colonies; next, to prohibit the 

transport of it through the company’s territories; and* 

then to restrict British vessels from trading with it 

along the coast of China, ^fhe mere issuing of a 
•decre# of the governor in council at Calcutta would 

effect the former, and a very small force stationed on 

the coast of China, would accomplish the latt^'.r. In 

putting down th^ slave trade, it was not considered 
too much to maintain a naval force on the coast of 

Africa; and to abolish slavery in the British dominions, • 

the sum of twenty millions vras willingly sacrificed; 

yet slavery was not productive of more misery and 

death than the opium traffic, nor were Britons more 

implicated in the former than in the latter. In t^fe 

case before us, however, no compensation money could 

be demanded; and only a few light armed vessels 

would be required; while the real compensation would 

be, the turning of four millions annually into another 

channel, to, the benefit of our* manufactures and the 

mother country. By paying four*millions^for opium, 

the Chinese shew that they have monoy to spend, and 

if we can but induce them to take our cottons and 

wo(^ens instead of our opium, we shall be blessing 

them and enriching ourselves. The money paid 

opium is equal to what w6 give for our teas; thus tne 

Chinese are parting .with their produce fof ,what is 

worse than useless, while it impoverishes their country 

and diminishes their population. 

Th^ ruin it threatens to China has already arrested 
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the attention of her greatest statesmen, and t&ey have 
devised varioirSTT^hemes for remedying the evil. One 
.recommends, that opinm^ admitted on the payment 

of regular duties, in order that the clandestine trade 
may be stopped, and the practice be brought under the 

' control of government. This would increase the public 
revenue, and by raising the price to the consumer, 

would place the dnig out of the reatfh of the poor. 

The emperor has hitherto resolved toj-eject thi»plan,« 
and thinks that increased rigour in prohibiting the 

article jvill avail. But the Cdiiiiese laws are already 

sufficiently severe, and yet the traffic increases at the 
rate of four thousand chests per annum. The remedy, 

►then, is not with them, and if neither the East India 

('ompany nor the British government interfere, the 
British public must be appealed to; the cry of “ no 

opium’ raised, and be made as loud as the erj^ of 

“no slavery,’ until the voice of humanity prevail, and 
end in ^the abolition of the whole system. 

Bui to Return to the population, vve shall find, that 

though checked*in its growth, it is still immensely 

great, and claims the atteirtion of the (’hristian evan¬ 

gelist, as much, or even more than other parts of the 

hcclthen world. In^ttempting to do good, we should 
do it on the largest scale, and to the greatest number 

of persons. The j)hysician is most needed where the 
malady is most distressing, and the diseased most 

numerous; and so •the missionary is principally re¬ 

quired where the heathen most abound. Upon this 
principle,- China requires our firgt attention, and will 
exhaust our most strenuous efforts. There, all the dis¬ 

posable labourers in the Christian church may employ 
their energies, without fear of over working the field, 
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or standing in each other's way. the most 
exalted,—talents the most splendid,there find 
ample room for display; the greatest trophies of Divine, 
grace will there be obtainedi and the Gospel is des¬ 
tined to achieve more in China than has ever been 
witnessed elsewhere, mainly on account of the number 
of individuals to be brought under its influence. This 
then is the field for missionary exertions; the sphere 

•where'the most influential societies should direct their 
chief efforts, for until some impression is made upon 
China, it will matter little what is achieved in other 
more confined and thinly peopled regions. The con¬ 
version of a few islands to Christ, and the inlnxUictioii 
of the Gospel to the extremities of a continent, re¬ 
semble an investing of the outworks of heathenism; 
but the strong hold remains still untouched, and until 
China is evangelized, the greatest half of our work 
remains to be begun. , 



CHAPTER V. 

TH’e civilization of C’HINA. 
• 

COMPARATIVE CIVILIZATION—SOULOQl'V OF A CHINATIVE MUTE¬ 

NESS — DISPLAYED IN roNVEUSATION — AND DAILY INTEllCOrUSE— 

• DENIES OF THE CHINESE—DfSCOVKUV OF THE COMPASS—THE ART 

OF PRINTINCi — THE INVENTION OF GCNPOWDEK — THE SCIENCES — 

^ ASTROSOM1 — HOT ANY — MEDICINE —SCROERY — TH^ ARTS—PAINTING 

— ENGRAVING— MANUFACTCRE OF SILK —PORCELAIN —TEA—PAPER- 

LACKERED WARE—METALS — Clj^CLLSION. 

In seeking to evangelize the heathen world, two des¬ 
criptions of people claim our attention; namely, the 
barbarous and the civilized. C'hina belongs to the 
latter ^luss. Instead of a savage and untutored people 
—without a settled government,^ or written laws,— 
roaming the dCvS'ert, and living in caves,—dressed in 
skins, and sitting on the ground,—^knowing notliing of 
fashion, nor tastkig luxuries; we behold in.the Chinese 
a 15[uiet, orderly, wCll-behaved nation, exhibiting many 
traces of civiliaation, and displaying them at a period 
when the rest of mankind were for the most part sunk 
in barbarism. Of course we must not look for that 
Itj^h degree of imfirovement, and those well-defined 
civil rights, which are in great measure the effects 
of Christianity; neither "are we varrantetl to expect in 
China any of those advances in science, or improve- 
mefits in the arts, wliich now distinguish Europe, and 
which are the result of that march of mind so (^harac- 

H 
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teristic of the age we live in. Railways, tunnels, 

machinery,*- and all the ramifications^aml opcmtions 
of •gas and steam, are not,to^be looked for in China... 
With these exceptions, however, China possesses as 

much civilization as Turkey now, or England a few 
centuries ago. Indeed, were the question proposed 
to a Chinese, as to which he considered the most 

civilized nation, while he might acknowledge the supe- 
riority«Jof Europeans in cunning and force, he would 
not scruple to claim for his own countrymen the praise* 

of a superior polish. They denominate Chino, “•the 
flowery nation,"—“the region of eternal summer,"— 
“ the land of the sages,”—“ the celestial empire,”-‘- 
while they unscrupulously term all foreigners “ barba¬ 

rians,” and sometimes load them with epithets still 
more degrading and contemptuous; such as stvine, 
memkeys, and devils. 

I’he soliloquy of one of them is rather amusing; 

“1 felicitate myself,” sa}s 'i’een Ke-shih, “that I was 

bom in China; and constantly think how very ditferent 

it would have been with me, if born be*yond the seas, in 

some remote part of the esfrth, where the people, de¬ 

prived of the converting inaximB of the ancient kings, 

and ignorant of the domestic rclatidhs, are clothed wRh 

the leaves of phmts, eat wood, dwell in* the wilderness, 

and live in the holes of the earth; though living in this 
world in such a condition, 1 should not have Ireen dif¬ 

ferent from the beasts of the field. * But now, happily 

I have been born in the •middle kingdom. I have a 
house to live* in; haye food,* drink, and elegant fur¬ 

niture ; clothing, caps, and infinite blessings; truly the 

highest felicity is mine! ” 

The^Chinese have a proverb, that he .who judges of 
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the circumstances of others, without a thorough ac¬ 
quaintance wifff them, is like a man at the bottom of a 

-well, attempting to fofm«an opinion of the heavens. * It 
is to be feared, that the C^hinese have been at the bottom 
of the well, with regard to foreigners, and that we are 
not unfrequently at the bottom of the well, with regard 
to them. The writer would fain bring each party to 
the brink, and exhibit them to each *other. Without 
acceding, therefore, to the extravagant ])relenf^ons of 
the CUiinese, or submitting to their unjust reflections 
upon foreigners, we must allow them a degree of civiliza¬ 
tion, which would aw’aken an interest in their behalf, and 
fivour not a little the attempt to promote their evan¬ 
gelization. , 

'Hie civilization of the Chinese will be seen in their 
complaisance towards (‘ach other. In no unchristian 
country do we find sucli attention })aid to ceremony, 
saich polish in daily intercourse, and so many compli¬ 
ments* passing to and fro, as among the Chinese. In 
associating with friends, and in ejitertaining strangers, 
their poliUmess is remarkable. The poorest and com¬ 
monest individual will scarcely allow a j)assenger to 
cross the door*witluAit asking him in? should the 
stranger comply, flie jape is instantly filled and pre¬ 
sented to his li|)S, or the tea poured oftt for his refresh¬ 

ment; a seat is then offered, and the master of the 
house does not presume to sit down, until the stranger 
ic first seated. The epithets employed, when conver¬ 
sation commences, are in keeping with the character of 
the people. The familikr use of the personal pronoun 
is iQOt indulged in; on the contrary, “ venerable uncle, 
—“ honourable brother,”—“ virtuous companion, or 

excellent sir/’—in addressing a stranger, ate used 
• H 2 
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instead of the pronoun “ you; ” and “ the worthless 

fellow,”—the stupid one,”—“ the latCTjom,”—or the 
‘"iftiworthy disciple,” instead »of‘the pronoun “I,”arj;^ 
terms of common occurrencf^ “ AVhat is your noble 

patronymic ? ” is the first question; to which the usual 
reply is, “ my poverty-struck family name is so and so 
again, the question is asked respecting the “ honourable 

appellation, the ‘exalted age, and the fanrous province,’ 
of the stranger; which queries are replied to by applying 
to one’s self the epithets of “ ignoble, short-lived, and 

vulgar;” and thus the conversation proceeds in acStraip 
of compliment, the very commonness of which proves 
the civilization of the ];)eople. The titles bestowed 
upon the relations of others,*together with the humilia- ' 

ting light in which persons speak of their own connec¬ 

tions are also remarkable. “ Honourable young gentle¬ 

man,” for a friend s son; and “ the thousand pieces of 

gold,” for his daughter, are usual appellations; while 
the individual replies, by bestowing the ^ithet of 
“ dog’s son,” and “ f^jnale slave,” on his own offspring. 

The ceremonies observed on the invitation and 

entertainment of guests are*still more striking; com¬ 

plimentary cards are presented, and* polite answers 

returned, all vicing wdth each other in thc.display of 

humility and condescension. On tlnf arrival of the 

guest, considerable difficulty is found in arranging 
who shall make the lowest bow, or first enter the door, 

or take the highest seat, or assume the precedence git 

table; though the host generally^contrives to place his 

guest in the most elevated position. When conversation 

commences, the mutual assent to every proposition, the 

scrupulous avoiding of all contradiction, and the entire 

absence of every offensi^ expression, .or melancholy^ 
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allusion, shew what a sense these people entertain of 

politeness; wlule the congratulations or *condolcnce 

'lavished on every profipwus or adverse occasion, tod 

the readiness dis])layed to “rejoice with them that do 

rejoice, and to weep with them that weep/’ manifest the 

degree of interest they appear to take in each other. 

Any one, who would examine the style of their epis¬ 

tolary correspondence, the form of* their invitation 

cards, and the phraseology of their polite disc^ursei^, 

must see, that, professedly at least, “ they esteem every 

gther hetter than themsolvt*s," which is the foundation 

of politeness. Their civility may indeed vcrg(^ towards 

^lulaiion, and their compliments assume the air of 

flattery; but, when we seg a whole nation thus exter¬ 

nally soft, affable, and yielding, we must acknowledge 

that th(‘y have made some advances in the art of good 

breeding. 

• But the civilization of the Chinese appears in a more 

substantial fonn. ill the discoveiies they have made, 

and the arts and sciences which ihey have cultivated. 

Their inventive genius has been manifested in various 

particulars, and at early periods. Three most impor- 

tajit discoveries* which have given an extraordinary 

impulse ta the progress of civilization in Europe, were 

known to the Chinese previous to theif being found out 

by us. First of all ranks the invention of the ma¬ 

riners compass, w ith which the Chinese seem to have 

been long acquainted. The earliest allusion to the 

magnetic needle is n\ji?t with in the tradjtionary period 

of them history, about 2B00 yeafs before Christ; when 

thc^ Yellow Emperor, having missed his way, invented 

a carriage, upon the top of which w^as a gallery, sur- 
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mounted by a little iigure, pointing to the south, which- 

ever way Ae carriage turned., 
At a later period, we have at^mbre credible account of. 

this discovery, in the reign oftChing-wang, of the Chow 
dynasty, B. C. 1114; when it is said, that some ambas¬ 

sadors came from the modem Cochin China, affirming, 
that having experienced neither storm nor tempest 

in that country for three years, they imagined it was in 

Oonse^iience of the sages then existing in China; and 
therefore had come to pay court to them. On the 

return of these ambassadors, they knew not what 

course to take; and the prime minister of China gave 

them five close carriages, all provided with instrumenISs 

that pointed to the south: wjth these they were enabled 

to find their way, and in a year arrived at their own 

country. “ Hence,” adds the historian, “ lliese south- 

pointing carriages have ever since been used as guides 

to travellers.” There are several other references b) 

this important invention at later periods, so as to» make 

it evident that they ^possessed the disc overy befc>re the 

people of Europe, and it is not improbabk^ were the 

means of communicating it to us; for it is well known 

that Marco Faulo, the Venetian fravellfer, visited China 
n c 

A. D. 1275, and that the mariner s compa^ was not 

invented by Gibia, of Naples, until A. D. 1302, so 

that it is not unlikely that the Italian communicated it 

to his countryman. Though the ^Chinese have not 

much improved the art of navigation^ and have allowed 

us to exceed them in nautical sdence, yet we should 

remember from whence the ^and invention was de¬ 

rived^ and accord the (}ue meed of praise to those who 

so early possessed it. 
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Next in tlie order of utility stands the art of printing, 
which it appeal was known to the Chinese upwards of 

.nine hundred years agtf. /Some say, that it was invented 

by one Fung-taou, the tin^e-serving minister of the first 
ruler of the I'sin dynasty, A. D. 937; though by a 
reference to Chinese history, it appears, that eleven 
years previous, the niler of Tang ordered the nine 

classics to be •engraved, printed, and sdld to the people. 
The historians of those times do not sjieem to h£^e any 
doubt about the art having been then in use, and 

pierely discuss the propriety of selling the books, rather 

than giving them away, on the principle that it would 

bo difficult to su])i)ly so many millions gratuitously. 
hi the time of C^mfucius, B. C. oOO, books were 

formetl of slips of bamboo, u[)on which they wrote with 
the Jioint of a style. About one hundred and fifty 
y(‘ars after Christ, paper was invented, when the 

C’hinese W'rotc on rolls, and formed volumes. xV. D. 

745,'4)ooks were first bound up into loaves; and tw^o 

hundred years afterwards they ^erc multiplied by 

printing;, so that the Chinese appear to have made 

early advances in civilization, whilst we only discovered 

the art of making pftper in the elevenths and that of 

printing tiie jBftecnth century. Tha mode of print¬ 

ing adopted Ij^the ('hiuese is of the siftijilest character. 

Without expensive machinery, or a complicated pro¬ 

cess, they manage to throw off clear impressions of 

their books, in an expeditious manner. Stereotype, or 

block printing, seems to have taken the precedence of 

moveaWe types in all countries, and in C^iiina they have 
scarcely yet got beyond the cpiginal methcKl. • 1 heir 

language consisting of a great number of characters, 

they have not thought it worth while to cut or«cast an 
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aesoTtment of these; which they might distribute and 
recompose^ as the subject required; bdrhave preferred 
cutting the characters for eacq separate work, page by. 
page. This stereotyping of iheir books, has caused the 
stereotyping of their ideas; and kept them in the same 
eternal round of uniform notions, without variety or 
improvement. While the discovery of printing there¬ 
fore, has enabledfthem to multiply copies of their ancient 
books^ it has discouraged the compilation of new works, 
and tied them down to an imitation of antiquity, with¬ 
out assisting them to burst the fetters which ffustoip 
has laid upon them. 

Still the use of wooden blocks has not been withoift 
its advantages; among which we may enumerate speed ' 
and cheapness. The first part of the process is, to get 
the page written out in the square or printed fonn of 
the character. This having been examined and cor¬ 
rected, is transferred to the wood in the following 
manner. The block, after having been smaothly 
planed, is spread over with a glutinous paste; when the 
paper is applied and frequently rubbed, till it becomes 
dry. llie paper is then removed, as much of it as can 
be got awayf and the writing is Tound* adhering to 
board, in an inverted form. The whole is now covered 
with oil, to make the letters appear ifiore vivid and 
striking; and the engraver proceeds to his business. 
The first operation is, to cut straight down by the sides 
of the letters, from top to bottom, remove the vacant 
spaces between the lines, with the exception of the 
stops. The workman* then ehgraves all the •strokes 
which* run horizontally ; then, the oblique; and, a%r« 
wards, the perpendicular ones, throughout the whole 
line: vdbich saves the trouble of turning the block , 
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round, for every letter. Having cut round the letters, 

he proceeds to file centrd parts; and, after a while, the 

page is completed, .^wiirbnan generally gets tliroirgh 

one hundred characters a day, for which he will get 

sixpence. A page generally contains five hundred cha¬ 

racters. When the engraver has completed his work, 

it is passed into the hands of the printer, who places it 

in the middle *of a table: on one side, is a pot of liquid 

infe, with a brush; and, on the other,.a pile of ^uper? 

while, in front, there is a piece of wood, bound round 

yilh ihe fibrous parts of a species of palm, which is to 

serve fora rubber. The w’orkman then inks his block 

^dth the brush ; and taking a sheet of dry paper, with 

’ his left hand, he places ij neatly on the block; and, 

seizing the rubber with his right hand, he passes it 

once or tw ice quickly over the liack of the paper, wlien 

the impression is produced, the printed sheet hastily 

la^mioved, and the workman proceeds with the next 

impression, till the whole number be w’orked off; and, 

thus, without screw\ loviT, W’heel,#)r wedge, a Chinese 

})rinter w’ijl manage to throw off 3,000 impressions in 

a day. After the copies are struck off, the luixt busi¬ 

ness, is to fold*the [lages exactly in tho middle; to 

collate, adjust, stifeh, cut, and sew them; for all of 

which work, including the printing, tiie labourer docs 

not receive more than ninepence a thousand. The 

whole apj)aratus of a printer, in that country, consists 

of his gravers, blocks, and brushes; these he may 

shoulder and travel with, lirom place to place, pur¬ 

chasing* paper and lamjjtblack, m he needs them; and 

borrowing a table anywhere, .he may throw off his 

edlUons by the hiuidred or the score, as he is able to 
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dispose of them. Their paper is thin, but cheap; ten , 
sheets of demy-size, costing only one half-penny. I'his 
connected with the low pric4 ^f labour, enables the 
Clxinese to furnish boohs tr each other, for next to 
nothing. The works of (Confucius, with the commen¬ 
tary of Choo-foo-tsze, comprising six volumes, and 
amounting to four hundred leaves, octavo, can be pur¬ 
chased for nine^ence; and the historical novel of the 
three kingdoms,, amounting to 1,500 leaves, in twenty 
volumes, may be had for half-a-crown. Of course, all 
these prices are what the natives charge to each^)ther; 
for all which Europeans must expect to pay double. 

Thus, books are multiplied, at a cheap rale, to aft 
almost indefinite extent; ai^^ every peasant and pedlar 
has the common depositories of knowledge within his 
reach. It would not be hazarding too much to say, 
that, in China, there are more books, and more })eople 
to read them, than in any other country of the world.. 

Another discovery, which is supposed to Jiaw ori¬ 
ginated with the Chinese, is that of gunpowder. Soon 
after the commencement of the Christian, era, this 
people were in the habit of using what they called fire 
medicine,” which they employed for* the puri)osejDf 
making signals, and affording amusement, in^he shape 
of rockets and fire-works, but do not Appear to have 
used it to project bullets to a distance, in order to 
attack an enemy. 

The historian of the Yuen dynasty, A. D, 1280, 
says, that “ fire engines” commenced about that period. 
Wei-ching, constructed machihes for throwing stones, 
in which he used powder, made of saltpetre, sulphur, 

and charcoal. Some time after this, guns and powder 
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• were invented in Europe; and, it is not unlikely, were 
introduced into this part of the world, in consequence 
of the statements of Ma^o*Paulo. * * 

With regard to the sciences, the Chinese cannot be 
said to rank high, though they have made some 
advances in a few; fully equal to what has been 
accomplished in other eastern nations. To astronomy 
they have always paid some attention; and even during 
the reigns of their earliest kings, the ^ve plaiietfe, the 
twenty-eight constellations, and the twelve signs of the 
zodiac were w ell known. They were in the habit of 
regarding various celestial phenomena, and ecli[)ses 
a*hd comets were regularly obsen’ed, and faithfully 

* recorded, as w ill lx; seen by a reference to the scheme 
of chronology in thi; Appendix. A. D. 9(K), a comet 
aj)pearcd, which was"* considered as ominous of some 
change in the government, when the sovereign put 
thiilv men of inttueiice to death, and threw some of llie 
literati into the Yellow’ River; closing the bloody 
transaction, by murdering the former empress, in order 
to secure to himself the possession of an usurped throne. 
A. D. 996, an eclipse of tHe sun, which had been ])re- 
dicted by the tislronftiners, did not taka place; on 
which occasion, the*courtiers congratulated his majesty, 
suggesting, tlikt the very heavens l«id altered their 
courses, out of compliment to his virtues. 

In all the periods of their history, the Chinese have 
thought that the heavenly bodies moved in their orbits, 
for no other purpose, than to point out the rise and fall 
of dynasties, and to indicate some change of rule in 
their empire. Famines and pestilences, wars and com¬ 
motions, droughts and inundations, are with them l>rog- 

, nosticated hyvfalling stars apd shooting metcojjs; and 
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SO close is the connection between the celestial empire 
and the powers of nature, thpt nothing can happen to 
the one without affecting .tl^ dther. The science of 
astronomy, therefore, is studied mainly on account of 
the influence of the stars on human aflairs; and hence 
the astronomical board is intimately connected with the 
government, and interference with that department is 
considered as ti^asou against the state, ^and punished 
accordingly. TJbe arrangement of the calendar is a 
matter of much moment with the Chinese, and lucky 
and unlucky days are regularly noted in that important 
document, by ivhich all the business of the empire is 
regulated. We must not, however, rate the Chinese 
exceedingly low, on account of their partiality to astro¬ 
logy ; when we remember that even in England, in the 
nineteenth century, there are nuihbers of persons who 
continue to place implicit confidence in Francis Moore, 
and his precious prognostications, which are sure to 
happen “ the day before or the day after.” 

Of botany they have sulficient knowledge to enable 
them to collect and arrange a vast number.of plants, 
whose appearance and properties they minutely enu¬ 
merate, though they do not describe br classify them 
in a philosophical manner. * * 

In the commencement of Chinese hf^ry, we find 
gome allusion to the Divine Husbandman,” who 
cultivated the five kinds of grain, examined the various 
plants, and compounded medicines. Before that period 
the people lived on the frtuts of trees, and the flesh of 
animals, knowing nothing sibout huBbandry«; until 
Shin nung pointed out ^e varieties of the seasons, and 
the properties of the . soil, making ploughs of hard 
wood, ^nd teaching the people to plant grain: thus, 
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commenced the business of agriculture. When sick¬ 
ness invaded) aud remedijjs were needed, the sovereign 
tasted the various plaflt^lo ascertain their cooling and 

^ tranquillizing properties, land in one day discovered 
seventy kinds of poisonous shrubs, with their antidotes, 

* which he described in a book; and the science of 
medicine began to flourish. Since then, the (.’hinese 
have published a very compendious work on botany, 
called the Pun-tsaou, whicli is certainly the rot^ilt of 
much labour, and, considering their disadvantages, 
(Joes tliein great credit. Tii this work they distin- 
guLsh plants into class, genus, and variety. Their 
classes are five; viz., shrubs, grains, herbs, fruits, and 

• trees. Under the first cla^ they include the following 
genera: wild, odoriferous, marshy, poisonous, rocky, 
scandent, water\\ cry])toganious, and miscellaneous 
plants; under the second class they enumerate wheat, 
Ivirley, millett, maize, and other grains: under the 
third-class are found alliaceous, mucilaginous, creeping, 
waU‘ry, and fungous vegetables; under the fourth class 
we meet .with cultivated, wrild, and foreign, as also 
aromatic and watery fniits; and under the fifth class 
are included odcJriferofls, gigantic, luxuriant, parasitic, 
flexil)P!^-f^a4misccnancons trees. All these genera are 
subsequently tth’ided into 1094 s])eciest This arrange¬ 
ment will be seen to be far from scientific; but that 
they should have examined the vegetable kingdom at 
all, and made any sort of classification, shews that they 
are by no means an imtliinking or an uncivilized 
people. • • • * 

To the science of medicine ^the Chinese have paid 
some attention, but, as usual, were more celebrated for 
it in former tlvan in latter tiipes. The systems pf their 
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earliest physicians have mostly died with their inventors, 
and posterity have scarcely been able , to equal, much 
less to exceed, the ancients./^ Some allusion has been 
made above to the “ Divin4 Husbandman,” who dis¬ 
covered the noxious and healing qualities of various 
plants, and laid the foundation of the Chinese pharma-' 
copoeia. About the same time lived a statesman, to 
whom the inveiition of the puncture is attributed; this 

^man 'left on record two fragments, which are looked 
upon as the most ancient notices on the cause and cure 
of diseases in (Mna. In these fragments the circula¬ 
tion of the blood is recognised, and compared to the 
unceasing revolutions of the heavens and the eartii, 
which begin, end, and begin again from the same 
point at which they originally set out; thus, they say, 
the blood goes round and round the human body, till its 
dissolution. It must not be imagined from this, how¬ 
ever, that the Chinese understand the circulation of 
the blood, as the phrase is used in lOiirope ; or know 
anything distinctly Jibout the veins and arteries through 
which it flows. Not having practised anatomy, they 
are unacquainted with the' internal structure of the 
human frame, and remain satisflted with the fact of the 
bloods circulation, without altemi)ting to e’^’daln it. 

To the pulse; however, they have pSid close atten¬ 
tion, and are enabled to discover its variations with a 
nicety and precision, scarcely equalled l>y European 
physicians. They aflect to distinguish twenty-four 
different kinds of pulsations, and will frequently pro¬ 
ceed to prescribe, without asMng a single question, or 
exaiiuning any other prognostic. The system which 
<hey have imagined to themselves, is more the result of 
fancy {ban experience; aqd the connoctipn they pretend 
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to trace between the five points at which the pulse may 
be felt, the five viscera, the five planets, and the five 
elements, is the fruitful spurge of innumerable mistakes 
in their practice; but we must remember, that it is not 
long since Bacon opened the gate of experimental 

’ science in Europe, and that our forefathers once united 
astrology with medicine, by which they blundered 
quite as mu(;h as the Chinese! • 

In the earliest classics of the C’hinese, several phy* 
sicians of eminence are referred to, and during the 
p^eriodjof the “ contending states,” a medical man was 
called “ the nation’s arm,” because lie rescued so many 
ffoin impending death. When China was divided into 

•three kingdoms, about the third century of the ( ’hiistian 
era, the father of Chinese surgery, Ilwa-to, flourislied. 
lie is said to have laid hare the arm of a wounded 
chieftain, and to have scraped the poison off the scapula, 
v\hile llie unmoved warrior continued to ])lay at chess, 
and Uy drink wine, with the other arm. A jealous 
tyr.iiil of that age cnielly murdered Ihis useful man, and 
his wife Imriit all his manuscripts, by which means 
his valuable art perished'with him. In the fourth 
century, the well-known work on the pulse, quoted by 
DiTTTTrW^^j^s pulllislied. In the sixth century lived 
Chin-kw*ei, wl!b f^aid to have cut into the abdomen, 
removed diseased viscera, and stitclud up the part 
again, curing the patient in a month’s time. The most 
eminent writers on "medicine in (Jhiiia are the “ four 
great masters,” who floiirishefl—the first in the third, the 
second in the thirteenth, the third in tfie fourteenth, 
and the fourth in the fifteenth centuries. The %st is 
con*sidere(l the father of physic, and has left numerous 
writings behind him. From the various treatises on 
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medicine^ one imperial work has been compiled, in 
forty volumes, called “ a gold^en mirror pf medical prac¬ 
tice,”'which was completed ypatiy a century ago, after 
four years labour. Othert works on medicine havc^ 
successively appeared; and a gentleman in Canton, 
wishing to obtain all that was procurable in that city, 
made a collection of eight hundred and ninety-two 
volumes of medical books: so that if the^Chinese know 
dittle<V)f the science in question, it is not for want of 
books or theories. 

We are not, however, to estimate the value of medi¬ 
cal knowledge in China by the aggregate of treatises on 
the subject; or the efficiency of their practice, by the 
number of doctors’ shops tjjbroughout the country; for' 
though the celestial empire literally swarms with 
medical works and apothecaries’ shops, yet the number 
of successful practitioners 'we believe to l)e small. For 
the most part, their medical practice is more quackery: 
and their surgery, in modern days, does not extend 
beyond puncturing,*cauterizing, draAving of teeth, and 
plastering, without attempting any operation in which 
skill or care is required. 

The advance which the Chinese have made in the 
fine arts has been more consid6rabletlj^«r1ff*T;he 
sciences. To begin with painting, ^“nf^observe that 
the graphical representations of the Chinese are not 
altogether despicable. It is true they lamentably fail 
in the knowledge of perspective, and the differences of 
Hght and shade have not been much noticed by them. 
But their coldurs are vivid and s^king, and in«delinea> 
ting powers, animals, or the human countenance, they 
are sometimes veiy successful. The Chinese drawings 
brought to this country on what is called rice paj)er, 
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have been much admired for the striking characteristics, 
and brilliant tints which they display. If instructed in 
the art of shading, and tai^gl^t the nature of perspective, 
the Chinese might become good artists; and one of 

‘ them, who had the advantage of a few lessons from an 
' eminent English painter, has produced some pieces 

which have been thought worthy of a place in the 
Royal Exhibition at Somerset House. 

In the art of engraving the Chinese excel, ' Tht; 
rapidity with which they carve their intricate and 
(ipmplipated characters is really surprising, and not to 
be imitated by European artists, in the same style of 
execution, and at the same low prices. A London 
‘engraver was suqmsed wjien he learned, that what 
would cost sixty or eighty shillings in England, might 
be accomplished by a Chinese w’orkman for half-a- 
crown. In seal engraving they are not behind our own 
countrymen, and in ivory and ebony, tortoiseshell, and 
mother-of-pearl, their carving surpasses that of most 
other artists. The celebrated Chii/ese balls, one in the 
other, to the amount of seven or nine, all exquisitely 
carved, have puzzled many of our English friends; who 
have been at a doss to know, whether they were cut 
out 'ot a r^bd piece; or cunningly introduced, by some 
imj)erceptible 'Opening, one within the other. There 
can be no doubt, however, of their having been ori¬ 
ginally but one piece, and cut underneath from the 
various apertures, which the balls contain, until one 
after another is dislodged an^ turned, and then carved 
like the. first. The iVory work-boxes and fans, com¬ 
monly sold in Canton, exhibityag the various figures 
standing out in very bold relief, may be considered as 
fair specimens vof Chinese skijl. ^ 

” • • . 1 
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In the useful arts, the Chinese are by no means de¬ 
ficient ; and in what contributes to the necessaries, com¬ 
forts,'and even elegancies, of, life, shew themselves to 
be as great adepts as their neighbours. The manufac-' 
ture of silk has been long established among them; 
and thousands of years ago, when the inhabitants of * 
England were going about with naked bodies, the vciy 
plebians of Chftia were clothed in silks; while the 
nobility there vi^d with each other in the exhibition of 
gold and embroidery, not much inferior to wdiat they 
now display. In the fabled days of the Yellow^ Empcro]', 
at the commencement of the Chinese monarchy, “ the 
empress taught her subjects to rear the silk-worm, aiRl 
unwind the coocoons, in orc^er to make dresses; so that* 
the people were exempted from cold and chilblains.” 
When Confucius arose, the Chinese had long been in the 
habit of cultivating the silk-worm, and the general rule 
then was, for “ every family that possessed five acres pf 
ground, to plant the circumference with mulberr3ulrees, 
in order that all above a certain age might be clothed 
in silk.” Down to the present age, the (^’hinese are 
still celebrated for the abundance, variety, and beauty 
of their silk fabrics, equalling hi theTichness of their 
colours, and the beauty of their i Tiibi(ii(E||j^ fi aiij'TITiii[i 
that can be manufactured in Frand^ or ^England, while 
the crapes of China still surpass the products of this 
western world. But they are not only skilled in 
making, they are also attached to the wearing, of gay 
apparel; the Chinese are confessedly a well-clothed 
nation, and except where poverty prevents, the people 
are seen attired in silk^s and crapes, as commonly as we 
appear in cloth and leather. Their fashions ^fier 
indeed from ours, but thq dress of a Chinese gentleman 
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or lady is as elegant in its way, as the extenial appear¬ 
ance of a modeyn belle oy bean in Europe. ' 

The manufacture of pproelain commenced with 

^'ang dynasty, A. D. 630; and the first furnace on 

‘.record is that at Chang-nan, in the province of Keang-se, 

from whence a tribute of porcelain was sent to the 

court of Han Kaou-tsoo, and called “imitation gem 

ware.” The district now most famous for the production 

of this article, is Kaou-ling, a hill to the eastward of the 

town of King-tih, in the district of Yaou-chow, which 

came mto repute in the time of the third ruler of the 

Sung dynasty, A. D. 1000. The material from which 

jforcolain is made is called fun, “ clay,” or pih-tun, 
• “ white clay,” from whonett, is derived the petuntse of 

European books; its nature is “ stiff and w’hite, without 

much sweat,” and the porcelain made of it does not 

crack. The best sort is knowm by breaking and 

examining the ware, to see if the fracture be smooth 

and even, without veins or granular coarseness, and just 
as if cut with a knife. What cohimonly goes under 

the name <of Petuntse is divided into red, white, and 

yellow. The red and white are used for the finer 

wares; the yellow oiily for the coarser •sorts. The 

j)eople v»l..:'^j:^rocurc it always avail themselves of the 

mountain streams, where they erect iftills, and pound 

the material; after which they wash it clean, and 

mould it into the form of bricks, called Petuntse. I'he 

yellow dods are large and ^hard, while the white are 

rather loose and fine. 
The government of China has*, for the last thousand 

yeiurs, paid great attention to th^ manufacture of porce¬ 
lain ; and the emperor Keen-lung, about fifty years ago, 
sent a fx^rsonv from court to make drawings ^f the 

I 2 
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process. The first business is to procure the stones, 
and make ‘the paste, which i^ commoi\ly done in the 
di^rict of Hwuy-chow, in^tlmptovince of Keang-nan. 
The paste is then scoured and worked, and the glaz^ 
ashes prepared. These are formed of a sort of fern, 
with the powder of a blueish-white stone, to which a 
portion of fine Petuntse is added; forming together a 
thick paste. The next process is to form the earthem 
Boxe^in which the ware is baked, and the moulds for 
the round ware. The biscuit is then turned on a lathe, 
and formed into vases and other articles. Aftgr th^s 
the unbumt shade-dried biscuit is fitted to the mould, 
and the excrescences cut and pared off. These broken 
bits are pounded to a milky consistency for the use of* 
the painters. Numbers of lame and bliud, old and 
young, earn a scanty livelihood by pounding these 
pieces, — their wages being only half-a-crown per 
month; though some by working two pestles, aiyi 
continuing half the night, get double wages. »The 
ware is then painted, which work is^ divided amongst 
two sets of artists, the one drawing the outlipe, and the 
other laying on the colours, “ in order to render the 
workman s *hand uniform, and* keep* his mind undi¬ 
verted.” They glaze by the brush, \he di^ III! TiTiiii 
tube. The lattfer is a recent inveilSon, insisting of a 
bamboo about eight inches long, having its end covered 
with a thin gauze, through which the workman blows a 
certain number of times, jaccording to the size of the 
ware, or the consistence of the varnish. Till this period, 
two or three inches of earth &re left at the bottom of 
the vessel as a handle; but now the handle is taken 
away, and the foot formed After this, it is put into the 
furnace and burned for some time, when the process is ^ 
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finished. To this succeeds the packing, and the Whole 

is closed by sacrificing to the gods, on which ceremony 
^much stress is laid. On' pne of these occasions, a lad is 
™ aid to have devoted himself to the fiames, by which 
^ they imagine that great blessings w'ere procured. The 

concourse of people at King-tth is very great. There 
are from two to three hundred furnaces, and several 
hundred thousand workmen, who wait as anxiously on 
the fire, as the husbandman does for the early and'latter 
rain.—See Morrison s Dictionary, part iii. 

Fop some time, porcelain was a regular article of 
export, from China to Europe, and much prized in this 
country. Since, however, the improvement in our 

* own manufacture, and the discouraging duty levied 
on imported porcelain, the introduction has greatly 
diminished; though the value of real China v<rare still 
keeps up. Whatever advances we may have made in 
the whiteness of our porcelain, and the brilliancy of 
our colours, we must remember, that Chinese were 
the first to practise the art, and s^ill exceed us in the 
compactness of the material, and the fineness of the 
ware. 

Jfee Chinese have not only furnished ds with cups, 
but with It is not exactly certain, when this 
beverage was first used by the Chinese; it is presumed 
however, that, in early antiquity, the use of the plant 
was unknown; as the ancient classics, and the history 
of the middle ages, make ncynention of it. Ever since 
the intercourse commenced with westerly nations, this 
leaf ha^ formed more or less an article of export; and, 
in England, especially, the use*of it has grown iVith a 
rapidity, only equalled by the advance in the opium 

j.trade^ to China. We find inention made of 4ea, in 
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England, in the year 1661; a century ago, the export 
of thip article did not much exceed half a million 
pounds weight, but of late 'y^ars* it has risen to nearly^ 
fifty millions. The sorts commonly known, are seven" 
kinds of black, and six of green. First,—Woo-e, or 
Bohea, so called from a famous range of hills in the 
province of Fuh-keen, where this tea is grown. Second, 
—Keen-pei, or (iampoi; literally, choice fire-dried teas. 
Thinft—Kang-fco, or Congo; literally, work-people’s 
tea. Fourth,—Pth-haou, or Pekoe; literally, white 
down tea. Fifth,—Paou-chung, or Poiichong, wrapped 
tea; so called from its being wrapped in paper j)arcels. 
Sixth,—Seaou-chung, or Souchong, small seeded tea. 
Seventh,—Shwang-che, Scuchi, or Caper; literally, 
double compounded tea. The green teas are,—First, 
Sung-lo, fir-twig tea; probably from its resemblance 
to fir-twigs. Second,—He-chun, or Hyson; literally, 
happy spring tea. Third,—Pc cha, or Hyson skin; 
literally, skin tea^ Fourth,—Tun-ke, or Tw^ankay, 
literally, stream-station tea; probably from the place 
where it is collected. Fifth,—Choo cha, paarl tea, or 
gunpowder tea. Sixth,—Yu-tseen Ouchain, or Young 
Hyson, litefally, tea collected Kefore ‘the rains. 3.’he 
black teas are, generally, growiwi^Jlj^^trvince of 
Fuh-keen; and !he green, in Ch^-keang, or G^n-hwuy. 
The whole are brought overland to Canton, where 
they are shipped for the European, market. The pro¬ 
cess of making tea has begn delineated, in a succession 
of pictures, egrresponding to tho^e on the manufacture 
of porcelain; and a vanety of hooks have beenVrittei), 
describing the growth and manufacture; but the exact 
manipulation of the leaf, is a secret still ])ossessed by 
the Chinese, which foreigners have not been ablg fully., 
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to develope. Some workmen have lately been brought 
from the tea •districts, eind conveyed to the is]and of 
Java, and the province of Assam, under the Dutch and 
English governments respectively; but, it remains to 
be seen, whether they can completely succeed in equal¬ 
ling the inhabitants of the celestial empire, in the 
preparation of tea. It is a matter yet in dispute, whe¬ 
ther the green and black teas are made from the same 
tree; or, whether an entirely different plant is useB. 
Most persons incline to adopt the former opinion; 
though, from the circumstance of the two sorts coming 
from different 2)rovinces, it might be inferred that the 
green and black are gathered fi-om different shi*ubs. 

In the manufacture of paper, the Chinese have been 
early active. In the first century, mention is made of 
paper, which the Chinese employ, not only in making 
books, and wraj)ping up articles, but in sacrificing to 
the gods and departed spirits; in which service millions 

‘ of bundles are annually consumed J)y this superstitious 
people. This ffM*ms a principal article of internal com¬ 
merce, and of export trade to the Chinese colonies, 
whither the native junks proceed, almost entirely laden 
wbh sacrificial paper. • 

In lack>jr<^d wa^, the Chinese do not equal the 
Japanese; though, until lately, they*far exceeded the 
Europeans. They are enabled to excel in this art, in 
consequence of tli^jir natural advantages, possessing a 
varnish tree; which yiel^Js them a material better 
adapted for their jiurpose, than any ,wrhich can be 

manufactured by art. 
• In the working of metalt*^ the Chinese a!l*e not 

unskilled, and produce implements for use, suited to all 
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the business of life.* Metallic mirrors have been made 
by them, for the use of the fair sex, by which means the 
ladies of China were enabled to'survey their features 
and adjust their dress, before the invention of glass, 
or its introduction into that country. The Chinese 
still imagine that they possess, so exclusively, the 
material, and the art of working in iron and steel, that 
a standing order, in Canton, to this day', is, that the 
barbanans shall not export iron from the country. 

From what has been before advanced, and much 
more which might be adduced, we are led to accord to 
the Chinese, a certain rank among civilized nations. 
But, let us now see how their civilization is likely to 
affect their evangelization. tWhen missionaries pro¬ 
ceed to a nation altogether barbarous, they have many 
difficulties to contend with. Their lives and property 
are, in the first instance, in great jeopardy. Instances 
have occurred, of savage tribes falling upon the mes¬ 
sengers of mercy; /ind, immediately on their arrhal,* 
proceeding to plun^r, murder, and,.^even eat them. 
But, this is not likely to occur among a people, in a 
great measure, civilized. Where order prevails—where 
law is respected—and where the forms of justice are 
observed, a person is not likely tp, be snmiiianly de¬ 
prived of life or*liberty, without the assignment of a 
reason, or the shadow of a trial. Again, amongst un¬ 
civilized tribes, there are a great many difficulties in 
the way of communicating ^religious knowledge. The 

* In the traditionary period, the Chinese relate, that the Ycllow*£mperor 
made twedve bells; and, aftorwardlf, having discovered a fsopper mine, he cj^st 
three tripods, which have been much venerated by the Chinese, and, for ages, 
comidered the regalia of the empire. 
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barbarian has first to be taught to think, before he can 
ponder religious truth; but, civilized men a*re, perh^s, 
too subtle and metapliykical in their speculations, and 
we find more difficulty in restraining, than in exciting 
their imaginative faculties. In the savage state, the 
relations of life are scarcely recognized, friendly and 
family feelings are almost unknown, and subordina¬ 
tion and fidelity are exceedingly rare. But, in such a 
country as (liina, where marriage has been instituted 
for uj)wards of three thousand years, and filial respect 
cheriidied from the first settlement of their monarchy; 
where the reciprocal duties of sovereigns and subjects, 
friends and neighbours have been known, and, in some 
measure, acted upon, for Aiilleniums—a sort of founda¬ 
tion is laid for benevolent and moralizing exertions, 
—and affords manifest advantages to the propagator 
of Christianity. In going amongst such a people, he 
finds a set of commonly acknowledged axioms, which, 

Tll'OOgh in some instances, erroneojis and overstrained, 
are yet of sufficient stability to serve him for a step¬ 
ping stone, in order to pass on to greater and more 
important topics. It is possible, in such cases, by 
reasoning on pryciples which the heathen readily 
acknowledge,^ to cojjvince them, by divine assistance, 
of their deficiencies; and thus to point out the ne¬ 
cessity of a mediator to those who have evidently 
offended against the dictates of natural religion. This 
is a vantage ground which civilized nations present, 
and of which the missionary ought gladly to avail 

himselt. 
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'1’he civilization of China will further appear from the 
consideration of the*^tability, regularity, economy, auu 
efficiency of their government. ThcT>©untry, no longer 
tom by the contentions of riv^l princes and independent 
states, is united under one regular and^ established au¬ 
thority. The emperor, residing in Ips capital, extyjjds 
his influence to the remotest come]^jQ£jj2£jaud. Every 
officer that presides in the most distant district is espe¬ 
cially appointed by the court, and every measure of 
importance is the result of arrangements issuing from 
the centre of power. To aecert an influence over such 
an extent of territory, and for^siich a length of time, 
argues a minuteness of^ arrangement and a comprehen¬ 
siveness of system, whkh could not have place in an 
uncivilized country. 

The Question has frequefltly been asked, how do the 
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C/’hinese, ignorant as they must he of the science of 
political economy- and destitute as they .arc of the 
knowledge of Christian etliics,—manage to keep suCBT 
a mass of people in order, and preserve their empire 
free from encroachment and diminution in attempt¬ 
ing to solve this difiiculty, we cannot hut assign to the 
Chinese an intimate acquaintance wdth human nature, 
and an unusual skill in the application of well-defined 
juinciplcs to the business of life. The secret of their 
suc(tess in jxditical matters is the establishment of the 
patriarchal system of goveniment, grounded on the 
basis of filial obligation. The first principle in their 
nioral code, is the duty ol‘ children to submit to their 
pari'iits, and the right parents to dispose of their 
children. Having been the instruments of bringing 
them into the world, and providing for their support 
and education, parents are considered as entitled to the 
unreserved respect and submission of their children; 

^»me disobedience to parental authority is punished 
with the severest j*igotir. From^he dependency and 
inferiority of the infantile slate, when this authority is 
naturally recognised and easily enforced, to the more 
advanced stage^lj of life, the idea of an almost divine 
superiority is cherfshed, and no circumstances can arise 
in which the chiUl Ts absolved from* unqualified and 
undisputiiig obedience to the jtarent. 

This principle forms the basis of their political code 
also. For though the emjtcror stands in no natural 
relation to his people, and is rather cherished by them 
than Contributes to thSir support, yet fie has induced 
tlyu belief that he is their parent and protector, .and as 
such possessed of unquiistionablc authority over them, 

.-ki vrder to istrengthen tliis assumtilion, the^idea of 
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divine right is superadded to that of earthly supremacy. 
Heaven and earth are considered the parents of all 

~ mankind, and the emperor, as ^he Son of Heaven, is of 
course next in authority, and reverenced accordingly. 
Whosoever, therefore, obtains the decree of Heaven, to 
ascend “ the dragon throne,” has a sort of mysterious 
dignity thrown around him; and it is in their opinion as 
wicked to dispute the authority of the supreme on earth 
as the supreme in heaven. Both parents and rulers 
are by the Chinese infinitely exalted above children 
and subjects, and receive not only homage but adora^ 
tion. Moral feeling, therefore, carried to an excess, and 
strengthened by superstitious awe, lead the Chinese 
without questioning to yield to authority; and this sub¬ 
missive, unresisting spirit is the source of that peace 
and good order which prevail throughout the empire. 
Thus to establish, and thus to sanction the most abso¬ 
lute despotism, and to render it subservient to the 
pacification of a great country, certainly argues ar-ily 
gree of jrenctration'and discernment which does not 
comport with a barbarous state of society. 

We arc not here defending the justness of the prin¬ 
ciple, or maintaining the doctrine, that, because a 
ruler chooses to call himself the parent of a nation, 
therefore all his Subjects are children, and to be treated 
as if they were in their nonage; but if it be an object 
to secure the submission of the popujace to a few rulers, 
we say, that a more convenient and effectual plan could 
not have been^ adopted. Grounding the authority on 
the most readily acknowledged title, that of the par¬ 
ental prerogative; and .demanding obedience on tjie 
most powerfully constraining principle, that of filial 
affectioq; it is not strangCf that subjection is attuned,. 
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and confidence won. This has been the foundation of 
Chinese politics from the earliest ages of antiquity; it 
has prevailed through successive dynasty; and 
even now succeeds in binding together their vast and 
increasing population. We could tell them of a better 
system, which, inculcating universal love, is equally 
effectual in restraining oppression on the part of the 
ruler, as welhas insubordination on thfe part of the sub¬ 
ject ; which, while it requires servants to be “ ol^tdient 
to their own masters,” insists on “masters doing the 
game things to them, forbearing threatening, knowing 
that they also have a master in heaven.” But for a 
heathen country, where the light of the Gospel has 

• never shone, we cannot l^ut admire the wisdom of a 
legislative principle, which so effectually unites and 
tranquillizes so vast a nation. 

The policy of the Chinese government wull appear 
ill the mutual responsibility, and universal espionage 
«^^ch prevail throughout all the offices of state, and 
to the remotest comer of the oilipire. Though the 
“ Great Emperor,”—the “ Imperial Ruler,”—and the 
“ Holy Lord,” as he is tailed, claims and exercises 
universal and unlimited control over all.“within the 
four seas;” though he dwells in the “pearly palace,” 
and sits on the “ dragon thronewitb the designation 
of “ Ten thousand years,” for his title, and the meed of 
divine honours for his gratification; yet he finds that 
he cannot mle the*empire without assistance, or regu¬ 
late its multifarious affairs without the aid of his mini¬ 
sters. • These he calfs his “ hands and feet,” his “ ears 
and eyes,” and to these he condescends to delegate a 
portion of his authority; holding them responsible for 
its exercise, with their fortunes, their fiherties, and 
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their lives. The highest minister of state, being the 
creature of imperial power, can bo degraded, barabooed, 

'iJSaiisKed, and beheaded; subject to the whim of the 
only one, who claims and exercises irresponsible au¬ 
thority in China. Hence the Chinese have a proverb, 
that 'tis safer sleeping in a tyger s den, than basking in 
the sunshine of imperial favour. 

The prime ministers of state, are called the “inner 
chamber,” or cabinet; the first is a Mantchou Tartar, 

r 

to which race the present royal family belongs; the 
second is a Chinese, who is likewise president of the 
imperial college; the third is a Mongul Tartar, also 
superintendent of the colonial ofiice; and the fourth is 
a Chinese. This mixture of Chinese and Tartars in 
the great offices of state, with the latter always taking 
the precedence, is a specimen of the general system 
pursued by the Chinese, of setting the two races to 
watch over, and be responsible for, each other. They 
admit native Chinese to high and important stations., 
order to satisfy the people, but they take care to have 
them associated with, or superintended by, Tjirtars; so 
that the former cannot de\fise schemes of rebellion, 
without being instantly discovered, and*betrayed by the 
latter. • 

Under the cabinet they have th'e six tribunals, which 
take cognizance of their several departments, and report, 
to the emperor for his decision and ^proval. The first 
is the tribunal of civil office, the presidents of which 
enquire into and report on the conduct of all magis¬ 
trates, reconufiend persons to vacant stations, and 8i^- 
gest the propriety of promoting or degrading deserving 
or undeserving individuals. A vast amount of patronage 
and power necessarily falls Jinto the handfi^of a chml^r . 

C * 
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which has the general superintendence of several thou¬ 
sand civil officers, from the viceroy of a province, down 
to the magistrate of the ^m^llest district. 

The second tribunal is that of revenue, appointed to 
take cognizance of the amount of the population, which 
the government is very careful to ascertain, in order to 
know what income may be expected from the various 
provinces, and what supplies should he transmitted to 
different parts of the empire, in case 9f famine. • This 
tribunal also sees to the due collection and transmission 
pf the land tax, which is paid partly in money and 
partly in grain; the coin of the realm is under their 
hispcction, to see that it be not adulterated, and to '“take 
care that the silver does ^lot leak out of the country.” 
Salt, on which a heavy duty is levied, and over which 
special officers are placed, is under the care of this 
board. The expenditure, as well as the income of the 
pountry, comes under their controul; and the payment 

*q£ ,the various officers, with the maintenance of the 
state sacrifices, is arranged and provided for by them. 

'I'he thjrd tribunal is that of rites, taking cognizance 
of all religious ceremonies, court etiquette, and astro¬ 
logical predictions. For though there be no established 
religion, or jiaid hierarchy in China, the rulers think 
it necessary to perform certain ceremonies, in order 
to propitiate the gods and overawe the people, of which 
this board has the superintendence. According to 
Chinese notions, the supreme in heaven can only be 
worshipped by the supreme on earth; and in doing 
tUi, ffie emperor is’his ovm priest, presiding at the 
sacrifice and announcing his jjrayers, while the people 
look on in silent awe. At the accession of a monarch, 

each of th^ four seasons, pnd in times of felicitation, 
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or calamity, the ruler of China appears as the high- 
priest of the people, and constitutes himself the chief 

"^medium of intercourse between earth and heaven. At 
the same periods, throughout the provinces, the various 

officers and magistrates pay their adorations to the pre¬ 
siding divinities of their several districts, the gods of the 
land and grain, the god of war, of literature, &c. all 

of which rites are determined by the board in question. 

The ceremonies to be observed on court occasions; the 

introduction and arrangement of nobles at the levees; 
the number of prostrations each is to make, and when; 
the clothes, caps, and boots they are to wear; the paths 

by which they are to come and go, to and from the 

imperial presence; and all .other such like important 

minutiae, are gravely and accurately specified by this 
board. The imperial astronomers are also placed under 
its superintendence; for as these gentlemen have to cal¬ 

culate celestial phenomena, as well as to prognosticate 

terrestial affairs; as they have to fix the lucky jnd 

unlucky days for the performance of civil and religious 

ceremonies; their labours come necessarily,under the 

cognizance of the board of rites. 

The fourth tribunal is that of War; taking the super¬ 

intendence of the army, navy, and oitlnance; appointing 

the number of troops assigned fo each province; and 

inspecting the state of the forts, and other defences of 

the country. The army of China is rated at 700,000; 

who may rather be termed militia, being employed part 

of the year in cultivating ^e groimd, and contributing 

to their own support. •These generally clothe and arm 

themselves, according tp their own fancy; and are dis¬ 

tinguished by the character robust,” being stitched*on 

to theij jackets in front, aijd the word “bj-ave,” behinj^l 
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The regularly organized troops of the present dy¬ 
nasty, are the Jartar legions, which amount to 80,000 
effective men, arranged upder eight banners, and 
always at the disposal of government. Their standards 
are yellow, white, red, and blue; each of which are 

* doubled by being preluded with a border. These are 
so distributed throughout the empire as to keep four 
thousand times their own number in ortler. The naval 
force is numc^rous, but iiieflicient; the ghips of wal’ arS 
generally about the size of trading junks, but better 
built and manned; though it would require an inde¬ 
finite numl>cr of them to cope with one of the smallest 
Mgates of the British navy. As to their forts, those 

^mly at the Bogiie, on the,Canton river, deserve the 
name; but the incapability of these to resist the entrance 
of the British ships, a few years ago, was most clearly 
manifested. The management of all these defences is 
cQiifided to the military tribunal. 
• Next comes the tribunal of punishments, which 
appoints and removes judges, takes cognizance of all 
judicial prqceedings, and sees to the carrying out and 
execution of the laws. It is rather singular, that the 
supreme court of justice, in China, should be termed the 
tribunal of puivishnients, but it shews that the govern¬ 
ment of that country is more active in* chastising the 
people for breaches of the law, than anxious to dis¬ 
pense justice to the injured and innocent. Every pro¬ 
vince is provided with a criminal judge, at a salaiy of 
'^2,000 a year ; this officer goes the circuit of his 
district periodically, and ffiolds his court in the provin¬ 
cial city. There is a shew of sojne solemnity, and cer¬ 
tainly of terror, in a Chinese court of justice; but one 
Jooks in vain for the jury boii. A man i.s not trjf d by 
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his peers, in China; while examination by torture is 
generally employed; and the criminal ^is punished on 
his own confession- , , ® 

The last tribunal is that of works, to which is com¬ 
mitted the care of public buildings, the excavation of 
canals, the embankment of rivers, and the construction 
of bridges and locks. Any one who considers the im¬ 
mense trouble and expense necessary to maintain some 
of the above, with the ruin and devastation sometimes 
consequent on neglect in this department, will see, that 
a branch of public service of such importance ought 
be placed under a separate board of management. 

In addition to the above tribunals, there are otlier 
public offices, to which important affairs are confided. 
Such as the colonial or foreign office, for the superin¬ 
tendence of the extensive districts, which, by the an¬ 
nexation of Tartary to the empire, have been brought 
under the imperial sway. There is also the public 
censorate, the officers of which are a])pointed to overset? 
the affairs of the 'whole empire, and are allowed to 
reprove the sovereign, or any of his officers, without 
being liable to punishment.* Full liberty is given them 
to descant on the general affairs*of government, though 
not to interfere with the private concerns pf the monarch; 
and they are frequently sent irito various parts of the 
empire, to inspect and report on the conduct of some of 
the highest officers of state. Such an institution as 
this, where the expression of public* opinion is generally 
suppressed, is certainly of*great value, and indicates the 
wisdom of those statesmen wh5 established, end the 
magnanimity of those rulers who endure it. 

In addition to this, we have the grand national 
college at Peking, the Tqembers of which are all the 
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chief of the literati of China. After having passed 
through the three public examinations with honour, a 
select few are again tAed, in order to their admission 
into this college. All matters which respect literature, 
and many which regard politics, are referred to this 

* board, while the principal officers of state are chosen 
from among its members. Every individual in the 
empire is eligible to this distinction, and every scholar 
looks forward to it, as the consumnuition of alT his 
wishes. 

• The laws of China are numerous, minute, and cir¬ 
cumstantial, and give the best idea of the character of 
tl?e peoj)le, and their advance in civilization, which 

•could possibly be fiimishtiil. The present dynasty 
have published three works on law. The first contains 
the general laws of the empire, an elegant translation 
of which has been furnished by Sir G. Staunton. The 
next contains the bye laws, or particular regulations 
for each department of government^ and the third is 
the work already alluded to, viz. “ a collection of statutes 
for the present dynasty.” As the general laws of 
China are best known, it may be well just to allude to 
them, as illustraPtive of the genius of the people from 
whom they emanate. The following testimony in 
their favour is by a writer in the “ Ediitburgh Review.” 

“ When,” says he, “ we turn from the ra^nogs of the Zend Avesta, 

or the Puranas, to the 4onc of sense and business of the Chinese 

collection, we seem to be passing fij()m darkness to light; from the 
drivellings of dotage, to the exercise of an improved understanding; 

and reduf^nt and minute as these laws arc, in many particulars, we 

scarcely know any eastern code, that is at once so copious jnd so 
consistent, or that is nearly so free from intricacy, bigotry, and 
fiction. In every thing relating to political fieedom, or individual 

•iud<q[>eivience, it is indeed wholly defective; hut for the repr^sion of 

r2 
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disorder, and the gentle coercion of a vast population, it appears to 
us to be in general rnild and efficacious.” ** There is nothing here of 

the monstrous verbiage of most other,Asiatic productions; but a 

clear, concise, and distinct serie^of enactments, savouring through¬ 

out of practical judgment and European good sense; and, if not 

alivays conformable to our improved notions of expediency in this 

country, in general approaching to them more nearly than the codes 

of most other nations.” 

These encomiums are certainly high, ahd the general 

laws of China o are, undoubtedly, much indebted to 

their elegant translator, and still more lavish admirer. 
In our humble opinion, many of the penal laws a^*e 

just and good, and indicative of a knowledge of human 
nature, not to be met with in the savage state. Among 
the Chinese, the code is highly prized; and their only 
wish is, to see its enactments justly and impartially 
administered. The whole is divided into six sections, 
according to the six tribunals above named; and regard 
civil office, revenue, rites, military proceedings, punish¬ 

ments, and public ^orks. 
The civil laivs refer to the system of government, 

and the conduct of magistrates. According to these 

statutes, hereditary rank is allowed, but only such as 
commenced* with the present dynasty, and has been 

purchased by extraordinary services to ffie state. The 

appointment and removal of officers depend entirely 
on the will of the emperor. No officer of government 
can quit his station without leave, and no superior can 

interfere with his subordinates, except in the regular 
discharge of his duty. All officers engaging in cabals, 
and state intrigues, are to bd beheaded; while those 
who neglect the orderp of government, or fail in their 

duty, are liable to the appropriate penalties of the law. 

No iqagistrate can holdooffice in his own proyiqpft;- 
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each officer is removed every five years; and, however 
high and dignified, they must always'State, in^every 
public document, how nnaiiy times they have been 
degraded, in order to keep their delinquencies in re¬ 
membrance. 

Some of the Jiscal laws, regarding the enrolment of 
the people, have been quoted in a former chapter. 
Under this hekd, the regulations relative to the land-tax 
are included. This impost is supposed not to excee*d 
one fiftieth of the produce. The enactments regarding 
the lending of money, limit the interest to three per 
cent, per month; and licences are granted to. money¬ 
lenders and pawn-brokers, by which no inconsiderable 

‘revenue is realized. The maker of false weights and 
measures, is threatened with sixty blows; and the 
individual, who passes inferior articles for good mer¬ 
chandize, with fifty blows. 
. The ritual laws assign to the emperor the exclusive 

^)rivilege of worshipping the Supreme, and prohibit 
subjects from offering the great sacrifices. Magistrates 
are required to superintend the sacred rites, in their 
various districts; and, on such occasions, are to pre¬ 
pare themselves,' by fasting, self-denial, and abstinence 
from every indulgence, under penalty of forfeiting one 
month’s salary. The neglecting to prepare the proper 
animals and grain, for the sacrifice, is punished with 
one hundred blow§; and a wilful destroying of the 
public altars, is visited with^as many strokes, and per¬ 
petual banishment. ^The deities to be worshipped by 

* the ma^strate, are the Ibcal godS, the genii of the hills 
and rivers, and of winds and tain, the ancient kings, 
and holy emperors, faithful ministers, and illustrious 

•.sages,—^who are all to be honoured with the accustomed 
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rites, by the respective officers of each district. While, 
however, the government requires its ministers to wor¬ 
ship the gods, according to tke^state ritual, it strictly 
forbids the performance of unauthorized worship; and 
will not permit private persons to usurp the ceremonial 
exclusively claimed by the ruler. If it should be ob¬ 
jected, that all this does not much display the wisdom 
of our Chinese legislators; we can only reply, that they 
ale hot the firsj; who have failed, in attempting to 
legislate about religion. 

^rhe military laws commence with drawing a cordon 
around ,the imperial residence, and ihrealening any 
person with the bamboo who shall enter its precincts 
without authority; while those who intrude into the 
apartments actually occupied by the emperor shall be 
strangled. No person is allowed to travel on the roads 
expressly provided for his majesty; and during the 
imperial journey, all persons must make way for the 
state equipage. TJhis regulation is intended to keep 
up the impression of awe, with which the Chinese in¬ 
vest their rulers, as though they were too divine and 
majestic to be beheld by mortal eyes; and is no doubt 
designed to» preserve the person* of the ruler safe from 
harm, which under a despotic govefnment is not at all 
unnecessary. The code next proceeds to legislate on 
the government of the army, which it places entirely at 
the disposal of the emperor; and takes up the subject 
of nocturnal police, which prohibits all persons from 
stirring abroad, from nine in the evening till five in the 
morning. In order to«»protect the* frontier, it is Enacted, 
that jwhoever without^a license passes the barriers, 
and holds communication with foreign nations, Rliall 
be strangled: and whoei^er introduces ;strangers into 
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the interior, or plots the removal of subjects out of the 
empire, shall, without any distinction between ]jrinci- 
pals and secondaries, bb beheaded. No law is more fre¬ 
quently or more lightly broken than this; the natives 
emigrate by thousands annually: while dozens of ca¬ 
tholic priests are every year clandestinely introduced 
into the country, and protestant missionaries land fre¬ 
quently on all* parts of the coast, and Walk over hill and 
dale, unhurt and almost unhindered by the nativefi. • 

Respecting the policy of this regulation, however, 
niuch may he said. Though the Chinese flatter them¬ 
selves with the idea, that they are the greatest of 
nations, and almost the only people worthy of being 

•called a nation; they cannpt but see, how easily they 
have been overcome by a barbarous tribe from the 
north; and how much they are disturbed by every petty 
insurrection on their mountains, and every paltry piracy 
on their coasts. Contrasted with their own weakness, 

•they must be aware of the power of foreigners. They 
see the rapid strides which Europeans are making to- 
vrards couquest and power, in the eastern world; and 
how the English in particular, from the establishment 
of a factory, have proceeded to the erectionof a battery; 
and then sending dUt their armies, have subdued whole 
kingdoms to their sway; till they number a hundred 
millions among their subjects, whom they keep in awe 
by a few thousand European troops. The Chinese, 
seeing this, could not but be alarmed for their safety, 
and the integrity of their *empire. They, therefore, 

' decided on checking Ithe threatened evil in its infancy, 
and resolved to keep at arm’s length a power* with 
'which they knew that they could not successfully 

• grapple, llify judged, that.if they could but keep out 
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the barbarians, they might preserve at once their dig¬ 
nity and territory; but if they once let, them in, their 
lair dominions would fall ^ rapid and an easy prey to 
the encroaching strangers, and their majesty remain the 
mere shadow of a shade. And can we blame them ? 
and can we say, that they had no reason for their con¬ 
duct? ITieir policy is for them the wisest that could 
have been pursued; and if China is closed against us, 
we ihay thank ourselves for it. They might by admit¬ 
ting our commerce and our manufactures, still confer a 
mutual benefit on both countries; but if, by permitting 
the introduction of these, they lay themselves open to 
the infection of our intoxicating drugs, and afford an 
opportunity for the establishment of our colonizing 
system; they may have to regret, when they see their 
population diminishing, and their lands passing into 
other hands, that they did not adhere to the exclusive 
system, with which they commenced. 

The criminal laws are particularly sevei’e in the. 
matter of high treason, which is either against the 
established government, or against the pcr§on of the 
sovereign. All persons convicted of having been prin¬ 
cipals or acoessaries, in this heinous offence, are to be 
put to death by a disgraceful and lihgering execution. 
Besides which, all the male relations of the offender, 
above the age of sixteen, shall be indiscriminately 
beheaded; while the female relatives and the chil¬ 
dren shall be sold into slavery, and the property of the 
family, of every description, confiscated. In order to 
lead to the spfeedy disoovery ofithe offence>^ any *person * 
who shall be the means of c<nivicting another of high 
treason shall be immediately employed under govern¬ 
ment,besides being entitle4 to the whole o^the crimmaFs , 
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property. This severe and sanguinary law is indicative 
of the fears entertained, by the rulers, of assassination 
and rebellion. Undef an absolute despotism, however, 
it is the best dictate of policy; and where the people are 
deprived of the privilege of thinking and speaking for 
themselves, nothing less than the terror of such a law 
will ensure the safety of the sovereign. All those who 
enter into the service of a foreign state, who aim by the 
practice of magic to bewitch the pegple, who sacrile¬ 
giously abstract the implements used in the public 
aacnficH‘s, or who steal the imperial signet, shall be 
indiscriminately beheaded. All the above otlences are 
included under the head of theft, in the (.-hinese code, 

* because they reckon all tlujse to be thieves, who oppose 
the established goveniment, or who attempt to invade 
either the honour, authority, or personal security of the 
reigning monarch. 
. Stealing in general is punished by blow s; but above 

* a certain amount, (jt;40.) by strapgulation. Kidnaj)- 
ping persons, and selling them for slaves, is punished 
with blows and banishment. The disturbing of graves 
is visited with the same mfliclion; and whoever muti¬ 
lates or throws* away* the unburied corpse of an elder 
relative shall be beheaded. With regard to murder and 
homicide, the Chinese are very strict and particular. 
Preconcerted homicide, is punishable by death. Kil¬ 
ling in a fray or sport, is denounced as murder; while 
homicide that is purely accidental, is redeemable by the 
payment of a fine. All those who cause the death of 

* otheri^ by poison, m*aglc, or terror, shall suffer death 
themselves; and all medical^ practitioners, who kill 
their patients, through ignorance of the established 

.,,rule§ of practice, shall be .fined, and prevented from 
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exercising the profession; while those who do this 
designedly, and aggravate the complaint, in order to 
extort more money for the cure, fthall be beheaded. 

The offences of the inferior relations against the 
superior, are visited with a tenfold heavier punishment, 
while those of the latter against the former, are scarcely 
noticed. A parricide is to suffer the most lingering 
and shameful de&th that can be devised*; and should 
th% cfiminal evei} die in prison, the body is to be sub¬ 
jected to the same process, as if still alive; but if a 
parent put to death his own offspring, the offence k 
comparatively trivial. Whoever is guilty of killing a 
son, grandson, or slave, and charging another person 
with the crime, shall be punjshed by blows and banish- ’ 
ment; but nothing is said about the crime of smoth¬ 
ering female infants, which is so prevalent, because 
entirely unchecked, in China. Quarrelling and fighting 
is strictly prohibited in a country, wdiere the rulers 
being few, and the^ subjects many, it is necessary to • 
keep the people as quiet as possible. The bamboo is 
the remedy for the pugnacious propensities of the ple¬ 
beians, and the number of bfows is proportioned to the 
injury done, or the situation of the offending individual. 
A difference is observed, between striking with the fist 
or with a club; and the loss of an eye, tooth, finger, 
or toe, is visited with punishment, according to a gra¬ 
duated scale. A slave, beating or abusing his master, 
shall be put to death; while nothing is said about the 
master's beating his slave. A husband is not amen¬ 
able for chastiHng his wife, excxept he inflict a Wound; 
while a wife, striking hp husband, is to receive one 
hundred blows. A child, striking or using abusive 
language to a father or mother, shall be put to death 
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while a parent, chastening a disobedient child, so as to 
cause death, shall be punished with one hundred blows. 
This distinction betwefen the claims of the superior and 
inferior relatives, is in unison with the system which 
they have adopted, of raising rulers and parents to the 
rank of gods, and of depressing subjects and children 
to the level of slaves or brute animals. The policy, 
however, of these enactments, considering their design, 
will be easily seen. , ’ * 

Magistrates are forbidden to receive presents of any 
kind, except eatables, from the people, under the 
penally of forty blows. Police officers, neglecting to 
apprehend offenders, are to be subjected to the bamboo. 

' In judicial examinations, t,orture is not to be employed 
with respect to the eight privileged classes; and persons 
under the age of fifteen or above seventy, as well as 
those suffering under any bodily infirmity, are ex¬ 
empted ; but in all other cases it is allowed and prac- 

•tised. This enactment goes upon^the principle of not 
allowing offenders to be punished, until they acknow¬ 
ledge the. fact of which they are accused, the justice of 
the sentence pronounced a'gainst them, and the parental 
kindness of the rulef in thus inflicting the necessary 
chastisement.. CI5nsidering also the utter dereliction 
of truth, and the consequent want of confidence among 
the Chinese, the policy of this regulation, wlmtever 
may be the justice of it, will be acknowledged. 

. The laws relative to public works provide, that 
grailaries should be built m every province, supplied 

• with a' sufficient store of rice, for the sustenance of the 
people in time of scarcity; which, being sold at a 
r^uced rate, keeps down the price of grain, and brings 
the necessaries of life withip the reach of the indigent. 
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Tliis benevolent arrangement not only carries out the 
idea of parental care, which the Chinese rulers profess 
to have for their numerous tfanrilj^, but entitles them as 
much to the appellation of “ discreet and wise,” as was 
Joseph in the house of l^haraoh, when he recommended 
a measure of a similar character to the sovereign of 
Egypt. The laws relating to this department also 
require, that the canals, roads, embankments, and 
bfid^s, should Jie kept in due and thorough repair. 
The Chinese are necessitated, by the circumstances of 
their country, to pay much attention ^o the draining 
and irrigation of their lands. Water, like tire, is with 
them a good servant but a bad master. Without it 
they cannot raise their produce or transport their goods; 
and yet, when their mighty rivers accidentally burst 
their bounds, or the sea makes any encroachment on 
their thickly peopled territory, devastation and ruin, 
with a fearful loss of life, are the immediate conse¬ 
quences. Especial (jare, therefore, has from the earliest 
antiquity been taken to prevent inundations; and the 
individual who first drained the waters of the Yellow 
liiver, was raised to the rank: of emperor, and almost 
deified. The labour and expeifse stfll bestowed on 
this department of public service, i^ scarcely equalled 
in any other unevangelized country. Some of the 
emba^ments are strong and well constructed; and 
thou^ built centuries ago, still stand the test of time> 
and prove of incalculable benefit to the surrounding 
peasantry. Their bridges, over rapid streams *and 
bro^ arms of the sea^ composed of solid blocks of 
granita, fifteen or twenty feet long, and standing er^t 
amidst Uie raging tide, bear testimony to the skill and 
perseverance of those who contrived and complete^ the. 
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design: while the enactments, requiring these to be 
kept in constant repair, shew that the rulers of China 
are not altogether iildiffer^^nt to the welfare of the 
people. Considering the nature of the present work, 
it would be impossible to enter more into detail rc- 

’ specting the laws of this singular people, but the slight 
sketch we have given is sufficient to shew, that the 
Chinese are not devoid of sagacity, and that they de¬ 
serve to be classed among civilized nations. A ftbople 
possessed of written laws, of whatever character, must 
l^p considered as a grade above barbarians; but those 
who descend to the minuti® of legislation, and provide 
fdr every j)ossible exigency in the administration of an 

•extensive empire, must h|ive advanced to a stage of 
improvement, not far inferior to what is witnessed in 
this western world. 

As another proof of their civilization, we may men¬ 
tion the state maintained by the emperor, who dwells 

•ill the interior of his splendid palacj^, secluded from the 
gaze of tlie pojndace, and surrounded by extensive 
parks and.gaidens; with the solemn pai*ade of ministers, 
and the pompous pageantry of processions; which 
bespeak indeed* a sort of barbaric grandeur, but a 
grandeur delighted in by some of the most powerful 
European monarchs of the nineteenth century. In 
order to form some idea of the degree of civilkation 
attained by the Chinese, it may not be unsuitable here 
to allude to the extent and magnificence of the impe¬ 
rial city, where the lord o^ one third of the human 

• race hblds his court.* The capital is divided into two 
parts, the nortliem section of which covers an area of 
twelve, and the southern of fifteen square miles. 

.^Within the ijorthem enclosure is the palace, which is 
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the most splendid, as well as the most important part 

of Peking. According to the Chinese^ this is a very 
superB residence, with ‘Jgolden walls, and pearly 
palaces,” fit for the abode of so great a monarch: to 
the unprejudiced eyes of strangers, however, it presents 
a glittering appearance, with its varnished tiles of bril¬ 
liant yellow, which, under the rays of the meridian sun, 
seem to constitute a roof of burnished gold: the gay 
ccdoilrs and profuse gilding applied to the interior, give 

the halls a dazzling glory, while the suite of court 
yards and apartments, vicing with each other in beauty 
and magnificence, all contribute to exalt our apprehen¬ 
sions of the gorgeous fabric. We must not expect to 
find much there that will gyatify the taste, or suit the 

convenience of those accustomed to admire European 
architecture, and English comfort; but in the esti¬ 
mation of the Chinese, their scolloped roofs, and pro¬ 
jecting eaves, and dragon encircling pillars; with their 

leaf shaped window^s, and circular doors, and fantastic- 
emblems, present more charms than the Gothic and 
Corinthian buildings, or the curtained anti carpeted 

apartments of modem Euro'pe. “ There reigns,” says 
father Hyacinth, “among the buildings of the for¬ 

bidden city, a perfect symmetry, *botb in the form 

and height of the several edifices, and in their relative 
positians, indicating that they were built upon a regular 
and harmonious plan.” 

The grand entrance to the “ for\)idden city,” is by 
the southern gate, through'^the central avenue of which 
the emperor alone is allowed to pass: within this gate 

is a large court, adorned with bridges, balustrades, 

pillars and steps; with figures of lions, and otlier 

sculptures, all of fine marble. BeyomJ this is the 
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“ gate of extensive peace,” which is a superb building 

of white marble, one hundred and ten feet high, 
ascended by five flights ,of steps, the centre of which 

is reserved for the emperor. It is here that he receives 

the congratulations of his officers, who prostrate them- 
’ selves to the ground before the imperial presence, on 

the new year’s day, and the anniversary of the em¬ 

peror’s birth.- Two more halls and* three flights of 

steps, lead to the palace of the sovereign, whi?h ns 

called the “ tranquil region of heaven,” while that of 

his consort is entitled “ the palace of earth’s repose 

to keep up the idea of the inseparable connection sub¬ 

sisting, in the Chinese mind, between the powers of 

•nature, and the monarch of China; the latter of whom 
is, in the estimation of that idolatrous and superstitious 

people, the representative and counteri»art of the 

fonner. Into this private retreat of the emperor, no 
one is allowed to apj)roach, without special leave; and 

.here the great autocrat deliberates^ upon the affairs of 

slat(;, or gives audience to those who solicit his favour. 

The Russian traveller, Timkowski, represents this 

as the “loftiest, richest, and most magnificent of all 
the palaces. In the tourt before it, is a tower of gilt 

copper, adomqd with a great number of figures, which 

are beautifully executfid. On each side of the tower, 

is a large vessel, likevdse of gilt copper, in which 

incense is burned, day and nightdoubtless, to flatter 

the vanity of the imperial inhabitant, who fancies him¬ 

self a god though he must Tiie like men. Beyond the 

• resid^ice of the empbror and empress, i& the imperial 

flower-garden, laid out in beautiful walks, and adorned 
with pavilions, temples, anJ grottos; interspersed 

^ with sheets of water, and rising rocks, which vary and 
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beautify the scene. Behind this garden, is a library 
of immense extent, vieing with that of .Alexandria, in 
ancient, or of Paris, in modern* times; and, further on, 

stands the gate of the flower-garden, which constitutes 
the northern outlet to the forbidden city. 

The above comprises the buildings in a direct line 

between the northern and southern gates. To the east 

are the council •chamber, and a number of princely 
p^lad^s; with a ^temple, designed to enshrine the pa¬ 

rental tablets of the present imperial family. 'Fo the 
west of the principal line of buildings, stand the h^l 

of pictures, his majesty’s printing-office, the principal 

magazines of the crown, and the female apartments; 
which fill up this division qf the inclosure, and render* 

the whole one, compact and extensive establishment. 

This magnificent residence, though described in a page 

or two, is about two miles in circumfcrenc(^, surrounded 
by walls, thirty feet high and, twelve wide; built of 

polished red brick,^ and surrounded by a moat, lined* 
with hewn stone; the whole ornamented with gates 

and towers, and laid out in a diversified ancl elaborate 

manner. 
The city, surrounding the imperial residence, is four 

miles long, and two and a half T?ide,. encircled by 

walls, and entered by nine gates; which have given to 

it, the appellation of the “ City of Nine Gates.” This 

was the original capital; but since the occupancy of it, 

by the present dynasty, it has been increased by the 

addition of another city, larger than the former, and 

covering an area of fifteen square miles. Thdse two * 

cities «are severally called the inner and outer, or the 

Tartar and Chinese city. In the former of these, 

directly to the north of th^ imperial palaje, is an arti- . 
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ficial mount, tibe summits of which are crowned with 
pavilions, and the sides ornamented with walks, and 
shaded with trees, Same^of all kinds enliven the 
scene, and thousands of birds please the ear, with every 
variety of song. Corresponding with this mount, is a 
lake, about a mile and a half long, and one third of a 
mile broad, crossed by a bridge of nine arches, built of 
fine white marble. Its banks are ornamented with a 
variety of trees, and its bosom garnished with^ the 
flowers of the water lily; so that in the estimation of 
F|ither Hyacinth, “ the infinite variety of beauties 
which the lake presents, constitute it one of the most 
eftchanting spots on earth.” In the midst of the lake, 

•is a marble isle, adorned with temples, and surmounted 
by an obelisk; affortling a delightful view of the sur¬ 
rounding gardens. A temple, dedicated to the disco¬ 
verer of the silk-worm, stands near these gardens, 
where the empress, and the ladies of the court, attend to 
the cultivation of silk; in order to encourage a branch of 
industry, on which Qhina mainly depends for its wealth 
and elegapce. In these gardens, the arrangement is 
such, that the whole scents the production of nature, 
rather than the* effect of art; and affords a pleasing 
retreat for thpse who would retire from the symme¬ 
trical disposition of the imperial palace, to enjoy the 
mildness of natural scenery, in the midst, of a dense 
and crowded capital. 

In this division of the city, and nearly fronting tlie 
imperial palace, are the codrts of the six grand tribu- 

• nals ofi the empine, Which have heen befbre described; 
together with the <ri0BLce of the astronomical board;, 
aayi the Toyal observatory. At the south-east comer 
of the northern division of the capital, is the grand 

L* » 
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national college. At a short distance, is the general 
arena for literaiy controversy, where the public exa- 
minakons, for the capita!* are held. The cells for the 
candidates are numerously disposed round the arena; 
where many an anxious heart beats high with expecta¬ 
tion, and many an aspiring mind is plunged into deep 
disappointment, when classed with those who fail. 
Amongst the literary institutions of this great city, 
lAhy*' be enumerated a college for the cultivation of the 
Chinese and Mantchou languages, and one for the 
study of the Thibetan tongue. A Mahomedan mosque, 
with a Bussian church, and a Roman Catholic temple, 
are all enclosed within the walls of the imperial c\tf; 
but all these edifices are siyq)assed in splendour by the’ 
many shrines of idolatry which abound; among the 
rest may be specified the “ white pagoda temple,” so 
called, on account of a white obelisk, erected in honour 
of the founder of Buddhism, the scab of whose forehead, 
produced by frequept prostrations is still preserved and 
venerated as a holy relic. 

The southern division of the city, where t^ie Chinese 
principally reside, is the ^nd emporium of all the 
merchandize that finds its way to the capital, and tends 
to ornament and gratify the adhelrentii of the court. 
Here, relieved from the strict discipline that prevails in 
the palace, the citizens give themselves up to business, 
or dissipation; encouraged and led on by voluptuous 
courtiers, who have nothing to do, but to display their 
grandeur, or to please ttfeir appetites. There is an 
immense deal of business done in this southefn city, • 
^ the broad street which divides it from north to 
sbuth* is constantly thronged by passengers and trades- 
mefi. Chinese shopkeep^ are in the habit of advert 
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tising their wares, by long projecting signs, hung out 
in front of their houses, painted in the gayest colpurs; 
while the bustling croWd, perpetually tinging the 
principal avenues, contributes to enliven and animate 
the scene. In the southern division of the city, is an 
enclosure about two miles in circumference, where the 
emperor, and his great officers, annually go through 
the ceremony*of ploughing and sowing the seed; in 
order to set an example to the subjects of this vast- 
empire, and to encourage agriculture, from which the 
greatest part of their support is derived. Notwith¬ 
standing these vacant spaces in the city of Peking, the 
population is so dense where the citizens resicb:, that 
Ithe number of inhabitantscannot be much less than 
two millions. Such, then, is the seat of government, 
and such the palaces and buildings it contains; worthy 
the metropolis of a great and civilized country. 
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In the Chinese language, both the oral and written 
mediums are of the most primitive order. ISieir words 
are all monosyllabic, and their characters symbolic; 
while both* continue as they most probably existed in 
the earliest ages of antiquity. ^ The first invention of 
tile written character was such an effort of genius, that 
the Chinese have hardly ventured to advance on the 
oii^al discovery, and have cj^ntented themselves 
with imitating the anciefi|s. Before, however, we dis¬ 
cuss the nature of their figures, it will be necessary to 
trace the progress of the huhian mind, in tlie art of 
conuftmnicating and recording thoughts; and point out 
how the Chinese were led to the adoption of their 
present mode of writing. • 
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That which conslitiitles the po$t sianimg superiority 
of the human pver the brute creatm^ ii^ the ability ^ 
the former to conceive and communicate ideas to their 
fellows, by articulate sounds. The first employment of 
human speech is refisrred to in Gen. ii. 19, 20. “ And 

• God brought every beast of the field, and every fowl of 
the air to Adam, to see what he would call them; and 
whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that 
was the name thereof. And Adam gave names to all 
cattle, and to every fowl oi the air, and to every beast 
of the field.” Having once affixed a definite term to 
each oljject, that w'ord continued to be the sign of the 
object referred 'to, and each called up the other to re- 

• collection, whenever presented to the mind. In commu¬ 
nicating with their fellows, human beings soon found 
that the names of things were insufficient to express all 
they wished to say, and attributes and actions received 
appropriate appellations. The operations of the mind, 

. next required designation and desqjiption; and speech 
at first poor, became gradually enriched, until it an¬ 
swered all the purposes (rf human society. 
. But the ear is not the 6nly inlet to the soul^ and as 
men derived knowledge to themselves by the organs of 
sight, they soon ffiund that it was possible to commu¬ 
nicate inforumtion to others through the same medium. 
Hence, when language failed, external action was re- 

, 60d*ted to, and the eye as well as the ear, aided in the inter¬ 
change of ideas. *VVhen both voice and gesture were 
insufficient for their purpose* delineation was employed; 

• and objects were iiMely pictured for the inspection 
of the bye standers. The same method was used for 
sending intelligence to a distance, or recording events 
for thprife^efit of posterity. . Hence originated pictorial 
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wiMiig, or whaft is genemlly temu^d hieroglyphics. As 
seenes and circumstances became complicated, abbre- 
viaticm was found necessi^; and the principal part of 
an event was substituted for the whole; which has 
been called a curiohgic hieroglyphic, A second mode 
of abridgment was by putting the instrument for the ‘ 
thing itself; which has been termed a tropical hiero- 
g^hic, A third method, borrowed from the use of 
nfietftphor in language, was to make one thing stand 
for another; which has been denominated the symbolic 
hieroglyphic. This pictorial mode of writing, abridged 
as it was in the way above described, being insuiiicient 
for all the purposes of human intercourse^ a certain 
number of arbitrary mark^^were invented, to express, 
not only mental conceptions, but visible objects, 'fhese 
went on increasing, till they, in some measure, answered 
the purpose of a written medium. 

The next step was the construction of Phonetic 
characters; which jfeems such a leap from the previous 
mode, that many have thought the human mind, un¬ 
aided by Divine inspiration, incapable of discovering it. 
It consists in uniting, whaf has no connection in the 
nature of things, form and sound. Finding that voca¬ 
bles were numerous, and their cdinponent parts but 
few, it occurred to some remarkable getmSf that the 
words in common use might be resolved into their ele¬ 
ments, and that it would be easier to invent arbitrary^ 
marks to represent the few elementary sounds, than 
construct new and different signs for the multitude of 
things. We^cannot exactly 68y,*what led to tlfe adop¬ 
tion of the particular signs for the elementary sounds 
which are found in most ancient alphabets; but Ihe 
presumption is, that selecting the names^of some very 
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common objects, in ^ begijeming <ii> which eertain 
sounds occurred, they formed a rude r^resentation of the 
object, and made it stand fer the sound in que&don; 
thus aleph^ “ an ox;” beth^ “ ahouse;”^»w?Z, “ a camel;” 
and daleth^ “ a door;” were probably pictured something 
like those objects, and stood for the sounds a, b, g, and d. 
Pursuing this method, they soon obtained marks for all 
the elementary sounds; and combining them, formed 
words. This brought about an entire revolution in the 
written medium of the ancients; and certain combina¬ 
tions of characters became the repre sentatives of au¬ 
dible words, instead of visible objects; by which the 
written medium was rendered as full, compact, and 

•definite as a spoken tongue; and ideas were commu¬ 
nicated to the distance of a thousand years, or as 
many miles, with certainty and precision. 

We are now prepared to consider the origin and 
nature of the Chinese mode of writing. Their tradi- 

. tions tell us, that in the infancy of ^heir empire, events 
were recorded by means of knotted cords, as among the 
Peruvians. These were soon found indi^inct, and pic¬ 
torial representations were* resorted to, similar to those 
used by the Mexicans. The abridged plan of the 
Egyptians wap then adopted; and curiologic, tropical, 
and symbolic hieroglyphics were used; till all these 
proving insufiicient, arbitrary marks were invented, 
and increased, till the present written medium, with 
all its variety and multiplicity, was formed. The Chi¬ 
nese characters are not strictly hieroglyphic; as they 

• were deither invented by nor confined to the priest¬ 
hood. They were in the first instance, doubtless, pic- 
toAal, then symbolic, afterwards compounded, and 
final!arbitrary. 
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' The invention is asciibed to Tsang-ke^, who lived 
in the reign of Hwang-te, about 4500 years ago. This 
is of course an extravagai^ .assuitlption. Still, from the 
simple and priimtive nature of their words and charac- 
ters, we may infer, that their origin was extremely 
ancient. It is evident, that writing was used by the 
Chinese long before the time of W8n-wang and Woo- 
wang, B. C. 1120, from a number of odes composed 
by those rnonarchs, and arranged by (yVnfucius; besides 
which, several instances occur, in the previous hi^ry, 
of written messages having been sent, and events re¬ 
corded, which could not have been done without a 
written medium. They assert, that the first suggestion 
of arbitrary signs, was derived from the tracing of 
birds’ tracts in the snow, and the observation of the 
marks on the back of a tortoise. 

Their characters are divided into six classes; first, 
pictorial; or those which bear some resemblance to the 
object; such as sun, moon, mountain, river, field, house, 
boat, tortoise, fish, horse, sheep,, swallow, bird, &c. 
which are really representations of the things referred 
to: second, metaphorical; * or those which derive a 
meaning from something else; 4hus the character for 
“handle,” signifies also “authority;”%that for “raw 
hides,” means, likewise, “to Itrip;” while that for 
“heart,” signifies, also, “mind,” &c.: third, indicative; 

or those which indicate the sense by the formation of the 
character; as a man above-grounrf, signifies “above,” 
and one underneath, “below:” fourth, canstmetive; or 
those which derive their signification from the'compo¬ 
nent parts of the character; as the symbol for “fire,” and 
that ioT “ surround,” mean together “ to roastand Uie 
symbol for “metal,” with .that for “distinguish,’\me8n, 
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when united, “to r^ae in the furnace;” with many 
others : fifth, jierivative ; or those which are formed 

from other characters,‘with^a slight variation; as the 
character for “ old,” if turned a little to the right in¬ 

stead of the left, means “ to examineand that for 

“ great,” with an additional dot, means “ very great 

eixih, phonetic; or those in w'hich form and sound har¬ 

monize togeth(ir; as the characters *for “ river,” and 

“ stream.” in Avhich three drops represent the i^atfor, 
combined with other characters, whose sound is well 

lyiown, to give some clue to the ])ronunciation. 

According to these six inodes, all the Chinese charac¬ 

ters have ))een formed; and thus they have arrived at 

' the construction of their wyitten language. The prin- 

ci])le on which it is based, is that of assigning a sepa¬ 

rate character for each word ; and, with the exception 
of the sixth division, aliove enumerated, of establishing 

no connection between form and sound. By this means 

the symbols of the (/hinese languj\ge have become very 

numerous, and can hardly be learned without great 

difficulty.^ I’he characters in the imperial dictionary, 

exceed thirty thousand; Imt many of these are obsolete, 
and of rare occurrence. By a careful collation of a 

historical novjil iiFtw^enty volumes, and of the Chinese 

version of the sacrecT scriptures, it appears, that the 

whole amount of characters used in both does not much 

exceed three thousand different sorts; which would all 

be known and readily remembered, by reading die 

whole twice through. * 
CTitnese characters appear exceeding^ complicated, 

to an unpractised observer; but a minute inspection 

and comparison, will remove* much of the difficulty. 

It will soon‘be perceived,^ that however involved the 
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' dbaracters appear, they are all eomposed of six kinds of 
strokes; which, variously combined and re|)eated, con¬ 
stitute the formidable endjlem,. which startles and con¬ 
founds the beginner. These strokes are the horizontal, 
the perpendicular, the dot, the oblique slanting to the 
right, that to the left, and the hooked. On further 
examination it will appear, that the characters arc re¬ 
solvable into elements as well as strokes, some of 
wkidi occur very frequently, and are frequently re¬ 
peated several limes in a single character. I'he whole 
number of elements is two hundred and fourteen, bi^t 
only fifty of these enter into frequent composition with 
other chamcters; and about ten or a dozen may l/c 
recognized, in some form or ^another, in every sentence.» 
Indeed the component parts of a character may be 
familiar to the fMudent, while both the sound and 
meaning are unknown. 

The elements, or radicals, of the Chinese language 
refer generally to ve^ simple and well known things, . 
such as the human s|)ecies, man and woman; the parts 
of the body, head, mouth, ear, eye, face, heart, hand, 
foot, flesh, bones, and hair; human actions, such as 
speaking, walking, and eating > things necessary to 
man, such as silk, clothes, dwelling, dqor, and city; 
celestial objects, such as sun, mdbn, and rain; the five 
elements, such as wood, water, fire, metal, and earth; 
the vegetable kingdom, such as grass, grain, and 
bamboo; the animal kingdom, such as birds, beasts, 
fishes, and insects; with lh% mineral kingdont, such as 
stones, gems,*&c. Most of the* words referrible to 
these substances or subjects, are classed under them; 
and though the arrangement may not appear to hs 
exactly philosophical, yet it evidences the incHnafion 

. t ' -V, « 
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of the Chinese, at a wy early penod, to classification 
and order, 'fhe radical is generally discernible without 
much difficulty; and hy^a calculation of the additional 
number of strokes, the posidon of the given character 
in the dictionary is ascertained, almost as readily as by 
the alphabetic mode. Each character occupies an 
exact square, of whatever number of strokes it be 
composed, and the Chinese delight >dn writing it in 
such a uniform manner, that the page shall appear as 
though divided into an equal number of sections, as 
pleasing to the eye as instructive to the mind. The 
whole is surrounded by a border, with the title of the 
bbok, and the number of the volume, section, or page, 

•noted on the side, instead of the top of the leaf. The 
(Jhinese read from top to bottom, and commence at the j 
right hand, going regularly down each column till the I 
end of the book. Chinese paper being thin, they \ 
write and print only on one side; and doubling each 

, page, leave the folded part outside. The edges are 
not cut in front; but on the top, bottom, and back of 
the book, where it is stitched and fastened. Their 
volumes contain about eighty pages or leaves, and are 
about half an inch in 4;hickness. The Chinese use no 
thick covers fgr their books; but instead of these, make 
a sort of case or wrap*^er, in which about 'eight or ten 
volumes are inclosed, and placed fiat on the shelf. In 
some books, the typographical execution and binding 
are superior; but in most instances, they are turned 
out in a slovenly manner, add sold at as cheap a rate as 

• possible. • • » • 
The modes of writing to be met with in Cjhinese 

books are various, viz., the ancient form, the seal cha¬ 
racter, the (grotesque, the regular, the written, and the 
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running hand; assimilatingtoour uncial, black, Grecian, 
Roman, Italic, and manuscript forms of. writing. The 
ancient form shews, in sonw measure, how the Chinese 
characters were constructed; for in it we find various 
objects delineated as they appear in nature. The seal 
character, as it is called, because found engraven on ’ 
seals, differs from the usual form in being entirely 
composed of horizontal and perpendicular strokes, 
wkhbut a single oblique or circular mark belonging to 
it; resembling in some degree the arbitrary marks used 
among the Egyptians. The regular and exact fo]|yn 
is that met with, in all Chinese books, from which 
the written form differs, as much as our Italic freftn 
our Homan letters. The running hand seems to have* 
been invented for the purpose of expediting business; 
and by the saving of strokes, and the blending of 
characters, enables the transcriber to get over a great 
deal of w ork in a little time. Such productions are 
not easily decypher^‘d, and yet the Chinese are so fond, 
of this ready, and, in their opinion, graceful mode of 
writing, that they frequently hang up specimens of 
penmanship in the most abbfeviated form, as ornaments 
to their shops and parlours. The Chinese writers are 
generally so practised in the use ©f tl^e pencil, that 
they run down a column with tile utmost rapidity, and 
would transcribe any given quantity of matter as soon 
as the most skilful copyist in England. 

It has been suggested, that the Chinese mode of 
writing has been derived ffom Egypt; and considering 
that the Chiftese an<k Egyptians proceeded fr5m the • 
same «stock, were civilized at a very early period, and 
resembled each other in their wants and resouieeS) it is 
not to be wondered at, th^ they should adopt the'same.. 

0 0 a • • 
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method of communicatiBg^ideaB. The notion of some 
connection between China and Egypt has been revived, 
since two small porcelain bottles were brought from 
Egypt to this country; on these, inscriptions have been 
discovered, apparently in the Chinese character; and 
the learned have been curious to know their identity 
and import. A fac-simile of one was seen by the 
author in China; and a picture of the other has ap¬ 
peared in Davis’s Chinese, but without any fra'As- 
lation. On examination it has been found, that the 
inscriptions are in the Chinese running hand, and read 
as follows: Chun lae yew ylh neen, “ ’J'he returning 
spring brings another year:” and Ming yu^h sung 

*phung chaou, “ The clear moon shines through the 
midst of the fir tree.” This latter sentence is part of a 
well known couplet, composed by Wang GSn-shth, a 
famous writer under the Sung dynasty, A. D. 1068; 
and as there is a curious circumstance connected with 
it, we shall here relate it. The viriginal couplet ran 
thus:— 

Ming yu^h sung keen kcaou; 

Wang kcucn*hwa sin shwuy. 

“ The clear Qioon sijigs in the middle of the tir-tree; 

“ The ro)^l hoynd sleeps in the bosom of the flower! ” 

Soo-tung-po, anotht^r famous writer, who flourished 
about fifty years afterwards, found fault with this 
couplet, and altered it to the following:— 

Ming yufeh sung ehung chaou 

Wang keuen ifwa yin shwuy. 

The clear mooii*shi*es through the midst^f the lii‘-trco; 

“ The royal hound sleeps under the shade of the flower !’* 

Ti«.velling, afterwards, in the south of China, he 
hear^ a bird‘singing in th§ woods; and, on enquiry. 
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found that they ealbd it, Mtng*yu^h, the clear modn'"; 
and, observing a grub nestling in a beautiful dower, he 
ascertained its name to be Wmig keuen, “the royal 
hound/* It is unnecessary to add, that he now became 
convinced of his mistake; but too late to repair the 
evil; as the couplet, thus amended by him, had already 
been inscribed on various vessels, and transmitted, as 
we find, to distaht Egypt. It will easily be seen, that 
thislby no means strengthens the supposition of an 
early connection between China and Egypt; and so 
far from the bottles being coeval with PsammeticUs, 
B. C. 658, as has been suggested; its date cannot be 
older than A. D. 1130 Since the commencement of 
the Christian era, Chinese history makes mention of 
foreign merchants coming from India and Arabia, by 
sea, to trade with China. A. D. 850, two Arabian 
travellers came to Canton, who have published their 
itineraries; and, A. D. 1300, Ibn Batuta visited China: 
so that an almosU^fonstant intercourse has been kept 
up between China and Arabia, by which means the 
bottles in question may have been transmitted to the 
latter country, and from thence conveyed into Egypt. 
It does not appear that these bbttles *were discovered 
“ in an Egyptian tomb, which Jiad** noi^ been opened 
since the da^ of the Pharaohsfor the travellers pur¬ 
chased them of a Fellah, who offered them for sale, at 
Coptos. Indeed, the circumstance^ of the inscriptions 
bmng in the running hand, which was not invented 
until the Sung dynasty, would lead us to conclude, that 
the bottles ar& of a late date; *and were, in all probar 
bility,*carned to the wept by Ibn Batuta. 

Ihe nioBt celebrated compositions, in the Chinese 
language, ar^ th^ “ five classics,** and the “ four books,*’ 
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most of which were compiled hy Codbaus and his dis* 
ciples. The five classics are the Yth king, book of 
diagrams; ” the She king, 5* collection of odes; ” the 
Le ke, record of ceremonies;” the Shoo king, con¬ 
taining the history oj|^^e three first dynasties; and the 

* Chun tsew, which is an account of the life and times 
of Confucius. The book of diagrams is ascribed to 
Wftn-wang, B. C. 1130; the book 5f odes contains 
several pieces, referrible to the sam§ age, and is* a 
selection from a larger number, extant in the time of 
Confucius, and by him collected and published; the 
book of ceremonies was, probably, compiled from pre¬ 
viously existing documents, in the same manner. The 
history of the three dyne^ties commences with an 
account of Yaou and Shun, in the traditionary period, 
coeval with Noah; and describes the principal events 
of antiquity, down to the times of W^n, and Woo-wang, 
B. C. 1120, and is probably the production of Chow- 

•kung, the brother of those monarchy, The last of the 
ancient classics was written by Confucius himself, and 
having be^n commenced in spring and concluded in 
autumn, was called chun chew, “ sprj^ig and autumn.” 
Of the “ four books,” the two fii^^hung yung, “ the 
happy medium/” aild ta-hed, “ the great doctrinewere 
written b]^ Tsze-sze, the grandson and discnple of Con¬ 
fucius: the third, called the Lun-yu, “book of dis¬ 
courses,” is the production of the different disciples of 
the sage, who recoflected and recorded his words and 
deeds; while the last of the Your books was written by 
*M^ng-t^ze, or Meiicitis,* the disciple of Tsze-sze, and 

bears the name of its author. • 
These five classics, and four kooks, are highly prized 

by the Chinese, and constitute the class books in 
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schools, and the ^ground work of the literary exami¬ 
nations. The first business of a C^hicese student is, 
to commit the whole of these' books and classics to 

c 

memory; without which, he cannot have the least 
chance of succeeding. The text of these nine works, is 
equal in bulk to that of the New Testament; and it is 
not hazai*ding too much to say, that were every copy 
annihilated to-day, there are a million of i)eople who 
cifafd restore the whole to-morrow. Having been com¬ 
posed at a very early jieriod, and somewhat mutilated 
in the time of Che Hwang-te, it necessarily followSi 
that there are several indistinct j)assages, unintelligible 
to the people of the present day. Hence commentancs 
have been found necessary, and a very celebrated 
writer, who flourished in the twelfth century, called 
Choo-foo-tsze, has composed an extensive exposition of 
the whole. This commentary, is likewise, committed 
to memory by the student, and his mind must ])e fami¬ 
liar with whateygMlias been written on the subject. 
The number and variety of explanatory v^orks, de¬ 
signed to elucidate the Chinese classics, shew, in what 
estimation these writings afe held, and what an exten¬ 
sive influence they exert over the mkid of China. A 
Chinese author says, that the expositors of the four 
books are more than one thousand in number. The 
style and sentiment of all the modems is greatly con¬ 
formed to this ancient model; and the essays and 
ezhortations of the present day, are chiefly reiterations 
of the sentiments of their great master, and an inces¬ 
sant ringing^f the changes os the five constant* virtues,* 
and the five human relations, which form the basis of 
moral philosophy in Cmna. Even the Buddhist priests, 
and the followers of I'apu, teach their disciples the 
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books of ConfuciuvS; and nothing is looked upon as 
learning, in China, which does not emanate from this 
authorized and infallible ^oince. 

In addition to their classical writings, they have a 
number of w^orks of high antiquity and great esti¬ 
mation ; such as the ()how-li^ and E-lc, supposed to 
have been written by (^how-kung, (deven hundred years 
before Christ * and treating of the cert.*monics of mar¬ 
riage. funerals, visiting, feasting, &c. .the Keu-yu, *or 
“sayings of Confucius,” ascribed to his grandson, 
'1 W'-szi*; tlie Ueaou king, treating of filial piety; 
(he Vew-heo, and Seaou-he6, intended for young per¬ 
sons; togetlier with the writings of later philosophers, 
f*elebrated, both for their elegant style and orthodox 
sentinumts. The Koo-wan, or specimens of ancient 
literature,” contains extracts from their most (*(debrated 
authors, and is highly prized and commonly read in 
China. In juldition to these jihilosophical writings, 

•they have vimw voluminous w’orks\)n history and bio¬ 
graphy, together with jnles of poems, in which the 
genius of .(.diincse versifiers has been displayed, from 
the days of Waii-Avang to the present age. The de- 
])artments of pliilolog/ and philosophy, natural histoiy 
and botany, iitcdi^inc and jurisprudence, have been 
attended ip by numerous iiuthors; and though much 
improvement has not been made, of late years, yet the 
early a()vancement ipade in these studies, is creditable 
tn the genius of ancient China. 

Besides the writers in the orthodox school, there 
have been a great nunfber of atithors, advocating the 
system of Ijaou-keun and Buddl^a. The Taou-tili*king, 
composed hy the former, is coeval with the books of 

^C’onfucius, and nearly as imich esleetped^by the fol- 
M 
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lowers of Taou; while the charms and prayers of the 
Bud^ist sect, till numerous cases, in all the tenijdes of 
Fiih, and find their wa)^, hy •gratuitous distribution, 
into the hands of millions. Plays and novels, with 
works of a light and questionable character, are still 
more extensively multiplied, and actually deliig(‘ the 
land. A Chinese bookseller issues his catalogiui, in 
the same way \vith our English bibli(<^»olists, and in 
th*e number of works, wuth the cheaj)ness of the prices, 
would Aue with any advertisers, on this side the gl(il)e. 
Many of their publications amount to two hundred end 
fifty or three hundred volumes; and one has been met 
with, amounting to three thousand volumes, indicative 
either of the abundance of their matter, or their tedious 
prolixity. 

We have hitherto alluded principally to the Chinese 
characters, and the method they have adopted, of trans¬ 
mitting and perpetuating their ideas. We shall now 
treat of their spoken language; not that wilting pre¬ 
ceded speaking, hut because the written character 
constitutes the universal mc^dium, and has, been, for 
centuries, unchanged; while spoken sounds vary in 
every province of the empire, h,nd through each suc¬ 
ceeding age. It is scarcely possible ascertain the 
original sounds of the letters, in alphabetic Janguages, 
where the arbitrary marks arc few; and how much less 
can the enunciations appropriated^to several thousand 
characters, be retained unimpaired, for successiTc ages, 
among hundreds of millions of people. The ^written 
medium, therefore, ifiust be looked upon as the most* 
stabld part of the language; while their vocal commu¬ 
nications come next into consideration. 

The language is monosyllabic, inasmuch 
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as the sound of each character is pronounced by a 
single emission of the voice, and is completed ,at one 
utterance: for though*there are some (Jhinese words 
which appear to be dysillabic, and arc written with a 
diaraesis, as keen, teen, &c., yet they arc as really 
monosyllabic, and sounded as much together, as our 
words, ‘•‘beer” and “fear.” The joining of two mono¬ 
syllables, to fonn a phrase for certain words, as fah-too, 
for “ rulewang-ke, to express “ forget,” &c. does*iot 
militate against the assertion above made, for the two 
jmrts of the term are still distinct words, which are 
m(‘rely thrown together into a phras(', for the purpose 
of definiteness in conversation. 

* As the (diinese do not ilivide their words into ele¬ 
mentary sounds, tln*y know nothing of spelling; but 
they have a method of determining and describing 
particular enunciations, which nearly answers their pur- 
]>ose. 'Jhe plan they adopt is, do divide each word 

* into its initial and final; and then' taking two other 
well-known characters, one of which has the given 
initial, and the other the final, they unite them toge¬ 
ther, and form the sound required. This they call split¬ 
ting the sounds*: and though, from ignorance of the 
j)riuciplcs of Orthography, they sometimes divide the 
sounds iurproperly; while, from the various sounds at¬ 
tached to the characters adduced, the result is fre- 
quentl/ undetermined; yet it is the best method th(‘y 
have, Jand is employed in* all their dictionaries. A 
reference to the initials and finals of ^thc mandarin 

* dialect, will enable the reader* to see what sounds it 
coptains and what articulations the educated Clunese 
arc capable of pronouncing, 

m‘2 
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Thf* initials are sixteen simple, five aspirated, and one silent. The 

sixteen simple initials are as follows :— ^ 

ch, as ill church. 
f, as in f(tr. 
g, hard, as in ffO: 

sometimes gn, 

as in simjinff. 
h, strongly aspi¬ 

rated. 

j, (ill French, 

k, as in kite. , 
l, as in lame. 

m, as in muiu. 
n, as ill tmu. 
p, as in jxith. 
s, as in scJid. 
ah, as in ship. 
HZ, as in hi.s zeal; 
pronounced without 

the vowels, 

t, as in top, 

ts, as in heart's ease, 
ilri>piuug all but 

th(j ts, ajid the 

succeeding vow'el. 

taz, a peculiar MMind 

followed by a 

short e. 

The five aspirated initials are the <;li, k, p, t, and ts, desf-iihed 

above, pronoum’ed with a strong as])irate beln‘*en tlicse consonaiit'^, 

and the following vowels. 

The silent initials giAc no sound to the finals, which, ther»‘for(‘, 

when joined with tliis negati^•e beginning, stand as they are; hut 

wherever the diarassis e, i, and u, occur in the final, y is pjclixt'd, 

when writuig the sound in English orthography, as ya, for ea, \ae 

for iiae, &c. 

The fortv-three finals are jis follow's — 

th() a as in 

father. 

a, 

ae, 

an, 

Sn, as in woman. 

ang, as in hang. 
ang, as in hung. 
aou, this sound is 

a combination of 

the a, in father, 
and the ow, in 

howl. 

ay, as in htty. 

e, as in me. 
e, as the French in 

—found aniy 

in combination 

with*sh, Bz, and 

tsz. 

ca, as in meander. 
eae, the a as \x^.t1ier 

the e » imme. ^ 

eang, as attg, m an- 

^ger, preceded by e,. 

("aou, lilvc the aou, 

pr(‘ecded by e. 

(•uy, as the aj, in hay, 

preceded by e. 

iien, as en in pen,pro¬ 

ceeded by e. < 

en, as the e’e in^e’er. 

«o, as in geomancy. 

(ill, as in the French 

pen. 

euen, as yawn, pre¬ 

ceded hy e. 

eun^ as the ii, hi h%n, 

preceded bj' e. 

eung.as in young. 

ew, as in few. 

in, as in j^in. 

ing, as in king, 
o, as in no. 

oo, as in loo. 

ow, as in eow. 
uen, as the final 

sound of lawn. 
uii, as in hun. 

ling, as m flung. 
•urh, as in viper. 
ny^as 'm fuid. 
wa, as in qtiatermon. 
wae, uiNthe former, 

succeeded by c, 

w^an, as in truant. 

wan, as in won. 
wang, as the a hi fa¬ 

ther. f 

w^ng, as the a in wo- 

man. 
t 

we, as in we. 

wei^ as in wily. 

woj^'ln wo.*" 
woo, »s in woo.'^^ 
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15y this, it will be seen, that the b, and d, are wholly 

wanting in the mandarin dialect; that the r has no 
vibratory sound; and •that n and ng, are the only con¬ 
sonants among the finals; while all the rest have 
vowel terminations. 

The orthography employed above, is that of Dr. 
Morrison’s Dictionary, which is ])referred, not as en¬ 

tirely iinexc(*|)tionable, but as being generally known, 
and, at ]>resent, the only one which \\e possi‘ss, ifi«the 

English language*. 

, Were, all these initials to be joined with the several 
finals, thc^y would [jrodiice by their union nine hundred 
alid forty-six monosyllables. I'he.y are not, however, 

•varied to (heir utmost extj*nt; and three hundred and 
two different monosyllables are all that the Chinese 

really (‘xtract from these combinations. In attempting 

to pronounce the names of foreigners, or the wwds of 

another languag(^ they endeavour to express them hy 

• combining the monosyllables ojf their own tongue; 

and if these are not^ sufficient, they have no method of 

w'riting, tyul scarcely any of enunciating the given word. 

Thus they make sad havoc of the language of otlier 

nations, and mi?>sionaries. in aiming to write scripture 
names in thc,(’hift(‘se character, find considerable diffi¬ 

culty in ^pressing them sufficiently concise and clear. 

Hut, it may be asked, how do the Chijiese manage 

to malio themselves intelligible to each other, with only 

three Ihundred monosyllables, and bow can these be 
sufficient for all the purposes of oral language*? To 

• this it may be replied, that the Chinese have a method 

of increasing the number of their wmrds by as^^igning 

to each a dilfercnt tone, .which, though scarcely dis¬ 

cernible by Un unpractict^d i*ar. are^ as readily distin- 
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guished and imitated by Chinese organs, as differences 
of elementary sounds with us. Indeed they more easily 
discern a change of intonation than a discrepancy in 

orthography; while even infants among them learn to 

imitate the tones as soon as they begin to utter words. 
All the words in their pronouncing dictionaries are 

arranged according to these tones, and they are as 

necessary a part‘of the language as the sounds thcm- 

selveS. Besides which, the tones never vary, eilher 
through the lapse of time or the distance of place; for 

however much the ancients may differ from the mo¬ 
derns, and the inhabitants of Peking from those of 

Canton in the sounds they apply to the various (fha- 

racters, yet the tones are invjiriably the same, not only 
throughout every province of China, but even amongst 

the neighbouring nations of (-ochin China, Corea, and 
Japan. This is evident, from the poetry of the Chinese, 

which is based upon the intonation, and which was the 

same a thousand ye^i^ ago that it is now, and continues 

to be modulated in the same manner wherever the C’hi- 

nese character is used. 

The tones are substantially four, which the Chinese 

pall the even, the liigh, the dej)arting, and the entering 

tones; and which are thus described.*— * 
m 

% 

N 
*‘The even lone has an equal path, neither high nor low; 

The high lone is a loud sound, both shrill and strong; » 

**The departing tone is distinct, but seemstto retreat to a distance; 

*‘The entering tone is short, coi^tracted, and hastily giither|d up.’" 

These four principal* tones are increased by atiiling a 

lower ‘i even ” tone, making five in all. These may he 

distinguished in European books, by the employment 

of accents, such as the aco^e and grave, the and 
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short, with the circumflex. The “ entering *’ or con- 
tract(*d tone, however, sometimes requires a diiferent 
orthography ; the conedudin^ nasal being omitted, and 
the contracted vowel followed by the letter h, to shew 
that it is to be pronoTinced short. This exhibits in our 
(lnn(*se dictionaries alphabetically arranged, an iii- 
cr(*ase of about one hundred words, though in fact the 

number of real Chinese sounds, unvaried by tones, is 
litlhi more than three hundred. Tlu'se three hiiftdred 
words, if accentuated by the five tones, would give tlie 
sum of fifteen hundred distinguishable utterances in the 
niandarin dialect; but the (-’hinese do not avail them- 
sedves of all the advantages which their pronouncing 

•system affords, and one thousand vjiriations are the 
utmost actually in use. It necessarily follows, there¬ 
fore, that they have many characters under one and the 

same sound. 'Fliis constituU^s a gn^at diflicidty in the 
communication of ideas, and renders mistakes both easy 

and frequent. In order to prevem the confusion likely 
to arise from this paucity of sounfis, the Chinese are in 
the habit.of associating cognates and synonymes, and of 

combining individual terms into set phrases, which are 

as regularly used in the accustomed form, as compound 
words in our.owit language. Hence the (’hinese has 
become j^inguage of* phrases; and it is necessary to 

learn, not only the terms and the tones, hut the system 
of co^cation also; which in that country is the more 

impouant, on account of the paucity of words, and 
the number of terms resembling each other in sound, 

though differing in 'sefisc. • * 
In the science of grammar^ the Chinese have made 

no progress; and among the host of their literati, no 
ouiUiUMmjs to have turned his attention tp this subject. 
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They have not learned to distinguish the parts of 
speech or to define and designate case, grinder, number, 
persoii, mood, or tense; they* neither decline their 
nouns, nor conjugate their verbs, while regimen and 

conconl are with them based on no written rules. Not 
that the language is incaj)ablc of expressing these ideas, 

or that a scheme of grammar could not be drawn up 
for the Chinescr tongue; but tlie natives themselves 
hav45 no notion of such distinctions, and could hardly 
be made to comprehend them. 'J’hey have* trcatisc‘s on 

the art of speaking and writing, but these; handh' tjie 
subject in a manner peculiar to themselves. Tiny 

divide their words into “ living and dead,” “ real and 
empty;” a “Imng word” is^a verb, and a dead word” 
a substantive; while both of these are called real,” 

in distinction from particles, which are t(;rined “ empty.” 
They also distinguish words into “^important” and 
‘‘ unimportant.” I’he chief aim of Chinese writers is 

to dispose the partict s aright, and he who can do this 

is denominated a ciewer scholar. As for the distinction 

between noun, pronoun, verb, and participle, they have 

never thought of it; and use words occasionally in each 

of these fonns, without any othdr change than that of 

position or intonation. They have tenns for ex])rcssing 

the manner and time of an action, with the\^mber and 

gender of individuals; but they more frequency leave 

these things to be gathered from the context, imVginiTig 

that such auxiliary words disfigure rather th^ em¬ 

bellish the sentence. To an*European, their composition 

appears indefinite, and sometimt;l& unintelligible; but 

to a native, this terse and sententious mode of wnting, 

is both elegant and intelligible. In conversation they 

are sometimes more diffusp, but in coriTpositAcey^dhey 
^ JiK ’ . 
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are concise, and delight to express much in a few 

words. Moral apothegms and pithy sayings, arc fre¬ 

quently indulged in; and so sententious are their books, 
that whole chapters may be met with, in which the 

sentences do not exceed four words each. It will he 

seen from this, that Chinese grammar is of a tnily 
primitive character, just us we might expect to find it 

in the infancy of language, when men* expressed Ihem- 
selv(‘s in short sentences and few w'ords. The stftdent 
of (Chinese will not liave to burthen his mind with 

n\iiny rules; hut framing his speech according to the 

native model, will gradually acquire a inmle of coTiiinu- 
nieatiiig his ideas at once perspicuous and acccptal)le, 

• It must not be thought^ however, that th(‘ (’himse 

language is destitute of ornament. They employ 

various figures of speech, and in some they excel. 

Metaplior is frequently to be met with in their writings, 

and siinilies arc abundant. l’hc> are fond of alliter¬ 

ation, and attention to rhythm is 4ith tlnnn an essential 

part of eompositiou* Gradation fend climax are some¬ 

times wey sustained, wliile in description and dialogue 

they seem quite at home. Ihit the most remarkable 

feature of C'hinwe cowi])osition, is the antithesis. Most 

of the princy[)al ^vords are classed in pairs, such as 

heaven earth, bej^niuug and end, day and night, 
hot aiiA cold, &c. From antithetical words, they pro¬ 

ceed rf contrast j^hrases and sentcmccs, and draw up 

wholejparagraphs upon th(^ same principle. Jn these 

antithkical sentences, the number of words, the class 

of expressions, the •meaning and intonftlion, together 

with the whole sentiment, are nicely and 4*xactly 

balanced, so that the one contributes to the perspicuity 

and^jObll^of the other. Suyh a counting ^f words, and 
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such a mechanical arrangement of sentences, would be 

intolerable in European composition, but arc quite ele¬ 
gant and almost essential in Chinese. Tautology, which 

is justly repudiated with us, is much indulged in by 

them; and sentences are rendered emphatic and dis¬ 
tinct by repeating words, and sometimes phrases, or 

by reiterating the same idea in other terms. 
In ancient tinges the Chinese coini>os(‘d a number of 

odes', "which were handed down to later ages. Out of 

three thousand of these poems, Confucius selected three 

hundred, which are still extant in the book of odes. 

The principal of these are on the usual subjects of love 

and war, and are replete with metaphor drawn from 

nature. In these compositions some little att(U)tioii is 

paid to rhyme, but none to measure; the poetry con¬ 

sisting chiefly in the arrangement of the sentences, and 

the figurative character of the language, 

j During the Tang and the Sung dynasties, the art of 

tpoetry was much cultivated, and the present system of 

^Chinese versification was then established. Their 

poetic effusions are of three kinds, odes, songs, and 

diffuse poems. In their modern odes, they observe 

both rhyme and measure, and are very* j)aiiicular about 

the antithesis. Their verses consist^of fpur lines, with 

five or seven words in each; the first, second!, last 

line of the verse being made to rhyme. The ^easure 

consists in the right disposition of the accents! which 

have been above described as four. In poetr}! how¬ 

ever, they divide these into two, viz., the even and the 

oblique; whidh latter •includes all besides the even. 

The rule is, that if the first two words are in the even, 

the next two must be in the oblique tone, and so the 

obliaue and even tones must be diversified ieuad...coB- 
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trasted, to the end of the verse. So essential are these 

tones to constitute good poetry, that the Chinese will 

not look at a verse, howover well expressed, and neatly 
rhyming, in which accent is outraged. In addition to 

rhyme and measure, the Chinese require that the 

'expressions should be bold, the thought vivid and 
striking, and every word in each line corresponding 

with its opposite, so as to form a chain of beautiful 
antitheses, mutually illustrating and S(;tting forth fheir 
fellows. The most celebrated poets of China are 

lie4-tae-])ih, and I’otvfoo, both of whom flourished about 

a thousand years ago; and who not only animated 

their contemporaries by inditing rhymes, but have 

handed down a number ot elegant and pithy poems, 
which arc still the admiration of the (’binesc. 

The number of individuals acquainted with letters in 

(^hina, is amazingly great. One half of the male popu* 

latioii are able to read; while source mount the cloudy 

• ladder ’ of literary fame, and far exceed their compa¬ 

nions. The general* j>revalence ol learning in China, 

may be aijpribed to the system pursued at the literary 

examinations; by which none are admitted to oflice, 
but those who have passed the ordeal with success, 

while each in^lividhal is allow’ed to try his skill in the 

public halj/ Wealth, patronage, friends, or favour are 

of no ayail in procuring advancement; while talent, 

merit, diligence, and perseverance, even in the poorest 

and hr^blest individual, are^almost sure of their appro¬ 

priate reward. I’his is their principle, and their prac- 

•ticedoes not much vaVy from it. * They have a proverb, 

that “ while royalty is heredil;^ry, oflice is not: and 

the plan adopted at the public examinations is an illus- 

tratimMiil^t. ' • • V 
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In order to understand the theory of these examina¬ 

tions, it will be necessary, first, to allude to the general 
divisions of the country ; because the various degrees of 

literary rank correspond to the size and importance of 
the districts, where the empiiry is held. C’hina is divi¬ 
ded into eighteen jirovinces, each containing about ten 
counties, or departments; and each county about ten 

’ districts; the districts do not exactly correspond to this 
nmfiber, but the aggnjgate throughout the empire is 

fifteen hundred and eighteen. In the province of 
C'anton, thci-e arc nine counties, ten departinents, J^nd 

I seventy-two districts. The degrees of literary honour 
I are four; viz. sew tsae, “men of cultivated talent;” 
! keu jin, “elevated jicrsons;” tsiii szc, “advanced scho- 
; lars;” and han lin, “ the forest of pencils,” or national 

institute. The first title is conferred in the county 
towns ; the second in the provincial cities; the third in 

the capital; and the fourth in the einjie.ror's palace. 

The examinatioiis commence in tlu* districts, in each 

of which about a xhousaiid jiersoiis try thi‘ir skill; 

averaging about two per cent, of the male iyiiult popu¬ 

lation. Twice in every thre<i years, the presiding 
officer of each district assembles all the scholars under 

his jurisdiction in the place of examination, and there 

issues out themes on which they write an ^ay and an 

ode, to see whether they are suited for further trial; 
he then affixes a notice to the walls of his (mice, on 

which are inscribed the names of all those I recom¬ 

mended to the lieutenant of the county; thiJ officer 

again examides them? togelhet v^ith those residing in 

the («unty town; and^after repeated trials selects a 

few, who thus gain what is called “ a name in the 

village.” /distinction is much covefc^d can- 
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didales, as affording the advantage of a good standing 
b(*lbre the literary chancellor; the first name among 
them hciing almost sure? of a degree. 

Aft('r the magistrates have tried the capacities of 

the young men, they are subjected to a more rigorous 

(examination before the chanctdler, which determines 

lh(‘ir fate as to the first degree. The trial lakes place 

in the county hall, which is divided into com^)art- 

numls, just sufficient for tlie acco}nnv)dation of each 

student; they are searclu'd on entering, to prevent 

tlivir carrying with them any books or pajXTs, that 

might assist them in their compositions; theme's are 
given out, on which they write both in prose and 

poetry ; their productions iW’O marked instead of being 
signed, in order to jnevent partiality; and the papers 

])(‘iug laid before the chancellor, he selects the best, 

and confers on lludr authors the title of sew fs(n\ equi¬ 

valent to our bachelor of arts ; a\ the rale of one per 

cent, on all the candidates ; averaging ten for each 

district, twenty for'each departilieiit, and thirty for 

each county; and giving about tw^elve hundred for the 

province of Canton, at every examinatitm. As these 

take place twicer* in eVery three years, there must be 

an annual incrcafcfe of eight hundred graduates for 

(!anton alcile. On attaining the first step of literary 

rank, thj/individual is exempted from coiporeal piin- 

ishment?, and caimo^ be chastised but by the chancellor 

hiinseK. ^ 

'I'helcxamination for the second degree, takes place 

*once in every three yeai^s, at the*provincial cities; and 

is attended by sew tsaes only. .The 2400 newdy*madc 

graduates, together with the unsuccessful ones of for¬ 

mer now assemble, and fonn a bo^y of about 
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10,000 aspirants for the rank of keu jin, or “ elevated 

men.’’ This is a most eventful and trying period, and 
many an anxious heart befits hfgh with expectation of 
mounting another step of “the cloudy ladder.’' The 

imperial chancellor, and the chief officers of the pro¬ 
vince, unite together in examining the candidates. The 
literary arena is jirovided with several thousand small 

cells, into which the competitors are iiftroduced, and 
guarded by soldiers, so as to prevent collusion or com¬ 

munication, till the trial is over. The examination 
takes place in the eighth month of the year, and riie 

days of trial are the ninth, twelfth, and fifteenth; on 

the first of these days the candidates enter, and three 
schedules are handed over to them, containing sevi‘n 

texts from the classical writings, and three themes; 

upon each of the former they have to write a prose 
composition, and upon each of the latter a jioiJtical 

effusion, for the inspection of the examiners: a scribe 

stands ready to cony their productions with red ink,* 
and sets a mark on Both the origiilal and the transcript, 

in order that the officers may not discover ta whom the 

pieces belong. After the completion of the essays, 

they are sent in for inspection, ahd if Ihe slightest fault 

be committed, or a word improperly*written or applied, 

the individual’s mark is immediately stuci^ up at the 

office gate, by which he may understand that y is time 

to walk home, as he will not be permitted to proceed 
to the next trial. ^ 

The second day is like the first, and the defaulters 

are struck otf as before; so lh*at *the number is greatly' 

reduced by the time the; third trial comes. At the close 

of this, the papers are closely inspected, and a few 

selected asjhc most intelligent, whose riamoMM^puh-,. 
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lished for the information of the people. Seventy-two 
“ elevated men,” equivalent to our masters of arts, are 
cliosen out of the ten flmus^nd competitors in the pro¬ 

vince of Canton, and about as many for each of the 

other provinces, making about thirteen hundred for the 
whole empire. Wien the announcement of the suc¬ 
cessful candidates is published, the multitude rush 

forward to ghin the intelligence, and hand-bills are 
jninted and circulated far and W'ide; jiot only forlllie 
infunnation of the candidates themselves, but their 
juifcuts and kindred also, who receive titles and honours 
ill common with their favoured relations. Presents are 
then maile to the triumjihant scholars, and splendid 
hpparel prepared for them.;, so that they soon become 
rich and great. To-day they are dwelling in an humble 
cottage, and to-morrow introduced to the palaces of the 
great; riding in sedans, or on horseback, and every 
where received with the greatest Rumour. 

The third degree is the result of a still more rigorous 
examination at the capital. The thirteen hundred new’ 
masters of*arts, together with those fonnerly graduated, 

who have not risen higher, assemble once in three 
years, at the capftal. td try for the third litei aiy d(*gree. 

Here also a^it ten thousand candidates enter the lists, 

and after an examinaliou similar to what has been 

descriliejl^ three hundred are chosen, who arc dignified 

with iKe title of Jsiu-sze, or “ advanced scholars,” 

equal to our doctors of law.^ On attaining this degree, 

they a|e immediately elegible to office, and are gene- 

* rally apjioiiited forthwifli. The* superintendency of a 

district is the first post they occupy, and there ii^ not a 

magistrate throughout the empire who has not attained 

the rrferred to. The whole iiumiier of civil 
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officers in China, of the rank of district magistrate, 
and iipwards, is about three thousand;'and the addi¬ 
tion of one hundred per apnuill‘seems but just enough 

to fill up the vacancies occasioned by death or dis¬ 
missal. 

The fourth degree follows a very close examination in 

the presence of the emperor. The three hundred newly 
made doctors are summoned into the imperial palace, 

where they all compose essays on given themes. Asmall 

number of these are chosen to enter the Han-lin-yuen, 
“ the court of the forest of pencils,” o/ national insti¬ 
tute : where they reside, most liberally su])ported and 

patronized by the emperor, to prcipare public documents, 
draw up national papers, and deliberate on all questions 

regarding politics and literature. The mc'inbers of this 

court are considered the cream of the country, and are 
frequently appointed to the highest ofiices in the state. 

The three principal candidates at this fourth examina¬ 

tion, are forthwith mounted on horseback, and paraded ' 
for three days round the capital, srgnifying that “ tliiis 

it shall be done to the man whom the king <lelighteth 
to honour.” The chief of the first three is one of a 
million, occupying the most enviable post in the nation, 

and yet a post to which all ary cli^ble,^nd to which 

all aspire. 
In order to succeed at any of the literary \xamina- 

tions, it is necessary to piit forth extraordinary exertions. 

Each candidate is expected to know by heart the whole 

of the four books, and five classics, as well fas the 

authorized commentaries upon*them. They must also' 

be well acquainted with the most celebrated writers of 

the middle ages; and the history of China, from the 

earliest annuity, must be fresh in their recfoHc^ion, . 
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that they may allude to the circumstances of hyc-gone 

days, and enrich their compositions with phrases from 
ancient authors, who, in ^the estimation of the Chinese, 

thought and wrote far better than the modems. The 

chief excellency of their essays, consists in introducing 

‘as many quotations as possible, and the farther they go 

back, for recondite and unusual expressions, the better; 

but they are \leprived of every scrap*of writing, and 

ai*e expected to carry their library, tg use their (Vwn 

])hrase, in their stomachs, that they may bring forth 

thnir litt'rary stores as occasion i-equires. 

All this can only be attained by great application 

ancl perseverance. The first five or six years at school 

Jrc spent in coinmitting the ^’anonical books to memory; 
another six years are required to supply them with 

phrases for a good style; and an additional number of 

years, spent in incessant toil, are needed to ensure 

success. Long before the break ^of day, the C/hinese 

»student may be heard chaiinting the sacred books; and 

till late at night, the* same task is continued. Of one 

man it is related, that he tied his hair to a beam of the 

house, in order to prevent his nodding to sleep. Another, 
more resolute, wdls in the habit of driving an awl into 

his thigh, wlj^n intilined to slumber. One poor lad, 

suspended his l)ook to the horns of the buffalo, that he 

might le.'ifni while following the plough; and another, 

bored a' hole in th§ wainscot of his cottage, that he 

might steal a glimpse of his^ neighbours light. They 

tell of <|ne, who fearing that the task assigned him was 

•too hard, gave up fiis*books in despair; and was 

returning to a manual employment, when he srfv^r an 

old woman rubbing a crow-bar on a stone; on asking 
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her the reason, she replied, that she was just in want 

of a needle, and thought she would rub down the crow*> 

bar, she got it small enough. The patience of the 

aged female provoked him to make another attempt, 

and he succeeded in attaining to the rank of the first 

three in the empire. 

The advantage of this system will appear, in the 

even-handed justice which it deals out to all classes. 

Ca3^ is by Ihis^ means abolished; no privileged order 

is tolerated; wealth and rank are alike unavailing to 

procure advancement; and the poor are enabled, J)y 

detennined exertion, to obtain the highest distinction. 

Instances are frequent, of the meanest working their 

way, until they become njinisters of state, and swaj 

the destinies of the empire. These facts being trum¬ 

peted abroad, every individual strives for a prize, which 

is equally accessible to all. They say, of Shun, who 

was raised to the throne, by his talents and virtues, 

“ Shun was a man; 1, also, am a man; if 1 do but • 

exert myself, I may be as great ‘as he.” The stimu¬ 

lus thus given to energetic perseverance, is.immense; 

and the effect, in encouraging learning, incalculable. 

All persons acquire some knowledge of letters; and 

learning, such as it is, is more ^omn^n in China, 

than in any other part of the world. Six poor brethren 

will frequently agree to labour hard, to support the 

seventh at his books; with the hope, that should he 

succeed, and acquire ofiice, he may throw a protecting 

influence over his family,* and reward them fijr tiheir 

toil. Otherl persevere, to the decline of life, in the’ 

pursuit of literary fapae; and old men, of eighty, 

have been known to die, of sheer excitement, and ex- 
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hausiion, in the examination halls. In short, dithcul- 
ties vanish before them, and they cheer each ^ other 
on, with verses like the ^ following:— 

“ Men have dug through mountains, to cut a channel for the sea ; 

“And have melted the veiy Htones, to repair the southern skies; 

“Under the whole heaven, there is nothing difficult: 
“ It is onlv that men's minds arc* not determined.'* 

Another advantage of the system is that il ensures 
the education of the magistrates. Before a single stej) 
can be gained in the literary ladder, the memory must 
be exercised ; and the scrutiny through which the can¬ 
didates pass, ensures a habit of vigilance and assiduity, 
.which must be serviceable to them ever after. The 
ancient classics contain many moral maxims; and the 
history of the empire, recording the causes of the rise 
and fall of dynasties, affords some knowledge of poli¬ 
tical economy: thus the mind becomes informed as far 
as information is attainable in China. The man who 
would prevail,must e‘xercise his thoughts,and a thinking 
man is likely to j)rove a good magistrate. The system, 
at any rate, is calculated to ensure a coi*j)S of learned 
officers; and it Would not be much amiss, if some triple 
examination of the kind were adopted, before our dis¬ 
trict magistrates, and lord-lieutenants, received their 
commissions. The Chinese look upon the public exa¬ 
minations as the glory of their land, and think meanly 
of those nations, where the same plan is not adopted. 

Thel disadvantages of the system arise from the con¬ 
tracted range of their fiterature, and from their perti¬ 
nacious attachment to the ancients, without fostering 
the genius and invention of the modems. The sacred 
books are supposed to contain every thing necessary to 

N 2 ‘ 
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be known; and whatever lies beyond the range of the 

humaij relations and the cardinal virtues, is not worth 
attending to. Ethics and nveta|shysics being their prime 

study, nature, with all her stores, continues unexplored; 
geography, astronomy, chemistry, anatomy, and me¬ 
chanics; wdth the laws of electricity, galvanism, and 

magnetism; the theory of light, heat, and sound ; and 

all the results olf the inductive philosophy, are quite 
neglected and unattended to. The ancients being con¬ 
sidered more intelligent and virtuous than the modems, 
the highest excellence consists in imitating them; a«d 

it is presumption to attempt to surpass them. 'I'hus 

the human mind is fettered, and no advance is made 

in the walks of science. »• 
Another disadvantage is ascribable to the occasional 

departures from the system. Notwithstanding the 

rigour of the laws, and the vigilance of the magistracy, 

ways and means are, frequently discovered of bribing 
the police; and of inducing some candidates, more de¬ 

sirous of present advantage than of future fame, to 
make essays for their companions. • 

In addition to these underhand methods of getting 

forward, the government sometimes fexpose offices to 

public sale, in order to relieve their owr, necessities; 
but this practice is much reprobated by the imperial 

advisers, and seldom resorted to. If the course ..of 

study were improved and enlarged, and if all abuses 

were carefiilly guarded gainst, the system itself is 

truly admirable and worthy of imitation; and si far as 

it is maintained in its purify, constitutes the best' 

institution in China. • 
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THE RELIGIONS OF CHINA. 

TJIIIEE SYSTEMS f>F IIELIUJON — CONFI’OII S —HIS UFE—M()KAL AND I’O- 

,L1T1CAL OPINIONS—NOTIONS .YUorT IIE.AV P.N — AND THE SrPIlEME — 

JJISTIIEOUY or THE UNIVEISSE—THE TWO POWEUS OF NATl-KF^THE 

^DIAOUAMS —SCHEME OF MATAPHVSICS—MATEUIAL TH1N1T\ — 1DEAS 

OF SPIHITV.VL BEINOS —OF THE FITITIE WOULD—AND OF HUMAN 

NATUUK-THE UEJ.IOION OF TAOU—ETEUNAL KE.LSON — INCAHNA- 

TIONS OF IT—rillLOSOPHEU S STONE—GHOSTS AND CTIAUMS—TllEAD- 

INO ON ITUE —DEMONIACAL POSSESSIONS—MAGIC ARTS —IIELIGION 

OF lll’DUHA —inSTOHY OF ITS FOUNDER — ENTR.ANI'K INTO CHINA — 

UUDDIIIST TEMPI,ES—MEDITATION ON 1UT>DH.I—REPETITION OF HIS 

NAME—ABSORPTION OF A BLACKSMITH — Ft»KM OF PRAYER —COM- 

PASSKjN TO ANIM.iLK—FEEDING HUNOyY GHOSTS—PAPER MO.NEY — 

AND HOUSES —SCRAMBLING FOR HOLY F4K)D—DOCTRINE OF ANNIHI¬ 

LATION—DESPISED BY THE CONFUCIANS — UESEMBL-\NC£ TO THE 

CATHOLICS —REVIEW OF THE THREE SYSTEMS. 

Thk religions of China are three; viz. the systems of 
Confucius, Laou^tsze,*and Buddha. Of these, the first is 
the most honour^, both by the government, and the 
learnedT fite works of Confucius constitute the class 
books of the schools, and the ground work of the public 
examinations ; heiyse all who make any pretensions to 
literatim, pride themselves^in being considered the fol¬ 
lowers of that philosopher. The religion of Laou-tsze, is 
equally ancient witli tlfc favoured sect, and has a great 
hold on the minds of the p^oide. It has n<Tw and 
then been honoured with imperial patronage ; and du¬ 
ring those golden opportunities has*extTt|id a wider 
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influence over the population; but during the present 
dynasty; it has bfeen left mainly to its dwn resources. 
The religion of Buddha was‘introduced from India 
into China, about the beginning of the Christian era: 
its priests and its temples are now spread over the 
whole land; and the majority of the common people are 
decidedly in favour of this latter system. But, as both 
the Taouists and* Buddhists consent to accord the pre¬ 
cedence to Confucius, and aim to combine the moral 
code of that philosopher with their own superstitious 
dogmas, they are commonly tolerated by the ruling 
sect. Now and then, the Confucians exclaim against 
the celibacy of the Buddhist priests, and indulge them¬ 
selves in a few jeering observations on the demonola-* 
try of Taou; but, generally speaking, the sceptics do 
not trouble themselves about the superstitious; and 
systems directly opposed, being both in the extreme of 
error, consent to let each other pretty much alone. 

Some idea of the different religions may be afforded, 
by a slight sketch of their respective founders, and of 
the doctrines promulgated by them. To begin with 
Confucius; he was bom, as has been before observed, 
in the twenty-first year of Chdw lihg-wang, B. C. 
549, in the state of Loo, now, the province of Shan¬ 
tung. His mother had prayed to the hifPNe for a 
son, and on bringing forth the sage called his naoie 
Chung-nc. Fable says, that on this occasion,^o dra¬ 
gons encircled the house, \^ile sweet music waM^eard 
in the air. Confucius was left an orphan at an early 
age; and during his youth amused himself with mar- * 
shalling the sacrificial vessels, as opposing armies or 
as princes and ministers. As he grew up, he studied 
the art of t|pling^ and at the age of fifty was empl6yed . 
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by the sovereign of his native state, as magistrate of 
a small distribt. Here he instructed the pec^le to 
nourish their parents whilp living, and to inter them 
suitably when dead; he directed the elder and younger 
to eat separately, and men and women to take different 
sides of the road; no one picked up what was dropped 
in the street, and all needless ornament was abolished. 
Three or four years afterwards Confifcius was raised to 
the rank of prime minister of Loo.* Some improve¬ 
ments took place under his rule; when the prince of 
a* neighbouring state, fearing lest Confucius should 
agquire too great an influence, sent a band of female 
musicians to the Loo country, on the acceptance of 

* which by his sovereign, the sage resigned, and left his 
native province. From this period he wandered from 
one petty kingdom to another, frequentl)' exposed to 
the secret machinations and open attacks of foes. Du¬ 
ring these peregrinations, he tai^ht his disciples under 
the shade of some tree; and, hurrying about from place 
to place, was sometimes deprived of the necessaries of 
life. At length the prince of Tsoo, a southern state, hear¬ 
ing that Confucius was in the neighbourhood, wished to 
engage him; bftt ond of his own officers remonstrated, 
saving., tl^ Confucius, would never sanction their am¬ 
bitious views; and that, therefore, it was not for the 
interests of Tsoo, that he should be retained. The 
prince listened to him, and declined the services of the 
sags^^rom thence Confucius retired to his native state, 
where he did not again solicit office, but employed him¬ 
self in discoursing on ceremonies, correcting the odes, 
and adjusting music. He finally turned his attention 
to the diagnuns, and read the book of changes so fre- 
qtffintly, that he thrice rentfwed the leathery thong with 
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which the tablets or leaves were strung together. His 
disciplt^s ainountc'tl to throe thousand, amongst whom 
seventy-two were most distingtiished. His last work 
was, the history of his own times, wherein ho gave his 
opinion so decidedly on the conduct of dilferent rulers, 
that he made sycophants and tyrants tremble. About 
this time his •countrymen discovered an unicorn in the 
woods, which Cotlfucius considered as indicative of his 
speedy removal;.and wiping away the tears, he ex¬ 
claimed, *-^My teaching is at an end!” In the forty- 
first year of King-wang, E. C. 477, C'onfucius died; 
when the prince of Loo composed an elegy on his 
memory, praising his genius, and lamenting his end. 
His disciples said, “ whilst*-he was alive you did not 
employ him, and now that he is dead you lament him ; 
how inconsistent!” 

Thus it appears, that Coniucius, during the greatest 
part of his life, was engaged in political affairs; and 
only in his declining years, devoted himself to the 
establishment of a school of philosophy; his system 
will therefore be more likely to refer to politics than 
religion, and the pursuit of temporal, rather than 
eternal good. In faci;, it is a misnomer to call his 
system a religion, as it has little or Nothing to do with 
theology, and is merely a scheme of ethics and politics, 
from which things spiritual and divine are unifonnly 
excluded. In treating of the government of a^country, 
Confucius compares it to the management of 
and grounds the whole on the due controul of one’s ^If, 
and the right management of the Heart. He expressly 
lays ddwn the golden cule, of doing to others as we 
would they should do unto us; and lays the foundation 
of moral conduct in the principle of excusing and KssL 
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ing for others, as we would for ourselves. The five 

cardinal virtues, according to his school, are benevo¬ 
lence, righteousness, •polit(;neBs, wisdom, and tnith; 

and the duties of the human relations, those which 

should subsist between parents and children, elder and 
younger brethren, princes and ministers, husbands and 

wives, friends and companions. Of all these, filial 

piety stands first and foremost; reverence to parents is 

required, not only in youth, wh(;n ifhildron are de- 

j)endent on, and necessarily subject to, their natural 

protectors; f)ut even to the latest period, parents are to 

be^treated with honour, and after death to be raised to 

the rank of gods. Without filial piety, they say, it is 
.^useless to expect fidelity k) one's prince affection to 

one s brethren, kindness to one's domestics, or sincerity 

among friends. Filial piety is the foundation of bene¬ 

volence, rectitude, propriety, wisdom, and truth. I his 

feeling, if conceived in the heart, and embodied in the 

life, will lead to the perfonnance of every duty, the 

subjugation of every* passion, and the entire renovation 

of the whole man. It is not to be confined to time 

and place, but is to be maintained, whether the objects 

of our respect bef present or absent, alive or dead; and 

thousands of years aftej their departure, ancestors are 

still to Ije'Vxalted in the liveliest apprehensions, and 

undiminished affections of their descendants. 

It is ^ange, however, that w’hile Confucius recom- 

i2}end|l^uch an excessive generation for parents, he 

should have overlooked the reverence due to the Father 

of our spirits; and while he traced up tfie series from 

parents to ancestors, requiring the highest degree of 
honour to be paid to our first progenitors, that he 

should not have considered Him from»whon| all beings 
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spring, and who is entitled to our first and chief 
regard. But it is a lamentable proof (tf the depravity 
of the human heart, that sp acute, intelligent, vigorous, 
and independent a mind, should not have traced the 
generations of men up to the great Former of all, and 
left his followers in the dark as to the being, attri¬ 
butes, and perfections, of the one living and true God. 

There are, itf the works of this philosopher, some 
allusions to heaven, as the presiding power of nature; 
and to fete, as the determiner of all things; but he 
does not appear to attribute originality to the one,* or 
rationality to the other: and thus his system remams 
destitute of the main truth, which lays at the basis of 
all truth, viz., the being* of a self-existent, eternal 
all-wise God. On one occasion, Confhcius exclaimeil, 
“ Unless it be heaven s design, that my cause should 
fail, what can the people of Kwang do to me T' Again, 
when one asked hinv, whether it were best to worship 
this or that deity, he said, “ You are mistaken; he 
that offends against heaven, has no one to whom he 
can pray.” Another passage runs thus; ** Imperial 
heaven has no kindred to serve, and will only assist 
virtue.” The glorious heavens*are said to be “bright, 
accompanying us wherever wp go.’* “ When heaven 
sent down the inferior people, it constift^d princes 
and instructors, directing them to assist the Supreme 
ruler, in manifesting kindness throughout al^regions.” 

life and death are decreed by fate; ricne^ and 
poverty rest with heaven.” 

There are, besides these occasional allusions to hea-* 
ven, varioiis referencea to" a Sujffeme ruler; which 
would seem to imply, that in the infancy of their 
empire, exf^j^ejii were spoiled by philosophy and^^n 
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conceit, they had derived by tradition from the patri¬ 
archal age, soihe notion of an universal sovereign, who 
exercises unlimited control, ,and to whom all honour 
is due. The book of odes, part of which was written 
B.C. 1120, speaks of the imperial supreme, as “ majestic 
in his descending, surveying the inhabitants of the 
world, and promoting their tranquillity who is to be 
worshipped and served with abstinence and lustrations; 
while he takes cognizance of the affairs of men, and 
rewards or punishes them according to their deeds. 

‘(Jhinese philosophers have also spoken much of a 
‘‘‘ principle of order,” by which the universe is regulated, 
and which is accounted by them the soul of the world. 
.The heavens and earth, together with all animate and 
inanimate things are, according to them, but one prin¬ 
ciple ; which is as universally diffused through nature, 
as water through the ocean. I'o this principle they 
attribute the })0wer of retribution; and say of the 
wickeil, that “ though they may escape the meshes of 
terrestrial law, the celestial principle certainly will not 
endure them.” 

From these expressions, about “ heaven,” the “ Su¬ 
preme ruler,” anti the* principle of order,” we might 
infer, that the CRinese, had some knowledge of the 
Ruler of tile universe, and honoured him as such; were 
we. not baffled by the very incoherent manner in which 
they expipesB thcmsfdves, and shocked at the propensity 
♦o ma< Jnalism which they cpnstantly exhibit. 

When describing the origin of the world, they talk 
^*in the following strain: Before lieaven and earth were 

divided, there existed onb universal chaos; when the 
two energies of nature were gradually distinguished, and 

. thii'yin and yang, or the male and principles 
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established. Then the purer influences ascended^ and 
became the expansive heavens; while the grosser par¬ 
ticles descended, and congtitiiited the subjacent earth. 
From the combination of these two, all things were pro¬ 
duced; and thus heaven is the father, and earth the 
mother of nature.” 

The principle of the (’hinese cosmogony seems to be 
founded on a sfexual system of the universe. That 
which Linnaeus found to exist in plants, the (Chinese 
conceive, pervades universal nature. Heaven and earth, 
being the grandest objects cognizable to human senses, 
have been considered by them as the parents of _ all 
things, or the superior and inferior principles of being. 
These they trace to an extreme limit, which possessed 
in itself the two powers combined. They say, that one 
produced two, two begat four, and four increased to 
eight; and thus, by spontaneous multiplication, the 
production of all thmgs followed. To all these exist¬ 
ences, whether animate or inanimate, they attach the 
idea of sex; thus every thing superior presiding, lumi¬ 
nous, hard, and unyielding, is of the masculine; while 
every thing of an opposite quality is ascribed to the 
feminine gender. Numerals hre thus divided, and 
every odd number is arrange^ under the former, and 
every even number under the latter sex. '^'This theory 
of the sexes was adopted by the ancient Egyptians, ^nd 
appears in some of the fragments ascribed to^rpheus; 

while the doctrine of num|;)ers taught by the U^i^uej^r* 
school, resembles in some degree the monad and ?uad 

of Pythagoras, of wlhich some ‘have spoken as the“ 
archefype of the world- 

The Chinese system of cosmogony is cpnnected with 

their seb^me^ of the diagrams, which they say^’svas 
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brought on the back of a tortoise, coining up out of a 
river. These diagrams consist of a magic square, in 
which the figures are *80 disposed into parallel and 
equal ranks, as that the sums of each row, as well 
diagonally as laterally, shall be equal; according to 

* the following form:— 

4 9 2 

3 5 7_' 

y 1 1 6 

t)f these, every otld lunnber represents heaven, or 
tlic^siij)erior principle; and every even number, earth, 
gi* the inferior principle: the odd numbers combined 
make 25, and the even oncst with the decade, 30; and 
by these 55 numbers, they fancy that all transfor¬ 
mations arc perfected, and the spirits act. 

3'lieir diagrams are arranged thus:— 

the extreme poiiTt, or’nullity, which is a mere speck, 
carried out, prodifces a line; that line, extended and 
separated, pfoduces two ; represented severally by a 
whole and a divided line: these lines, doubled and 
interchanged, produce four; and trebled, eight; which 

My;e the4ight diagrams. Wj^en carried out to six lines, 
they constitute 64; and, increased to twenty-four lines, 
‘placed over each other, they make 16,777J2l6 changes. 
Finding that such extensive results could be produced, 
by a few combinations, they have been led to imagine, 
t^t all the manifold changes of natur^t and the secrets 
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providence, are arranged according to, and may lie 
discovered by, these numbers. Hence,* their belief in 
“ intelligible numbers,” as th§ foundation of their cos¬ 

mogony; and the employment of these numbers to 
calculate destinies, by which unprincipled fortune tellers 
make a market of the simple hearted people. 

In all bodies, the Chinese imagine that three things 
exist: first chlh,* tangible substance, which is the gross 
and* sensible part of things; secondly, ke, primary 

matter, or the substratum on which figure, and other 
qualities of bodies, are reared ; and thirdly, le, an 
universal principle, which is present with every exist¬ 

ence, inhering or adhering to it; but how or where 
attached, cannot be deternjined. This last, they cali 
the principle of fitness, which corresponds nearly, to 

what some Europeans denominate the eternal fitness of 
things, or the internal and essential forms. It is imma¬ 

terial and incorporeal^ without figure; but is a kind of 
principle of organization, inherent in material bodies, 
and considered as their root and drigin. Le is almost 

uniformly believed to be an independent principle, not 

under the controul of any superior being; while it 
regulates and remunerates the good and evil actions of 

men. After conversing long with the Chinese on the 

origin and superintendence of all things, stewing 
them, that the material heavens cannot rule, nor sense- 

less numbers originate the animate ^nd rationsJ creation, 

they exclaim, “ It is all to be resolved into ihis one 

principle of order.” And yet they attach no personlitity 

to this principle; thdy do nof s]((eak of it, as willing,* 

or acting, according to .choice; nor do they pay divine 

honottrs to, or expect eternal favours from it; it is, 

after all, fSsent^Uy connected with matter, and inse- 
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parable from body; and if considered as the basis of 

the Chinese cosmogony, shews that their whole system 
is founded in materialism. ^ 

llius, whether the Chinese speak of heaven and earth, 

the extreme limit, or the universal principle, they still 
’ connect the idea of matter, whether high or low, gross 

or subtle, with what they say; and do not seem to have 

any definite conceptions of a pure, cinderived, inde¬ 
pendent, and self-existent spirit, originating, supporting, 

arranging, and governing all things. 

IThe term, Shang-te, supreme ruler, as used in the 
ancient classics, corresponds, in some measure, to the 

Chnstian notion of God, exhibiting his supremacy, 

authority, and majesty; b^t it is much to be feared, 

that they connect with the expression, the ideas of stale 

and pomp, and the service of ministers, such as earthly 

monarchs maintain and require. Some of the Con- 
fucians, also, are in the habit of considering the Supreme 

ruler, as synonymous with heaven and earth; and 

thus confound the creator with his creatures. If these 

mistakes <jould l)e guarded against, it is likely that the 
Chinese will get as definite an idea of God, by the use 

of the term, Shang-te, as by the employment of any 

other. • 
TheTdilovvers of Confiicius, now and then, talk about 

fate, which is a blind and irreversible decree, to which 

both go^ and men are subject; but, by whom the 

i^^ree is established, they do not inform us. Some- 

toies, they talk of the decrees of heaven; but if heaven 

•be mere matter, how’cah it form*decrees f 

This sect acknowledges a jnaterial trinity, 'called 

heaven, earth, and man; meaning by the latter, the 
sages only. Heaven and earth, th^ say* produced 
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human beings; but without commimicating instruction, 
their work was incomplete. Now, as heax'oipand earth 
could not speak, it was necessary for the sages to come 

to their assistance; who, settling the form of govern¬ 
ment, and teaching the principles of right conduct, 

aid nature in the management of the world, and thus 

form a triad of equal powers and importance. These 
sages are supposed to possess intuitive perception of 

all fruth; to knpw the nature of things, instantly, and 

to be able to explain every principle, 'riie following is 

a description of them, from one of the Four Books: 
“ It is only the thoroughly sincere, who can perfect his 

own nature; he who can perfect his own nature, can 

perfect the nature of other men; he who can perfect 

the nature of men, can perfect the nature of things; he 

who can perfect the nature of things, cun assist heaven 

and earth in renovating and nourishing the world; and 

he who thus assists Ijeaven and earth, forms- a tiinity 

with the powers of nature.” Of this class, they reckon 

but few; the most distinguished, drc the first cin})erors 

Yaou and Shun; the celebrated WJln-wang, and his 

brother Choiv-kung, with Confucius. The latter is 

described by one of his disciples, in the following ex¬ 

travagant terms: “ His fame overflctwed China, like a 

deluge, and extended to the barbarianrr''wKerever 

ships or carriages reach—wherever human stren^h 

penetrates—wherever the heavens cover, and^he earth 

sustains—wherever the sun and moon shed their ligl^ 

—^wherever frost or dew falls—wherever there is blood 

and breath—^there whre none*who did not approach* 

and hbnour him; therefore, he is equal to heaven.” 

This expression “ equal to heaven,” is oft repeated by 

the Chinese, wj(tfi reference to Confucius; and there 
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can be no doubt that they mean, thereby, to place their 
favourite sage .on a level with the powers of nature, 
and, in fact, to deify him. They even go the length of 
paying him divine honours; Tor it ai)poars by reference 
to a native i\or^, that there are upwards of 1560 tem- 

• pies dedicated to Confucius ; and, at the spring and au- 
1 umnal sacrifices, there are offered to him, six bullocks, 
27.000 pigs, 5,800 sheep, 2,800 d«er, and 27.000 

rabbits; making a total of 62,606 animals, immolftted 
annually to the manes of Confucius, besides 27,600 
pieces of silk; all j)rovided by the goverament; in 
ad<lition to the numerous olferings ])resented to him by 
prifcite individuals. Thus, luive these atheistical peo- 
|*le deified the man, ivho taught them that matter was 
eternal, and that all existences originated in a mere 

[frinciple. 
Bui it may be a^ked, have the C'onfucians no idea 

of a spirit, and do they not pay divine honours to 

invisible beings V To this we may reply, that the 
learned in China talk largely of spirits and demons, 
but assign them a very inferior place in the scale of 

existence. Instead of teaching that the Great Spirit 
w as the former of all things; they hold that spirits are 

^far inferior to thtw visible and material heavens, and 

I even iwik I^^jIow ancieht sages and modem rulers. 
Confucius confessed he did not know much about 
them, and therefore preferred speaking on other sub¬ 

jects. When one oT his disciples asked him how he 

to serve spiritual bein^, he replied, ‘‘ Not being 
able to serve men, h©w*can you»serve spirits'?” And 

when the disciple continued to enquire about the*dead, 
the sage replied, “Not knowing the state of the living, 
how can you ‘know the statq of the ?||ad , His uni- 

o 
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versal maxim was, “ Respect the gods, but keep them 
at a distancethat is, shew them all due honour, but 
have as little to do with them <as possible. It is cus* 
tomary with the Chinese, to attach a presiding spirit 
to each dynasty and kingdom, to the land and grain, to 
hills and rivers, wind and fire; while the four comers 
of the house, with the shop, parlour, and kitchen, of 
every dwelling, ..are supposed to be under the influence 
of ‘some tutelary divinity. To these the sage con¬ 
sidered it necessary to pay the accustomed honours, 
but was decidedly averse to what he called flattenng 
the gods by constant services. Dr. Milne says, that 
“ the word shin should very rarely, if ever, be rendered 
god^ in translating from Chinese books; but rather aeor, 
gods, a spirit, and intelligence, &c. How far it can 
be proper to express the Christian idea of God by the 
same term, when writing for the Chinese, remains a 
question, which has long been agitated, and is yet 
undecided. 

With regard to a future state of being, the Chinese 
are as much in the dark, as in what relates to the deity. 
They speak of the intellectual principle, as distinct from 
the animal soul; but do not say apything definitely 
about its existence after death. The sentence quoted/ 
above, shews how the philosopher evaded the question. 
Some of his followers have talked of three intellectual 
souls, and seven animal spirits, as attacl^d to each 
individual; at death, the latter disperse; and of the 
former, one resides in thtf grave, the other follows^e 
parental tablet, and the third* wanders about like the 
genii* over the mountains; but whether in a state of 
happiness or misery, the Chinese do not say. In fact, 
the Con^ciansrdo not connect the idea' of retribution 
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with the soul, or the invisible world at all: they 
imagine that all the rewards of virtue and vice, are 
confined to the present state ; and if not dealt out 
during the life-time of the individual, will be visited on 
his children and grandchildren to the latest generation. 
The attachment of parents to their offspring, and the 
desire of perpetuating one’s name and estate to future 
ages, are thus appealed to; but these feelings are far 
from influencing men to a suitable extent. When, 
therefore, a (/onfucian can calculate on escaping imme¬ 
diate infliction, and can harden himself against his 
posterity, he has nothing to allure him to goodness, but 
the principle of pursuing virtue for its own sake; which 
hi a corrupt heart, will not carry the individual far. 

'rhus then, we find the far-famed school of Confucius 
deficient in two important points, the existence of a 
God, and the interests of the world to come; leaching 
a lifeless, cold-hearted, uninfluential system, which is 
powerless in the present, and hopeless for the future 
world. Of what avail is the parade about the five 
cardinal virtues, and the human relations; when the 
foundation of all virtue, and the most interesting of all 
relations, is unknown and neglected? The love of 

^God, is a principle which Confucius never broached, 
^*ahd' 'Which -his disciples, until taught by a better 

master, cannot understand; while the employments 
and enjoyments of heaven never entered into their 

^^ads to conceive, nor into their hearts to appreciate. 
Sorely, if ever any needed*the teaching of the divine 

•Saviour, the sages of China dcr; and tHle first lesson 
they waiild have to learn in^ Immanuel’s school is, 
humility. 

Before quitting the system of Coiilkcius, it may be 
o2 ^ 
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well just to allude to the opinion of his followers, re¬ 

garding human nature. The orthodox sentiment on 
this subject is, that human nature is originally virtuous, 

and that each individual is bom into the world with a 

good disposition; by intercourse with others, and through 
the force of example, men become vicious; but the 

sages, by their instructions, awaken and renovate m.*in- 
kind; when they revert to their original purity. I'bis 
doctrine has, however, met with its opponents; among 

the rest, one Kaou-tszc contended, that human nature 

was neither inclined to e\ul nor good, but might be 
turned either one way or the other. A conversation 

between him and a disciple of C’onfucius is recorded in 

the Four Books, of which thafollowing is the substance. - 

Kaou-tsze said, “ Human nature is like llie wood ol‘ the willow 

tree, and rij^^lilcousncss is like a bowl; llie j^eUinj' men to be ^ood, 

is like workini^ up the wood into bowls.” Mauj^^-tsze replhjd, “ Can 

you turn wood ui once intO'bowls? must jou not ent and hack it, in 

order to form a lx)wl ? and if it be neeessary to cut and hack wood 

to make a bowl, do you mean to say, that we must cut and hack men, 
in order to render them good ? This system of j ours is eahnilated 

to make men abhor goodness, as contrary to their natufe.” Kaou- 

tsze, not baffled by this reply, nmewed his statement under another 

form, saying, “ Human nature, is like ^ater gusliiiig forth; if you 

turn it to the east, it will tlow to the east; and if to the. west, it will 

how to the west; human nature has no preference Ijyir goo«-*cri'x»nri; 

just as water has no preference between east and w'cst.” M&ng-tszc 

replied, “Water has indeed no jireference between cast and west; 

but do you mean to say, that it has no choic4‘ between and down ? 

Human nature is good, just as water has a tendency to flow dow n-^ 

wards. Men are universally inclined to virtue, just as water in¬ 

variably flows downwards.# Feelings hawever, that lie hjul made^ 

rather a^starling declaration, he qualified it by saying, “ Water, by 

heating may be made to s])lask over your head, and by forcing may 

he made tx> pass over a mountain; hut who would ever say that this 

is the natural tendon^ of water‘i It is because violonec? is applied 
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lu it. Thus men can be made vicious ; but it is by iiu means their 

nature.” • 

w 

This curious dialogue shews at the same time the 

sentiments of the Confucian school, and their incon- 
. elusive mode of reasoning. From this we see also, that 

similes are not arguments ; for here is a man employing 
the very same simile to prove men virj,uous, which has 

been froquenlly used in the west to illustrate their 
vicious tendencies. 

The next of the three sects, into which the Chinese 

arc divided, is called 'I'aou. This word means, origi¬ 
nally, a way or path, a principle, and the princijdii 
from which heaven, earth, man, and nature emanate. 

• Lc is the latent j)rinciphj, and Taou is the principle in 

action. It also means a word, to speak, and to say; 

and is very like the Logos^ or the “ Eternal Keasoii” of 
the Greeks. The founder of this sect was Laou-tan, 

commonly called Laou-tsze, w'fio was contemporary 

with (.Confucius; but the Taou, or Ileason itself, they 
say, is uncreated and underived. Some idea of it may 
be gaiueef from the following stanza;— 

“ II()\v luluinousiis Eternal Reason ! 
“ Uucrealei^uiul self-derived: 

M. “ 'The beginning ai«l end of all the kalpas ;* 

“ Bt?lorc heaven and before earth; 

“ United brilliancy sj)len(lidly illuminated, 
“#For endless kalpus witiioui interruption. 

“ On the east it instructed Father Confucius, 

“ On the west it rouovafed the golden IhnMhu: 
“ Hundreds of ^kii^s have received this 

“ The host of sages have followed tliis master : 

It is the first of all religioj^s, 

“ Majestic beyond all majesty.” 

* Kalpa is a Hindoo tenu ft'r time, Tlenouiip abou^uo tliousanU ajtcs. 
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The doctors of Eternal Reason speak of it in a most 
rapturous strain. They say— 

“ What is there superior to heaven, and from which heaven and 

earth sprang ? nay, what is there superior to space, and which moves 

in space ? The great Taou is the pai'ent of space, and space is the 
parent of heaven and earth ; and heaven and earth produced men and 

thingrs.” 

“ The venerable prince (Taou) arose prior to the great original, 

standing at the commencement of the mighty wonderful, and floating 

in the ocean of deep'obscurity. He is spontaneous and self-existing, 

produced before the beginning of emptiness, commencing prior to 

uncaused existencies, peiwading all heaven and earth, whose begin- 

ing and end no years con circumscribe.” 
“ Before heaven and earth were divided, ere the great principles 

of nature were distinguished, amid the ocean of vast obscurity and 

universal stillness, there was a spontaneous concretion, out of which 
came a thousand million particles of primary matter, which produced 

‘ emptiness.’ Then, after nine hundred and ninety-nine billions of 

kalpas had passed away, the thousand million particles of primary 

matter again concreted, and produced ‘ spaceafter another period 

of equal length, the partickss of primary matter again concreted, and 

produced * chaos.’ After chaos was settled, heaven and earth divided, 

and human beings were bom.” 

The founder of the Taou sect, called Laou-tsze, the 

venerable philosopher,” and Laou-keun, “ the venerable 

prince,” though coeval with Con^uciub^ is said to have 
existed from eternity, and tq him* they ascribe the / 

creation of the world, as in the following j^aragraph:— 
“ The venerable prince, the origin of primary matter, 

the root of heaven and earth, the^ occupier of infinite 

space, the commencement and beginning of all things<^ 

farther back than the utmost stretch of numbers can 

reach, created the universe.” 
One of the fabled ineamations of Laou-keun is thus 

described:—“ venerable prince existed before the 

creation, but wp incarnate in the time Yang-ke^, of , 
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the 8hang dynasty, B. C. 1407; when from the regions 
of great purity and eternal reason, a subtle fluid de¬ 
scended, from the supeftipr principle of nature, and was 
transformed into a dark yellow substance, about the 

size of a pill; which, rolling into the mouth of a pearly 
damsel, while she was asleep, caused her to conceive: 

the child was not bom till eighty-one years afterwards, 
and on his appearance was grey headdd: hence he w^as 
called Laou-tsze, the venerable one. ,The secondT ap¬ 

pearance of this wonderful individual was in the person 

()f«Laou-tan, who was visited by Confucius, B. C. 500. 
A third appearance occurred in the thinl year of Kaou- 

tsoo, of the Tang dynasty, A. D. 623, when a man of 

Shan -se province reported, ihat on a certain hill he had 
seen an old man in white raiment, who said, “ Go and 

tell the emperor, that I am Laou-keun, his ancestor.” 

lTj>on which the emperor oixlered a temple to be built 

for him. • 
The votaries of this sect talk a great deal about 

virtue, and profess to promote it by abstraction from 
die world, and the repression of desire; this latter they 

imagine is to be effected by eating their spirits, or 
stifling their breath, for a length of time. They say, 

that all depends \)n the subjection of the heart; and 

tEerefore mortify every feeling, in order to attain per¬ 

fect virtue, which is insensibility. Hence some of 
them waAder away^to the tops of mountains to culti¬ 

vate reason, and renounce all intercourse with men, 

that their studies may not be interrupted. They affect 
to despise wealth, falne* and posterity; urging, that at 

death all*, these distinctions a^d advantages teAninate 
and the labb\ir bestowed upon themes thrown away. 

Much of their attention is taken ifo with the study 
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of alchymy; and they fancy that, by the transmutation 
of metals, and the combination of various'elements, they 
can produce the philosoph<^r s s^olie, and the elixir of im¬ 
mortality. Some of them affect to have discovered an 
antidote against death; and when the powerful ingre¬ 
dients of this angelic potion sometimes produce the very 

effect which they wish to avoid, they say that the victims 
of their experiments are only gone to ramble among 
the genii, and enjoy that immorfality above, which is 
not to be found below. Several of the C'hincsc (un- 
perors, deceived by the fair promises of these alchymissls, 

have taken the draught, and paid the penalty. Oii^ of 

them, having procured the elixir at an immense expense, 
ordered it to be brought l>.*tfore him; when one of his 

officers courageously drank off the full contents of the 

cup, in its way from the compounder to the throne: 
the enraged autocrat ordered the offeiuler to be jJiit to 

death; but he coolly*re])lied, that all their efforts to 

terminate his existence would be vain; as, having drunk 
the elixir, his immortality was secure; or, the whole 

system was founded in error. This opened the em¬ 

peror s eyes, the minister was pardoned, and the pre¬ 

tender driven from court. • 
The followers of Taou, lil^e the*Athenians of old^ 

are “ in all things too superstitious.” While the Con- 
fucians have, scarcely determined whether spirits exist 

or not, the advocates of eternal reason profess to have 

constant intercourse with, ^nd control over, the demons 

of the invisible world, (ffiang Teen-sze, the principal 

of the Taou sect, in China, who like the Lama of 

Thibpf, is supposed t0fe.be immortal, or rather whose 

place is supplied J)y ^ successor as soon .as the old one 

dies, assulhes authority over Hades. He appoints 
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and removes the deities of various districts, just as the 
emperor docs his officers; and no tutelary divinity can 
be worshipped, or is supposed ca])able of protecting his 
votaries, until the warrant goes forth under the hand 

and seal of this demon ruler, authorizing him to exercise 
his functions in a given region. 

From the power which this individual is supposed 

to possess, his hand-writing is consid(?red eiricacious in 
expelling all noxious influences; and cjianns written by 

him are sold at a high piicc to those af]*aid of ghostly 

visits or unlucky accidents. In the absence of these 
autographs from the prince of the devils, each priest of 

Taou issues amulets, and large sums of money arc jc- 
^ cllized by tlic dis])osal of small scraps of yellow paper, 
with enigmatical characters upon them. Having in¬ 

duced the belief, that this year’s imps are not to be ter¬ 

rified by last year’s charms, they are particularly busy 
every new year, in writing out*fresh amulets for the 

people; who would not rest sccurcdy in their habitations, 

unless fully assured* that the devil w^as kept away by 
these infjillible preventatives. 

Death is with them peculiarly unclean; and, wherever 

it occurs, brings a number of evil influences into the 

dwelling, which are only to be expelled by the sacrifices 

*anll‘prayers «f the priest of Taou. This is what they 

call cleansing the house; and, as it is attended with 
some exi>«nse,many^prefer turning lodgers and strangers 

in dying circumstances out of doors, rather than have 

the house haunted with ghosts for years aftemards. 

* As it is necessary*to*purify hduses, so ft is im])ortant 

to preser^ districts from conte^on; and with this view 
public sam^es are offered, to which the inhabitants 

generally subscribe. One of these ^enmities is cele- 
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brated on the third day of the third moon, when the 

votaries of Taou go bare foot over ignited charcoal, by 
which they fancy that th§y triumph over the demons 

they dread, and please the gods they adore. On the 

{dmiversary of the birth of the “ high emperor of the 
sombre heavens,” they assemble together before the 

temple of this imaginary being, and having made a 
great fire, about fifteen or twenty feet in diameter, they 

go over it bare foot, preceded by the priests, and bearing 

the gods in their arms. The previous ceremonies con¬ 
sist of the chanting of prayers, the ringing of bells, die 

sprinkling of holy water, the blowing of horns, and the 

brandishing of swords, with which they strike the fire, 

in order to subdue the demon, and then dash througfi, 

the devouring element. Much earnestness is mani¬ 

fested by those who officiate on these occasions; and 
they firmly believe, that if they possess a sincere mind, 

they will not be injured by the fire: but alas! their 

hearts must be very bad, as both priests and people get 
miserably burnt on these occasions. Yet the benefit 

supposed to accrue from the service is such, that the 

public willingly contribute large sums to provide the 
sacrifices, and to pay the performers. ’The surrounding 

mob seem to take a great interest In this ceremony 

and when they set up their boisterous shoutings, and 

rush through the fire, seem to be literally mad ujion 
their idols. , ^ 

The adherents of Taou l^lieve firmly in demoniacal " 

possessions, and endeavour to avail themselves of the 

ravings of a £sturbed Imagination to discover future or' 

hiddeif things, 'fhey ynagine that the spirits of the 

invisible world ei^loy the mouths of tk^ 'possessed to 

declare awfibly/roe mind* of the demon. There are 
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some who are regularly possessed, and some who can 

induce possession, which they call, “ dancing the, god,” 
The author happened once to be present when such a 

scene was exhibited; the house where it was enacted, 

was nearly full of spectators; and at the head of the 
room, near the altar piece, stood a priest performing 

various incantations, and now and then striking the 

floor with a rope which he held in his'hand. He then 

approached a l)(*nch, on which sat a native in a ])ensive 

mood, over whose head he blew a horn and rang a bell, 

anti went through a few more ceremonies; when the 
map referred to, began to move his fingers, hands, and 
arms ; then his knees and legs, till his whole body be- 

. came convulsed, and he sprang up, and danced round 
the room like a madman. Just as he was in the act 

of falling, he was caught by the byc-standers, who 

listened attentively to what he might have to say, and 
sl<n)d ready to record every expression. The occasion 

of the ceremony was the dangerous illness of an inmate, 

for whom they wished to obtain an infallible prescri])- 

tion. The possessed soon announced the requisite re¬ 

medy, which was something about three skeins of red 
thread, and half an ftunce of carpenters chips, to be 

Jjoileddown in a ^int ojf water, and a teacupful given 

occasionally.* After the unfolding of this wonderful 

recipe, the individual sank down into a sort of swoon, 

and was <&rried ouU 
Magic arts are used, oi; said to be used, by this 

sect; by means of which they profess to work wonders; 

‘some of them go about with swords thrust through 

their cheeks; and ride in sedan chairs, stuck round 
with sharp ^ives, without appearing to sustain any 

permanent injury. In the "year 181^ an bpen boat, 
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with an idol and offerings on board, drifted down the 
Chinp. sea, and was picked up at Malacca. 'Fhc Chi¬ 
nese venerated it as a wondrmis relic, and made it the 

occasion of many.sacrifices and superstitions. 
The Taou sect worship a variety of idols, some of 

which are imaginary incarnations of Eternal Ucason; 
and others, rulers of the invisible world, or ]»resi(!ing 
divinities of various districts. Among the rest are the 

three pure ones,” who are first in dignity ; the “ pearly 
emperor, and Supreme ruler,” the most honourable in 
heaven: the god of the north, the god of fire, w^ith 
lares and 2)enates, genii and inferior divinities without 

number. 
We now come to the consideration of tlie third reli¬ 

gion in China, namely, the sect of Buddha. The ac¬ 
count given of the founder of this system is as follows ; 
Sakya Muni Buddha was born in the twenty-fourth 
year of Chaou-wang, 41. C. 1027, at Magadha, in South 

Bahar; in his nineteenth year, he thought of quilling 
his family connections, and becoming a recluse, but 
was at a loss whom to adopt for his spiritual guide. 
He attended the four schools, but was not satisfied 
with them, because by all their* studfes old age, sick¬ 

ness, and death could not be ayoidetf; when one night 
a celestial being appeared at the windfiw, saying,— 

Young prince! you have long talked of quitting your 

family: now is the time; come ajvay!” 'J^e prince, 
hearing this, cheerfully parsed over the city w’'alls, and 
went to the hills to cultivate virtue. After sixteen 

years’ probation, without following the directions of a 

mastef, he entirely repressed the vicious propensities, 
until he became ^ithout feeling, and eofiipletely per¬ 

fect. Aftfer escaping the infirmities of age, and avoid- 
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iiig the metempsychosis, he was annihilated, B. C. 948. 

Before his absorption into nothing, he delivered the 

following stanza:— , * 
* « 

In liis system of religion, Buddha followed no system : 

“ But his hazeless system, still became a system: 

Ih* now delivers you tins uiiorgani/ed plan, 

“ That, by imitating it, you may form a system.’’ 

• 

In the eighth year of the reign of ^Ming-tc, of*the 

Han dynasty, A. D. 66, the religion of Budtllia first 

on1;i^red (Jhina. Tht; eniiteror hearing that there was a 
divine personage in Iht^ west, of the name of Buddha, 

senf messengers tt) India, to eiifpiire into his doctiincs, 

o4)tain his books, and brii^ some of his priests to 
China. 'J’he historian tells us, that “* the general scope 

of these books was to exalt annihilation, and promote 

compassion, by not killing animals; affirming that when 
men die, their sjnrits do not scatter, but assuming an¬ 

other fonn, receive the recompence of all the good and 

evil they have ever c*oinmitted; hence they constantly 
aim to cultivate and improve their spirits, till they be¬ 
come amalgamated into Buddha.” 

The empire is .now full of Buddhist temples, and the 
priests of this seci, actually swarm. Ihey profess to 

rt uuujicc all /amily connexions—take a vow of celi¬ 

bacy—^shave their heads—dwell in temples—abstain 

from aniii^il food — and subsist on the voluntary con¬ 

tributions of the peo])le. The gods they worship, are 
the three precious Buddhas—the past, present, and 
future; Kwan-yin, the goddess (ff mercy,*the goddess 

of the small-pox, the patroness of barren wom(Jri, the 

god of wealt^^ &c. The three Buddhas are generally 

represented half-naked, with woolly hair, Ih a sitting 
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jfbsture; one holding the mundane egg in his lap; 
one adorned with the sacred thread; and one with his 
fingei^ upraised, as though engaged in instructing man¬ 
kind. In front of the three images, or in a separate 

temple, is an image of the goddess of mercy; in a 
niche, on one side, the god of war; and, on the other, 
the protectress of seamen. A high table, for candles 

and incense, stands before the images; and in the cen¬ 
tre of the temple, is a large iron caldron, for burning 
gilt paper in: on either side the hall, are placed, a 

bell and a dmm, to arouse the attention of the god, 
when important personages come to adore him ; and a 

few cushions and mats, on which the worshippers 

kneel, make up the furniture of a Buddhist tempi 
They have no sabbaths nor periodical seasons of rest; 

but observe the new and full moon, with particular 

solemnity; and keep, on the whole, one hundred and 
sixty-two fast-days ei^ery year; besides the matins and 

vespers of each day. 
The daily service consists in the offering up of cer¬ 

tain forms of prayer, in the Sansciit language, which 

few even of the priests understand; and the repetition of 

the sacred name of Buddha, to ^hich.they attach great 
merit. In a Buddhistic work, we have an exhortation 

to meditate on and recite the" name of Buddha,* ' 
extracts from which, may serve to shew the extent to 

which they carry their vain repetitions;— 

** Why do we exhort men to fix the thoughts on Buddha ? but 

because the most serious consequences are connected with the thoughts 

of men. That vhich draws forth the^ soul, renders fate favourable^ 

and lifi^ secure; all proceeds from this source. If the thoughts are 

good, you ascend to heaven ;*if bad, you descend to hell. One cor¬ 

rect thought will cau|^ you, in the transmigratioig' to return to the 

world in th# shape^of a man; and one cross thought, in that of a 
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beBHt. Why are there so many hungry ghosts in hell ? Merely he< 

cause of wrong thoughts. Think of the devil, and you will become 

a devil; think of Buddha, and you will be transformed into Buddha. 

Would you prevent the six gn^es of the metempsychosis ? There is 

no other method, but to think of Huddha. If you %vill not think of 

Buddha, you will lose a human body, and for ten thousand ages not 

be able to regain it. To tliink of Buddha, and yet not be delivered 
from alternate births and deaths—^it is im})ossiblc. If men pray to 

Buddlia, and yet do not become Buddhas, the error is not in Buddha; 

it is because the mouth prays, and not the mind. We must have 

Buddha, in the mouth, and Buddha, in the mind—^neither of ithese 

can be dispensed with. * 

But it may be said, there &rv. thousands and myriads of Buddhas, 

why then repeat the name of Amida Buddha only; The answer is, 

because he swore, that if any one, in all the ten worlds, should, after 

r(;[)eating his name, fail to attain life in his kingdom, he wo\ild cease 

Ip be a god. 

The land of his kingdom is yeflow gold. Its gardens and palaces 

are all adorned with gems. It is encircled with rows of trees, and 

Iwrders of network. There arc lovely birds of spurkliiur plumage, 

and exquisite notes. The great god 0-lo-han, the goddess of mercy, 

the unnumbered Buddhas, the host of wdemi-gods, and the sages of 

heaven and earth, will all be assembled in that sacred spot. But in 

that kingdom, there are no women, for the women who w’ill live in 

that countrj’ are first changed into men. The inhabitants are pro¬ 

duced from ^tlie lotus flower, and have pure and fragrant bodies, fair 

and well fonned countenances, with boarts full of wisdom, and with¬ 

out vexation. They dress not, and yet ai’C not cold; they dress, and 

are not made hot. They eat not, and yet arc not hungry; they eat, 

and yet never know Satiety. ^ They ai-e without pain and sickness, 

and never become old. Enjojing themselves, at ease, they follow 

Buddha, gaily frisking aliout without trouble. The felicity of that 

kingdom n^y be justly considered su^ierlativc, and the age of 

inhabitants without meatturc. This is the paradise of the west, and 

the way to obtain it, is the most^imple ima^able; depending on 

one sentence, O-me-to Fiih (Amida Buddha); yet the world will not 

•take the trouble to seek this §ood so easHy attained f but put on their 

iron boots, and go in quest of another road. • 

** Swear, then, that you will hencefofth repeat the name of Buddha, 

and seek to live in that western world of Jojt. Give up books and 
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cInsHicS) for others to fag at; leave tlie thousand roads for others to 

tdil in. Beyond tliis sentence, “ 0-mc-lo Filh,” you need not a sin¬ 

gle word. Let each seek a retired room, and sweep it clean; ])lnce 

therein an image of Buddha; put in(!ense and pure w'ater, with 

a lighted lainj^ before it; wheUier painted on pai)er, or ear\ed in wood, 

th(j figure is just the same as the true Buddha; lo\e it as your father 

and mother—venerate it as your prince and ruler. Morning and 

evening, w^orship he'forc it. with reverence; on going otit, inform it; 

and, on returning, do the same. W herever you tra^d, aet as in the 

presence of Buddhaf Whether ytm eat or drink, offer it np first to 

Budilha. Kaising the eye, or moving the lij>s, l(*t all lie for Buddlia. 

Let not the rosary Rave your hands, or 0-m(‘-to Fxlli, depart from 

your mouth.s. Repeat it ■with a loud voice, and with a low one; in 

lines of six words, and four words; quickly and slowly; andildy hnd 

silently; with clasjicd hands, and with bonded knees; when fingering 

tlio rosajy', and when walking in the road; when in a crowd, and 

wlicn alone; whether at home or abroad; whether at leisure or in a 

bustle; whether sitting or lying;' repeat it, even, in your dreams. 

I’hus to repeat it, will move your feelings, and make your tcai’s to 

flow; tlnis to repeat it, will insjiire the celestial gods with awe, and 

the tenestrial demons xvith reverence; thus to repeat it, will make 

heaven rejoice, and the gc4s be glad. At the sound of Buddha's 

name, the palace of the king of devils moxes and shakes. At the 

sound of Buddha's name, the -wood of swords and the mountain of 

knives (in hell) will, for you, be lieafen as small as dust. At the 

sound of Buddha's name, hundreds and thousands of mi^jeries will all 

melt away. At the sound of Buddha’s name, the debt of gratitude to 

parents, princes, superiors, and benefactors, will all b<‘ paid. The man 

who would squeeze out the oil, must grmd the more forcibly; and 

llie mariner, who w'ould stem tlie sxi^elling fide, must ply the qai;^ 

more x igorously. If you realize, behind you, the boiling caldron of 

hell, and before you the lotus pools of heaxcu, though all the w'orld 

should try to prevent j’our repeatmg the name of Buddh^ their eflTorts 

would be entirely vain,’* • 

Such is the heaven of Buddha, and such the way to 

obtain it. ifvery morning, after dressing, the devotee 

is to turn his face to the*west, stand upright, clasp his 

hands, and with a cpntinued sound, say, “ 0-me-to Fiih.” 
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To exhaust one breath is called “ a repetitionthese 

repetitions must be according to the length of, one's 
breathing. When the^lpreatjx is quite out, that is the 
limit. The sound should be modulated according to 

the due medium. While repeating the name of Buddha, 
‘ the worshipper is directed to be as serious, as if going 
to execution, as if fleeing from a mortal enemy, or as 

if surrounded with floods and flames. *The advanfciges 
said to accrue to the repeater, are the following: all 
the gods of heaven will protect him: all the demi-gods 
wdU attend him: all the Buddhas will think of him: 
no devil can harm him: nor calamities afflict him : all 
his former crimes shall melt away, and he shall be 

(Wivered even from the crime of murder: his dreams 
m 

shall be pleasant, and his heart always glad: the world 
will respect him: and when he dies, he will se<^ 0-me- 

to Fiih, and all the sacred ones, who will introduce 
him to the pure land. V 

During the Sung dynasty, they say, that one Hwang, 

a blacksmith, was in 'the habit of repeating the name 
of Buddha, with all his^ might, at every stroke of the 
hammer. One day, whilst at his work, he repeated 

the following verse :—• 
• 

“ Ting tilig tang tang, 

“ Like the iron’s clang: 
Peace has come to my breast, 

“ bound for the west: 

saying which, he was iflstantly transformed into 
Buddha; and, as the stofy goes, flew away* to heaven. 

In addition to the name of Buddha, the adherents of 
this sect are in the habit of repeating prayers or charms, 
composed in some Indian language, the imundsof which 

p 
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ai^Mbxpressed in the Chinese character, and rehearsed 
by th? worshippers, without their understanding a single 

word. 'JThe following is ^ spQchnen:— 

“Nan-mo o-me-to po-yajjty to-ta-kiiS, to yay, to-te-yay-ta, o-mc-le- 
too po-kwSn, o-me-le-to, be^-tan-po-kw&n, o-me-le-to, kwan-ked- • 

lan-te, o-me-le-to, k\^n-keil-lan-tc, kea-me-ne, kca-kea-na, chSh-to- 

k^le, po-po-ho.” 

'f his form is as unintelligible to the Chinese, as it is 

to the English reader. A very few of the priests, only, 
understand it; and yet it is supposed eihcacious incxe- 
moving all evil. The books of Buddha affirm, that the 
god, O-me-to, rests on the head of those who repeat 

this prayer When a person has repeated it 200,000 
times, the intelligence of the deity begins to bud within 

him; when he has repeated it 300,000 times, he is at 

no great distance from a personal vision of the god, 

O-me-to. During thfe dynasty Tsin, they say, that a 
teacher of the name of Yuen, whilst repeating this 

prayer, saw a divine person from* the west, holding in 

his hand a silver throne, who addressed hijpi, saying, 

“ Celebrated teacher! thy days are ended; ascend this 

throne, and be carried to yonder region of exquisite 
delights.” The people in the neighbourhood heard the 

sound of harmonious music, in the air, and a marvel¬ 
lous fragrance was diffiised all around. 

The Buddhists talk a great deal about oompassion, 
and insist on its display by all their votaries: but their 
kindness is only manifest^ towards brutes and ghosts; 

while the^^serable amongst Ynen, are left to starve^ 

They*consider it an act of merit to rescue animals from 

the butcher’s knife, and the cook’s caldron, keeping in 
the temples a number of, fat hogs, and lazy dogs, who 
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are sustained until they die of obesity, or perish by 
scurvy. No persons are permitted to slay or eat these 
animals, lest the spirits of their ancestors should be 
residing in them, and the murderers be guilty of par¬ 
ricide, and the consumers of canniballism. Their mercy 
to the brute creation, however, is not so singular as 
their providing for hungry ghosts; we may, therefore, 
be excused for alluding to this practice, a little more 
fully. 

According to the precepts of Coniucius, children are 
bound to sacrifice to their deceased ancestors: and at 
the anniversary of their parent's death, as well as at the 
annual feast of the tombs, all persons must present 
olTerings to llie manes of* their progenitors. These 
sacrifices are not offered as an atonement or propiti¬ 
ation; the pardon of sin or restoration to the divine 
favour, do not enter into the minds of the Chinese, 
whilst performing these duties; but merely the support 
of the departed individual. The ghosts are supposed 
to feed upon the provisions offered up; and, in conse¬ 
quence, fqrbear to annoy their descendants; or, it may 
be, exert some influence in their favour. As the food, 
however, does not decrease in bulk, after being feasted 
on by the spirits; *the Chinese imagine, that the flavour 
only is taken away, while the substance remains. 
These ethereart)eings, they think, content themselves 
with the ^ore subtle and imperceptible parts of the 
food, leaving the grosser particles to be devoured by 
the worshippers; while thetIJhinese contend, that there 
4s no more taste, in thcT sacriflciftl food, dfiber the cere¬ 
mony is over, than in the white jof an egg. Thus? those 
who leave children and grandchildren, are well pro¬ 
vided for by their descendants; but,^alas!*for those 

p2 
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wretches, who happen to die without posterity. 

Deprived of all sustenance and relief; they wander 
about in the invisible regions^ cold, hungry, and des¬ 

titute. 
The Buddhists have taken advantage of this prevail¬ 

ing sentiment, and have grounded on it a variety of 

superstitious services. In the first place, they induce 

survivors to call ‘^in their aid, at almost every funeral; 
tha^'the souls of their deceased relatives may be re¬ 

leased out of purgatory, and be enabled to avail them¬ 

selves of the provisions presented. But, not content 

with persuading private families to employ them, these 

fellows have succeeded in getting up public serviccjs, 

on ])ehalf of the wretched ghosts, who have no posleiity 

to provide for them. This, they put forth, as entirely 
a benevolent undertaking, and solicit subscriptions for 
it on charitable grounds. The ceremony is generally 

performed during the^ seventh moon; and as each dis¬ 

trict, tything, and street, has hungry ghosts of its own, 
so each locality must have a separate sacrifice. A 

committee is appointed for collecting the funds, and 

laying in the necessary provisions. On the day fixed for 

the ceremony, stages are erected; one for the priests, 

and one for the provisions; flags and lanterns are dis¬ 

played near, while gongs and drums a^e beaten, to 
give notice to the forlorn ghosts, thafM rich feast is 

provided for them; and then the priests setHo work to 
repeat their prayers, and move their fingers in a pecu¬ 
liar way, by which means fhey believe the gates of hell 
are opened^ %nd the diungry ghosts come forth to re*, 

ceive the boon. Some of the spectators profess to be 
able to see the oj^ening portals, and the scampering 

demons^ pale and wan, with hair standing on end, and 
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every rib discernible ; hurrying up to the high table, 
and shouldering aviray the baskets of fruit and pots of 
rice, or whole hogs, an^ g^ts, as the case may be; 

and returning with satisfied looks, as if they had enough 
to last them, till the next anniversary. 

The world of spirits, according to the Chinese, is 

like the world of men: and as, in this life, it is impossi¬ 

ble to live without eating, or to obtain leomforts without 
money; so, in the life to conie, the saipe state of tilings 
prevails. Hence, those who wish to benefit the de- 

piU'ted must not only feed them, once in the year, but 

supply them with cash, for unavoidable expenses. In 

order to remit mon(jy into the invisible world, they pro- 

^ eure small pieces of paper, ^bout four inches squaj*e, in 
the middle of which are affixed patches of tin-foil, or 

gold leaf, which represent gold and silver money; 

these, they set fire to, and believe that they are thus 

transformed into real bullion;% passing through the 

smoke into the invisible world. Large quantities of 

this material are provided, and sacrificial paper con¬ 

stitutes a great article of trade and manufacture, afford¬ 

ing employment to many myriads of people. 

Besides transmitting money to the distressed and in¬ 
digent spirits, thciChinesc think it necessary to provide 

their ghostly .friends with clothes, and other articles, 

adapted for^h^r use, in the shades below. With this 

view, they cause coats and garments to be delineated 

on paper, which pass through the fire, as certainly and 

as regularly as the paper *money, into the abodes of 
fjpirits. Others conatrilct paper blouses, vfith furniture, 
cooking utensils, and domestic^slaves, all ready for use 

on their arrival; and, in order to certify the convey¬ 

ance of the estate, they di^iw up writings^ and have 
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tbm signed and sealed in the presence of witnesses, 
stipulq.1ing that on the arrival of the property in Hades, 
it shall be duly made oyer ^ the individuals spe¬ 
cified in the bond; which done, they bum it with the 
house; and, rest assured that their friends obtain the 
benefit of what they have sent them. Thus, they 
** make a covenant with the grave; and, with hell, they 
are at agreement.” 

Vi^en the priests have gone through their service, and 
the ghosts are supposed to have been satisfied, a signal 
is given, and the rabble rush forward to scramble for 
what the spirits have left, which is, all the material 
part of the food. It is amusing to see, the eagerness 
and agility with which the mob seize on these leavings; 
for, although the stage is generally twenty feet high, 
with the boards projecting about two or three feet 
beyond the head of the poles, the more expert manage 
to moimt the high table, and engrossing what they can 
for themselves, bear it off, imagining that food over 
which so many prayers have been said, must be at¬ 
tended with a blessing. It is curious, however, to 
observe, how hypocrisy creeps into a religious service 
of so anomalous a character. Ihe provisions consist of 
fruit and confectionary, with rice and vegetables, piled 
up in basins and baskets, which, to the eye, appear 
full to overflowing; but in reality, the ifoUow of each 
vessel is filled with coarse paper o^ plantain\talk, and 
the provisions are only tbMy scattered over tiie top. 
On being remonstrated with, for thus deceiving the 
ghosts, the worshipped reply, *thdt the spirits who ar^ 
Invited to the feast know no better, and by this means 
they make a little^o a great way. 

One cahnot }^ut turn with disgust from this system 
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of feeding, (Seating spiritual beings; 

ami ask, with surprise, is this the mode of worship 
adopted by a great, xiivilized, and learned people like 
the Chinese*? After all the teaching of their boasted 

sages, their pratings about eternal reason, and the in¬ 
carnations of the divine Buddha, is it come to this, that 
the wise Celestials display a silliness and absurdity in 
their religious practices, which childfen would scarcely 
practice *? It is true, we do not fin^ in their ceremo¬ 

nious observances, any of that impurity or cruelty, 
which disgraces the religion of India; but we do find 
a childishness, which we should hardly have «xj)ected 

from a people, in many other respects so shrew'd and 
intelligent. So true is it^ that the world by wisdom 
knew not God; and so necessary do we find divine 
revelation, in order to guide man in the ^ya.y to heaven. 
It is comparatively easy for deists in Europe, who de¬ 

rive, though they will not ackn%wledge it, much assis¬ 

tance from the sacred scriptures, to draw up a system 
of natural theology,* which shall look well, and sound 
pleasingly ; but let them go to China, where little or 
no assistance has been derived from supernatural dis¬ 

coveries, and they will then see, how the wisest drivel 
in divine and eternal things, and how far they fall short 

of even children in Christianity. 
One of most favourite doctrines of Buddha is, 

that all tffings originated in nothing, and will revert to 

nothing again. Hence, annihilation is the summit of 
bliss; and nirupan^ nirvana, or nonentity, the grand 

land ultimate anticipation of all. Contfemplation and 

abstractedness of mind, with a^radual obliteration of all 
sense and feeling, are considered the nearest approaches 
to bliss, attainable on earth*; and ftie^devotees of this 
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system aim and aifect to have no joys of sorrows, hopes 

or feam, sense or emotion, either of body or mind; 
living without looking, speaking,* hearing, smelling, or 
feeling; yea, without eating, and without breathing, 

until they approach to that enviable state of perfection, 
annihilation. Buddha is nothing, and to escape the 

vaiious transmigrations, to rise above the happiness of 
heaven, and to bef absorbed into Buddha, is to be amab 
gamated into nothing. Those who have attained the 
greatest nearness to this perfect abstraction, are con¬ 
sidered the most holy; and if they can manage to sivs- 
tain life, without appearing to live, they are denominated 
present Buddhas, and worshipped accordingly. The 
world-renouncing priest, with vacant stare and eraa^ 

ciated look, not deigning to regard any thing in heaven 

or on earth, receives divine honours from the wondering 
by-standers, who think him something more than 

mortal, because fast approaching to nonentity. 

The Buddhist priests, though honoured by their im¬ 
mediate adherents, arc treated with the utmost scorn 

by the literati of China. The indolent lives t|iey lead, 

and their profession of celibacy, are both odious to the 
Confucians; not aiding the productiveness of nature, 

they are looked upon as drones in* society, who do 

nothing towards the improvement of the world, or the 
benefit of posterity. Hence to be calletW^a shaven¬ 

headed priest,” is a term of reproach, which\ Chinese 

gentleman would ill brook. These cloistered monks 
subsist principally by begging, take a vow of poverty, 

and from thefr destitute and al^e<?t condition, get into 

habits bf sly deceit and <yinging meanness, which ren¬ 
der them still mo^e the objects of contempt. They 

seldom culrivat^ learning, and are content with ben^ 
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able to read their prayers, without understanding them. 

They are not allowed to attend the public examinations, 
aa long as they continue priests; and thus every avenue 

to advancement is closed against them. Their num¬ 

bers prevent them from making much profit by their 
profession; and most of them are obliged, whether 

they will or not, to carry out their vow of poverty. The 

degraded state of the Buddhist priesthood, and the dila¬ 
pidated condition of their temples, w^puld intimate the 

speedy downfal of the system, and should encourage 

Christians to undermine, what is already tottering to 
ruin. 

We cannot conclude our account of the Buddhistic 
^ religion, without noticing tlie similarity of its ceremo¬ 

nies to those of the church of Home. The points of 

coincidence are many and striking. The celibacy, 

tonsure, professed poverty, secluded abodes, and pe¬ 
culiar dress of the priests: the Vse of the rosary, can¬ 

dles, incense, holy water, bells, images, and relics, in 

their worship; their‘belief in purgatory, with the pos¬ 

sibility of praying souls out of its fires; the offering 

up of prayers in a strange language, with their inces¬ 

sant repetition; the pretension to miracles; the simi¬ 

larity of their altar pieces; and the very titles of their 

intercessors, wsuch as “ goddess of mercy, ” “ holy 

mother,” ^#<|f{een of heaven,” with the image of a 

virgin, h^ing a child in her arms, holding a cross, 

are all such striking coincidences, that the catholic 

missionaries were greatly sfumbled at the resemblance 

^between the Chinese'worship and their oWn, when they 
came over to convert the natiyes to Christianity; and 
some of them thought, that the author of evil had 
unduced these pagans to imitate the manners of holy 
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mother church, in order to expose her ceremonies to 
shame. 

On reviewing the three systems, we find that C’on- 
fucius taught his disciples nothing definite concerning 
God or the future world; his scheme of cosmogony is 
irrational and unsatisfactory; and his compliance with ' 
the common superstitions, inconsistent and time-ser¬ 
ving. The docifors of Ktemal Reason make use of 
some expression^ respecting an underived and all-per¬ 
vading principle; but they have mixed up so much 
superstitious nonsense with their system, and are such 
gross idolaters in practice, that we mast pronounce 
them as far from the truth, as the philosophic s*ect. 
While the religion of Buddha, imported from the west, 
though it talks about the retributions of a future life, 
and professes to manifest much compassion; yet in 
denying a first principle, and a last end; in contradic¬ 
ting the existence ofjan everlasting God, and eternal 
retribution; in deriving all things from nothing, and in 
making all things revert to nihility again, as the essence 
of being and the summit of bliss; has deluded the in¬ 

habitants of China, still more than their indigenous 
systems, and left them to the blackness of darkness 
for ever. 

It is very remarkable, however, that nil the sects in 
China acknowledge a trinity. The C^nfiicians speak 
of the three powers of nature—heaven, eart^ and man; 

the Taouists have some references to the “ three pure 
ones,” who combine in themselves the essence of eternal 
reason; and file Buddhists speak of the “ three precioufc 
ones,” Viz., file past, present, and future Buddhas. In 
whatever these notions originated, the coincidence is 

striking, and deserves to be noted by those who think 
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l&at they can find the doctrine of a trinity in all reli¬ 
gious creeds, and who suppose, that the idea was derived 
by traditions from the early |)rogenitors of mankind. 

Another circumstance, in which the three religions of 
China resemble each other, is their atheism. The 
Confucians derive their diagrams, or mystic numbers, 
from the extreme point, or nullity; the Taouists talk of 
myriads of concretions, producing emptiness; and the 
Buddhist system is founded in nonei^tity. “No Tirst 
cause ” characterizes all the sects; and the Supreme 
sel^xistent God is scarcely traceable through the en¬ 
tire range of their metaphysics; and yet, the Chinese 
manage to combine, the apparently irreconcileable 
.principles of atheism and polytheism. “ Gods many, 
and lords many,” are adopted by every sect, and it is 
more easy to find a god than a man in China. Though 
they account no divinity to be eternal, yet they discover 
a god in every thing. Their tel^ples, houses, streets, 
roads, hills, rivers, carriages, and ships, are full of 
idols: every room, niche, comer, door, and window, 
is plastered with charms, amulets, and emblems of 
idolatry: so that while they acknowledge no god, they 
are oveirun with gods*; and find it their greatest bur¬ 
then to support and worship their numerous pantheon. 
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The Gospel is a revelation from God, designed for the 
instruction and salvation of fallen man. The darkness 
and misery of the human race i)eing general, the re¬ 
medy was designed to be general also. “ Go ye,” said 
the ascending Saviour to his* disciples, r“ into all the 

■ world, and preach the Gospel to every cr^ffttm’e.” When 
the Spirit was vouchsafed from on high, th^e were as¬ 
sembled at Jerusalem, devout men out of every nation 
under heaven. Represeiilatives from Kurope, Asia, 
and Africa, Were theil present^ who, hearing in theii^ 
own tongues the wonderful works of God, returned, 
rightly informed tljemselves, and desirous of instructing 
their couatrymen. According to the Syrian and Chal- 
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dean writers, Thaddeus, one of the seventy, was sedt 

into Mesopotamia, and preached in the land of Shinar; 
where he established three hundred and sixty churches, 
and died in a city called I^adaraja. Thomas, the apostle, 

however, is celebrated by the eastern Christians, as hav¬ 
ing been the first to preach the Gospel in India: all the 
Syrian churches in Malabar claim him as their founder, 

and his sepulchre is shown on the Coromandel coast, 
to this day. • 

(Considering the extent, population, and civilization 

of China, it can hardly be supposed that so important 
a region was entirely neglected by the first propagators 
of tfie Gospel; and Assemanuus assures us, that I'ho- 

mas, the apostle, having dope much for the esta])lish- 
ment of the CChristian faith in India, passed over to a 
country on the east, called (China; where lie preached 

the Gospel and fouiuhnl a church, in the city of Cam- 
balu (Peking): after which he % returned to Malabar. 

In the Chaldee ritual, there is an office for the celebra¬ 

tion of St. Thomas, which says, that by him the Per¬ 

sians, Hindoos, and Chinese were converted to the 

(Christian faith.” 
In confirmation of this tradition, it may be observed, 

that according to* (Chinese history, a very early inter¬ 

course subsisted between (China and the west. Arabia 
and. Judea^p#^^ called in the native books, Ta-tsin; 

and Pan-cnaou, a Chinese general, who flourished be¬ 

fore the close of tire first century, is said to have ex¬ 

tended his conquests as fS.r as Tortsin. It is also 
f elated, that in that early age, a teneration for the cross 

existed in China; while the famous Kwan Yumchang, 

has left, in writing, an account of the birth, death, re¬ 

surrection, and ascension pf a Savour, which must 
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Have been derived from some indistinct traditions of 
Gospel history. In the time of Han H\van-te, A. D. 
147» ^‘the people of India, Asabia, and other parts, 
came by the southern sea to thina, with tribute; and 
from this time trade was carried on with foreigners at 
Canton.” Chinese history further mentions, that, about' 
the same period, an extraordinary person arrived in 
China, who taught a doctrine purely spiritual; and 
dre^w the admiration of all, by the virtues he possessed 
and the miracles he wrought. 

The next intimation of the introduction of C’bris- 
tianity into C/hina, is given us in the famous marble 
tablet, which was dug up, at Se-gn^n-foo, in the year 
1625. This tablet is tei). feet long, and five broad, 
surmounted by a cross, resembling that used by the 
Syrians, in Malabar. It contains an inscription in the 
Chinese and Syriac languages, describing the principal 
doctrines of the Gospel, and the history of its intro¬ 
duction into China. The (Chinese inscription is enti¬ 
tled, “ a tablet recording the introduction of the religion 
of the Ta-tsin country into China.” It commences with 
stating the existence of the living and true God—the 
creation of the world—the fall ^f man—and the mis- 

/ 

sion of Jesus Christ. The miracuhms birth, and ex¬ 
cellent teaching of the Saviour, arc briefly described. 
His ascension is spoken of; the ins&tiirion of Jmp 
tism, mentioned; and the cross declared tS be effec¬ 
tual for the salvation of all mankind. The inscription 
goes on to state, that in the reign of l"ang Tae-tsung, 
A. D. 636, sf Christiafti teachef came from Ta-tsin to 
China 5 where the emperor, after examining his doc¬ 
trines, j^blished an edict, authorizing the preaching 

of Chrisriaiiity ^mong the, people. The next emperor 
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continued his patronage, but Hie Buddhist priests, 
prehcnsive lest* the new sect should eclipse and preju¬ 
dice their own, endeavcrured to stop its course; a perse¬ 
cution followed, which, at first, diminished the number 
of the faithful; but, after a time, two able advocates 
were raised up, who brought the new religion again 
into notice. The emperor Siih-tsung founded several 
Christian churches; and, in order to perpetuate the 
memory of his good deeds, the tablet, ijp question, ^as 
erticted, A. D. 782, 

liwme have affected to doubt the authenticity of this 
inscription, imagining it to be a mere trick of the 
Jesuits, to get the Cyhinese to credit the Christian re¬ 
ligion. That this was not the case, we may infer 
from the fact, that the Chinese were the first to dis¬ 
cover the stone, and that neither they nor the Jesuits 
understood the Syrian part of the inscription, till it 
was translated in Malabar. BetJides, were it a pious 

fraud, the Jesuits would have been more likely to as¬ 
cribe the introductioii of C'hristianity, to the efforts of 
the Latin^ rather than the Syrian church; and, had 
they made any pretensions of the kind, the other or¬ 

ders of the Romish dergy would have exposed their 
hypocrisy. We conclude, therefore, that the inscription 
is a genuine i^ecord of the labours of the Syrian Chris¬ 
tians, durinj|p4be seventh and eighth centuries, in China. 
A fac-simiie of it may be seen in the libiary of the 
Vatican at Rome, and a fuU translation in Kicherer’s 
China lllustrata. * 
• Mosheim informs ms,* that in tihe end of the seventh 
century, the nestorians penetrated into China, •where 
they established several churches; and that A. D. 820,♦ 

• In the year 846, Uic Syrian priesift were include^ in the* prt>hibitiou of 
heterodox Bystens, ui tlic proclamation of Tang Woo-t«nng. 
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l>avid was appointed to be the metropolitan of Ohina; 
In the time of Genghis-khan, numerous'bodies of Nes- 
toiian Christians were scattered»over Tartary; and the 
famous Prester John, in the twelfth century, exerted 
an extensive influence over central Asia. When the 
Mongul princes ascended the throne of China, A. D. 
1280, they afforded toleration to all religions; which 
enabled the Nestorians to spread themselves, and to 
establish a floui^shing church in the nortli of (yhina. 
This continued to exist, according to Mosheim, till the 
beginning of the flftcenth century; but shortly after¬ 
wards, Nestorianism appears to have dwindled away in 
that country. 

The efforts of fhe Roman catholics, in behalf 5f. 
China, commenced in the beginning of the fourteenth 
century, when Nicholas IV. sent C’orvino on an em¬ 
bassy, to Coblai, the first emperor of the Mongul 
dynasty; and, in 1307, Clement V. constituted him 
bishop of Cambalu, or Peking. Benedict VI. A. D. 
1338, sent new agents into China and Tartary; and 
during the whole of the Yuen dynasty, both.the Latin 
and Nestorian Christians had a fine opportunity for 
propagating their religion in eastern Asia; but, quar¬ 
relling amongst themselves, they hindered each others' 

success; and, towards the close of th& century, the 
Mahomedans, gaining the ascendancy, ditn^ the Chris¬ 
tians &om those regions. 

No thing more is heard of efforts for the conversion 
of the Chinese, until the Portuguese rounded the Cape 
of Good Ho;^, and established Ithamselves at Goa. In 
1511,*A4phonso took M|ilacca; and, eight years after¬ 
wards, Andrade sailed for China. The first acts of 
Europeans, in ^ose parts,, consisted mainly of plunder 

^tdnd piracy, which excited the jealousy of the Chinese 
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government, and rendered their attempts unsuccessful! 

A second embassy was dispatched to China, A. D. 
1552, accompanied byiFrancis Xavier, who ardently 
desired the gaining of so^’vasf an empire to the Chris¬ 
tian religion; and reckoned that he had done nothing, 
in converting the nations of India, while China was 
still iinattcmpted. On his arrival at the mouth of the 

(’anton river, he was told, that strangers were debarred 
from entering the country ; and, that if he attempted'to 

land he would be imprisoned, or put to death. Persist¬ 
ing m his resolution, he induced a Chinese to convey him 

on shore, during the night at the island of Sancion, or 
St. John. He was not permitted, however, to do more 
than just to land, and die on the shore; where his 
tomb still remains, with the following inscription in 
Chinese:The monument of St. Francis Xavier, of 
the Society of Jesus, in the great west, who ascended 
to glory, in the winter of the thirty-first year of Ming 

Kea-tsing, A. D. 1553.” 

The zeal of Xavier animated his brethren, but for 
thirty years they could make no impression on China. 

During this period, Valignani resided at Macao, and 
cast many a longing look towards the celestial empire, 
crying out in the*fervency of his desire, “Oh rock! 

rock! when vgilt thou dpen^” Not discouraged by 
diiiicailties, he looked out for the fittest instruments; 
who, dead to themselves, and breathing nothing but 
resignation and martyrdom, should by their skill in 
the sciences be able to recolnmend themselves to the 
Chinese. In 1579, • M. Rogief, an Italian Jesuit, 
arrived in China, where he was soon joined by Maitthew 
Ricci. These devoted themselves to the study of the 
Chinese language, and mad^ some proficiency in it. 

Q 
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'A dispute having arisen between the Chinese and the 

Portuguese, Rugiero was sent to negotiate, when he 
requested to be allowed to settle in Canton; and, after 

some delay, he and his' fellow missionary got intro¬ 

duced to Chaou-king-foo, then the capital city of the 
province. Here they were obliged to act with great 

caution; as the Chinese, having heard of the conquests 

of the Spaniards and Portuguese, were exceedingly 
jeirious of strangers. The affability and talents of 

Ricci, however, soon gained them friends. The literati 

admired their doctrines, so far as they agreed jyith 
Confucius, and admitted the propriety of worshipping 

the Lord of Heaven, but objected to the mysteries of 

the Christian faith; while^,the prohibition of ])olyganiy, 
and the vow of celibacy, were still more offensive to 

them. They accused the strangers of neglecting their 

deceased parents, and of not worshipping Confucius, 

while they paid too much deference to Jcsus. The argu¬ 

ments and ridicule of their opponents, however, did not 

dishearten these zealous men; who, by their knowledge 
of the sciences, were enabled to instruct and interest 

the people. Converts were soon made, and a church 

formed, over which Ricci presided for about seven 

years; when he was obliged to quil^the 2)rovincial city, 

and repair to Chaou-chow-foo* about onq hundred miles 

to the north of Canton. Here he changed his dress, 

from that of a Buddhist priest, which he had formerly 

assumed, to that of the literati, which brought him 
more respect and considei^tion. 

Having been successful in various parts of the Canton 

proviace, he burned with a desire to preach the Gospel 

in the capital: and, attaching himself to the retinue of 

a mandarin, tmveliled wit}i him to Nanking. He soon 
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attracted attention by his discoures on science and 
religion, and even gained the favour of the sujperior 
authorities. Encouraged by this reception, and having 
received some valuable presents from Europe, he re¬ 
solved to make his way to the emperor. At court, his 
presents were received, and his person honoured; a 
house was assigned him, and he was taken into the 
service of the state, A. D. 1601. Ricci was no sooner 
settled, than he began to diffuse his doctrines; and in 
a few years succeeded in converting several persons of 
distinction. The number of Christians continued to 
increase, and the new doctrine soon spread from the 
capital, to distant cities; particularly Nan-chang and 
^jhang-hac; at the latter of yvhich, a mandarin, of great 
talents and influence, professed himself a follower of 
(.’hrist. This man, on his baptism, took the name of 
Paul; as he w ished to he the apostle of his countrymen. 
His exertions and example did* much to promote the 
cause of Ricci, and his accurate knowledge of the lan¬ 
guage enabled him to throw the publications of his 
instructor, into a neat and elegant style, which contri¬ 
buted to their acceptability with the higher classes of 
the jHiople. He apologized for the Christian faith in a 
learned manner, and defended the cause in the presence 
of th^ empejor: in sliort, his zeal, his wealth, his 
talents, and his influence, contributed much to the 
extension of the Romish faith in China; and his pos- 
terity trod in his footsteps. 

His youngest daughter, Candida, was a remarkable 
\voman. Having lieeh left a i^idow at an early age, 
she devoted herself to the promotion of the cause of 
Christianity; and, reserving enough for her eight 
children, she consecrated the rest of her fortune to the 

q2 
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founding of churches, and the printing of Christian 
books, for the instruction of the surrounding heathen. 
Having heard that the 'paganSf in several of the pro¬ 
vinces, were accustomed lo abandon their children as 
soon as bom, she established a foundling hospital for 
infants; and seeing many blind people, telling idle 
stories in the streets for the sake of gain, she got them 
instmctcd and sent forth, to relate the different events 
of ^Grospel history. A few years before her death, the 
emperor conferred on her the title of the “virtuous 
woman,” and presented her with a rich dress, covwed 
with plates of silver, which she disposed of, in order to 
apply the proceeds to acts of charity. She is said to 
have received the last saci;9,ment, with a lively faith uf 
being united to that God whom she had so zealously 
loved and served. Her loss was bewailed by the poor 
as their mother, by the converts as their pattern, and by 
the missionaries as thdr best friend. 

In the mean time Ricci was joined by several de¬ 
voted brethren, whom he established at the various 
places which he had visited on his way. 41 Peking 
the number of converts increased daily; some of their 
neophytes were men of influence, and the good will of 
the great was purchased by liberal gifts. 

At length, Ricci, worn dovm by cxc<^sive fatigue, 
died in 1610. During the reign of the emperor Wan- 
lelh, the mission continued to be j)atronized; till the 
year 1615, when a persecution was raised against the 
missionaries, some of whohi were beaten, and others 
imprisoned, Vhile th6se at cdurt were compelled to 
retire to Macao. Under^the next emperor, the Tartars 
threatened the capital; and the Chinese, alarmed for 
their scfety, called in the Rortuguese to their assistance. 
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At this juncture, Paul, the Christian mandarin, advised 

the recal of the missionaries also; to which the ei^peror 
acceded, and the work "went on again. 

When the last ruler of the Ming dynasty ascended 

the throne, A. D. 1628, Adam Schaal found his way 

to court; and, by his skill in the mathematics, gained 

a fame equal to that of Ricci. Soon after this, the 

Dominicans and Franciscans entered *China, and took 
their share with the Jesuits in the labour of converfing 

so great a nation. Their operations were, however, 

soon interrupted by the wars and commotions which 

l)cgan to prevail. Two rebel chiefs raised an army of 

malcontents, and besieged the emperor in his capital; 

wlio, to avoid falling into their hands, committed 
suicide. Woo San-kwei, a Chinese general, then called 

in the 1 artars to his assistance, who soon dispersed 

the rebels, and entered Peking in triumph; but, instead 
of restoring it to the Chinese,' took it to themselves, 

and with it, the throne of China. The Tartar prince 

dying, his son, a boy of six years old, was proclaimed 

sovereign ^ and, by the wisdom and energy of his 

uncle, was in eight years put in possession of the whole 

empire. In the southern provinces, however, the 
people still inclinetl to favour the fortunes of the Ming 

dynasty, and*two Cdiristian Chinese generals made 

head against, and on one occasion, routed the Tartar 

army; the victoriqus Chinese immediately declared 

Tung-lee emperor, and fixed his capital at Chaou-kiiig, 

in the province of Canton. In the Chinese court, were 

fifty ladies, who had been converted by an'eunuch; and 

the mother, wife, • and eldest snn of the new sovereign, 

were induced to receive the ordinance ol baptism. 

These illustrious proselytes eorresponded witli the pope, 
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wko rejoiced in the hope of seeing the whole of that 
great empire follow the example of Iheir mistress; 

but the arms of the contyiering Tartar soon subdued 
the southern provinces, and the imperial race of Ming 

became extinct. 
In the mean time, Adam Schaal retained his place at 

court, and stood high in the favour of the Tartar- 
Chinese monarch, who appointed him snperintcndc'nt 

of file astrononjical board, and conferred upon him 
many marks of his approbation. During the lifetime 

of Shun-che, the Jesuits were in favour at Peking; 
permission was granted to build new churches, great 
accessions were made to the number of missionaries, 

and Verbiest became the coadjutor of Schaal, in pre¬ 

siding over the tribunal of mathematics. The emperor 
frequently entered into conversation with these fathers, 

on the subject of religion, read the Christian books, 

and adinired the morality of the Gospel; amongst the 

rest, the seventh commandment, saying, “ That is 

indeed a holy law.” The soverei^, however, far from 
giving a practical testimony in its favour, fell into a 

crime similar to that which taraished the reign of 

David, and was led by the •blandishments of his 

favourite, to disregard the missionaries. The death of 

his idol so wrought upon the offending sovereign, that 

he died of grief, in the twenty-fourth year of his age .* 

sending for Schaal in his last moments, and hearing 

his advice with seeming humility, but not seeking the 

rite of baptism. 
The next^emperor,*^ Kang-h^ •was a minor, under 

four g&ardians. His education was entrusted to Schaal, 

who by that means obtained so much influence at court, 

that he jfroeunsd the exemption of Macao from de- 
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struction, when all the towns on sea coast were 
broken up, in.oVder to prevent the pirate Coxinga^from 
sheltering himself in them. 

About this time a learned man, mamed Yang Kwang- 
seen, published a book against the missionaries. He 
accused them of forming a conspiracy to overturn the 
government; in onler to which, he said, they had intro¬ 
duced a great number of strangers into*the empire, and 
had secured to themselves whole hosts of adherents, 
who were prepared to aid them in their sinister designs. 
“ Iip teaching,” continued he, “ that all mankind de¬ 
scended from Adam, they wish to infer that our princes 
came originally from Europe, and, their countrymen, as 
tlft eltltT born, have a right to our monarchy,” And 
then, producing the sign of the cross, he exclaimed, 
“ Behokl the God of the Europeans, nailed to a cross, 
for having attempted to make himself king of the Jews; 
and this is the God they invoke, *to favour their design 
of making themselves masters of China.” These sage 
reasonings had the desired effect with the four regents, 
who ordered the missionaries to be loaded with chains, 
and dragged before the tribunals, A. D. 1665. The 
members of these tribunals declared, “ that Schaal and 
his associates merited the punishment of seducers, who 
announce to the people a false and pernicious doctrine.’* 
After having been threatened with death, they were set 
at liberty; but the,venerable Schaal sunk under his 
trials, and died A. D. 1666, in the seventy-eighth year 
of his age. 

In addition to thdse* troubles* at Peking, the mis¬ 
sionaries throughout the provinces were arreste’d, and 
three Dominicans, one Franciscan, and twenty-one 
Jesuits were banished to Canton. Four Vere still 
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at court, Mo kept together the flock pro- 
ifisMg t^hnsflans; until Kang4ie^ comiflgof age, found 
die calendar in such ^sord^, that he recommitted it to 

hands of Yerbiest, and mnstated him in his former 
office; thereby affording him an opportunity of pro¬ 
moting the interests of his church at Peking. Finding 
that the emperor was disposed to redress any grievances 
which had occufred during his minority^ Yerbiest pre- 
sedled a memorial, praying for the recal of his brethren; 
which, after some difficulty, was acceded to. 

In 1671, the missionaries were put in possession of 
their churches, but were prohibited &aui making con¬ 
verts from among flie natives. Notwithstanding this 
interdict, however, they baptised in that year 20,060 
Chinese. The year following, the emperor’s maternal 
uncle was added to the number; and the cause of the 
missionaries again flourished. The emperor himself 
studied the elements *of Euclid, under Yerbiest; and 
while the father was engaged in Communicating some 
knowledge of the mathematics, he did not fail to inform 
his illustrious pupil on the doctrines and duties of Chris¬ 
tianity. The mind of the monarch thus became more 
favourably inclined to the religion of his preceptor, and 
though he did not embrace, he desired that no one 
should vilify, the Gospel. c 

In the tenth year of Kang-he, an extensive revolt 
broke out in China. Woo San-k^^ei, who had assisted 
the Tartars in ascending the throne; and who, during 
the reign of Shun-che, had fought in their defence, now 
rebelled, and made himself masted of the southern and 
western provilfeCSi This revolt was so serious, that all 
the energies of the government were called forth to 
repress it.* Ah tliis juncture Yerbiest was applied to. 
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to cast some brass cannon, with vflilch to operate among 
the hills. This missionary at first excused himself; but 
when his unwUlingness to aid the government was in¬ 
terpreted into a disposition to favour the rebels, he 
complied; and, by the assistance of these light pieces, 
the imperial arms were successiul. 

Verbiest now rose in favour of the emperor, and ac¬ 
companied him in his joumies to Turtaiy. Tlie man¬ 
darins, also, encouraged by the example of the court, 
favoured the missionaries in all parts of the empire; 
arxl noiliing seemed wanting, but an accession of la¬ 
bourers, to bring both China, Corea, and Tartary to the 
profession of Christianity; in conformity with Xavier s 
Observation, that “ if China embraced the Gospel, all 
the neighbouring nations, would soon demolish their 
idols, and adopt the Christian religion.*' 

Encouraged by the openings which presented them¬ 
selves, Louis XIV. king of France, resolved to scud a 
mission to China; and having selected a number of 
Jesuits, well skilled in the mathematics, he sent them 
with honours and })ensions on this important mission 
Among the rest, was De Foutancy, professor of mathe¬ 
matics in the king’s •college; with Gerbillon, Boiuet, 
and Le Comte, afterwards celebrated for their labours 
in the cast. They went first to Siam, and from thence 
proceeded, in a Chinese junk, to Ning-po, on the coast 
of China. The maudarins at that port received them 
with politeness; but the viceroy declared it unlawful 
for native vessels to bring Europeans to China, and 

’ threatened to send* tKe missionaries babk, and confis¬ 
cate both ship and cargo., Verbiest, on htJaring of 
this, memorialized the omp(‘ror, represi'iiting that they 
were men skilled in the •screuces, ipicl llis brethien. 
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To* which the empeior replied, “ Men of that character 
must not be expelled my dominions. 'Let them all 
come to my court; those who understand the mathe¬ 
matics, shall remain about my person; the others may 
dispose of themselves in the provinces, as they think 
fit.” On the receipt of this order, the viceroy was 
obliged to send those men to the capital with honour, 
whom he had intended to expel with disgrace. 

Af this juncture^ Verbiest died, A. D. 1688, regretted 
by the Chinese, but still more so by the missionaries, 
who expected to derive great advantage from his counsel 
and assistance. His character, for humility and mo¬ 
desty, was only equalled by his well known application 
and industry. He seemed insensible to everything, buf 
the promotion of science and religion; he alistained 
from idle visits, the reading of curious books, and even 
the perusal of European newspapers; while he inces¬ 
santly employed himself, either in mathematical calcu¬ 
lations, in instructing proselytes, in corresponding with 
the grandees of the empire on the Interests of the mis¬ 
sion, or in writing to the learned of Europe,.inviting 
them to repair to China. His private pai)ei*s are in¬ 
dicative of the depth of his devorion, the rigour of his 
austerities, his watchfulness over his* heart amid the 
crowd of business, and the ardour with which he served 
religion. His sincerity was attested, by the endurance 
of sufferings in the cause he had ^spoused; and his 
disinterestedness and liberality, by the profusion of his 
gifts to others, and the renunciation of indulgences to 
himself. 

Two bf the misirionaii^s were soon after this em¬ 
ployed on an embassy to the Hussian government, by 
which the boundary line was>settled, and a war between 
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the two countries prevented. The lirethren were highly 
complimented'on their success; and Gerbillon was, in 
consequence, treated with particular esteem. The kind¬ 
ness of the emperor to the nussionaries at court, seemed 
to augur well for the interests of the mission; but the 
same laws against proselyting continued in force; and 
unfriendly governors of provinces had frequent oppor¬ 
tunities of annoying the missionaries.* 

It was not long before a persecution against’ the 
Christians was commenced by the governor of Che- 
kdftng, who, depending on the letter of the law against 
])ro.selyting, and the disposition of the tribunals to oj)- 
posc all innovations, seized on several churches, broke 
the crosses, profaned the aUars, and dragged the Chris¬ 
tians before the judicial courts—imprisoning some, and 
torturing others. Among the rest, a physician endured 
the bastinado with great constancy, and presented him¬ 
self afterwards in the church, as? a sacrifice to the Lord, 
gri<‘ving that he had not shed his last drop of blood for 
his holy name. The missionaries at Peking, a])p]ied 
to the ejnperor for his interference, when his majesty 
observed, that “ he was surprised to see them so much 
infatuated with their 4'eligion; and so busied about a 
world, where they had never been.” He advised them 
to “ enjoy th« present life; being persuaded that their 
God was powerful enough to do himself justice, though 
they concerned themselves nothing about his matters.” 
Not satisfied with this reply, they petitioned again; 
when the emperor refcrred*it to their own choice, whe- 

*ther they would dejicnS on his Yavour, of appeal to the 
tribunals. They chose the flatter; and, the* answer 
was unfavourable; which disappointed the monarch, as 
much as it grieved the missionaries ; for the emperor 
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wlis secretly desirous of aiding the foreigners, though 
he wished to throw the responsibility on his ministers. 
In order, however, to bring the tribunals to tenns, 
Kang-he addressed to them a message, enumerating the 
merits of the missionaries, in arranging the calendar, 
casting cannon, and negociating treaties; stating his 
confidence in the goodness of their religion, and conclud¬ 
ing with his wish, that all who felt inclined to embrace 
the "Christian faith, might do so, without hindrance. 

The result of this message was a reply favourable to 
Christianity, which the emperor immediately coufimw-d, 
A. U. 1692. In consequence of this, a fresh accession 
of missionaries soon flocked to China; and Louis XIV. 
appointed the sum of 9,200 l^yres, as a pension to twenty 
missionaries to China and the east; which was con¬ 
tinued by his successor, Louis XV. 

A new occasion soon presented itself for the mis¬ 
sionaries to ingratiate themselves still further with llie 
emperor. His majesty was seized with a fever, which 
threatened his life. Remedies were sought from all 
quarters; which proving ineffectual, the missionaries 
tried the celebrated Jesuits’ bark, and the emperor 
recovered. Grateful for the benefit, he gave them a 
house within the precincts of the palace, ground whereon 
to build a church, and contributions in* money, and 
materials, towards the completion of the buildkig. 
Notwithstanding some remonstrances from the public 
censorate, against the magnificence of this edifice, it 
was opened in 1702. 

The prospects of the' mission*were now favourable,' 
and success appeared ne^r; had not the work been 
interrupted by the disputes which broke out among 
the labourers. Jn order t© understand these contro- 
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versies, it will be necessary to retrace, in some degree 
the history oT the mission. The questions, most 
agitated were, whether the words Teen, “ heaven,” and 
Shang-te, “ supreme ruler,” meant the true God, or the 
material heavens; and, whether the ceremonies per- 
fonned at the tombs of ancestors, and in honour of 
C’onfucius, were civil or religious rites. The Jesuits 
maintained the former, and the Domibicans and Fran¬ 
ciscans the latter parts of these propositions. 

With regard to the terms employed to designate 
the*Deity, difliciilties always have been, and still are 
felt^ which have been already alluded to; but as it 
ivsjiecls the observances in honour of ancestors and 
(Tmfiicius, all who know anything about (liristianity 
must see, that as sacrifices are offered, and temples 
erected to both, with incense and prostrations before 
them, the ceremonies in question must be accounted 
religious, and therefore idolatrous. At the commence¬ 
ment of the mission, Ricci had drawn up a set of 
regulations for the conduct of future labourers, in which 
he considered the rites referred to as merely secular; 
others, however, differed from him; and in 1645, 
Morales, a Uominican, procured a bull from pope 
Innocent X., deifouncinjg them as superstitious and 
abominable. .The Jesuits, on their part, were not idle, 
and made such representations on the subject, as induced 
pope Alexander VJI., A. D. 1656, to declare, that 
these were merely political ceremonies, and that the 
toleration of them was botk prudent and charitable. 
Thus there were tw6 infallible ’decrees, in direct con¬ 
tradiction to each other; and two zealous bodies of 
labourers pursuing opposite plans for the accomplish¬ 
ment of the same object. • ’ 
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When the miseionari^ were banished to Canton, 
A. D. 1665, they began to think of settling their 
differences; and three and twenty of them met to 
discuss the disputed points. Forty-two articles were 
then agreed to, as principles on which the mission was to 
be in future conducted. These stipulations were based 
on the decree of Alexander VII. sanctioning the cere¬ 
monies ; in ordeV, as they said, not to shut the door 
of salvation against innumerable Chinese, who would 
otherwise abandon the new religion. Soon after this, 
Navarette, who had joined in the agreement, renevced 
his re])robation of the indulgences, in which he was 
joined by many others; and in 1693, Maigrot, the 
apostolic vicar of China, ii^ued a mandate, contrary lo 
the bull of Alexander VII., declaring, that 3001) 
signified nothing more than the material heavens, and 
that the Chinese customs referred to were idolatrous. 
The opinion of Kang-he was now calhd for, and in 
1700, that monarch declared, that Teen meant the true 
God, and that the customs of'China were merely 
political. Yet the decision of Maigrot was.confinned 
at Rome, by a decree of Clement XL, A. D. 1704. 
Thus the papal see again^ revoked its former o])ini()n, 
and plunged itself into a contest wHh the emperor of 
China. • 

To settle this dispute, M. Toumon was appomted 
papal legate to China. The good iptentions and zeal of 
this gentleman were unquestionable; but he was ig¬ 
norant of Chinese etiquette and was influenced by a 
rooted antipathy to the Jesuits. He arrived in Chini, 
A. D. promulgated the decree of Clement, 
prohibiting all Christian Chinese from practising the 
ceremonies which had been interdicted by the pope. 
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}3ut Kang-he was not likely to resign the right to le^s- 

late for liis own people into the hands of a foreign 

potentate; hence he issued, in 1706, a declaration, that 
“he would countenance those missionaries only who 

preached the doctrine of Ricci, and persecute those 
who followed the opinion of Maigrot,” He then di- 

jccted an examiner to enquire -what missionaries were 
disposed to comply with the imperial will, "whom he 

permitted to remain ; but ordered the rest to ddpurt 

within five days to (’anion. Things now came to an 

exUeinity; the pa])al legate issued two decrees in 1706 

and 1707, commanding the missionaries not to submit 

to the investigation of the examiner, on the controverted 

j/«fits. The emperor couh^ not brook the contravening 
of bis authority, and commanded Tournon to leave the 

capital; he w as compelled therefore to return to Macao, 

where his circumstances were not much improved; for 

having oireuded the king of Porfugal, by proceeding to 

the Indies, without embarking at Lisbon, he found the 

authorities of Macao‘aiTayed against him, who deprived 
him of his liberty, and surrounded him with guards. 

Tournon now resorted to ecclesiastical- censures, but 

they w'ere lauglu'd at Jiy his enemies; and the bishop 
of Macao adinonkhed him, under pain of excommuni¬ 

cation, to withdraw thern. Having been created a car¬ 

dinal by Clement XL he could ill brook this indignity, 
and in 1710, sunk under his insults and disappoint- 

ments. 

The x)op6 i^ow sent another legate to China, the 
patriarch Mezzabarlia, *who arrived in 1720, with the 

approbation of the court of J^ortugal. The ^mrport 

of his message was, to request permission, to remain 

in C’hina, as sui>erior to tlie mission^; and that the 
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Chinese Christianii, might be allowed to conform them¬ 
selves to the decrees of the pope, on the subject of cere¬ 
monies. The emperor replied, that the papal decrees 
being contrary to the usages of the empire, the Christian 
religion could not subsist there; and that the legale 
and all the missionaries, must immediately return to 
Canton. Mezzabarba now made some concessions, 
intimating that 4hose ceremonies which were of a 
merely civil nature, would be allowed to the native 
converts. In conformity with which he proclaimed 
“ eight permissions,” as the length to which the Chic/3se 
Christians might go; but these were far from satisfying 
the emperor, and were afterwards abrogated and con¬ 
demned at Home. No prpspect of reconciliation 
pearing, the legate requested permission to return to 
the pope for further powers, hoping that things would 
remain as they were till his return. 

In the mean time, 'Kang-he died, A. D. 1722, and 
Yung-ching, his successor, was no sooner seated on the 
throne, than he was pestered with petitions from the 
literati, containing bitter invectives against^ the mis¬ 
sionaries, as perverting the fundamental laws, and 
disturbing the peace of the empire. 

About the same time a literary graduate of Fiih- 
keen, who had apostatized from Christianity, sent in a 
memorial, complaining that the missionaries immured 
young girls in nunneries, paid no honours to the dead, 
confounded the distinctions of families, and sought to 
turn the Chinese into Elur6peans. The matter having 
been brought before the tribunal of rites, representing 
the danger of allowing l^uropeans to remain in the pro¬ 
vinces, the board decided, that the Europeans who 
were useful fo^ reforming, the calendar might be re- 
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tained at court, while those in the provinces were of no 
manner of use‘, and must therefore be sent to Macao. 
The emperor confirmed this representation, A. D. 1723. 
Thus, all the missionaries were driven from their 
stations, three hundred churches were destroyed, or 
converted to a profane use, and three hundred thousand 
Christians at once deprived of their pastors. 

Some of the priests still contrived Ito remain in the 
provinces, or re-entered C'hina by stealth; while a 
number of native catechists, dispersed through the 
country, managed to keep the converts together. 
Ignatius Koegler "was appointed president of the astro¬ 
nomical board, and the name and profession of Roman- 
isSi^^ere still maintained i»the empire. 

When Keen-lung ascended the throne, in 1736, a new 
search w'as made for the proscribed i)riests; and the em¬ 
peror, finding that they returned after expatriation, made 
an example of Peter Sans, by*piitting him to death. 
Many others were seized and tortured, wdiile churches 
were plundered, and property confiscated. New preach¬ 
ers, however, flocked to Canton, and were clandestinely 
forwarded to the provinces. On one of tflese occasions, 
a faithless adherent betrayed his trust, and four 
Europeans were a[>prehepdcd in lloo-kwang, and con¬ 
veyed to Peking. This involved some of the native 
converts, who, at the sight of the instmments of torture, 
apostatized, and discovered the plans of the missionaries. 
A stricter investigation foJUowed; more European 
priests were detected and imprisoned; while three of 
tbeir assistants were 'put to death. Much interest was 
made at Peking, by the few missionaries in the service 
of the emperor, to mitigate the jmnishment that awaited 
the remainder; when a decree was issiuxl, on the ninth 

R 
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of November, 1785, by which twelve Europeans were 
released from gaol, and allowed either to remain in 
Peking, or return to Europe: three of them preferred 
the former, and nine, the latter alternative. 

During the present century, the mission has been 
persevered in, and thrice drawn forth the animadversion 
of government: in the years 1805, 1811, and 1815. 

In June, 1815, a persecution was carried on against 
the Homan catholics of Sze-chuen. The viceroy of that 
province in reporting the matter, said, “ That the reli¬ 
gion of the west, denominated the Lord of Heaven Sr re¬ 
ligion, was a depraved, or in’egular system, particularly 
injurious to the manners and hearts of men,” That 
five years previously, two» thousand families had‘lfe- 
canted, and since upwards of two hundred families. 
He had recently apprehended seventy-two persons, 
seized fifty-three books, and taken six hundred and 
twenty crosses, three strings of beads, two dresses, 
and two religious caps. In the books seized, however, 
there was not a single expression that could be con¬ 
strued into an opposition to goveniment.” He closed 
his report b^stating, that “he suspected some Euro¬ 
peans were still lurking among the mountains of Sze- 
chuen, though he had not .been able to apprehend 
them.” His majesty in reply, noticed the blind ob¬ 
stinacy of men, that, when once a notion of ascending to 
heaven takes possession of the mind, makes them re¬ 
gardless of death.” Two leaders, who would not recant, 
were ordered to be strangled; and thirty-eight others 
were banished to Tartary, among*st whom were several 
women, and an old malt of eighty. The latter, and a 
few others, who seemed more culpable than the rest, 
were condemned to wear Ihe wooden collar for ever. 
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In 1817, a Tartar secretary, and his coachman, were 
apprehended, and delivered over to the hoard of punish¬ 
ments, on the charge of being Christians. The secre¬ 
tary acknowledged, that his grandfather had been a 
Christian, but that he himself had recanted ten years 
ago. The prosecutors argued, however, that as he had 
neglected to send for the (Chinese priests during his 
mother’s illness, and had not performed certain cere¬ 
monies at her death, therefore his plea of recantation 
was insincere. The reply of the emperor was, that as 
he h'ad trampled on the cross, his recantation must be 
accepted. Fifteen others were implicated with him, 
most of whom held ofiices under government. 

In 1819, an imperial censor, complaining of the 
existence of the Roman catholic religion in the capital, 
recommeiuled that every house rented by catholics 
should be seized and confiscated j to which the emperor 
replied, that the existing laws ought to be rigorously 
enforced, but that the measure suggested would only 
create a disturbance. 

In 1820, a French missionary was strangled in the 
province of Hoo-pih, by order of the government; and 
L’Amiot, who had been^ twenty-seven years in Peking, 
was banished to Macao. . 

The Frenchr monks of the order of St. Lazarus have, 
however, continued to labour secretly for the mainte¬ 
nance of the Romish religion in China. For some 
years, they have annually ,^ent two or three young 
priests to that country, who qjiietly proceed to the 
head-quarters of the mission in the interior. , They 
have now catholic communitidi in all the provinces, 
and in many there are public chapels, where ^service is 
performed by native priests*. The mfesion has two 
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seminarieB; one at Macao, and the other in Tartaiy, 
beyond the wall of China. They have in Peking a 
catholic community, amounting to no less than twenty- 
six thousand members, over whom two French priests 
preside. In the province of Sze-chuen, Christians are 
interred in the churchyard; and over their graves, 
crosses are erected. When the rulers do not suspect 
thcr. presence of Europeans, they are very indulgent 
toward the native Christians; and the local authorities 
having once tolerated them, are interested in preventing 
their detection in higher quarters; lest they shoulcT be 
called to account for their previous want of vigilance. 
When, therefore, a community is once formed, it incurs 
very little risk of being molested. Should the catholics 
succeed in forming a native clergy, competent to dis¬ 
charge the duties of their office, their cause may rally; 
for the government see^s to repress it, not on religious 
grounds, but because it is an instrument of European 
influence. 

It is difficult to determine the precise number of 
adherents sti]^ claimed by the Romanists in China; 
the following, however, is from Marchini’s map of the 
missions presented to the bishop of Macao, in 1810;— 
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1833, the Chinese Christians, in the bishopric of 

Ma<‘ao, amounted to 13,090, under the care of seven 

native priests, situated as follows:— 

Ma<;ao, iiichiding Patanc, Mongha, |tnd Lapa . . 7,000 

Shun-tih.1,250 

Ilac-nan (the island of ). 855 

Shaon-chow, to the ifoilh of Canton ..... 750 

8haou>king, to the west of ditto. 730 

Nan-hae, in the city of ditto .... . 1,850 

Naii-chow. —. 655 

13,090 

'Ehe salary of each native priest is eighty-two dollars 

yearly; travelling expenses, estimated at from forty to 

fifty dollars, are allowed; besides the pay of catechists, 

and other charges. • 
• The college of St.«Jdtjeph, in*Macao, is intended for 

the purpose of raising up native teachens, for*China. 

It was founded, by the Jesuits, in 1730; transferred to 

the Propaganda, in 1784; <ind, in 18Q0, provided for 
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by regular allowances from the senate of Macao. The 
college contains six European priests, of whom, one 
is the superior. The number of Chinese students is 
limited to twelve, who arfe cldthed, boarded, and edu¬ 
cated, at the expense of the institution; if they desire 
it, they are trained for the priesthood, and it generally 
requires ten years before they can attain the first order. 
Instruction is gwen in Portuguese, Latin, arithmetic, 
rhetoric, philosophy, theology, &c. The Chinese lan¬ 
guage is, also, taught; and the college possesses a 

Chinese library, moveable types, and conveniences for 
printing. A Portuguese and Chinese dictionary has 
been published by the Superior, besides other w orks, 
tending to illustrate the language and opinions of-the 
natives. In 1831, the number of students w^as, seven 
young Chinese, two Manilla youths, and thirteen Por¬ 
tuguese ; besides those who attended for daily instruc¬ 
tion. A large stock of Christian books, in the Chinese 
language, is kept on hand, and missionaries arc fre¬ 

quently despatched from thence, to the provinces. The 
Superior is in correspondence with the agents of the 

missions, in V».rious parts of China, and can convey and 
procure intelligenctJT^o -!»nd frqm the interior wdth the 
greatest regularity. ^ 

Besides the Lazarites and ihe agents^ of the Propa¬ 
ganda, the Spaniards have an establishment, at Macao, 

for receiving Missionary candidates from Europe, in¬ 

structing them in the language, and conveying them into 
the coimtry. Scarcely a inonth passes, without some 

new arrivals, or departures; and the vacant posts in the 

interioF, are thus kept constantly supplied with pastors. 
They all wear the European habit in Macao, but ado{)t 

the native* dress on entering the field. When Euro- 
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peans arc to be introduced into the provinces, inform¬ 

ation is previously sent to the places appointed,^ where 

adherents are prepared to receive and conceal them. 

On arriving at the plahe oT destination, the mission¬ 

aries generally retire to some secret dwelling, known 
only to the Christians, and seldom appear abroad; 

while all who desire instruction, or the administration 

of the sacraments, go to them. Some^remain, fifteen or 

twenty years, in their secluded retreads, and thus Seep 

up the number of their followers, without attracting the 

notice of government. The allowance to an European 

missionary, in the interior, is about one hundred and 

forty dollars a year; considerable sums are, however, 

rwjfiired for travelling exp^mses—for ensuring secrecy 
—for supporting the poor—and for carrying on the 

other business of the mission: and a commercial gentle¬ 

man. connected with Canton, informed the author, that 
the different siij)enors of the mis'feions, in Macao, negoti¬ 

ate bills on Europe, to the amount of .£40,000 annually. 

'^riu* character of die first catholic missionaries, may 
be partly, deduced from the preceding sketch of their 

history. In referring to their laboipyl3r. Milne re¬ 

marks, “ I’he learuing^*perL»4HiLll'V11 lues, and ardent zeal 

of some of them, deserve^to be imitated by all future mis¬ 

sionaries ; will be equalied by few, and, perhaps, rarely 

exceeded by any. Their steadfastness and triumph in 

till*, midst of persecutions, even to blood and death, in 

all imaginable forms, shew that the questionable Chris¬ 

tianity which they taught,* is to be ascribed to the 
effect of education, not'design ; *and afford good reason 

to believe, that they have long since joined the krmy of 

martyrs, and are now wearing the crown of those who 
spared not their lives unto tlie death, l^it oVtTcame by 
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tKe blood of the lamb, and the word of his testimony. 
It is not to l)e doubted that many sinners,' were, through 
their labours, turned from sin to holiness; and they will 

finally have due praise from Gfod, as fellow-workers in 
his kingdom.” 

Some idea of their doctrines may be gathered from 

the books which they have published in the Chinese 
language. Many of these are w^ritten in a lucid and 
ele^nt style, aiyi discuss the points at issue, between 

Christians and Confucians, in a masterly and conclu¬ 
sive manner. Their doctrinal and devcrional works 
are clear, on the trinity and the incarnation; while 

the perfections of the deity, the corruption of human 
nature, and redemption by Christ, are fully staieli; 

and though some unscriptural notions are now and 
then introduced, yet, all things considered it is quite 
possible for humble and patient learners to discover, by 
such teaching, their sinful condition, and trace out the 
way of salvation through a Redeemer. It must not 
be forgotten, also, that the catholics translated the major 

part of the New Testament into Chinese; and though 

there is no eviu2;T^£e of this having been published, yet 
large portions of tlbe Gi/jpela and Epistles were in¬ 

serted in the lessons, printed for the ^use of the congre¬ 
gations. As it* regards the sciences, ^ the catholics 
have done much to develope them to the Chinese ;* and 

a native, who had been instructed by them, lately pub¬ 

lished a treatise on astronomy and geography, which 
has been highly esteemed and widely circulated. 

The Romish missionaries have* not been remiss in 
preparmg works, for the elucidation of the Chinese 
language to Europeans. A manuscript Latin and Chi¬ 
nese dictibnar> has long <jxisted, while the work of 
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Premare, entitled “ Notitia Linguae Sinicce,” is above all 

praise. It embraces, within small compass, a-ll that 

can be said on Chinese grammar; while, others attempt¬ 
ing to reduce it to European models, have failed. 

I'he present race of adherents to the catholic mis¬ 
sions in China, whatever the original converts may 
have been, are, it is to be feared, sadly deficient, both 

in knowledge and practice. Deprived, for the most 

part of intelligent instructors; left generally to'the 
care of the native catechists, who are not much better 

thaii themselves; and adopting the Christian profession 

mainly as the result of education or connection, it is 

hardly to be expected that they would excel, either in 

giclfe or zeal. The modei^i missionaries, in admitting 

members, merely require an outward profession, with¬ 

out insisting on a change of heart, or scarcely a 

reformation of life; the IScriptures are not placed in 

the hands of the j)cople; reli^ous sendees are con¬ 

ducted in a language which the generality do not un¬ 

derstand ; ceremoni(?s are frequent, and public preach¬ 

ing rarewhile, from the laxity of morals too common 

in their communities, we much fear^j^tet the catholic 

converts, in the present day^iife very little better than 

the surrounding heathen. 
On the whole we may conclude, that the Romish 

misfsionaries, from first to last, have been rather soli¬ 
citous about the quantity, than the quality, of their 
success; while they have displayed a spirit of time¬ 

serving compliance with the prejudices ol the heathen, 
and failed to exhibit Christianity in its mostjnviting 

form to the nations. Had they succeeded in establish¬ 

ing their religion throughout ('hina, we question whe¬ 
ther, from their known bigotry, they*would not have 
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presented insunnoimtable obstacles to the efforts of 
protestant labourers. If anything earthly could have 
contributed to success, they had certainly the fairest 
opportunity of realizing their object; the power of num¬ 
bers, the influence of wealth, the patronage of Chris¬ 
tian kings, the attractions of a showy worship, and 
high scientifle attainments, all promised fair for the 
accomplishment of their design. They have, however, 
partially failed; ^and, in their failure, read us a lesson, 
not to make flesh our arm, but to trust in the living 
God, who worketh all things according to the couaisel 
of his own will. At the same time, we are not to be 
discouraged by their repulse: the laws which proscribe 
them, do not necessarily alject us: some of their fyrac- 
tices, against which the Chinese excepted, we shall 
not imitate; such as the celibacy of the clergy, and 
the cloistering of women; the interference of a foreign 
potentate, with the aifthority of the emperor, will not 
be promoted by us; the Scriptures will be made the 
standanl of judgment, and reason ‘and conscience alone 
ap2)ealed to. Instead of beginning from tjie toj) of 
society, we commencing from the bottom; and 
aim to influence, flrstrSiwij.exIremities, and then the 
heart of the empire. With the love#of Christ for our 
motive, and the salvation of souls for our, end; employ¬ 
ing Christian benevolence, and Christian intelligence, 
as the means; and dej>ending simply and solely on 
God for his blessing, we hoi)e and believe, that though 
slow, our work wdll be sure, and finally effectual. 
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CONCLUSION. 

From the era of the- reformation to the commencement 
of the present century, jirotcstant Christians attempted 
nothing for the evangelization of A work of 
such magnitude, ndh t] fnr>* Tirfrij of talent and a 
length of labour, •which could not have been supplied 
by individuals; and llie* energies of an associate body 
were necessary to grapple with difliculties so vast, and 
to carry on operations so protracted. 

The London Missionary Society, was the first pro- 
testant institution that consiSlered the wants and claims 
of China. In the year*1805, life directors turned their 
thoughts tow'ard that empire, and came to a resolution 
to attempt a translation of the Holy Scriptures into the 
Chinese language. The inynense popijatiofl of China. 
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and the deplorable darkness in which they were in¬ 
volved, led the fathers of the society to Arrange a plan, 
for bringing the light of divine truth to shine upon the 
moral gloom; but they felt slitisfied, that in order to 
do the work effectually, the individual undertaking it 
should be well grounded in evangelical doctrine, and 
thoroughly acquainted with the language of the country. 
Their views were at first directed to Penang, which 
befng a free port, and having a colony of Chinese emi¬ 
grants settled on it, afforded a good opportunity for 
cultivating the language, and for labouring among the 
people. If a blessing should attend the design, native 
agents might be raised up, and the Gospel extended 
by their instrumentality in^^o the heart of the celestial 
empire. As a collateral object, the Malay nations might 
be attended to, and religious tracts prepared and circu¬ 
lated, for their benefit. It is singular, that at that early 
period, the plan should have been suggested, which has 
in a great measure formed the basis of the Society’s 
operations ever since. The scheme was, however, at 
that time, only in embryo; and little was doqe towards 
the accomplislmtgnt of the design. 

The difficulties ui fJiB wu^^ere great: and among 
the foremost was, the want of information. The country 
and its inhabitants were, in a great measure, unknown; 
and though the Komish missionaries had sent borne 
voluminous accounts of that region, yet their statements 
had not obtained much circulation, or credence with the 
British public. The wondering style in which some of 
them wrote, and the very wonderful things they related, 
—unsupported by the gollateral evidence of our own 
countrymen, led many to doubt their judgment, and 
some theif veracity; so that their accounts made but 
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little impression. The gentlemen connected with Lord 
Macartney’s embassy, were none of them acquainted 
with the Chinese language; and were therefore unable 
to add much to what the Jesuits had communicated. 
Indeed, many doubted, whether the native tongue ever 
could be attained by foreigners: not considering that 
the catholic mission to that country had been carried on 
for more than two hundred years; dufing which time, 
the language had not only been acquired, but many 
treatises on religion and science composed, which had 
bee^understood and esteemed by the natives. 

In the year 1806, two missionaries, Messrs. Brown 
and ^Morrison were appointed; and directed to turn 
their attention to the study of the language, assisted 
by Yong-sam-tak, a native of China, then in England. 
Some acquaintance with the mathematics, and wdth the 
medical art, was also thought necessary; and, as age is 
venerable in China, it was judgetl adviseable to request 
Dr. Vanderkeinp, then in South Africa, to join his 
younger brethren, in this important undertaking. Mr. 
Brown, soon declined the mission; and ^Jr. Vander- 
kemp, “ could not feel it his duty Jpwfeave Africa, till 
God should call him oUl' WTifc, as evidently as he had 
called him into Thus, the devoted Morrison was 
left to undertake the work alone; and, considering his 
character and talents, it was well that the task of com¬ 
mencing so delicate and difficult an enterprize devolved 
on so pious, persevering, an4 prudent a labourer. “ His 
telents,” says Dr. Milnq, “ were rather of the solid than 
the showy kind; fitfed more for continued labour than 
to astonish by sudden bursts nf genius; and his well- 
known caution fitted him for a station, where one false 
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step, at the beginning, might have delayed the work for 
ages.”. 

About this time, it was discovered that there existed 
in the British Museum a harmony of the Gospels and 
the Pauline Epistles, translated into Chine.se, by some 
catholic missionary; this assisted the young student in 
acquiring the language, and was of some service, in 
preparing his subsequent translations. A manuscript 
Latin and Chinese dictionary was, likewise, obtained, 
from the Royal Asiatic Society; and thus every facility 
alBforded for the prosecution of the undertaking. * 

Whilst these movements were going on in England, 
a simultaneous effort was made, in Bengal, for tlic 
attainment of the same object. Mr. Johannes Lassar, 

an Armenian gentleman, bom and educated in Macao, 

had been appointed professor of the Chinese language, 
in the college of Fort William, in Calcutta, and en¬ 
gaged in the preparation of a version of the Scriptures 

from the Armenian into the Chinese. This production 
was distinguished more for its native style, than for its 
accuracy; iqjleed, it was hardly to be expected, that a 

person, ignorailKof^he original Scriptures, and desti¬ 

tute of biblical leamingTStroaM be able to produce a 

version, at once faithful and idjomatid. 

In the month of January, 1807, Mr. •Morrison was 
sent forth, not to Penang, as was at first intended,‘but 
to Canton, by way of America. In the instructions af¬ 
forded him, the directors e:|;pres6ed their satisfaction at 
tSie seal he had display^ in acquiring the mdiments of 
the. language, and ventured to hope that he would suc¬ 
ceed b^r under superior advantages. They suggested, 
that he mi^ht make himself useful, as a mathematician, 
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and a teacher of English, whilst employed in acquiring 
the Chined tongue; after which it was intended, that 
he should form a dictionary, and attempt a translation 
of the sacred Scriptures. * 

On his arrival at New York, our missionary soon 
found a vessel proceeding to Canton. During his short 
residence in the United States, however, the object he 
had in view, so recommended itself to Mr. Maddison, 
American Secretary of State, that that gentleman gave 
him a letter of introduction to the then consul at (^an- 
ton, fvhich afterwards proved of great service to him. 

He arrived in China, September the 4th, 1807, and 
had no sooner landed in Macao, than his object was 
discovered by the Romish clergy. Proceeding to Can¬ 
ton, he lived in a lower room, in a very retired and 
economical manner. A lamp of earthenware afforded 
him light, screened by a volume of Matthewr Henry. 
He adopted the dress and manners of the natives; 
allowing his nails and hair to grow, eating with the 
chopsticks, and walkihg a]>out the factory in thick Chi¬ 
nese shoes. In this, as he afterwards acknowledged, 
he meant well, but he judged ill; for, in the first place, 
the confinement and hard4«?a injured his health; then, 
his singular habit# deprived him of the associations of 
his countrymen; and lastly, his intercourse with the 
natives was hindered rather than promoted by it. Had 
he been residing entirely amcmg the Chinese, far sepa> 
rated from Europeans, the adoption of the native cos¬ 
tume might have prevented immediate observation, and 
cbnduced to permanent settlement; but in Canton, 
where there is a marked difference between the CTii- 
nese and Europeans, the attempt to unite such opposite 
classes, only excited the animadversions*and suspicions 
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of both. The catholics, in Macao, dress all their fidests 
and patechists in the European costuihe, %hich is a 
sort of protection against native interference; but when 
they send agents into the interior, they clothe them 
after the Chinese fashion, in order to avoid the gaze of 
the populace, and the annoyance of the police. 

Mr. Morrison, however, soon altered his opinion and 
his practice; hcf thought it wise not to distinguish him- 
sefr from other foreigners, and therefore hired a factory, 
which was more convenient and conducive to health. 
He was now introduced by Sir Geo/ge Staunton to 
Mr. Roberts, the chief of the Company’s factory at 
Canton, who greatly furthered his views. Mr. II., on 
his death-bed, advised ouS'missionary to av6w his in¬ 
tention of translating the Scriptures, on the ground that 
it was a book which Christians highly esteemed, while 
the acceptance or rejection of the work would still rest 
wilh the Chinese. 

His letters and journals of this period breathe a most 
delightful spirit of ardent piety, 'and persevering zeal; 
and we majee no apology for affording our. readers a 
slight specimen;— 

“ Allow me, in tlie fulness of to say, that on a review of 

what the Lord^i^ people have done {qn Hits dfttant land, 1 am over¬ 

come with the most grateful emotions. I am gr^ful to you, doW 
bxetfaren, on behalf of the heathen; but toy regard rises to my dLord, 
and your Lord. was Jonis, who on Calvaiy died upon the cross, 

that put it into your hearts, and I trust into the heart of your feeble 
ilnful brother, who fills this pag^ to pity the nations. The spirit of' 
JlefiMi moved-nn the^ filee of the churchy and eiccited the preseart con¬ 

cern k/e |Mnadung millions. The same» spirit must continue to 

the effort will declme to cold indifference. Allusions to 
self are here unsuitable; • but permit me, in the simplicity cf my 

heart, to reqpiMi of yon, with mhch itCfection, frequent supplications 

Jr behalf of Idm^ iflio, in Ids voldhtaxy exile to the hind of Sinhn, can 
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scarcely bear up under tbe miiltipUcity of cares and duties vhich 
devohe upo|b>liim; 

** But the \oice of thanksgi>ii|iig, not of complaint, should be ours. 
Hitherto the Lord hath helped jus. JEIe has done great things for us, 
whereof we are glad We take not in the wide range of his bene¬ 

fits, whu h exceed the ken of angels, but we speak of his gracious 
(ouiih nance afiurdid the mission to Cliina. Youi missionary sits 
luic to-day, on the coniines of the empire, learning tlu language of 
the heathen; and would go onward, behciuig that it is the cause 

ui Him, who can and will oiertuin e\eiy mountainous difficulty, ^at 
may oppose the piogichs of the glorious Gospel.” 

Well might the directors say, on penising these com- 
nmnications. “The spirit of perseverance, fortitude, 
dilig^ice, and fervent piety, manifested by our mis¬ 
sionary , affords us great satisfaction; and we trust is a 
happy presage of the accomplishment of that great 
work to which he is devoted.” 

In 1808, a misunderstanding between the British 
and (Jhinese authorities, compelled Mr. Morrison, with 
all other Englishmen, to repair to Macao. Here he 
was employed in studying the Mandarin and Canton 
dialects. * His helps were imperfect, and ^ progress 
unequal to his labour; but he plodded on, even oflfering 
up his secret prayers in Chinese, that he might become 
more accustomed* to thp language. M«ny civilities 
were received,.but he seldom went abroad. The first 
tim^ he ventured out in Macao, was on a moonlight 
night, under an escort of two Chinese* There was, 
indeed, great need of caution^ as he had to guard against 
the jealousies of the Chinese government on the om 
Hand, and the bigotry of the catholic priesthood on 
the other: while it was equally necessary to secure the 
good opinion of the British authorities, as they had the 
power of deportation, whenever they judged his pre- 
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sence in China unnecessary or improper. As Dr. 
MilnQ has justly observed, “ The paiieiicc that refuses 
to be conquered, the dilig^ce that never tires, the 
caution that always trembles,and the studious habit 
that spontaneously seeks retirement, were best adapted 
for the first protestant missionaiy to China.” 

In the close of 1808, Mr. Morrison was manied to 
Miss Morton, daughter of John Morton, Esq., then on 
a "nsit to Macao; and on tlie same day, received an 
appointment as translator to the Company’s factory at 
Canton, on a salary which rendered him indepeinlent 
of the Society’s funds. On the news of this appoints 
ment reaching England, many thought that Mr. M.'s 
attention had been diverted from the primary object of 
his mission; and while they rejoiced in the relief 
afforded to the funds of the institution, tliey feared that 
a faithful labourer was thereby lost to the cause. 'I’his 
was, however, bv n6 means the case. One of the 
objects for which Mr. M. left his native land, viz. the 
acquisition of the Chinese language, and the prepara¬ 
tion of a djcfionary, could be better secured in the 
service of the Company, than in that of the Society; 
while suficient leisure was«ieft for evangelizing the 
heathen. ^ » 

Though preaching was not the maiq object of his 
mission, yet Mr. M. could not be satisfied without 
communicatang religious, truth omUy to the natives. 
As this could not be done openly, he endeavoured te 

it by holdii^ secret meetings, with a few natives, 
in his own room; where, witfi locked doors, he read 
and esl^lained the Gospels, every Sabbath day. Such 
services, though not sufiicient to gratify the ardent 
missicmaif, who longs to* address his listening thou- 
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sands, might yet be owned and blessed of God, to the 

awakening ol a few; and these few might influence 
others, until with ever enlarging, and still increasing 
circles, the movement ihighl spread, till it affected the 
whole surface of society. 

This year a grammar w as prepared for the press, and 
the manuscript of the New Testament was partly fit to 

be printed; but the publication of both were deferred, 
till a more extensive knowledge of the .laiiguage should 
inspire the missionary with more confidence in his pro- 
duefions. 

In 1810, Mr. Morrison, having satisfied himself that 
the .^cts of the Apostles, brought out with him, would, 

if amended and revised, b? useful, made an effort to 
gel it printed. The expense was great, amounting to 
about half-a-crow n per copy; which vras about ten times 
as much as ought to have been charged for this busi¬ 
ness. Btit the book was ranked among prohibited 

works; and the printers, having to run some risk in 
getting it through the press, took advantage of this cir¬ 
cumstance, and charged accordingly. On,presenting a 
copy of the Acts to the Bible Society, the committee of 
that institution were plewsed to vote Mr. Morrison the 
sura of five hundred pqunds, to aid in promoting the 

circulation of .the Chinese scriptures, 
Ih 1811, Mr. M. transmitted his Chinese grammar 

to Bengal, for the purpose of being printed; but the 

publication was delayed tilljfche year 1815, when it was 

printed at Serampore, at the ex^nse of the £ast India 

Company. * 
In the same year a small •tract on redemption was 

drawn up by Mr. Morrison, wfech has been widely 
circulated, and highly esteemed. The Assembly’s 

s 2 
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shorter catechism was also rendered into Chinese; but 
beings a translation, it was necessarily more stiff and 
unidiomatic than the former. It was used, how’ever, 
in the mission schools, and ha^ been of some service in 
training catechumens in the knowledge of Christianity. 

In 1812, the Gospel of Luke was printed in Chinese, 
which having been i)resented to the Bible Society, a 
second donation* of five hundred pounds was made. 
About the same, time, the missionaries at Serampore 
printed the Gospels of Matthew and Mark, to which 
that of John was afterwards added, enco’iragcd by gmnfs 
of the Bible Society. 

About this period, the Chinese government pu]> 
lished an edict, against Christianity, whereby printing 
religious books, and preaching the Gospel, were made 
capital offences. The Romish missionaries at Peking 
were silenced, and some of them imprisoned, till they 
could be transported tb Europe. Mr. Morrison, how¬ 
ever, proceeded in his work undismayed, resolved to 
persevere in spite of imperial decrees, though careful 
not to invite^ the notice of government. The, directors 
of the missionary society, as little discouraged as their 
agent, sent out the same yeasJdr. Milne, to the aid of 
Mr. Morrison^ who proved a very acceptable fellow- 
labourer. 

In the month of July, 1813, Mr. Milne reached 
Macao; but was ordered, at the instigation of the Romish 
clergy, to quit the settlement within ten days. Having 
no resource, he proceeded to Canton, where he spent 
five months in studying the lan^age; and at the clos^ 
of the Season, set sail fpr Java, with a large cargo of 
New Testaments and tracts, which were just ready for 
distribution. T2itis the bigotry of the catholics turned 
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out rather to the furtherance of the Gospel. The go¬ 

vernment of Macao have since become more liberal, 

and it is not likely that protestant missionaries will 
again be disturbed in thoir residence there. 

Mr. Milne was furnished for his journey through the 

archipelago with two thousand testaments, ten thou¬ 
sand tracts, and five thousand catechisms; which, con¬ 

sidering the jealousy of the Chinese government, were 

ciirried through the press without much difficiilty. 

Having committed to memory Dr. Morrison s dialogues, 

and transcribed his grammar, Mr. Milne set out on this 

important tour. He touched at llanca, where many 

books were distributed; and on the tenth of March 

arrived in Batavia. The Hon. Sir Stamford Rafiles, 

lieutenant-governor of Java, furnished him with the 
means of travelling, at the expense of government, over 

the whole island; whereby abundant opportunities were 

afforded for distributing books,^ and great interest ex¬ 

cited amongst the Chinese settlers. During the course 

of his journey, he printed about eighteen hundred copies 
of the first chapter of Genesis, with three hundred 

tracts, and a thousand hand-bills; the latter his own 

composition. 

In the mean, tivie, Mr. Morrison continued his unob¬ 

trusive labours in Canton, expounding the Scriptures, 

and. praying with his domestics. Some of whom ap¬ 
peared to profit by the word, and expressed a desire to 

be baptized. 

On announcing the com^fietion of the Chinese New 
Testament to the IBjblh Society, Mr. Morrison writes, 
Januaifr H, 1814;— 

“ I beg to infcKTin the society, that the translation of Jie New Tes¬ 

tament into Chinese, has been completed, and I hourly expect the 
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last sheet from the press. Allow me to notice, that 1 give this to 

the world, not as a perfect translation. That sc^ne sentences are 
obscure^ and that some might be better rendered, I suppose to be 

matter of course in every translation made by a foreigner. I have 

done my best; it only remains \hat ^ commit it by |)rayer to the 

Divine blessing. The Gospels, the closing epistles, the book of 
Revelations, are entirely my own translating. The middle part of 

the volume is founded on the work of some unknown individual, 

vdiose pious labours were deposited in the British Museum. 1 took 
the liberty of altering and supplying what appeared to me requisite; 

and^ feel great pleasure in recording the beneht which I first dc> 

rived from the labours of my unknown predecessor.’’ 

During this year, the East India Company, fully 
impressed with a sense of the value of the dictionary 
compiled by Mr. Morrisop, sent out an experienced 
printer, with the necessary apparatus, to carry the work 
through the press. Much difficulty was at first ex¬ 
perienced in getting the Chinese characters engraved, 
but by the talent and perseverance of Mr. P. P. Thoms, 
these difficulties were overcome, and the work made 
encouraging progress. 

In 1814, a small tract was drawn up by Mr, Mor¬ 
rison, on Old Testament History, with a Chinese hymn 
book; another edition of the New Testament was also 
published, in the 12mo. form. The. engraving of the 
blocks cost five hundred dollars, or eleven-pence for 
every hundred characters; and the printing and binding 
were done at half a dollar each copy* The Committee 
of the Bible Society, on receiving the first complete 
copy of the Chinese New Testament, voted the sum of 
one thousand pounds, * towards fprthering the under* 
taking. • This year, the missionaries were encfniraged 
by the baptism of the first Chinese convert His name 
was Tsae aged twenty-seven, who, after long 
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instruction and trial, came forward, and confessed his 
faith in the Lord Jesus, in the following terms:— 

» 

Jesus making atonement for us, is the blessed sound. Language* 

and thought, are both inadeqdkte td exhaust the gracious and admir¬ 

able goodnesajbf Jesus. I now believe in him, and rely on his 

merits for the remission of sins, I have many defects, and without 

faith in Jesus, should l>e eternally miserable. Now, Uial we have 

heard of the forgiveness of sins, through Jesus, we ought with all our 

hearts, t<» rely on his goodness. When I reflect^and question myself, 

1 j>erceive- that, from childhood till now, I have had no strengthL-no 

merit—no learning. Hitherto, I have done notliing to answer to the 

goodness of God, in giving me existence in the world, as a human 

being. I have not recompensed tlic kindness of my parents, my rela¬ 
tions^, my friends. Shall I repine ? Shall I hoj)c in my good deeds? 

No. I entirely east myself upon Jesus, for the remission of sins, and 

pray to God to confer upon me his Holy Sjnrit.” 

Ur. Morrison’s account of him, is as follows:— 

** When Tsae -\-ko first came to me, he did not well understand 

what 1 meant. Tliri'c \ears afterwards, when I could speak better, 

he comprehended a little more ; and beitig employed in superintending 

the printing of the New Testament, he began to see that the merits 

of Jesus were sufKcient fpr the salvation of all mankind, and hcncc 

believed in him. His natural temx>er was not good, and I thought 

it better thdt. he should retire from my service. He ,coutiimed, how¬ 

ever, to come and worship with us an sabbath days. He prayed ear¬ 

nestly, and read our Christian books; from the perusal of which he 

became convinced of ^is errors, saw that his nature was evil, and that 

he had not fulfilled his duty td his frieutls and brethren. His know¬ 

ledge is, of couftee, limited; but, I hope, that his faith is sincere. 

Taking the conduct of Pliilip, therefore, for my guide, at a spring of 

"Water, issuing from the foot of a lofty hill, by the sea side, away from 

human observation, I baptized, in the name of the Father, Son, and 

Holy Spirit, Tsae A-ko, whose character and confession have been 

iibove given. May he be th|f first fruits of a great harvest; one of 

millions, who shall beliefe, and be saved from the wrath to come.'* 
"Y * 

Tsae A-ko adhered to the prafession of the Gospel, 
until his death, which took j)lace in 1818. • He died of 
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a consumption; but ha\iiig been removed to a distance 
from bis instructor, there was no means of ascertaining 
his actual state of mind, whilst exchanging worlds. 

During the winter of this year, the sum of one thou¬ 
sand dollars was paid to Mr. Morrison by the exe¬ 
cutors of the late W. Parry, Esq. for the purpose of 
diffusing the knowledge of our holy religion; the prin¬ 
cipal part was a];q)ropriatcd to the printing of the New 
Testament. 

In 1815, the book of Genesis, and the Psalms of 
David, were printed; and the Bible Society assisted 
the work, by a further grant of one thousand ])ound.s. 
The missionaries at Serampore were, also, encouraged 
by grants, in aid of their translations. '' 

Finding that the public preaching of the Gosptd, 
and free intercourse with the natives, wej e difficult in 
China, Mr. Milne suggested the propriety of estaldish- 
ing a mission in the Malayan archipedago, wht*re no 
restrictions would be laid upon missionary exertions, 
and where pious young men might.be trained for future 
labour. He accordingly removed to Malacca, and com¬ 
menced the mission there. 

During the summer of 1815, the indiscretion of a 
native, who was engaged in cutting m^tal types for the 
dictionary, attracted the attention of the local govern¬ 
ment ; and the person, in whose possession the blocks 
of the New Testament were, fearing lest he might be 
involved, suddenly destroyed the chief part of them; 
which ^st the mission five hundred dollars to repair. 

la year 1816, another grant of one thousand* 
pounds was received from the Bible Society, towards 
the printing of the Sciiptures; and grants of three and 
four hundred pounds from .the Tract Society for the 
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purpose of printing religious tracts in the Chinese lan¬ 
guage. A few friends, in America, likewise contri¬ 
buted four hundred pounds. 

On the 7th of July, 4816, Mr. Morrison accompa¬ 
nied Lord Amherst to Peking. Tlu^y arrived at the 
capital, on the 14th of August, and the ambassador 
having refused to perform the ceremony of prostration 
before the emperor, they returned, by Jaud, to (.'aiiton. 
('onsiderablc infonnatioii was acquired by this tdur, 
both of the various provinces, and of the different 
diali'i'ls spoken in them. 

In lli(‘ year 1817, the Senatus Academicus of the 
• • 

Univysity of Glasgow, conferred upon Mr. Morrison, 
the degree of Doctor in Divinity. 

This year, Dr. Morrison published “ A view of China, 
for Philological Purposes,” in English; and a trans¬ 
lation of the Morning and Evening Prayers of the 
(’hiirch of England,” in ChinesA At the same time, 
Dr. Morrison and jVfr. Milne arranged between them, 
the portion each should take of the translation of the 
Old Testjunent; Dr. IM. choosing the Pentateuch, with 
the Psalms and Prt)phetical Books, while the rest de¬ 
volved on Mr. Millie. Considerable portions of both 
these divisions were, how’ever, already prepared. This 
year, also, the .Bible Society granted another thousand 
pounds, for the printing of the Chinese Scriptures. 

During the year 1818, the direct labours of Dr. Mor¬ 
rison, to diffuse the blessings of Christianity in China, 
were confined to the narrow sphere of his own house- 
hbld, and a few otlyrs* who came to hear him, with 
closed doors. The eamestness wdth which he prose¬ 
cuted his sedentary labours, in tfie compilation of the 
dictionary, and the further tnanslation of*the Scriptures, 
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greatly encroached on his general health, and he began 
to suffer from severe attacks of indisposition. 

In 1818, Dr. Morrison’s health revived; the Chinese 
dictionary was in a state of forwardness, and the alpha¬ 
betic portion brought to a conclusion. A few natives 
continued their attendance on his ministry, who mani¬ 
fested attention and reverence. In the month of 
November of thij? year, the translation of the Bible was 
coiflpleted by Morrison and Milne, and another thou¬ 
sand pounds was granted by the Bible Society. In 
reference to the principles and character of his trans¬ 
lation, Dr. Morrison writes:— 

“ By the mercy of God, an entire version of the Scripturci^, into 

(Chinese, hafs been brought to a coticlusiou. Mr. Milne translated Job, 

and the liistorical books; the rest of the Old Testament, ^va^ wholly 

my own translation. Of the New, I traiislatcd the four Gosjx'ls, and 

from Hebrews, to the end. The other Iwoks of the New Testament, 

I edited, with sueli alterations, as in my conscience, and with the 

degree of knowledge of the Chinese language which 1 then possessed, 

I tliuught neccssa^}^ 

“ I always stated, explicitly, that the Chinese manuscript, in the 

British Museum, a copy of which I procured, was the foundation of 

the New Testament in Chinese, which I completed and edited. 

“ As to opinions which natives may give of the work, the following 

things should also b<; considered. China possesses much ancient lite¬ 

rature, which has, for many centuries,^been thtf constant study of the 

learned, who have wrought up the language to a hjgh degree of ele¬ 

gant conciseness and classical allusion. In consequence of this, they 

arc extremely fastidious in respect of style, and loathe whatever is not 

classical Chinese. The “ vulgar talk’’ of the Chinese, which the liUj- 

rati despise, does not mean, “ low vulgar expressions,” but common 

language, in distinction from an elevated, classical, and recondite style, 

intelligible only to persons of education* learned of China think, 

that every respectable book ought to he written in a sort of Latin, 

not in the vulgar tongue, ^hdb-foo-tsze, indeed, departed from this 

practice, in his Philosophical Essays; for new ideas cannot be com- 

‘ municated so well,sas by the simj^est language. To put the book of 
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God into such a language, either out of compliment to the learned, or 

to exhibit one’s own classical attainments, seems to be acting over 

again the tjsagti of the £g}'ptiar) priests, who expressed their doctiiiies 

b) hicroglvphies, intelligible only to the initiated: or as other priests 

did, in the RheniiNh translatitftt, Avho introduced so many difficult 

expressions, that they contrived to render it unintelligible to the 

comnion people.^ 

** The duty of a translator is, first, to comprehend the sense, and 

feel th(‘ spirit of the original: and then, to express it faithfully, per- 

spicutmsly, i(baniutkally, and, if he can, eleganfly. For tlie first, a 

Christian student will be more competent than a heathen translafor; 

for the second, one who translates into his mother tongue, will excel. 

I think the first to be of most iinpoi'tance; for, no elegance of com¬ 

position can atone for a misunderstanding of the meaning : wliercas 

uncoi^thness in style, destroys not the sense. By this, I mean, that 

a less tmr(‘ and idiomatic translation, made hv a Christian inissioiiarv, 

ig belter tliau a translation made by the most accomplished pagan 

scholar. Any of the Chinese, I have ever seen, would slur the work 

oM’r in ail) way, or affect to a)npnd the sense of the original, when it 

did not coin]>ort with their pro\ious opinions. 

“ III mj translation, I have stuclied^/f<c?<7/V//,^>m;;)M*?i/V(/, and^fiw- 

plicUff: I have prefcrre^l common words to classical ones; and would 

rather be <leni<‘d inelegant, than hard to lie understood. To the task 

1 have brought patient endurance of labour and seclusion from society, 

a culm and unprejudiced judgment, and, 1 hojie, an accurate mode of 

thinking, willi a reverential sense of the awful resjmnsjbility of niisre- 

j)r(‘senling God’s w'ord. 

“ I ha\c made no depart lire, in any sensible degi'ce, from the sense 

of the FiUglish version^ and have not affected to make a iteic (rafts- 

hit'mn, or an imitromi rersim, inmiediately and solely, fiora tlie 

original.” • 

III the summer of 1820, Dr. Morrison opened a dis¬ 
pensary for the Cliinesc poor, at Macao, which was 
gratuitously attended by Dr.’Livingstonc, till the close 
oi‘ the season. It b^cahie very •popular, but time and 

funds were inadequate to its continuance. Dr. M. also 

• See D’Oyly and Mant'% Bible. 
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delivered a lecture, in English, every Sabbath day, 
while a course of theological instruction was kept up 
with the few natives who attended. 

In 1821, Dr. Morrison was* suddenly deprived of his 

first wife, by the cholera; she departed in the assured 
hope of reaching the haven of eternal rest. In addi¬ 
tion to his domestic affliction, Dr. M. was much con¬ 
cerned at the small effect produced by his la])c>urs, for 
with the exception of one or two, all remained dark. 

In the beginning of 1822, a dispute occurred between 
the Chinese and English, when the gentlemen of the 
factory were obliged to remove. On this occasion Dr. 
Morrisons acquaintance with the Chinese language, 
was of considerable importance, and tended much to 
the pacification which afterw’ards took place. 
. The same year. Dr. Morrison brought his Chinese 
dictionary to a close, which has been i)rinted by the 
East India Company, at the expense of .^15,000. By 
this means, valuable facilities are furnished for the use 
of English students, in attaining a most difficult lan¬ 
guage, spoken by a people comprising one-third of the 
population of the globe. His own studies, however, 
were prosecuted with few of those helps; hence, a much 
larger portion of time was occupied, by him, in the 
acquisition of the language, than will be necessaiy for 
future labourers. • 

In the beginning of 1823, Dr. Morrison arrived at 
Malacca, where he found the missionaries in toler¬ 
able health; but sighed fdr his faithful fellow-servant, 
William Milne, who, though fiho^t the number of his 

years, Hved much in a little time. He expressed him¬ 
self highly satisfied With the college house and library; 
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the printers, unawed by mandarins, printing the word 
of God; and the Chinese youths singing, in their own 
language, the high praises of Jehovah. 

On the twentieth of March, 1824, Dr. Morrison 
arrived in England, and the following month was in¬ 
troduced at court by Sir George Staunton, Bart., and 
presented to the king by the president of the board of 
controul. Dr. M. laid before his majesty a copy of the 
(Chinese scriptures, and an account of,the xVnglo-Chi- 
ncse college; wlum his majesty was pleased to convey, 
througli the medium of the secretary of state, the ex¬ 
pression of his marked a])i)robation of that gentlemans 
distinguished and useful labours. 

At the ])iiblic meeting of jthe society the same year, 
Dr. IMorvison presented a copy of the sacred scriptures 
in Chinese, and of his English and Chinese dictionary ,*• 
which were received with the wannest expressions of 
satisfaction; when a resolution w'as passed to the 
following effect:— 

• 

“ That this meeting' contcmplatea with sacred delight, the comple¬ 

tion of a truit¥ilation of the Holy Scriptures into the Chmese language, 

by Hrs. Morristm and ; and considers tbia event a moat powerful 
call upon the Clmatian world U> promote, by every practical method, 
the ditiusion of the Dj^ ine treasure now provided, and the acc9)n- 

plishmcnt of the general purposes of the mission, long establishe-d for 

that extensive and hiteresting country.” 

On seconding this motion, Mr. Butterworth said, that 
“ nearly twenty years before, when passing through the 
British Museum, he had observed a young man poring 

some Chinese n^nuscripts, and supposed it would 
prove a waste of time, considering the language of 
China almost unattainable; but now the tabic is loaded 
with his honourable labours^ and the Christian world 
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is deeply indebted to him.’* At this anniversary another 
thou^aind pounds was given by the Bible Society 

Before he left China, Dr. Morrison ordained Leang 
Af^h, converted througK the instrumentality of Dr. 
Milne, to the work of an evangelist; and thus sanction(*d 
his endeavours to promote Christianity among his 
countrymen in China. 

During the following year, Dr. M. endeavounul to 
promote the ctiltivatioii of Chinese literature in this 
country, by forming a language institution, in aid of 
the propagation of Christianity; desig.^ed to afford mis¬ 
sionaries of every class the facilities for acquiring tlie 
rudiments of the native language, before proceeding to 
their stations. A few students commenced the study of 
Chinese on this principle. 

In the month of May, 1826, Dr. Morrison, having 
been previously united in marriage to Miss Armstrong, 
of Liverpool, embarked on board the Orwell, for CJhina, 
to devote himself again to the evangelization of that 
country; and on the nineteenth of September, arrived 
safe at Maoao. « 

During Dr. Morrison’s absence, Leang Afah com¬ 
posed a small volume in Chinese, explanatory of the 
epistle to the Hebrews, of wljich Dh M. spoke favour¬ 
able : also an essay on the Christian religion; in which 
he pointed out the necessity of a Saviour; and directed 
his countrymen to the Bible, which had been translated 
for their use. He also drew up an account of his ex¬ 
perience which has since been^printed. 

Of Af^h’s conversations with^his coimtrymen, the 
following is a specimen. Ai^h, whilst in a passage 
boat, was reading the Gospel of Mark, when a fellow 
passenger caslphis eyes on* the expression “ till the Son 
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of Man be risen from the dead/’ and asked ■what it 
meant’? Afah* told him of the death and resurrection 
of Jesus, to make atonement for sin, confessed his owu 
faith, and preached to hftn the Gospel. Speaking of 
the miracles of Jesus, the man asked him, if he had 
seen them^ His answer was, “No; but they are re¬ 
lated in the Sacred Books.” “ Have you never read,” 
said his opponent, “ what Mang-tsze has said, ‘ It would 
be better to have no books than to believe every boot?’ 
although the w*estern nations ])elieve these writings, it 
is nofrnecessary for us to credit them.” To this Afiih 
re])lied, “ that he believed the things recorded in the 
Bible,because he felt that he was a sinner, and that 
without a Saviour, he could i^ot escape punishment.” 
Then, (pioting Miing-tsze again, he said, “ A good man 
may be deceived by a distorted representation of facts, 
but cannot be deluded so as to believe things absolutely 
absurd.” 

Another conversation occuiTed with a literary gra¬ 
duate, who taking up‘a volume read in the epistles for 
an hour; \^'hen being asked his opinion, he i^id, “ Some 
parts are easily understood; in some sentences there 
is an inverted collocation of words; and there are para¬ 
graphs of which I cannot understand the subject spoken 
of.” To this A^h replied, “ This book, being translated 
by persons from the western world, contains expres¬ 
sions, that are a little rugged. In some parts, foreign 
customs and allusions are introduced, and therefore 
those passages are difficult to be understood.” The 
nfan then expressed Jiis desirableness of notes, to ex¬ 
plain ancient usages and allusions; “ otherwise*,” said 
he, “ the book is liable to be despised.” 

During the summer of 1827, Dr. Morrison performed 
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publk worship, once every sabbath day, Lcang Af^h 
was yrith him all that time, reading the Scriptures, 
and hearing them explained. Af^ih drew up a para¬ 
phrase on the Romans; 'and'Dr. Morrison composed 
two volumes, introductory to the reading of the Scrip¬ 
tures, in Chinese. 

Leang Af^h lamented, with tears, his want of success 
in converting souls to Christ, and resolved to write 
short tracts, and put them into people’s hands, as the 
most practicable method of disseminating divine truth. 

In a letter to the directors, he thus expresses him¬ 
self;— 

“ I thank the Lord for his wondrous mercy, in ccmvertiuj^ my uholn 

family. Having been made a paftaker of this great grace, my chief 

happiness consists in obeying the precepts of the Lord, anti in lo\ ing 

others as myself; the greatest expression of which is to leach tliem to 

know the true God, and the grace of our Lord Jesus, in rf*deeming 

the world. The men of my country are bigotted to the worship of 

idols, ignorant of the true God, and of the j)reciousness of the soul: 

hence, my heart is stirred up to learn the fru<! way, that I may teach 

it to them, and thus, not render nugatorj- the grace of G<mI, in pre¬ 

serving me, aqd providing n salvation for all mankind. , . 

“ I have a partial knowledge of the Gosjiel, but the field of enquiry 

is unlimited; the more thought that is besto\ved upon it, the more 

profound it appears. I therefore entreat the Lord, by his Holy Spirit, 

to^pen the perceptions of my mind, if perhaps I may loam the art of 

repressing passion, diminisliing excesses, correetpg self, and admo¬ 

nishing others. • 
But, although learning the principles be easy, carrying them into 

practice is difficult; therefore, I entreat all the teachers, in your 

honoured country, to pray for qte, a simple disciple, that the Lord 

may increase my knowledge, and help me to instruct others. 

“But the people of the* middle counter (China) are divided into 

many sdhts, and pride occupies their hearts; so that their speedy 

conversion will not, I fear, fee accomplished. I can only study the 

truth, practice it, and set an example, that will move men’s hearts, 

praying the Mosf High I^onl fo convert them. The Chinese arc 
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glued fast to ten thousand forms of idols: the root is deep, and the 

stem strong; to eradicate it suddenly, will not be easy. Thensfore, I 

hope, that all believers in the Lord Jesus, in your honoured country, 

will increase in benevolence, till all nations become one family, and 

the Gosjjcl lie spread throughout the whole world. * 

In the beginning of 1828, a Chinese convert was bap¬ 
tized by Leang Af^h ; his name was Keu Teen-ching; 
a young man, brought up to the learned profession, re¬ 
siding in a country village, about eighty miles frofti 
(Jantun. Aftih’s letter to Dr. Morrison, contains the 
following account of his bu])tism:— 

“f)r^tho fourth <b»y of tlio present month, being the day of wor¬ 

ship, Koijp3r<*ffi-ehiDgn‘e<:ived the rite of baptism, and entered into the 
family of C,}od. He and I dwell in ^ small house, where with united 

hearts, wc study the true doctrine. We are desirous of writing a 
catechism of the truth, for the use of children ; and propose opening a 

charit}' school. Next full moon we intend to begin.” 

Wc subjoin a letter from the convert to Dr. 
Morrison:— 

The moral disease of man in this world, is ignorance of his true 
condition, ape^too great a compliance with die customs pf the world, 

During the last few' months, I have fallen in with my religious eider 

brother, end have iM^cn with him morning and evening, listening to 

the truth. He says, the gi'eat source of truth is from heaven; that 

ancient doctrines, though diverging through many channels, afi 

revert to one God. jOti hearing this, I was suddenly awakened, and 

began te think of my former sins, stains, and pollutions; 1 desired 
to seek the gate of pardon, and knew not the way thither. Happily 

I found the hand of my religious brother pointing the way. He said 
* though your sins be as heavy as the ^reat mountains, if you trufy 

repent, reform, and trust in Jesus, the saviour of the world, you will 
obtdln^the obliteration of all^our sins, and acquire everlasting life.’ I 
there^ifn poured out my heart, reverently believed, and receifed the 

rite of baptism, to cleanse away the filth of sen; hoping for the gp'ace 
of the Holy Spirit, to implant in my heart a root of hoUness, and 

assist me in bringing forth the fniit ofholy virtues.”* 
T 
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has recorded some of the conversations he had 
with his idolatrous countrymen in 1830, Ignorant and 
atheistical objections were made by some, while others 
were deterred by the fear of man, from confessing 
Jesus. Af^h’s father was so far softened, as to wor¬ 
ship Jehovah, though he continued to adore the idols 

. of the country, not venturing to think himself wiser 
t%an the erape/or and his mandarins. 

The same year another (/hristian was added to the 
number, named Keiih Agang. This man had b(^on con¬ 
nected with the mission, as a piiutor, from its first 
establishment; and during the life time of Dr. Milne, 
di^Iayed some anxiety to become a ('hristiaie- He is 
remarkable for his honest simplicity, and firm attach¬ 
ment to the cause. In the beginning of 1830, he went 
to live with Afah, and studied the truths of the Gos}>eI, 
with a desire to improve. After prayer for the Sj)iiil’s 
sdd, and grace to persevere to the end, Agang w'as 
baptized by AfSh; and then went home, to exhort his 
wife to desist from worshipping false gods, and to 
trust in Jesus for the remission of sins. ' V/hen lie 
knelt down to pray, she wondered that he did not use 
incense matches and crackers, after the manner of the 
Chinese; and reproached hiiji for worshipping the god 
of foreigners; while she declared her determination to 
adhere to the religion of her forefathers. She* ct>m- 
pialned to a neighbour, that her husband had forsaken 
the gods of his own people, and refused to eat things 
mSered to idols. She proceeded even to rail him, and 
mock at his morning prayers, saving that they brought 
her no luck, as it had rained for two days, while she 
was was^g. 

This summer^ »Ai^h, accompanied by one of the 
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new converts, went to Kaou-chow-foo, about one hun¬ 
dred and fifty hiiles W. S. W. of Canton on the, occa¬ 
sion of a literary examination. Here he distributed 
tracts throughout the citj; and posting himself in front 
of the examination hall, before the literary chancellor, 
suj)j)lied the students with books, to the number of 
seven hundred volumes. 

In tlie year 1832, Dr. Morrison writes, ‘* I have been 
twenty-five years in China, and am npw beginning to 
see the work })rospcr. lly tlu; press, wc have been 
able 'to scatter knowledge, far and wide. Agang has 
been^ engaged with the lithographic press, and Afilh, in 
]mntiji^^^*^ne tracts of his own composition; besides 
teaching Ids coniitrymen d^iily, three of whom he has 
baptized during the year.” 

The following year Dr. Morrison laboured, with 
his assistants, Afiih and Agang, to scatter the word of 
life; the former embracing the opportunity of distribut¬ 
ing tracts among the students, at the literary examina¬ 
tion. These candidates had i*epaired, to the provincial 
city, fronta circuit of one hundred miles; wjien Af^h, in 
the most public manner, presented them with religious 
books, which they received with avidity; and many, 
after reading came back for more. AfSh’s mind 
made up for ^11 consequences and he felt excited to 
work, “ while it was called to-day.” This y^ear, 60,000 
sheet tracts, chiefly selections from the Scriptures, were 
printed; with 10,000 copies of prayers and hynms. 
Afhh was occupied in circulating these, and printing 
liiore; he, and his ^fellow disciples, having had their 
spirits stirred to unusual boldqess, in tract distribution. 
The rulers had not molested them,Tor which they thank¬ 
ed God, and took courage, a Dr. M. thpugh* much in- 

T 2 
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&posed, continued the usual religious ser\dces; while 

Mrs. ,M., and the children, embarked fo*r England, for 
health and education. 

A Chinese teacher na'ined* Choo Tsing, who had 
been formerly employed in the college, at Malacca, 
returned this year to China. On the voyage, they fell 
in with a heavy gale, which carried away the masts, 

and caused the vessel to spring a leak. Every one ex¬ 
pected a watery, grave, and while consternation sj)read 
through every breast, the teacher lifted up his heart to 

heaven, and recollecting that he haJ heard the Gos[)eJ 
preached without giving his heart to its cordial re- 

cebtion, he determined, that, if God would u-^five his 
sins, and save him from the impending calamity, he 

would spend his life, in obedience to his will. After 

a time, the storm abated, and they reached C.%ina in 
safety; when the heathen began to collect money, to 

buy victims, incense, and candles, to offer in the idol 

temples. Choo Tsing refused to contribute to this 

object, but aided some shipwrecked sufferers, who 

stood in neeiJ of his charity. After his arriv^r't Can¬ 

ton, he was engaged in the service of the Company, 

and having been tried for some time, was baptized by 
^tt-Morrison. He then commenced reading the Scrip¬ 

tures, and prayer in his family, at wlych his pagan 

wife laughed. He persevered, however, in this duty; 

and on Sundays, his neighbours joined him, when they 

had a service of an hour’s length, with ten or a dozen 

pers(squB to hear. 

About this time, Af^h writes,— ^ 

** Several persona have ebeyed the truth, and entered the churdh 

pi the holy religion. There are upwards of ten of us, who with one 

Ipsart, serve the Loi^, and learn thfe doctrines of the Gospel. Every 
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Sabbath day, we aasemble tof^ther to praise the Saviour for the 

mighty grace of redemption. Hitherto, the Lord has protected us; 

so that wc enjoy tranquility; therefore, I praise our heavenly Father, 

for converting us by liis grace. Further, I hope, Uiat me may perse¬ 

vere in persuading men to servi thclLord; and, finally, ascend to the 

heavenly regions, to praise the self-existent God, throughout eternal 
ages.” 

In the beginning of 1834, Af^h, and one of his 
disciples made a short lour, to distribu^le books amtjng 
the p(^o])lc in the country, which were generally well 
received. One schoolmaster requested copies of the 
Scri])liire lessons, for the use of his pupils in the school. 

On the 1st of August, of the same year, the beloved 
Morri«!ffi^’as called away by death. He had been 
indisposed for some time; Itut his removal, at last, was 
sudden. He had composed, about forty days before 
his death, a sermon in English, from the first three 
verses of the fourteenth of John, which he entitled, 
‘‘ Heaven, the believer s homebut increasing debility 
prevented his preaching it. His scr^dees in Chinese, 
with his domestics and dependents were, however, 
continiftd^to the close of his life. On th^ last of his 
earthly sabbaths, about a dozen were assembled in an 
uj)per room, for prayer. During the service, the Spirit 
of God seemed to be present. They sang the Redeemer’s 
praises, in Chinese, with unusual ardour; and the vene¬ 
rable missionary, notwithstanding his extreme weak¬ 
ness, exhorted them, with affectionate warmth, to flee 
from the wrath to come. H^ declined soon afterwards; 
and on the Ist of August, his weakness and pain were 
extreme. They then prepared to send him to,Macao, 
but it was his corpse only that wgnt; for on that night, 
about ten o’clock, he peacefully fell asleep in Jesus. 

Previous to his death. Dr. Morrison* had recived an 
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appointment from the King, similar to that which he 
had held under the Company: this new office he was 
allowed to hold only a few days, when he was callecl 
away, to fill a higher situation, confeiTed upon him by 
the King of kings, in the courts above. His esteemed 

’ son, Mr. J. R. Morrison, now occupies the post of trans¬ 
lator. 

In his last letter to the Directors, Dr. M orrison writes: 

“ 1 wait patiently/the events to be developed in the course ni'Divine 

Providence. The Lord reigncth. If the kingdom of God our iour 

prosper in China, all will be well: other matters arc coiiijiaratiudy id' 
small imj«n*tancc. ISIay the Lord bless and prosper tlie London Mis- 

sionar}' Society, and may \vc all be pi’cj>ared for that day f^Jiicii is fjust 

approaching. Farewell.” 

Thus he died as he lived, full of the spirit of piety, 
and panting after the salvation of China. 

Not a month after Dr. Morrison's death, a new cala¬ 
mity befel the mission. The devoted Afah, anxious 
to make the best of every opportunity, had, according 
to his previous practice, been engaged in distributing 
books among the literary candidates at Cantoc.;'and in 
order to this, took up his station in front of the exami- 

^^ation hall. Both the motive and action were good, 
blit the effort was ill-timed. Jt was Just at the period, 
when the native authorities were in a ferment, about 
the affair of Lord Napier; the British trade was stopped, 
and every thing connected with foreigners fell under 
suspicion. ^ 

On the first day, a petty officer ordered Allh not to 
distribute books, and took some ^way; but, as they 
were not disapproved of by the magistrate, he continued 
to distribij^e them. On the following day, the petty 
officer again interfered, and took one or two of the 
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distributors before the magistrate. They were, how¬ 

ever, dismissed; and here the matter might have 

rested, but for political affairs. About this time *Lord 
Napier, finding that the Chinese government had slop 

ped the trade, and declined all direct communication 

with the British authorities, resorted to the extraor¬ 
dinary measure of publishing an official document,’' 

in the Chinese language, exhibiting “ t|ie present state 
of tlie relations between (liina and Great Britaim;” 

which he had lithographed, and placarded intheneigh- 

b()iirlu>o(l of the factori(\s. 'I'his new step, appealing 
to the public sentiinenl, in a county where no one had 

hillieTt^J)B(ni allowed to think, independently of the 

goveinnicni, roused the ire of the viceroy; who issued a 
new-edict, interdicting all trade with the English, and 

denouncing, as traitors, all natives that iniglit enter 

tlu‘ factories. I'pon this, the servants of the foreigners 

fled in a paniir, and consternation spr(*ad among the 
(.'hinese in every dirt'ction. 

Tlu^ next step w^as, to ascertain who had drawn up 

and printed tlie olhuisive doeuineut. As tJie native 
rulers never would he.lieve, that foreigners could write, 

still less print Chinese, they imagined that some of 
llndr own subject:^had done it for them; and as 

compaiiioiis had ht^eu recently before the magistrates, 

charged with circulating foreign hooks, they were sus- 
pcct(‘d of aiding Lord Najuer in ])rinting his circular. 

Of this, however, Afah and his brethren were ])erfectJy 

innocent; but, as they had been engaged in distributing 
foreign books, they ^ere held responsible for the 

offence. * • 
The following proclamation* was issued on the occa¬ 

sion ; aud in it, the enmity pf the human heart against 
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the Gospel, will be sufficiently apparent, in the epithets 
bestowed on our Christian publications;— 

% 

“ Proclamation by the magistrate of Nan«hae (one of the divisions 
of the city of Canton) for the purpose of sti'ict prohibition. Whereas 
the printing of obscene and idle tales by booksellers, has long been 
a matter of legal prohibition-it having now been discovered, that 
there are persons who fraudulently make depraved and obscene books 
of the outside barbarians, and falsely assuming the pretence of 
admonishing to v irtoe, print and distribute them, whic h is in a high 
degree contrary to law; orders are therefore hereby given t<» the 
police runners, to '‘make strict examination for them; to ascertain 

correctly the shop where the books have been printed ; and to burn 

and destroy the blocks used. If any rashly presume to print and 
distribute such books, they shall assuredly be sefeed, and punished 
with the utmost rigour of the law. Decidedly no indulge ,shall be 

shewn.” 
f 

Here it may be observed, that the ('binesc afe iu 
the habit of designating every publication that differs 
from the Confiician, or orthodox school, as depraved 
and obscene; though it may not contain a single ex¬ 
pression offensive to modesty, or injurious to morals. 
They are anxious, at the same time, to make all their 
proceedings,wear the appearance of justice; h-snee they 
affect to be the firm opponents of every thing that may 
deprave and delude the mind. Their standard, how- 

being incorrect, their boastings lare vain, and their 
vituperations unfounded; while the only purpose such 
documents serve, is to blind a people already misled to 
their own ruin. 

Af^h’s account of the affair is as follows;— 
I 

“ Leang AfUh reepecUully writes to sill those who love and believe 
in Jesus,^wishing them happiness. < 

For three or four years I iiave been iu the habit of cii'culating 

the scripture lessons, which have been joyfiilly received by many. 

^ This year the triei^iial cxaminatiijp of literary candidates was held in 
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Canton, and I dcaii’ed to distribute books among; the candidates. On 

the twentieth of ^August, tlierefore, accompanied by Woo Achang, 

C!how Asiin, and I^eang Asan, I distiibuted more than five thousand 

volumes, which were gladly received, without the least disturbance. 

The next day we distributed five thousand more. On the third day, 

after several hundreds had been circulated, a police officer seized 

Woo Achang, with a set of books, and took him before the magis¬ 

trate of Naii-hae; who, after examining them, bade the officer not 

interfere with a matter of siicli little im|>ortance. On the fourth day, 

we proe»'(Mled with our work, when the police officer again seized ten 

sets, vvliilc the di^lrihulor happily escaped, and returned. Thc^next 

day, I heaj*d that tlie pfdiee officer had taken the books to the chief 

magistrate of the city ; and apprehending a search, we put the rest of 

our l)o(jks into boxes, and removed to another ]»lace. On the twenty- 

lifthj, the chief nuigistrate sent oflicera to my house, and seized Chow 

A‘'an,^v;;.''ir-*lus partner Akae, and brouglit them up for trial. Akae 

rtifiised to afford any iiiforniation, when the magistrate conununded the 

Hits to give, him forty blows on the face, which rendered him 

to speak. When Chow Asan was examined, he disclosed 

every tiling. The next day, the magistrate sent a number of men in 

pursuit, of me, but being unsuccessful in their seai'ch, they seized 

three of the printers, with four hundred copies of the scripture lessons, 

and the blocks, whi<‘h were taken to the office of the chief magistrate. 

“ On the eighth of Sc'ptember, I fled with my wife and daughter to 

Keaiig-mun, a large town west of Macao. The next day, the magis¬ 

trate stittlriw'o govenmvent boats, and a hundred niemto my residence, 

to seize all my family, unilc and female; but not finding us, they 

seized three of my kindred, and sealed the doors of ray house. On 

hearing this, I fled to (flijli-kiin (a more secluded sea port iii.the"* 

same direction) where I remaMied several days. 

“ At lenglli, nay money was all expended, and I dared not return 

to Oanton, lest I should fall into the hands of the police officers. I 

therefore made an effort to go to Macao, which, by the gi*acious i)ro- 

tection of God, I reached in safety. When I met Mr. Bridgeman, 

the sorrow of my heart was so extieme, that I could not refrain from 

weeping bitterly. He told n^e, however, that Mr. J. R. Morrison had 

made an'angements with the chief magistrate, and for the considera¬ 

tion of eight hundred dollars, had^ obtained the liberanon of the 

printers, and the cessation of the proscfcutiou; but the lieutenant- 

governor insisted on niy being apprehended; upon whkih Mr. Bridg- 

attmid: 

un^lu 
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man took me in a fast boat on board the English ehips at Lintin, 
where I was kindly entertained. 

“ Thus situated, I call to mind that all wlio preach the Gospel of 
our Lord Jesus,'must sutler persecution ; and though 1 cannot equal 
the patience of Paul or Job, I desire* to imitate the ancient saints, 
and keep my heai't in peace.” 

Mr. Bridgman writes on this occasion, “ Had Afhh 
fallen into the hands of his pursuers, his life, for aught 
we fCan see, would have been taken away. But our 
heavenly Father has kept both him and us in safety.” 

The little flock were now scattered, as sheep without 
a shepherd; Aflih was obliged to leave for Singapore, 
where he might difiuse the Gospel amongjthe emi¬ 
grants, without fear of persecution. Agang, However, 
remained in Canton, and wfis the medium of communi¬ 
cation between the missionaries and the native con¬ 
verts, who were unable to come to the foreign factories. 
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On the twenty-tirst of July, 1835, the author arrived 

ill (^'inton, for the purpose of enquiring after the little 

flock of native C hristians, gathered by Dr. Morrison; 

and of«uBd(n’taking a voyage along the cqast to distri¬ 

bute Cbristian books among the (.^hinese. llis ob¬ 

servations on the aspect of missions and the native 

church in C"anton»\vill he most suitable here ; reserj'ia^ 

the account of Jiis voyage to a future chapter. 

It will be necessary, first, to advert to the situation 

of foreigners in Canton. All persons yvIio risit that 

city are suppose<l to go thither for the purpose of trade, 

and arc expected to reside only so long as their com¬ 
mercial engagements require. * Military oflicers, and 

travellers, if they wish to jifocecd by the iiitier pas¬ 

sage from Macao, must represefit themselves as mer¬ 

chants, ere they can be allowed to embeyk. When they 
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go in European packets, however, the native authorities 

take no cognizance of their arrival, and ask no ques¬ 

tions. 
The barbarians are coilsid^ed by the Chinese, tur¬ 

bulent and crafty; and so far out of the pale of civili¬ 
zation, as not to be controlled by the laws of the celestial 

empire. It has been found necessary, therefore, to make 
natives observant of their conduct, and responsible for 
their good behaviour. AVilh this views hong, or security 

merchants are appointed; who, while they monopolize 

the trade, are required to instruct foreigners in their 

duty, and to see to the doing of it. In order tQ, the 

fulfflment of this difficult task, the foreignef&^^^’ithout 

being consulted on tlie subject, are placed under the 

surveillance of the securities, who are made acquainted 

with every thing done by the barbarians, and who re¬ 

port it, if necessary to the native authorities. The way 

in which they acquire the requisite infoimation, is the 

following. No foreigner, except a Parsee,* is allowed 

to purchase j)rovisions in the markets; and no unau¬ 

thorized Chinese is at liberty to sell eatables to a 

foreigner. Again, all the buildings of the foreign fac¬ 

tories, belong to the security merchants, who let them 

dtit .to such persons, and for ^ such purposes, as they 

choose. Thus a foreigner cannot procure food or 

shelter, without employing an authorized purveyor, and 

hiring a factory from the hong-merchants. This pur¬ 

veyor is called % compradore, and must be furnished 

with a license from the security merchants, ere he can 

* The Pftxsees are a daM of wealthy and industriofue merduiats, who trade 
between China and Bombay; and who, fur economy’s sake, bring their own 

servants with t^m. These being Awatics, and peaceably disposed, are allowed 
to purchase their owiyiroyisions. • 
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fill that office. In fact, he is the agent of the priviliged 
trader, placed* as a spy upon the proceedings pf the 

foreigner; who, paying him high wages, and allowing 

him a large profit upon idl hte purchases, supposes him 

devoted to his interests; but the security merchant has 

a stronger hold upon him, being empowered to fleece 
him of his property, and to get him bainboocd and 

banished, if he does not in all things study the interest 

of the native mercliant, to the prejudice^of the foreigner. 

There are besides, a set of men called linguists, be¬ 

tween the security merchant and the compradore; but 
they arc only a link in the chain, and arc as much de¬ 

voted Icy tlie-security merchants, as the purveyors are. 

When a compradore is ojicc fixed for an individual 

or firm, he has the control of all the Chinese business; 

and if the parties insist on doing any thing against his 

advice or interest, he throws up his office; and another 

purveyor not being procurable, except on harder tenns^ 

the foreigner must comply, or the business stop. The 

interference of the compradore, extends to the hiring of 

native tt^xvants; and if they are not such he can de¬ 
pend upon, or wdll approve of, he obje^cts, and threatens 

his employers with resignation, unless his ivishes be 

complied with. Thus every one about the premises ^ 

a foreigner, even to the servant at his table, or in his 

bedroom, is a spy upon his conduct, and carries every 

thing of importance to his superiors; in default of 

which, compradorcs have been stripped of their all, 

linguists sent to the cold countries, and hong-merchants 

ruined. . ' ' 
Confinement is another e\il, which foreigners, in 

Canton are obliged to bear. The factories comprise 
a pile of buildings, about a»quarter of ^ mile square. 
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liiTough which they may range, without molestation. 
In front of these is an open space, not. more than a 
hundred yards long, and fifty wide, where they may 
take the air; but this esplanatde is generally so choked 
up with barbers and fortune-tellers, venders of dogs 
and cats, quack medicines, and trinkets, with a host of 
strangers, come to gaze at the foreigners, that it i.s diffi¬ 

cult to move. Adjoining the factories, are two rows of 
native houses, called new and old China street, whirrc 
foreigners may ramble, and purchase tiinkets; and, if 
they can endure crowds and confusion, with the chance 
of being pushed down, they may stroll through the 
narrow streets of the suburbs, but never viil/Av;t mucli 
offence to the olfactory nerves, or the finer feelings. 

Another mode of recreation, is the plea.surc of rowing 
European boats up and down a crowded river, where 
the stranger is in continual danger of being upset by 
liirge Chinese barges bearing down upon him, without 

. waming; while no one makes the smallest effort to 
save those who may bo precipitated into the water. 
Should he 4and at any given spot, up or Aown the 

river, he is always liable to be stoned or bambooed 

by the natives, when they are strong or mischievous 
OTongh to attempt it. The govemmeiit does, iudcc^d, 

allow foreigners to take a trip, in parties of (ught or 

ten, about once a month, to the flower gardens, winch 
lie three miles up the river; but this indulgence is so 

pompously given, and of such little worth, that few 
avail themselves of it. 

Insult k another evil which foreigners are obliged to 

endure, whilst resident in Canton, In addition to the 

word barbarian/’ wfiich is liberally bestowed on all 

without the pale of Chinese civilization, a more offen- 
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sive epithet is not unfrequently employed. On passing 

trough the suburbs of Canton, or up and do^^rn the 

river, the cry of ‘‘foreign devil,” salutes the ear on 

every side; even motheVs may be seen, teaching their 

infants to point, and shout the offensive epithet, as the 

stranger passes by. Some will even go out of their 

way, or desist from their work, to gratify their railing 

propensities. Even the government stoops to the mean 

practice of abusing Eurojieans; and “devil ship,” was, 

until lately, the title given by the superintendent of 

customs, in ofiicial papers, to s(piar(M’igged vessels. 

Xhose who understand these abusive epithets, feel 

them Ibelfnhre keenly; and it requires no little forbear¬ 

ance to restrain the temjii.‘r, and pass the assailants 

unnoticed. It has been urged, that the people of Can¬ 

ton, have been so long accustomed to call for(‘igners 

“devils,” tliat they scarcely know when they do it; 

but this excuse, which has often been vainly urged in 

defence of profane sw earing, is, by no means, tenable; 

for the (^hinese employ the tenn with a zest and em¬ 

phasis*, indicative of an intention to annoy.* They even 

accompany it with a chir])ing noise, which they sup¬ 

pose to he the cry of devDs, and vary the epithet, so as 

to leave no doubt of their real meaning. They nefj^r 

employ the tejm to their own countrymen, except when 

hi^ly offended and disgusted; but apply it to stran¬ 

gers, as a matter of course, and appear suq)rized when 

any question the propriety of the appellation. 

Foreigners, who come to China, to carry on a regular 

trade, have not much to fear from the system of espi(h 

nage; while the confinement and abuse are tolerated, 

for the sake of gain, with the hope that the^ may soon 
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escape from the scene of restriction and insult, to enjoy 
the hi4ts of their patience in their native land. 

But with missionaries, the case is different. Their 
very residence, and the wdiolc 'of their proceedings, as 
far as respects the conversion of the Chinese, is an 
offence in the eye of the law. They may come as 
chaplains, to instruct their fellow-countrymen, in which 

. capacity they are called “ story-telling devilsbut 
were they to announce themselves, as proselyters, aim¬ 
ing to bring over the natives to Christianity, there is 
no Chinese authority that would tolerr^te them a single 
day. If content to pursue their labours unobserved, 
they may remain unmolested, for years; arWTthcir real 
object would be winked at, only to be brought forward, 
when money is to be squeezed out of “ traitorous na- 

*tives,” for permitting such things to exist, without 
informing their superiors. 

^ In the next place, the study of the Chinese language, 
as the assistance of the natives is concerned, is 

contrary law. What foreigners can effect by their 
own unassisted efforts, llie government has nothing to 
do with; but woe to the native who shall be known to 

, assist barbarians in acquiring the language of the 
“ Bbwe^ nation.” The softesj; term* by which such 
men are designated, is that of Chinese rascals,’’ whose 
crime consists in holding intercourse with foreigners, 
and in revealing the secrets of the celestial empire to . 
its avowed enemies. They are» therefore, by virtue of 
their office^ offenders agaiust the law; and though 
they pursue their vocation year after year,' yet they 
do it at llieir own peril; and the compradmres who 
wink at it^ are liable* to be seized and punished for 
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their neglect of duty. Now and then, a hue and cry 

is raised about* “ traitorous natives,” and these teachers 
are obliged to absent themselves for a time; while 

their pupils are requested net to speak Chinese in the 

streets, or to stand looking at native handbills; lest 

some police officer observing it, should trace them to 

their factory, and procure the arrest of the compra- 

dor(‘s who permitted, or of the teacheu's who assisted 

them in acquiring the language. The fears of ?he 

compradonis on such occasions, are exactly in propor¬ 

tion k) the amount of })ropei1y they possess, and arc 

consequently liable to lose ; and thus the more re¬ 

spectable iimd trust worthy a purveyor may be, the greater 
tlie probability of his being rol)hed of all. 

The (’hinesc do not, or will not, perceive their own 

inconsistency in tliesc proceedings ; for, if foreigners 

arc expected to obey the laws, they ought to be able t-o 

peruse them ; but, if they are kept in ignorance of the 

imperial w'ill, they can hardly be blamed for opposing 

it. The native rulers, however, consider that tlie 

security uKTchants have a sufficient knowledge of the 

English language, to instruct foreigners in their duty, 

and sufficient inffuence over them to secure their doing 

of it, without the«barbarian’s busying himself with the 

Chinese tongue. Thus the study of the native dialect 

is prohibited to merchants, and much more to mission¬ 

aries ; who have sometimes found it very difficult to get 

a teacher, and at other times have had their studies 

interrupted for months togAher. They have, there¬ 

fore, preferred locating themselves in the Malayan 

archipelago, where they mighj learn the language from 

the Chinese colonists without resfriction. 
Another difficulty in the. way of mi^isionary operas 
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Rtions in China is, that the printing of native books, by 
foreigners, is strictly prohibited. The English press is 
free in Canton; so that two newspapers, and one maga¬ 
zine are published there, without interference or molesta¬ 
tion. But while foreigners are permitted to “ corrupt one 
another,” as much as they please; they are not allowed 
to poison the minds of the natives, by their “ depraved 
productions.” This does not refer to Christian books 
m^ely, but to all books constructed by foreigners in 
the native language; and it applies with equal force to 
the Society for promoting Useful Knowledge, and the 
chamber of commerce, as it does to missionary institu¬ 
tions. Ail that is attempted in this departiKent, tnere- 
fore, must be done outside the factories. 

Again, when foreigners wish to engage type cutters, 
they cannot stop in the streets and negotiate with them; 
for nothing could be done in such situations without 
attracting the attention of bye-standers, who do not fail 
to report all that is done by strangers. Even in China- 
street, where foreigners usually buy their tiinkets, the 
door is shut^ immediately a customer enters a shpp, lest 
some police officer passing by should notice and squeeze 
the native dealer; how much less could secret trans- 
a«ti(^s be carried on in the streets jdevoted to native 
trade, where all would see anH hear, what it is wished 
that no one should know. * • 

The only way, therefore, is to employ a Chinese 
broker, in whom conMence can be placed; who will 
come privately to the roomS of the foreigner, receive his 
orders for work, and "get theifi executed in some dis¬ 
tant village. But even ffien, the Arrangement must be 
made under great dilsadvantages; for large advances 
must be nfade J>efore the v^ork is commenced; a higher 
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price must be given than what is really required: and 
the business must be carried on entirely at the ^leisure 
and convenience of the workmen; added to which, the 
undertaking is sometimes *brought to a long stop, 
owing to the real or alledged enquiries made by the 
native authorities; and sometimes a whole edition is 
destroyed to elude the vigilance of the police. Finally, 
when the w'ork is done, the contractor* must convey his 
books secretly out of the port, and canpot consider Inm- 
self safe till the whole investment is beyond the Bogue. 

The difficulty of printing Chinese books, however, 
does^ not interfere with a missionary’s usefulness in 
other partittllars. He may, if already acquainted with 
the rudiments of the langui^ge, greatly increase his ac¬ 
quaintance with the literature and religion, manners 
and customs of the Chinese. He would be in the way 
of attaining the earliest information as to what is pass¬ 
ing in the interior of the empire, and be ready to avail 
himself of any change that might take place in the 
political condition of* the people. He might continue 
to watch over, instruct, and increase the native church 
existing there; and every day he might sally forth and 
converse with the people in the suburbs, where a word 
spoken in due season, might leave a salutary impr^ 
sion on the bye*standers, without exciting the animad- 
ver^on of government. Tracts might also be distri¬ 
buted, in small quantities, and with some caution, till 
the ferment lately occasioned has subsided, when efforts 
more extensive and effectuai for the conversion of the 
heathen might be m^e. 

With regard to * missionary operations, ftfacao is 
somewhat different from Canton. This settlement is 
built on a promontory, jutting out from the south end 

u 2 
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of the ifiland of Heang-shan, from which it is separated 
by a sipall isthmus, defended by a barrier. Macao is 
kdiabited partly by Portuguese, and partly by Chinese, 
severally under the authority of their respective govern¬ 

ments. It is difficult to determine to whom the settle¬ 
ment really belongs. The Portuguese conceive that it 

is theirs; having been ceded to their ancestors by the 
former emperors of China, in consideration of important 
services rendered by them to the state. They havci a 
governor appointed by the queen of Portugal, and a 
senate chosen from amongst the inhabitants of Macao. 
They are under Portuguese laws; a small military 
force is kept up, and a European custtMli-house is 

established. A century and a half ago they excluded 
all the Chinese inhabitants, except a few artisans and 
tradesmen; but in 1793, they began to let their houses 

to the natives; and now they have at least thirty thou¬ 
sand Chinese within the barrier, while the l^ortugucse 
citizens do not amount to five thousand. The Chinese 
thus introduced, have had a magistrate jdaced over 
them, who holds his court in die native part of the set¬ 

tlement; while a Chinese custom-house is established 
on the beach, and Macao may be said to be under two 
sets of rulers, both independent of eacii other. 

In 1802, the English sent an armed, force to take 

possession of Macao, in order to prevent its falling into 

the hands of the French; and in 1808, the attempt was 
renewed. In both cases, however, the Chinese re¬ 

sented the aggression, an^ stopped the trade, till the 

English troops had disembarked, on the ground of 

Macao being a part of the^ celestial empire. This claim 

they have pontinued lo maintain, and now the Portu¬ 
guese cannot buftld a new house, or even alter an old one 
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without the permission of the Chinese authorities; 
while the governor was lately hindered in m^ing a 
new pathway over a hill, by the mandarin driving away 

the Chinese workmen employed. 
The houses, however, all belong to the Portuguese; 

into the dwellings of Europeans, the Chinese autho¬ 

rities never enter, not (3ven to apprehend offenders of 
their own nation; but as soon as the delinquent shews 

his face outside, the mandarin runners^ lay hold of Kim. 
'I’hus, a foreigner has oidy to rent a dwelling of a Por- 

tugu<*se citizen, and that house is his castle ; where he 
niav print books, in any quantities, without danger of 
interterent^ from the mandarins: he may even have a 

Chinese school, and retaiq a number of writers and 
teachers about him, so long as these do not j)ut them¬ 

selves in the way of the native police. A missionary 

however, who intends carrying on Chinese printing, in 

Macao, should be somewhat acejuainted with the lan¬ 
guage, and employ principally foreign servants, so that 

no natives may be implicated in vexatious proceedings, 
on his. account. He may tlieii open his doors to any 

poor or enquiring Chinese, who may come to him for 

relief or advice, while he shuts them against all police 

ofiicers, who are,4n China, the least respectable part of 

the population^ 
It was found, on the author s arrival in Canton, both 

a delicate and difficnlt task, to institute an enquiry into 

the circumstances of the native converts; as a single 

question, proposed by sfi’anger, might bring them 

under suspicion, and the mere mention of their names 
involve them in difiiculties. * The persecutions of the 

previous year, had scattered the!m abroad, ^and driven 

most of them into an obscurity, from which they dared 
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not emerge. In the best of times, the intercourse of 
missionaries mth their disciples, in Canton, is neces¬ 
sarily limited, and must be conducted with caution: 
how much more when the-few’adherents of the mission 
have been denounced by name, some obliged to flee the 
country and the rest to hide themselves for a while, 
untU the “indignation be overpast.” Missionaries in 
Canton, cannot go to the houses of the native converts, 
whb reside generally within the walls of the city, or 
in the surrounding villages, from which foreigners are 
excluded. Did the converts, however, dwell in the 
suburbs, to which Europeans have access, they could 
not be visited, without attracting attention,«'and involv¬ 
ing the native Christians in difficulties with their own 
government. Propagators of the Gospel, therefore, 
must be content to wait until their disciples come to 
them, in some unfrequented part of the factories, where 
they may discourse together, with closed doors; taking 
care to admit those only who can be confided in; and 
conducting their meeting without *noise. 

No sooner, therefore, are a few enquiries made, than 
notice is taken of the fact, and people begin to wonder, 

why such investigations are instituted. Questions, in 
stead of bringing people near, only drive them farther 
away; and no more effectual method co\Lld be taken of 
preventing the approach of an individual, than asking 
others if they had seen him. It was extremely diffi^ 
cult, on these accounts, to ascertain fully the state of 
the Christian church in Canton, but a few hints have 

t « 

been gathered. 
One of the number, I^w Tse-ckuen, a literary gra¬ 

duate, came to the author, in Mr. Morrison's room, in 
Canton; this man was baptized by Af^h, about a year 
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before, and living near, was induced to attend. He 
appeared an 'intelligent man, but afflicted with an 
impediment in his speech, so that it was difficult to 
comprehend him, Resdrtin^ to the j)encil, however, 
he soon made himself intelligible. He said, that he 
first heard the Gospel from Afllh, about two years pre¬ 
viously. He had been engaged in transcribing some 
Christian books, and being frequently at the house of , 
our evangelist, heard him discourse morning and even¬ 
ing, on the Scriptures. Beginning to dispute, he found 
Aftdf ready to answer all his objections: and as he was 
a mqn of letters, Afah gave him a number of books to 
examine, tit order to correct the style. Having at¬ 
tended to this business, for several moqths, his mind 
was suddenly awakened, as if from a dream; and he 
requested baptism. AfSh did not refuse it; and since 
that time, by the gracious influences of the Saviour, he 
had been easy and comfortable. Before he had seen 
the Christian Scriptures, he said, he did not know the 
Supreme Being, and was carried away with the ex¬ 
ample* of the many, stupidly worshipping false gods. 
This he felt to be a great evil. He had also disobeyed 
his mother, by persevering in literary pursuits, notwith¬ 
standing his povefty, and^the difficulty he experienced in 
obtaining support for her and himself. He found, fur- 
thef, that he could not keep his mind free from de¬ 
filement; evil thoughts would spring up, though he 
endeavoured to repress theqi, and did not allow them 
to proceed to sinful compliances. “To prevent the 
rising up of evil thoughts,” he continued, “ andfo main¬ 
tain purity of heart, requires eur jitmost exertions; and 
after all, it is necessary to rely on God’s help, to keep 
us firom evil. Having no^ower to renew ourselves, 
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we should depend on Jesus for aid. Once, I frequently 
offendpd, but latterly, through 6ie grace of Christ, such 
thoughts have been few, and I pray that they may be 
entirely obliterated, and, for his sake, forgiven.” 

By the above hints, it wdll appear, that his know¬ 
ledge of himself, and the Saviour is still imperfect; 

though his mind is doubtless sincere. He is exceed¬ 
ingly humble, quite willing to learn, and thankful for in¬ 
struction. He js cmjJoyed in copying for the mission¬ 
aries, and by his perfect acquaintance with the native 

language, is able to suggest many idiomatical improve¬ 
ments in their productions, which have been, foT the 
most part, adopted; while he himself prof(!SScs to have 
been much benefited by the perusal of what has passed 
through his hands. He is passionately addicted to the 
study of the Chinese classics, for the pui pose of attain¬ 
ing literary fame, and consequently, rank and oOice; 
for this, he sacrifices time, health, and comfort; cheer¬ 
fully putting up with poverty, and sitting up whole 

nights to commit portions of t}i6 classics to memory; 
but whether«he will succeed, is a great question? parti¬ 
cularly as there are so many competitors, and as his 
religious profession, if known, w ould stand in the way 
of his advancement. The same amount of ardour and 

perseverance, bestowed in studying the doctrines of 
Christianity, and real science, would, doubtless* be 
crowned with the happiest results. How ever, few can 

do what he does; and, should he gain the accomplish¬ 

ment of his wishes, retaining his love for the Gospel, 
he might help our cause, in a quieter where the inter¬ 

ference of every other would be unavailing. His pre¬ 

sent situa^pn is unfavourable to religious advancement, 

as he enjoys zKme of the means of grace, and can hardly 
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communicate with the missionaries, without ^eat risk 

to himself. The only means of improvement wMch he 

possesses, are the Scriptures and tracts; but by the 

leaching of the Ifoly Spirit,' he may still attain a pro¬ 
ficiency in Divine knowledge, greater than that which 

sometimes results from superior advantages elsewhere. 

Among the number of the baptized, we fiud the name 

of C’hoo Asan, who, it may be remembered, was aj)pre- 
hendi‘d when the stir was made about Christian books, 

in 1834. Akae, who was arrested with him, refused 

to give any account of these transactions; and though a 
heatln n, submitted to forty blows on the face, by which 

Ik^ was alvagether deprived of utterance, rather than 
iH’veal his accomplices. C'hoo Asan, however, told every¬ 

thing he knew% and assisted in guiding the police ofii- 
cers to Aflib’s house, in the counti-y; by which means 

some of our evangelist’s relations were apprehended, and 

his property destroyed. Had Afkh himself been there, 
he would most likely have paid, with his life, for the 

indiscretion, to say the least of it, of C’hoo Asan, in 

discovering his abode. This man w as one of the first 
baptized l)y Afiih, though he never afforded any satis¬ 

faction to his master. From the beginning, his aim 

appears to have4iecn, the obtaining of money on ac¬ 

count of his profession; and when told, that money was 

never given, except for work done, or goods delivered, 

he became indifferent, and is now, we fear, gone back. 
Woo Achang, another of the baptized, after liis re¬ 

lease from confinement, fleefto Singapore; where he has 

since been employed* by the American missionaries, in 

their printing-office, and has proved both useful and 

faithful. * , 
Leang Ataou and Leang Asun, relatives of Afiih, 
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were employed by him in printing and circulating 
books; but since the persecution, have been scattered, 
and are making, it is to be feared, little progress in 
good things. Le Asid, sr bricklayer, is in the same 
condition, afraid to come near the foreigners, until the 
vigilance of the police is a little relaxed. 

Of Choo Tsing, who was formerly a teacher at Ma¬ 
lacca, and who, f on his return to China, was baptised 
by Dr. Morrison^ some account has already been given. 
"V^en the persecution broke out, he immediately with¬ 
drew himself from intercourse with Europeans ;• and, 
having been denounced by name, as a traitorous native, 
was glad to secrete himself in some distant part of the 
country, where he is not to„be discovered by friend or 
foe. 

Le-she is the wife of Af^h, who, with her daughter, 
continues still to reside in the interior, and has only 
once been seen by the missionaries. Her situation, in 
the midst of a heathen population, deprived of Christian 
instruction, is both perilous and ensnaring. Aflih has 
often wished her to emigrate to Malacca, where she 
would be safe from persecution, and enjoy the counsels 
and solace of her natural protector; but attachment 
to her native soil, connected with the fear of under- 

e 

taking a sea-voyage, has hitherto preve^nted her from 
complying with his request. It is, therefore, difficult 
to ascertain the state of Le-she’s mind, but the presump¬ 
tion is, that persecutions have combined with the instruc¬ 
tions of her husband, to enlighten her understanding, 
and to deepen in her heart an atta<diment to the truth. 

... Leang AtYh is the son pf AMi, a lad of seventeen, 
now studying with Mri Bridgman, in Canton. He has 
acquired a tolerable knowledge of the English language. 
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while he pursues at the same time his Chinese studies. 
He is quiet, attentive, and obedient; and was baptized 
in his infancy. Should he happily become the subject 
of serious impressions, and'be endowed with a mis¬ 
sionary spirit, he will be of much sendee to the cause, 
and may one day prove a valuable assistant in revising 
the Chinese version of the Scriptures. With this view, 
Mr. B. is already teaching him Hebrew, and will con¬ 
tinue to afford him a thorough classical education. *At 
present his situation is by no means comfortable, being 
confifted entirely to the house; for should he appear in 
the streets, his known connection with AfJih, and his 
profession of Christianity, would expose him to imme¬ 
diate apprehension and puni^^hment. 

Of Keuh Agang, we are all disposed'to think favour¬ 
ably ; his firm attachment to the cause for several years, 
notwithstanding the persecutions which have scattered 
the rest, shews that he has adopted his profession from 
principle, and is not unwilling to suffer, if called to it. 
He is endowed with a good share of common sense, 
connected with a feeling mind, though his knowledge 
of Christianity is neither deep nor extensive, and his 
ability to instruct others rather circumscribed. Having 
unwittingly offended one of his fellow countrymen, he 
was, in 183^ reported to the police, as having had 
coifnection with foreigners, and a warrant was issued 
for his apprehension. Timely notice having been given 
him, he fled to the English ships at lintin, and after¬ 
wards proceeded to Malacca. In the mean time, his 
son, Ahe, having been decoyed out of Mr. Morrison’s 
house at Macao, was apprehended and brought befoce 
the magistrate; where he readily confessed J;hat he had 
been employed in arranging the metal types for Dr. 
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• Morrison^s dictionary. The chief magistrate finding 
ham such a ready informant, instead of punishing, gave 
him money, in order to induce him to tell more. He 
has, however, been kept in confinement, notwithstand¬ 
ing various efforts have been made to release him. 

The case of this young man was reported to the 
emperor; and in an edict published in 1836, we find a 
reference to hiscname. In that document, after des- 
cafiting on the ^efforts made by the catholics for the 
last two centuries to penetrate into the interior, and 
preach Christianity; and after stating, that fifty years 
ago, three Europeans, and twenty years ago, two, had 
been put to death, or driven away; he says, that lately 
English ships have passed along the coast of (diina, 
and distributed'European books, which, as they exhort 
to believe in, and‘ venerate the chief of that religion, 
named Jesus, must be intended for diffusing the same 
faith that was formerly persecuted and banished. 'I’he 
emperor, conceiving that Macao and Canton are the 
only places where the Europeans and (Chinese associate 
together; and that traitorous natives must have assisted 
the barbarians in composing and printing the aljove 
treatises, sent down, in 1835, a commission to those 
places, and seized one Keuh Ahe, a sprinter, together 
with eight European books, which were Jakl before the 
imperial tribunal. The edict concludes, by ordering 
all persons to deliver up the Christian books in their 
possession, within the space of six months, under the 
threat of severe punishment, declaring, that if any 
(native) should continue to preach and profess the 
^risdan religion, he shall be prosecuted wdth the 
utmost the Uw. 

The author happened be in Canton when this 
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commission arrived. Enquiries were immediately set 
on foot, to discover the culprits, and the whole assembly 

of teachers and printers were placed in jeopardy. Not 
only were the works in hand immediately stopped, but 

the printers were obliged to bury and conceal the 

blocks, in order to escape detection. The teachers of 

the language, also, begged to stay away for a time; and 

the missionaries found it necessary to he careful, lest 

they should involve others in trouble, and retard future 
operations. On encpiiry, it appeared, that Mr. Bridg¬ 

man hjid formerly ordered books to be printed, in con¬ 

sequence of which, they wished to know by what ship 
he came to China (though he had been five years in 
('anton), in order to make the security merchant, who 

had b(‘eomc bound for the good conduct^ all on board, 
res])onsible for Mr. B’s delinquencies^. 

Soon after this, the principal security merchant in 

Canton was deputed by the native government to call 

on Mr. B. to enquire after native books, and the blocks 
from which they were printed. Of course he was 
politely received, but gained no information. Failing 

in his object, he requested an American merchant to 
ask, if Mr. B. had any blocks, and to solicit the loan 

of them. This nM?thod proving ineffectual, an English 

merchant applied to the author, wishing to know where 

certain native books had been printed; but the re¬ 

quisite information w^as respectfully declined. The 

gentlemen referred to, were perhaps little aware how 
much they would have prejudiced the cause of truth, 

and gratified its enemies, had \hey succeeded in ob¬ 

taining and comrauhicating the intelligence sought; 

for not only would their countrymen hiiiq been dis¬ 
turbed in their benevolent attempts, but various innocent 
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iialives worM have been mvolved in difficulty, and 
pRihAps ruin. 

The security merchant was now puzzled to know 
what to do; for having been deputed to investigate the 
business, he was obliged to return an answer of some 
'^&d. He finally discovered, however, that many Chi¬ 
nese books came from Malacca, and that the people in 
foreign parts were able to make Chinese characters. 

‘ Tffie case of the author was also adduced, as being able 
to speak the native tongue fluently, though only a few 
months in Canton; from which it was seen, that 
foreigners could acquire the Chinese language^ and 
print native books abroad, without having any inter¬ 
course with the acknowleflged subjects of the native 
government. 'This satisfied the enquirers for the time; 
and the deputation having been subsequently wrecked 

^In a typhoon, between Macao and Canton, the investi¬ 
gation was given np. 

Since that time, the persecution has been relaxed, 
imd AHdi has returned to his native village, to visit his 
ffimily, aftes which he again embarked for Malacca. 
' From all that has been hitherto observed, it will be 
Men, that foreign agents run no risk in carrying on 
missionary labours either at Canton or Macao. The 
Chinese authorities cautiously avoid interfering with 
the subject of any foreign state, and the European 
habit is a protection against magisterial visitations. 
Thus personal liberfy and life are quite secure, while 
the forrigner keeps within* a moderate distance of the 
ships and fimtbries. barbarians are considered out of 
the pale of eivilization^ ead not to Ibe controlled by the 
prind^es^udtich usSidly influence mankind; while 

possess mxk power* and resources, that it is 
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thought dangerous to provoke their govemments. But 
though foreigners are left to pursue their wa^aid 
courses, uninterrupted by the authorities, the natives are 
made responsible for them; and there is not one of them 
who has not a security for his good conduct in the per¬ 
son of hong-merchant, linguist, compradore, or servant, 
set to watch over his proceedings. When an offence is 
committed by a stranger, the ship by which he came is 
ascertained, and the linguist of that vessel made ansWhr- 
able for his good conduct for years afterwards. Or the 
factory where he resides is found out, and the compra¬ 
dore of that factory seized upon; and if no trace of his 
connection be discoverable, then the whole body of 
hong^merchants are made to answer with their fortunes 
or their lives for what the stranger his done amiss. 
Dunng the disturbances which occurred about the 
affair of Lord Napier, a hong-merchant was imprisoned, 
and a linguist banished to Tartary, because his lordship 
came up from Whampoa to Canton in the boat of the 
Fort William, for which ship they were securities, and 
therefore responsible for all his lordshiph actions. 

To a rightly constituted mind, it is equally, if not 
more grievous, to be the means of involving others in 
calamities, than to endure those calamides one’s JBelf. 
Proceedings, tl^erefore, will not be rashly entered into, 
because the individual, engaging in them, is exempt 
from personal harm; but great caution will be exer¬ 
cised, in order not to involve innocent persons in trans¬ 
actions, with which they have no share. If the object 
be to attract natives to our cauJe, it will be adyiseable 
not to jeopardise them xnore«tban necessity requires, 
and to conduct operations as quietly a8«#q^sible. It 
is generally agreed, that it will not •be prudent to 
attempt the printing of Chinese books in Canton. They 
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• cam be made fast enough clsowherc; while a sufficient 
number can be introduced from abroad,*in staled pai- 
cels, to supply the demand in Canton Ibis (aution 
being taken, conversations may be canied mi \\ith the 
inhabitants of the suburbs, and meetings held in the 
fareign factories, entmdy free from obseivation and in¬ 
terference, i\ithout iibking either the htcHlnni secu¬ 
rities, or the Qirislian concerts. Thus C\iutmi uia\ 
Stifi he considered a most useful missionsi\ st.ition, 

* 

and Macao, form the Held of exeition to se\CTal tulne 

inissionari( s * 
We cannot conclude Ihis chapter, without rtnuciiking 

on the little interest taken, in ('‘anton, h) llie Jlntish 
churches. It is true, that so cuil} as I'^OT, they ^cut 
an agent to tlA'.t oit}, which was tin n denoiiunati d 

“tile most important station upon earth;” hut it is also 

true, that since the ^car 180H. the (bristiaus (»( HiiLuu 
have not maintained a missionary theie, and though 
they were relieved from the principal c‘\peusi‘, b) I)i 
Morrison’s suppoiting luinsolf, yet they ha\e not af¬ 
forded him ^a single assistant in (‘hiiia, andha\« left 
his station Viicant, four years aflcn his death, without 
appointing an agent to gathei the scattiied church, 
console the persecuted disciples, or c*»Jea\ our to spread 
the little leaven, till it leavened the whole lum]> 'llns 
conduct is the more inexplicable, as contrasted with 
the zeal at first displaced in the cause, and the eainc.st- 
nees with which the British churches have been e\- 
ciieA to pray that the barriers imgbt be removed, and a 
wide and effectual do^or opened before God’s servants. 
China &8S been denominated the object of faith, hope, 
and sttpp%a£g>ii; bul we humbly submit that prayer, 
without correfiponding exertion is, to say the least, in¬ 
consistent ; and that, if w^ want the baniers removed, 
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and the door opened, the mere sitting still, and wishing > 
it, is not the way to get the one or the other speedily,^ 
accomplished, . 

The American churches,'though late in the field, 
have maintixined several agents in Canton, since the 
period of their first occupying it, in 1830; and not¬ 
withstanding their limited resources, have come nobly 
foi'vvard with men and money, in this important under¬ 
taking. ^ 

The state of things in Canton would seem to indicate 
that, in the future appointment of missionaries to that 
station, such should !)e selected as possess a prerious 
kaoxvledge of the language, and some experience in the 
work of missions among the Chinese. They should 
be persons of ardent zeal, and, at th/*same time, of 
grt'at prudence, so as to avoid, if possible, the recur¬ 
rence of events, similar to those which were witnessed 
in 1834. It may be veiy well, for a man to risk all 
for tlxe Gosp(*l, and to stake his life for the truth; but 
he should consider, whether by awrakening the suspi¬ 
cions of a hostile government, and arraying a host of 
foes against his object, he would not retard more by 
his imprudence, than advance by. his martyrdom, the 
spread of C'hristic'uiity. Besides, there are others con¬ 
cerned; and though he'may be willing to offer up 
himself ‘‘ upon the sacrifice and service of the faith,” 
yet he is not authorized to bring the same calamity 
upon his brethren. Zeal, connected with prudence, . 
therefore, combining a preinous acquaintance with the ^ 
language and habits of Ihe people, should unite in the 
individuals who occhpy so diScult and important a 
post, as the key to the largest empff*e in the.j]^ld. 

X 
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THE MISSION TO MALACCA. 
r 

A»M»tVTlONS RBOABDINU MALACCA — OCCUPATION OF THE STATION BY 

MR. MILNE—BAPTISM OP AFAII —HIS EXPERIENCE—ARRIVAL OF THE 

AUTHOR AND OTHER BRETHREN—SCIlOOX.S —TRACTS —AND TRANS¬ 

LATIONS-ANGLO-CHINESE COLLEGE-A'ARIOCS LABOURS—REillf THi OF 

A MALAY FAMILY —DEATH OF MILNE—MORRISON VISITS MALACf^A — 

ARRIVAL OF KIDD—VISIT OF THE DBPUTATI AN —DEATH OF CQLUE— 

BAPTISM OP A MALAY SLAVE—AND A CHINESE YOUTH —TOMLIN'S 

SUPERINTENDENCE—ARRIVAL OF EVANS —PllESII BAPTISMS—DAT3R 

JOINS THE Mia^N—MORE ENCOURAGEMENT—TWENTY INDIVIDUALS 

BAPTIZED —'m?WoRE ADDED —THEIR EXPERIENCE — MISSION TO 

PENANG—STATION AJ JAMES TOWN — lABOURS OF DYER — MISSION 

TO SINGAPORE—JOINEDi®y THE AMERICAN MI.SSIONARIES. 

Malacca, situated on the east side of the strait of that 
nwe, was one of the earliest Euroiiean settlements in 
llie east, and now contains about 25,000 inhabitants; of 
whom 4000^aie Chinese, 2000 Portuguese, about the 

^same number Malabars, and the rest Malays. 
Mr. Milne first visited this place in 1814, on his 

way from Java to China, During the following year, 
it was resolved to occupy Malacca, as lacing nearer to 
China than any of the neighbouring settlements, ‘and 
as commanding a ready intercourse with other parts 
of the archipelago. The station was intended with a 
view to the Chinese principally, though not exclusively; 
and as the inhabitants of the neighbouring nations were 
included, in the object, the underiaking assumed the 
general fiame of the tlltra^Ganges Missions. 

In the springs oiT |615» •Mr. Milne left Canton, ac- 
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companied by a Chinese teacher, printers, and materials 
for publishing books. The Resident received him 
with great kindness, and proposed that he should take 
charge of the Dutch reformed church, established 
there; which Mr. M. consented to do, as far as his 
missionary engagements would allow. 

Soon after his arrival, Mr. Milne established a Chi¬ 
nese school, into which fifteen children were admit^l, 

A Christian catechism was introtliiced? and a cateche¬ 
tical exercise maintained every Sabbath afternoon. A 
public service in Chinese was commenced, and family 
worshi]) conducted daily, to which the adherents of the 
mission paid serious attention. 

A periodical publication in the native language, 
having been considered advisable for a reading people, 
the first number of the Chinese Magazine left the 
press in tlie montli of August, 1815. The promotion 

of Christianity was its primary object; yet knowledge 
and science were called in to the aid of religion; and 
instructive anecdotes, with occasional notices of poli¬ 

tical events, gave a pleasing variety to the work. 
The same year, Mr. Milne was joined by Mr. Thom¬ 

sen, who came out to establish a Malay mission in 
Malacca; and for that pairpose devoted himself fo the 

study of the lamguage. 
In the summer of 1816, a more than usual attention 

to the truth was paid by one of the Chinese printers, 
who professed his determination to take up the cros.s, 

and follow the Savioun The /ollowing extract from 

Mr. Milne's journal yefers to this individual:—• 
• 

“ Nov. 3.—At twelve o’clock this day, 1 baptized, 4a name of 

the adorable Trinity, Leang Kung-^h, commonly called Leang Afah, 

The service performed in a room of the mission house. Care 

. X 2 
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had been t^ken, by previous conversation and prayer, to prepare him 

for this sacred ordinance; and finding him still steadfast in the faith, 

I baptised him. The change produced in his sentiments and conduct 

‘is, I hope, the efiect of Christiim truth,—yet who of mortals can 

know the heart ? Several searching questions -were proposed to him, 

and an exercise suited to a candidate for baptism composed and given 

to him to meditate on. He belongs to the province of Canton, is 

about thirty-three years of age, can read a plain hook with ea.s<*, and 

is of a steady character and frugal habits. His temper is not so 

socvible as that of many other Chinese: he was fonuorly obstinate, 

and occasionally troublesome, but of late there has been scared)' 

anything of this kind to complain of. With rc^spect to his former life, 

he observed, ‘ I rarely went to excess in sin; yet I have l)ee/« «.»cca- 

sionally guilty of drunkenness and other kindred vices. Before I 

came hitlier, I knew not God ; hut now I desire to serve hini.’ He 

wished to be baptized ejcactly at twelve o’clock, whem, to use his own 

words, ‘ the shad^*^ inclines neithw one way nor the other.’ 

“ At baptism, th«. following questions were proposed to him, U) 

which he answered as foilows,—Q. Have you truly tunied from i<lols, 

to serve the living and trflie God, the creator of heaven and earth i 
A. This is my hewt’s desire. Q. Do you knoAv and feel, that you 

arc a sinful creature, totally unable to save yourself? A. I know it. 

Q. Do you really believe t!»at Jesus (ihrist is the Son of God, and 

the Saviour of the world; and do you tinisl in him alone for salvation ? 

A. This is my, bearts’s desire. Q. Do ) on expect any worldly ad- 

vant!^, profit, or gain, by your becoming a Christian? A, None; 

I receive baptism l>ecause it is ray duty. Q. Do you resolve from 

this day till tlie day of your death, to live in obedience to all the com¬ 

mandments and ordinances of God; and in juKtice and righteousness 

before men ? A. This is my deterniination; but I fear my strength 

is not equal to it. * ^ 

** On my part, the ordinance was dispensed with mingled aifeetion, 

hope, and tear. May he be made faithful unto deatli; and as he is 

the first firnits of this branch of the mission, may an abundant harvest 

follow, to the joy of the church, and the honour of Christ.” 
f € 

His account of his owp experierfee, is as follows;— 
c 

Before I believed in the Saviour, though I knew myself to be a 

sinner, I did not kfiow how to obtain pardon. 1 used to go every 
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new and full moon to the temple, and prayed to the gods to protect 

me; but though my body worshipped the gods, my heart still che¬ 

rished evil tlnouglits and desires, together with designs of cheating 

and lying, which never departed from my mind. After a time, I was 

brought to Malacca, in the family ora missiouaiy^, who used to preach 

to his domestics tlie dootriiie of salvation through Jesus. I attended 

his ministrations, but my heait was not engaged. Sometimes I looked 

at the Scri])ture8, and heard them explained, but I did not fuUy com¬ 

prehend the meaning. Hearing the missionary exhort men not to go 

and worship the gods, I used to say, ‘ this is a*strangc kind of doc- 

trim;. According to this, gilt pa])cr an<l sacjificirl candles, gold 

flowers and paper money, must be useless and sinful. I fear that 

Buddl;^! will soon bring ])unishment and death on such an opponent 

of the gods, and then we shall see whether lie will continue to preach 
these doctrines.’ 

\ few months afterwards, a priest of Buddha came from China, 

and lived in the temple of Kwan-^dii, hard by. He \ isited me fre¬ 

quently, and 1 asked him how I was to ol>tain^^*pardon of sins? 

He answ(;rrd, * Daily recite the true forms of devotion, and Buddha, 

who resides in the western hea^ ens, will r^it the sins of your whole 

family. If a person gh e a little money to tlie priest, to chaunt the 

firaycrs for him, he will, in the next life, be born into a rich family, 

and will not be sent to hell to sufl’er miserv. When I heard this, I 

desired to become a follow'er of Buddha. The priest immediately 

sent me a volume of prayers, and dcsii-od me to repeat them; saying, 

that if r recited them a thousand times, I sliould cancel all the debts 

of my former life. I accordingly liegan to repeat the prayers; but one 

evening, while sitting alone, it came into my mind, that I had com¬ 

mitted many real sins^ and could hardly expect by reciting jjirayers 

without ])crformiiig a single virtuous action, to obtain for^veness. 

“ In the mean while, I lieard the missionary preach the doctrine of 

atondment through Jesus, and at niy leisure, I examined the Scrip¬ 

tures, which forbad uncleanncss, deceit, and idolatry. Then 1 

thought, ‘ these are good books, exhorting men to depart from iniquity: 

moreover, the doctrines ai-e attested by the miracles of Jesus, there¬ 

fore this book must certainly be true.’ J then listened to the expla¬ 

nation of the Scriptures, and on the Sabbath day read the IJble more 

attentively requesting the missionary* to explain it to me. I asked 

what was meant by Jesus making atonemeflt for sin. 'J^he..mi8Bionary 

told me, that Jesus was the Son of God, sent into the world to suffer 
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for the bills of men, iu order that ail who believe in Him mii>:ht obtain 

salvation. F( cling mj self to be a sinner, I A how I was to obtain 
pardon’ The mishionaiy baid, *If jon beheic in Jesus, God will 

receive }ou as his adopted son, and in the woild to come, bestow on 

you cvei lasting life.’ 
On returning to my room, I Uioughi within mjself, ‘I am a 

gieat sinner, and if I do not dejHud on the meiits ol C’hrist, how can 
God forgive me?’ I then determined to bctonie a distipU of Jesus, 

and requested baptism. 
“Aftei recchiiur tins rite. I employed inj nimd diliiiintl} in 

gualding my life and aitions, and btianie niou <uul mou fond oi 

leading the IijiUnes I piajcd t(» God, to diivc all tvil thought‘• 

out of my mind, and cheiish good desiK s witlan ini 
“I now not oil!} lehaiiud horn woishinpmg iinag« s lujstU, but 

jdtied Ihosf who did, and sought to instinct tin in in the waj <>1 sal¬ 

vation. With this view, I made a small book, evlioiting men to woi 

bhipGod, and believe in Jesus; and on uUiiu to mj luitno iill.igi 

in China, I pimfC^J a Imndied eoincs, foi the imipose of distiibulion; 

when one day I v\a» suddinl} appichendid b^ the pohc(. who 

brought me bcfoic the^inandaiin. lit said, that mj bclnving in 
Jesus, and piinting Chiislian hooks, vveie both violations of tlie law, 

and ordeicd me into confincincut. AVbile theiu, I thought with 

myself, * this book contains the tiuc dot tiiin of Jesus, the fSavioin of 

the woild, who exhoittd men to bt conic good—-wlij Ihtii should I lie 

persecuted for printing it ^ I sujiposc il is because inj sms have pio- 

voked God to pbnish me.’ Thciefoic I heaitily itpcntcd, and placed 

that God w^ould pity and paidou me The imssionaiy altciwaids 

inteicstcd some persons to speak to the nuiidanii on inj behalf; who, 

after giving me thiity blows with tlie bamboo, on the soles of mj tt et, 

till the blood flowed, libriated me. The police offuers also extoited 

from me'‘tventy dollars. After I had sufleitd thih persecution and 

loss of property, I did not dare to tuiii my batk on the Lord Jesus, 

but accounted tliat T suftcicd the just punishment due for my sms.” 

In 1817, an Englibh periodical, called the “ Indo- 
Chinefie Gleaner,” was begun.* It contained the most 
recent information from China, notices about the lite¬ 
rature and religion of the Ultra-Ganges nations, with 
the best method of evangelizing them; but it was 
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never adequately supported, and after three or four 
years’ trial was given up. 

This year, the weight of the establishment pressed 
very heavily on Mr. Milne^ who was almost sinking 
under a load of cares, when the author arrived, June, 

1817, to his assistance. The number of w'orks passing 
through the press, both in the Chinese, Malay, and 
English languages, at Malacca, reqyired the special 

attention of one individual, and it was for the purjtose 

of superintending this department that he was originally 
tlesiined. In order to this, it was necessary that the 

(’hinese and Malay languages should be learned; and 

this *agreed with a previous desire, to connect with 

se(Uilar duties the more important occupation of impart¬ 

ing direct religious instruction to the^u'afives. About 

a month after^vards, Mr. Milne vi,«iited China for the 
benefit of his health, leaving tli^ whole care of the 
mission including preaching, schools, printing, and 

tract distrilnition, to his newly arrived coadjutor. This, 
together with the acquisition of the language, became 

a heayy burthen for a young beginner, hut by God’s 
help, the machine was kejit in motion; while the de¬ 
mands on ingenuity, to render himself intelligible, 
soon forced the inexperienced labourer into a tolerable 

acquaintance with the vernacular tongue. 

At the close of 1817. the mission was joined by Mr. 
Slater, who devoted himself to the study of the Chinese 

language, and, after a year’s residence went to revive 

the mission in Batavia. ^ 

In the beginning of T818, Mr. Milne returned from 
China, much improved in health; and towards tlie close 
of the same year, the mission wa5 strengthened by the 
arrival of three additional labourers, IVtessrs. Beighton, 
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r luce, and Milton, the former of whom applied to the 
study of‘the Malay, and the two latter to the Chinese 
language. 

Whilst the newly arrived brethren were occupied in 
studying the rudiments of the different longues, the au¬ 
thor took charge of the Chinese schools, which were three 
in number. By devoting more attention to this dt*part- 
ment, some imprpvements were introduced. Mr. Milne’s 
Youth’s Catechism was explained weekly, in the collo¬ 
quial dialect, by which means the scholars soon knew 
more of Christianity than they did of Confucianism. 

In the distribution of tracts, froquent opportunities 
of usefulness occurred. Several strangers from Siam 
and Cochin China manifested a great desire to obtain 
copies of the'^Nf.w Testament and tracts, and came to 
the mission house requesting to be supplied. 

Mr. Milne, in the mean lime, jmrsued the work of 
translation; and contemplated drawing up commen¬ 
taries on various parts of the Bible. For Mr. M. 
felt convinced, that we must din ct the attention of the 
heathen to the Scriptures, if wo would furnish them 
with ever new and saving truth. The Bible is the 
only book that can long keep up the attention; and to 
make solid and rational Christians, to lay the founda¬ 
tion of extensive and pennandht usefulness, and to fix 
the religion of the Redeemer in a pagan country, so as 
to defy the possibility of extermination, no means are 
equal to those which lead the heathen directly to the 
Holy Scriptures. “ 

In the month of Novembeir, 1818, the foundation 
stone of the Anglo-Chinese College was laid. This 
institution pfas intended for the cultivation of English 
and Chinese literature, witl\ the diffusion of Christianity. 
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It o'Tved its origin to Dr. Morrison, who devoted the 

sum of one thousand pounds to the erection of the 
house, and live hundred pounds for the instruction, of 

one Kiiropean, and one.diuiese student for the first 

five )ears. I'hc college was designed to afford to 
Europeans the means of acquiring the Chinese lan¬ 

guage*, and to Chinese an oppoHunit) of becoming ac¬ 
quainted with the science and religion of the w(‘st 
'I'he directors of the Missionary Society were of 0])iTrton 

that tin* pro]K)sed college was likely to advance C’hris- 

lianitir in the east, and therefore voted five hundred 
pounds towards the institution; suggesting at the sane* 
time.*the importance of giving a ])araTnount attention to 
missionary ol)j(‘ets, while they advised that no young 

man, whose piety was in the smallest ^degree question¬ 
able. should be admitt(‘d into the cojlege. 

Dr. Morrison, in writing on tlu^subject, says,— 

** Lft nu* bcscocli joii, l>3 the tciidei nuTC'it's of GtKl our Sa^iour^ 
to continue jour i-arontal cure of tho'.c mUslon-ii, and paiticulurly 

lo deal kindlj ANith the infant heminarj, the Anj^lo-t'hinese Col¬ 

lege. It iH the oftV.jmng of the Mi'^sionai j Societj’; and like that, 

is d^^oted to file cause of our oomiuon Christianit3\ Lifeiatuic is 

Uie means, not the end. God grant that it may prosper, be an 

honour to inj eountij, and a blessing to (Jhina’: and thus unite in ifh 

name and in its heneftts, the ^y^t and the east, and iiiiall} blend in 

peaceful iutiTcour^e the oxtroinitie'i of the earth, Britain and Japan.” 

• 

During the year 1819, the distribution of tracts was 
earned on wdth activity; almost ev(‘r\ house in the 

town was visited, for the pui^)ose of conversing w itli the 
inhabitants, and siip])l/ing thehi wdth the means of 
instruction. Two New 'rcstmnents and several tracts 

were conveyed, by Capt. P. Goftlon, to Japan, and 
left in the hands of the natives of Jedtjo. The raging 
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. of the cholera through the settlement was improved by 
the missionaries, to press eternal things, more seriously 

on, the attention of the natives. Religious exereihOvS 
were conducted daily in,Chinese and Mala), at the 

mission house; while the author commenced preaching 
in the Fuh-keen dialect four times a Aveek, in different 
parts of the town. This year, four of the l>ri‘thren left 
for the various stations in the archipelago, and the 

concerns of the mih.^ion devolved on the three labourers 
who first arrived. 

'J'he following year the Malacca mission was stuiugth- 
ened by the arrival of two laliourers; Mr. Fleming, for 
the Chinese dej)ai'tment; and Mr. Huttman, to’take 
charge of the printing, instead of thi‘ author, wlio re¬ 

moved to P?nt^ng. Mr. Thomstms labouis in the 
English and Malay school, were rewarded by tlie gra¬ 
tifying }>rogrcss of the children, and their willingness 
to instruct others. Mr. T. succeeded also in rescuing 
a Malay family fiom slavery, whom he regularly in¬ 
structed, and was happy to see tliem renounce Maho- 
medanism and embrace C’hristianity. 

Mr. (now Dr.) Milne composed an essay on the 

nature, immoitality, and salvation of the soul, in two 

volumes, 12nio., calculated to meet tl^e sceptical objec¬ 
tions and metaphysical reasoUings of the Confucians, 
and to give them just views on so imporlant and essen¬ 
tial a theme. 

In the year 1821, Mr. Humphreys joined the sta¬ 

tion ; and the following ycHr the mission was strength¬ 

ened by the arrival of** Mr. (yOllie; but it sustained a 

severe loss in the death of Dr. Milne. He had for 

several years been declining in health, and was advised 

to visit Europe for its re-cstablishmcut; but his anxiety 
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to complete the translation of the Old Testament, and - 
to "watch over .the infant college, induced him to pro¬ 

long his stay in India, till disease had made such pro¬ 

gress, as to bafllc the utmost efforts of medical skill. 

In the beginning of the year, his disorder became so 

violent as to compel him to remove to Singapore, and 

from thence to Penang. But growing worse, he sig¬ 
nified his wish to return to Malacca; .and there being 

no vessel sailing for tliat place, the govemor (>f Pendng 

ordered the C’ompany’s cruiser, Nautilus, to proceed 

thithw with him, accompanied by Mr. Beighton. He 

was just spared to hind at Malacca, where on the 

second of June, he calmly resigned his happy spirit 

into the handis of the Redeemer. In him, the Christian 

church sustained no ordinary loss; l^it if his course 

was short, his labours were abundant, and he lived 
long enough to see his plans ednsolidated, and in a 

great measure carried into vigorous operation. 

The same year Mr. Thomsen quitted Malacca, to 

establish a Malay mission at Singapore. 

Afah, the converted C’hinese, arrived from Malacca 

this year, with three new workmen, to expedite the 
printing of the (’hinese Scriptures, which he was ho¬ 

noured to commence and to bring to a conclusion.. By 

the decease of Dr. Milne* however, the Chinese Maga- 

zine^and the Indo-Chinese Gleaner, were discontinued; 

■while preaching in the native language was suspended. 

Dr. Milne, before his death, baptized a (Chinese woman; 

and Mr. Thomsen, two Malays, all of whom appeared 

to be sincere converts to*Christianity. 
. In the beginning t)f 1823, pr. Morrison visited Ma¬ 

lacca, and one of his first acts w^ls to^rw-*t a monu¬ 

ment to the memory of his late friend, )yith appropriate 
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• inscriptions in Hebrew and (’hinese. The Chinese 
services were resumed b) Dr. Mornsoii.(i the attendance 

on which amounted to sixiy person^; aftei his dcjxii- 
ture, Mr. Collie continued this exercise. Some stran¬ 

gers from C\)chin China a])plied for a fresli supply of 
Scriptures and tracts, and said, that some Homan catho¬ 
lics in their counlr} had got nioie rational and satisfac¬ 

tory views of the cucharist, from reading sonu of our 
trsfets, than th(‘y had before i>ossesscd 

The number of students, in the college, w as fifteen; 
these youths approved of (Christianity, and generally 

entered, with cheerfulness, into the religious exendses 
of the mission: and, although none of them manifested 

any decisive evidence of conversion, jet they had cm- 
tii*ely given up ^lol-worship, and abstained from joining 
in heatlum ceremoides. 

In the year 1824, Mr. Kidd joined the Malacca mis¬ 
sion, and commenced the study of the Fiih-keen dialect. 

In the college, tlic number of inmates amounted to 

twenty-six, who were diligent in their studies, and fre¬ 

quently accompanied th(* brethren in their missionary 

excursions; whilst in the In athen temple they raised 

the tune, and assisted in conducting the worship of 

the flrue Clod. Respect and affectum towards their 

teachers, w as manifest in these young men, and their 
knowledge of religion increased daily. » 

During th(‘ year 1825, the mission hooks W’ere more 
sought after than formerly; many apydied for parti¬ 

cular works, and expressed a wish to have larger trea¬ 

tises on the Christian religion.'* Many tracts had been 

sent fo*the neighbouring colonies Und to (’hina; while 

the missiouiir^os continued to itinerate in the surround¬ 

ing villages. » * 
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In the following year, the mission was strengthened 
by the arrival of iVIr. Smith; while the brethren were 

cheered and encouraged by the visit of the deputatibn 
from the Parent Society, consisting of Messrs. Tyerman 
and llennet. 'I'ht^ Chinese schools contained two hun¬ 

dred and lifty children, and the deputation expressed 

themselves satisfied with the progress of the boys, and 
the jirinciples on which the schools Were conducted, 

'riie local govemiuenl engaged to sujiport two of these 
establishinents, and a free school, containing one hun¬ 

dred and seventy boys, was maintained by the inhabi¬ 
tants., The d(‘putation thought that a prominent object 

in schools, established in heathen countries should be, 
to train u[) the elder boys us schoolmasters; it being 

rcasoiiablii to sup])ose, that ])ersonfc^ thus educated, 
would be less attached to idolatr^^ and better fitted 

both morally and intellectually, for promoting the ob¬ 
ject of missionaries, than the i>resent race of heathen 

schoolmasters. 
The number of students in the college was twenty ; 

one ofVhom, a native of ( hina, had in little more than 

a year, acfjnired such a knowledge of English, as to 

enable him to translate Keith's Treatise on the Globes, 

into Chinese. N cf iiistan(;es of conversion had occtirred 

among the native students, but a considejable degree 

of important information w^as acquired, and the youthful 

mind stored with those great tmths, which are able to 

make wise unto salvation, an examination held by 

the deputation, when thp students w^ere questioned on 

subjects relating to ^geography, arithmetic, grammar, 

theology, &c., several of them acquitted themselves 

much to the satisfaction of their examiners. • 
During the year 18275 the*mission chapel w^as opened 
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for public worship, when sermons were preached in the 
various languages spoken in the settlement; the col¬ 
lege students attended the service, and the congrega¬ 
tions were good. 

The following year, the mission was deprived of one 
of its most valued labourers by death, David ('ollie. 
Mr. C. enjoyed excellent health, during the whole of 
hi^ residence ill India, with the exception of the year 
in which he died. His exertions in behalf of the hea¬ 
then, were unremitting; he rose early and sat uj) late, 
redeeming his time for the one great object in view . 
He was taken ill in January, and became so .much 
worse in the following month, that the medical men 
advised his proceeding to^a colder climate: with this 
view, he embarkfid for Singapore, intending to go on 
to the Cape, or EiS^and; but rapidly sinking, he died 
on the following day, surrounded by strangers and fo¬ 
reigners, without a Christian friend to impart the least 
consolation or assistance. His remains w ere committed 
to the deep, with the hope, that one day, the ‘‘sea 
would give up the dead that w’ere in it.” * 

The Chinese branch of the mission now devolved 
on Messrs. Kidd and Smith; while Mr. Humphreys 
prea6hed in Malay, and had the gratification to baptiy^e 
a Malay female slave, with her children, who had regu¬ 
larly attended at the mission chapel, and given* evi¬ 
dence of conversion to God. On being asked why she 
wished to be baptized, sl^e said that she felt herself 
a great sinner, and kn^w of no.other Saviour but Jesus. 

Messrs. Humphreys and Smith returned, in 1829, 
to England, and Mr^ Hughes was sent out to strengthen 
the Malay*imssion. In April of this year, Mr. Kidd 
baptized a Chhiese youtlf, named Tsze-hea, who had 
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been educated in the college. The boys in the.Chinese 

schools amounted to two hundred. Miss Newell, who 

had been sent out in 1827, for the purpose of plo- 

moting native female ediftjatihn, succeeded in establish¬ 

ing five girl’s schools in Malacca. The number of stu¬ 

dents in the college w^as thirty. One of them, a native 

of C’hina, had translated Stockii Clavis, into C’hinesc: 

and on leaving the institution, proceeded to Peking, 

where he was employed as imperial interpreter of 
westc'm languages. 

ln*tlie year 1831, the aspect of the mission became 

more ^favourable; knowledge was increasing, distrust 

gave ])lacc to confidence, and a spirit of enquiry suc¬ 

ceeded to the previous apathy. A Mala^ man, who 
had formerly enjoyed the l)enefit of^Ir. Collie’s in¬ 

struction, was baptized by Mr. K^d. Three Malay 

schools WH'.re opened by Mr. Hu^es, which contained 

eighty children, of both sexes. Miss Wallace, who 

succeeded Miss Nowxdl, in the superintendence of na¬ 

tive female education had ten schools under her care; 

viz. eight Chinese, one Tamul, and one Malay school, 

containing tw^o hundred girls. 
Mr. Kidd returned to England in 1832, when Mr. 

Tomlin took charge of the station; Chinese preaching 

was continued,^nd the whole number of children edu¬ 
cated in the schools, exceeded five hundred. 

During the year 1833, Mr. Tomlin continued his 

superintendence of the missmn and college. Into the 

latter, he introduced, what he called, a radical reform. 
This consisted in abolishing the monthly stip(;nd al¬ 

lowed to the students, whichf in ^the infancy of the 
institution, was deemed necessary; but as the benefits 

of the college became apparent, it was thought that 
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this might gradually he dispensed with. In the begin¬ 
ning of 1833, all fresh aj)plicants were infonned, that 
no allowances would be made as formerly, and thal all 
who entered must expect no "pay. Twenty volunteers 
appeaix^d on this system; and at the close of the year, 
there w(‘re fifteen pensioners, and sevenlwu free boys. 
A Bible class w^as commenced, at which the school- 

^ masters and senior scholars, vritli some > oung pj*ofessing 
(Tristians in the town, alteuded. 

With the commencement of 1834. Mr. E\,ins took 
charge, and on the 4th of May, delivi'red his llrst ser¬ 
mon in Chinese, after ha\ing h^en onl} nine months 
in Malacca. have thus found,” savs he. *‘all the 
(bfiicultio., ^f this hard language vanish away before 
perseverance; and cannot be sufficiently thankful to 
the Lord, for thus enabling me to engagi' in every 
duty connected with my department, in (‘ight mouths 
after my arrival!” His son, in the same space of 
time, spoke the Malay, with the fluency of a native, 
and has since ajiplied to the (’hincse language. 'I’he 
mission, also, wore a favoiiralde aspect; one OJhinese 
and two Malay females, with one Malay man, had been 
baptized. 

A' few months afterwards, a Taniul man was bap¬ 
tized, who gave satisfactory proofs of Ids sincerity, by 
renouncing caste, in spite of persecution, llis eoAduet 
since his baptism, has been highly praise*worthy. I’here 
were also several C’hinese candidates for baptism ; some 
of them, frequently engaged in prayer, and began to 
understand the scriptures. The religious services were 

all well attended, and the thirst of the (’hinese for 

books, inefeafsed daily, so that they could not b(‘ printed 

fast enough. * 
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In his report of the college, for 1834, Mr. Evans 

calls it the Altm Mater of China, and speaks of it as 
having been the instrument, either directly or indirectly, 

of converting every Chmese, who has embraced the 

(liristian faith. The total number of students who 
had finished their education, since the commencement 
of the institution, was forty: part of these are sincere 

Christians, and all respectable members of society. 
Anxious to promote the efficiency of this station, the' 

Directors instructed Mr. Dyer, to I'cmovc thither, from 
Penang, iii 1835. Preaching w^as continued in the 
(lifTcirent languages, w’hih^ the Chin(‘sc congregations 
amouiiled to two hundred and fifty Three Tamiil men 
had been baptized, besides three Chinese, twe^of whom 
we re studfmts in the college; the entire number of 
baptized during the year, being ehglit adults and two 
children. One of the (Jhinese coiwerts was very useful 
among his countrymen, conversing with the children 

of the schools, besides labouring among the adults. 

Mr. Evans writes, ‘‘the whole number of Chinese 
(hristyans is now lu’arly thirty; those whom I have 

baptized, adoni the doctrine of our God and Saviour. 
They are now ready to go forth, as preachers of the 

Gospel, to their cc;intrymen. Their knowledge of S^irip- 

ture is extraordinary. * 

In the year 1836, the native Christians, who had 

been compelled to quit China, by persecution, found 
an asylum in Malacca. Amongst the rest, Leang AfSh, 
who availed himself of the 5pportunity to spread reli¬ 
gious knowledge amongst the * emigrants preaching 

both in the Fuh-keeir and Canton dialects. The usual 

services in English, Chinese, and Portuguese, were 

continued. 
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Mr. Hughes having quitted the service of the Society, 
the Malay department was this year but partially at¬ 

tended to. Mr Dyer was actively employed in pre¬ 

paring Chinese metal types, dn which he was aided by 
liberal donations from India, England, and America. 
The students in the college amounted to seventy, and 
their pursuits were divided between Chinese and Eng¬ 
lish literature. „ Six of the senior students having rc- 
n6unced idolatp?, were supported by the London Mis¬ 
sionary Society. Four of these, togcthei* \^itb one 

Siamese, were baptized during the year, after Iiaviiig 
publicly abjured heathenism. ]\tr. Dyer wTOtt^. that 

he never view(id the Ultra-Gangetic missions in a more 
favourable light than at the time referred to ; tlu^ gloom 

he said was passing away, and the light springing up. 
Subjoined is the substance of the (pujstions pro])OScd 

to the candidates, ai^Lhe time of their baptism:— 

“ Why do you wish to receive Christian baptism ? Because J feel 

myself to be a great sinner: and now desire to repent of my sins, 

that I may obtain forgi\ eness. 
“Do you think that baptism .alone is able to save your sopl? No: 

but I believe that Jesus Christ, ^^ho commanded believers to be bap¬ 

tized, is able to save me. 

“What has Jesus Christ done for you? He suflered and died, 

to atohe for my sins, and procure ray salvatiorf. 

“ Do yo\i wish to follow the doctrine of Christ, in preference to 

that of the Chinese sages ? I do: because I believe, that Christ alone 

can guide me to happiness and heaven. 

“ Can you truly say, that you have forsaken the vain superstitions 

of your countrymen ? I have h^herto foolishly worshipped idols, but 

now I desire to worship the living and true God, only 

“ Do you feel that you are a great sinner, and deserving of eternal 

punishment ? 1 know that I am a sinner,* and that I ought to suffer 

the punishment due to sm. * 

“ Do you Mifk that any good performance of your own will be 

sufficient to save you ? All I can do will be wholly insufficient to 
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save me, and I pray for salvation, through the merits of Christ, alone. 
“ Is it with the view of advancing your worldly iiiterosts, that yoM 

wish lobe baptized? Nt): niy sole reason for desiring baptism, i> 
that I may become a disciple of Jesus Christ." 

In tlie year 1837, the brethren at Malacca trans¬ 
mitted accounts surpassing any that had previously bocu 
sent from that station. Divine service was continued 
in the various languages, as usual, .with a regular 
attendance, particularly at the C’hiuesp service, when 
the mission chapel was crowded. The number of chil- 
dnui deceiving exlucation in the schools, w-as, four hun¬ 
dred and ninety-fiv’^e. Mr. Lay, the agent of the llil^le 
Society, had been liberally siip])lie(l with Chinese Bibles 
and Testaments. In the month of April, 183J, twenty 
individuals were admitted to the Christian church, by 
l)aptism, viz. four Cdiinese farailiet^'consisting of four 
men, with their wives and five ‘Children; besides six 
young C'hinese and one Siamese, lliese all adomctl 
the doctrine of God their Saviour, and their wiiole. 
conduct comported with the princijdes of Christianity. 
The. renunciation of idolatry, by one of these ])ersons, 
is remarkable. He came to tlui college one day, ex¬ 
pressing a wish to embrace Christianity. This was 
objected to, on the ground of his house being still fur¬ 
nished with an idol; when he immediately went home, 
tore»down every vestige of idolatry, and committed all 
to the flames, in the presence of his family: “ Here,” 
say the brethren, “ are the first fruits of 350,000,000 

of the human race.” 
In the month of May, of the same year, ten more 

individuals were baY)tized: o\^e of them was a vene¬ 
rable man, with a long white belird, abcut sixty-five 
years of age. He was formerly a schoolmaster, and a 

Y 2 
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' most rigid idolater; perhaps one of the last persons, 

humanly speaking, upon whom religion seemed likely 
to'make an impression; and, yet, he said, the things 

which he read in the Christian hooks, caused him to 

see the folly of idolatry. The tnith seemed to have 
been working in his mind, for many months; and, at 
last, he came forward, with a degree of courage, quite 

surprising in so old a man, and exclaimed befon^ his 
idolatrous countrymen, “ T have served idols, but I will 

serve them no more.” 
Two of the baptized, a man and his wife, were 

soinew'hat dependant on the person with vvliom they 

resided; their patron threatened, that if they were bap¬ 
tized, th^v should quit his house, with nothing but the 

clothes they had on. This threat deterred them, for 
some time; but length the husl)and remembering 

the words of the Saviour, “If any man will conic after 
me, let him deny himself, take up his cross, and follow 

medetermined to sacrifice all for J esus. On this 
determination being made known, the opponent’s heart 

relented, and he not only recalled his former .threat, 

but promised, that if they would remain with him, he 

would take down his idol. The man was true to his 
word, for when they returned home, after baptism, 

every vestige of idolatry was removed. 
Another family, baptized at the same time, consisted 

of a man, his wife, and two children. The man carried 
on the business of a shoe-maker in the town, in the 

midst of idolaters. Having been present at the former 

baptis^, his mind became so deeply impressed with 

the solemnity of the service, and the truths of Christi¬ 

anity, that»I;yB borrowed some Christian books, and 

continued to pesuse them far a considerable time, without 
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communicating his opinion and determination to any 

one. At length, the change in his conduct 1)ecame so 

manifest, that his acquaintance began to ridicule him. 
Being thus called upon ,lo confess J esus, before men, 

he was not ashamed to do so: and has since continued 

a firm and consistent follower of that Saviour, whom 
he has been spiritually taught to serve. 

The other individuals consistt;d of one man, about 

thirty, and two young men, who are preparing in div 

college to enter on the Christian ministry. The con¬ 

duct of all is most commendable; their attendance on 

the means of grace is punctual and regular, whilst they 

conduct family worship, morning and evening, in their 

own dwellings. They seem not only desirous of walking 

worthy of their profession themselves, but' of inducing 

others to come with them, that the^.aiay do them good; 

whilst the order and consistenej' of those young men 

studying for the ofiice of evangelists, is such as to afford 

much comfort to those under whose charge they are 

placed. 

As^the missions to Penang and Singapore were in¬ 

timately connected wdth that to Malacca, we shall here 
introduce a brief notice of them. 

Though Penaqg was pointed out as the most eligible 

spot, on which to commence a mission; yet it was not 

till •Canton and Malacca had both been occupied, that 

the brethren turned their attention to Prince of Wales’ 
island. Mr. Milne did, indeed, take a journey thither, 

in 1816, to solicit a grant of land for the Malacca sta¬ 

tion ; but in 1819, thefii’st efforts were made to evan- 

gelize the inhabitants of that settlement. In the spring 

of the latter year, the author proceeded thither, to dis¬ 

tribute tracts, and establisji schools,.^ for which the 
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support of government wafS obtained, and then made 

way for'Messrs. Beighlon and ince, wl\p occupied the 
Staton as resilient missionaries. 

Towards the close of the following year, however, 
the author again visited the island, and settled at J ames 

Town, in the midst of a rural population, having charge 
of a native orphan school, consisting of about twenty 
individuals, who resided in the missionary’s house, and 

bolder his own eye. A dispensary was likewiscj opened 
for the sick poor, and visits paid to the heathen in their 

dwellings, while divine worsliip was regularly con¬ 
ducted with the inmates of the mission family and a 

few neighbours. During the author’s residence tnere, 

a Chinese catholic applied for instruction. He retained 
a general kKbwledge of the Christian history, but la¬ 

mented that he hVl. lost his crucifix and missal. With 

the view of keepinglhvn near the missionary’s residence, 

a pepper garden was purchased for him ; but he made 
off with the proceeds, and was never heard of more. 
The catholics possess a seminary in Penang, for the 

purpose of training up young (diinesc as preach^ers to 

their own countrymen. The principal had been fifteen 

years in China, and there were about twenty inmates 
in the establishment. After spending n year in Penang, 

the author removed to Batavia*. 

In the year 1824, a neat and commodious chapel 
was built for the use of the mission, towards which 

the inhabitants of the settlement subscribed very 

liberally. The chapel liM scarcely been erected a 

year, however, when the mission sustained a severe 

loss in the death of Mr, Ince. After a delay of two 

years, Mr. Dyer amved to occupy his place. 

Soon afterhis arrival, JMr. Dyer commenced the 
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work of casting moveable metallic types fbr^tW 
Chinese language, and attempted to establish^ schools 
on the British system. His chief emjdoyment con¬ 
sisted in going about from house to house, and preach¬ 

ing the Gospel to eveiy creature. In order to l)e more 

completely amongst them, he purchased a small house 

in the centre of the Chinese town, where he received 

all wlio came for religious instruction and medical ufl- 

vice, while the intense breathing of his inmost soul vfSb 
to be made a bhissing to that heathen land. 

In *1832, a Malay female was baptized, whose pro¬ 

fession ap])eared to lx? scriptural and sincere. Two or 
thiH‘e years afterwards the number of baptized amounted 

to thirtet n, and the communicants from apj^ong the 
Knglish congregation to twenty. 

In the close of 1835, Mr. Dye^was appointed to 

Malacca, and his place suppked by Mr. Davies. 

Djiring all the intervening \ears. from the establish- 
luenl of the mission, two or three (Uiinese, and half a 

dozen Malay schools have been ke]>t uj), some of them 

supported !)y government. In these, the brethren have 
laboured to impress ndigious truth upon the minds of 
the young, with varied success, in the Malay schools, 

some of the youijg people have become familiar, with 

the Scri])tures, and some have been trained up to be 

teac4icrs to others. In the CJhinese schools, however, 
owing to the peculiarity of the language, and the ob¬ 

stinacy of the teachers, little good has been done. 
No sooner w'as the Britisfi flag hoisted at Singapore, 

than a grant of land was* obtained for the mission there; 

and Mr. Milton proceeded, in,18l9, to commence ope¬ 

rations for the benefit of the (.’Hini'se j^that island. 
In 1822, Mr. T'homsen rerw>ved thithqj* from Malacca. 
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ffc« tjie pur^iose of instmcting the Malays. Two years 

afterwards, the mission chapel was built, and in the 

course of iinu!, three natives were baptized, who gave 

pleasing evidence of thein sincerity. The mission was 

strengthened in 1827, by the arrival of Messrs. Smith 

and Tomlin, who established schools, and distributed 

Chinese tracts throughout the settlement, and amongst 

the native vessels in the harbour. The following year, 

Tomlin paid a visit to Siam, in company with Mr. 

Gutzlaff, where they distributed twenty-three boxes full 

of Chinese books among the people. The medieval aid 

afforded to the natives attracted multitudes to the dwel- 

ling of the missionaries, and something was done 

towards tjjeir instruction; while one Chinese was bap¬ 

tized by ivff Gutzlair, as the first fruits of the mission 

to Siam. A rou^^translation of the Gos])cl of Mat¬ 

thew, was drawn up, Tind a Christian tract was printed 

in the language of that country. 

Both Messrs. Smith and Tomlin having afterwajxls 

removed to Malacca, and Mr. 'I'liomsen being com¬ 

pelled to return to Europe, on account of ill health, 

the mission at Singapore was but feebly supported. 

In 1835, Mr. Wolfe was sent thither, but in two years 

was (‘ailed away by death. The station is now occu¬ 

pied by the Messrs. Stronachs, who have just arrived. 

Our American brethren have occu])ied this station 

for the last four years, and intend making it the seat of 

their printing establishment, and a 2)oint from which 

to operate on the nations beyond. Their efibrls have 

been blessed for the conversion of several individuals, 

and the energy with wh^ch they ave carrying on their 

labours, propa^es, at‘no distant period, a hapjiy result. 
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TiiK visit of Mr. IVlilne to the island of Java, has been 

noticed in a former chapter. Jn the year 1814, JNlessrs. 

Kam, Slipper, and Briiekner, arrived at Batavia, to 

commence jH’rmanent niissioiis in the Malayan archi¬ 

pelago. 'J'he former of these, proceetled to Ainhoyna, 

where he laboured faithfully for twenty years, in re¬ 

viving and extemling the native church, in that and the 

surrounding ijjlands. ^Ir. Urnekner went to Samarang, 

wlfbre he took charge of a Dutch congregation; but 

changing his views on the subject of baptism, he joined 

the Baptist Missionary Society, and has continued ever 

since a faithful labourer among the Javanese. Mr. 

Supper remained in Batavia, w'hcre he preachiid to the 

native (Christians. * He likewise emiiloyed himsell in 

the distribution of (Chinese scriptures awd* tracts, which 

were received with gratitude, while the heathen a^ked 
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teacher to explain Ihe truths which they 

• 

Mr. Supper writes, ‘‘ I have often found Chinese 
parents reading the New Testament to their families, 

and requesting instruction about some passages. One 

merchant delayed his departure from Batavia for some 
days, in order to read a bible which he had received, 

with tranquillity and reflection; he ])romisod to rc- 
^liHJiflmend it to his countrymen, and implored a thoip 
sand blessings on the Bible.” One of the most opulent 

C'hinese observed, “ 1 have read the New Testalnent 

wdth pleasure; it is very fine; and it would be well, if 
every one led such a life as Jesus (’hrist has taugfi.t us 

to lead.” t^This Chinese on his return home, tore dow n 

all the painted images from the walls, and threw’^ them 
into the fire. 

In three short years^tlie useful lalxmrs of this pro¬ 

mising missionary were terminated by death. 
In the year 1819, Mr. Slater ])roceeded from Ma¬ 

lacca to Batavia. On his voyage, he touched at Sin¬ 

gapore, liliio, Liiigiii, and Bauca, as well as at.Pon- 

tianak, and Sambas, in Bornct); and having been 

provided with about fifteen thousand Chinese and 

Malay books, he distributed them liberally among the 

people. At many of these places no protestant mis¬ 

sionary had previrmsly been ; the books, therefore, •ex¬ 

cited the greater attention. A copy of the divine word, 

had however, reached Pontianak before Mr. S. arrived, 
from the perusal of which* one Chinese had obtained 

a knowledge of his own depravity, and the undertaking 

of Jesus Christ. He approved of flie work of mission¬ 

aries, and ps^mised "that if one came to settle in Pon- 

tianak, he would give him a house for nothing. 

*^fdlvsojne 

containecr. 
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^ Arrived at Batavia, Mr. S. had scarcely provided* 

^iiimself with a bouse, before it was burnt to the ground; 
perhaps by some dishonest servant, as he had been 

twice robbed previously, Bart of his property w’^as 

saved, but a quantity of Testaments and tracts were 

I consumed. 
. The subscriptions of the inhabitants enabled Mr. S. 

to repair his damage; and in the year 1821, a small 

>I,'gmboo chapel was built for the use of the missimr;''' 

at the cost of two hundred pounds, w’hich was principally 

raised*by the English inhabitants. 

In the beginning of 1822, the author arrived from 

Penang, to strengthen this mis,si on ; Chinese preaching 

was iinmcdiately commenced in four differenj^ places, 
the attendance at which was ,small. In Malay and 

English preaching, the brethren engaged alternately; 

but IMr. Slater s health failing, he was obliged to un¬ 

dertake a voyage to sea. 

On his return in 1823, he dissolved his connection 

with the society, and the whole weight of the mission 

fell on the author. Into the Chinese schools a plan 

was introduced of getting the parents to pay half the 

expense, in order to lead them to take an interest in 

the education of jlheir children, and relieve the jEpnds 

of the society. This W'a5 found to work well, and has 

been continued ever since. A house was likewise en¬ 

gaged in the centre of the Chinese towrn, where a 

number of Christian books were deposited, and where 
the missionary spent the gr(?dtcst part of each day, in 

exhorting all who came,*to embface the Gospel.^ 
Having procured printers from China, books were 

published in the native language; •among the rest, the 

Chinese magazine, which, having been .discontinued at 
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Malacca by the early removal of Dr. Milne, was r, - 
Burned in Batavia. Of this w’ork one thousand copies ■ 
were published monthly. 

During this and the fcdlowing year, Mr. Diering, a 

baptist brother, rendered great assistance to the mission, 

by preaching occasionally in Malay. A European 

gentleman also built a small bungalow for the accom¬ 

modation of th^ natives on his ground, which was visited 
'Weekly by the missionary. The people, most of the/' 

natives of Bali, paid much attention, and expressed 

themselves delighted by the service. Whatever their 
real sentiments were, it was a pleasing spectacle to see 

Mahomedans attending to the preaching of the Gospel. 

Two ^ adjacent villages, called Tugoe and Depok, 

inhabited by native Christians, were also visited, and 

the attendance was encouraging. I’he origin of the 

latter of these villages^ is worthy of record. More than 

a century ago, a Dutch gentleman, named Chasterling, 

having an estate about six miles long, by two wide, 

cultivated entirely by slaves, proposed to liberate them 

and make them a present of the land, if they would 

consent to be instructed, and on a profession of their 

faith, baptized. In compliance with his part of the 

proposition, he made over the whole pf his estate to his 

former bondmen, built a chui’ch for them, established 

a schoolmaster over them, subject to the pastoral 

oversight of the Dutch clergy, and left them and 

their families free. In the beginning of the present 

century, the inhabitants 6f Depok amounted to about 

two hpndred souls. ‘Never Nvas there a more quiet 

village, or a more inoffensive people; and though the 

majority may, be attached by interest or education to 

Christianity, a, few appeal; to be lovers of the Saviour, 
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afe some have already found their way to the haven of 

^est. This village was visited by the author, almost 

monthly, for several successive years. Latterly,* a 

Dutch missionary has been settled there, whose labours 

have been blessed to the good of the people. There 

are About seventy members of the church, and upwards 

of fifty children in the school. 

Al>out this time, some of the booH^ published at 

S^gtavia were sent home to England, and Dr. MorrisdhV 
on looking over them, was much gratified to see this 

mediifm of conveying Christian knowledge in operation 

in Java. He said of them, “The tracts for children 

arc formed on the model of Chinese school-books, only 
substituting Christian for pagan sentiments. •One of 
these comprising three words in each sentence, and 

hence called the ‘ Three character classic,’ is well calcu¬ 

lated to instil into the tender mind of Chinese children 

correct ideas of the true God, and the Saviour of men. 

The (Chinese magazine contains miscellaneous subjects 

blended with Christian truths, designed to disseminate 

religious and general knowledge in that quarter of the 

world.” • 
That the Chinese read the books put into their 

hands, the missiemary had frequent proofs. The me¬ 

thod ado])ted to excite attention was the following:— 

Th^ distributor would sometimes go, with a few tracts 

in his hand, and sitting down in a public place, would 

read to those who happened to be near; more would 

soon gather round, and look on, to whom the missionary 

would address himself on the subject of the tr^t, and 

at the conclusion ptesent the.bye-standers with a few 

copies, which were in general Well received. ^Thus 
the Chinese town was visUed almost,daily, and the 
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oppprtttnity embraced of addressing all who were 
leisure. For this purpose, every passing circumstance/ 
was improved, and the most convenient places chosen 
for engaging persons in conversation. At their religious 
feasts, the visiting of the tombs, or sacrifices to the 
dead, there was no want of hearers; as on tliese occa¬ 

sions the Chinese seemed to relax their wonted eager¬ 
ness for business, and listened willingly to religious 
"ffiscourse. 

A part of this year was spent at a neighbouring 
town called Biiitenzorg, where the Mahomedan*judge 
of the district manifested some conccni about his etcr- 

nal interests. Struck with the serious manner, and 
humble'-spirit of this individual, the author entered into 
conversation with him; when the depravity of man was 

pointed out, and the question proposed, how a sinner 
could be saved. The Mahomedan acknowledged, that 
he knew no satisfactory answer to this enquiry, and 

stated his earnest desire to hear of some plan, by w^hich 
he might obtain peace with God. He was gladly 
referred to the words of the apostle, “ ]3eliev(j on the 

Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be saved.” The 

next day, the Mahomedan affirmed that he had had no 
rest-^all night thinking of those words, to which he 

clung as a drowning man grasps a plank in the midst 
of the ocean. Whilst proceeding to explain these 
things more fully, the Mahomedan took out pen and 

ink, in order to write down what was said. He was 

told, however, that he could be furnished with books 

contaiaing all these tilings in detail, which he might 

peruse id; leisure. One tract written by Mr. Robinson, 

of Bencoolen^ which contains as clear a statement of 
the. all-important doctrine as was ever penned in any 
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J^guage, was read over with him, and seemed to be 
(the very thing.he wanted. This, with a Malay Bible, 
and a number of other tracts, were left in his hands. 
with the prayer that he might be guided into all truth, 
and enabled to find the path of heaven. 

The Chinese captain of this town, was the very 
opposite of the Malay judge, being much taken up with 

the “• wind and water system ” of his gi>untrymen, ac- 
^jji^ing to which they believe, that the fortunes of thb 
livuig are greatly influenced by the position of the 
graven of the dead. In one of the houses, a Chinese 
had set up over his altar piece, a picture of Napoleon 
Buonaparte, in a gilt frame, to which he offered the 

accustomed meed of incense. Probably, in the height 
of his ambition, the Frencli emperor little dreamt of 
being worshipped as a god. 

In the year 1825, the deputation from the society, 
consisting of Messrs. Tycnnan and Bennett, visited 
Java, and accompanied the author on a tour to the 
eastern parts of the island. The object of this journey 
on the part of the deputation, was to ascertain the spi¬ 
ritual condition of the? people, and the openings that 
appeared for the further spread of Christianity. The 
design of the nii^ionary in undertaking the tour, was 

to distribute Chinese books and tracts, which were 
very extensively circulated through every town and 

village along the coast, as well as in the populous cities 

of Samarang and Solo. 
This year the cause of religion in Batavia sustained 

a serious loss in the decease of Mr. Diering„ whose 
character stood singularly apd deservedly high for 
integrity, benevolence, and piety. * Though incessantly 
engaged in worldly business,during the.week, he spent 
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• liis evenings and his Sabbaths in unceasing exenioi's 

to spread the Gospel, and to benefit Hs fcllow-men; 
doing as much in direct labour as most missionaries, 

while he contributed liljerally to the support of the 

mission. His end was remarkably peaceful and happy. 

An exposition of the Ten Commandments, which 

had been previously delivered in the form of lectures, 

was drawn up and printed in Chinese. Two new 
' ff&cts were also prepared, “On the New year,”an'^ 

“ On the Feast of the Tombswhich having reference 
to the native festivals, were more attentively j)erused 

than any tracts previously circulated. 
In the Chinese town, the missionary still continued 

his rounds, for the purpose of tract distribution and 

religious conversation. In these walks, pei'sons of dif¬ 

ferent tempers were met with; some utterly indifferent, 

careless alike whetherdheir gods were abused or praised; 

while others contended for the juopriety of idol-wor¬ 

ship, in voice and gesture of no very gentle kind; urging 
the practice of antiquity, the doctrine of the sages, and 

the miracles wrought by their fabled deities. The ex¬ 

pense to which they go, in the service of idolatry, is 

astonishing; all classes spending a tenth of their in¬ 

come in public and private sacrifices,, while the funeral 

of a superior relative increases their outlay in a four¬ 

fold degree. A coffin of solid oak, six inches thick, 

the purchase of a lucky site, for a grave, frequent sacri¬ 

fices to the names of the departed, and the burning of 

gilt paper, to serve for nfoney in the other world, all 

involve an expenditure which'nearly ruins a poor man. 

In fact, the Chinese, though the most covetous nation 

upon earth, aj*e, in ifiatters of religion, lavish in the ex¬ 

treme. Won 14 that we c;puld see such profusion in a 
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j^ter cause; or that Christians, who have hi^er 
Tnotives, did not allow themselves to be outdone by 
her then, in religious generosity. 

When Jesus and his sufferings become the theme, the 
missionary is generally left to pursue his observations 
imdistiirbod, as they have seldom anything to urge 
against the Gospel plan of salvation. This is, because 
they cannot see themselves sinners, or,%at least, such 

§i(lgpers as stand in need of eternal redemption; and 
thus when the undertaking of a Saviour is alluded to, 
they s^y, “ It matters not where these men begin, they 
are sure to end in Jesus and his salvation.” Sometimes, 
they affect to recognize a resemblance between Christ’s 
merits, and the virtues of tlje goddess Kwan-yin, who 
by her fasting and austerities, rescued her family, for 
several generations, from the pains of hell. At other 
times they observe, that their alicient sages did but 
tell them to be good, and there left them; but the 
deliverer of the west, gave up himself for the salvation 
of the world; by which means pardon may be ex¬ 
tended, to the guilty, and the evil be made good. Most 
of them, however, pass* over the subject in silence; or 
in the midst of a solemn discourse, interrupt the speaker, 
with some irrevalent question about his age, travels, or 
family, evidenijy showing that they have no heart to 
the doctrine propounded. It has no charm, no interest, 
with them; and they say, with Esau, “What good 
shall this birth-right do to me 

In 1826, the missionary had still to complain of the 
difficulty of forming a Chinese congregation. Ncft hav¬ 
ing been accustomed *to meet, for the purpose of social 
worship and mutual edification, in their ewn country, 
they could hardly be induced to attend 4he stated mi- 

z 
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' nislry of foreigners, to hear doctrines that were du • 

agreeable, and opposed to all their previous inclinations. 
Finding, however, that the heathen would not come to 

the missionary, the missionary was compelled to go to 
the heathen; and what could not be effected by preach¬ 

ing to large assemblies, was made up by frequent 

addresses to small auditories. 
The tracts en the feasts of the Chinese, bearing so 

directly on their superstitions, had awakened all 

wrath of the advocates of idolatry, and one of them sat 
down to write a tract against the missionary. In this, 
he argued, that it was monstrous in barbarians to at¬ 

tempt to improve the inhabitants of the celestial empire, 
when they were so miserably deficient themselves. 
Thus, introducing among the Chinese the poisonous 

drug, opium, for their own benefit, to the injury of 

others, they were deficient m benevolence: sending 
their fleets and armies, to rob other nations of their pos¬ 

sessions, they could make no pretensions to rectitude; 
allowing men and women to mix in society, and walk 

arm in arm through the streets, they shewed that they 

had not the least sense of propriety; and, rejecting the 

doctrines of the ancient kings, they were far from dis¬ 
playing wisdom: indeed truth was the* only good quality 

to which they could lay the least claim. Deficient, there¬ 
fore, in four out of five of the cardinal virtues, *how 

could they expect to renovate others. Then, while 
foreigners lavished much money m circulating books 
for the renovation of the age, they made no scruple of 

trampMug printed paper undEer foot, by which they 

iheir disrespect, for the inventors of letters. 

Further, these would-be exhorters of the world, were 

themselves deficient in filial piety, forgetfing their pa- 
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jCnts as soon as dead, putting them off with deal coffins, 
/only an inch thick, and never so much as once sacri- 
[ ficing to their manes, or burning the smaUest trifle*of 
f gilt paper, for their supp6rt ih the future world. And, 
k lastly, they allowed the rich and noble to enter office, 
J without passing through the literary examinations, and 
I did not throw open the road to advancement to the 

V poorest and meanest in the land; by all which it 
^ijgared, that foreigners were inferior .to the Chinese, 

and, therefore, the most unfit to instruct them. 
Some of these arguments had peculiar force, and all 

of tljem weighed much with the Chinese. It was, 
therefore, necessary for the missionary to defend him¬ 
self, by publishing a few fiamiliar dialogues, in which 
these objections were introduced, with the most conclu¬ 
sive answers that could be found. The justice of their 
remarks, respecting European aggressions and corrup¬ 
tions, was, of course, admitted, while the connection of 
missionaries with those evils was utterly denied. The 
other pleas were met by such reasonings, as would 
suggest themselves to any cursory observer ; but it 
would be impossible for a stranger to conceive what a 
hold these apparently absurd scruples have upon the 
Chinese mind. fThe answer, however, was attentively 
read, and frequently formed the subject of discussion. 

This year, a tour was performed along the eastern 
coast of Java, touching at Tagal, Samarang, and Soe- 
rabaya. The Chinese, at the latter place, appeared to 
be a more intelligent class oi men, than on other parts 
of Java; and had more leisure, as well as inclination, 
for religious enquiry. One Chinese family, of consi¬ 
derable influence, has, fear six generations, abstained 
from the worship of imagea; and an aged gentiei^iuti, 

z2 
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' of Uiat nation, listened to the missionary, with greai 

attention, expressing himself in a way which was hardly' 
t0‘ be expected from one who had been brought up a 

heathen. A small body of Dutch Christians, in Soe- 
rabaya, had formed themselves into a missionary society, 
holding regular meetings for business and prayer, and 

making every effort to disseminate religious tnith 

amongst the heathen. For this purpose, they had com- ^ 
posed a numben of evangelical tracts, in the Malay 

Javanese languages. They had even translated the 

New Testament into low Malay, and raised funds for 

the printing of it. The author, in conjunction with the 

Dutch minister at Batavia, gave this version a thorough 
revision^ and, having obtained the use of the govern¬ 

ment printing-office, carried an edition of it through 

the press. 
During this journey^ a visit was paid to the Tengger 

mountains, in the neighbourhood of Passerwang. These 

consist of a range of hills, about ^00 feet above the 

level of the sea, inhabited by an aboriginal race, who, 

when the Mussulman arms prevailed in Java, fled to 

the bills, and refused, either through fear or persuasion, 

to embrace Mabomedanism. These people amount to 

several thousands, governed by laws* and customs of 

iheir own. Their religion consists of a. sort of Hin- 

dooism, mixed up with a peculiar veneration for fire, 

manifested by their regard to the domestic stove, the 

erection of altars towards the rising sun, and their 
reverence for a volcanic mountain, which towers above 

iheir range hills, and is always in slow, but terrific 

actiofi; ‘ llie author ascended to th^ edge of the crater, 

with some of *1116 awe-struck villagers, and saw the 

elfect which the**univeiisal stillness, the entire absence 
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;of all animal or vegetable life, and the deep roaring of" 

the volcano, produced over the savage mind. The 
crater was designated Bromo, to which they addresited 

a prayer, throwing varidus t)fFerings into the vast ori¬ 

fice, and entreating preservation from its half-smothered 

fires. Around the peak of Bronm, and still at an im¬ 

mense elevation, was an extensive flat of sand, which 
the wind had formed into gentle undulations, resem¬ 

bling precisely a sheet of water, but-.as hard as the 

soliu ground. The natives call it the “ sand sea.” 

Tile governor-general, Baron Van der Capellan, 
pointed out these villages, as the most eligible field for 
missionary exertions on the island of Java; the inha¬ 

bitants were exempted from Mahomedan prfejudices, 

and their Hindoo superstitions were merely traditional 

reminisccncics; they were far removed from the con¬ 
tamination which foreign intercourse engenders; and 
already possessed i^implicity of manners quite favour¬ 

able to the introduRion of the Gospel; while the ex¬ 

treme salubrity of the climate, and the splendour of the 

surrounding scenery, were sufficient to invite and reward 

the residence of a missionary. But, alas \ this fertile, 

peaceful, beauteous region is left, to this day, without 
a single effort to«evangelize its inhabitants, beyond the 
distribution of a few tracts in the Javanese language, 
and a transitory annunciation of the Gospel. 

In the year 1827, the author was obligingly fur¬ 

nished with the loan of some Japanese books, calcu¬ 

lated to throw light on that important language. Both 
. Drs. Morrison and Milne had long desired togfet some 

acquaintance with *the Japanese tongue, in order to 
ascertain whether the present version of the Chinese 

Scriptures would do for that people. As the owner of 
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* iubid bodks gave full permissioii to copy them, the auth^ 
devoted his whole attention to this subject, besides em¬ 
ploying a dozen Chinese to assist him in the under¬ 

taking. The most important hf the works, appeared to 
be those on philology; comprising a Dutch, Chinese, 
and Japanese dictionary, drawn up by the Japanese 
Ikemselves; a Japanese, Chinese and Dutch dictionary, 
arranged according to the Japanese alphabet; two or 
three Chinese and Japanese dictionaries, classedjac- 

cording to the Chinese radicals; and, lastly, a Japanese 
and Chinese dictionary, arranged according to tHe na¬ 
tive alphabet, appended to which were numerous gra¬ 
phical representations of arms and implements, manners 
and customs, history and adventures, geography and 
astronomy, plates, maps, and charts; in short, a com¬ 

plete encyclopaedia. In addition to the dictionaries, 
were the “ Four Books” of Confucius, in Chinese, in¬ 
terlined with a Japanese translatira. This work was 

of incalculable importance, as shying, that Chinese 
books, as they stand, are not intelligible to the mass of 

the Japanese, and need some addition, in order to 
general circulation. Some ori^nal works in the Ja¬ 

panese language, were also transcribed; such as histo¬ 
rical novels, and several works on the medicine, botany, 

mineralogy, history, and statistics of Jappn. 
It appeared from a comparison of these, that*the 

Chinese character was not in general use, in Japan, 

CEC^pt when interlined with Japanese. That the latter 

language differed from the former, in being alphabetic 
and po^syllabic; and that the Japanese alphabet con¬ 

sisted ^ fprty-seyen letters, of wltich there were two 

forms, like ow printed letters and running hand; the 

most frequently used in connection with Chinese 
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^iiaracters, and the latter generally standing alone*.. 
fit was thougl^t a good omen, that hooks began to be 
brought from a country which had been hitherto sejjied 
against the Gospel—^no ;mi8^ionary was allowed to ap¬ 
proach its shores, neither could any native come from 
thence. Little was known of their language, by the 
propagators of Christianity, and little did the Japanese 
know of our religion, as it really is. But this looked 
like a harbinger of better days. The travelling west- 

Japanese books, seemed to invite the travelling 
eastward of missionaries. The word Japan, in the 
native language, means “ the rising of the sun,” and 
reminds us of the prophecy of Isaiah, “ men shall fear 
Jehovah from the west, and his glory from the rising 
of the sun.” * 

After copying these works, the author proceeded to 
the compilation of an English and Japanese vocabulary, 
which was afterwards printed. This little work does 
not profess to present a full and extensive developement 

of the language, and enters very little into its structure 
or character; it is hoped, however, that it may afford 
some'assistance to future labourers, endeavouring to 
investigate that rich and copious tongue, with a view 
to convey the treasures of divine inspiration into it. 
Without intercourse and* conversation with the people, 

hovEever, it Wlis impossible to proceed further in the 
acquisition of the Japanese language, and the study of 
it gave way to more immediate and imperious claims on 

time and attention. • 
An effort was made,* this year, to raise a Chinese 

congregation, by attending, statedly, at a little build¬ 
ing by the roadside. Of the multitudes that passed 
by, some were induced to step in, till the place became 
full. They were generally sfragglers, however, Who 
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. ^at.down for a few minutes, and then went away, 
have their places supplied by others; while few slopped^ 
to Jiear the service out, or came a second time. 

Seeing the Chinese ei^age^ iu an idol feast, the 
missionary tried the effect of irony upon them. He 
pointed out the folly of providing a feast for hungry 
ghosts, without knowing whether they were hungry, 
or might be permitted to partake of it, or would be 
benefited by it. He told them first to ascertain the 
wants of the spiritual world; then to send invit>r^^ns 
to each separate individual; and, finally, to provkle an 
allowance of ethereal food, such as thtir ghostly friends 
might be able to digest; but not to go to work in the 
dark, as^they were then doing. On hearing this, they 
were confused; some endeavoured to frame an answer; 
but the major part advised to leave the matter alone, 
lest they should be too clearly convinced of their error. 

During the year 1829, the missionary still continued 
to testify, that there was none other name given under 
heaven, whereby men could be saved, but the name of 
Christ Jesus. His chief effort, in dependence on divine 
aid, was to convince the people ^of sin, and point them 
to the Saviour; for he found, that though he might 
brin^ them to laugh, or to cry, at the absurdities and 
extravagances of their idolatry, yet, unless they could 
be led to see the exceeding sinfulness of sin, all other 
admissions were of little avail. In the regular preach¬ 
ing of the Gospel, there was an increased seriousness, 
and a growing acquaintanee with Christianity. Some 

of the^Amboynese, who attended the mission chapel, 
became sedulous in instructing their children, and in 
recommending religion to their neighbours. 

This year me art of lithography was called in to aid 
the‘diffusion of* Gospel Iruth, which rendered the mis- 
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^loicaries independent of native type-cutters, and was. 
' found to be qiuch cheaper than the former mode of 
printing by means of wooden blocks. 

Among the rest of the Chinese works published by 
this means, was a system of comparative chronology, 
with the Chinese and European accounts exhibited in 
parallel columns. The similarity between the more 

authentic records of the Chinese, and the Scripture 
history, is remarkable. According to both, the human 
r^ttei^prang from one individual, the flood occurred 

a))out the same time, preceded by the discovery of 
metals, and followed by that of wine. The seven 
years’ famine of Egypt nearly synchronize with those of 
China; and Sampson’s strength and fall haye their 
counteq)art in the cast, 'fhis work was drawn up to 
correct the vain boasting of the Chinese, and to shew 

them that we possess records^ four thousand years 
earlier that the C’hristian era. 

A fount of Javanese types were this year cast by the 

author, who had to superintend the cutting of the 
punches, the striking of the matrices, the reduction and 
composition of the metal, and the adjustment of the 

whole; and considering the few facilities existing in a 
foreign colony, for executing works of art and utility, 

the want of proper instmments and materials, together 

witji the inex|)erience of those engaged, it will easily 

be seen, that the undertaking must have been attended 

with immense trouble. 
In the month of August^ this year, the author set 

sail with a large cargo of books,intending to accompany 

Messrs. Tomlin and Gutzlafif to Siam, but arrived at 

Singapore two days after their departure^. Finding it 
impossible to follow lhem,^a passage ^was taken in a 
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. Chuiese praw, without deck, or shelter, for the 
coasi of the Malayan peninsula. Th^ shore, from 
Point Romania northward, is covered with an impene¬ 

trable jungle, off which lip thp islands of Pulo Tinggi 
and Pulo Timoan, inhabited for the most part, by 
pirates. The entrance to the river of Pahang is pic¬ 
turesque, but the town has a miserable appearance. 

The Chinese houses stretch themselves along the 
southern bank of the river, and the Malay cottages 
skirt the northern. The Chinese are the only lab()*^efs 

and shopkeepers, while the Malays strut about in silken 
breeches and glazed cloths, as if they were never bom 
for work. The residence of the rajah is situate in 
the midst of the Malay huts, and, covered with plate 
tin, glitters splendidly under a burning sun. Extensive 

rice fields occupy the attention of the peasantry, and 

mining operations empjoy the energies of the Chinese 
settlers. The tin mines are at the distance of several 

days’ journey in the interior, where that metal is found 
both plentiful and pure, about seventy-five tons of 
which are exported monthly. From the tin to the 

gold mines, the journey occupies twenty days more; 

at the back of which is a chain of mountains, skirting 
the colony of Malacca. There cannot be less than 

five thousand Chinese in the temtory of Pahang, who 

are all given up to the smoking of opiuin, wasting at 
the same time their gains and Iheir constitution. The 

Malay rajah oppresses them, in every possible way, 

and demands aboui twelve*pound6 sterling from every 
individual on his return to his native land. 

Between Pahang and Tringano,. the Chinese boat, 

in whidi the author sailed was attacked by two pirate 

praws. They advanced during a calm, by means of 
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(I6ul)le banks of oars, and were each provided with a 

.’battery, mounting a six-pounder, with which they kept 
up a smart fire. The Chinese were very cool on the 
occasion, plying their oars with the utmost steadiness, 

while the master and mate returned the fire of the 
, enemy. A desperate conflict was expected, as the 

Chinese, knowing that no quarter would be given, 
were prepared to fight for their property and their 
li^s. A merciful providence, however, interfered; 
an(i'%>5yceze springing up, the Chinese caught the 

favouring gale, and were soon out of sight of their 
opponents. 

The town of Tringano is more populous and busy 
than Pahang, though its territory is much smaller, and 
possesses no gold mines. It has, however, some jdan- 

tations of pepper, and yields a few tons of buffalo but¬ 

ter ; while dried fish and tortoise»shell help to increase 
their list of exports. Situated half way between Malacca 
and Siam, it was formerly a place of great trade, but 

since the establishment of Singapore, Tringano is sink¬ 
ing iqto insignificance. The present rajah has raised 
himself to the throne,** to the exclusion of his elder 
brother s children; but having obtained the sanction of 
the Siamese gov^ynment, no one presumes to die^pute 

his usurped possession. There appears to be no court 

of justice, but causes are settled according to the will 
of the ruler, and vengeance falls instantly on the sup¬ 

posed criminals, dictated chiefly by the pride or pas¬ 

sion of the royal judge. Mbrder, of all other crimes, 
seems to be most leniently dealt with; henca daily 

assassinations occur,- which ai^ frequently passed over, 
as proofs of the courage of the petpetratj^rs, or of the 

demerits of tbe victims. ^5i^ph is thje insecurity of 
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peS^lson aaid prc^rty, that every individual carries half 
a dozen weapons about him; and no man dares make' 
known the extent of his possessions, for fear of losing 
them. The Chinese are especially oppressed by their 
Malayan chiefs, who take their choicest goods, and 
fairest daughters, without the least chance of redress; 
but the abject colonists tamely submit to this, with the 
hope of making up by deceit what they lose by violence. 
The shops in Tringano are provided with railings^Jike 
prison bars, through which the purchaser thaftws his 
money, previous to receiving his goods; anti ‘ every 
article is hastily removed to the inner apartments, 
immediately a follower of the rajah appears, as these 
harpies insist on purchasing all that is valuable, without 
the slightest intention of paying for it. 

Northward of Tringano, lies the rich and populous 
country of Klintan, which owing to its extensive gold 
mines, has lately risen to great importance. Its gold 
is reckoned the best on the coast; but the rajah levies 
a duty of fifty dollars on all Chinese vessels, great and 
small, with the view, it is said, of discouraging the 
introduction of opium, which Would prove the bane of 
his rising state. 

Patani, the next state to the northward, was once an 
important settlement, having had ai\ English and 
Dutch factory there, which carried on an extensive 
trade with China; its grandeur is, however, fled, and 
its trade annihilated. Repeated attacks from the 
Siamese have impoverisfied the country. The old 
town is a heap of ruins, and tlie natives have taken up 
their remdence on the hanks of af small river, deeply 
imbedded in« the jungle. The country is rich and 
ferjile, and the^precioui? metals easily procurable; yet 
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owing to war and anarchy, all is wildness and conTd* 

sion. The people of Patani are so intolerably lazy, 

that it is impossible to procure labourers of any sort, 

while the Chinese are thef only workers of the mines. 

Songora, is the first regular Siamese town on the 

. coast, the approach to which is exceedingly romantic; 

pagodas gild the tops of the hills, and files of Siamese 

junks moored along the shores, present a lively and 

interesting appearance. There is no tegular custom 

hous^bijt a present is expected on the arrival of a 

vessel/ and the first offer of the cargo must be made 

to the niler. The town consists of substantial houses, 

laid out in regular streets, and was once surrounded 

by a wooden palisade. Several Chinese temple* stand 

at the head of the different ways; and large Siamese 

pagodas peep through the groves: the adherents of 

both are worshippers of Buddha. • The Siamese priests 

swarm; every morning the street is yellow with them, 

going about to beg for their daily alms. Tliey are 

of all ages and ranks, living together in cloisters and 

idleness. No business must occupy the attention of 

the holy brotherhood, le^t their minds should be taken 

off from the repetition of the name of Buddha, which 

elevates them to the highest pinnacle of ho^ess.and 

felicity. 

Leaving the peninsula, the author proceeded to the 

west coast of Borneo, and landed at Pontianak. This 

settlement was first established by an enterprising 

Arab, who, after cutting off *a French ship, fixed hi^ 

residence at the confluence of two mighty rivers, coming 

from Landak and Sangow, yielding gold and diamonds. 

Here he soon attracted, by his liberality, a number of 
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* followerB, and took the title of sultan of Pontianak. 
The ruler of Landak, alarmed at his'encroachments^ 
nlade a grant of the land, on which the new town was 
built, to the sultan of Barftam* who surrendered it to the 
Dutch; and it has ever since been occupied as an Euro¬ 
pean settlement. The Dutch fort stands on the south 
side of the Sangow river, flanked by the Chinese town; 
while the sultan’s palace is built on the tongue of land 
which separates the two streams, surrounded by native 
huts built on poles or rafts, which float on the /fMace of 
the water and rise and fall with the tide. ITie Malay 
population is about twenty thousand; theBugguese, five; 
and the Chinese, two. The interior of the counti’;, is 
peopled with a race of cannibals, called Dayaks, who 
are generally tyrannized over by the Malays; hence 
they detest the Mahomedan religion; and, being tired of 
their own, have in some instances adopted that of the 
Chinese. These people present a most inviting field for 
missionary operations, and our German and American 
brethren have already begun to labour among them. 

The Dayaks, in the residency of Pontianak* alone, 
amount to 240,000, besides those which are to be found 
in the north and south-eastern parts of the island. They 
are e wil^race, wearing no clothes, and utterly destitute 
of civilization. Their institutions are^so sanguinary, 
that no young man can marry, unless he bring ttro or 
three human heads as a dowry. These trophies are 
received by the women with triumph, who suck the 

J^Ipod that may be yet dnpping from them, and adorn 
their houses with tibe skulls,* and their necks with the 
teeth dl the slaughtered vicrims. * They are, however, 
desirous of instrueflon, and were missionary efforts for 
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their benefit persevered in, the result might bQ‘as 
favourable, and the success as glorious, as among the 
inhabitants of the South Sea islands. • 

The Chinese having discovered that the precious 
metals abound in Borneo, have been attracted thither 
in great numbers. Their principal settlements are at 
Mandoor and Montrado, but they have established 
themselves at Landak and Sangow. The author visited 
Mandoor, which he found a fiourishing town, inhabited 
whol!^^ Chinese, under a government and laws of 
their own choosing. The people employ themselves 
in collecting gold dust from the neighbourhood, which 
lies a few fathoms beneath the surface, in a strata of 
sand, under a bed of yellov^ clay. The Chinese com¬ 
mence by removing all the superincumbent earth, and 
carrying out the sand in baskets, deposit it in an in¬ 
clined trough, subjected to a rapid stream of water, 
which carries away the sand, and allows the gold to 
sink to the bottom. When all the sand is thus taken 
out, and washed away, they collect the gold and carry 
it to market. It is generally found in fine dust, some¬ 
times in particles as l<lrge as a pea, and some pieces 
have been discovered about the size of a hen s egg. The 
gold is valued at nearly three pounds the ounce. Much 
of the ground in the neighbourhood of Mandoor, has 
beeif turned inside out, and exhausted of the precious 
metal, which the Chinese calculate will be expended 
in forty years’ time. They have a superstitious notion, 
that the gold is capable of running away, if the god&i 
be displeased, or their ancestors neglected; hende they 
send much money to China,* to keep up the accus¬ 
tomed sacrifices, and will not carry an umbrella near 
the mines, lest the local deities*should be displeased. 
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' Montrado is more populous than Mandoor, and was 
the first Chinese settlement on the coast. The inhabi¬ 
tants are turbulent and intractable, having once waged 
war with the Dutch, when they invested the fort at 
Pontianak, and surprised the resident at Sankaowang; 
on both of which occasions they nearly annihilated the 
European power on the coast. Peace has since Ix^en 
concluded; but a bitter feeling is left, which breaks out 
into frequent expressions of distrust and revenge. .. 

Sambas lies on the river of the same name, piS^igable 
for vessels of three hundred tons burthen, thirty mih*s 
from the mouth. This was formerly a nest of pirates, 
the sultaa of which gloried in mastering as many 
vesselssas he could. The Bengal goveniment chastised 
him, a few years ago, by burning his whole settlement; 
since which time the Dutch have established them¬ 
selves there. The state of morals in this place is 
wretched, and the Chinese inhabiting it are idle, vo¬ 
luptuous, and given to gaming. 

To the northward of Sambas, barbarism and piracy 
prevail: hundreds of streams liere empty themselves 
into the ocean, from which issue the marauding Dayaks, 
seeking only for iron and heads. Every human being 
they* meet with is sacrificed to their fury, and the heads 
carried home in triumph, as testimonials,of their valour. 

The interior of Borneo swarms with independent 
rulers; in the residency of Pontianak alone there are 
about two hundred and fifty sovereign princes, whom 

..JJi^Europeans set'up or put down at pleasure; each of 
them, however, pleading fmr tlie divine right of kings, 
and exercising the powar of life* and death in their 
petty dommions. 

The ChinesBiin all these parts amount to twenty-five 
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thousand; who received the Scriptures and books with 
great cheerfulness and avidity. Their chiefs assisted 
the author in his joumies, and entertained him hospita¬ 
bly in their dwellings. Sonle suspicion was at first 
excited, at the unusual appearance of a European in 
those parts: but immediately they were addressed in 
their own language, their apprehensions vanished, and 
the stranger became a friend. The Chinese captain of 
Mandoor placed the author at the heafl of his table, 
afibrde?k'’5iim guides and protection through the mining 
district, and presented him with a gold ring on his 
departpre. A New Testament was found entire in the 
interior of Borneo, presented ten years before, which 
bore evident marks of having been frequently paused. 

Notwithstanding the wide circulation of religious 
truth, the missionary, on his return to his station, la¬ 
mented his want of success, and*sighed for more sub¬ 
stantial evidence of usefulness. When one day silting 
in his study, during the heat of the meridian sun, he 
observed a stranger enter, and sit down by his side. 
Having been frequently interrupted by stragglers, who 
came merely to waste time, no notice was taken of the 
visitor, and the usual studies were pursued. After wait¬ 
ing awhile, the stranger broke the silence, by asking, 
what he must <lo to obtain the salvation of his soul. 
The missionary laid down his pen, and thought of that 
passage, “ When the Lord bringeth back the captivity 
of Zion, we were like them that dream;” it appeared 
so like a dream, to hear^ a sceptical Chinese enqui 
about the salvation of his soul. They seldom ^believe 
that they have a soul* and still less concern themselves 
about its destinies. He was of course difected to the 

^ right source for help, and pointed to the ‘^Lamb of Grod, 
2a 
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wfuch taketh away the sin of the world.” He heard 
with attention, and interest. His abode was discovered, 
ahd frequently visited. His name was Lae San-tsoo. 
He grew rapidly in spirifuarknowledge; and drew up 
a sketch of his views on religion. Speaking of trusting 
to Christ, and not to our own merits, he said, “ How 
can a man think of trusting to his own righteousness ? 
why, it is like seeking shelter under one's own sha¬ 
dow; we mayrstoop to the very ground, and the lower 
we bend, we find the shade still beneath u^uut if a 
man flee to the shadow of a great rock, or a wide sprejul- 
ing tree, he will find abundant shelter from the rays of 
the noon-day sun. So human merits are unavailing, 
and Christ alone able to «avc to the uttermost, those 
who come unto God by Him.” This man was early 
removed by a stroke of apoplexy, which carried him so 
suddenly away, that the missionary was not aware of 
his illness, before he heard that he was gone. 

A different effect was produced in the mind of an¬ 
other heathen, by the statement that Confucius knew 
little or nothing of the unseen world, because^ when 
asked concerning it, he evaded the question, and bade 
his disciples attend more particularly to the duties of 
life." At the mention of this, the pagan’s wrath was en¬ 
kindled : he declared, that the inference was false; that 
the missionary had slandered the memory of the ‘sage, 
and that if the latter were aware of it, he would imme¬ 
diately petition the king of Hades, to have the ca- 

«l«iiimiator s tongue cut out, and himself consigned to 
the lowest pit of Pandemonium, not to be bom into the 
world again for a thousand ages. * Had the missionary 
contented hitnself with studying the doctrines of the 
philosopher in* the language of China, he would have , 
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benefited himself, and been applauded hy others; l/ut 
now that he set himself up for a judge, and opposed the 
sage, he was the veriest sinner upon the face of thh 
earth, who, if he fell inth the hands of the rulers of 
China, would be made to suffer the worst of deaths. 
When the ('hristian denounced idolatry, and declared 
his determination to worship the Supreme Giod alone, 
the Confucian exclaimed, “ I do not think that the 
Supreme God would be worshipped by J^ou, or accept 
your scJi^jes, You call upon heaven, but heaven is 
high, and cannot hear you; you kneel before the Su- 
preiue,^but the clouds are iin])enetrable, and he cannot 
see you.” At length, softening down, he said, “ 1 see, 
sir, that your anxiety to iiislruct the Chinese, originates 
ill a kind intention; but y our books arc filled with a 
few cunning remarks on an obtruse subject, mixed up 
with much that is unfounded, ^)ur ancient philoso¬ 
phers taught the doctrine of filial ])icty, but left tin? 
mysterious subject of spiritual beings alone as not 
intimately connected wdth the happiness of the people. 
In your books, every expression tends to this point; 
while the duties of the* human relations are seldom 
referred to. This is neglecting the important, and 
caring about the insignificant. Confucius cautioned 
men against paying too much attention to religious cere¬ 
monies, and forbad their flattering the gods to procure 
protection; but if ignorant people will busy themselves 
in begging for blessings, they^only squander their own 
time and money, and do no harm to others; wlij^ 
then trouble one’s self about them*? The religious 
practices of men are*as various as their minds; let 
every one follow his own inclinations, and hot interfere 
,with others.” • • • 

2 A2 
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In the close of 1829, the author visited Bali, ac¬ 
companied by Mr. Tomlin. The people of that island 
v^ere found in a state of great ignorance and barbarity. 
Their religion is Hindodisnf, and their priests, Brah¬ 
mins. The island is divided into eight states, inha¬ 
bited by nearly a million of people. There arc several 
upland lakes, which supply the plains with an abun¬ 
dance of water, for the irrigation of the rice fields. 
These constitute the riches of Bali .* and the kings of 
the island, establishing themselves on thev^orders, 
keep the inhabitants in complete order, by commanding 
their supply of water. The people of Bali are much 
given to opium-smoking and cock-fighting. The ground 
is so productive, that there is little poverty ; and yet the 
people are so indolent, that there is less wealth. The 
female sex is much oppressed, being obliged to do all 
the work of the house, the market, and the field; while 
the only reward they get for their toil, is the privilege of 
burning with the dead bodies of their husbands. This 
is sometimes done to an extent unequalled even in 
India; for on particular occasions, fifty or sixty women 
are sacrificed, at once, on the funeral pile. These are 
either stabbed and burnt, or leap alive into the flaming 
pit,‘ from which there is no escape. 

During this journey, great quantities of Chinese and 
Javanese tracts were circulated, which were all well 
received. The health of the author, however, suffered 
considerably on this tour, and a jungle fever was 

...aajjghtj which undermined his constitution, and, finally, 
compiled a return to Europe. 

In the year 1831, a mew and handsome chapel was 
erected at Batavia, which was opened, in the month of 
September, by a sermon* from the Rev. Archdeacon. 
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Scott: In this building, Episcopalians, Independents, * < 
and Baptists, have joined in the work of proclaiming 
a crucified Saviour; and Europeans and Asiatics com¬ 
bined in celebrating his Icwe. • 

Besides preaching in the chapel, the missionary ad. 
dressed several hundred Malay convicts on the Sunday 
afternoons. They assembled in their chains, under the 
shade of a few trees, and sitting on the ground, listened 
with remarkable eagerness to the nevp of salvation. 
They'Ci^U^d not, at first, understand for what purpose 
they were congregated. When they heard their sins 
i‘xposed, they thought the missionary was about to 
accuse them to the government, to get a protraction of 
their punishment; and when they were told jof the 
liberty wherewith Christ makes us free, they imagined 
that their chains were to be knocked oft, and they 
restored to liberty. They soon,discovered, however, 
the object of the service, and paid the more serious 
attention. One of them, on his death-bed, declared his 
faith in that Saviour, whom he had heard preached 
under the trees; and when told by his companions that 
he ought to call upon •Mahomed, he replied, “ No; 
J esus is the only Saviour, and 1 desire to honour him 
alone.” • • 

This year Lukas Monton, a native of Menado, in 
the island of telebes, a])plied for admission into the 
church. This young man is endowed with a fervent 
zeal for the diffusion of the Gospel, urging his country¬ 
men to attend the means of grace, and distributing 
tracts among the Chinese and Malays, in great abun¬ 
dance. He sometimes travels jio distant towns *and vil¬ 
lages, standing up in the streets add market-places, to 
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exhort the multitude. His address is bold, and his gift 
in prayer, fluent. An elderly woman, of Dutch ex¬ 
traction, bom in Samarang, joined the church at the 
same time, and has continued zealous and faithful ever 
since. 

Malay tracts, about this time, came into great de¬ 
mand : sometimes, one hundred and fifty were put into 
the hands of the people, on a single market day. To 
those who knep the deadly prejudices of the Mahome- 
dans against Christianity, and who have hep):, accus¬ 
tomed to see them shun a tract, as they would the plague, 
this appeared a great change. It was to be attributed, 
under God, to the practice of posting little hand-bills 
about jthe town, containing passages of Scripture, and 
brief exhortations; which, being perceived to be of a 
harmless character, induced the natives to take books 
the more readily; and, after a while, to grasp them 
eagerly on every occasion. 

The Chinese were, with difficulty, brought to see the 
evil of sin. The word sin^ in their language, being 
synonymous with crime, they seldom think that they are 
chargeable with sin, unless guilty of some crime against 
the state. Thus, murder, arson, theft, and adultery, 
are.considered sinful; but lying, fornication, gaming, 
and covetousness, are seldom looked on as evils. They 
openly plead for the practice of cheating in business; 
and think that there is no harm in opium smoking, so 
long as they jmrehase it with their own money. The 

jmly evils, with which ihey charge themselves, are, 
quitting their native land, wllile their parents are alive, 
being ^thout posterity, treading on an ant, abusing 
printed paper, eating beef, and leaving hungry ghosts 
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to starve. Thus, not knowing tlie real nature of 6in»* 
they have no sejise of the need of a Saviour, and hcatr of 
his dying love without emotion. 

In the year 1833, six .native soldiers, bom in Me- 
nado, were baptized; and four more of those baptized 
in infancy, were admitted to church-fellowship. An 
oi'])han school was established for the descendants of 
Europeans, which has been liberally supported. Pre¬ 
mises 'Were purchased, luiildings erected, and thii’ty 
child]])laced on the foundation, who have been 
boarded,\lothed, and educated, without the least ex¬ 
pense to the missionary society. 

In* 1K34, one country-bom was admitted to the 
chiircli, and six natives of Mciiado, ba])tized. Another 
native soldit‘r was baptized*in the presence of tlie cap¬ 
tain and the whole company, when the service was very 
solemn and impressive. 

In the yiNir 1835, two more of the native Chris¬ 
tians joined the church ; and one Mahoraedan woman 
was ba])tized. During the same year, the aiithoi- visited 
China, leaving the station under the charge of his 
assistant, Mr. W. Young, while Lukas Monton un- 
dea’took a voyage to Benjarmasin, on the island of 
Borneo, accompanied by Mr. Barenstein, a German 
missionary. The town of Benjarmasin contains seve¬ 
ral 4miulred houses; but the chief })opulation consists 
of Biajoos, a tribe of Dayaks, who live in the interior. 
After supplying the (/hinese and Malays with books, 
the travellers visited the Bayaks, who were glad to 
receive them. Listening to their discourse oiv diVlhe* 
things, the Dayak& said, “This is the true •doctrine, 
and suits us better than the Iteadiing of tlu*, Mahomc- 
dans, which we do not understaiid.” The Dayaks, how^- 
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, 'ever, were unwilling that the missionaries should come 
and' live amongst them, unless they would make a 
coyenant by blood; which consisted in drawing a few 
drops of blood from the a^ms pf the chiefs and mission- 
aries, into four cups of water, which were drunk by 
the respective parties, in the presence of great crowds. 
When the agreement was thus ratified, the Dayaks 
embraced the strangers, and said, “ Let us be friends 
for ever, and nj^ay God help the Dayaks to obtain the 
knowledge of religion from the missionaries^^*-Af’er 
this, the chiefs assured the brethren that tlf^ might 
dwell with them without fear, promising to defend them 
with their life’s blood, and to die, themselves, sooner 
than they would see the missionaries slain. This mis¬ 
sion has since been vigorously prosecuted by our Ger¬ 
man brethren sent out by the Rhenish Missionary 
Society. 

A short time prefious to the author’s quitting Bata^ 
via, he was accosted by a respectable Chinese, request¬ 
ing baptism. On being asked whence he came, and 
why he desired admission to that ordinance, he replied? 
that he was bom in Amboyna, where he had enjoyed the 
benefit of Mr. Kam’s ministry. He was able to read 
the Scriptures in the Malay language^ and displayed a 
very extensive acquaintance with religious tmth. His 
views of the all-sufficiency of Christ, and his deep feel¬ 
ing of anxiety to be intimately connected with the 
Saviour and his people, induced the missionary to bap¬ 
tize him. 
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VOYAGES UP THE COAST OF CHINA. 

SUMMARY OP MISSIONARY ATTEMITS IN THE CCIlONIES —DESIRE TO 

BEN4i:»iT THE MOTHER COl'NTRY — OUTZLAFF’S VOYAGES — DIF- 

FEREN^'IEWS —ANXIETY FOR MORE INFORMATION —AUTHOR'S AR¬ 

RIVAL IN (’ANTON—DISCUSSION REGARDING OPIUM VESSELS —REA¬ 

SONS FOR NOT EMBARKING IN THEM —AS DISREPUTABLE, INCONVE¬ 

NIENT. AND INVOLVING THE MISSIONARY IN DIFFICULTY — THE 

PROPRIETY OF HIKING A VESSEL. OR 1‘URCIIASING A MISSIONARY 

SHIP —OFFER OP THE HURON — PREPARATIONS FOR DEPARa*UKE. 

Protestant missionaries in their attempts to operate 
on China limited their efforts,,for a quarter of a cen¬ 
tury, to those parts where Europeans generally reside, 
or where the British and Dutch governments afforded 
protection. Considering themselves excluded from 
the interior of the empire and finding a host of Chi¬ 
nese emigrants in the various countries of the Malayan 
archipelago, they aimed first to enlighten these with 
the hope that, if properly instructed and influenced, 
they would, on their return to their native land, carry 
with them the Gospel they had learned, and spread it 
among their countrymen. With this view, our bre¬ 
thren established themselves in the various colonies 
around China, studied the laliguage, set up schools ^d. 
seminaries, wrote and printed books, converseiPexten- 
sively wdth the people, and ^ed to collect congrega¬ 
tions, to whom they might preaCh the •word of life. 
Since the commencement of t^eir mis^iions, they have 
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' translated the holy Scriptures, and printed two thou¬ 
sand complete Bibles, ten thousand Testaments, thirty 
thousand separate books of Scripture, and upwards of 
half a million of tracts in the Chinese language; besides 
four thousand Testaments, and one hundred and fifty 
thousand tracts in the languages of the Malayan archi¬ 
pelago, comprising upwards of eight thousand leaves 
of new matter^, and twenty millions of printed pages. 
About ten thousand children have passed through the 
mission schools; nearly one hundred persons hjp^e been 
baptized, and several native preachers raised up, one of 
whom has proclaimed the Gospel to his countrymen in 
the interior of the empire, and endured persecution for 
the sake of Jesus. Such a result cannot but be grati¬ 
fying to the friends of missions, and on a review of it, 
the labourers employed would “thank God and take 
courage.” « 

But all this is far from satisfying the desires of the 
ardent missionary, or from accomplishing the object for 
which he went forth. Whatever be done in the colo¬ 
nies, the friends of C-hina cannot be content until some 
impression be made upon thewother country ; and as 
the emigrants are but a sprinkling compared with the 
bulk of the population, so the converts from among the 
colonists bear but a small proportion to the salvation 
of the whole empire. « 

Whilst the rest of the brethren were employed in 
the more settled and sedentary part of missionary work, 

^it pleased God to stir up bne to attempt the hazardous 
enterj^ze of introducing the‘Gospel into China itself. 
Mr. Gulzlaif, a Germap missionary, sent out by the 
Netherlands Missiofaary Society, having first made his 
way to Siam, ^d laboprcsd for tw^o years in that king- 
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doni with some evidence of success, took his parage 
in 1831, in a-native vessel, for the port of Teen-tsin, 
within two days’ journey of Peking. He had with 
him a large quantity of»Christian books, and a small 
stock of European medicines. Clad occasionally in a 
C’hinese dress, and adopting the name of one the 

•native clans, he was recognized as a member of that 
great nation. Being in a weak state of health, ex¬ 
posed to the jealousy and treachery of »the natives, and 
embarltcd in a frail vessel, unskilfully managed, he was 
frequently in imminent danger; but was graciously 
preserved from these and all other hazards, till he 
arrived at the destined port. Living on shore at the 
town of Ttkm-tsin, he was announced as a “ ason of the 
western ocean," wdio had been subjected to the civili¬ 
zing influence of the celestials, and who came to benefit 
them in retura by his knowledge of medicine. He 
attracted so many visitors to the house where he w'as 
residing, that a person offered to purchase him of the 
captain of the junk for a large sum, wdth the view of 
drawing customers to his shop. He spent nearly a 
month at this place, and an equal period in CJliinese 
Tartary, after which he retunied to Macao. 

In the following year, Mr. G. embarked in the. Lord 
Amherst, a shij) chartered by the East India Company, 
and under tfee charge of one of their supercargoes. 
The voyagers proceeded along the whole coast of 
China, Formosa, Corea, and Loo-Choo. They were 
invariably hailed with joy by the people, and flattered 
or feared by the mandarins, as interest or policy^seemed 
to prompt; many books wei;e distributed, but the at¬ 
tempt to open out a new chanftel fon regular trade, 
completely failed. Anothg: >^>yagc w'/is undertaken in 
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'1838, in the Sylph; and subsequently, several others, 
during successive years; on all of which occasions 
books were distributed, in great numbers, to the high 
gratification of the people. The accounts of these 
voyages, which were published to the world, struck 
most of our English readers with amazement. It had 
long been supposed, that China was hermetically sealed^ 
against the propagators of divine truth ; that it would 
be death to set foot on her shores; and madness to 
attempt to diffuse the Gospel in those regions^. But 
here was a man, who had gone and returned *'unhurt; 
had maintained an extensive intercourse ivith the peo¬ 
ple ; had resided, for months together, in their cities 
and provinces; had met tlie far-famed and much dreaded 
mandarins ; and instead of being arrested, imprisoned, 
and sent back in a cage to Canton, had been, in every 
instance, treated with civility, and, sometimes, with 
respect. What knowledge of medicine and navigation 
he possessed, had won the confidence of multitudes, 
who saw and felt his superiority to their own pndenders 
to those sciences, and who were willing to harbour and 
protect him for the sake of his attainments. It was 
objected, on the other hand, however, that Mr. G. was 
a man of such an ardent temperament, enterprising 
spirit, and versatile genius, that he might safely ven¬ 
ture where others dared not go, and throw himself into 
the midst of difficulties, from which his ingenuity might 
extricate him: while his perfect knowledge of the lan- 

^ guage, intimate acquaintan^ with the people, and some¬ 
what ^^linilar cast of features with the Chinese, might 
enable hl|^ to do, what, no one else could attempt. 
There were net a fe'w, also, who insinuated that his 
lively imaginatipn, and confident expectation, had led 
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him to give too high a colouring to things; while his 
zeal had prompted him to state what he wished or con¬ 
templated, rather than what he actually experienced. 
There were others, again, who mistook his language, 
or improved upon his statements, and made him re¬ 
sponsible for their misapprehensions and enlargements. 

Further, the different state of things existing in 
those parts, to which Europeans had- lawfful access, 
compared with what was said to be ihe cause where 
there w^e only interlopers, greatly perplexed the gene¬ 
rality. When it was heard, that the missionaries in 
Canton were subjected to sur\"eillance, restriction, and 
insult, while the native converts were obliged to flee 
for their lives; the public could not understand how it 
was, that Gutzlaff could wander, from place to place, 
along the coasts of that empire, and distribute thou¬ 
sands of tracts, in the cities and towns of the north, in 
defiance of imperial authority and magisterial inter¬ 
ference. Judging of legislative enactments and judicial 
processes, by what exists in our own country, English 
readers could not conceive it possible that law’s could 
be broken, and its guardians set at nought, with impu¬ 
nity. There was a difference of opinion, therefore, on 
the subject; some contending, that China wa&) and 
others that it; was not, open to the efforts of mission¬ 
aries to propagate the Gospel. 

Anxious to set this question at rest, the directors of 
the missionary society encouraged the author to under¬ 
take a voyage along the coast of China, to distribute 
Scriptures and tracts, and to ascertain the openings 
whkih existed, for* the propagation of the ^(jospel, in 
that empire. The Bible Society’ also, ’authorized the 
late Dr. Morrison, to go to*th« extent* of two hundred 
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‘pounds, in promoting the circulation of the Scriptures; 
so that both those institutions concurrcj’d in patroniz¬ 
ing the proposed undertaking. Not that either (/Om- 

mittee imagined, that China i^as to be evangelized by 
such desultory labours, or dreamed of calculating the 
number of converts by the amount of Bible or tract 
distribution; but, because they imagined that barriers 
and restrictions* would, by that means, be broken down, 
the minds of tho people become gradually enlightened, 
and the government be led eventually to sanction what 
the mass of their subjects might be induced to adopt. 
More knowledge of the country might likewise be 
gained, and confidence inspired in the breasts of mis¬ 
sionaries, who might advance, stej) by step, to more 
extensive and permanent efforts for the diffusion and 
establishment of the truth. 

The catholic missionaries had once no knowledge' 
of, or adherents in China; but went forth, in (he first 
instance, unprotected; und gaining friends wherever they 
turned, were by them screened and supported, till they 
had secured a footing, and were with difficulty expelled. 
Further, when the decree w^m- forth, to banish their 
agents, and destroy their churches, they still found 
means to work their way into the provinces, because 

• they already knew the road, and had established an 
acquaintance with thousands of the inhabitants. H is 
possible, that the means they used to escape the notice 
of the government, and to ingratiate themselves with the 

• were such as protestant missionaries could not 
employ^; but the knowle^e of the country, and famili¬ 
arity with jdie inhabitants^ was the tnain secret of t&eir 
success; and, if we wish to stand on the same vantage 
grognd, we musUgo thither irequently, and protract our 
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stay^ until we can at length sit down and cultivate the' 
field. The first Homish missionaries recommended 
themselves by their scientific acquirements;—modern 
protestant labourers contfemitlate winning their way by 
benevolent efforts;—^the healing of the sick and the 
instruction of the ignorant, may produce as deep an 
impression on the minds of the Chinese, as the calcu¬ 
lation of eclipses, or the arrangement of the calendar; 
and seeking alone the glory of God, and the salvation 
of man, ^e may confidently look for a blessing on our 
endeavours. 

Oq the author’s arrival in Canton, in the summer of 
1835, he was welcomed by the American missionaries, 
"who had been labouring there for several years, and 
introduced, by them, to tlic acquaintance of D. W. C. 
Oliphant, Ksq. an American merchant, of high respect¬ 
ability, and well-known benevdence, who took great 
interest in the jwopagation of the Gospel in China. 
I'he conversation immediately turned on the propriety 
of a voyage up the coast. There was no question about 
the importance of the undertaking, as it appeared almost 
the only mode of rcadfiiig the mass of the Chinese 
j)Cople; but great difficulties appeared in the way, the 
principal of which was the want of a suitable* ves¬ 
sel, in which .the voyage could be made. A passage; 
in flie opium ships, proceeding in that direction, ap¬ 
peared very objectionable; as the habits of such vessels, 
the nature of the intercourse carried on by them, and 
the class of the Chinese,^wiA whom they came i^con- 
tact, almost precluded the possibility of effecting any 
good by such means.* A trading vessel, with^a general 
cargo, intending to touch at the various ports, towards 
the north-east, would be mere* eligible*; but the most 
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* suitable of all, would be a ship taken up for the pur¬ 
pose, which might be under the entire direction of the 
missionaries, go where they directed, stay as long as 
they pleased, and mix up Nothing with the object, which 
might be likely to prejudice the cause in the estimation 
of the heathen. As, however, no trading vessel, with 
an unexceptionable freight, was announced for sailing, 
and as no pros5^)ect offered itself for chartering a ship, 
for the purpose in view, the author was obliged to re¬ 
main until some more favourable opportunity/)Ccuit(k1. 

A month had scarcely elapsed, before a vessel vvas 
put up for the northern ports, intending to touch at 
Ning-po, in the province of Chi^-Keang, and to call at 
various other places, with .the view of extending the 
trade in that direction. The owners obligingly offered 
the author a passage in her; but it was ascertained that 
she carried, in conjunction with other merchandize, the 
prohibited drug, opium; and as it was nec^essary to 
come to a final decision upon the question, whether 
missionaries should avail themselves of such opportu¬ 
nities, or not, the whole case was looked into, an<l the 
supposed advantages or disadvantages of the under¬ 
taking fully canvassed. 

In favour of the voyage, it was urged, that the vessel 
was going to a considerable distance, wqjild touch at a 
number of places, and was likely to be employed in the 
expedition for a length of time; thereby affording abun¬ 
dant means for communicating with the natives, and 
for oJij^lating tracts in all directions. The experience 
of the commander, and his extensive acquaintance with 
the coast, and its inhabitants, were also stated, by 
which means tnany dangers in the navigation, and im¬ 
pediments in die intereourae with the people, would ^ 
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avoided. The time of her sailing was considered,’ ad- ’ 

vantageous, as* the winds were favourable for proceed¬ 

ing to the north-east, and the monsoon would just be 

on the turn, when the ship would have to steer home¬ 

ward. I'he probability of this being the only vessel 

Tvas hinted; and the inference drawn, that if this oppor¬ 

tunity were lost, it was not likely that another would 

soon occur. A great number of books w’cre lying ready, 

on board the rec(*iving ships, at Lintin.^nd it wa» diffi¬ 

cult to stow' them elsewhere, in CUiina: if means were 

not taken to circulate the.in, therefore, the patience of 

lhos(^ Kind friends, who gave them gratuitous ship-room, 

would so<»n be (‘xhausted. and they must be sent back 

lt> Malacca or Siiiga[)ore. strong desire wasknosm 

t(> exist among the people of England, to ascertain the 

rcid state of things on the coast, and whether China 

W'cre, or were not, open to the Gosj)el: while the visit 

of the author, to (’anton, was mainly to discover the 

facilities for tract distribution, and free intercourse, 

whit:h it would be impossible to find out without pro¬ 

ceeding in that direction. However unadvisable, there¬ 

fore, the connection bet^tJl missionary operations and 

opium speculations might be, as a general thing, yet, 

in the present instance, there were those who thought, 

that the opportiinity ought not to be lost. 

Ibis appeared to be the utmost that could be said in 

favour of the voyage, while on the other hand, the 

objections against it were powerful and insurmountable. 

The simple circumstance of the vessel being ei^gaged 

in the opium trade, was enough to deter the propagator 

of Christianity from* connecting himself with her. It 

was not meant to be argued, that there Vas anything 

morally wrong in the taking? and, consaqiiently, in the 

2b 
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' vending of opium, when required or prescribed as a 
medicine: but when employed as a mere stimulant, 
asfii indulged in as a luxury, it was known to be inju¬ 
rious to the health and interests of those who habitually 
used it It not only involved a waste of property, time, 
and physical energies, but it prostrated the mental 
powers, and benumbed the conscience of every constant 
consumer; while the disgrace connected with it, in¬ 
duced a habit of deceit and concealment, which gra¬ 
dually obliterated all regard to truth and honesty. 
There could be no question, therefore, that every one 
who used opium, as a daily beverage, did wrong, and 
was highly culpable, as a self-destroyer. In like man- 
ne**, those who helped himjto it, for such purposes, had 
some share in the guilt of hastening his ruin. No one 
pretends that the opium sent to China, falls into the 
hands of the faculty, and is prescribed by them to allay 
the pain of their patients. It is certain, that all of it 
is bought up by persons entirely ignorant of medicine, 
and is used solely as a means of stupifying and poi¬ 
soning the people. The quantities in which it is im¬ 
ported, and the class of pefsohs to whom it is disposed 
of, sufficiently prove this. With this full perception of 
the evils of the habit, while we readily admit that tlie 
opium consumer does mong, we cannot deny that the 
opium dealer offends also; and that all connected 
with the trade in question, err in exact proportion to 
the extent in which they ^are mixed up with it. The 
grow^, the vender, and the carrier of opium, where it 
is ri^se<^ and disposed of; in large quantities, for the 
purpose of suppl3dn^ an ignorant* pagan people, who 
use it as n iheans of intoxication, must all be impli¬ 
cated in blame. Were there only a chest or two of , 
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opium, on board a vessel proceeding from one ^uro-* 
peati port to another, where it might fall into the hands 
of the apothecary, and be properiy and discreetly us^d, 
no objection could be taken* to the holiest and best of 
men embarking in the voyage; but where a vessel is 
loaded mth it, and where the object is to extend the 
trade in this deleterious drug, beyond the confines of 
civilization, amongst a people who know not the pro¬ 
per use of it; then the expedition itsdf must be evil, 
and all who accompany it, knowing the object and its 
tendencies, must come in for their portion of blame. 

The connection of a missionaiy with a regular opium 
ship was found to be disreputable. The opium mer¬ 
chants, Ihemselfes, though exceedingly friendly, -and 
ready to lend every possible aid to persons wishing to 
explore the coast, yet conceive it quite out of character 
for missionaries to make opium*vessels the vehicle for 
the diffusion of divine knowledge. All wise and good 
men, also, consider the cause of God contaminated by 
such connections. But the most serious objection is, 
that Ae Chinese bring it as the main argument against 
Christianity, that its prolesfeors vend opium; with how 
much greater force would they urge this objection, 
should a missionary embark in an opium ship,* and 
carry out boxes of tracts in company with chests of 
opium The Chinese authorities, and people, observ¬ 
ing a missionary on board such a vessel, and not being 
able to discriminate, woul^ recognize him as a real 
vender of the drug, an^ ^gmatize his charact;ejr and 

doctrines accordingly. • 
The nature of an‘opium voyage^would greatly cnamp 

the efforts of a missionary connected *with it; for, 
2 If 2* 
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'supposing the captain and supercargo to be ever so 
friendly, and willing to afford every facility for‘‘the 
acfeomplishment of his plans, yet it is not always in 
their power to do so. llie object of the opium smug¬ 
glers being to elude the vigilance of the Chinese autho¬ 
rities, they frequently lie at a considerable distance 
from the shore, where a few lawless adventurers come 
off in boats and purchase opium. These transactions 
are carried on ia the night, and always under the ap¬ 
prehension of a sudden surprise; should a government 
cruiser heave in sight, the boats of the contraband 
traders immediately decamp; and, by the dawn of day, 
nothing is seen of the native smuggh'rs. Meanwhile 
th^ European continues in, the offing,’without sending 
a boat on shore for weeks together; and wffien the com¬ 
manders have leisure and inclination so to do, they are 
not unfrequently deterred by the inclemency of the 
weather, and the rocky nature of the coast. Besides 
which, the character established by the vessels engaged 
in this trade, is not calculated to procure them a favour¬ 
able reception when they do land, so that the commu¬ 
nication with the shore is n&‘^S‘sarily circumscribed. 

Further, it would be difficult for a missionary to 
remain neutral on the opium questionf whilst embarked 
on such an expedition. He would be fi;iBquently inter¬ 
rogated by the natives as to the existence of opium on 
board, and would now and then be asked as to its price. 
Should any misunderstanding arise Between the foreign 
mer^ant and the native dealer, about the bargain, the 
missionary, as being best acquainted with both lan¬ 
guages, would be most readily appealed to, when he 
would feel hiffiself called upon to express an opinion. 
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Thus, he must either give some assistance to the trade,** 
or he must derfounce it: the former would he improper; 
the latter, in his circumstances, imprudent. 

Again, a missionary embarked in an opium ship, 
must be in a certain sense dependent on those who 
manage the vessel. For, although he may pay for his 
passage, to and from the place of his destination, yet 
that would not entitle him to the use ,of the boat, or 
the boats crew, on all occasions: or tt^ the moving of 
the vessel from place to place, to suit his convenience. 
Should tflis ever be conceded, through the kindness of 
the captain or supercargo, the missionary would feel 
himself under an obligation to men, of whose course 
of conduct he c|uld not approve, and yet could, h^ly 
bring himself, in such a situation, to condemn. 

By means of the proposed voyage, the opium trade 
would most likely be extended Xo a province in which 
it had been before but partiaUy known; and should the 
missionary’s aid, in interpreting between the voyagers 
and the natives, be called in, he would be contributing 
in sopie measure to the further spread of a mischief 
which has been^alreadyHsmpwidely diffused. 

Besides which, the evils connected with the disposal 
of opium on the. projected voyage, were likely to be 
greater, more extensive, and more durable, than the 
good that might be accomplisjjjed by the distribution of 
books. In fact, the effects resulting from the one would 
be immediate, palpable, and certain; while the conse¬ 
quences of the other would Ibe distant, partial, and to 
us unknovm. 

Every instance of the connection of missionary ope¬ 
rations with opium speculations, sf rengtbens the hands 
of those engaged in tiie trade, and weakens the forcp of 
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'*tliose arguments that may be employed against it. 
Insignificant as missionaries may personally be» their 
character is of some iveight; and men engaged in a 

questionable sort of traffic,«would be glad of their 

countenance and example. Now the time is not far 

distant, when the opium trade, like the traffic in slaves, 

will be denounced by every friend to religion and 
morality; but, the man who is connected with, and 
under obligations to, such dealers, in the transactions 

referred to, can hardly raise his voice against it; while 

the individual who has ever kept aloof from such asso¬ 

ciations, can go to the full extent, which conscience 
urges, in condemning the trade. Missionaries ought 

not, therefore, to deprive themselvt^s of a powerful 

argument against a crying evil, by uniting their ope¬ 

rations with the proceedings of those, whom they now' 
inwardly, and must oije day outwardly, condemn. 

It not unfrequently happens, that the Chinese smug¬ 

gling boats come in contact with the revenue cutters, 
when contests ensue, and blood is shed. The natives 

fit out, for such illicit transactions, some of the sn^artest 

and fleetest craft that eves^^ut the wSves; and pulled 

by fifty men on a side, they dart through the water like 

a shot. The government officers haye imitated them 

in this, and sometimes overtake and grapple with them. 

In this way, desperate ^hts occur, and numerous lives 

are lost. Besides whaFtakes place afloat, the Chinese 

on shore are frequently taken up hr engaging in the 

opium trade, and behea!ded for their disobedience. 

While the author was in China, the heads of two native 

opium coalers were sent^round the towns and villages, 

to strike tenor inffi other ofienders; and since the 

emperor has cqme to the, resolution to put down the 
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opium trade by main force, numbers have paid* the. 

forfeit of their lives for their connection with fiiese 

lawless proceedings. Now, had these men fallen i^ a 
good cause, we should reproj}ate the sanguinary edicts 

which unjustly cut them off; but having been sacrificed 

at the shrine of lust and avarice, we must not only 
acquiesce in the deservedness of their punishment, but 

consider all engaged in the trade as in some way im¬ 

plicated in the guilt of their imtimely^and disgraceful 
end. How then could a missionary consistently unite 

himself A^ith transactions of such an injurious tendency? 
"riiese consideration.s induced the author to decline 

the flffer of a passage in the ship referred to; and 

rather forbear e^r to set foot on the northern shores of 

(’hina, or to diftribute one book there, than to tIo"so 
through the medium of opium vessels. 

While such ships, however, are objectionable, regular 

trading vessels are not procurable. European commerce 

on the north-east coast of China, whether in opium, or 

in other commodities, is altogether contraband. The 

high price and small compass of opium, together with 

the prohibition of it in regular port, and the insa¬ 

tiable desire of the Chinese to obtain it, render it a 

profitable specul(j.tion, even to the clandestine trjider. 

But the precarious nature of illegal traffic would not 

answer for common goods, which might be disposed of 

at Canton; hence few merchants think of sending ves¬ 

sels slong the coast, for any other purpose than to vend 

opium. The (/ompany’s chartered ship, the Amherst, 

in which Mr. Gutzlaff rilade his second voyage, had no 

()ortion of the drug on board; but very fetv vessels 

trading in the same Erection sinc^, have •been free from 

it. To wait for an opportjin4y, therefore, in an imex- 
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/cc’ptionable trader, would be an idle anticipation, de«r 

tined not to be realized. i* ^ 
.The only plan that suggested itself, was to hire a 

vessel for the purpose, carrying neither opium nor con¬ 
traband commodities of any kind, and infringing no 
law, but that which forbids the introduction of the 

Gospel into a heathen country. In the further prose¬ 
cution of these undertakings, it will doubtless be the 
cheapest and .most convenient plan to purchase a 
vessel, to go when and where the missionaries direct, 
and to stay as long as any advantage is to be gained 
to the cause. A missionary or two, devoted to the un¬ 

dertaking, might take up their residence on board, and 
a printing establishment, by means o^ wooden blocks, 
or lithography, be kept in ‘ pperation, whether the ves¬ 

sel be under weigh or at anchor. A pious physician 
might accompany the expedition, and landing daily, or 
residing on shore, while the ship remained at anchor in 

any port, he might secure for himself and coadjutors, 
the favour of the populace, and the countenance of tlie 
magistrates. Native converts, who are the objects 

of persecution, might tak^-^sefuge in the missionary 
ship, where they would be as safe from the malice of 

the native govemmei^,^ though they^ were in Europe; 

and be at the same time useful in printing, binding, 
copying, or interpreting for the missionaries. Thus 
the vessel would answer the manifold purpose of a mis¬ 

sionary residence, asylum, church, dispensary, printing 
office, and depository of trftcts; while it was employed 

in multipljring and dispersingHhe word of life, in all 

parts of *the China sea and gathering information, 

at once u6effil«to the ^missionary, the mariner, and the 

merchant. When |)ersepu^ in one city, the voyagers 
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might literally flee to another; no surveillance o^ ^^spi^ 
onage need be apprehended, and no native would be 
implicated in the conduct of those on board, as nene 
would be security or responsible for them. Much new 
ground for missionary operations would be discovered, 
and great advances made in the work of spreading 
Bibles and tracts, superior to any that have yet been 
witnessed. When the vessel was nqt employed in 
prosecuting these voyages, she could Jae stationed at 
Lintin, where printing could be carried on, and mis¬ 
sionaries'reside, while divine service might be per- 
fonned for the benefit of the crews of the numerous 
vessels lying there. In fact, considering the restriction 
on missionaries tn Canton,^ and the openings afforded 
for extensive trait distribution on the coast, a vessel of 
the kind referred to, is the principal means of operating 
effectually among the Chinese. ^Should the commander 
and crew be well-disposed, their example would go a 
groat way towards neutralizing the pernicious effect of 
a contrary course of conduct, so long and so plentifully 
exhibited before the natives of the east Not only 
would such an enterpriz<H>ear essentially on the best 
interests of China, but mutual intercourse between that 
country and foreign nations would be promoted, com¬ 
merce advanced, and navigation freed from dangers, by 
the discoveries made on that hitherto imexplored coast 
The only objection against such an undertaking is the 
expense, which would be too great for a missionary 
society to bear, if drawn froA their usual funds; but if 
raised by an extra effort, the objects of the friends of 
missions would be answere^y without crippling the 
energies of the institution in othhr quarters. It is 
pleasing to reflect, that just\as^uch au object became 
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'^nec^ssary, an association in aid of it has been formed ; 
and a number of pious and public-spiritdl merchants of 
America, have put down their names for the sum of ten 
thousand dollars, in ordet to*procure a vessel for such 
purposes. The Christians of Britain have not been 
behind their trans-atlantic brethren; and a vessel has 
actuaUy been purchased in England, and has already 
sailed, for the,purpose of conveying missionaries from 
island to island, through the South Seas. If, however, 
such a means of extending the truth, be necessary in 
the islands of the Pacific, it is much more viecded in 
China, where the missionary’s home and refuge must 
be afloat, till he can “ find rest for the sole of his foot” 
ashore; and where there is a much , wider and more 

^ 1 ! 

populous field, for the propagating iuiid planting of 
Christianity, than in the whole world beside. 

While thus deliberatting and planning, an American 
brig, the Huron, Thomas Winsor, master, burthen two 
hundred and ten tons, arrived at Lintin, chartered by 
the house of Oliphant and Co. of Canton, at the rate of 
six hundred dollars monthly. A cargo not being ready, 
the charterers generously ^fibred the use of the brig, 
for several months, for a voyage up the coast, if the 
missionaries could C^e to an agreement with the 
captain, for his extrist trouble, and for the additional 
expense of the expedition. The captain being a stran¬ 
ger in China, and hearing that the coast was uusur- 
veyed, and the navigation dangerous, felt unwilling to 
go; preferring to proceed*to Manilla or Singapore, in 
compliance with his original charter, rather than under¬ 
take the intended voyage^ for as much again. He com¬ 
plained, aIsoy*that Bis brig was too slightly manned, 
de^ient in thepecessai^y tifckling for a coasting voyage, 
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and had her copper much out of repair; so that if the 
imssionaries went on the proposed expedition, they must 
shi]) six additional hands, provide another anchor, Bhd 
themselves in provisions,* and pay him, in addition to 
the sura specified in his charter-party, four hundred 
dollars monthly, for the increased wear and tear of his 
vessel, and for the additional trouble and care necessary 
in navigating an unknown coast; besides providing the 
requisite insurance. This would, altogether, amount 
to six hundred dollars monthly, beyond the original 
hire. Oft enquiry, however, it was found that both 
sums^ put together, would not much exceed the usual 
tiTins at which vessels are hired for the north-east 
coast of China.! It was thought better, therelficeM^ 
]){iy the siira demanded for the Huron, than much more 
foj' a vessel that would not answer half so well; parti¬ 
cularly as the charterers so genorously offered to relin- 
c[iiish the use of the vessel for the object specified. 

It was not, however, without some difficulty that the 
captain could be induced to venture, even after his 
terms.had been agreed to; and not before Mr. Giitzlaff 
had represented to him thfi ease with w’hich the ex¬ 
pedition might be made now, compared with the state 
of things when he first undertook his voyage. fThe 
bargain was aj; length struck, stores were laid in, new 
hands shipped, and the travellers prepared to embark 
immediately. With regard to charts, great difficulty 
w^as experienced ; for, with the exception of Ross s 
chart, along the coast of (janton, and lice’s sketches 
of the entrance to Shang-hae, Ning-po, and Fnh-chow, 
together with a description «>f two harbours on the 
northern coast of Shan-tiing, we tad to •trust entirely 
to the old Dutch and FreA[;h •charts, «or to the maps 
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^constructed by the catholic missionaries. The new 
chart of the north east coast of China, published by 
Hbrsburg in 1835, had not arrived in China, by the 
time the expedition sailed! If that had been possessed, 
much trouble and danger would have been spared, and 
the voyage rendered more expeditious and effectual. 
The late Rev. Mr. Stevens, seaman's chaplain, at 
Whampoa, who had formerly accompanied Mr. Gutz- 
lafF on one of liis voyages, embarked with the author; 
and though imperfectly acquainted with the language, 
his counsel and^ experience proved of great Sssistance. 
The vessel was not freighted with any cargo, as trade 
was not the object of the voyage. Several hundred 
bfig" rice were, however^, put on boMrd by the Chris¬ 
tian merchant, who lent us the brig, 'with the view" of 
assisting the suffering natives, should a scarcity of pro¬ 
visions be found to prevail on the coast. Of this a small 
portion was given away to a few starving fishermen; 
and the rest, as much as could be saved from consumiH 
tion and spillage, was returned to, and received by the 
shippers. The only disposable cargo, consisted of 
books ; about twenty bofer of which were stow^ed 
away in the hold. There were about six thousand 
volumes of portions iff Scripture, and* the rest consisted 
of books and tracts, printed at Batavia,, Malacca, and 
Canton, which had been lying some time at Lintin, 
ready for distribution. 
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NARKATIVE OF THE VOYAGE. 

EMMAIIK .ATION — APPREHENSION OF A STORM — WATER - SPOUTS — CHI- 

NESE IDE-I^ OF THEM — VOYAGE UP THE YELLOW SEA —ARRIVAL AT 

SIIAN-TUNO AND WEl-HAE—FIRST L.1NDING — VISIT OF THE MANDA. 

RlNKb ON HOARD —SECOND LANDING —DIFFICULTIES IN THE WAY — 

DISITSSIONS ON THE BEACH — ADJOURNMENT TO THE TEMPLE —EX¬ 

CURSION INTO TI1E*INTER10U—AMICABLE CONFERENCE — EAGERNESS 

FOH BODES—RAMBLE OVER THE ISLAND OF LEVT-KUNG-TAOtf—VISIT 

TO A PEACEABLE VILLAGP: —SECOND DAY'S OPERATIONS —A BURIAL 

(;R0UND —DESCRIPTION OF THE VILLAGES —AND STATE OP THE 

COUNTRY — CURIOSITY OF THE PEOPLE —QUIET DISTRIBUTION OP 

BOOKS —ANXIETY FOR MORE—ATTENTION TO PREACIUNG — SECOND 

VISIT OF THE MANDARINS ON BOARD—SUMMARY. 

J N presenting the reader with a narrative of the voyage, 
made J)y the author up the north-east coast of China, 
the usual parade of courses* and bearings, with other 
uninteresting appendages, of a nautical expedition, will 
be omitted; and only such events and circumstances al¬ 
luded to, as maj be likely to throw light on the country 
and its inhabitants, and to represent the nature of the 

*'i9fercourse which foreigners are enabled to hold with 
the people of China. 'J'he author will be compelled in 
the narrative, to speak in the first person; and as the 
description here given is the result of impressions made 
on the spot, a liveliness of styl^ may sometimes be met 
with, which it is hoped the^eader will kihdly excuse. 

Having shipped our additwnal hands^ and laid in.the 
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" i^f^s necessary for the expedition, we hot sail on the 
26th of August, 1835, from Kap-sing-moon, and dro|)- 
pdd gently down the Clanton river. Owing to calms 
and light winds, we made but little progress; while 
the heat was so intense, that we could hardly (‘iiduu* 
the suffocation below, or the broiling above. Wc 
reached the Lan-taou passage by the evening, and the 
next day, standing through the channel, we came to an 
anchor off the mouth of Tai'-tain ba^; intcmdincf, if it 
should blow a hurricane, which, by tlu* falling of the 
barometer, we had reason to apprehend, to run into the 
bay for shelter. This bay affords a convenient retreat 
for vessels going out to the eastward, being sheltered 
from^al} winds except the south; and so secure, even in 
that direction, that there is little danger of a hea\> s(‘a 
in this quiet harbour. The typhoons or hurricanes, in 
these latitudes, are tremendous, and when vessels are 
overtaken by them off shore, without sea room or shel¬ 
ter, their destniction is almost inevitable. Even in the 
harbour of Kap-sing-moon, ivhere the receiving shif>s 
anchor during the stormy season, vessels have been 
known to drift from theit moorings, and have b(‘en 
found high and dry upon the beach, after one of th(‘se 
dreadfur gales. An English ship, only a few weeks 
before we sailed, drove eight miles, wi^h two anchors 
down, among rocks and islands, and was with^ a few 
yards of destruction, when the storm abated. A fine 
well-built coaster was also dismasted at the same time, 
in the very passage in which we lay; so that, con¬ 
sidering^ the threatening aspect of the weather, there 
was every reason for thef utmost caution. 

A lowering calm continued the whole of the next 
day.; but towaads evening^ a breeze springing up, we 

♦ 
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Blood* on for Pedro Branca. This is a white rock’(a’s‘ 
the name in Portuguese indicates), on the south side of 
the province of Canton, and serves as a mark for ship¬ 
ping proceeding along the coast. 

On the 30th of August, w^e were in sight of Ke^-tsze, 
or (hip-chee l)ay, with the wind a^head, and frequent 
squalls. About noon, several water-spouts were seen, 
which aifordcd us^much interest; one of them formed 
within a hundred yards of the vessel, so that we could 
distinctly mark its operation : we were, however, in 
great consternation, lest it should break over our heads, 
particularly as it fell a dead calm just at the time, and 
we found our vessel drifting nearer and nearer to the 
aqueous phenomena; till at,length, to our suq)rise aq^ 
joy, it dispersed. The Chinese imagine these water¬ 
spouts to be occasioned by the ascent and descent of the 

dragon king of the deepand indeed, they bear such 
a striking resemblance to a rising serpent, a foaming 
dragon, or a flying monster, that we can scarcely won¬ 
der at their having formed this superstitious idea. 
When, the w’ateiy cylinder first rises, they say, the dra^ 
gon is ascending to heaven; and when the spout is 
forming in the clouds, they imagine, they can trace his 
horns; while his head and tail they think never appear 
at the same moment. Representations may frequently 
be seen in Chinese houses, of the “ divine dragon,” the 

^iSWof which probably originated in these water-spouts. 
They have, however, carried their fancies of the dragon 
much farther than water-spouts would warrant, and 
have associated it with every thing that is imperial and 
divine; hence we find dragons depicted in their temples, 
rampant on the roof, twinmg round the •pillars, or en¬ 
circling the candles; whil^*“ the dragon throne,” “.the 
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* dragon eyes,” and “ the dragon pencil,” are terms exclu¬ 

sively applied to the Chinese autocrat?. It may be, 

that "‘the great red dragon, that old serpent the 

devil,” has invented and fostered this idea, in order to 

get himself worshipped, in his own much-loved form, 

by one third of the human family. 

Towards evening, wc came in sight of Breakers 

Point, which foims the boundary of the Canton pro¬ 

vince; and oh^the next day, passed the Lamocks, a 

few rocky islets, lying off the southern extremity of 

Fiih-keen. On the second of September, we ^erc oppo¬ 

site Amoey (or Hea-mun, in the mandarin dialect), 

when several fishing boats were seen, some of which 

si^plied with books. ^ These boats were thirty 

miles from land, and one of them had been out six days 

without provisions; of course, our rice was very ac¬ 

ceptable to the half-famished crew. 

The next day, we came in sight of Hae-Tan, a large 

island on the east coast of Fiih-keen, wliich we passed 

with a favourable breeze, going at the rate of five knots 

an hour, with scarcely any apparent motion: the air 

was pleasant and comparzrtively cool, and, altogether, 

the day was one of the most agreeable we had spent 

since leefring Canton. This was thetmore remarkable, 

as the Formosa channel, in which we^then were, is 

celebrated for storms and rough weather. * 

On the next Lords day, we were favoured wuir^fi' 

prosperous breeze, which took us past Sampansan, and 

several other small islands* towards the Choo-san archi¬ 

pelago. We embraced this opportunity of having ser¬ 

vice on deck, when a seamon was preached, to which 

the people were very attentive. Having passed the • 

Choo-san islands, witbout/seeing them, we scudded 
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through the yellow sea, with a fair w'ind; <ind, oiv'the 
10th of September, passed the Shan-timg promontory, 

Ir'ound which w^e intended to commence our opcratioils. 
There "were a number of 'boats and junks in sight, the 
(trews of which were, doubtless, astonished to behold a 
barbarian ship in those seas. After rounding the pro¬ 
montory, we steered for Wei-hae bay, but were kept 
off, by baffling winds, for a whole day; and in the 
night, drifted back beyond Alceste Island, which is 
remarkable for a hollow rock, through which the sky 
is visible v'n the other side of the island. The next 
morning, the breeze fresluming, with the tide helping 
us, we fetched into the harbour of Wei-hae, and cast 
anchor, behind the island of Lew-kung-taou, on the 
11th of September. Here we had gratefully to record 
the goodness of our heavenly Father, in bringing us 
safely to such a distance; and, prayed earnestly for 
needful grace, to enable us to act on this important, and, 
perhaps, hazardous mission, as became ‘‘ the servants of 
the most high God, come to shew unto men the way 
of salyation.” 

Having observed the inhabitants of Lew-kung-taou 
very busy, in sending off ten or a dozen boats towards 
the town of Wei-hae, all of them full of people, and 
apparently of valuables, as though they apprehended 
us to be maraiulers or desperadoes, we thought it best 
t0‘ i:u:deceive them; and, notwithstanding the heavy 
rain, we went on shore in the afternoon. On arriv¬ 
ing at the beach, most of thfe people ran up into the 
village, but a few of tlie more robust and daring, 
stood their ground. This was, a critical moment, and 

»the feelings of both parties ^were, phrhaps,* a little agi¬ 
tated. Not having set foot oi\^this part of China befojre. 
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We'did not know how the natives would receive us. 
Much had been said about the hazard of landing at any 
other place except Canton; and insult, imprisonmeinl, 
and death, were predicted, as the consequences of such a 
step. The natives, on their part, did not know who or 
what we were; and apprehended the most fearful things, 
when they saw “ the fierce barbarians” coming amongst 
them. Steppjng ashore, however, we saluted them in 
their own tongpe, to which they cheerfully responded, 
and a little acquaintance with each other, soon taught 
both parties to lay aside their suspici')ns. t 

After asking the name of the place, and inn'oducing 
our object, w^e went forward, through some cultivated 
fields, to the village; at the entrance of which, men, 
women, and children stood to receive us. They n;- 
tumed our salutations in a cheerful manner, and led 
the way into a house., This was a })0()r, mean dwelling, 
half full of Barbadoes millet, which appeared to be, 
with them, the staff of life. One end of the chief 
apartment was occupied by a sort of raised platform, 
which served the inhabitants for table, chair, bed-place, 
and oven; upon this we sat down, to converse with the 
natives, who soon filled the house. On opening the 
basket If books, we found that few,^if any, could read, 
and only one individual accepted of a volume. They 
were, however, very civil; and conversed familiarly, 
for some time. Among other things, they asked^ajbhe-. 
ther our vessel were the same that had visited their 
island, twenty years agef, alluding to Lord Amherst’s 
embassy; or whether we wele connected with two ves¬ 
sels which had more recently entered their harbour, for 
the purpose of disfiributins^ books. They asked how , 
many hands we had qn l^oard; and were surprised to 
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hear, that the whole ship’s company amounted to* tfo * 
more than fifteen persons, saying that we should never 
Tie able to get our anchor up with such a small cofn- 
plcment of men. We invited them to come on boanl 
and see ; and, receiving a present of a few fresh vege¬ 
tables, we returned to the ship. 

The next day it continued to rain and blow, but in 
the afternoon a Chinese boat came off to, us, from Wei- 
hae, with a naval captain, two lieutenf^pts, and a train 
of followers. 'Fhe captain was an elderly man, with 
an opacjiUi ■white button on his cap, as his badge of 
office, while the lieutenants had gilt buttons.* They 
asked* our names and suniames, whence we came, and 
whither we were*going. To this we rej)litid, that we 
came last from Canton, which place we had left about 
sixteen days before, but that our futur* course would 
be very mucli dcterniined by the wind ; for if that blew 
from the north, we sliould go to the south: and if from 
the south, we should steer to the north. At the latter 
statement, they seemed rather amused, and asked us 
our ol^ect. We informed them that our design w^as to 
do good; that a number of ♦pious persons in our owm 

• Tho Chinosf dhid*' tJicir ci\il and military officers into nine ranks, which 
are severally dist ingui'.hed by a button or ball, about the sire of a^wahuit, on 
the top of their eoineal Aijis. The first rank includes ministers of state* and 
presidents of the tribunals >vhobe eaps arc adorned with a red gem. The 
seeuut^ rank comprises vu’uroys and gtiieruers of provinces, who wear an infe¬ 
rior red gem. Tho third rank embracc.s the judges, treasurers, and salt super- 

• inlctbddnls, w'ho are diHlinguislied by a dark blue stone. The fourth rank com¬ 
prehends the superiut<*n<lcuts of cin'uits, and the lieutenants of counties, whose 
caps are surmounted hy a light blue stone. The tifth rank refers to the rulers 
of departments who wear a chrystal glooe. The sixth and seventh ranks in¬ 
clude the magistrates of distriets, ^hosc apprcipriate badge is a white stone 
globe. The idghth rank respects the assistant magistrates of distrii'ts ulio are 
known by a flowered gilt globe. And in th« ninth rank, arc village magistrates 
and inferior ofiicers, whose badge is a ]»lain gilt •globe. 'She military ofiicers 
wear the same badges, but wliatevcr, tU^dr rank, they always give place to civil 
ofiicers, even of inferior dignity. • • • 
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cbuijtry, who feared God, and believed in Jesus, felt 
themselves exceedingly ha])py in their profession, and 
wished to extend the blessings of their religion to other 
parts of the world. They therefore caused books to 
be printed, and sent out agents to distribute them, to 
all who might be able and willing to read them. Wc' 
further informed them, that our object was to instruct 
all who came io us in the knowledge of God, and to 
administer relief to the sick and miserable. They then 
asked to see the books, that thi‘y might know the 
nature of these instructions; and on a basket full being 
handed up, they helped themselves plentifully. After 
this, they seemed to comprehend our object, and madi* 
no objection to it. They then enquired as to our 
cargo, and were informed that we had nothing but 
books, and rice, wherewith to suj)ply the necessitous. 
They said, that the pijncipal mandarin on shore w^ould 
have paid his respects in person, but that he was pnv 
vented by the weather; wc made the same excuse for 
being detained on board, and proposed to visit th(^ 
authorities on shore, as soon as the rain should cease. 
The old naval cajitain was very decrepid, and required 
to be supported into his boat; but the lieutenants were 
robust men, though very unwarlike^ They were all 
dirty in their appearance,^ and had it not been for their 
satin boots, and mandarin caps, we should not have dis¬ 
tinguished them from the vulgar. The captain belonged • 
to the naval station of T^ng-chow-foo, w’hile the lieu¬ 
tenants came from the to'vfn of Wei-hae. 

The day following being fcie, we resolved to com¬ 
mence our missionary ojjprations on shore, and commu¬ 
nicate to the surrouitding heathen the word of life. We 
therefore left the brig,^bqut nine A. M., and made for 
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the town of Wei-hae. Observing several vessels inHhe* 
luirbour, we stojiped to supply them with books. They 
helong(id to the province of Keang-soo, and differed 

from the junks of Canton and Fuh-keen, in having 
large and commodious cabins abaft, well sheltered 
from the rain and cold. The master of the first junk 

was a respectable well-informed man, and received our 
books and advice, with much deference^ and attention. 
His crow seemed to be under great si^bjection to him, 

which is not the case with the sailors of the southern 
provinces^ and all appeared desirous of seeing and 

hearing the foreigners. After calling at two or three 

vess(‘1s, we proceeded towards shore, passing by a small 

fort on a hill, in 'which we observed a few’ soldiers, 
• • • • 

waving a flag to induce us to return. But insensible 

to such signals, we kept on our way, and soon met a 
goveninnmt boat, with a mandarin on board, whom 

we recognized to bo one of the lieutenants who had 

visited us the day before. He raised his hands, on 

meeting us, in a complimentary w’ay; and cried out, 

that the princi])al mandarin was ^one on board one of 

the junks in the harbour, to await our arrival. We 

thought, how'cvcr, that this wtis only a pretence to draw 

off our att(‘ntiori from the shore; and that if kc got us 

on board the junk, he would raise objections against 

our •landing, and probably defeat our object at the 
outset. We therefore told him, that we woidd go on 

shore first, and converse w’ith the mandarin on our 

return. With that, giving drders to our sailors to pull 

stoutly, we soon left the \iative officer a stem. 

On approaching the shore,^w'e found it lined with a 
dense crowd, into the midf^ of whfch we made ourw^ay, 

and began to distribute boo](s., We had not proceeded 
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'far with our work, before the same officious subaltern 
was at our elbow, pressing us most earnestly to go on 

board the junk, where the chief mandarin was waiting 
for us. We replied, that we* should first take a walk 

round the town, and converse with the people, after 

which it would be time enough to pay visits. So say¬ 
ing, we pushed through the crowtl, the officer doing all 
he could to prevent us; first, by urgent solicitations, 

and then by holding our hands and anns. We resisted 
all attempts at personal restraint, and a tumult was 

excited by the contest; which we feared might proceed 

to extremities, and induce the natives to assist their 
officer in compelling us to return to the boat. In’ this, 

however, we were mistaken; as the uniform experience 

of all who have had anything to do with the Chinese 

is, that the people have no sympathy with their officers, 

and never assist them, ^unless compelled by force. Tlie 

oppressions and exactions of the mandarins, in every 
part of the em])ire, have effectually destroyed all respect 

for their person or office, and inevitably deter the popu¬ 
lace from aiding or abetting them. 

We pushed on in our course, till we came to a row of 

houses which lined the beach, and had just ])roceeded 

throjigh one small street, when the arrival of the chief 
mandarin and his retinue was announced; on looking 

round, we saw the officers landing from the boat,'and 

found it necessary to halt, in order to receive them in a 

proper manner. The police runners made way for 

their superiors, by beating amongst the crowd, right 

and left, in a most unceremonious manner; and then 

we could •perceive, three or four well-dressed, and well- 

fed gentlemen^ walking up the beach, with a dignified 

air, towards us. The office^ in attendance, j)ointed to 
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Ills superiors, and wished us to go down to the beaoh* 
Ip meet them; but we thought it more suitable to stan*d 
where we were, and await their approach. On a nearer 
view, we found that one. of .them w'as adorned with a 
light blue button on his cap, while the rest wore 
flowered gold buttons, as the badges of their office. 

The first of these we ascertained to be a tsan-tseang, or 
sub-colonel; the second w’as a civil mandarin, from the 
district of Wan-t;1ng, about twenty miles off: and the 

rest were subalterns. 

When jjhey aj)proached, the civil mandarin became 

the chief speaker, and putting on a stern countenance, 
asked u.s, in an angry tone, from whence w'e came, and 

what w as our bitSiness ? We told him to what country 
W(“ bt'longed, and said, that our object was to do good, b'y 

distributing books, and dispensing medicines. He sug¬ 

gest <‘d, that w(j should put off jto one of the junks in 

the harbour, and bold a conference on the subject; 

which -vve promised to do after our books were distri¬ 
buted. Having said this, we matle a move, and took 

a few' steps in land. They then placed themselves 

between us and the towm, apd said that we could not 
be permitted to proceed in that direction. 'I'he ground 

on which wv. trod was the celestial empire,, and. the 

emperor w^ho commanded all under heaven, had given 

striol- orders that no foreigners should be allowed to go 

a single step into the interior. We said, if this were 

the celestial empire, and comprised all under heaven, 
then we, as tlwelling under heaven, were subjects of 
the emperor, and entitled to his protection; we should 

therefore proceed but a little way and return. • 
Here they took hold of our hands, ami said that they 

(^oiild not allow us to proceed, jas if was absolutely for- 
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•bidden by the laws. Upon which, wc remonstFatecl 
against their rude behaviour, and said that those law^ 
were made for lawless people and robbers, who would 

injure and destroy all th^y eame near; but we were 
civil and gentle persons, who came to do no harm, and 
designed to effect as much good as possible. With this 

they softened their tone, and said that they were far 
from thinking ill of us, or our intentions; but such 
were the commands of their superiors, which they had 

no power to alter, and dared not disobey. Finding 
them a little pacified, we said, that the ojjjuii beach, 
surrounded by a dense crowd, was not a proper jdace 

for gentlemen to converse on matters of businessand 
the least they could do would be, to 'invite us into a 
House, and present us with sl little tea and confectionary, 

when we might talk over these affairs in a proper way. 

To this the colonel replied, that we might go to the 
temple hard by, and sit awhile, 'fhe ci^dl officer, 

opposed this sternly, saying, that it would be ver^ im¬ 
proper to allow us any indulg<‘nce. We, however, 
caught at the old gcntleinairs word, and said, “ To the 

temple, to the temple ;’’ and the crowd re-echoing the 

expression, made way for us to pass, while some of 

thenj shelved the way. 

The temple w’^as situated on a rising ground, a litth; 
above the village, and we proceeded with a quick pace 

towards it. On arriving, we found that wc were consi¬ 

derably before the mandarins, and that a pathway lay 
before us, which led further up into the country; so, 

without aj>pearing to notice the temple, or to heed the 

loud cries of the people, wc stalked on, with stoical 

indifference, a^d rapid strides, till we left the manda¬ 

rins, policemen, crowd, aiu/all, far in the rear; and 
• • 
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keptoii, over fields and farms, to the foot of a hill; this* 
vve ascended, and nearly gained the summit, before \ve 

sto|)])ed to look round on the world below. One of tlie 

police-runners, with great dyiiculty, kept up with us, 
complaining of our rapid pace, and unusual course. By 
degrees, one and another of his brethren came in sight, 

out of breath, but not of patience; and sitting down by 
us, asked us very pleasantly and familiarly, if we liked 
tin* appearance of the country, and whether the pros- 

l)ect bore any resemblance to the scenery of our native 
lantl TJ;iey pointed out to us, the real position of the 

town of Wei-hae, which it seems we had missed, by 

laiuliilg at a small village further up the bay. 
After resting a little while, wc ascended higher, till 

we beheld the sea on the other side of the promontory* 

and then, marking the situation of the different towns 

and villages, through which we might itinerate, we 

thought it best to descend, and w'ait on the mandarins 

in the temple. At the foot of the hill, we met our old 
friend, the inferior officer, who first accosted us on the 

beach. With him w’e proceeded leisurely to the temple, 

which we found surrounded Jiy crow'ds of people, with 

a few horses, miserably caparisoned, standing in front 

of the edifice. There was a paved causeway; lea<Jing 

up to the shrine, and a number of small houses to the 

right and left, intended probably for priests or stran- 

. gers. After the temple had been hastily cleared of the 

common people, who had crowded into it, we were in¬ 

vited to step into one of the adjoining buildings, where 

the mandarins were awaking us. 
In dealing with so ceremonious a people as*lho Chi- 

^ nese, it is necessary to be very paifticulat in matters of 

(‘tiejuette; not so much ou\ of regard to personal dig- 
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nity, as the success of our undertaking. The Chinese 

authorities generally treat strangers with contempt, ip 

order to degrade them in the eyes of their own people; 

the immediate effect of this is* to prejudice the business 

of the foreigner, and, if not met by an uniform and 

steady resistance, it generally ensures the failure of his 

object. We had resolved, therefore, that should we 

find the mandarins seated, and no accommodation 
placed for us, we would decline the conferences, rather 

than submit to the indignity of standing, while the rest 

were seated. To our surprise, however, wtv found the 

mandarins standing to receive us; and on our entrance 

we were invited to take the chief seat on the left, vChich, 

with the Chinese, is the j[)ost of hohour. Tea was 

brought in, and we began the conversation by stating 

our object, and expatiating on the principle doctrines 

of the Gospel. We observed that, having seen in our 
owm country the blessed effects of Christianity, we were 

anxious to impart the same benefits to others; and were, 

therefore, come to distribute good books, and preach 

salutary doctrines: besides which we w’^ere wdlling to 

relieve their bodily maladies, should any present them¬ 
selves. They replied, that they were fully aware of our 

friendly intentions, but that the laws^ prohibited inter¬ 

course ; and that the imperial decree had limited the 

foreign trade to the single port of (canton. Wo ad¬ 

mitted, that Canton was the only place appointed for. 

foreign trade, but as our object was the spread of reli¬ 

gion, and not the promotion of commerce, this limi¬ 

tation did not affect us. We then asked the mandarin, 

whether he had perused our books, and what he thought 

of them ? answered, that he had read them, and 
^ . . * 

found that, though somewhat different from the Chinese 
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classics, they still contained many goods things, and he * 

saw no objection to their circulation; but, that he 

could not allow of intercourse. I f we wanted supplies, 
he continued, they were willing to furnish them gratu¬ 
itously ; or if we were short of water, they would bring 

it off to us themselves. We said, that wc were not 
much in w ant of water, and, as for supplies, w^e needed 

none, but what we-might be allowed to pay for. After 

some complimentary expressions, the conference broke 
up, and we took our leave. 

On our,5 arrival at the beach, we were anxious to 
distribute a few tracts before our departure; but the 

otlicet in attendance said, that as the mandarins had 

been sup])lied ^Vith books, it was not necessary to 

spread them among the })eople. WewTre, however, ot 
a ililhirent opinion ; and, opening our stores, we began 

to deal them out to the bye-standers. To our surprise, 

(he moment a tract was held up a rush w^as made for 

it; and as quickly as we could take them out, they were 

snatched from our hands by the natives. This caused 
a tumult, and the oflicer, finding the j»eople crowd 

around in such numbers, began, with the j)olicc run¬ 

ners, to beat them off with cudgels. The populace, 
how'ever, returned to the charge, coming on .one 

side, as fast as they were driven olT on the other: until, 

dissatisfied w’ith our slow method of distribution, they 

. thrust their hands into the basket, and helped them¬ 

selves. It w'as in vain to remonstrate ; they were de¬ 

termined to have the tracts, and in a few minutes every 
leaf disappeared: while we, with difficulty, maintained 
our standing. Had we been jiware of their intention, 

^ we might have mounted some ekwated place, or have 
pushed off, to some distance^ frqm the laud; but it was 
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36 sudden, as to us it was new ; and when once •com- 

raenced, could not be resisted. K o sooner were the 
books in the hands of the crowd, than they were out of 

sight of the oflftcei'S; for Ihe Chinese wear large loose 

sieves instead of pockets, and immediately a tract was 
obtained, it went up the sleeve, so that it was ditiicult 

for the mandarins to find or recover one. 
We now quitted the shore, and proceeded to the rest 

of the junks, where wc distributed a number of books, 

which were willingly received. On board one of the 

Fijh-keen junks, was a man who had been, hurl by a 

fall, to whom we administered medicine. 
After returning to the vessel, and obtaining rdfrCvsh- 

ments, with a new supply of tracts, we started again 

for some of the villages on the island of Lew-kung-taou: 

where we distributed books, without the least restraint 

or contest, and held long conversations with the people. 

We had discoursed for some time, before it occurred to 

them that we WTre speaking in their own tongue ; 

when suddenly they exclaimed, ‘‘ W'hy these strangers 

speak Chinese, where have they acquired it V" They 

then paid more attention,^and assented to the truth of 

what they heard; but could not belive, that the author 

was a fix’^eigner, frequently j)utting their hands behind 

his head, to ascertain whether he W'Ore his hair ])laited 

into a cue, like the Chinese. I’hcir attention was ‘then 

taken up with our ajiparel, admiring the cloth of which - 

our coats were made ; after which, they examined our 
waistcoats, shirts, and cravuts, and w^ere more interested 

about these appendages, than they were with our 

doctrine!?: 
Having passed through two or three villages, we took 

to our boat, and stood ^vtjr to the (>[>posite sitle of the 
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bay, where we observed a hamlet, j)leasanlly situated * 

among the trees. We were met, at the entrance, by a 

number of inhabitants, whom we supplied with books, 
and pressed with exhortations; after which w’e Avent 
from house to house, distributing our publications, and 

conversing as freely as Ave might have done in a village 
at home. The women appeared very shy, and, when 

they could, retreated into their houses. 

One Avomuii was observed driving an ass round a mill; 

in order to grind millet. The nether millstone consisted 

of a circular slab, about five feet in diameter, and a foot 

in thickness, Avith a hole in the centre, in Avhich w^as 

fixed an upright piece of Avood, Avith a hoiizontal beam 

attached. On this was fitted a largo stone wheel, 

through Avhich the beam passed, and reaching a little 

beyond the edge of the flat stone, Avas moved by the 

ass, which AA^alked slowly round.^ The millet ground by 

this wheel, appeared very fine and clean, and Avas kept 
in its position by the individual Avho attended the mill. 

I'he woman, observing our approach, left the mill, and 
walked quietly into the house; while the ass being 

blindfolded, kept on his accustomed round, as though 

his mistress had been behind him. 
Through this v;illage ran a beautiful stream gf AVi^ter, 

which was as refreshing to the sight, as it Avas to the 

taste, A rude bridge thrown across, enabled us to })ass 
• to the other side of the hamlet, giAung tracts to all who 

could read, or were inclined to accept of them. We met 

here two schoolmasters,both of whom accepted our books 
gladly; and one of the inhabitants endeavoured to testify 

his gratitude, by presenting us^with a beautiful'*bunch of 

grapes, which we received ^as the first frtiits of this land 
of promise. Beyond the village, we observed a white 
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tombstone, very much resembling those of our Englisli 
burial grounds, erected to the memory of a faithful wife, 
by a sorrowing husband. The pure whiteness of the 

monument,the affecting inscriidion, the adjacent village, 
the purling stream, and the silent evening, all conspired 

to awaken sensations of the most pleasing kind; and to 
enkindle anew the ardent longing, that th(‘se peaceful 
villagers might be rendered still more happy by the 

religion of the Gosj)el. 
On the third day after our arrival, w^c felt inclined to 

get under weigh, and steer to the westward, while 
fine weather lasted; but thinking that we might extend 

our researches a little more, before we left the hafbour, 
we resolved to land at the east end of the bay, and 

proceed from village to village, towards the westem 

side of it. It may be observed here, that wherever we 
saw a cluster of trees in Shan-tung, there also wo found 

a village; so that we had only to take the telescope, and 
count the groves, from our vessel, to ascertain the num¬ 
ber of hamlets in sight. But it must not be supposed, 

that the rising grounds of this hilly country, were naked 

and rocky; on the contraiy, many of them were culti¬ 
vated, and nearly all were covered with a green sward. 

After brpakfast we left the ship, and landed at a spot 

which gave little prosj)ect of cultivation or inhabitants ; 
but on ascending the high bank, we discovered a path¬ 

way leading towards some com fields; and passing < 

through these, we soon came in sight of a pleasant 
looking village, at the bottom of a valley. Thither we 

proceeded, and were met at the entrance by a crowd of 
persons, *‘to whom we announced our object, and pre¬ 
sented our publications. Numbers came out to hear, 

and to see this new tjiing; while they received our 
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books gtadly, and invited iis to smoke with th«iQ« 
Again we repeated the nature of our mivssion, and ex¬ 
horted them to serve the living and true God, who sent 
his Son from heaven to save sjinful men. After this we 
proceeded through the village, the houses of which 
were constructed of granite, and thatched with straw. 
The large rough stones, of all possil)le shapes and 
sizes, were placed skilfully together, and joined to 
each other by a veiy strong cement, jas hard as the 
rock itself. The walls were very thick, and the win¬ 
dows latticed, without glass. The ceiling of one, 
which we entered, was beautifully ])lastercd, and looked 
as sntooth and firm as marble. In the midst of the 
village was a temple, most plentifully stocked with 
idols, but apparently neglected and out of repair. One 
of the natives asked us to sit down on a plank, which 
appeared to have formed part of a shipwrecked junk, 
and here we reiterated our former statements. Having 
satisfied them as to our object, we rose to prosecute 
our journey. 

llie walk over the hill was pleasant, the air salubri- 
ous, and the scenery delightful; while the abundant 
cultivation shewed, how anxious these people ‘were to 
extract the utmost benefit out of the scanty soil^ in 
order to supply their own necessities. In a vale near 
the sea shore, we came to a burial place, differing in 

. appearance from any which we had previously seen 
among the Chinese. The tombs were square, sur¬ 
mounted by a dome, built of granite, about eight feet 
high, and as many in diameter, finishing in a point at 
the top. They were strongly built, and calculated to 
last for ages, but they had no insmptions on them, nor 
anything that could indicate the name, age, or sex of 
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the persons interred; we counted fourteen of these 
mausoleums, besides a few other tombstones, and 
graves of different shapes and sizes. Near this ceme¬ 

tery, on a bluff head-land, was a small temple ; as in¬ 
deed there was on every projecting point of land, 
throughout the harbour; built, as we were told, by 

fishermen, to ensure success in tlieir precarious oc¬ 
cupation. Every person we passed- in the fields sus¬ 
pended his labour, and was ready with a checiful 

word to welcome us and direct us to another village. 

Some ran on before, and announced our approacli. Jest 

the females should be alarmed at our sudden app(‘ar- 

ance. 

In the second village at which we arrived, the peo¬ 
ple seemed to hesitate about receiving our publications; 

but on our telling them that they would probably never 

have another opportunity of getting books, they gladly 

accepted them. They gave us in return a few pears, 

which were so hard, that we could with difficulty bite 
them. At a third hamlet, we found scarcely any one at 
home; and passed from house to house, meeting only a 

few old women, and one man, who was too much fright¬ 

ened to receive a book; at length, just as we were about 

to quit the place, an individual came out with a friendly 

aspect, who, after a little debate, accepted a book, and 

by his example, induced several others, who by this 

time had gathered round, to take some also. They 

then invited us into a house, one third of which was 

occupied by a raised plaMbrm, provided with stoves 

underneath, serving the double purpose of fire-place 

and bedstead. In the same dwelling, we observed a 

loom, and a pi^ce of nankeen cloth, about half finished, 

attached to the machine. The people now crowded 
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‘ into the house, and took away all the books they coiilt^^ 

find in the basket, presenting us with fruit in retuni. 
We observed a pig in this village, but it was so mise¬ 
rably lean, that one of the sailors, willing to be face¬ 
tious, called it a hog^goblin. The dogs also were poorly 
fed, and the only creatures that appeared to thrive were 
tlie asses, who ])rowse on the common, and put up with 
the roughest fare. 

In our way towards the next village, we had to cross 
a swamp, and perceiving no w^ay of avoiding it, waded 

through, sometimes up to our knees in mud and water. 
Some C'hinese, who stood by, looked on with the great¬ 
est indifference, apd it was with difficulty w^c could get 
them to point out the shallowest part of the stream,^ 
which wc had to ford. On approaching the cluster of 
houses before us, we found the people busy, gathering 
in the produce of their fields, and threshing their com 
upon the floors. Having only half a dozen books left,one 
of us went to the boat for more, while the other engaged 
the people in conversation. At the head of one of the 
streets, a crowd gathered round, who were addressed 
on the most interesting of all topics; which failed, how ¬ 
ever, to attract their attention. They listened for a 
time, but instead^f remarking on the preachers dis¬ 

course, proceeded to admire his habiliments. The 
women and children, seeing a single stranger, came 
“forward, without the least alarm, and gazed at him with 
the most stupid astonishment, 'fhe people, however, 
were little disposed to tal^e our books, and having sup¬ 
plied their few wants, the author started in ii^^arch of 

his companion; but mistakiifg tlje road, soon found 
himself surrounded by bogs and swamps, which com¬ 
pletely obstructed his progress, •Making for the rising 

2 D 
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Aground, and looking round, he observed his fellow- 
traveller approaching, with two sailors, and a large 
supply of books. 

We then directed our* course towards a distant vil¬ 
lage, wliich, on our approach, appeared to be in an up¬ 

roar; we accosted an old man at the entrance, and gave 
him a book, w^hen others came around, and received 
their portion. • But as the princip'Xpart of the inhabit¬ 

ants seemed to» be on the other side of a small stream, 

we waded through it, and called the people to us, under 

the shade of two large trees, in front of a temple. Here 

the crowd was so great, that we apprehended a rush 

for books. We therefore placed our basket on the 

ground, and told them that we would not give them 

one single volume, unless they behaved themselves in 

an orderly manner, and received the tracts in rotation. 

Having induced them to agree to this, we opemed the 

basket, and took out half a dozen volumes, which we 

deliberately gave out; then half a dozen more; and 

so on, till the applicants were satisfied. As a proof 

that they understood and valued the books, several of 

them who had obtained^the first or second volumes of 

the Harmony of the Gospels, came, requesting to be 

supplied with the corresponding volumes ; and appeared 

highly delighted when they could make up a set. We 

then addressed them on the doctrines of the Gospel, 

and on the divine mission of our Saviour, to which they 

listened for some time attentively. ^ 

Having accomplished our^task here, and distributed 

nearly two bundles of books, we proceeded over a high 

promontory to the.beath, where the boat lay, which 

had been following our course, as we travelled alon^ 

the shore. Here a cfowfi ,of people were assembled. 
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darrtorous for Iwoks; but they were so ravenous^ atwr 
caught at them so eagerly, that we were obliged to res- 
.train their avidity, and distribute them from the boat, 
while the applicants wacTed into the water to obtain a 
supply. Being now rather faint and hungry, we re¬ 
lished a little salt beef and biscuit; and with a supply 
of water from a neighbouring brook, w'e were enabled 

to proceed on ourThiJightful lour. • 
With a fresh stock of books, we walked about two 

miles in land, to a large \illage, accomjmnied by a num¬ 
ber of pei«ons, who had begun to feel interested in our 
undertaking. Our heralds soon brought out the inha¬ 
bitants, begging, for books. “ Give me one“ and 
me another,” was the cry, fiiom a score of voices at th^ 
same time. We therefore took the volumes out of the 
bag, and supplied each outstretched arm, as fast as we 
l>ossibly could. Still the hands were so numerous about 
the mouth of the bag, that we were obliged at length 
to hold the books on high, and let those have, who were 
best able to reach them. Finding that they were likely 
to overpower us, we removed to* a threshing floor, at 
the entrance of the \illage, where there was a fresh set 
of people; who, in compliance with our earnest and fre¬ 
quent remonstraflees, were a little more sedate and 

quiet, than on the previous occasion. 
Their anxiety to obtain books, however, must not in 

the least be ascribed to any knowledge of, or relish for. 
their con^ts; but merely tq an eager curiosity, to get 
possession of something .that came from abroad, and 
an insatiable cupidity, to obtain what wras ta be had 
for nothing. After having Supplied them liberally, 

^we stood up in the midst of the threshing floor, and 
with a loud voice, proclaimefl tlie news of salvation to 

• 21) 2 
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ule'Ustening throng. We told them of God’s pity to 
mankind, in sending his own Son to save our sinful 
race, and detailed to them the relation of the birth, life, 
death, and resurrection of* our lilessed Saviour; in obe¬ 
dience to whose commands we were come, to testify the 
glad tidings of great joy in their ears. One man, who 
had listened attentively, exclaimed, “ Oh ! your are 
come td propagate religion ?” so, we replied, and 
happy will you be if you receive it. 

After having spent some time with these people, we 
proceeded over hill and dale, through a mo«t romantic 
country, the valleys of which were fed with limpid 

streams, and the heights covered wifh fniitful fields, 
till we arrived at another Tallage, where the whole of 
our books were expended. While our attendant went 
down to the boat for a fresh supply, we pressed on, 
anxious to reach the end of the bay before sun-set. On 

the way we met a respectable man, who apj)eared to be 
a builder, to whom we gave a book; on receiving it, he 
put his hand on his purse, and asked how much he had 
to pay; but when told that it was a gift, he made a 
very low bow, and thankfid us heartily. Coming to a 
stream of water, the inhabitants, who had now’ become 

friendly with us, voluntarily carried uls on their backs to 
the other side. 

I'he last cluster of houses we came to, consisted of 

two villages united, where we gave books to a number 
of healthy .old men, one of ^ whom followed ulf to solicit 

medicine for his child. By the time we reached the 

boat, wetwere completely tired, having been travelling 
all day, throi^h eight of nine villages. Blessing God 

for the favours of the day, we went on board, and^ 

reached the brig just as if began to grow dark. 
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On our arrival, we found that the mandarins 
"tleen to pay us a visit, in two junks, bringing with them 

•'^out one hundred men. As there were only eight 

hands in the vessel, the mate* w as disinclined to receive 
them, and intimated that the captain was not on board; 
but they appeared so friendly, that he allowed them to 

come upon deck. They expressed their surprise at 
every thing they sih%’, w’ent down into*tlie cabin, and 
even looked into the hold at the books and rice. The 

mate then tired a six-pounder, to call us on board; they 
were unwilling, however, that he should make the sig¬ 
nal fgid begged him not to lire, lest the gun should 

burst; w’hile one of them, a naval captain, actually made 
haste o^’er the side of the wssel, in order to avoid the 

explosion. Finding that books were to be procured, 

they asked for some, and took about fifty volumes away 
with them. After waiting for u^ hours, they departed, 

highly pleased with what they had seen. 

Thus we w^ere enabled, within two days, to distri¬ 
bute one thousand volumes, each containing one hundred 
pages’, in a place where we expected to meet the most 
unwelcome reception; for w'liich we thanked God, and 
took courage. We have been thus minute in describing 

this day’s work oh shore, because, with little variation, 

it m^y serve as a specimen of all the days which wc 
spent in visiting the villages. Sometimes we found 
them more ravenous for books, and sometimes afraid to 

take any at all; but this is pearly a fair saipple of the 
way in which we were treated by the people, when free 
from the influence of the ofticers of government. 

On the 15th, we stood out fo sea, but were becalmed 
^all day; though towards night, a breeze sprang up, 

which enabled us to proceed tK)*the westward. 
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On the 16th of September, 1835, we reached the har¬ 
bour of Ke-san-so. This bay is defended by the high 
and bold cape of Che-a-tow, and the Kung-kung ‘group 
of islands, on the north and west; while in a southerly 
direction, it deeply indents the main land. It derives 
its name from a village at the bottom "of the bay, which 
is a place of considerable business, where many trading 
vessels touch on their way to the province of Peking. 
On entering the harbour, we were not aware of a very 
dangerous ^nd-bank, stretching from one of the islands 
towards the main. It was towards evening, when we 
arrived, the sails were taken in, and we were merely 
going a-head ,by the force of the vessel’s way, when 
just as we were about to let go the anchor, the mate 
observed some birds on tKe •water, not half a cable’s 
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'.r-y 
'length from the vessel, and immediately di.scof&reil 

that they were perched on a sand bank: not a moment 

was lost in hoisting the fore-topsail, and we barely sfic- 

ceeil^rMlibringing the fjrig’s heail round, in time to 

clear the ^ge of the bank, not half the ships length 

from it. When the vessel rounded to. we had only half 

a foot water to spare; the sea was, however, still, and 

till* tide favoured .’’s, so that we avoided the danger. 
We could not help noticing the nea& escape we had 

experienced, and blessed God for his gracious interpo¬ 

sition. liow small a circumstance sometimes inter- 
]>oses to prevent great ]>erils ! Had those unconscious 

birds not l^^en perched upon the liank, we should have 

gone straight on it, and sustained serious injury, if nqt 

total shipwreck. Truly, the hairs of our head arc all 
numbered. 

'riic next moniing, the glass«presented us an inviting 

prospect; the w^eather was tine and clear, the thermo¬ 

meter standing at seventy degrees, and the whole coast 

of the extensive bay, appeared dotted with those little 
groves, which indicate the presence of numerous vil¬ 
lages, wdth their white-washed houses; while the out^ 

skirts of the town of Ke-san-so discovered themselves, 

at the bottom <rf the inner harbour, just pe^jing*from 

behind a hill, adorned with a w’hite tower. We imme¬ 

diately landed, to commence our operations among the 

villages, before we went to the larger towm, wdiere we 

expected to have some difficulty with the mafldarins. 

On reaching the beach, w'e w^cre well received by the 

few natives there assembled, who took our bojjks gladly. 

But they strongly opposed t)ur ^oing to the villages, 

lest we should alarm the women anef children. We 
told one of them, ther^fewe, •to go forward, and give 
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' iifDrjttiation, that the females might get out of the way. 
He had not been gone long, however, before a very- 

officious man came down, and absolutely resisted oyj. 

advancing a step further. * We told him our objx.i:c was 
to do good, without exj)ecting anything in return. 

That might be wery true, he said, but it was contrary 

to law for foreigners to enter their country, and further 
we should not go. 

Finding that ^nothing was to be done with this man, 

and not liking to make the people angry at the first 
onset, we tunicd along the beach, and set off in the 

direction of another village. On our way thither, we 

met with some very civil people, who rfceived our 
books thankfully. We also observed a well-dressed 

young lady on horseback, who did not seem much dis¬ 

concerted at our presence. On approaching the next 
village, we were met at the entrance by a number of 

persons, who were very suspicious of us, and amongst 

the rest, one old man appeared apprehensive that we 

were come to take the country. He first, wanted to 

know, how many ships we had? and when assured that 

we had only one, he allied how many men we had on 

board ? On being told that there were only eighteen, 

he exclamied, “ A very likely story indeed! you come 

along here, to such a distance, with one ship and 

eighteen people, merely to distribute books, and to do 

good: and what is more, you expect us to give you 
credit'ibr upright intentions. We want none of your 

books nor your goodness either.’* On his saying this, 

the few TY^o had taken books gave them back, and 
nothing would induce^ a single individual to receive a 

volume in all tliat village. We were the more grieved 

at this, as the place was iarge and populous. 
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S Thinking that their shyness arose from our not^fiav* 
ing first visited the town, we made the best of our 
way towards the boat, and steered for Ke-san-so. This 

td^^iT4fe»§ituated at the bhttom of a deep and spacious 

bay. On tfte beach is a sort of custom house, attended 
by an inferior officer, and a few policemen; at the 

back of this small biulding, is a market, and a large 

temple; a little beyond, are the suburbs, where the 

families of the inhabitants reside. On .approaching the 

beach, we found the water too shallow to enable us to 

land, and«we stood off to some rocks on the eastern 

side of the bay. This enabled the people of the town 

to get a gogd sight of us before we landed, and induced 
many of them to come dowp to meet us. Stepping op 

shore, we began to give away a few books, which 

were no sooner in their hands, than wre were sur¬ 

rounded by numbers, begging for more. These being 

supplied, others came; and we found it necessary to get 

on the bottom of a boat, that was lying inverted on the 
beach. Here we told the sailor, who accompanied us, 

to open his basket; when the whole crowd rushed for- 

w'ard, and thrusting their hands, at once, among the 

books, tumbled both sailor and basket off the boat into 

the sand; the man however, recovered his poSition*and 

his temper, but was again overturned; when, in an¬ 

other minute, the books were gone. 

‘ We then moved forward, surrounded by a dense 

crowd, while the sailor went back for more hoolm On 
the way, we observed a jui^, hauled up on the beach, 

the deck of which was ibout eight feet high; this we 

mounted, and began to harangue the people, some of 
^whom paid great attention, while otheA manifested a 

little noisy curiosity. IJram 4his elevation, we .pro- 
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*(k5ecled to distribute tracts to the crowd, but had scafcely- 
given out one or two, when a number of eager appli-' 

catits got up from behind, and, seizing the basket^^ 

divided its contents among themselves, witho^^t liTthe 
least consulting us, as to the most suitable persons to 

whom the books should be dealt out. 
Seeing the crowd so outrageous, we judged it best to 

susi)end the woj’k of distribution, and proceeded to the 
custom-house, where we found the officer in charge, not 

a little displeased at the disturbance we had occasioned. 
One poor man had been seized by the police^or having 

had some share in the scramble, and firmly held by his 

cue of hair, he stood trembling before his superiors. 

I^ow it is a matter of polic)fc as well as principle with 

us, always to take the part of those natives who may be 

implicated in blame on our account; for unless we as¬ 

sist them out of them difficulties, we shall soon find 

them tire of taking our parts. Seeing this poor man 

in jeopardy, therefore, we went up to the officer, and 
asked him^, in a friendly manner, to let the poor culprit 

go, as he had not been more noisy than the rest, and as 

it was quite excusable, to«be a little excited on such an 

extraordinary occasion. To this he made no other reply, 

than thaf he should mind his business^ and leave us to 

mind ours. We then told him, that it was our business 

to see that a poor fellow was not bambooed for what 

we had done; and that we should take it as a mark of 
disres|9ect to ourselves, if anything were done to him on 

account o^ this affair. Finding the officer deaf to our 

entreaties^ and remonstranceill we assumed a bolder 

tone, and told him that we were resolved not to move 
’ ^ t 

from the spot where we stood, till the poor man was re¬ 

leased. Seeing us determiyed, the supposed culprit 
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instantly let go, anilthe officer became exceedingly 

civil. 
^ We now told him that we were in want of fresh pi^ 

visionsV should be glad if he would tell us where 

to 2)rociire them. He replied, that no provisions could 
be obtained then, as it was past noon, and the market 

people were all returned home. This we were re¬ 

solved to ascertain for ourselves, but’‘had no sooner 
entered the market, than every shop was shut, and the 

goods put away; w’hile we could hear the policemen on 

l)c*fore, ordering the peoide not to sell anything to the 
foreigners. Of course we could obtain nothing. 

Having passed through the village, we came to a 

temple, in front of which wsas a stage, built of substanj- 

tial materials, as though intended to last as long as the 

temple, of which it was an inseparable appendage; for 

the Chinese invariably connect theatricals with reli¬ 

gious worship, thinking them equally acceptable to the 

gods, and amusing to the people. This stage was 
about ten feet high; on mounting it we found ourselves 

in the midst of the comedians, mid began to discourse 

from this elevation to the wohdering bye-standers, who, 

notwithstanding the height, climbed up on all sides, to 
get a nearer vie^ of the strangers. After having been 

hea^d and seen in this w^ay for some time, the actors 
began to be rather displeased at our intrusion, particu¬ 
larly as we drew such a crowd around us, and neces¬ 

sarily put a stop to their pi^oceedings; acc^rdiflgTy we 
removed from the stage into the temple, where we 

continued to discourse With the people. • 
Having gone round the village we went again to the 

officer, and remonstrated with him respecting the orders 

which he had given. W% sffid we did not want to 
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trade, but we must eat, and were ready to pay for whaf 
we had; why then did he forbid the people to sell us 
provisions ? At first he denied, that he had given^y 
such orders, but we appealed to his own pejpjs>*ifi proof 
of the fact. Finding him still unwilling to accommo¬ 
date us, we at length insisted on his complying with 
our reasonable suggestion, and declared that we would 
not leave the place till he had countennanded the pre¬ 
vious order. After some further altercation, he did so; 
and it was surprising to see how, on our second tour 
through the market, every stall was open, and we were 
permitted to buy whatever we pleased. But now ^ new 
difficulty arose, as our only money was^Spanish dollars, 
which the people would not Aake at any rate, not know¬ 
ing the value of them. We were finally obliged to 
request the master of a Fuh-keen junk, to buy what 
things were necessary, and bring them on board; which 
he promised to do. 

On proceeding to the boat, we found that a number 
of books had already been given away, and that there 
were still many appkeants; these we supplied,* and 
were pleased to see how *they clung to the rock, and 
waded up to their middle in water, while some came 
rowing wUh all their might from various parts of the 
bay, begging for books. After satisfying their^ d&> 
mands, we went on board the principal junks lying in 
the harbour, where we were well received; and dis* 
tribufS^ altogether about five hundred books before 
we reached the vessel. One-man s^ng the medi¬ 
cine chesty applied for relief, but w^rejected, as not 
being sick. He pleqded^ that he nd^t soon be in¬ 
disposed, and ‘desired to have some femedies ready. 
However, as he could nSther Jforetell the kind of sick- 
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►fiiess he intended to have, nor the sort of medicii^^he ’ 
should need, he was obliged reluctantly, to see the chest 
return to the vessel, without obtaining a supply. 

Thtrfollowing morning, we went on shore at a more 
easterly j)art of the bay, travelling through half a dozen 
villages, in all of which we were received in a suspi¬ 
cious, though not in an unfriendly manner. Ihe first 
village we came to, was walled round; but in many 
place.s, the defences were miserably out of repair. On 
the south side there was a large gateway, furnished 
with a w^ch-tower and ramparts. The people came 
out to us and received our books, while the women and 
children throngjsd the portals to see the strangers. 
Beyond this fortified position, was another village, in 
the valley, which we also visited and supplied with 
books. 

Leaving this place, we went *on to the next hamlet, 
on the side of a hill, and began to set forth our stores. 
One man, hearing that we had books for “ the admoni¬ 
tion of the age,” asked, whether they w’ere the exhor¬ 
tations of the goddess Kwan-yin«? We said, that they 
were exhortations to beliew in Jesus, who came to 
save mankind. On hearing this, some accepted of 
books, while we endeavoured to explain to^thenf the 
way of salvation. Passing on, we came to a thinl 
collection of houses, near which, on an eminence, we 
observed two village elders, distinguished by immense 
straw hats, and large spectacles, dignified asp$^ and 
portly stature. On goin^ up to them we were beckoned 
off; and not wishing to offend, we passed ,on to the 
entrance of the village; when^these worthies came 

^ down, and told us not to enter their Thamlet, but to 
avoid it by taking another ihad. We said that we 
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vert come to distribute good books, and should do m' 
harm to any one. “We have seen your books,” said one 

* of* them, “ and neither want nor approve of them, having 
abundance of instruction iiadded down froi2j,^^str^ieat 
sages, which are far superior to any foreign doctrines 
that you can bring.” “ Your sage,” we replied, “ taught 
you the duties of the human relations, while he said 
nothing about the Supreme Being, or the life to come ; 
but Jesus, having descended from above, and risen from 
the dead, was able to give us every information about 
eternal and invisible things.” “ Neverthdess,” said 
he, “ we want not your books ; there is the road-^o.” 
“ If you want them not,” we continue;^!, “ others may ; 
find as they contain exhortations to goodness, they may 
benefit your neighbours, and make them better.” “ We 
want not to be made better,” he rejoined; and again 
pointing to the road, advised us to go. We said we 
should go when we pleased, without waiting for his 
advice. “ Well then,” said he, “ be pleased to go now.” 
“ No,” we replied, “ it is now our pleasure to stay ; 
and as we are under ihe canopy of the universal hea¬ 
vens, and treading upon one common earth, we have a 
right to pass along the public way without impediment.” 
Finding hs determined, he left us, when another began. 
“You speak of this Jesus as a Saviour; pray whom 
does he save*?” “ All who believe,” we replied. He 
resumed: “ You talk of the forgiveness of sins; shall 
I ob^e^ the forgiveness of sins by reading this book*?” 
“If you follow its directions,^and believe in the holy 
Saviour, you will,” “ What will this Saviour bestow 
on those who trust in^ Hifn “ He will take them to 
heaven.” “ H*ave you believed T “ I hope I have.” 
“ Has he taken you td heayen “ 1 trust he will 
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when I die.” “ Die! Oh, you have to wait till ueatji 

for all this: give me present enjoyment; who cares 
what will happen after death, when consciousness 
ceas(?&^.l So saying, he turued away. Some who stood 
by however, took a few books; and we passed on to the 
other side of the village, where we made a halt, and 
again addressed the })eople, who received our tracts 
gladly; and when the rest were supplied, we were 
pleased to see our old Confucian opponent come for- 
w^ard and solicit books. The Sadducean objections of 
these village gentry, are a fair specimen of the sort of 
opposition we meet with from the Chinese literati. 
These, though j)ainful to the feelings, we had rather 
encounter, than the violent^and unreasonable resistan^p 
of those in authority, w’ho oppose our efforts merely 
because they are innovations, vrithout condescending to 
give a reason for their conduct, or allowing their sul)- 
jects to think for themselves. With argument w^e may 
grapple, and enter the lists with the most hardened 
scepticism; but we know not how to deal with fire and 
swoipd, which may be aptly denominated the “ultima 
ratio regum.” • 

Parting from them, we proceeded through two other 
villages, to the sea shore, where we saw a man eating 
his dinner; on our approach, he invited us to sit down 

witt him, on the sand, and partake of his fare. Hav¬ 
ing assented, he helped us to a basin full of boiled 
millet, and a little salted fish-roe, which we Veitehed 
much. When we had eaten, he offered us drink out 
of his own pot, which was supplied with a kind of por¬ 
ridge, strongly impregnated^wit}! garlic. This hospi- 

* tality was the more highly prized, as it was unsolicited. 
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SO much unlike what we had experienced fron>' 

others, during the day. 

. Having gone through several other hamlets, we 
made our way across the *ba^, to some vilkgpa -imder 
the cape Che-a-tow, one of which was defended by a 
fort. The shore on our approach was lined with inha¬ 
bitants, who eagerly seized our books, and one basket- 
full, after another, disappeared quickly amongst tjiem. 
In fact, it was impossible to deal out the tracts with 
aay regularity, for, so soon as the basket was oj)ened, 
the people seized the contents, and, literacy, helped 
themselves. 

On our subsequent walk through the village, we 
looked into a shop, and ol^erved some of our books, 
together with a number of native works, exposed for 
sale. From this, we concluded that the Chinese set a 
value on our publications; and instead of regretting 
that they were thus disposed of, we rather rejoiced that 
by this means, Christian treatises were likely to be 
more widely spread than otherwise. Having completed 
the work of tract distribution, we visited the fort on 
the hill, which we found to be small, and ill calculated 
for warlike operations; the whole garrison amounting 
<m\f to five men, and, as far as we could see, without 
arms! 

The next village we went to, was situated like the 
former, on the sea beach, and the inhabitants were just 
as to receive tracts, so that our whole stock was 
soon exhausted. One man had already obtained some 
acquaintance with a few facts of Gospel history, which 

he had gleaned froiii /t hftsty perusal of the tracts just 
given him. This encouraged us to hope that our labour * 
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^as Aot altogether in vain; and it being now * 
evening, we set out for the vessel, which we did not 
reach before dark. 

Finding that little more was to be done in the vici¬ 
nity of our anchorage, we moved the ship on the 19th, 
a few miles to the eastward, to enable us to visit the 
villages lining the coast; and coming to an anchor, 
about ten o’clock, we set out in search of a bay, which 
we thought might be* the entrance to JJ^ing-hae-chow*. 
On rounding a point of land, on which was erected a sort 
of guard-house, we observed a village or two on the 
beach, botfi of w^hich we entered, and met with an 
extensive demand for books, without demur or opposi¬ 
tion. The people here had^just desire enough for the 
tracts, to receive them quite eagerly, without being so 
furious, as to tear them from our hands. We asked 
them respecting the road to Nipg-hae-chow, and one 

, man was about to inform us, when his neighbours sud¬ 
denly interrupted him, saying that it was unlawful to 
give directions to foreigners, respecting the situation of 
places, in the interior. , 

Leaving these scrupulous people, we went to the 
opposite shore, and had scarcely reached the middle of 
the bay, when we.observed a number of villagffij on tlie 
side we had left, stretching along for several miles, 
affording us a fine field for operation. The bay being 
•very shallow, and the tide setting out, we were unable 
to get the boat within half a mile of the beach. ^Jhe 
only expedient left us, therefore, was to wacfo through 
mud and water, up to our knees, for a considerable 
distance, in order to reach th^ dry land. The wrhole 
^t was covered with people, in search ©f crabs, who 

2e. • 
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git seeing US, came and asked for books, which they 
appeared glad to obtain. 

• On shore the inhabitants thronged about us as for¬ 
merly, though some of .the better class kept aloof. 
This they did, probably, because they were better ac¬ 
quainted with the restrictive laws of China, and more 
afraid of the consequences of holding intercourse with 
foreigners. However, the books we intended for the 
two villages, wpre all expended §,mong them ; and one 
man, opening a volume, pointed to the name of Jesus, 
and asked whether he were not the deliverer of man¬ 
kind. The walk through fertile fields and thriving 
farms, here, quite repaid us, for the trouble of wading 
through the mud, in order to reach them; and the 
health, respectability, and comfort of the villagers, as¬ 
sured us that peace and plenty were, with them, the 
order of the day. ^ 

Quitting the villages on the east side of the bay, we 
proceeded to the more distant ones on the west, wading 
again through the water, for about half a mile, already 
up to our knees, aiid^now and then sinking into^ holes 
up to the middle. 

The evening coming on, we judged it prudent to re¬ 
turn, and the sun set as we doubled Jhe point of land, 
leading out of the bay. At the guard-house, we ob¬ 
served about fifty people drawn up, with pikes and 
matchlocks, waiting for us to pass. Remembering the • 
affasssat the Min River, when a peaceful boat w’^as fired 
on as sh? passed, we thfbught, at first, it would be 
better to give them a wide Uerth; but not being able 
to turn off without manifesting alarm, we determined 
to stand on, aihd passed within a few yards of the wallsf-^ 
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silence and in safety. After we had rounde<^'i£e 

point, the armed force removed to the top of the lull, 
and kept observing us, till darkness and distance 
obiscured us from their view. • 

On arriving at the vessel, we found that a number of 
mandarins had been on board, wishing to see us. The 
male fired two six-pounders, to inform us of their pre¬ 
sence, but we heard nothing of the matter; and, after 
waiting three hours, they took their departure, leaving 
the following notice in TViiting, “ The civil and military 
mandarians of the celestial empire have come to pay 
thcnr respects, and to say, that the general of the district 
w’ails at Ke-san-so, where he requests the strangers to 
go on shore and arrange niatlers.” Their polite and 
friendly manners, connected with their civil message, 
induced us to comply wdth their invitation, and we 
resolved to return to Kc-san-so. 

, On the following day, we stood in for the harbour, 
in order to have a more favourable opportunity of con¬ 
versing wuth the mandarins. We had scarcely anchored, 
howcYer, before a boat-load of native ofiicers came off, 
one with a light blue buttoij, intimating that he l)e- 
longed to the fourth rank, and about half a dozen wnth 
gilt buttons, w'hq filled inferior situations. The first 
was a captain in the army, and one of the others was 
commander of a war junk. These were very hearty 

•and cheerful men; and one of them, who wore a row of 
large lion buttons in front of his coat, was not^Ji^le 
pleased, when we told him, that some of our flwn naval 
officers wore the same. * Tae-laou-yay was the chief 
speaker. He said, that he had been to pay us a visit 
4he day before, but was disappointed at ^ot finding us 
on board. He asked our immt^, country, and profes- 
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together with our object in coming to the place. 
This gave us an opportunity of explaining the doctrines 
of the Gospel, to proclaim which was our chief errand, 
and of directing his attention to the books, whiclrwe 
had been spreading on the same subject. He said, he 
had read our publications, and found many good things 
in them, though they differed, in some respects, from 
the Chinese glassies. He listened attentively, while 
we spoke of thp true God, his worship and service; and 
was surprised when we told him, that we worshi])ped 
none but the Supreme Being. Ho asked us respecting 
our voyage, and wondered how we could come so far, 
without seeing any land, or touching for fresh supplies. 
We explained to him the system of our navigation; and 
showed him how, by means of a sextant and chrono¬ 
meter, we managed to ascertain the exact latitude and 
longitude of any place where we might happen to be; 
we further said, that we carried but few men, in con-. 
sequence of which, our provisions occupied but little 
room. He then wished us to furnish him with a list 
of the things we wanted, promising to take care and 
provide us with them; upon which we made out a short 
list of such articles as were needed. Having given us 
an»invit&tion to see him on shore, "J'ae-laou-yay and his 
fellows returned to the town. 

Immediately after their departure, we descended 
into our boat, and passing by them, got first to Land. 

arrival, we were met by two native oificers, 
who said**that we must return on board, till the man¬ 
darins arrived from the vessel, when they would intro¬ 
duce us *to the general <of the district. We objected, 
that we could* not rdmain in the boat during the raint 
and urged that the least tl^ey could do was to afford us 
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place of shelter. So saying, we moved on t0\9a/^ ’’ 
the custom-house, accom])anicd by a dense crowd, who 
strove on all sides to get a sight of us. Arrived at the 
offitie, we were invited to sit down, and the multi¬ 
tude pressed eagerly round to see the strangers. As 
they increased in numbers and eagerness, the police 
olticers became exceedingly free with brooms, sticks, 
and whips, w hich they laid most profusely on the heads 
and shoulders of the ‘people; hallooing and scolding, 
and throwing handsfiil of sand in their eyes, in order 
to keep tlnjin at a moderate distance from the building. 
We observed, however, that they never olfered to strike 
or piish any of the Fiih-keen sailors, wrho seemed to 
carry themselves with an ^air of independence, and 
would not be turned aside from the front of the door. 
Heeing this, we got up and spoke to them in their own 
dialect, and enlarged on the dojjtrines of the Gospel; 

, to which they listened attentively, and by w^hich they 
were induced to receive our publications. 

Some inferior officers gathering round, we spoke to 
them.as long as they would listen, and employed the 
time as profitably as we coidd, while the mandarins 
were making arrangements for our reception. 

At length, after waiting for several hours, we •in¬ 
formed Tac-laou-yay, that unless we were speedily 
introlluced to the general, we must return on board, as 

* the day was fast drawing to a close. He said, that we 
might be introduced immediately, but he wishiidJirst 
to know, what ceremonies wTe meant to obsefVe on see¬ 
ing such a great officer. * Their custom, he continued, 
was to kneel down, and knock head against the ground, 

^n coming into the presence of superiors,^nd he desired 
to be informed whether we; would do the same. We 
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|oktMm, that we were not in the habit of prostrating 
ourselves before our fellow mortals, but that we were 

willing to pay the same deference to Chinese mandarins 

of high rank, as we did* to* our own superior oflicfers. 

“ Well,” said he, “ I will speak to the general, and try 

to arrange that matter for you.” But further,” w’c 

observed, “ when the ceremony of introduction is over, 
we expect to Iw*. allowed to sit down in the j)resence of 

the general, otherwise w e beg leave to decline the con¬ 

ference.” “ This also,” said he, shall be arranged to 
your satisfaction;” and with this assurance, we pro¬ 

ceeded to the temple, where the great officers were 
sitting. 

Much difficulty has ever been ex])erienced, by all 

who have had any negotiations with the Chinese au¬ 
thorities, on the subject of ceremony; and these per¬ 

plexities are felt as mgeh by the ambassadors of Christ, 

as by the envoys of Csesar. Two modes of arranging 
matters of etiquette have generally been adopted; the 
one is to maintain a determined resistance to all en¬ 

croachments, and th^ other to manifest an unreserved 

compliance with the demands of the natives. English 

diplomatists have adhered to the former; and though 

they haWi sometimes failed in their object, they have 
never been despised. Dutch and Portuguese nego¬ 
tiators have adopted the opposite plan, and while'they 

have been equally unsuccessful in their aims, have been 

fre^peotly contemned, and compelled to go through the 

more burthensome ceremotiies, just in proportion to the 

obsequiousness displayed in ‘ complying with foimer 

requisitions. For our own personal convenience, there¬ 

fore, as well from*policy and principle, we judged it 

best to maintain the homoui;of our country, and the dig- 
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nity of our office, by not paying adoration to our-^liSw •* 
men, though vested with a little brief authority. 

Of the offic(*rs to whom we were introduced, the one 

was named Chow 'ra-laoi>-yc|^, the tsung-chin, or mili¬ 
tary superintendent of the province of Shan-tung; he 

wore a red coral button, indicative of his belonging to 

the second rank, and was adorned with a peacock’s 
feather, which is a distinguished mark of imperial 
favour, 'fhe other officer was a governor of the county 

of Tiing-chow, wearing a light blue button, which im¬ 
plied that he filh^d an office of the fourth rank. They 
were seated in the large temple before alluded to, 

which was fitted up for the occasion; a screen having 
beim placed befoi'e the gods, and the principal hall left 
Ireo for the mandarins to sif in state. 

At the door of the temple stood two civil officers, 
who introduced us into the court yard, which was lined 
by about fii*ty men in uniform, arranged to the right 
and left, but without arms. 

'I’he two mandarins were seated behind a table, 
adorneil with a red cloth hanging down in front, and 

Kunnouuted with emblems of magisterial office. They 
sat, when we entered, assuming an air of great dignity 
and solemnity, without moving a muscle of tiieir epun- 
tcnances, or turning their eyes to the right hand or the 

left.* On each side of the mandarins stood about half 
a dozen inferior officers, and some lictors, all as still 

and silent as the grave. ^ 
On ascending the steps of the temple, wo uncovered 

our heads, and bowed •respectfully to the mandarins, 
which compliment was returned, first by th^ civil, and 

► then by the military officer, liftiilg theii^folded hands as 
high as their breasts, and thenplowly letting them down 
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One of the attendants then pointed to two chairs 
and tables, provided with red cushions, and coverings, 
a little to the left of the mandarins, on which we sat 
down. The civil mandarip was the chief speaker, and 

began the conference, by asking our names, and sur¬ 
names, places of birth, date of leaving ("anton, the ports 
at which we had touched, and finally, our business. 

To all these queries we gave suitable answers, adding, 
that our object was to do good, by spreading religious 
books, and exhorting men to repent and believe in 

Jesus. The civilian then asked, who Jesus was, and 
what was the meaning of the word Christ,*which he 
had met with in our books This gave us an oppor¬ 

tunity of explaining the work and undertaking of the 

Saviour, whose benevolent doctrines w’^e came to pro¬ 
pagate, for the reformation and improvement of the 

age. Here the general inteqjosed, and asked, with a 
gruff voice, how we could think of coming to China to 

exhort people to be good; did we suppose that there 

were no good people in China beforeThey had 

already made arrangements to supply us with provL 

sions ; they had got sheep^and pigs, fowls and ducks, 

pulse and flour, to meet our necessities, and was that 

not proof of their goodness We said, we had no 

doubt that the people of China were good to a certain 

extent, but they were far from perfect, and knew no¬ 

thing of the way of salvation, which it was our business 
to iqi^e known to them. 

The civil mandarin then said, we have Confucius 

and his doctrines, which have sufficed us for ages, and 

what need we any fiirthes?- sagel? We observed, that 

Confucius merely enforced the duties of the social rela-t 

tions, but gave men no information on divine and eternal 
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subjects nor did he effect anything for the de^jv^- • 

ance of mankind; wherefore, it was by no means super¬ 

fluous to have a teacher and Saviour, such as the one 
now proposed to them. Ik) this they replied, that in 
our opinion it might be good, but in theirs it was evil; 

that these doctrines, instead of benefiting, only cor¬ 
rupted the people, and therefore the dissemination of 

them could not be permitted. As for qpr books, they 

did not want them, aiftl would not have them; and we 
ought by no means to be going from place to place, 

seeking to disseminate our publications, because such 

practices w^ere contrary to law. We said that we had 
read fhe code of laws established under the present 
dynasty, but hacl never met with a single sentence 

against distributing good books, for the edification of 
the j)eople. They said, that the code of laws forbad 
the preaching of strange doctrines, and ours being 

^ strange, were consequently prohibited. 
Here they talked so fast, that we had not the least 

chance of getting in a word, unless by violent inter¬ 

ruption ; and on attempting to thrust in a remark, we 
were checked by the attendants, who told us that we 

ought to listen to the exhortations of the mandarins, 

without })rcsuming to reply. We might, by acting 
with incivility, have talked as loud and as fast as they, 

but we did not sec that the occasion called for it, or 

. that it would have produced a good impression. 
They then asked us about the vessel; to wl3piB,#he 

belonged, and how we came to be in her; how much 

she cost, and whence we "got the money; whether from 
private sources, or from government'^ We‘informed 

4hem, that the money was subscribed by4)encvolent in¬ 

dividuals, who had formed thenejelves into a society for 
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’ tlie diffusion of Christianity, and who had deputed ys 

to make and distribute C/hinese books, w^hilst they 
bore the expense of the undertaking. This society not 
only sent books to China,* birt extended their operatmns 

to all parts of the world, in obedience to the Saviours 
command of preaching the Gospel to every creature. 
They then asked, where these books were mad(j, and 

how we became acquainted with the (Chinese language 
We told them, that we had spent some time in the 
colonies beyond the limits of the empire, and associated 
much with the Chinese emigrants, by whose assistance 
we had learned the language a.id printed the books. 
They next enquired, from what provinces thos6 emi¬ 

grants went forth, and in what numbers they were to 
be found abroad‘s We told them, that they went 

principally from the provinces of Canton and Fiih- 

keen, and settled in the colonies by myriads. 
Here the old general interrupted the conversation, 

and advised us to return to our own country, as soon as 

possible, and tell those who had sent us, that it was all 

labour in vain to attempt to introduce religious books 

into China; for none, except a few emigrants abroad, 

or vagrants on the coast, could or would receive them. 

That their orders from court were, to treat foreigners 

with kindness and liberality, wherever and wlumever 

they came, but by no means to allow them to stay and 
.propagate their opinions. In conformity with this 

ordtfi ^ey had provided a liberal present for us, with 

which he^oped we would* l)e content to depart, and by 

no means touch on any othef* part of the coast; for if 

we did, fie was not sura that we should be treated so 

well elsewherf!. Th*ey had now shewn us every mark 

of politeness, and hopad w^ would be equally polite in 
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rgtum, by getting immediately under weigh, at^ •* 

touching nowhere else in the province of Shan-liing, 

all of which was under their jurisdiction. 
We said, that we were* very grateful for their kind 

treatment, and intended present, but should be still 

more obliged, if they would allow us to make them 
some remuneration: as we could not think of being 

under an obligation to any. They said, .that they could 

receive nothing whatever from foreigners, and as to 
repaying the great emperor for his kindness, seeing 

that all within the four seas ” belonged to him, what 

present could we make, at all W'orthy of his acceptance. 
We said we hoped to be permitted, in return for their 

fresh ])rovisi()ns, to send some of the produce of foreign 

lands, such as a fewv bags of rice, on shore ; otherwise,* 

instead of doing us a favour, they would be reducing us 

to the alternative of going without provisions, or of 

• receiving a kindness wuthout being pennitted to reci¬ 

procate it. This latter, with some persons, might be 

of no moment, but with us, it was irksome in the ex¬ 

treme. They said, they could not help it, as they were 

strictly forbidden by the laws ^o accept of anything from 

strangers; and as the present came not from them, 

but from the imycrial treasury, it was out of 4lie ques¬ 

tion to think of making any return. 

Itl our own minds, we thought, that as w’e had bc- 

• stowed on their people, books and medicines, of no. 

small value, there could be nothing wrong in rjjcejjpng 

presents from them in return; but on the (rther hand, 

we considered, that as they would not acknowledge our 

gifts, but considered them so much time aftd money 

•thrown away, calculated to do hhrm instead of good, 

the obligation, in their cstiipatipn, would be all on our 
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sidcj^and none on theirs; and as the report would go 

up ito the emperor, that they had been feeding these 
“hungry barbarians” gratuitously; we were resolved to 
return them some rice for«thtir provision, whether they 

would accept it or not. 
Amongst other enquiries, they wished to know 

whence Mr. Stevens came; and, being told that he 
belonged to New England, they enquired whether 
there was a new, as well as an' old Englandwhich 

led us to observe, that there was a new, as well as old 

world, which was not known to the inhabitants of 
Europe, till within the last four hundred years. After 

the first discovery, we added, it was soon peopled; 

and England, at that time, having a surplus pojailation, 

multitudes emigrated, and formed the country of New 

England. They then asked, under what sort of go¬ 

vernment this new country was, and who was king 
over it*? We said, “ they had no king, but were ruled 

by two great assemblies, at the head of which was a 

president; all of them chosen by the people and re¬ 
elected after a certain term.” They asked, “ what be¬ 

came of the old president, on his going out of oflice 

and, on being told that he became a common man they 

wondered greatly ; and could not conceive how he could 

be restrained from exciting rebellion, and employing 

the power he so lately wielded, in raising up a party in 

^ his own favour. In this, they reasoned from what fre- 

quitatl^^takes place in their own country, to what might 

happen irf- other regions. “ With them, a man once in 

power, aims to be always in power, and is never con¬ 

tent with'a private station, after having held the reins 

of government; Hence, when an individual is deprived* 

of the supreme authority, ^his antagonist never con- 
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siders himself safe, till the previous ruler is put-^f^f •' 
the world, aud his whole race extirpated; lest some dis¬ 
tant member of the fallen house, actuated by ambition 
or revenge, should aim at the re-establishment of the 
dynasty, or perish in the attempt to gratify his vengeful 
feelings. They then wanted to know, where the author 
had met with Mr. Stevens, and how an old Englander 

could so readily agree with a new Englajider. We said 
that Christians were bound to each other by the pecu¬ 
liar tie of religion, irrespective of country ; and being 

actuated by liberal views, were more likely to combine, 
in the prosecution of a sacred object, than others, in 
whonl selfishness was the reigning principle. 

The civil mandarin then made some allusion to Lord 
Amherst's embassy, and described how the emperor 

sent back the ambassador s presents, thereby proving 
his indifference to their gifts, and his aversion to inter- 

, course with foreigners. He also asked if we knew one 

Hoo-hea-me, (Hugh Hamilton Lindsay), and one Kea-le, 

(C'harles Gutzlaff;) and on our saying that w e had seen 

thenij he asked, where and when His next enquiry 
was a])out one Gae-tun, (Gordon), and how many ves¬ 

sels were engaged in going along the coast of China. 

These enquiries ghewed, that the inteiTOgator was g^c- 
rally acquainted with all the late attempts at negotiation 

and intercourse laude by our own countrymen with the 

• Chinese, whether of a public or a private nature ; and^ 

the inference to be- drawn from this fact is, (]jat 

withstanding the paucity of public journals, information, 
on such subjects, is moi^ general throughout the coun¬ 
try, than foreigners may at fii»t imagine. * 

♦ As it now began to grow dark,* we rose and took our 

leave, making the same salutation as on our entrance. 
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- which was slowly and solemnly returned. On the 
whole, they treated us with civility and respect, but 

w.ere far from being cordial; and the old general seemed 

sometimes disposed to bp angry, while the civil man¬ 
darin assumed more of an authoritative tone. Accus¬ 
tomed to command, and usually receiving from all 

around them, nothing but servile and cringing obe¬ 
dience, they could not, of course, brook contradiction, 
or be expected to look favourably on foreigners; be¬ 

sides it was necessary, for them to put an ap])earance 

of dignity, in order to save their credit with their own 

j)eople. 
In the absence of mental and moral superiority, the 

rulers of the celestial empire contrive to invest them¬ 

selves with a sort of mysterious solemnity, which is 

generally maintained by seclusion; and by manifesting 

a distant austerity when they do exliibit themselves to 

the vulgar gaze. A civil mandarin, on appealing abrojid, 

is always jireceded by lictors, who, in a loud and un¬ 

earthly tone, proclaim the approach of the great man ; 

and warn all persons to get out of the way, or to^ bow 

down in the dust before the representative of royalty. 

Dignity with them is manifested by immoveable stilf- 

ne*is, and the absence of all emotion; not a muscle of 

the face, or a member of the body must be moved 

unnecessarily; and a slow pace, undiverted eyes; and 
motionless arms, are essential to the state of a celestial 

mafida^. Curiosity, surprise, fear, joy, or admiration, 

would all* be unworthy of such exalted beings; and 

terror, awe, and respect are the* only feelings which they 

seek to engender in the lyeasts of others. 

We could perceive‘the old general, however, when 

he supposed himself u^notjeed by us, examining very 
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curiously Ihe various parts of our dress. The civil oflf - 

cer, also, condescended to send for our ever-poiAted 

pencil; and Mr. S. seeing how much he was pleased 
with it, determined in his«ow;p mind to ask him to ac¬ 

cept of it; but the sly fellow saved him that trouble, by 

putting it into his pocket. This unhandsome trick is 
quite characteristic of the Chinese mandarins, amongst 

whom we seldom meet with a tiiily respectable man. 

Delicacy of feeling, and liprightness of principle are un¬ 
known amongst them, and the highest officers of govern¬ 

ment make their w^ay to their distinguished eminence, by 
a course of^chicanery and deceit. 

Refhniing to the boat, we were accompanied by the 

military and naval captains, and by Tae-laou-yay, who 

appejired very anxious to bring matters to an amicable 
settlement. He advised us by all means to accept of 

the present, otherwise the general would be displeased. 

^\Ve told him, that we could not fhink of it, unless they 

would receive something in return; in case of their 

refusal thus to exchange j)resents, as we w ere in want of 

provisions, w’e said w'e must buy from the people ; and 

if they w^ere resolved not to^ allow this, we must re¬ 

main at anchor, till they would. On hearing this, he 

grasped our handjri, and began to beg and pra^b that yre 

would not delay our departure, as it would involve 

them* all in trouble. 
• The evening having now closed in, we w^ere con¬ 

strained to depart, and leave them to act as they dioqgfht 

proper. A little after dark,we reached the vessel, and 

had scarcely taken some refreshment, when the presents 

arrived; and as the weather v^as stormy, we cduld do no 

4ess than allow them to be received on board. We now 

found, that instead of suj)plying a few necessaries, ac- 
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c6rdmg to our list, they had provided a quantity far 
beybnd what we required. We had asked for two pigs 
oply, and they had sent ten; besides ten sheep, some 

bags of flour, two of pefs, ,and two of millet, with a 
number of ducks and fowls. 

The foolish people, however, had thrown the pigs 

and sheep altogether, with their legs tied, into tlie 
hold of the boat (the sheep being undermost), and had 
shut down the hatch; so that when they arrived along¬ 

side, seven sheep were dead, and the eighth required to 

be killed immediately, in order to render it fit for food. 

We therefore took seven pigs, and three &heep, with 

the other articles, and gave twelve bags of rice "in re¬ 

turn. The police officers who came with the presents, 
made some objection to this, but we soon overruled 

their scruples, and the boat returned to land. 

The next morning the messenger came again say¬ 

ing, that the mandarms had received the sheep aiul^ 

pigs, but that the rice could on no account be accepted, 
and they had, therefore, brought it back. We ob- 

sei*ved, that they had probably returned the rice, on 

account of the smallness of the quantity, and that we 

would give them five or ten bags more. This put the 

0I4 messenger into a fever; and he assured us, that the 

mandarins did not want any, much or little. We re¬ 

plied, that the rice had been once given, and it was 

, disrespectful to take back presents. The messenger 

th^ smd, that he had orders to throw the rice into the 
sea, if w^ would not take *it. “ Do as you please,” we 

said, “ but we cannot receive^ it on board.” “ 1 shall 

be beateif,” continued he^ “ if I return without deliver¬ 

ing the rice, so I beseech you to take it.” We replied^ 

that the great officers^ of ^his imperial majesty could 
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never, be so unreasonable, as to beat a man for wh|^t He ** 
could not help; we felt assured, therefore, that no evil 
would result from it. Finding every argument unr 
availing he returned on shore. 

About two hours after, we observed the same boat 
approaching the ship, with a mandarin on board, bring¬ 
ing the rice; but before he could get alongside, we 
were already under weigh, and in a shoyt time in full 
sail, bidding adieu Uf Ke-san-so, and^the mandarins 
likewise. Having a good breeze, we sailed quickly 
along the coast, and arrived opposite Wei-hae before 
evening; Vphere, as the weather was threatening, and 
the ecfuinoctial ^ales expected, we thought it best to 

anchor. 
Our stock of water being expended, we employed 

the crew, on the 22nd of September, in getting off a 
supply from the shore. In this work, we were as- 

^sisted both by mandarins and people, who diligently 
exerted themselves, chiefly with the view of getting ijp 
away as soon asjjossible. At this place, and Ke-san-so 
togetl^er, we distributed about three thousand volumes. 

Before leaving Ke-san-so, an^unpleasant circumstance 
occurred on board, which may be adverted to, for the 
purpose of shewiqghow much inconvenience sdmetinieB 
results from the fears and passions of one's fellow 

traveMers. The chief mate of the vessel had, from the 
•first, taken umbrage at not being allowed higher wages,^ 

when called upon to proceed on this unusuah ai^ soi^e- 
what hazardous excursion. * Being unacquainted with 
the coast, and the charactfir of the people, he had greatly 

magnified the difficuilies of the undertaking, in his own 
mind; and had even prejudiced fhe mdh against the 

expedition. Much unpleqsent feeling was the result 

2 F 
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the evening of the 20th, it came to an, open 
rupture. It appeared, that during our absence on shore, 
in the morning, a number of mandarins had been on 
board, one of whom frightened the mate, by malring 
signs of cutting throats and chopping off heads, which, 
added to his former apprehensions, made him think 
that our condition was by no means safe. Whilst at 
supper, therefore, he informed us of what had hap¬ 
pened, and intimated his intention of taking the vessel 
out of the harbour the next morning. The captain 
asked him, how he would effect it ? and he answered, 
that the men would very soon obey his cohimands, if 
he should direct them to weigh anchor. This was too 
much for the captain to bear, and an altercation ensued, 
which led to abuse, and would have ended in blows, 
had we not interfered, and told the mate that his con¬ 
duct was quite mutinous, and would justify his being 
put in irons immediately. This remonstrance some- 
l^hat cooled him down, and he attempted to smooth 
over the affair, by saying that we must forget and for¬ 
give. Had he been ^allowed to proceed, however, the 
consequences would hav/s been serious; and, as he had 
rendered the minds of the men disaffected, the whole 
object of the expedition might have ^een defeated, and 
the vessel placed in extreme jeopardy. 
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On the 23rd of September, we got under weigh, and 
stood for the promontory of Shan-tiing, with a fine 
breeze, which carried us clear round to the south side; 
so that we came to an anchor to the westward of Staun¬ 
ton’s Island, in the evening. We observed a number of 
villages along the* sea beach, on our way, but the shore 
was so open to the north-east gales, which were to be 
expec*ted about that time, that we did not think it pru- 
*dent to stop in a situalion so much exposed. 

The next day, we‘stood nearer in shore, lyifler ^e 
lee of cape Macartney ; Imt the weather was so rough, 
that we could not land. An $kttempt was mada in the 
afternoon to reach the beach. But ^e carried away both 
ifiasts of the boat, and after several ineffectual efforts, 
mere obliged to return. 

2f2 
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^ l^e day following we went on shore, at Tsing-hae, 

and were met, on our way, by a mandarin, in a boat, 
who beckoned us to come to him; but disregarding his 
signs, we pulled towards Irfhd. A number of people 

were assembled on the beach, who received us in a 
friendly manner; and as soon as we had ascended the 
cliff, the mandarin from the boat, approached us. His 

natural cheerfulness overcame his first alarm, and he 
asked us in a very civil way, whb we were, and whence 
we came? We told him, that we came from the west, 

to distribute good bookS) for the instruction of the age, 
and with his leave, v/ould give him one. fte took the 
book, and said our object was good, but hoped that, 

in prosecuting it, we would make no disturbance. We 
assured him, that we should not; but, on the contraiy, 
endeavour to keep the peace. We then gave out books 

to the by-standers, who received them with eagerness, 
but at the same time, with quietness; awed, perhaps, 

by the presence of the mandarin, and petrified with 
amazement at the appearance of the strangers. The 

mandarin then said,,tbut we were guests, and should 
be treated with respect for which reason, he proposed 

that we should repair to a temple hard by, where 
the offic*er6 would assemble, and treat us with tea. 

Upon this, we all proceeded thUher, dealing out our 

' stores as we went along; but, finding a path thit led 
•directly to the town, we left the temple on the left,* 

nlMle towards the dwelling^ of the inhabitants. 

This the, mandarin stron^y opposed, saying it would 

lead to troul^e; but heedles8*of bis remonstrances, we 

pushed forward, imvdd at the gate of the town, he 

again attempt^ to dissuade us from our purpose, with¬ 

out success; so that, tffter^having passed through one 
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streej;, and finding us not to be wrought upon his * 

suggestions, in order to save his dignity in the eyes 
of the people, he left us and went away. 

We had now time to dook around us, and survey 

the town, which we found to have been originally sur-- 

rounded with a mwl wall, and provided with gate¬ 

ways, but now miserably out of repair. The ramparts 

were so low, and so sloping, that it easy to walk 
up one side and down*the other, while Jhe portals were 

dilapidated and exposed. Only one-fourth of the space 

within the walls was occupied by houses, many of 
which wefe in mins. All things marked decay rather 
than fmproveme^t, and the place must have sadly deteri¬ 

orated vrithin the last century, as the Jesuits have 
marked it down in their map, as an important military 

station. The same observation ?olds tme of all parts 

of Shan-tung vrhich we have^ seen. Every where 
, there are watch-towers on the hills, fallen to mins; 

forts dismantled, or nearly so; and long lines of mud 

foitificatious, inclosing many acres of land, some 
of which are now turned into c^ultivated fields, with¬ 
out a building; while others still enclose a small 

hamlet, the miserable remnant of a fortress, where, 
perhaps, deeds qf valour were once performed*, and the 

enemies of their cotmtry withstood. This town was 

built; we were informed, in the Ming dynasty, and 
' was intended as a defence against the incursions of 

Japanese, who at that time were very enterprising, &d 
rather troublesome to their fieighbours; but like other 
military preparations of Ihe peaceful Chinese^, the bat^ 
tlements have since fallen inte decay for want of use. 

• While standing on the walls,* the pbople gathered 
round us, and wo spoke ^tp them on religious topics, 
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to w^ith they paid some attention^ and expressed, now 

and then, their assent and approbation. Having ob¬ 
tained another supply of books, we distributed them 
among the by-standers, And then set off to labour 

through the adjacent villages, that lay along the shore, 

where we were generally well received. At one place, 
we met with an old blind man, who had been a scho¬ 

lar in his youth, and still shewed considerable acquaint¬ 
ance with letters, writing then! on his hand for our 
inspection. This man was quite interested in us, re¬ 

questing to be allowed to feel and hear, though he 

could not see the strangers. He listened attentively to 
what was told Mm of the way of salvation, and appeared 

oveijoyed at the opportunity of obtaining a book, which 

he said he would get some one to read to him. 

We had scarcely^eft this interesting group of vil¬ 

lagers, before we saw^a mandarin on horseback, com¬ 

ing to meet us. He addressed us in an angry tone, 

and said, “ Since you have now seen what a poor 

country this is, you had better return, and go on board 

your vessel.” We said, we were already on our way to 

the boat to which we vijere indeed going for a fresh 

supply of tracts, and would som cease to be trouble¬ 

some to him; so saying, we went on» and having first 

ascended a rising ground, to get n view of the country, 

we proceeded to the sea shore, where we found the 

y^mndarin waiting to see us off. Getting on board, we * 

s^8ail« and soon bid adieu to the mandarin and his 

train, about an hohr’s sail, we landed on ano¬ 

ther part of the coast, whcil we were exempt from 

the interlefem^ of the officers, but where the people 

were more sui^ctottl and less acqumnted with letters. 

We here walked aboul eigl^t miles, through five vil- 
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lage^, but did not distribute many books. OursUa-^ 

^en appearance seemed to astonish the people. * Mokt 

of them were not aware that a foreign vessel had ar¬ 
rived, and they did not knq;w what to make of being 

offered books by such strange looking individimls as 

ourselves. No one here expressed any wonder to find 
that we spoke their language, for they had yet to learn 

that foreigners used another tongue. ^We found them 

generally very industrious, some ploughing and others 
reaping, some carrying out manure, and others fetch¬ 

ing home produce; while numbers were collected on 
the com-fioors in the neighbourhood of each village, 
thre^ing, winnowing, sifting, and packing wheat, rice, 
millet, and peas, with the greatest diligence, and at¬ 

tention. Indeed, so busify were they engaged, that 
they would scarcely turn aside to look, as we passed 

along. 
The ploughs they employed were simple, and easily 

wrought, but did not appear to make a very deep in¬ 

cision in the earth; while their teems were novel, and 
sometimes bordered on the ludicrous. Frequently four 
asses were seen yoked abreast; *and again a cow with 

an ass on each ride, or a cow, a horse, and an ass to¬ 
gether; just as^the foncy or the fortune of the o^ner 
Rotated. The people were not fearful and even the 

females looked on as we walked through the villages, 

undismayed. Passing by one house, in front of whic^ 

some w^omen wer» assembled, and apprehensive ^e^ 

our sudden appearance should alarm them, find induce 

them to arouse the villagers by their shrieks and cries, 

we told them not to be afraid as we did ndt intend to 
•harm them. “ Afraid of what?” they exclaimed, “ why 

should we be afraid of you*?**' The women had all 
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small feet, and hobbled about most awkwardly. .The 
majority were poorly clad and ill-favoured, with a 

sallow aspect, and weakly frame, the consequence, 
doubtless of their con&ie];nent and privatibns; but we 

saw one young lady well dressed, in silks and satins, 

and riding by on horseback. After spending the day 
in going from place to place, we returned to the vessel 

in the evening, When arrived on board, we found 
that a mandarin had been oft io the brig, who had 
remained two hours, and was much interested in all he 

saw, besides four or fiye boat-loads of people, who all 

took books and retunied. On the 26th we weighed, 
and stood to the south-west with the wind against us, 

and the weather threatening and unfavourable. At 
night we came to an anchor, nearly in the same place 

where we lay the day before. The next day, being the 

Sabbath, we remained at our moorings, with the wind 

blowing very fresh ahead, and the sea rough; so that 

we were both discommoded and disheartened. All we 

could do was, to read and pray in the cabin, and long 

for more favoiirable weather. 

On the Monday we got under , weigh, but wind and 

tide failing us, we made little program. In the after¬ 

noon, however, we had a light breeze, which carried us 

to the westerly side of the bay, where we came to an 

anchor, over a gravelly bottom, with many rocks' and 
jaryjjwrs on all sides of us. 

Tke i|pxt morning we went on shore, opposite some 

villages, ^d commenced <*our operations among the 

people. On landing we weref well received by a few 

str2^1ers*on the beach, who took our books, and made 

no objection to our f^roceeding into the interior. At 

the first village to which,we came, the inhabitants 
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gathered round, listening to our story, and receiving 

our books without any demur, all concurring in* *kind 

and obliging behaviour. At the second hamlet, how¬ 

ever, we found the peoplo mpre backward, and one or 

two having refused books, the rest hesitated, and a 
few only accepted them. From this place we pro¬ 
ceeded to some villages further inland. On the way 

thither, we were overtaken by a maij who made us 
several low bows, an<J asked us to return vdth him to 
his house, as the place to which we were going, he said, 

was difficult of access, and skirted by a river, which 

could not lasily be crossed. We told him, that we did 
not nfind rivers, but that if be wanted a book we would 

give him one. Upon his making some demur, we 

])acked up our treasures and passed on, with the man 
in our rear. When arrived at the side of the river, our 

companion soon found some one to carry him over on 

, his back, while we had^to wade, through. 

After crossing, we found our attendant seated by the 

road side, with a number of villagers around him. On 
his l^eckoning us to sit down.by his side, we com¬ 

menced a conversation on religious subjects, and dealt 
out our books, which were received by a few, while the 
man that followed us would not take any, unless we gave 

him a whole set, while he was particular in demanding 
one K)f each kind. We humoured him in this, and as 

we thought, satisfied him; after which we went fart^ 

into the village, and fell in with a few respectable^m 
men, who approved of our object, and by thei^xample, 

induced the by-standers to take our publications. 
Having supplied all that required our bookie, and left 

^hose who refused, to enjoy their own opinions, we 
passed on to the next hamlet, grossing the river again; 
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*we found that our new acquaintance was still 

mth us, evidently producing, by his presence, an un- 
£a.vourable impression, and inducing the people to de¬ 

cline our publications, or^ tor return them after having 

accepted them. 
Retracing our steps towards the sea shore, we came 

to another large village, where we found the inhabi¬ 
tants willing to, listen, and receive our books; but our 
troublesome acquaintance was again at our side, on 
seeing whom, the people shewed as much disinclina¬ 

tion to intercourse as before. We, however, canvassed 
the village, and found some willing to accept of our 

bounty; among the rest, a very interesting and intel¬ 

ligent youth appeared, who, having displayed a know¬ 
ledge of, and a love to letters, was presented with a 
book. After a brisk walk of a mile or two, we arrived at 
another village, where we found our annoying acquaint¬ 
ance again, who had reached il before us by a shorter 
route, and had so prejudiced or frightened the people, 

that none of them would have anything to do with our 
books. We began by this time to suspect that the in¬ 

dividual who followed us, must have been some police 

officer, or in some way accountable for the peace and 

order of^the villages, otherwise he would not have 
taken so much trouble to prevent the success of our 
undertaking. 

^ l^iading no way of escaping his officious intrusion by 

lallEd, ai)^ being now near the seof we embarked, and 
having a'feir -wind, proceeded to another cluster of vil¬ 

lages, about six or eight miles further up the bay. 
Here the^ author landed, with a basket of books, and 
having made an appointment with Mr. Stevens, to meeC 

him at a distant village»on ^ rising ground along shore, 
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he SQt oflf alone, in land. The trayelling was, however, * 
di£[icult; extensive ilats of soft sand and mud Sad fo 

be crossed, without any trace of a footpath; and every 

now and then a deep guUy .intervened, the bottom of 

which was choked up with thick mud. Into one of 

these, which was evidently knee-deep at the side, and 

much deeper in the centre, the author was about to 

descend, when some Chinese from behjnd warned him 

of the danger, and pointed out a more safe and commo¬ 

dious path: this he followed barefoot, over the sand 
and mild, till he came to a harder and firmer bottom, 

and soon ifiade his way into the cultivated fields, through 
which a path le^ to the villages. Several persons on 
the way received books, but on approaching the first 

hamlet, the inhabitants were frightened, and would have 
nothing to say to the stranger, except ordering him off 
as quickly as possible. When about to depart, a 

, respectable man came forward, and said, he had 

heard of our books, one of which he had purchased, 

and wanted some more. This encouraged others to 

apprpach, and not^ohg afterwards two learned men 

came out of the village, and received our books with 

great civility and thankfulness. 
Having a long journey to accomplish befoie sunset, 

the author left this interesting group, to proceed on his 
way? which he found intercepted by a broad stream, 

’ about three feet deep, and skirted by extensive 

treacherous quicksands. He managed, however^o 
wade through the water, and toil over the land, with 
great difficulty; a labour which was ill repaid, by the 
partial success of his endeavours, in the Village on 
^he opposite side; for the greater parfr of the people 
fled at his approach, and. the, rest looked sullen and 
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morose. A few books having been left among them, 
the traveller pressed on for the next village, and found, 
to his regret, the same ill will and sullen strangeness, 

as in the former. 
Had there been time to remain among them, and 

remove their prejudices by friendly conversation, it is 

more than probable that the attempts would have been 

successful; but the day being far advanced, and the 
way to the pls^e of rendezvous distant, the pilgrim 

was obliged to hurry on. The plain appeared highly 

cultivated, and, as far as the eye could reach, thickly 
studded with villages, to the number of eight or ten, 

within the circuit of a few miles. Finding the day at 

length gone, the author was compelled to make towards 
the sea shore; and Mr. Stevens having observed, from 

a distance, the signal made, soon joined the i)arty; and 

we proceeded together on board, where we arrived a 

little after seven o’clock, much fatigued with the la¬ 

bours of the day. 

The village on the rising ground, where Mr. Stevens 
went, had been observed by us the^preceeding day, and 

appeared to have a great number of well-built houses; 

the windows of which, glistening in the setting sun, 

gave us a very favourable idea of its importance. It 

turned out, however, on nearer approach, to be but a 
small place, with few buildings inside the walls; being 

for its appearance of magnitude, entirely to 

its^sitibn. It might have been e considerable town 

at some nArmer period, but k now forsaken and in ruins. 

The name of the place, however, still conveys some 

idea of di^ty, being caUed, Wan-kea-tan, the village 

of ten thousand familks.” 

On the 30th, we got.un^cr weigh, and stood to the 
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south-west, in search of Hae-yang; when finding a 

harbour at the head of the bay, which we thought migfit 

be near that town, we entered it,and came to an anchor. 
We had some difficulty in piaking our way into this 
harbour, which, having never before been visited by a 

European vessel, was, of course, unsurveyed. Whilst 
skirting along the shore, we discovered an opening 

between the islands, into which we thqjight it possible 
to steer the vessel, but were obliged to proceed with 

great caution, lest there might be sunken rocks in the 

w^ay. Our navigator, however, deemed it safe to venture; 

and as wd proceeded, we found the passage open out 
into d beautiful ^bay, carrying twelve and fourteen fa¬ 

thoms all the way. The harbour was sheltered from 
all winds, except the south, which in these latitudes is 

not much to be dreaded, and was capable of containing 

a whole fleet of merchantmen. About twelve o’clock 

, we landed at the head of a smafl cove; and found that 
there were only a few villages in the neighbourhood, 

while Hae-yang was about thirty miles to the westward. 
The j)eople in th$ first village were surprised at our ap¬ 

pearance, and few ventured to take our books; but in 

the second, which was the largest, we had better suc¬ 
cess. This place was called Nan-hung, and contained 
several well-built houses, which displayed both the 

quality and the taste of their owners. Seeing Some old 
* men seated at the comer of a street, we approached them.^ 

and were invited to take a seat by their side, (^r boras, 

on being produced, were accepted without mtlSi demur, 
on the ground that they taught good moral lessons. 
When a number of people had been supplied, our at- 

•tention was directed to a well-drdissed yCung man, who 
was exciting some oppo§ition.« On approaching him. 
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we found him apparently much displeased, and disposed 
to thwart our views. Upon this, we asked him, if he 
would receive a book ^ “ No,” said he, “ 1 cannot read.” 

Well,” we said, “ if you uro so ignorant, that you can¬ 
not read, we cannot help you; but there are those who 
can, and who will; why should you therefore, be en¬ 
vious of their superior attainments, and make others 
suffer for your deficiencies To this he knew not what 
to reply; as he evidently could read, and had only pro¬ 
fessed ignorance, in order to put off taking a book, and 
to give others an excuse for refusing our publications. 
The by-standers, ho^^ever, were so far ftom being 
deterred by his opposition, that they enjoyed his confu¬ 
sion, and took the books with great readiness. This 
brought him at length into a better humour, and he 
accepted of a tract also. Passing now through the 
streets, we were civilly treated by the people, and asked 
to walk into a shop, axid afterwards into a school-room, 
where the people listened attentively to what was 
advanced. Among other enquiries, they wanted to know 
how many ships we had got on the <^ast; as they luwl 
heard that there was a very large vessel on the north 
side of the promontory, with two hundred men on board. 
We told them, that the large vessel of which they had 
heard, was none other than our small brig; and instead 
of two hundred, she had not twenty men on board > but 

her size had been magnified by their fears, 
^^pon the whole we were well received by the vil¬ 
lagers, ahd left them in ^ood humour. Two more 
hamlets were visited, with various degrees of success, 
and we pfoceeded across* an extensive mud flat, to the 
beach. On oi» arrii^, we found our boat aground; 
through the carelessness of. tjie mate, who had fallen 
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fast fiBleep while the tide was ebbing, which left our 

little skiff high and dry upon the beach. We ex¬ 
erted ourselves to get the boat off, that we might visit 

another village on the oj^o^ite side of the cove: but 

failing in the attempt, we turned off to the eastward, to 

visit a Chinese fort, that stood on a hill at the head of 
the bay. I'his fort was about forty feet square, and 

twenty high, including the parapet, with a tower in 

front, which appeared* to have been intended for the 
commanding officers. The gateway was under this 

tower, and as it was not provided with doors, there was 
no difliculfy in obtaining an entrance. Inside the fort, 

we foTmd three buildings, one of which vras a stable, the 

other a cook-house, and the third a sleeping apartment, 
with bed places immediately over the oven; but all very 

much out of repair, and apparently unoccupied for many 

months. A flight of steps led to the top of the wall, 
^ round which was a walk three teet wide defended by 

the parapet, only a brick thick. Over the tow^er, in 

front, was a level space, about ten feet wide, and on the 
right^ corner a flag staff. The fort was not calculated 
to resist cannon, but where fire-arms are scarce, a few 

men might defend such a post, against a great multi¬ 

tude. ^ • • 

Oil our return, we met the mandarin who had charge 

of the fortific£^tion, making, perhaps, his semi-annual 

♦visit to the position under his care; or to shew the 
“ violent barbarians?” that the “ Sons of Han” could^Je 

fierce in their turn, when •occasion requirea it. He 
was a fat, sleek well-fed gentleman, who did credit 

to his imperial majesty’s maintenance; and,' mounted 
bn a grey charger, about fourteen hands high, he 

malde a respectable appp^ance in the turnip field, 
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• through which we were passing. On meeting us, he 
dismounted, and, without asking us a single question, 
began ordering us off. We told him our boat was 
aground, and that as sooi), a» the tide made, we should 
be going, but in the mean-time we expected to be 
treated with civility. After a little while, he became 
more gentle and agreeable, and we parted good friends. 
He told us, t^at the harbour in which we had an¬ 
chored, was a very unsafe place, having a sandy bot¬ 
tom, on which account vessels were apt to drive; and 
the bay being rocky, there was great danger of their 
being dashed to peices. Besides which, the waves 
sometimes rolled in with tremendous violence, and 
rendered the anchorage there insecure. This he said, 
merely to get us away as soon as possible; but as we 
jinew that the bottom was soft mud, and that in the 
north-east monsoon, we had no occasion to be alarmed 
about a southerly swell, his warnings were quite 
thrown away upon us. 

While lingering about the beach, we could not help 
observing the curious formation of the rocks which 
there presented themselves. In some instances, the 
strata ran in a horizontal, and in others, in a vertical 
direction^ The different layers of rock were composed 
of black hornblende, mixed with white quarts and 
now and then, a layer of gneiss intermingled. -The 

, jAole seemed to be thrown together, by some violent 
^vulsmn; and the quartz had, in several instances, 
forced wway between the other rocks, pushing them 
aside, or making them project outwards, while some 
lines ran*in an oblique*direction, as thin as a man’s 
hand. Numerous rotks of various kinds, lay scattered 
on the beachi and presi^ntedInmost curious and fan^is- 
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% scene. The operations of the waves dashing*tm the 
shore, had added not a little to the wdldness and rug¬ 
gedness of its appearance. Arriving on board in the 
eveiling, we considered that, •as we had already spent a 
week to little purpose, on the south side of the pro¬ 
montory, and as the people were generally backward 
to receive our tjpoks, it would be better to proceed to a 
more favourable region: so we resolved, on the follow¬ 
ing moniing to set saif, for the provinces of Keang-soo 
and Ch^-keang. 

(A quitting Shan-lung, it may be proper to observe, 
that we have nowhere been roughly used or ill-treated, 
while the natives have been uniformly found harmless 
and peaceable. We seldom*saw a weapon of any kind, 
beyond agricultural implements, and with the exception 
of one old man, in Ke-san-so, who had a rusty sword? 
and the few men drawn up at ihe guard-house, both 

•soldiers and people, were without arms. We have 
sometimes been spoken to, in a surly manner; and, 
now and then, forbidden to proceed into the villages; 
but, when once on the high road, po one ever attempted 
to hinder or turn us back; ami, for all that we could 
see, it would be no difficult matter to travel, from one 
side of the promontory to the other, if any object were 
to be gained by so doing. 

The people, though inoffensive, were, by no means, 
forward to help or entertain us; we seldom had ai^ 
thing offered us, and* even with asking, couldjget little 
besides water. So that, had we depended on the charity 
of the people of Shan-tung, we should have J:)een but 
ill supplied. * * ^ 

•'Vyith regard to their reception of our message, this 
journal will speak for itself.* On the north side, wl^ich 

2 G 
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i?fas^*ilrst visited, they were more willing to receive 
books, than on the south; while the further we went, 
the more disinclination was manifested. ITiis may be 
attributed partly to the repoi^ of our arrival and opfera^ 
tions having preceded us; and to the prohibitions which 
the mandarins had issued, against receiving our books, 
or holding any intercourse with us. found, also, 
that the people^on the sea shore, and in places of great 
concourse, wer» more greedy after books, so as even to 
rob us of them, while those in the retired hamlets were 
very shy. This may have resulted, in the former^case, 
from the frequent commiinication kept up with stran¬ 
gers, while the villagers, being more secluded from the 
world, were naturally suspicious of foreigners. On the 
whole, the amount of books distributed in Shan-tung, 
considering the time occupied in the work, the extent of 
ground travelled oven, and the number of persons met 
with, did not quite equal our expectations, or come up 
to what we hoped to experience in the south. 

As to oral instruction, much cannot be said; for 
though the people, cyen to the youngest child, and the 
meanest clown, all spoke and understood the mandarin 
dialect, and thus could easily communicate with us; yet 
the time that we could afford to stay with them was 
so short, and the subject treated of so strange, that 
we could hardly expect the natives to be greatly in- 

'Ei^sted or improved. Stdl something was attem2)ted, 
at each^lace to which we came;'enough to give them 
a general ic^aof the Gos^l, and a clue to the better 
understanding of the books left among them; and who 
can tell, but in some^ future day, fruit will spring up to 
a good account, from the seed thus hastily sown. Mdy 
the. Lord, of his infinite memy, be pleased to follow the 
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distribution of three thousand books on the north#**and 
of six hundred on the south side, of this promontory, 
with his blessing; and may the occasional conversa¬ 
tions held with the people,*b€f productive of great good, 
to His eternal glory. 

llie temporal condition of the natives of Shan-tung, 
seemed generally good. We witnessed nothing of that 
squalid poverty and deep distress, to be met with in 
other parts of the empire. The men wore, for the most 
part, robust and well-fed, hearty and hard-working; 
while no w’ant, so far as we could perceive, ])revailed. 
Wti saw no Ijeggars, and few ragged people; their cloth¬ 
ing commonly consisted of cottons, sometimes doubled, 
and not unfrequently quilted; most of them wore shoes 
and stockings, and many had more jackets than one. 
Some had coats of skins, with the hair or wool inside, as 
a defence against the cold weathty:. A peculiar kind of 
nap was worn by the generality, made of white felt, 
fitting close to the head, and turned up on each side, 
with flaps which could be pulled down, if necessaiy, 
over the ears. Every individual jvas provided with a 
pipe, and a light kind of tobacco, which they smoked 
very frequently. They always carried a bit of steel 
about with them,-and as the ground was covered wilh 
a kind of quartz, which by concussion emits sparks, 
they liad only to stoop down and pick up a stone, and 
after striking a light, to throw it away again. 

The women were not so ^ood-looking as tj^ men; 
some were ugly, almost all ordinary, and scarcely any 
handsome. They were pale-faced and sickly in ge¬ 
neral, and seldom exhibited* the^ ruddj complexion 
olTservable in the other sex. 

■ It is well known, tliat^he Chinese have a method 
2 c; 2 • m 
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Qf Ifkding up th^ feet of their female offspring,* from 
their earliest infancy. For this purpose, they use 
ligatures, wound very tight round the foot and instep, 
with the toes bent inwaVds, until they grow into the 
sole of the foot. I’hus diminished and compressed, 
the foot is reduced to three or four inches in length, 
and as many in circumference, tapering towards a 
point at the end. Of course, the ankle bones become 
proportionablyolarge, while the club feet thus produced 
are but ill-adapted for walking. Hence the gait of 
Chinese women is extremely awkward; they are 
obliged to throw themselves a little forward, in setting 
off, and to keep their bodies somewhat out of the per¬ 
pendicular, or they would be in danger of falling back¬ 
ward : and as they have no spring in their toes, they 
are unable to urge on their joumics with speed. Indeed, 
some of them are scarcely able to walk at all, and are 
obliged either to use sticks to support them, or to lean 
on a servant, in order to move along the streets. The 
poorer sort, however, may be seen nrorking in the fields, 
and performing the«aost laborious employments. On 
our first arrival in a village, the women generally ran 
and hid^themselves; but they speedily returned, crowd¬ 
ing the doors of the houses, and the heads of the lanes, 
in order to see the strangers as they passed by, soon 
loosing all their timidity, in the eagerness of their 

^mriosity. 
The^wellings of the people in Shan-tung are mostly 

built of gi^nite, but occasionally of mud; while the 
roofs are frequently tiled, but more generally thatched. 
Some are plq,^tered|Lnd white-washed, and ratlier taste¬ 
fully fitted up; the dwellings of the poorer sort, how¬ 
ever, stand forth in all th^ native and rude simplicity. 
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The piajority of the houses are about thirty feet^lpn^, ^ 
ten wide, and eight high. A door occupies the tJiJ^lre 
of the front, and a window each side. Near the door¬ 
way, there are frequently* seen two blocks of granite, 
projecting a little from the wall, with loopholes in them, 
which are used for tying up cattle, whilst feeding. 
Some houses are double, having a front and back range 
of buildings, but we saw few that wre two stories 
high. The streets arelfrom ten to twen^ feet wide, run¬ 
ning parallel to each other, crossed by narrowr lanes. 

Each considerable village is provided with a temple; 
but these' are generally in bad repair, and the gods 
apjiaT^ntly mucW neglected. The idols worshipped are, 
either the phanwm Buddha^ or a martial hero, probably 
Kwan-foo-tsze, who flourished about the third century 
of the Christian era. Little shrines are also to be 
seen in the fields, with rude stone images in them; or 

^a mere tablet, bearing a simple inscription. Tombs 
are scarce, but those which are met with, are for the 
most part upright, like head-stones in an English 
churchyard, llicsc memorials for the dead are white, 
and sometimes polished, with the characters more or 
less neat, according to the w^ealth or skill of those who 
erect them: soipe tombs are round like dofties, and 
others long, with a slanting roof of mason-work over 

..the tap. Still the receptacles of the dead are by no 
/means so numerous, as the habitations of the living*. 

The ground is wdl cultivated, wherever it i^ capable 
of culture, and the sterility \>f the soil is improved by 
the attention that is paidto stercoration. Almost every 
person met vrith in the Adds, is provided with a 
hand-basket and a rake, with Tvhich he collects the 
dung of all the cattle in.the way, and carefully con- 
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veying it home, deposits it on the dung-hills, at t^c en¬ 
trance of every village, where the manure is heaped up 
and ripened for use. I'he productions of the soil are, 
beans, in great quantities ;*mfllet, of various kinds; back- 
wheat, of a poor quality; rice, and wheat. The fields arc 
not fenced off by hedges, but divided by small grassy 
ridges, sufficient to enable each man to know his own : 
and the houses are collected logethiT in villages, either 
for defence or company. The cuttle to be nuU with are, 
a small kind of oxen, horses of a diminutive size, asses 
in abundance, and some mules. Shaggy-haired goats 
were seen, but no sheep; though the mandarins ma¬ 
naged to supply us with some at Jve-san-so. 'rhe 
domestic animals are never left to graze at pleasure, 
but tethered to a string, are removed from one place 
to another, when the grass is consumed. No veno¬ 
mous or wild beasts,^, of any kind, were seen, neither 
did we hear of any; but birds were espied, in great 
numbers, some of which being very tame, allowed us to 
<ome near them, without flying away. 

The poor people w^ho pursue, from youth to old age, 
the same monotonous •round of toils, for a subsis¬ 
tence, never sec nor hear anything of the world around 
thfem. Improvements in the useful {irts and sciences, 
and an increase of the conveniences of life are not 
known among them. In the place where their lathery 
Ijjired and died, they toil and pass away, to be succeeded 
by another generation in the sam^ manner, 'file towns, 
and even the villages, whibh are noted in the old maps, 
we found as delineated; unchanged, except by decay, 
and unimproved in any* respect. ITie people possess 
few of the comforts* of life; neither table, chair, nbr 
any article of flimiturei was to be seen in the houses of 
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Inem appears, but in the liberalizing and hapjjji^i- 
flucnce of Christianity. This delightful province might 
1h(*n become the abode «f piillions of happy inhabi¬ 
tants. But now, and for ages, they have been excluded 
from lliat best ])oon, which thti Almighty ever gave to 
man, and wdihout their own consent. They have an 
indisputable right to call for the knowledge of the 
(Christian ndigiou, which was given to man by God, 
and no government nJLy justly hintler them from pos¬ 

sessing it. They imll for religious knowledge, not 
in(U‘(‘d, cWi; appreo^ming its full and eternal importance, 
but prcsenti^ a host of moral maladies, wdiich need 
rt'lief; and, it ^ ill ever be the happiness of those, who 

aidetl in this expedition, to know^^ that nearly four thou¬ 
sand volumes, containing much of the Holy Scriptures, 

were h‘ft in Shan-tung. What the result of that little 
, beginning will be, is to us unknown. To the truths 
of the books themselves, and to the influence of the 

GchI of truth on their minds, w’^e leave the work, not 
expecting that it will be wholly in vain. 
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PROCEEDl<N(4S IN KEANC^SOO PROVINC^E. 
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t 
VOVAGETO THE SOUTHWARD — AIIKIVAL A^ WOO-SUNG — API'EAUANCE 

OF THE COUNTRY —KEUEP'.’iON ON SllOKK-i H)UKNEY TO SIIAN(;-HAE 

— INTERVIEW WITH THE OFFICERS —BOOKS D^X'TRlBUTt'D —ARRIVAL 

OF THE (’HIEF MAGISTRATE — REFUSAL TO BEFORE HIM— 

DISCUSSION ABOUT CEREMONIES — REASONS 1-. R DECISION — AT¬ 

TEMPT TO ENTER THE UlTV - UNPLEASANTNESS AT PARTING — 

OPERATIONS AMONG THE JUNKS — REMARKS ON WOO-SUNG — AND 

ITS INHABITANTS —ARRIVAL OF A GENERAL — DESCRIPTION OF THE 

MILITARY —AND FORTIFICATIONS—VISIT OF ONE MANDARIN — CUN¬ 

NINGNESS OP ANOTHER—UNSUCCESSFUL \OVAGE—PLEASANT TOUR 

—THE PEOPLE EAGER FOR ROOKS —AND THE SOLDIERS FOR GAIN— 

DIFFICULTIES AND DlSAPPOlNTlklENTS. 

On the first of October we set sail, with a light breeze, 
to the southward: for two days wc were becalmed; 
and on the fourth, had stsong head winds, and a heavy 
sea, with much rain. It being the Lord's day, we held 
service iii the cabin, and towards evening the wind 
grew more moderate and fair. The sea, however, still 
continued high. 

yhe next day we enjoyed a fair wind, and held on 
our coursj^ to the southward. On* the sixth we made 
the Choo-san archipelago, *and came to an anchor off 
GutzlaflTs ^island. The day following, notwithstanding 
the gloomy and rainy w^^ther, we got under ; 
but the tide setting us on the edge of a sand^bank, wfe 
were obliged to come <o, after mnning aliout twenty 
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miles. Our situation at this period was by no*iivfeans'* 
agreeable, or even safe; almost out of sight qJ 
and yet in such shallow water, that w’e were in great 
danger of grounding every moment; the w'atcrs of the 
Yang-tsze-kcang, sweeping along at this point into the 
sea, had been carrying down for ages vast (juantities of 
mud, which forming into shoals, rendered navigation 
dangerous and intricah'. 'I'lie channel between the 
banks was not above ckiiiile wide, and shoaled on each 
side, to one and two fjJioms. The fog, wdiichi)i;evailed 

at the time, increase^our perplexity ; and had it not 
been for •the examient chart eonslnicted by Captain 
lleesT and the Vigilant assiduity of our eoinmander, 
aided by the siipennt(*nding providence of God, w^e 
should most lik<*ly have b(*en overwhelmed by the dif- 
iieullies which surrounded us. 

On the eighth, the w\*athcr w as still dark and gloomy, 
^ in the midst of wdiich we set sail, and arrived about 
noon off the forts at the mouth of the Woo-sung river, 
leading to Slumg-hae, where w’e came to an anchor, 
The/og prevented the Chinese from seeing us, till we 
were close in; hut as soon^ as w^e were discovered, 
the batteries commenced firing blank cartridges, from 
each side of the river; their powder, how^e^er, must 
have been badly mixed, as at the distance of only a few 
hundred yards, the report of their cannon wras not 
louder than that of a musket. The nearest fort* was 
very mnai out of repair, having the foundatjpii under¬ 
mined by the late inundations, and a great part of the 
front wall fallen in. We did rtbt observe any guns on 
this fortification, hut there w^ere a few jueces of onl- 
^ance, without carriages, jdacedhn theYop of the mud 
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eml)li^knient acljoining it. The defences on the south 
siSx, better repair. 

The waters of the river, and indeed of the whole 
channel, were very turbi^l, ^ind of a yellowish hue. 
They tinged the copper of our vessel, so that all the 
dashing of the waves against it, till our return to Lin- 
tin, did not wholly remove the colour. A tumbler of 
the water soon deposited a sediment of soft yellow’mud, 
one twentieth of its whole bulk in thickness. 'I'he 
contrast between the hilly pro inec we had just left, 
and the level and rich tiedds of \eang-soo, was most 
striking. Trees and foliage here w^;!^' abundant, and 
nature seemed to be profuse of her g. fts. But owing 
to the extremely unfavourable weather during our stay, 
and to other events beyond our coidrol, we saw com¬ 
paratively little of this fertile and thriving region. 
Enough, however, was seen to convince us of the great 
accuracy and value of Mr. Lindsay’s observations, in. 
his journal. He has not only, in a manner, opened the 
way to this great city, but has collected more informa¬ 
tion of various sorts respecting it, than another can hope 

soon to do. Owing to the violence of the prevailing 
storm, no vessels, were seen passing out or in, and the 
river about a mile above us was filled with a numcroius 
fleet, waiting for fair weather to go to sea. The tides 

were strong, and the rise and fall two fathoms. • 
When the rain abated a little, we went up to the 

town of JiVoo-sung, off which there were auout one 
hundred junks lying at anchor. On landing, we ob¬ 
served a number of Fih-keen sailors, distinguished by 
their blu^-jackets and cheerful looks, just going into 
their boat. These hailed in their native dialects 
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and were answered wnth all the heartiness peculiar ttf 
ttiat people. We told them, that we had books ifiv 

lation; and as they appeared to be accustomed to such 
distributions, they carnet eagerly forward to receive 
them. The })eople standing on shore, influenced by 
their example, also a])pliod for tracts; and we began 
dealing out our publications, when two mandarins 
accosted us, and asked us to step into {j bouse. This we 
declined, till our Ijusii^ess was done, when w’c promised 
to give them every Scyisfaction. The mandarins, how¬ 
ever, went with us ,Mto the village, and stood by, w’hile 
w^c distrfl)uted ().ur tracts, keeping the people quiet, so 
that*eaeh one rt^eeived bis portion in an orderly manner. 
After two or three standings, at the corners of diflerent 
streets, the books in our bag were expended; and wc 
went into the temple of the “ queen of heaven,” where 
we sat down to talk to the irfiindarins and people. 
After answering their enquines, as to our voyage, 
business, &c., we took the opportunity of explaining to 
them the main doctrines of the Gospel, and our object 
in T^siting their town, viz., to propagate the principles 
of truth and righteousness, jjy means of books. I’he 
mandarins assented to the propriety, and goodness of 
our enterprize, jand the people approved ot* •what they 
heard. On learning that this was our first visit to 
Wod^sung, they asked how we came to know that there 
was^uch a place, and the way to approach it. We told 
them, tEat we follotved the tracts of previous^travellers, 
and could find our way by means of instruments and 
charts, without the aid df a pilot 

Having returned to the boats, we directed the re- 
*knahider of the tracts to be givei! out, ahd as the people 
were a little too eager iii«graai)ing after them, one of 
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the maadarins became angry, and seized two persons, 
to*i»afcg examples of them. We immediately inter¬ 
fered, and told the officers, that the supposed offenders 
must be libejated; for, sq^eing that they had got into 
trouble, on account of our affair, we should consider 
anything done to them, as a mark of disrespect to our¬ 
selves. The mandarin said, that since we came thither 
with such kind intentions, to give away good books 
among the people, it was unpardonable that these fel¬ 
lows should behave so unreasoni^bly, and snatch them 
out of our hands in such an unleremonious manner; 
it was therefore necessary to make an*examplcPof them. 
This was done under colow of protecting us from the 
rudeness of the populace; but, had these same people, 
pelted us with stones, there is little doubt that the man¬ 
darins would have been glad of it. However, we perse¬ 
vered in requiring the release of the men; and, out of 
respect to us, it was complied with. This town was a 
close, muddy place; but we saw a number of respectable 
people in it, who, by their satin boots and decent 
clothes shewed themselves to be somewhat above the 
vulgar. On returning {o the vessel, we were headed by 
a strong wind and heavy sea, which nearly swamped 
our*little skiff; but by the good hand of God aiding 
our exertions, 'we were enabled to reach the brig. 
About evening, a junk dropped down, and anchored 

r close*by us, probably with the view of watching our 
motions. ^ • 

On the 9th of October, we started in the long-boat, 
for Shang-hae; which,^though *a city of the third rank, 
is one of the greatest emporiums of commerce, on the 
cast coast of China. * It communicates, immediately, 
with the rich districts ©f Sporchow, and Ilang-chow, 
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l^ceiving the rich brocades from that arcadia of C^ina, 
and conveying thither, the inventions and commociities 
of the western world. The trade of this place is equal, 
if *not superior to that of* Canton, and the appointment 
to district magistrate, or superintendent of customvS, at 
Shang-hae, is considered exceedingly lucrative, and 
highly important. 

The day was stormy, and we were in doubt about 
the propriety of unde^aking so long journey, in such 
dark and rainy weajjiier; but the value of time, and 
the necessity of ^tJtting up to the city, before any 
opposition was organized against us, detennined us to 
proceed as soon as possible. The boat in which we 
were embarked was a bad^ailer; and being without an 
oliicer, our men little heeded our directions, each one 
doing that which was right in his own eyes: notwith¬ 
standing which, we got up to th§ city, in little more than 

* three hours. The river was about a mile wide, lined 
on each side by high embankments, beyond which the 
country appeared low and marshy, but by the industry 
of the Chinese, rendered serviceable and productive. 

The vicinity of Shang-ha« was marked by the forest 
of junks, which lay off the city, and which, according to 
the testimony of an officer of customs, amounted to up¬ 
wards of a thousand in number. As the weather was 
dart and rainy, our approach to the city was not ob- 

we got up among the junks; and eveif then, 
so few persons were abroad in the rain, that^we passed 
along for some time, withbut much notice; when sud- 

' denly the hue and cry was raised, that a foreign boat 
had arrived, and immediately every window and door 

*was crowded, and the sides of the junks lined with 
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"spectQt6rs. All wore a smiling aspect, and no.oi]e 
seemetWarmed or displeased at our sudden entry. 

Passing on, we soon descried the temple of the 
Queen of Heaven, spoken «of‘by Gutzlafi* and Lindsay, 
where we landed, amidst a great crowd of spectators, 
and were just getting up our bag of books to commence 
the work of distribution, when, suddenly W'e heard be¬ 
hind us, a clalt^iring noise on the granite pavement, 
produced by the^ thumping of l^g bamboos; and on 
looking round, we saw the peop\p give way, right and 
left, and two officers [appeared, who greeted us with a 
friendly aspect; and invited us to repair to t&e temple 
hard by. Being perfectly willing to resjmnd to their 
invitation, we ordered a sailpr to follow us, with a bag 
of books, and made towards the temple, through an 
immense crowd, who opened a way for us to pass, 
while the lictors went before, crying out Klh lae, “ the 
visitors are come.” 

In the temple, w^e sat down opposite the two officers, 
one of whom was Wang Laou-yay, a lieutenant-colonel in 
the army. After a short conversation, cakes and tea wei e 
served up, and the hooka were produced, which were 
accepted both by <he mandarins and their attendants. 

"Phe raah continuing to fell, the officer requested us 
to delay giving out books among the people, till tlie 
weather cleared up. Perceiving that their intehtion 
was th hinder our work, and put it off to an indefinite 
period, wi thought it beat to divide our forces, and 
whilst the author engaged the officer in conversation, 
Mr. Stevens went to wte boat, distribute the tracts. 
He was not long in deadng out the contents of two 
Ijoxes, amongst* a dedbe crowd of eager and anxious* 
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ayplicanls. The police runners who followed, 'ejulea-* 
"voured, by their staves, to keep the people from^rowd- 
ing round, but it was impossible to restrain them; and 
the*beadles, in the attempt,-were some of them bonie 
down and overthrown. 

Mr. Steven’s account of the transaction, is as fol¬ 
lows : “ Breaking open a box of books, I stood in the 
boat and attempted to hand them out singly, to the mul¬ 
titude that thronged thfe shore. By mcjving from place 
to place, this measure partially succeeded, till the con¬ 
tents of the first box were finished. The petty officers 
then, witfi upraised hands, implored me not to distri¬ 
bute any more but seeing, as 1 did, such crowds as¬ 
sembled, that not one, in fifty, could obtain a volume, 
and thinking that no other opportunity might occur, 
1 was obliged to be inexorable, and opened the second 
box. Such a press was now made, upon the boat, that 

• I found it impossible to do better, than merely scatter 
the books indiscriminately over the heads of the people, 
letting them fall into their upraised hands, till a thou¬ 
sand, volumes were given among the myriads of Shang- 
hae. In the bustle, unavoidably occasioned by the 
simultaneous moving of such a mass ef human beings, 
the officers’ clnj>s were sometimes seen placing over 
fheir heads, and again officers and cudgels were borne 
down* together.” 

In ^ the meantime, the author was engaged fin a 
^conference with th^ mandarins, an account ^f which, 
penned at the time, may ndt be mteresting. 

The party was joinem by another mandarin, 
named, Chin Laou-yay, employed in the custom-house 
department, who wore an Eurof>ean boat-cloak, made 

• of broad-cloth, with a velvet collar. He was a hearty, 
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"rougb-looking man but had a keen eye, and a voluble 
tongue? Immediately after his arrival, he took the 
lead in the conversation, and asked whether we ha<l 
not been in Shan-tung, and had communication with 
some great officers there ? This question led me to 
think, that the news of our operations further north, 
had already reached Shang-hae; though twenty days 
had scarcely elapsed since our interview with the 
general, at Ke-s^n-so. He enquired after Messrs. Lind¬ 
say and Gutzlaff, and wished to know, whither we in¬ 
tended to proceed. I told him, that the gentleman 
alluded to were well; and with respect to ourselves,,we 
could hardly tell in what direction we should go; quot¬ 
ing a Chinese proverb, ‘ Wp know not to day, what will 
take place to morrow.* ‘ But,’ I continued, ‘ as your 
native conjurers are reckoned very clever, they may 
perhaps be able to tell,you.* ‘ I am conjurer enough for 
that,’ said Chin; ‘ but what is your profession 'V I told 
him, that I was a teacher of religion, having been en¬ 
gaged in diffusing instruction, for a number of years; in 
addition to which, I should be glad to administer medi¬ 
cine gratuitously, to any who were in need of it. ‘ Very 
well,’ said he, stripping up his sleeve, ‘ feel my pulse, 
and see '^at is the matter with me,,' He was told 
that there did not appear to be much the matter with 
him, as his looks indicated good health, ^Then l see,’ 
repliM he, ‘ that you do not understand the flcmggg,of 
medicine#fbr I am troubled with aSthma.* 

After a little time, a griat noise was heard outside, 
and the ayival of the<chief magistrate of the city was 
announced; when several dff^ers came in, and requested 
me to go and'kee hfs worship, the mayor. He waM 
seated in thef centra! hall of Hhe temple, with a large * 
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retinye of officers standing by his side. He appeared * 
' to be a middle-aged man, with a smooth face arfd fair 
complexion, but he assumed a stem aspect, immediately 
I entered. Without regarding his austere looks, 1 paid 
him the usual compliments ; and finding a chair placed 
opposite, I thought it was intended for myself, and 
took my seat accordingly. This disconcerted him much; 
and as soon as he could recover hiniseU’, from the sur- 
j)rise and indignation which overcame him, at seeing a 
barbarian seated in his presence, he ordered me to come 
near and stand befoie him ; while all the officers around 
called ouf, ‘ Ilise! rise!’ I rose accordingly, and asked 
whetfier I could not be allowed to sit at the conference i 
and being told that 1 could^ not, 1 bow^ed and left the 
room. Many voices were immediately raised to call me 
back, but I paid not the slightest attention to them, and 
did not stop, till 1 had reached the apartment to which 

♦1 was at first introduced. 
“ 1 was soon followed by Chin and Wang Laoti-yays, 

who tried every effort to persuade me to return ; this, 
however, I stedfastly refused to do, unless 1 could be 
allowed to sit, as others of my countrymen had done in 
like circumstances. The Laou-yays oliserved, that the 
native-oflicers w^pre accustomed to stand, in th6 presence 
of their chief magistrate, and why should a stranger 
refuse to do the same ^ ‘You stand,’ I replied, ‘ be- 
cause. you are paid by the Chinese government; and 
"as^subje^ of the empire, you ought to coipply with 
the imperial regulations; while a stranger and a guest 
should be treated with stime de^ee of respect.’ ‘ But 
among us,’ they said, ‘ when 8 commoner appears before 
6ne of our superior officers, he* is obliged to kneel.’ 

. On this being strenuously ol^ected to, they asked, 
2 u 
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‘ Well,' if you will not kneel, will you standi ’ - ,No,’ 
said I*-* I come as a friendly stranger, and am invited' 
by you to a public conference. I have committed no 
offence, nor broken any laws; and therefore will not 
submit to stand as a culprit, before any mandarin in the 
empire, Messrs. Lindsay and GutzlafiF,’ I continued, 
‘ were allowed to sit at the conference to which they 
were admitted, and the same privilege was now expected.* 
Wang Laou-yajr, who pretended to have been present 
at the conference to which those gentlemen were ad¬ 
mitted, declared, that they had been compelled to stand. 
Such an unblushing falsehood was repelled *by an ap¬ 
peal to the jouinal of Messrs. Lindsay and Gu'tzlaff, 
from which it appearetl, that they had been treated 
with all due respect. 1 further observed, that I had 
been admitted to a conference with the military super¬ 
intendent of the province of Shan-tung, and a governor 
of a city of the second order, when I was allowed to, 
sit for several hours in their presence; and that I ivas 
not now going to stand before the magistrate of a city 
of the third order, with whom no high military officer 
was associated. * , 

“ They said, that those officers might have been great 
in •their \iistrict, but their chief magistrate was the 
greatest Chinese in Shang-hae. ‘ Well then,’ said I, 
‘ and the individual who now addresses you, 4s the 
greatest Englishman in Shang-hae, and does not choose 
to compi;pmise the honour of his •country, 6r "Fia&“ me 
success of his enterprise, by submitting to be treated as 
a barbarian, or contefnplated* as an offender. I have 
no petition to present, and no favour to ask; and if the 
chief magistrate doe9 not wish to see me in a proper 
manner, 1 will not wait^n hjiQ at all.* ‘ He wishes to see. 
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you,\said they, ‘ to put some questions to you.’ ‘‘Well,* 
'said I, ‘he can depute you to ask me any questiAis he 
pleases, and I will answer them.’ They then endea¬ 
voured to persuade me by fair speeches, and said, if 
I would but go in, and slate who I was, and that 1 was 
a teacher, and distributor of books, come on a benevo¬ 
lent cntcrprize, to diffuse knowledge, and promote hap¬ 
piness, doubtle.ss he would then allow ipe to sit down. 

I replied, ‘ I must be seated at the commence¬ 
ment of the conference, and will not consent to receive 
civility in the shape of condescension from any man; so 
that you ^ay cease your endeavours, as I am deter¬ 
mined not to stand.’ Finding that 1 would not be 
persuaded, they went to inform the mayor of my deter¬ 
mination, to sec whether he would comply with my 
desire; but they soon returned, saying, that the present 
chief magistrate Kwaii Laou-yay, was more rigid than 

Jihe former one, who presided at file time of Mr. Lind¬ 
say’s visit, and that he was resolved not to swerve in a 
single instance from the regulations of the celestial 
empire; further, that if I would not comply with the 
usual ceremouies, I was at liberty 1;o return to the vessel. 
I replied, that it was my intention to/etum when the 
wind and tide were favourable; but that as I oame iq a 
friendly, and not in a hostile manner, I was not to be 
driveip away, as an enemy or an evil doer.” 

It may appear to some fastidious, and to others.per- 
tflSSSoilSrthat a missionary should stand so much upon 
trifles in his intercourse with the authorities of pagan 
lands; and that to gain an objeci, a man should waive 
all ^lersonal and national considerations, and Consent to 
stand, or even kneel for hours, «if by that means he 

: could hut induce a heathen,nilq^ to listen to the truth, 
2h2 
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or 'tp permit the circulation of Christian knowledge 
throughout the land. But the question is, would the 
object be gained by such a timid policy, and by such 
plastic obsequiousness'? ./riie experience of ages*has 
proved, that in negotiating with the Chinese, nothing 
would tend so effectually to defeat the end in vicvr, as 
a ready compliance with their deinancts. Finding their 
first requisition acceded to, they -would immediately 
propose another, still more humiliating; and instead of 
abating the rigour of their tenns, in consequence of our 
yielding, they would only rise in their demands, just in 
proportion to our voluntary humiliation. After giving 
up, therefore, one after another, every point of cere¬ 
mony, -we should find ourselves still farther from ad¬ 
justment than at the beginning; and attempt in vain 
to gain the position from which we had willingly re¬ 
ceded. Besides, the matter in debate, though trivial in 
our estimation, is by no means unimportant in theirs 
every subsequent negotiation with the same individual, 
or with others of his nation, would hinge upon the first 
reception; and attention to his message, or disregard to 

his declarations, throughout the land, would depend 
very much on the position which a missionary might 
maintaiif in his first conference with the mandarins. 

* 

The Chinese assume to be, not only the greatest nation 
tinder heaven, but the only civilized and powerful nation 
in the world. All others are either vassels under the 
imperial^ way, or barbarians beyond the pale ofcivih-' 
zation, and incapable of being influenced by the com¬ 
mon principles of re^on and humanity. If now we 
admit the justice of their pretensions, we must either 
confess ourselVfes vassels, subject to their dominion, and 
liable to be bambooe^ at^pleasure; or irreclaimable* 
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savages, incapable of reflection, and consequently,not • 
• very suitable persons for illuminating the sub^fcts of 

the celestial empire. Should we acknowledge our vas¬ 
salage, they would put us* upon a level with the filthy 
Coreans, or naked Siamese, w'ho sometimes visit their 
shores; and should we admit the appellation of barbae 
rians, we should be ranged by them with the mountain 
lri!)es of their own country, who are said to be adorned 
W'ith tails. Neither .Christian humility, therefore, 
nor Christian prudence, would lead ifs to submit to 
(liinese encroachments; and regard for the success of 
our enterprise, as well as compassion for the souls of 
the pftor benighted Chinese, would induce us to maintain 
a firm dignity and uncompromising policy, with such 
an encroaching and overbearing people. It must be 
jvmembcred also, that the aposlle of the Gentiles once 

' stood on his rights as a citizen, and sent word to the 
^magistrates, bidding them to ‘‘t’orne themselves and 
fetch him out of prison.” 

The author having been joined by Mr. Stevens, we 
jirocecded to converse more familiarly, and to deliver 
out books to the ofiicers and thdr attendants, as well 
as to some strangers that were present, till they vs^ere 
all gone. We had already given a list of a few fr^sh 
provisions that were wanted, to Wang Laou-yay, which 
we requested him to purchase for us, and we would pay 

, for them, lly this time the articles vrere brought in, 
^ tlrey offered to give us as a present; and seeing 

that there was no other w^y of settling the question, 
we resolved to accept ofithe articles, and to send them 
some consideration in return., • 
, Whilst engaged in the arrangement of these matters, 

. the chief magistrate observed our native servant, a boy 
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' froui Paulo Nias, ofif the island of Sumatra (whose 
portrait appears in the frontispiece), passing by before 
the hall; upon which he sent for him, and as he could 

not obtaia the master s obedience, was determined to 
make the servant stand, and be catechized before him. 
He insisted on it, that the boy was of Chinese origin, 

as his features somewhat resembled those of the Chi¬ 
nese: but after much questioning and examination, 
they found that the youth was entirely ignorant of any 

dialect of the Chinese language, and consequently could 
not belong to the celestial empire. Had they succeeded 
in getting a word or two out of him, they wOhld doubt¬ 

less have denounced him a Chinese traitor, or lis kid¬ 

nappers of celestial children; but his ignorance of the 

language confounded them*, and compelled them to let 
him go. 

The rain having moderated, we rose to take a walk, 
and proceeded towards the boat, where the sailors were, 

busy eating their dinner,while thousands around eagerly 

stretched forward, to “ see the lions fed.” One man 
who had pressed through the crowd to get a sight of 

the strangers, immediately began rubbing his eyes, and 

then took a secqnd look, that he might be certain it 
w^s not t dream. 

Wishing to enter the city, we turned off in that di¬ 

rection, but were stopped by the officers and* their 
attendants, who actually blocked up the way, and would 

not allow us to proceed a step further; urgifi^, Tflal Iftf 

we had refused to wait upon the chief magistrate, he 

had issued positive orders that we should not be allowed 

to enter the city. TTie opposition they now manifested 

was so determined, that we saw there was no way of 

overcoming it but by a resort jfco force; which not being 
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uisposed to do, we thought it most advisable to give* 
up the point, and reluctantly returned to the |«mple. 

We regretted afterwards that we had attempted, or 

that, having attempted, we |iad not persevered in the 

endeavour; for we did not find the mandarins one whit 
the more civil on account of our compliance, but rather 
the contrary. 

After another hour’s conversation, they brought on 

the table two great h^aps of cakes, expecting us like 
“ hungry barbarians,” to fall to work, aftd devour them; 
but not liking the unceremonious manner in which they 

were offeved us, we refused to partake of anything, un¬ 
less Ihey served up dinner in a regular way; upon 
which tliey brought in a dish of rice, and different 

kinds of stews, which we‘partook of, in conjunction 
with the mandarins, and departed. 

On coming down to the boat, we found that they had 

^ heaped up the fowls, and other Articles of provision, in 

our boat, to go down with us to the vessel; but as our 
bark was already overloaded, and as we apprehended 
much difficulty in getting down the river ourselves, we 
thought it better to have the presents taken out, and 

sent by another conveyance*. On the steps, .we ob¬ 

served abasket, nearly fiill of straw, and on th^top,about 

half a dozen b*ooks, tom in pieces, and about to be 
burnt. On enquiry they told us, that these were a few 

that had been tom in the scuffle, and in order to prevent 

riieir ])t'iifg trodden.under foot, which the Chinese con¬ 

sider a great evil, they we^e about to bum them. We 
immediately recollected, however, having heard Chin 

Laou-yay giving directions tp his servants to keep one 
pr two of the books which fell |o his share, and to do 
something with the rest j but what it was, we could not 
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telland it now occurred to us, that he had directed 

them to.be burnt in our presence, in order to vex and 
degrade us, in the eyes of the people. On the torch 

being applied to the basket, therefore, we took the jxre- 
sents which were lying by, and placed them on the fire, 
by which means, the flame was extinguished ; but the 

Chinese, taking off the articles, applied the torch again, 
whilst we repeated the former operation; to shew them, 
that if they despised our presents, we also disregarded 

theirs. Finally, the basket was thrown into the river, 
and we departed very much displeased at the insulting 
conduct of the mandarins. I'he books thus destroyed, 

were only a few which had fallen into the hands of the 

officers, while a thousand others had been distributed 
among the people, which the authorities could neither 

discover nor destroy. 
On our return, we found the wind directly against 

us, so that, after wasting an hour, and not getting out 

of sight of the town, we were obliged to take to the 
oars, and assisted by the tide, we gently dropped down 
the river. Fearing lest we should not be able to reach 

the vessel before the tide made up again, and thus be 

kept out all nighty we apiilied to the mastei’s of several 

junks, requesting them to give us shelter; but our aj)- 

plication was vain. They were so alarined at our sud¬ 

den appearance, that they scarcely knew what to an¬ 

swer,^ and appeared mainly anxious to get us out of 

their vessels as soon as possible. 

Night sbon came on, witl^ rain, and as there was no 

officer in the boat, the men gavjp vent to their vexation, 

in horrid oaths and blasp];Lemies, which, added to the 

inclemency of the weq^er, rendered our external am\ 

internal sensations alike uncomfortable. The profanity 
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and ribaldry of these men exceeded anything we had* 

*. ever heard; and, having been for many yearjk unac- 
\ customed to such language, it the more shocked and 
^ gritived us. The Chin(;se^ though idolatrous, and 

sceptical, never indulge themselves in the use of pro¬ 
fane expressions, and spend their rage in railing on 
men, without blaspheming the gods. It is reserved 

for Christians, so called, to outrage decency and com¬ 
mon sense, ])y inixing,up profane language with com¬ 
mon conversation. Surely, we nevef heanl ,any so 

fervent in prayer for blessings, as those wretched fel¬ 
lows appeared to be in imprecating curses on their 
heads; and made us feel, that, while attempting to 

evangelize (’hina, our own countrymen needed our most 

zealous and unwearied eftbfts for their conversion. In 
all future expeditions of this kind, however, it will be 

' necessary to obtain a crew, at least, decent in their ex- 
^ ternal deportment, if not hearty tn the promotion of the 

good cause. 

At length, by persevering endeavour, we arrived at 

the vessel, wet, cold, and tired, a little before nine 
o’clock, at night; thankful that we had been preserved 

from all dangei*s, and were free from ^sickness; .having 

been enabled to circulate about one thousand volumes 

among nearly a*million of peoj)le. 
Ou the loth, we went round to distribute a load of 

books among the native vessels, lying off the toyrn of 

^rt^oo-sung. Almost all the people, on board the junks 

first visited, received booljs readily; but had not 
been long occupied, befpre we observed a custom-house 
boat going round, and givii^g orders against trade and 

intercourse, which had the effect of inducing some to 
. demur about receiving our^publications. 
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After having supplied a goodly number, however, 
we wenjt towards the town, and landed up a creek, 
which communicates with the main river. The shore 
was lined with hundreds^ of people, who greedily* re¬ 

ceived our books, and prevented our distributing them 
regularly and judiciously, by diving their hands into 
the bag, and helping themselves; struggling, at the 

same time, which should have them first. Having 
exhausted one bag full, we sent.the sailor for a second 
supply; but the man was nearly overpowered by the 
crowd in coming up the bank, and was several times 
pushed down, bag and all, by the pressure; finally 
succeeded in reaching the place where the multitude 

was assembled; when the contents of the bag quickly 

disappeared. In the meanwhile, Mr. Stevens was em¬ 
ployed in giving out books from the boat, which could 

be done more deliberately, as the people not being 

allowed to come on board, were easily restrained from ^ 

disorderly scrambling. When the books were nearly 

expended, the mandarins, whom we had seen on our 
first arrival, came again amongst us, and shewed a 

little disapprobation at the outrageous eagerness of the 

people^ but did not otherwise find fault with what we 
were doing. 

Having gone through the task of distributing these 

little messengers of mercy, we walked through the 

streets, followed by the mandarins, and a large crowd of 

people. We found that the town was much larger than* 

we had af first imagined, egnsisting of one long princi¬ 

pal street, and several other sidiordinate ones, and con¬ 

taining altogether about four or five hundred houses. 

The people ware unwilling to sell us anything, ou 

account of the prohibitions and presence of the manda- 
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rins; but we told them, that we must Have the uecessa-k 

rfes of life, for which we were willing to payupon 

which they acceded to our purchasing a few provisions. 
shops were nearly j^leared of the goods, as we 

passed along, and in one street, they were altogether 

shut up, so that it looked like a Sunday at home. I'he 
people seemed in general well fed, and the women 

wore better looking than those we had seen in Shan¬ 

tung. The more respectable females wore a fillet of 
black silk or cloth round their heads, Which kept their 

hair back, and which was sometimes ijointed down¬ 

wards is front, between the eye-brows, so as to give 

the Countenance a singular, but not an unpleasing ap¬ 

pearance. We observed several tea shops, were peo¬ 

ple met to regale themsehes, but which, from other 
circumstances that came under our observation, did 
not appear to be of the most correct character. Liquor 

shops were also frequent, andf in one place we saw 

a distilling apparatus at work. 

In the centre of one of the streets, w^e met wilh a 
notice to the following effect; “■ By the order of the 
chief magistrate, you shop-keepers and people are in¬ 

formed, that if you dare to trade and barter wi^h those 

barbarians, you will be apprehended, an^ severely 

punished." Oh reading this, we turned round to* the 

officer who was following us, and told him that w’e 
were not barbarians, but a civilized people; and, ^there¬ 
fore, did* not choqpe to have such insulting epithets 

applied to us. To this he^replied, that he Itad nothing 

to do with the notice a^jd was not answerable for it 

On coming out of the vi^la^, we obserwd a line of 

•military, drawn up on the embankment by the side of 

the river, discharging a round of musketry, while^a 
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salute was fired from each fort, in honor of the licutenant- 
genei^d} of the district, who was just coming over from 
Tsung-ming. On looking out \ipon the river, we per¬ 
ceived the general’s barge passing up, with the charac¬ 
ter SaCj or “ general,” written on a flag, suspended 
from the mast-head. The troops appeared to be kneel¬ 
ing as he went by, for they rose after he passed. About 

five and twenty war junks followed in the general’s 
train, who all fifed blank cartridges iramedialely they 
came abreast of the brig, to infuse terror into the minds 

of the “crafty barl>arians.” These war vessels were 

about sixty tons burthen, and carried a foii^ or six- 
pounder, on a pivot at mid-ships, and sometimes oae at 

each gangway, with a number of swivels along the rail. 
Some of these junks appeared better built, and more 
neatly fitted up, than ordinary Chinese vessels. Two 

of them carried the flags of Tsan-tseangs, or colonels. 

When the general had passed, and the war junks 
had all anchored, instead of being alarmed at their de¬ 
monstration of force, we walked up to the soldiers, to 

inspect their military bearing and efficiency. The corj)S 

consisted of about one hundred men, standing in single 

file, fully six feet apart, to make those at a distance 
believe that Iheir numbers were greater than they really 

were. At each end of the line, were a couple of small 

tents, capable of containing about half a dozen men 

each;^and at the head of the company, stood two officers. 

The men were dirty beggarly-looking fellows; some 

with matchlocks, others with swords'and basket-shields; 
a few with spears, and the remainder with no weapons 

at all. We passed along in front of the line, examining 

their arms, and^commenting on their slovenly appear¬ 

ance, without the least restriction. Their matchlocks 
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were longer in the barrel than common muskets, but* 

I they were exceedingly thin, and rendered much.thinner 

. by rust, which had actually eaten holes on the sides, in 
various parts, so that the powder might escape at more 

places than one. The only wonder is, that these match¬ 

locks do not burst every time they are fired off, and 

their standing can be accounted for only, on the suppo¬ 

sition, that the powder they employ^ is too w’eak to 

burst anything. The cartridge box consisted of a case, 
containing half a dozen small bamboos, about .the size 

of a thimble, with only a small quantity of coarse pow¬ 

der in ei!ch. We spoke to the officers at the head of 

the fine, on the unsoldierlike appearance of their men; 

to w'hicb they replied, that they could not help it, as 

the emperor did not proviefi* the troops wdth better arms 
and accoutrements. They did not attempt to interfere 

with our inspection of the men, and we could not help 

* smiling, to think that all this fhilitary parade was in¬ 

tended to strike terror into our breasts, while we were 

allowed to pass in front of their line, and comment on 
their deficiencies without molestation, llie general of 

this division was lodged in a tefnple, by the river side, 
in front of wdiich we j)assed, on our.Avay to the boat; 

but, as he did not seem disposed to court our acqqain- 

tance, we did not seek a conference with him. 

Having returned to the ship, and replenished our 
stock of books, we made a second excursion, in the 

aftemooiiT to the northern fort, which has been before 

alluded to, as so much outtof repair. We had here an 

opportunity of examining the utter desolation into which 

this fortification was brou^t, by the violence of the 

•waves; one half of it being alveady in ruins, and the 
: other half in such a totteqng condition, that it was not 
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'safe to'Walk round the ramparts, lest the whole should 

fall down by the weight of a single individual. On tfie 
embankment, adjoining the fort, were four long eighteen- . 

pounders, placed on low frames, which were formed* by 

two thick planks, lying edgewise on the ground, and 
joined by a few cross-pieces, on which the cannon was 

placed. One of these planks had already given way, 

and the gun lay on the ground, while the rest were 
nearly as immoveable. We went into the barracks, by 

the side of the f5rt, and were soon surrounded by a few 

officers and people, who received our books with great 
willingness. One old man remembered Mrf Lindsay 

very well, and said that that gentleman had been Seve¬ 

ral times in his dwelling, and had fired off his fowl¬ 
ing piece to amuse him. Tlie rain now pouring down, 

in torrents, we were obliged to return on board, and 

close the operations of the day. 
On the morrow, we^ad a visit from an officer, with, 

a crystal button, Tsaou Laou-yay, who said, he was 

deputed by the general, to come and pay his respects 
to us; and fearful lest we should be gone out of the 

harbour, before he could ^et an opportunity of so doing, 

he came in the r^in to visit us. Of course this was 

only a civcl way of asking us to go; but as he spoke in 

such a friendly manner, we felt inclined to treat him 

with equal civility. We, therefore, asked him to step 
down, into the cabin, and gave him tea, when we en¬ 

tered into conversation on the nature of our fisit to the 

country, fie said, that European vessels had been there 
previously, but that the laws forbad all trade, except #t 

Canton. We told him that we came not to trade, but to 

distribute book»; that we were sent by a religious society^ 

whose object was to spread instruction, and make men 
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acquainted with the way of salvation; thus we did not* 

offend against the prohibition which forbad tr^’ else- 
•where than at Canton. He said, the distribution of 

books was a good thing; he Jiad seen some of them on 

shore, and thought them excellent. Here his attention 
was taken up with the red curtains before our bed 

places, and he asked whether those were our altar 

pieces, dedicated to the worship of the ^ods We told 

him that wc worshipped only one God, the maker of 
heaven and earth, who, being a spirit^ required to be 

worshipped in spirit and in truth; but that the places 

he refcrrdd to, were our sleeping berths. We went on 
to gif e him some account of Christianity, but he seemed 

to havx* no heart for it, and turned off the conversation 

to something else. He said, he had frequently been 
on board Mr. landsay’s ship, and had received presents 

* from him, of a spy-glass and a piece of broadcloth; 
^wishing, perhaps, that we might be equally generous; 

but seeing no reason to lavish our gifts on a mere sy¬ 

cophant, we were dull in taking his hint. He then 

asked, when we intended to depart, and we told him 
that wc could not think of it, lultil the wind and wea¬ 

ther were more favourable, ^'o this ^e assented, say¬ 
ing, it was impossible to go out in such a mi«t as t^ien 

prevailed, lie w^as particularly anxious to ascertain 

whither we intended to go, but could get no positive 

information from us. He informed us, that an overland 
dispatch hkd been received from Shan-tung, containing 

an account of our visit there, and stating that we had 
fifty men on board. We said that he probably alluded 

to some other vessel, as we harf only eighteen hands; 

hut he persisted that it was the same vessel, as the 
: names and circumstance^ all a^eed. 
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* After his departure, we went to the fort on the south 

side of,the river, where we were met, on landing, by 
some soldiers, who gladly received our books; and in > 
a few minutes, an old fat mRcidariii, with a promiscuous 

crowd of followers, came running from an adjacent 
hamlet, to see what the strangers wanted. I'he old 

mandarin took some books, but ap{)eared desirous of 
preventing our journey to the village, telliiig us, that 
the inhabitants were a bad set, who would rob and 

murder us, if we went amongst them. We said, that 

we would run all the risk of that, and w(;re about to 
persevere in our journey, when the wily fell»w sought 
to detain us, by engaging us in conversation, and request¬ 

ing us to explain some of the books which had been 
given hini. With this view, he held up one of the 
tracts, and said, This is a very pretty book, and must 

be very interesting; please to explain a page or two in' 

my hearing. We saift that we had no time, but woukl, 
willingly comply on our return. On his repealing the 

request, we were half inclined to gratify him; when it 

struck us, as such an unusual thing for a mandarin to 

express any curiosity*about our books, that we could 

not help thinking he had some sinister object in view; 

and the result proved that our suspicions were not un¬ 
founded ; for on breaking from him, and going towards 

the village, we found that he had sent forward one of 

his people, to remove the plank which was laid over the 

stream, ly which means we were* prevented from pro¬ 
ceeding further. Findings that he had deceived and 

disappointed us, we called upon him to distribute the 
books ambng the people^ with his own hands, as we 
were determined not to return till our work was don#. 

Upon, this, he gave % or,six to one of his segeants,: 
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and as many to anotherw for which he held ttiepi re-* 
sponsible. This mode of djatribudon, howeT^r, did 
not satisfy us, and we insisted that he should give them 
outf one by one, to as many as wanted books. This he 

objected to at first, but on our declaring that we would 
not return till he did, to our surprise he complied, and 
ordered his attendants to deal out the tracts leisurely 
and regularly, till a whole bag-full was expended. Thus 
we made a mandarin •of the celestial^ empire, instni- 
mental in distributing books among the people*. The 

fort on this side of the river was in better order than 
the other^ but the walls were just as thin, and the de¬ 
fences as ill contrived, as those on the opposite side. 
We could see no traces of anything like European art, 
in the erection of these forts; and concluded that they 
must have been the work of mere Chinese genius, 
without the aid of western sciehc^. 
• On the morning of the 12th, we undertook to sail 
over to Tsung-ming, an island about fifty miles long, 

and twenty wide, which has been formed by the depo¬ 
sits from* the river Yang-tsze-keang, and is now inhabi¬ 
ted by a million of people. A.s the weather appeared 
radier unsettled, and the estuary wide and rough, we 
thought it best tp take the long boat, though experience 
had taught us that she was a bad sailer; yet we hoped 

she wbuld be better adapted to a rough sea, than the 
• smaller boat. We intended to start before four o’clock 

in the morning, in older to take advantage o( the flood 
tide, which would carry us trell to windward; but by 
some means dr other, wfe did nqt get away till nearly 
five o’clock; ^ Otir course, in‘order to get to windward 
df the banks, that lay between us Snd the island, was due 

‘north, and the wind west north-west; but having got 
2i 
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\mder, Weigh, we found that the neareBt we could lay, 

was ndMh notth-east, and the tide having made to the 

east, was taking us fast to leeward; so that we were • 
making but a ncuth^ast •course of it. The sea also 

was rougher than we had calculated on, and we soon 

found, that the course we were going, would bring us 
directly on the^ southern shoal: having tried in vain to 
get nearer to the wind, we all judged it expedient to 
give up the undertaking, and put back to the vessel. 

On the other tack, we found that we could only lay 

south south-west, which would not enable us to fetch 

where we started from; and when morning dawned, 

we found that we were two or three miles to leeward 
of the brig, with a tide carrying us out to sea. Here 

we were much perplexed, to know what to do; for, if 

we remained on the beach, we expected that the boat 

would soon be stove in by the surf; if we put out into 

the stream, having no anchor, we felt that we should be 
carried a dozen miles to leeward before the tide turned ; 
and pull or sail up against wind and tide, with a heavy 

unmanageable boat, was impossible. We therefore 
looked for some creek or cove, and at length discovered 
a small rivulet, into which we ran the boat; but as the 

tide was hbbing, it was evident she would soon be left 
aground, till the tide flowed again. This, however, was 

our only alternative; and being now on shore, oifr next 
thought was, how to turn our disappointment to the 
greatest advantage. * 

The people on this side,we had been told by the old 

mandarih, were extae^ely rudfe, and would be likely to 

beat US) if we went amoflg them; but as we knew he 

was a deceiver, we thok a bag of books, and ftatrted 

off through the villagea The path we took was about ^ 
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one pf the dirtiest we had ever seen; but Ibe'pBople* 
were exceedingly kind and friendly, and all annibus for 
books. The fields through which we passed, were fer*> 

tile? producing rice, cottotf and yegetables. The inha- 
bitants were dirty, but most of them appeared to have 
sufficient clothes to keep them warm. When the report 
got abroad that we had brought books, they came 
flocking out of their houses, or running over the fields, 
to solicit tracts. Sofhe waded up ^ their middle 

through dikes to get the volumes, and one man wanted 

to know, what he had to pay for them. Our bag 
was freqfiently replenished, but it was emptied nearly 
as soon as it was filled. We observed, every now 
and then, coffins above g^und, made fast to stakes, 
in order to prevent their being washed away by the 

inundations which sometimes prevail. Passing on, we 
saw a number of jars, about a^foot and a half high, 

• which, on inspection, proved to be full of human bones, 

with the skull on the top. Hence we inferred, that 
they leave the dead bodies uninterred till they decay, 
and* then collect the bones for further preservation. 
Whether this is on account of the dampness of the soil, 

-^hich will hardly admit of graves being made under 
ground, or in cgnsequence of the value of land, which 
induces them to give more to the support of the living, 

than \o the accomodation of the dead, we were not 
able to determine. The natives, however, did not*seem 
displeased at our eTfamining the bones ; and appeared 
to look upon these monuments of mortality with much 
familiarity, shewing that they rc;garded the commom lot 
of manki^with the utmost indifference. Having given 
but our books, we returned to the boat, which we found, 

' as we expected, aground^in the»rivulet. • 
2i 2 
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HotF became anxious to get her afloat as the tide 

would %oon turn, and we wished to avail ourselves of it, 

to get back to the vessel. Being unable, howeverr to 
move the boat ourselves^ we applied to the natives, 

and offered them cash if they would shove her off. 

They said, they would not do it for money, but if we 

would give th^m books, they would consent. We ac¬ 

cordingly promised them a tract each, but they stipulated 
for two; and we finally agreed^o give each man two, 

and each boy one. They then gave a shout, and set to 

work some of them up to their middle in black mud, 

and pushed the boat, with all hands in her, to the mouth 

of the river; arrived at this point, they came to a stand, 

demanding their books: but we refused to give out a 

single volume, till the boat was fairly over the bar. 

Hearing this they again set to work, and soon had her 

out in deep water. Upon this, we fulfilled our contract; 

but the rogues contrived to steal two pair of shoes be¬ 

longing to us; which depredations we did not discover, 

till they were gone. 

No sooner had we distributed our books, than some 

mandarins and a party of soldiers appeared; upon which 

the natives decamped, taking their books with theifi. 

We now beckoned to the soldiers, and,,told them, that 

if they would tow us along the beach, we would give 

fliem money. The bargain was accordingly stniOk, for 

four hundred copper cash, which the soldiers required 
to be paidLbefore haned. 

Notwithstanding expen^ce has often proved, that it 

is as bad to pay too sopn, as too late; yet we thought 

that the sight of the mohey would put new life into 
them, and set &em t(f work forthwith. In this, how¬ 

ever, we were mistakeir; for no sooner was the money - 
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in hand, than they found it necessary to sit down to* 
pount, and then divide the prize, before th^ could 
thipk of proceeding to active operation. Having settled 
this important business, they endeavoured to procure 
some people to tow us along, and got us ahead nearly a 
mile; when, tired of this slow mode of procedure, we 
cast off the rope, took down our masts, and having the 
tide with us, rowed towards the brig. !(n a few minutes 
we saw our vessel under weigh, intending to meet us 
near the island, according to previous appointment; 
upon which we exerted our utmost strength to get to the 
brig, bu# had the mortification to see her pass, within 
guu-i?hot, without observing us. At length, however, 
the people on board got sight of a signal which we 
made, and came to; but the*vessel was then so faraway, 
that, with the tide making against us, and without sail 

‘ on the boat, we could not possibly reach her. Upon 
.this we resolved to push for the nearest junk, where we 
might get purchase enough to hoist our mast, and thus 
endeavour to fetch the vessel. We now found the wind 
so strong, that the boat was nearly capsized, and at one 
time she went over so far, as^to foil her gunwale about 
four inches under water. This obliged us^ to shorten 
sail; and after much wetting, fatigue, and danger,.we 
finally reached the vessel, about two o'clock in the after¬ 
noon,•thankful to our Divine deliverer, who had thus 
far brought us safely through. • 

We ascertained from the captain, that ^ soon as 
he began to weigh anchor in the morning all the war 
junks came down, ond anchored alongside of the brig, 
each one tiring blank cartndges across the vessel's 
bows; after which, a boat-load*of maddarins came on 

.* board, completely filling j^he /juarter-deck. As soon 
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as thej^ came over the gangway, they asked for the 
missioniries, and were thunderstruck when they heard, 
that we were absent. Having left the ship before day¬ 
light, we eluded the vigilapce of their scouts, and some 
of the poor subalterns on guard, doubtless got severely 
punished for allowing us to escape them. It is the 
practice of the Chinese mandarins to punish their 
inferior olBicers,^for real or supposed neglect of duty, 
by boring their ears with a loi^ bamboo, to which is 
afiixed a flag, descriptive of the crime of the offender. 
Finding that the birds Were flown, Ibey were anxious 
to get the cage away also, and did not ceaso' dunning 
the captain, till he had nearly got his anchor up, when 
they left him, and with their war junks, all returned up 
the river. The trading vessels, however, seemed very 
anxious to have commercial dealings with us, for they 
called to us as they passed, desiring us to meet them 
outside. On passing iis, one of their navigators asked 
us, what letter we intended to eat ? by which he meant 
to enquire, what course we proposed to steer, in order 
that he might meet us in the offing. Thus, it is evi¬ 
dent, that if we had been disposed to buy and sell, an 
opportunity woul4 have been afforded us for so doing, 
out, of sight of the mandarins. 
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On the 13th of October, we^eft the mouth of the 
Yang-tsze-keang, passing by Gutelaffs island, with 
some others, and anchored for the night, as we thought, 
within a few miles of Kin-tang; but the next morning, 
we found that we had mistokhn our position, as the 
charts of this region differ about si:2^y miles hiom each 
other. Finding our water shoal suddenly, we jrere 
obliged to come to; and on going ashore, at the nearest 
island, we found that instead of Kin-tang, we had made' 
Fisher’s island, one amongst the barren islets .of the 
northern T)hoo-san» group, hut thirty miles to the east¬ 
ward of the place we sought; so that we had to steer 
west a considerable way, and not reaching Kin-tang by 
sun-set, were obliged to anchor for the night. Thus 

•we lost a day. On the morroir, we wfere becalmed, till 
the afternoon; but were. enai>led to fetch Kinitang by 
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Ibe evemugv cS which we anchored, between that is¬ 
land ai{^d Ning-po. * 

On the morning of the 16th, six war*boats came 
alongside, the commandeip of which were very civil. 
We supplied the crews with books, and conversed with 
the officers, on the best things, for a considerable time. 
One of them appeared to be rather an intelligent man, 
and listened with attention to our discourse, approving 
of our doctrines and proceedings. <»After remaining about 
an hour, they Observed a war jimk heave in sight, 
having on board the commander of the squadron, on see¬ 
ing whose signal they all quitted us abruptly; *and hav¬ 
ing anchored under our stem, commenced bring blank 
cartridges; but whether to salute their colonel, or to 
terrify the barbarians, we cduld not tell. We, however, 
manned our boat, and went on shore at the island of 
Kin-tang, whither none of the war-boats followed us, 
so that we were left t<5r carry on our operations unmo¬ 
lested. We landed at the head of the bay, on the north¬ 
east side, and entered a town, where we found the 
people uncommonly friendly, and where our books cir¬ 
culated with ease and‘ rapidity. None of them were 
snatched out of oiy* bag, but the volumes were eagerly 
caught at,hy the surrounding multitude, as soon as we 
held them up. All were cheerful and delighted; and 

‘ not a wry look, or an angry word, was seen or heard. 
The women also came forward, soliciting books; and 
the boys followed us to some distance, begging for 
tracts. At one place, we were obliged to get upon a 
walh in order to avoid the crowd, and from that elevar 
tion dealt obt our publichtions with the greatest facility. 
Outside the town, we saw a poor boy, lying down in 
the last, stage of dropsy, ^and .evidently dying. We had 
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no medicine mth us, but we saw that, with the best* 
adVice and care, it would have been impossible io save 
him; added to which, he was lying on the cola gro\md, 
exposed to all the winds* o( day, and dews of night, 
which circumstance of itself, was enough to bring any 
one to a speedy end. The poor boy had probably been 
turned out to die in the streets, a practice very common 
in China, to prevent persons dying in a house, and there¬ 
by x)olluting the dwelling for some time to come. 

After having supplied this town with tracts, we went 
over to Ta-ping-shan, an island opposite, where we 
found a large plain, in a high state of cultivation, over 
which we walked, distributing books to all. Scarcely 
any refused our offtjr, and many came running over the 
fields, as soon as we shewed them a book, eagerly 
grasping at it, as though it were some highly valued 

•treasure. 
, Returning to Kin-tang, we ascended the hills, which 
we found planted with firs; these hardy plants serve 
the inhabitants for fuel, and appear to be the only pro¬ 
duction capable of thriving on the high lands; while 
the plains'are covered with waving grain, and yield a 
rich produce. On the whole, we ^ad a^ery good 
day’s work, and after a second excureion to another 
bay, retired to rest, completely fatigued. 

Apprehending much annoyance in going to Ning-po, 
and not being willing to waste time in negociationc, we 
did not prolong our stay in this quarter; but set sail on 
the 17th, through the Choo-san archipelago, followed 
by two imperial junks, •aud several war-boats, which 
kept astern of us, for a considerable way, filing blank 
<5artridges continually; but without fifither troubling 

rns. After an intricate Ra^ig^tiun, which our captain 
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•coudiioted with much skill and care, amid rocks aiid 
slioaIs,i, altogether unknown, we arrived at Sm*kea-miiii, 
on the ea^t end of the great Choo-san island. Here we 
went on shore with a load. of.books, which were eagerly 
caught at by the people; indeed, they actually fought 
with each othei* to obtain them; and so fierce were 
their contests, that we found it impossible to take more 
than one bag-full of books up the beach; while the 
rest were distributed from the boat, to the crowds who 
pressed down td receive them. We were afraid that, in 
this way, the rabble ofily would obtain tracts, while the 
more repectable part of the population would come 
short; but on passing afterwards through the village, 
we found, that every shopkeeper had a book in his 
hand, and that they were all as regularly supplied, as 
if we had gone from house to house, distributing our 
publications. 

We met with a number of Fiih-keen people here, 
from the junks which had anchored off the village; 
these searfaring men were remarkably friendly, and the 
more so, when they heard us address them in their 
own dialect. The war* junks that followed us, anchored 
close alongside tjie brig, to the number of eleven; but 
did not give us any annoyance, neither did they deter 
the people from receiving our books. We observed an 
order stuck up in the village, issued by the chief ma¬ 
gistrate of Ning-po, forbidding any commercial deal¬ 
ings with foreigners; but as the order seeihed to be of 
an old dale, and as we wei^^ not come to trade, we con¬ 
sidered that it did not respect ns, and therefore took no 
further ncftice of it. ^ • 

The next diQr* being the sabbath, we remained on 
board, and held service in ^ cabin, at which some of. 
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the sailors attended: But in the afternoon, we went on* 
§hore with a boat^load of books, which we co^;|Hienced 
disj;Tibuting through the vUlages. The people, old and 
young, male and femalef wjere all anxious to obtain 
them; and^^e went on delightfully and quietly in our 
work of mercy. In the retired hamlets, we found nume¬ 
rous opportunities for regularly and systematically distri¬ 
buting our pamphlets, without that boisterous scram¬ 
bling, which prevailed in the town; and, therefore, 
preferred it. But having gone throu*gh the villages, 
and approached the town, we found a number of people, 
congregated in front of a temple, clamorous for books. 
We tWd them, that we would not distribute any, unless 
they would consent to receive them quietly; adding that 
it was quite preposterous, in a civilized people like the 
Chinese, to behave so rud^y. This they all acknow- 

•ledged, and promised faithfully to forbear scrambling. 
J3ut no sooner was the mouth o^ the bag opened, than 
they darted upon it, like birds of prey, and in spite of 
all that we could do, they got it completely into their 
own^ hands, and did not cease till they had emptied it 
of its entire contents. Our subsequent reproofs were 
as unavailing as our previous stipulatipns, for they car¬ 
ried off their prize without regarding us. ^ome by¬ 
standers, who did not get any, said, that such conduct 
was shameful; and a few Fuh-keen people declared that, 
if we were in their province, we should be treate^with 
njore civility; but even among them, we afterwards 
found that wherever a crowd was collected together, 
scrambling was the order of the day. We addressed 
the multitudes who surrounded^ us, on the ftnportance 
of religion, and the necessity ofrattendihg to their best 

.’interests, to which they paid some attention. 
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In the ndghbourhoi^ of the toivn, under a little hill, 
we obsiE^ed a number of coffins, promiscuously thrown 
together; some new, and others decaying and tumbling 
to pieces. On asking the f>eople, why they did« not 
bury their dead, we were informed, that they had not 
money enough to buy a burial place, or to make the 
sacrifices usu^l on such occasions; on which account, 
they deposited tjie remains of their relatives and friends 
provisionally under the hill; until success in business, 
or a fertile harvest, should provide them with the means 
of performing the lart duties towards them. 

On the 19th of October, we weighed anchor, and 
intended to sail outside the archipelago, in order to 
reach Poo-too, which lay to the north-east; but discover¬ 
ing a narrow passage between the islands, we sailed 
through it, within fifty yards of a rock on one side, and 
as near to a dangerous shoal on the other. By this 
manoeuvre, we reached Poo-too about ten o'clock, in¬ 
stead of spending the whole day about it, as we should 
otherwise have been compelled to do. As soon as we 
got under weigh, the Chinese fleet of war-junks fol¬ 
lowed us, firing off sevei;al guns, which salute we re¬ 
turned.*' Py means of their superior knowledge of the 
passages between the islands, they saved much of the 
distance, and arrived at Poo-too as soon as we did, cast¬ 
ing anchor at some distance from us. Without heeding 
thenf, we loaded our boats with tracts, and went ashore; 
where we commenced ascending those romantic heights, 
crowned by fentastic tempies and enchanting groves, 
so glowmgly described by a •previous traveller in his 
account of this island. We soon found a broad and 
well-beaten patWay, i^hich led to the top of one of th^ 
hills, at every erag 8nd*titnM)f which, we espied a tern- '- 
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pie, ^or a grotto, an inscription, or an imagef;, with* 
here and there a garden tastefully laid out, a^d walks 
lined with aromatic shrubs, difhising a grateful fra¬ 
grance through the air. • The prospect from these 
heights was delightful in the extreme; numerous 
islands, far and near, bestudded the mam; rocks and 
precipices above and below; here and thye a mountain 
monastery rearing its head; and in the distant valley, 
the great temple, withSts yellow tiles, indicative of im¬ 
perial distinction, basked like a basilisk in the*rays of 
the noon-day sun. All the aids that could be collected 
from natdre and art, were there concentrated, to render 
the scene lovely and enchanting. But to the eye of the 
Christian philanthropist, it^ presented one melancholy 
picture of moral and spiritual death. Viewed by the 
light of revelation, and in the prospect of eternity, the 
'whole island of Poo-too, with its picturesque scenery, 
its hundred temples, and its six thousand priests, ex¬ 
hibited to the mind nothing but a useless waste of pro¬ 
perty, a gross misemployment of time, and a pernicious 
fostering of error, tending to comipt the surrounding 
population, and to draw oflf their minds from the worship 
of the true God, to the adoration of thephant(^ Buddha. 
All the sumptuous and extensive buildings of this 
island, were intended for no other purpose than to 
screem wooden images from the sun and rain; and all 
its inhabitants employed in no other work than the re¬ 
citation of immeaning prayers, and the direction of use¬ 
less contemplations, towards stocks and stones; so that 
human science and human happiness, would not be in 
the least diminished, if the* whole island of Poo-too, 
‘^th its gaudy temples, and lasQr priesfs, were blotted 

•out from the face of the ereaticsi. The only thkig *we 
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hear4 ^ut of the moulhe of these didl monks, was 
“ 0-me^p Fhh,” or Amtda Buddha. To every obser¬ 
vation that was made, re-echoed, “ 0-me-to Fiihand 
the reply to every enquiry »was, “ 0-me-to Fiih.” Each 
priest was furnished with a string of beads, which 
he kept continually fingering, and while he counted, he 
still repeated 4:he same dull, monotonous eitclamation. 
The characters for this name met the eye at every tuni 
of the road, at every comer of tlffe temples, and on every 
scrap of paper: on the hills, on the altars, on the gate¬ 
ways, and on the walls, Ihe same words presented them¬ 
selves ; even the solid rocks were engraven tHth Bud¬ 
dha’s titles, and the whole island seemed to be under 
the spell of this talismanic phrase, as if it were devoted 
to the recording of “ O^me^to FuhJ' We were never 
so much disgusted with a phrase in our lives, and heartily 
wished ourselves out ^of the hearing and seeing of its 
sound and form. 

The templet; which at a distance look pretty and 
interesting, lost much of their beauty on a nearer in¬ 
spection; and the caverns, which we thought would 
repay the trouble of exploring, proved to be mere holes, 
about ^gi^t or tea feet deep, with a few rude images, 
culf out of the rock, at the further en^. Ihe inscrij)- 
tions oh stone, by the road side, were most of them 
so shallow, and the disintegration of the granite, by 
the there action of the rain water, so rapid, that the 
letters were nearly illegible; the sculpture of the 
images, which hare and €iere presented themselves, 
was likevriuse so badly ^executed, that it was difiicult to 
conceive at times, what tlfe artist had intended to repre¬ 
sent, by Ihe uneouth and unsighriy figures produced. 
The smaller temples abeundhd at every turn of the 
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road, and presented nothing remarkable; of large, tern** 

pies, there were two, very nearly resemblj^g each 

other, and not much unlike the Josh-house at Honan, 
opposite the city of Canton, .described in Davis’s Chi¬ 

nese. These fanes consisted of a central range of build¬ 

ings, one behind the other; flanked on each side by 

the dwellings of priests. The first o^ these middle 

structures was occupied by four colossi figures, which 

appear to have been placed as guards to the establish¬ 

ment: behind this building was the principal hall, 

with the three Buddhas in a very large size, surrounded 

by the eighteen disciples of the god; which, though in 

a sittmg posture, were each about eight feet high. The 

third hall was dedicated to Kwan-yin, the mother of 

Buddha, and the goddess of mercy; while the fourth 

was occupied by three bearded images, with savage 

aspects, which appeared to be of Egyptian origin. In 

^his latter hall, was the library of the establishment, 

coAl;aining several thousand volumes of religious books, 
relating the conversations of Buddha with his disciples, 
and embodying the prayers which are to be recited by 
his votaries. In the rear of t];^e ^eat temple, we found 
a school, taught by a disciple of Confuciu^ But the 

scholars were all young shaven-headed fellbws, des¬ 

tined for the Buddhist priesthood. We asked, whether 

the priests ever taught the boys under their care, of 

which there are great numbers on the island; but*were 

told, that tbe sole employment of these hol]( men was 

to recite prayers to, and employ themselves in con- 
templatkms upon, Buddha. Attached to the other 

great temple, we observed a*refectory, where the holy 

l^theiho^ are supplied wiUt their 'daily rations; 

*foT though they profess 4a liva solely on a v^table 
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diet, they are not backward in securing to themselves 
all thate^unteous providence affords, among the various, 
productiras of the earth. Indeed, wherever we went, 
we found the priests busy.improviding for their natural 
wants, since on on entering their dwellings, we almost 
invariably encountered them in the kitchen. 

On asking ^ be admitted to the high priest, we wen* 
told, that he wag engaged in reciting prayers to Buddha, 
but we rather suspect that he w"as taking an afternoon 
nap, for on approaching his chamber, an attendant had 
to go in and arouse IJm; taking with him his garment, 
that he might not appear abroad in his dishabille. His 
conversation was as uninteresting to us, as ours was to 
him; and he appeared so absorbed in himself, or Buddha, 
that we found it necessary to take our leave. 

Over the whole island, our books were readily ac¬ 
cepted, and some were found that had been left there by 
Gutzlaff, a few years Before: the people, however, did 
not solicit our publications, with tears in their eyes« as 
when he visited the island. On all sides, we were 
gratified by perceiving marks of decay, in the temples 
and adjacent buildings; sjxd earnestly hope, that fiiture 
travellers,.^will find these worse than useless structures 
lewd witll the ground; and the lazy drones who inhabit 
them, scatterred abroad, or employed in promoting the 
welfare and intelligence of their fellow countrymen. 
The ^priests generally opened the doors of each temple 
as we appfoadied, supposing that*we came^ to worship 
at the different shrines; but we told them, that our 
adorations were paid to the living God, the maker of 
heaven an& earth, to w&oih alone they were due. One 
of the priests wished ui^to contribute something towards 
beautifying an image, which had lost its gilt coat, and • 
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looked rather shabby; but we told him, that hie was a 
pdor god, that could not furnish himself with^clothes; 
for our parts, when our apparel was worn otit, we con- 
trivjed to get a new dress by honest industry, and should 
leave their god to do the same. 

Being followed, from place to place, by one man in 
particular, we suspected that he came from the war- 
junks, to watch our motions; and on putting a few en¬ 
quiries to him, we fownd that our surmises were true. 
We therefore asked him, why he follow"^ us so olosely i 
To which he replied, that he merely wished to pre¬ 
vent our«trading, as foreigners were forbidden to traffic 
any ^liere but at Canton. We told him, that he had 
quite mistaken our object, seeing that we came neither 
to buy nor sell, but to distribute good books, for their 
instruction and benefit. 

* On returning to our brig, we found the commodore 
^of the Chinese fleet, and one V his naval captains, 
come to pay their respects to us. The former was 
Te Laou-yay, with a blue button, filling the rank of 
lieutenant-colonel; and the latter was Sung Laou-yay, 
with a crystal button. The polonel was a sleek-faced, 
easy sort of man, who said little and^d Ic^; ^ut the 
captain was very friendly and talkative. We asked 
them, why we were honoured by the attendance of 
their 'vessels from pl^e to place ^ to which they replied,, 
that they merely came out to shew us the way, aChd to 
see that we did not* fall upon rocks and sbpals; only 
they happened to be astern^ instead of ahead. We ob¬ 
served, that if ^eir object were to prevent our trading, 
they might spare themselves the trouble, as we were 
not traders, but circulators o£ gdbd boots, which surely 

•they could not forbid. They said, they could perceive 
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that our object was a benevolent one; but as there had 
been ves^ls in those seas before^ engaged in the opiiin) 
trade., which was not only illegal but immoral, tljey 
thought, at first, that we were embarked in the same 
traffic, and, therefore, came to prevent it. As for regu¬ 
lar intercourse, they confessed that it would be better 
for both counties, were it allowed; and they comjdained 
that the laws of China were too severe, in prohibiting all 
commerce with foreigners, excej)! at Canton. They 
spoke highly Mr. Lindsay; and said, they felt for 
him, when they saw ihat he was obliged to depart from 
Ning-po, without having been able to effect* his pur¬ 
pose. Such candid and liberal sentiments did them 
honour, and we felt ourselves somewhat attached to the 
individuals who uttered them. Our dinner being ready, 
we invited them to partake of our humble fare, to 
which they readily assented; and, after having spent a 
pleasant afternoon, we parted good friends. On tht*. 
following day, we set sail, and left the Choo-san 
archipelago, when we were pleased to see, that the 
junks no longer followed us. 

On the 21st, we tried tp get into Shih-poo, but found 
that ^ere more than twenty miles to leeward of it, 
before w6 made the land; so that, rather than spend 
much time in endeavouring to beat back, we thought 
.it best to stand away, towards the province of Full- 

keeif. 
After tj^o days’ sail, we came to a part of the coast, 

to us unknown; and as the weather was threatening, 
we endeavoured to work into a bay, which opened out 
before us.* After spendifig the whole morning in beat¬ 
ing to and fro,*we, at length, came to an anchor, under 
the lee of a few islands. We had scarcely dined, hovr* 
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ever, before we perceived, by the falling of the tide, an* 
extensive reef of rocks, within a few hundred^ yards of 
UB„ w'ith the breakers dashing over them, as as the 
mast-head. Had we stood .on, or altered onr course, 
in the least, we should, inevitably, have been dashed in 
pieces. Thus we were again preserved from dangers, 
seen and unseen, by Him, who sees ^d knows all 
things. On enquiry, we found that thp island near us, 
was one of the north-trestem, Nan-ylh (Lan-yeet). is¬ 
lands, belonging to the district of i!||p-teen, * in the 
county of Hinhwa. and the province of Fiih-keen, But 
the weather was so bad, and the sea so high, that we 
could not go on shore; and the storm continuing for the 
two following days, confined us entirely to the vessel. 
On the 26th, we attempted to land, but were compelled, 
by the roughness of the sea, and the violence of the 
’wind to return. 
, On the following morning, the weather having mo¬ 
derated a little, we set off in the jolly boat, and in a 
few minutes were completely drenched by the spray. 
We .arrived, however, in safety at die beach, when the 
people flocked down to us like*ants, and readily ac¬ 
cepted our books. There was no hesitation njdiflrested; 
indeed we could not distribute the volumes faSt enough 
for them, and it required no little adroitness, so to dispose 
of ouratock, as to give each one a book, without allowing, 
a few individuals to grasp more than fell to their share. 
After the people on the shore were satisfied we com¬ 
menced a tour through the tillages, distributing as we 
went along; when we saw them hurrying across the 
fields, or running out of their^ouses, with their potatoe 
broth in their hands, while noth few followed hard at 

.•our heels, begging for books. •The women, who were 
2k 2 
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'partiqiflarly anxious to obtain our volumes, exhibited 
more taste and skill in the decoration of their persons: 
tlian their sisters farther north ; their heads were 
adorned with artificial flowers; their hair was tastefully 
arranged, and around the knot was a circular ornament, 
not much unlike a tortoise-shell comb; which, with 
their dangling, ear-rings, and long hair pins, presented 
quite a gay appearance. Their pinks and roses looked 
as bright and blooming, as if thejr had just been plucked 
from the gardelh; and those who could not afford flowers, 
inserted a sprig of myrtle into their head-dress, which 
had a very pleasing effect. Some of them iiad their 
hair twisted into a variety of bows and crests, whilst 
others had fillets of black silk or crape, bound round 
their foreheads, which tended not a little to set off their 
pale complexions. Their feet were the smallest we 
had ever seen, even among the Chinese. We measured 
the impression of one womans foot in the sand, and 
found it only four inches; while some appeared to be 
much smaller. Owing to the compression of their 
feet, their ankles were much swollen, and the lower part 
of the leg was a little crooked; however, they hobbled 
along,* ancl evenp managed to run, with their bodies 
befit forward, much better than we coul^ have expected. 

The .soil seemed exceedingly poor, producing only 
.•swxet potatoes, and ground nuts; while the people sub¬ 

sisted mainly by fishing; in the prosecution of which 
occupation) they were very boldlafid daring, venturing 
out to sea in the rough($iBt weather, and sometimes 
obtaining only a few baskets^of small fish, about the 
size of shrimps^ for their ^ins. 

Their houses were* built of stone, and generalfy 
thatcHed; but many were edvered with tiles, and in 
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some instances, cemented together, in the same neat 
and compact manner, which we hstd observed at Shan* 
tung. On the roofs we espied a great number of stones, 
placed there to prevent the tiles being blown away, by 
the strong winds which prevailed. The inside of their 
dwellings was filthy, and the stench about them ex¬ 
ceedingly offensive to strangers, thougj^it appeared to 
give the inhabitants little annoyance. • 

Having returned to*the vessel about two o’clock, we 
got under weigh the same afternoon, and steered for the 
southward. In four and twenty hours we came to an 
anchor In Tung-san (Tang-soa) bay, sheltered by 
Pagoda Island, when wc immediately went on shore, to 
visit the town of Tung-san^ The ship having anchored 
at some distance, and the boat not being perceived 
till we were close in, we came quite suddenly upon 
‘them; and landed at one end o^ the town, before the 
•people could get out of their houses. We found two or 
tl^yee persons on the beach, to whom we gave books, 
and the news of the free distribution of tracts spreading 
rapidly, a great multitude soon assembled, every one 
clamorous for the gift. We clearly perceived, that 
it was impossible to give out our pwblicajjoftrin the 
midst of the crqwd; for though we reasoned with them 
on the propriety of patience, and said they should each . 
have af book if they would but wait; yet no sooner was^ 
the basket opened, that each one, fearful lest he should 
lose the prize,; made d dart at the volumes, and snatched 
them away in all directioifS. We therefore climbed 
up on a rock, about eighft feet high, and began giving 
out the tracts, one by onS, to the hundred hands 
Stretched forth to receive them*: but the more active 

•*native6 soon mounted the* rock from behind, dnd in 
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their .eagerness to obtain what they sought, nearly 
pushed* the distributor off the rock, while they threw 
the whole contents of the basket over the people’s heads, 
and in a moment every vokufle disappeared. We kept 
our station, however, and having got a fresh supply, 
dealt them out as well as we could; and then a third, 
talking to then^i in the meanwhile, and exhorting them 
to study the tracts which they so eagerly desired. Hav¬ 
ing supplied the people round the rock, we jHirceived 
that a greater crowd had surrounded the boat, and we 
proceeded thither. Here we dealt the books out as fast 
as our hands could move, while the sailors wthe busily 
engaged in keeping the people out of the boat, and 
their hands out of the bag. , It was pleasing to see how 
the natives waded into the water, above their knees, 
one party after another, greedily crying out for books, 
and bearing them in triumph to their friends, till our 
store was more than half exhausted. Thinking now> 
that the people in this part of the town were well s»»]^ 
plied, we judged it adviseable to go to the other end of 
the settlement, in order to give the rest of the inhabi¬ 
tants an opportunity of obtaining books. The crowd, 
perceiving^our intention, followed us along shore ; and 
when we |)ut the boat’s head out to sea, jin order to avoid 
the rocks, the people supposing that we were about to 

^eave the place, came up to their middle in water, en¬ 
treating us not to go away, till we had distributed the 
rest of OU5 books. * 

When we reached the ftirther end of the town, w^c 
landed in^the midst of a multitude, and got into an 
empty boat on^ shore, m* order to give out the books 
with greater ease; but the crowd pressed. so heavily 
on each other, and rushed with such eagerness into the 
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boat, that we were afraid of being thrown down and* 
i:rod5en under foot. We therefor^ stood on one side, 
while the second mate, who was a powerful fiian, aided 
by .one of the sailors, te heep off the crowd, took 
the books and distributed them leisurely amongst the 
people. Having finished one bag-full in this way, the 
mate climbed a high wall with another supply, and 
from thence handed out the tracts .to the populace 
below. Unexpectedly, however, they got the bag from 
him, and were bearing it off in triumph, when he sprang 
in among them, and recovered the piizc, which he did 
not let gt) again, till the books were all regularly distri- 
IniteH. About this time, hundreds of people thronged 
the place, and we were standing at a little distance, 
among the crowd, to observe how matters went on; 
when suddenly we heard a clattering of bamboos about 

* our heads, and thinking that the shed under which we 
, stood was coming down, we insfinctively moved on one 

side to avoid it. But we soon found that the noise 
was occasioned by two petty officers who came along 
witji bamboo poles, sixteen or twenty feet long, batter¬ 
ing about the heads of the jippulace, and making them 
fly nght and left. Having scattered the people, we 
perceived one^of the officers advancing t(fwards*the 
mate, with his bamboo, and knowing that if he at- , 
tempted to strike Iiim, a disturbance would ensue, w^^ 
went up to the mandarin, and making him lay "down 
his weapon, asked* him what he meant such dis¬ 
orderly conduct. He said, that having observed a 
tumultuous crowd assembled, and fearful lest an alter¬ 
cation should ensue, betwe^ 5ur people and theirs, he 
•w^anted to disperse the mob. We toltf him that such a 

• inode of proceeding would rather tend to an altercation 
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than otherwise, and therefore advised him to resort to 
milder ^measures. Xs the books were now all distri- 

f 

buted, we did not mind the dispersion of the crowd, 
and being addressed by another mandarin in a Iktle 
more decent manner, we accepted of his invitation to 
go into the castle, and partake of some tea. 

This castle consisted of a kind of tower, about twenty 
feet high, and a&many broad, on the top of which was 
a room, just strong enough to bear the weight of the 
mob that followed us up. No guns were to be seen, 
and the only warlike instruments were a few' spears, 
stuck up in the room just mentioned. Attached to the 
tower was a wall, about eight or ten feet high, and one 
foot thick, which stretchejl over the hill adjoining 
the fortress; this fence did not appear to enclose any 
habitations, while the place where the town was built, 
had no wall round it: as if the people, by some strange 
whim, had resolved to build their houses where there. 
was no walk, and the government by as strange n 
caprice, had determined to construct a wall where there 
were no houses. The defences, however, were of .the 
most flimsy description, being not even calculabd to 
exclude^tKi^multttous rabble of their own countrymen, 
mu6h Icss*^ to resisHhe incursion of foreigners. 

Whilst seated in the tower, surrounded by scores of 
^soldiers, and hundreds of people, who might if they 

pleased have seized and imprisoned us, we were not a 
little amused at the consternation df one of the manda¬ 
rins on observing the pretended anger of Mr. Stevens. 
The author was relating to his companion the circum¬ 
stance of the petty officer having made use of the bam¬ 
boo, by which he inadvertently struck the narrator^, 
when Mr. S. got up, apparently much displeased, and ' 
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with a fierce countenance, asked the officer, in English? 
how he could think of striking his fellow traveller. The 
mandarin, not understanding what was said, and ima¬ 
gining from the tone and«manner of our friend, that he 
was displeased, tuimed as pale as death, and enquired of 
the author, with quivering lips, what was the matter ? 
In order to calm his fears, and prevent a real misunder¬ 
standing, he was told that Mr. S. wa^^erely in joke; 
when the mandarin rdfeumed his wonted equanimity. 

After conversing a short tim^ with the officers, we 
proceeded to the market, in order to purchase pro¬ 
visions, 1;o which no objection was made. We found 
the s*treets narrow, but the population overflowing, at¬ 
tracted principally by the desire of seeing the strangers, 
so that we could scarcely move along for the crowd; 
and when wc stopped to purchase anything, the way 
was completely choked up with people, while many 

•climbed up to the tops of the hiuses, and surveyed us 
frpm thence, llie market was well stocked with all 

i^dnds of eatables, and the shops with different sorts 
o^Eares. The country around, however, was barren, 
andVhe promontory on whi^h the town was built, ex- 
hibitfd the most bleak and sterile aspect tbaH.t)uld be 
imagined; so that one might well jponder, Ifow people 
could think of fixing upon such a spot for a residence, 
or how, when settled, the inhabitants could possibly 
obtain the means of subsistence. • ^ 

The people were astonished at the exajtness with 
which one of us spoke thejf dialect, being not only that 
of the province of Fuh-keen, and the county of Chang- 
chow, but even of the district of Chang-poo, where 
Their town was situated. This Ts sufficiently accounted 

-* for by the speaker havixJg*had^ moonshe from the dis- 
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irict alluded to, for several years in his employ. They 
were, however, muc4i puzzled how to account for the 
circumstairee. Some insisted on it, that the stranger was 
a native of that region; othprs^ imagined that his parents 
belonged to Chang-chow, and that he had acquired the 
dialect from his earliest infancy. But then they could 
not account for the light colour and curling nature of 
his hair. StilP^they thought he must be a Chinese, 
though of a strange make; but were satistied when they 
heard, that he came from Batavia, where he had learned 
the language from some of their own countrymen re¬ 
siding there. * 

The next morning we went to the north-west side of 
the bay, where we ha^l observed a group of villages, 
affording an excellent opportunity for distributing 
books. Here we were gladly received by the people, 
who were anxious for tracts, and who hailed us as 
friends, wherever we Went. The petty ofticers on shore 
gave us no annoyance, and did not interfere with our 
distributing books, or purchasing provisions from the 
people. The women were forward also in beg£ing 
books, and one said she wanted a volume to give her 
son, as a school-bpok. Here we had frequent op^wrtu- 
nitwjs of conversing with the people on good things, 
who heard us the more readily, because we spoke their 
native dialect. Some were so delighted, that they 
scarcely knew how to express their joy, dancing with 
frantic wil^ess, and running before us, to‘ get a more 
regular survey of the strangers. Altogether, we spent 
a most delightful morning, and coming on board a little 
after mid-day, as our bboks were exhausted, we imme¬ 
diately set sail for Canton. / * 

I'hus we have gone^through various parts of four’ 
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provinces, and many villages, giving away about 
eighteen thousand volumes, of whibh six thousan^were 
portions of the scriphires, amongst a cheerfhl and wil¬ 
ling peo pie, without meeting with the least aggression 
or injury; having been always received by the people 
with a cheerful smile, and most generally by the officers 
with politeness and respect. We would here record 
our grateful sense of such long-continj!^ and repeated 
manifestations of Divine goodness, to his unworthy 

servants, and pray that His blessing may descend on 
the seed sown, and make it bring forth an abundant 
harvest. • 
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The Chinese government is characterized by restriction 
and exclusion, Though they boast of their emperor, 
as the “ Son of Heaven,” and consider “ all withii^ttie 
four seas,” as subject' to his dominion ; affectii^ to 
believov all ]^esides “ the flowery nation” isp bar- 
barUy andtineannecj. depending on the Chinese for the 
necessaries of life, and existing only by their permis¬ 
sion,—yet they are afraid of every ^tty horde on. their 

•^ordefs, and suspect every foreign nation of having de¬ 
signs on their country. They anticipate nbthing but 
disaster from the reciprocatipn of kind ofiices, between 
their own countrymen and singers, and as for the 
mutual exchange of intelligence, it must, in their esti¬ 
mation, be ‘‘ eviF, only evil, and that continually.” They 
care not to be made acqpaint^ with our discoveries in 
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the arts and sciences; while they would doubly depre» 
pale‘our obtaining any knowledge of the weakness of 
their government, the discontent of their people, the 
poverty of their resources, tjie inelBGiciency of their de¬ 
fences, the navigation of their rivers, the direction of 
their roads, the fertility of their soil, or the secret of 
their manufactures. In short, any statistical, political, 
commercial, or general information, relftive to the inte¬ 
rior, falling into the* hands of foreigners, would be 
regretted by them, as leading others ih covet and over¬ 
throw their country; they have, therefore, resolved to 
keep to themselves as much as possible. 

This restrictive policy leads them to exclude all fo- 
rigners from the interior of the empire, to order off all 
vessels from any other than the authorized port, to dis¬ 
approve of strangers landing elsewhere than in Canton, 

*to prevent their proceeding far in land, to require them 
, to depart as soon as possible, ahd to provide that ship- 
jvrecked mariners be forwarded, by the most expedi- 
jij^us means, to Canton; without being allowed to loiter 
inHhe districts where they may be cast on shore. For¬ 
merly, a few foreign literati jveife entertained at court, 
for tie purpose of calculating eclipses, cor^tkig the 
calendar, and teaching mathematk^f as^eil as irith 
the view of completing a geometrical survey of the 
country: but as the Chinese think that they can ma¬ 
nage these things alone, they abstain from employing 
^hiy foreign adherents, and exclude strangers, as much 
as they can, from the country; in order that they may 
keep native mformatioi\ from leaking out, and foreign 
opinions from creeping in. • * * 
• Notwithstanding their prolAbitionst however, they 

^ are astonished and exasperated to find, that the catho- 
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^ics 8tiU secretly maintain their footing, and increase 
the nujnber of their adherents in the country; whlil^ 
protestant%missionaries are perpetually attempting to 
diffuse their principles, by landing on the coast, .and 
deluging the maritime districts with Scriptures and 
tracts. This has called forth the expression of impe¬ 
rial disapprobation on various occasions, and edicts 
have been published, denouncing such proceedings, in 
the most unmeasured terms. One very severe procla¬ 
mation .was issued in the year 1812, in which the diffu¬ 
sion of Christianity wat" declared a capital crime; and 
yet, in the very teeth of that order, Dr. Morrison and 
his brethren have been carrying on their operations, 
for a quarter of a century. When the Honoural)le 
Company’s chartered ship,‘the Amhei-st, went up the 
coast, proclamations of various kinds were issued; and 
the most furious edicts have followed each successive' 
voyage in the same diibction, which, if collected, would, 
fill a volume. No sooner had the enterprise, described 
in the foregoing pages, been concluded, than a dispatch 
arrived from Peking, addressed to the viceroy of ^n- 
ton, expressive of thd emperor’s high displeasure and 
requiring; the goyemor to take measures to p^vent 
such proce€&gs4))Jhiture. 

To those who are not familiar with Chinese edicts, 
the language of such proclamations may appear alarm- 

^ing. • In the preamble the emperor says, that ‘‘ imme¬ 
diately after the attempt of the Amherst and other ves¬ 
sels, to penetrate into the inner waters, he issued orders 
to all the civil and military, officers, to be on their 
guard, and*ward off, and obstruct foreign vessels, with¬ 
out suffering thb least temissness.” The stranger, or 

reading this, and imagining* that commands are as • 
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punctually obeyed in China, as in Europe, would ex¬ 
pert *to find, that tlie strictest care was taken, to dis¬ 
cover foreign vessels on the coast; and that a force was 
evei;ywhere provided, sufficient to ward off all attempts 
at intercourse; but when the author prosecuted his 
voyage, several years after the expedition of the Am¬ 
herst, he found no such watch kept up, or guard main¬ 
tained ; while the vessel anchored at vifiious ports, and 
the travellers went on*shore, rambling through the vil¬ 
lages, and conversing with multitude^ of people, fre¬ 
quently vrithout being discovered, much less impedeil 
by the mandarins. 

In’ the course of his proclamation, the emperor de¬ 
clares, that “ the restrictive laws must be eternally 
obeyed, so as to render thh dignity of the empire, in 
the highest degree, impressive, and effectually prevent 
future evils.” On reading this passage, the uninitiated 
,would be ready to conclude, thal the laws of China are 
like those of the Medes and Persians, unalterable; 

,^nd that henceforth the efforts of Christians to spread 
am^pg the Chinese the knowledge of salvation, will 
be ^tirely unavailing; but tite apprehension of the 
unchangeablenesss of the present st^te of t^^ngs may 
be allayed, by considering, that jjie l£iWs«of C^ina 
have been alterW, and are altering every year. When 
a regairi to self-intirest on the one hand, and spirited 
remonstrances on the other, urge them, the celestials 
do not scmj)le to swerve from their eternally restrictive 
laws; and when the perseverance of foreigners has 

* convinced them, that it js of no use any longer to hold 
out, they have been knownr of themselves,* to propose 
terms of accommodation. It is enly for*the propagators 

.• of Christianity to perseverp in Jheir efforts, to enlighten 
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the people, and when the government find that they 
are un,able to prevent it, they will consent, either to 
shut their ^yes to what they cannot help; or to admit 
that to be done regularly^ which will be done irrpgu- 
larly without them. 

But the emperor has already told the world, by this 
very edict, that he cannot prevent the introduction of 
Christian books into his dominions. He says, that 
“ strict orders have been given to watch and ward off,” 
and yet he acknowledges that “ an English vessel is 
sailing about in an irregular manner, regardless of the 
laws.” He assumes to have both a naval and military 
force on the coast, and yet, confessing the inability of 
the imperial troops to ward off the intruders, he applies 
to the “ barbarian eye,” the superintendent of British 
trade, at the port of Canton, to sec that “ the restrictive 
laws be eternally obeyed.” If we should reverse the 
case, and suppose that) an alien act had been passed in 
England, prohibiting all Chinese from landing on our 
shores, and if in spitiaof our enactments, these intruders, 
were found landing 4t every port; what would stran¬ 
gers think of the “ dignity of our empire,” if unal^le to 
prevent^^e ingress of these foreigners, we should ad- 
dre^ss a letthf to^tj^g nearest Chinese officer, requiring 
him to see that the “ restrictive laws were eternally 
obeyed'? ’ and what greater proof could we givciof our 

^ impotency ? 
The quiet attempt of the Huron to break through 

the “ eternal restrictions,” <3eems to have stirred up all 
the wrath of his imperial majesty ; so that he does not 
scruple, ill the course of his proclamation, to indulge 
himself in the* strongt;st invective against the “ vio¬ 
lent and crafty Englisl^” In* order to exhibit them in 
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the worst light possible, he recalls to memory ail theiif 
former misdemeanours, and accusesHhem of “ usurping 
possession of a quay, presumptuously sending in peti¬ 
tions and statements, clandestinely bringing up foreign 
females to Canton, and riding in sedan chairs with four 
bearers,” The first of these charges alludes to the in¬ 
closure of a few feet of waste land, once a receptacle 
for rubbish, in front of the foreign factories at Canton, 
which the British merchants had converted into a small 
garden, that they might enjoy a very confined walk, on 
a summers evening. The second item refers to the 
well-known and very jiustifiable practice of the foreign 
merchants there, stating their grievances in a calm and 
dispassionate tone, to the native authorities. The third 
offence of these “ violent an3 crafty barbarians” is, that 
during the continuance of the Company’s factory in the 
neighbourhood of the provincial city, the chief of the 
select committee, and other gentlemen, brought up their 
wives and daughters to their own dwellings, in order to 
enjoy the sweets of domestic life,: j^en fatigued with 
the toils and cares of business; ahSTthe last aggression 
seems to be, that these English ifierchanls, during the 
heat of the summer months, rode about, in sedaw diairs, 
with four bearers, a privilege excbwiifely^laimed «by 
the mandarins of the celestial empire. These “ turbu¬ 
lent and unusual proceedings,” however, have since, 
with the exception of the right of petitioning, beeif dis¬ 
continued ; 6ut while*they lasted, the missionaries had 
nQ share in them. • 

"" Not content with thus infringing the unalterable cus¬ 
toms of the celestial empire, the 6mperor complains, that 
iif the autumn of 1834, these sa*me English “ brought 
^hips of war into the inner^wators of Canton, and had 

2l 
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*the Rudacity to disclmi^ musquetry and great guns, 
keejnng up a thundermg fire on the forts.” This is an 
allusion td the well-known alfoir of Lord Napier, when 
that distinguished noblemair, feeling that the persons 
and property of British subjects were insecure at Can¬ 
ton, ordered two English frigates to enter the port. 
On attempting to pass the Bogue, however, the Chinese 
opened a fire upon our men of war, from the forts on 
both sides of the river, which w&s returned by the com¬ 
manders of those vessels, in such a way, as to silence 
their guns, and disper^ their men. If the Chinese 
complain, therefore, of the “ thundering fire,”‘they have 
themselves to blame, as they were the first to com¬ 
mence hostilities. With this proceeding, however, the 
missionaries had as little to do, as in the seizure of the 
quay, or the introduction of foreign females to Canton. 

But the “head and front of their offending” seems 
to have been “ the distribution of foreign books, calcu¬ 
lated to seduce men with lies; a most strange and asto¬ 
nishing proceeding!” Strange, indeed, that barbarians 
should become acquainted with the language of the 
celestial empire, and even compose books in the same; 
distribifiing them gratuitously, among a people yho de¬ 
spise and vuify^UrKn. However, froip this part of the 

emperor’s proclamation, two encouraging inferences may 
be drawn. First, the British public may hereby see, 
that the missionaries have done what they were sent 
forth to i they have learned \he native language, 
published books in it, and circulated them along the 
shores o( China, to such an extent as to excite the 
attention of tlje emperor ^limself. Secondly, the friends 
of missions may see, that the emperor has .not only de¬ 
ceived, but read, and understood our books; for he hak 
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found out that they contain doctrines contrary to thS 
received opinions, mid calculated th mislead hi^people; 
that is, maxims which the Chinese sages did not teach, 
and which the ruler of that country will not approve of. 
Now it is matter of no small encouragement to the 
friends of truth to know, that Christian books have 
reached so great a monarch; and though from their 
foreign character, he may at first dis^prove of them, 
yet the frequent repetition of such attempts, and the 
presentation of truth in newand^ore interesting points 
of view, may, under the divine blessing, produce an 
effect, iif the first instance tolerant, and, ultimately, fa¬ 
vourable to our objects. 

The em])eror, conceiving that these things could not 
be done, unless by the direction and appointment of 
the “ barbarian eye,” directs his viceroy “ to issue ex¬ 
plicit orders, to the English chief and others, on the 

•subject; and to remind them, tftat their being allowed 
commercial intercourse at Canton, is a matter of extra¬ 
ordinary favour; hut that, if the foreigners continue to 
sail about, in this disorderly manner, they must imme¬ 
diately be driven out of poyt, &d no longer allowed 
commercial intercourse.” This threat«of the st0p{)age of 
the t/.de, may alarm some who areJ^dTlittle Acquainted 
with Chinese politics. The deprivation of our silks and 
teas, will concern both old and young, and numbers 
will deprecate such a dire calamity coming upon them. 
But the apprehensidUs of all may he alla];ed by the 
consideration that the Chinese cannot stop the trade, 
without reducing themselves to the greatest extremities. 
The imperial treasury is exhausted, and the govem- 
iftent is already involved in debt; while the people 

•*are ill at ease under th^ dominion of a fofeigA yoke, 
2l2 
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Whic]^ Hie Tartar dynasty is felt to be; the stoppage of 
the trade, thereforft, would weaken those resources, 
which are Already too much drcumscribed, and increase 
the dissatisfaction of the people, by throwing millions 
out of employ, 'fhe prohibition of foreign commerce, 
being the cause of their calamities, would be the signal 
for revolt; and the government would need larger sup¬ 
plies of troops^ to keep down insurrection, with less 
money to sustain them; in whi^ case, ruin must be 
the consequence. W.hUe the Chinese, therefore, are 
lavish in their threats, they know too well the state of 
their own country, to attempt to put the threUt in exe¬ 
cution. Besides which, as the Company’s monopoly is 
at an end, and as the tra^ is open to the energies of 
private adventurers, the driving of our merchants out 
of the port of Canton, would only be the driving them 
into every other port in the empire; and thus, instead 
of a regular trade, which the authorities could control, 
and from which they might derive a profit, they would 
have an irregular traffic, to an unlimited extent, which 
no authority (such as that which exists in China) could 
restrain. The Chinese know that this would be the 
effect"*of* the stoppage of the trade, and though they 
dislike thb OTeg^ar>proceedings of a few missioiiaries, 
and the introduction of foreign books into the empire, 
they would dislike still more the deprivation *^of the 
immense revenue to the government, and the denial of 
the decided advantage to the peopld, which tlie cessation 
of foreign commerce would'occasion. Of two evils, they 
know how to choose the least; and will rather bear 
with our fecdile^efforts, than procure their discontinuance 
at such an immence cost. 

Sbdtild the Ohineiie ever «dfetermine on stopping the 
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trade, it will be from 4 far different motive than th^ 
^sh* to exclude the Gospel. ' The determined perse¬ 
verance, and the audacious daring, with •which the 
opiym traffic is pushed forward, to the real injury of 
his people, as well as the defiance of his authority, ex¬ 
asperates the emperor a great deal more than the dis¬ 
tribution of tracts along the coast. Never was a weak 
and pusillanimous government more jHolently roused 
than the Chinese autHorities appear to be, on the sub¬ 
ject of the illicit traffic in opiun^. Tte native dealers 
in the drug, are obliged to flee into holes and corners, 
the foreign opium merchants have been required to 
leave Canton; the quiet anchorage of the receiving 
ships, at Kap-sing-moon, has been broken up, and the 
smugglers obliged to retreat to Hong-kong bay. In 
addition to all this, the admiral of the port has declared, 
‘that if the opium smugglers do not discontinue their 
•illicit transactions, he will bring^lown thousands of war 
junks, which shall hem them in on every side, like the 
men on a chess-board, so that it will be impossible to 
escape. If the trade be stopped, therefore, it will be 
in consequence of the progress* of evil, and not the 
efforts to do good, in CTiina. • . ^ • 

yias been apprehended by souie.-fbaTtueh was-flie 
^i^leasure of the Chinese government, elicited by the 
voyage of the Huron, that it would be impolitic, if not 
impossible, to make any more attempts of the*kind. 
Several voyages have, however, been unde^ken since 
the return of the author to* England, going over some 
of the same ground, and doing the very same thing, 
which appeared so much to bxUsperate the government 
before. An account of one of these expeditions, pro- 

• secuted a year ago, by Mr. Gntzlaff, may not be unin- 
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terest^g to the re^r. The el}ject of the voyage was 
to ascertain the fate^of some shipvrteoked sailors, who. 
were afterwards sent back by liie Chinese government, 
with Hberal presents, to join their countrymen. «We 
make no apology for introducing this account here, as 
a sequel to the voyage of the Huron, and hope that tlie 
vein of cheerfulness, happily blended with piety, in 
the writer’s sty^J^, will at once please and profit the 
reader. 

The place visited by our enterprising friends, is the 
last which the author- touched at, as described in the 
preceding journal, viz. Timg*sang, on the coastof Fuh- 
keen; Mr. Gutzlafif, however, went further into the 
interior. He imtes as follows:— 

** Having been called upon to undertake a journey to 
Fiih-keen, I provided myself with a considerable num¬ 
ber of Bibles and tracts, and arrived on the 24th of 
October, in Tung-san Uay. This is an inlet of many 
miles in extent, presenting a barren shore, and having 
the town of Tungnsan at the south-western extremity. 
This bay contains sufficient shelter for a large fieet, but 
a great pari; of the inner .harbour is dry at low water. 
Here,'ai^every where else on the eastern coast of China, 
the^ocean'r^eder f»om the land, and ex|tensive est^taries 
are gradually changed into fertile rice fields. 'u. 

liie next morning we j^oceeded on our journey, 
and iSkirtiag the shores of ffie bay, as high up as pos- 
piQBsible, ife lauded at a distant village, ha^g been in 
some danger of swampii^^ our little skiffi Chinese 
ingenuity was'here displayed to the greatest advantage \ 
the people were in search of shell-fish; and to obtain 
as many as possible, tSey had spread an immense n^t 
at ffieMtom offfie water, which the fishermen dragged 
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on shore, while some people in a boat, directed tho 
ipdtidns, and telegraphed^., by signs their sucp^s or 
failjLire. Thus the bottom of the bay was,swept quite 
clea,p, and the scaly tribes h^ no means of escape. A 
Chinaman puts land and, sea under heavy contributions, 
and wherever he resides, no living animal or useful plant 
escapes his notice, but is made to constitute a part of 
his mess. 1 have seen thiOm angling for little frogs in 
a flooded rice field, and periodically liunt rats, which 
ser\ e for their table. Such are the effects of an over¬ 
crowded population. 

“ On landing we might have imagined ourselves in 
the deserts of Arabia. All was floating sand and 
gravel. By some means, however, the people had con¬ 
trived to condense it, and from such beds they gained 
a scanty crop of potatoes and earth-nuts. Yet in many 
places the young plants were scorched, and the harvest 
Jin general was scanty. * 

The village we entered consisted of a number of 
hovels, irregularly built, but so thickly inhabited, that 
we were soon surrounded by crowds of natives. The 
people notwithstanding their poverty, shewed them¬ 
selves very generous, and invited us Jo a repast 4)f rice 
gru^ which, however, we refused^ ^WJfcommeuced 
de^mng out the inestimable treasures of the word of 

*^5nd. • Addressing my auditors in a lively strain, and 
preaching Jesus Christ, of whom they had never heard, 
1 perceived^with pleasure that they thronged about me 
in increasing numbers. Wien both their curiosity, as 

*well as avidity after b^oks, were gratified, the sick 
made their appearance, of whom, even in* this small 
hamlet, the number was consid^able, ^nd the diseases 

.*most loathsome. How mimy .physicians would the ne- 
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^oessarj, in order to remedy human sufferings amongst 

these myriads! Jklay they liooh eomc! wherever they 

travel, they will ffnd worh, and a hearty welcome. 

Having no medicine witj^ me, we set forward to the 
place of our destination, Chang*»poo, a city about thirty 

miles inland. Our guides took charge of our book 
bags, while each of my companions took as many 

volumes as he fcould cany i 
“Five miles we had to walk, 6ver an^ isthmus of bar¬ 

ren sand, where' there |^as nmther shrub, nor grass, nor 

any living creature, except man. I'he inhabitants of 

this dreary spot had built themselves huts ulong the 

strand, where there was not even fresh water to quench 

their thirst, nor a potatoe bed to satisfy the cravings of 

appetite. Notwithstanding all this, however, the peo¬ 

ple were cheerful. Seeing them look with wistful eyes 

at my books 1 asked them if they could read; and 

being answered in thfe affirmative, I tendered them a 

volume gpratis. This liberality called forth the popu¬ 

lation from the comers of their cottages, and in a place 

where we supposed few only resided, crowds soon made 

their appearance. Sd l went on distributing, and if 1 

liappened to forget a single man, he would run after 
me«with gJ!^Sr‘§|ase4) crying,out, ‘a book, a bock!’ I 

was at the same time in mental prayer, Smt the Sav 
in much mercy, mi^t bless his word to the souls of the 

people. Since they have no worldly chattels, to lead 

their ffiou^hts astray from God, and have little to ex¬ 

pect in lias life, it may be presumed that they would 

die moite gladly seize upon t^e treasures reserved for^ 

them in heaven. Yet even the most abject wretch fre¬ 

quently prefers®life of misery here, to the joys of the 

futuFe«state; wUl^draggnig out fais existence un-. 
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der reiterated sighs, can never so much* as raise his eyes 
j;o*hfeaven. We are indeed a forlorn race, no njatter of 
what rank or nation. • 

V With the convictiom tl^at the books were read, I 
sped my pace over the desert, and oecasionally met a 
solitary wanderer, with whom I entered into conversa¬ 
tion. The name of Jesus entirely unknown, the most 
obvious Christian truth hidden, and the mind enveloped 
in impenetrable darkness, are obstacles sufiicient to 
frighten the most persevering^ teaclfer. Thus, after 
long and most impressive conversations, I bad the mor- 
tificatiofi to leam, that my auditors had all the while 
heed intimately surveying my clothes, while they 
scarcely heeded ray exhortations. 

A march of several hours, under a burning sim, had 
brought on fatigue, and as soon as we espied the end of 

' the desert, we put off our shoes which by this time 
* wei-e tilled with gravel, and dinid under the blue canopy 

of heaven. As our mess was duly seasoned with sand, 
it did not prove very palatable, and therefore very 
little delayed our journey. We now emerged gradually 
into an extensive valley, whiclf had been gained from 
the sea. It might be about fifteen miles in eircum- 
ferglfce, and numbered njpre than thiftJ^ifewiletB, large 
rarf small, ll need not be told, that every inch of 
ground was cultivated, and that all the articles planted 
were, by means of manure, brought to the highest state , 
of perfectibn. Whilst crossing the first village, I had 
given away some books; nnd as the tidings, that an 

* ‘ exhorter of the worl^* had arrived, gradually spread, 
the people who were bringing in their p5tatoe crops, 

Speedily left off their work, dtad has^fened towards us. 
* Many reftimed a heartfelt thq,pk, whilst receiving the 
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sacred ^volume, whilst otiierB cut off pieces of sugar 
cane, a^d presented «theiniB return. It was a real fes; 
tival for tiie whole Talley, which will be long remeni- 
bered by all the inhabitints. Many mothers urged 
their children to run after us^ to get a book, which they 
might read to them. What would I have given, if one 
of the supporters of the Cldnese missions had been 
present that day-' It was for me a day of real rejoicing; 
and though 1 feel that curiosity was the great spring of 
such an-eagerness, 1 was on the other hand persuaded 
that God can bless the perusal of his word, even to the 
curious reader. When we approached the first borough 
we had not a single volume left. This place consisted 
of a mass of houses, surrounded by a wall, about fifty 
feet high, provided with loopholes and parapets. It is 
rather extraordinary, that such a paltry place should 
have been defended by such a substantial wall. But' 
it ought to be remembered, that the Chinese are very 
fond of similar protections, and believe them impreg¬ 
nable against every assault. 

‘‘ In all parts of the country one may find these 
structures, either en1i]% or^ dilapidated, often enclosing 
a space of more than ten miles in circumference, with 
nothing bist^sMafi hij^lets within the enclosure. ^ . 

As the people thronged around us, and becki>te 
boisterous, my companions (the sailors) got ala^rmed, 
and stood upon the defensive. But on my addressing 
the populace, every body was silent«and peaceful, to the 
great astonishment of my fellow travellers. 

Stretched out under a few«shady trees, in order to ' 
refresh our'wesry limbs^ we looked with considerable 
anxiety to the da% mouiftain ridge, which we had to passt^ 
Here, as well as° in dli^othor parts of China, the hills 
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have an undulating form, probably assumed*at th< 
tiilie'of the deluge, when the mighty waters in^>ressed 
thi^ shape upon them. Upon a iifarer approach, they 
presented a most fantastic appearance, remarkable for 
the immense rocks, which seem to be piled up by art. 
The barrenness is so great, that only in a very few 
places does the dwarf fir tree thrive, and even those 
stand very scanty. Yet there grow many curious 
plants and flowers, between the cliffs, and wherever 
there is a little earth. As 1 am^ however, no botanist, 
I cannot regale my readers with a number of Latin 
names 6£ the plants 1 discovered. My whole science 
extends to trees which bear savoury fruits, and flowers 
of a sweet smell, including kitchen vegetables; and as 
I found neither, 1 remained in happy ignorance. 

“As we advanced, the appearance of the country 
'grew worse, and we observed, to our great astonish- 
•ment, whole patches uncultivaikd. For this we could 

discover no reason. We moreover espied several ham¬ 
lets in ruins, whilst the inhabitants passed us in gloomy 
silence; a rare thing with a Chinaman, who has gene¬ 
rally a smile in store, and is ne'^r parsimonious of his 
good wishes. We finally came to a^amlet which was 
neaiify deserted, and inhabited o^y byTJld women, and 
jjrfdren. Having on our road perceived some very 
large* castles, whicb were, however, nearly fallen into 
ruins, we made enquiries of a gentleman, whom curiosity • 
had brougfit into our company. He readily explained 
to us, that these fortifications had been erected during 

* the sway of the Mongo^p, when the country was nearly 
as much disturbed, as Germany in the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries. Our^ cdnversatlon then turned 

* upon the many dilapidiHad hqpses we had seeU) when 
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-all at oice our visitor became eloquent ‘ These evils,’ , 
he sai^, ‘ have been occasioairf by war. Two ‘ riVa^l. 
clans, Wang and <^in, have risen in open hostilities 
against each other. Behold^’ he continued, pointing to 
an extensive encampment, surrounded by some en¬ 
trenchments, ‘ their foriahcations; and the field of battle 
upon which they fought only a short time ago. It is 
on this account! that the region around has been laid 
waste, and thaf many inhabitants have fled, or are 
roving about as desperadoes! The government, during 
the heat of the contest referred to, did not dare to 
interfere; but since the fury has abated, 1j3:ie chief 
magistrate at Chang-poo has just made his appearance, 
to extort fines and apprehend some of the guilty. For 
this unseasonable officioushess, several of his myrmi¬ 
dons have been killed, and things are again ripe for a 
revolt. The whole populace, in the meanwhile, are' 
ready to rise in arms, i^md most of the peasantry have, 
provided themselves with matchlocks and swords.’ 

“Notwithstanding the exhortations of our inform¬ 
ant, we b&stened towards the mountain passes; when 
evening began to fall? Having procured a sedan, we 
were enabled to j)ursue our journey with the greater 
faciUty. WhcfPwe entered among the mountains, Vhich 
might be about three thousand feet above the levdi^^f 
the sea, the scenery assumed a most romantio> cast. " 
Over-hanging cliffs, deep ravines, gurgling streams, and 
fantastic rocks, looking just as,if the chisel 6f a human 
artjst had been at work with them, were all objects of 
curiorit^ and wonder. It was^a fine moon-light night, 
and if we %ad not been too weary, so as to stumble 
over the rocks i4 dur path, we might have enjoyed thilu 
evetring still jaore, Fcf miles there was not a 
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single human habitation 'to be seen, nor was the voice 
of ma*n heard. It was the Lord’s silent temple where 
the«heart becomes most disposed to worship the Maker of 
heaven and earth; cherishing such thoughts, and occa¬ 
sionally raising my heart towards the Creator, we 
arrived near a small but fertile valley, where we 
expected to find human beings. Our guides ushered 
us into a temple, hard by, where we sunk exhausted on 
the ground. I’hc kedper was a poor man, and greatly 
alarmed at our appearance; for an IJhropean.is a far 
greater curiosity there, than a Chinaman could be in 
Europe. He would gladly have run away and left us 
in possession of the house and idols, had not our 
Chinese companions persuaded him that we were 
peaceful people. Having therefore lighted a fire, with 
a little straw, he took no further notice of us, while we 
‘stretched ourselves upon the pavement in front of the 
•idols. ^ 

“ Plagued by musquitoes, and disturbed by the 
numerous visitors in the next room, none of us could 
enjoy sleep. Often did I pace the premises, and when 
I looked upon the images most fervently pray, that the 
Lord, in his mercy, would soon Ijjreak down* these 
monuments of Satan’s power, and biifl^tHit great and 
ip^resting people to his fold. May we not hope, that 

“^the gracious hearer of prayer will bend his ear to the 
supplications which were uttered in sight of the abomi¬ 
nations of TPaganisra. Being the leader of the train, I 
roused my companions about midnight, supposing, on 

* account of the bright iqoon, that it was already morn¬ 
ing. We wound our way through mazes df rocks and 
tavines, stumbling and Ming? and laughing over our 
misfortunes. The further w^ went, the more ihac- 
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eessible the mouVitains became, and, in same places, we 
had t'o^crawl up and slide down on the opposite' side. 
Having surmounted the pass, we found human habi¬ 
tations, and cultivated patches of ground, of which we 
had seen nothing the day before; At length, when we 
almost despaired of getting to the end of our journey, 
we were greatly rejoiced wheav turning off at a by-road, 
we crossed a sn^l stream in a ferry boat, and emerged 
into a very extensive valley. This is the most fertile 
spot I have evet seen in China. The sugar cane and 
wheat grow here, to such a height, that even in Siam 
I have seen nothing equal to it. The neat order in 
which every thing was planted formed an entire contrast 
with their habitations. In the latter all is confusion, 
fdth, and wretchedness. 'This valley, which might 
contain about forty square miles, was one large, beau¬ 
tiful garden, with the city of Chang-poo in its centre. 

“ At Ibis place we amved while it was still early, and 
when the slumbers of the inhabitants were disturbed 
by none but night revellers. We therefore sat down at 
the gate, and looked at the biilliant moon, which shone 
in all her lustre. The first thing which struck our 
fancy was a movq^ble cooK-shop, where we breakfasted 
for pne penfty vHsead. Then commenced the noisy hum 
of carriers and fitrmers; die former performing 
services of our beasts of burden. The street was soon 
thronged with people, dragging huge loads of cottem and 
paper, writh the strength of packhorses. Then appeared 
the shopkeepers and other tradesmen, and, before five 
o’clock, the city was one living bee-hive. In numbers,* 
as well as ^rsuits, the Chinese may fitly be compared 
to ants. The Umd is fiflled with men; the houses 
not inhabit6d,..but stufie^ with human beings; and every 
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one of them tries to get through the world as well a« 
he* c^n. Of their readmes to listen, 1 had qianifold 
proofs. The people were uiiwearied in their questions, 
delighted with the answers giyen, and anxious for more 
information. Oh that one soul might be saved! 

“ The great crowd forced us to retire to a house, 
which was built upon poles. There, however, the throng 
became so great, that we began ter fear the whole 
would fall, and we be smothered in the mud beiow. 
We were well treated by the owner df the house, who 
seemed of all others the least inconvenienced by such a 
crowd of visitors. As neither of my companions nor 
myself wore able to walk, I procured sedan chairs, and 
thus we moved on in an imposing procession. The 
bearers themselves appeared to be the lowest of the low, 
clad in a few rags, and looking as emaciated as if just 

’ready to fall down dead. But under this unseemly 
* exterior they hid great strength^ I believe that a well 
fed horse would not have been able to cany some of us 
over the craggy mountains, without sinking under the 
load; but these men walked on briskly and sure-footed, 
and ascended declivities with greater speed, than we 
could have done in walking. Thoy were a oheerful 
and boisterous race, as hungry ^ wtJTVe^ • To satisfy 
their craving appetites, I bought more than ten pounds 
of pork, and had some buckets Ml of rice and vegetables 
prepared in an adjacent tavern. This mess, •which , 
thirty Europeans would not have been able to consume, 
disappeared from the table as if by magic. 1 had sat 
myself down, in a separate apartment, and was taking 
up the chopsticks to taste a little rice and ^t beef, cmd 
though tolerably expeditious In this work, my guests 
had finished the whole before J had tasted a few mouth- 
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fuls. After this treat they were loud in my praises, and 
perforrued the journey with’'Tedotibled speed. They • 
actually ra», and made eve^ body get out of the road. 
Of the scanty livelihood ttgon.which the poorer classes, 
and indeed nine-tenths of the nation are obliged to live, 
it is difficult to form an idea. . The wages are so low, 
that a man who has worked hard fiom morning to even¬ 
ing, gains abotit four pence to maintain his wife iind 
children. Their sufferings are therefore indescribable; 
but a Chinaman*'is armed against them all by the ob¬ 
tuseness of his nerves. ^ 

“ I hope a missionaiy will soon be sent to thi» district. 
As long as he avoids the presence of the higher manda¬ 
rins, and does not force himself into notoriety, there is 
some hope of his effecting a residence; but he must be 
versed in the art of the leech; a devoted man of Gotl; 
and ready to suffer and die for the Saviour. The far¬ 
ther from the coast, thdmore the moral condition of the 
people appears to improve, and the greater the interest 
the natives take in our books. They receive them re¬ 
spectfully, and do not forcibly tear them out of our 
hands. A regular tour®through these villages, to exhort 
and console, dispj^iying a love for the souls of our au- 
dito?;^, would certainly be attended with the best re¬ 
sults. The prospect of thus establishing a mission in 

* China, is not utopian; but we have not, yet, men who 
, are sufficiently conversant with the language, and who 

have become Chinese, in order to win Chinese to Christ. 
“ In this whole trip, we ha>ve not seen any mandarins; 

and the farther we ate out of tljeir atmosphere, the bet- * 
ter, for thei^ very touch I0 contaminating, and when in 
their company tile people are shy and suspicious of usv 
To make friends wiffi' l|iem,» F have long given up as 
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a hopeless task. The more intimate the terms* upon* 
• wluch<we stand with the mandarins^ the more circum¬ 

scribed is the sphere of our usefulness. They,are, from 
their very calling, opposed to every thing good and laud- 

^able, and perfectly steeled against the truth. 
I “We returned the next evening late to the ship, and 

had to recount numerous acts of kindness which we 
had received on our journey. The following day, 1 
performed another tour; the country was equally un¬ 
promising, and the inhabitants poor, but not without 
their wonted cheerfulness, Havmg circulated all my 
tracts, I gommenced the distribution of Scriptures, of 
which* 1 had a great quantity. Whenever 1 entered a 
village, all business was suspended, and old and young 
sped towards the distributor*of books. 

“We finally weighed anchor, and arrived at Tsin- 
kaug district. Here it would be impossible to describe 
the joy with which the inhabitants, who knew me, re¬ 
ceived their old friend. After the first expressions of 
gladness had passed, they asked for books, which 1 
was obliged to produce, and, whether I would or not, 
to part with the sacred volumea. Long before we 
reached the village, almost the whole stock takan on 
shore was expended; and new demandir b^kig m^de 
upon me,* I had to refuse the applicants with a sad 
countenance. • 

. “ The next day we took a large boat-load of books, 
anxious to perform a,long tour, among ten or twelve 
villages. On landing, howqver, I was met by urgent 

^Ttpplicants, who upbraided me with having been so long 
absent, and considered it a shan^e that 1 did not satisfy 
tlttir demands immediately. Such arguments had pe- 
miliar forced I supplied thep plentifully with th^ word 

2 M 
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*of life^ and proceeded onward, at the head of five bearers, 
with'^a^ sack on my, own shoulders. But we were soon 
stopped by new crowds, ef|nally as boisterous as the 
former; and, as they quoted precedents, 1 had to con* 
form to their wishes, and 'all our burthens vanished. 

“ We fetched a new investment from the boat, and 
being now determined to go over to some of the villages 
beyond, we 8et^off to travel through an extensive marsh; 
but had scarcely proceeded half a mile, when we were 
overtaken by a fresh set, who craved from us the 
divine gift, and another load disappeared. My bearers, 
who saw their burthens vanish, in the twinkling of an 
eye, were struck with astonisment, having never in 
their lives witnessed a similar scene. I ordered up a 
fresh supply; but by this’ time the villagers were in 
motion, and as this was a general thoroughfare, the 
crowds became denser than ever. The books were, 
however, distributedwith much regularity; and we 
thought now to proceed to a distant village, determined 
not to be hindered on any account. The new comers, 
however, importuned us so eagerly, that we couldnot 
refuse them. Thus «a new investment was circiilated. 
I sent for more, but received for answer, that not a 
smgle le{^{* waa left; and I had to regret unavailingly, 
that 1 had not laid m a larger supply.' 

“ I subsequently visited Hea^mun, (Amoey) the 
place which received me as a naturalized citizen, when 
1 was astonished to see that 1 'lyas generally known, 
even mord than in my own^native place. There was no 
end of pointing me out to strangers, and speaking 
my pursuits, and the ^ preset object of my voyage. 
Often a man, wiser tkan the rest, mingled in the cen- 
versatjion, and explain^ my parentage and pedigree. . 
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We traversed, in this manner, a great parfpf that 
large ^ity, rejoicing to find that t^e vigilance o*f the 
i^darins had considerably abated, since 1 /isited the 
sam*e spot, only four years before. May the Z4ord soon 
grant us an entrance, were it*only into one province! 

Oh! may the ardour in behalf of the good cause 
grow! May hundreds engage in this blessed work, 
and devote their lives to the spread of^the Gospel, in 
this extensive country.* The Lord our‘Saviour is with 
us, and will certainly not withdraw hisdiand as long as 
we trust in him the Kock of a^es. Let us therefore 
go on in |^is strength, and work till the last breath.” 

2 m2 
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No one, we presume, after the perusal of the foregoing 
pages, will hesitate to admit, that the Chinese stand in 
need of conversion; and no one, believing the Chris¬ 
tian scriptures, will doubt the future and final triumph 
of the Gospel, ru that populous and important empire. 
T^e only«,.quetdion is, what are the best means of bring¬ 
ing about so desirable an end. We do not wish other 
parts of the world to be neglected,*'and this alon^ cared 
for;«but we desire that China .may receive that atten¬ 
tion which her population and in^uence demand, llie 
London Missionary;Soclety has sent out, during the last 
thirty years, twenty missionaries to labour for thr 
benefit pf China; wh^e In^ and the South Seas, 
have each hadhne hundred labourers employed in thcdr 
difierpnt fields. It. is ^truc^ that success has^ cheered us 
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in the one; and free intercourse, accompanied by ByitishT 
protection, encourages us to persevd'e in the other; but 
the command of Christ, and the woes of thef perishing 
heathen, render the call ef duty as imperative, where 
prosperity does not gladden, nor security defend, as 
where both these are withheld, and the labourer is re^ 
quired to toil in the very fires, without witnessing the 
full result of his endeavours. While ^hina, therefore, 
enjoys only one-fifth ot the interest, which either India 
or Polynesia receives, no one wjll say that her three 
hundred and sixty millions have obtained more than 
their due*share of attention. 

We hope, however, to see the dawn of a better day 
for the Chinese empire, and that the society which has 
sent out a Morrison and a ^ilne, will not allow their 
labours to be lost, and their successors to be discou¬ 
raged, for want of needful assistance. The London 
Missionary Society, having pufchased an interest in 
China, at the expense of some most valuable lives, and 
many thousand pounds; having been the first of all 
protestant institutions to enter the field; having gained 
much experienoe, and possessed iteelf of very important 
facilities, for the vigorous prosecution rf)f the work?; will 
not now,^that sjiccess begins to cjownTts ^orts, and 
increasing openings invite it to proceed, draw back, or 
be slothful in this interesting undertaking. 

But should it be asked, what is still needed to make 
an impression upon China, that shall tell upon thou¬ 
sands, and extend to future generations? we answer, 
in a word, mm, God wqjrks by instruments, and gene¬ 
rally apportions the end to tht amount of fiieans em¬ 
ployed. What effect, then, can Ve hope to produce on 

•So vast an empire, by the employment of half a»d0een 
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indiwduals at a time^ As well might we attempt, 
with sf feeble wiref to more a solid rock, as with bo 

small a bmid, to instruct and influence so vast a multi¬ 
tude. In order to beneflt the Chinese, two kinds of 
labour are requisite, stated and desultory: the one to 
be employed in the colonies, where the emigants re¬ 
side, under European protection; and the other to be 
resorted to on 6ie coast, where, at present, only occa¬ 
sional visits can be paid. For the flrst, we require all 
the strength we now possess, and much more; as the 
stations already occupied are but half supplied, and 
other islands and countries where the Chin&e dwell, 
invite our attention; for the second, we need an addi¬ 
tional number of pious, enterprising, and zealous men, 
well acquainted with the language and habits of the 
people, who will go forth on missionary expeditions, 
and employ themselves in carrying the Scriptures and 
tracts, to every part of the coast of China. Such men 
ought to be in a state of preparation, ready to avail 
themselves of all the openings which now exist, and to 
embrace every new opportunity which may occur. With¬ 
out men, we can neither make new discoveries, nor 
follow up those aittempts which have been made. The 
Christian^ public haying got the idea^^ that ^ China is 
shut, must retain their opinion, until we can get men 
of God to open it. 

Wh need, therefore, a larger supply of missionaries, 
not only tq carry on the labours of our various stations, 
in the colonies, but to prepare for more extended efforts 
on the coast. Besides whicht the pen must be kept at 
work, and*new works written and published, calculated 
to inform and improve l^he mind of China. The acqiii- 
atioh of a good Chinese st^dd; is a most difiicult thing'. 
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and unless our publications be drawn up in ^intel^ 
ligible and idiomatic form, they wUI not be readu Such 
a habit of writing can only be the result nf years of 
study, and unless a begmning be made, no advance 
can be anticipated, llie philosophical speculations and 
absurd superstitions of the natives must be grappled 
with, while the doctrines and duties of Christianity, 
with its evidences and effects, must set forth, in a 
way that will affect and convince the mind of a Con. 
fucian or a Buddhist; and unle^ pious, talented, judi¬ 
cious, ardent, and persevering men be obtained, the 
work mi&t, for a time, stand still. Should the agents 
employed, possess an acquaintance with science, and 
be able to instruct and benefit the Chinese, by impart¬ 
ing some of the late discoveries in natural and ex^peri- 
menial philosophy, they would be so much the more 
useful in the mission. 

• Let those whose minds are <feeply affected with the 
condition of the Chinese, and who bum with a desire 
to diffuse Christianity in that empire, offer themselves, 
with an especial reference to China; and if their quali¬ 
fications be such as would jqstif/ their being employed, 
they will doubtless be sent forth, «nd the religious 
public, feeling; the call for extra^exerffons Imperative, 
would contribute ^ditional means for their support. 
Let such as are yet young in years, and therefore more 
likely to stand the fatigue; those also who possess the 
imitative faculty, and a retentive memory, which would 

^enable them readily to acquire the language of China, 
offer themselves; and §hould there be any mentally 
and morally, what Saul was/physically, ^**a head and 

..jhoulders^ higher than miy of the people,’* let them be 
* first and foremost in aif undestaking, which 
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quire^ and exhaust the best talents and most devoted 
energies. c • 

Lest anj should be deterred by minor consideraliens, 
the author will here add ^ few suggestions, relative to 
the climate and the language. With regard to the for¬ 
mer, it may be observed, that China, l3ring without the 
tropics, is fully as salubrious, but by no means so 
changeable, as England. At Canton, the summers are 
hot, but the winters are bracing. In the latitude of 
Peking,* the thermometer is sometimes below zero. No 
peculiar diseases infest ftie celestial empire, while many 
invalids repair thitixer for the benefit of their health. 
A missionary, stationed at Canton and Macao, or voy¬ 
aging along the coast, has nothing to dread from the 
influence of climate. The Malayan archipelago, where 
our brethren must first r.eside, in order to acquire the 
language from the Chinese emigrants, though situated 
in the vicinity of the ^iine, being favoured with land 
and sea breezes, is comparatively cool; and even Bata¬ 
via has been found to be more healthy than either of 
our Indian presidendes. 

The language of tiie celestial empire has been consi¬ 
dered,«by some, ap insuperable difficulty, and many an 
ardept labofireriias been appalled by it. No one can 
deny, that the acquisition of the Chinese tongue will 
require all possible attention and diligence. It is con¬ 
fessedly a singular language, but by no means beyond 
the Icompass of ordinary powers to attain. Moderate 
capacities and due dUig^ae, aided by the increased 
facilities which now exist, will enable a man to con¬ 
verse flueptiy m tiie coutpe of two years, and in double 
that time, to expose ^telHgibly in the native dia¬ 
lect. The, vernacular tpngue •is acquired by Chinese 
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infants, just as soon as our children begin to ^prattie 
•lEingliBh; while the tones and actents, whichf in Chw»« 
nsse, denote the variation of one word fpoin another, 
are picked up by the native,youth, just as readily as we 
learn to distinguish articulate sounds. Were men there¬ 
fore, to set about the study, with the simplicity and 
teachableness of children, there can be no doubt but 
that they would be equally successful 

Much has been said about the arbitrary nature of the 
Chinese language, when, in fact, it is*no more*arbitrary 
than our own, There is as much connection between 
the soiftid mdy and a certain animal that goes on four 
legs, and draws carriages, as there is between the same 
quadruped and our English word horne; and with the 
same ease whereby we learned to affix the sound horse 
to the animal in one country, we might learn to append 

* md to it in another. So with regard to abstract as well 
• as simple terms; the same effolt of memory, that would 

enable us to retain them in one langus^e, would render 
us equally successful in another. 

The nice distinction of tones observable in the 
Chinese language, being unkn(f^ among us, have led 
some to doubt whether they could acquire it. But 
with proper attention, the student cafT leSm to distin¬ 
guish as readily between varieties of intonation, as^ 
differences of orthography. The same effort of mind, 
that would make us masters of the difference between • 
the^ounds horse and scolds would enable us* to mark 
the distinction between the acute md and tlie grave «id. 
Thus the acquisition o^ncopm verhorum, in Chinese,is 
not more difficult, in the npture of thinjfs, than the 

JJtoring of our minds with English words. 
’ The w*ritten language.of Qhina constitutes indeed a 
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difficu])^}’, but not snob an insuperable one as has been 
' imagined. The taaki difference between their written 

medium and^our own consists, in die degree of connection 
between the figure exhibited and the sound attached" to 
it. Strictly speaking, there. is no more connection 
between a triangular shape and the sound of the letter 
Ay than there is between a certain Chinese character and 
the sound md; knd so on, throughout the alphabet. 
The sounds attached to Qur letters are as arbitrary as 
those affixed to any gjven Chinese symbol; but our 
arbitrary signs amourt only to a few tens, while those 
of the Chinese^ amount to several thousands. The 
difference then is one of degree, not of principle; inas¬ 
much as we have adopted the same arbitrary mode in our 
own written medium, though confined to the letters of 
the alphabet. Having attached articulate sounds to a 
certain number of arbitrary signs, we have further 
learned, by the combifliation of several, to form com¬ 
pound sounds, or words. This the Chinese have not 
reached, but have gone on multiplying signs for each 
particular word, till their symbols have amounted to 
thousands. Hence theirs become a hieroglyphic, 
while ours has remained an alphabetic language. 

It<»is, hdwever, no| always adverted to, Aat the 
.orthography of our own tonj^e, nptwithstan^g its 
alphabetic base, is almost as arbitrary as the Clunese. 

cFar frbm fixing a definite sound to eadi particular 
lettei^ we have been in the habit of attacliingfill or 
six sounds to most of oitr 4^owels, and three or four 
to some bur consonants; ^ile these sounds are 
interchanged, without th^ least indmaliGn of the vari¬ 
ation, Or the smallasti; realon for the difference, but us^ 
and custom. Some ^i^ns have calculated that the * 
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word scissors may be .eleven 'hundred* •different 
and that to the word pka^jkm as many variouilff 

pronunciations may be given, without departing from 
the acknowledged sounds of the letters, in other words 
of the English language. Thus a foreign student of 
our own tongue may be at a loss, when he hears a word 
pronounced, to know how to write it; or when he sees 
any thing written, to know how to#read it, until in¬ 
structed in the usuad mode of spelling or enunciating 
the word in question. Having such^n arbitrary mode 
ourselves, what reason have we to complain that the 
Chinese written medium exhibits no connection between 
sha^e and sound; when there is not a word in our own 
language, that a stranger, acquainted with the powers 
of our letters, would be affle to spell or pronounce, with¬ 
out being instructed by a pedagogue^ and what need 

' has a person, capable of mastering the arbitrary ortho¬ 
graphy of the English language, to fear that he shall 
never conquer that of China ? 

But the want of connection between shape and sound 
is not the only difficulty in the way of acquiring the 
Chinese character, for the complex nature of the charac¬ 
ter itself confounds some so much, Jhat they despair of 
acquiring it. And is the Chinese chardcter, ipdeed, 
more complicated than the written words of our own 
torque^ we believe not. Take the word benevolence* 
for instance, and compare it with the Chinese character^ 
for the saW idea^ ^1^ while the 
former contains eleven li^tters, the lattel* exhibits a 
simple symbol of only four strokes. Perhaps it may 
he urged, that our, words, though apparently com- 

j^licated, are reducible to a few eleiribnts; but this, we 
may reply, is precisely, the^ case with the«Chinese 
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ckaraetm. The' most di^ult hieroglyphic, which the 
kChineseoUse, is composed*of only six different kinds of 
strokes, while each character is reducible to a few 
simple elements, which co^stihite the radicals of their 
language. When a student is once acquainted with 
the two hundred and fourteen radicals, he ascertains 
immediately how a character is formed, and writes it 
accordingly. There is no more difficulty in remember¬ 
ing the elements of any given Chinese character, than 
in calling to recollection the letters of any particular 
English word: the difficulty is the same in kind, and 
varies only in degreC, inasmuch as the Chinese elements 
exceed those of the English. Thus the formidable 
obstacles, which have hitherto frightened so many of 
our English students, are cbnsiderably reduced by a 
comparison with the peculiarities of our own language, 
and would vanish entirely before the patient assiduity of 
the determined scholar. ^ 

Let our young men of piety and talent, therefore, 
who are longing to employ their energies in a way that 
shall have the most extensive bearing upon the destinies 
of the human family, turn their attention towards China, 
and they will find ^he improvement and evangelization 
of th^t greaf empire an object worth Imng for. Let 
our educated youth, ouT students of theology^ And the 

* rising mimstry consider the i^aims of that num^us 
^peoplcf imd foregoing m some degree the ease, convex 
nience, sympathies, and elegants of home, let them go 
forth to spreld amongst these QentUes the unsearch^ 
able riches of Christ If it t>e Ai^ed, who are the 
agents called upomto embaih in this und^aking, we 
may safely say, % cverjr w#-qualified and unfettered^ 
individual ** Ihoti art mmif” And if the enquiry 
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what is the most suitable ^lae for eugagihg in the 
euteiprise, we would instantly The Sa* 
viour s command, “ to preach the Gospel to every crea¬ 
ture,” had no reference ,^to political arrangements, or 
apparent facilities; it was a direct order to “ goand 
if we be actuated by the right spirit, we shall imme¬ 
diately and vigorously set nbout the undertaking. It is 
of no use waiting for extensive openings, effected by 
political arrangements, or chafes Wught about by 
internal convulsions. When the rulers df this world 
open the door, they take care tb admit only those who 
may b^ least likely to interfere with their wealth and 
aggrandizement: and when revolution^ take place in a 
heathen country, it is only the change from one despot 
to another; while the empire may be shaken to its very 
centre, before any advance be made towards the attain- 

. ment of civil and religious liberty. Our duty, therefore, 
^ as well as wisdom, is to go forward; let us call forth 

our men, and plant them on the borders of the celestial 
empire, and assuredly the time is not far distant, when 
even China shall stretch forth her hands unto God. 

In addition to preachers of Jhe Gospel, we need a 
band of educational agents, to improve the ipode of 
tuition adopted among the Chinese. • Thf^attention of 
missioimries, *from the very fifst, has been directed 
towards the young. Ute establishment of schools in* 
the empire of China, has been found to be difficult, if ^ 
not impossible ; bpt among the emigrants, extensive 
efforts have been made to J[)enefft the rising generation. 

* About seven hundred Chinese children are daily taught 
in the various settlemcSits of the Indian archipelago; 

•but though Christian books' are introduced, and daily 
rbr weekly examinations held, yet the improvement of 
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is not su^, a^, Mends of education an^ 
^ Christiaiiity could d^iroi ' > Among the causes les^ing 

to this, may be enumerated, the ongin of the children; 
who, being sprung fiom C^se fethers and Malay s 
mothers, speak Malay as^ilieir mother tongue, and 
have to acquire the Chinese as the language of business. 
Then, the nature of the Fuh-keen dialect presents 
another difficulty.^ The peop^ of that province have a 
reading and a colloquial idiom, differing essentially one 
from the pther, soothat a {ferson residing amongst them, 
may be able to underetand everything that is said in 
conversation, without comprehending a single lyllable 
of what is read from a book; and may acquire by rote 
whole volumes in the reading dialect, without being 
able to express one sentence in the colloquial medium. 
The practice of the Chinese schoolmasters is, to make 
their pupils learn by heai^ the whole text of the Four 
Books, without explaining a single syllable; so that the 
boys remain in utter ignorance of the meaning of their 
author, while they are committing his words by whole¬ 
sale to memory. The amount of knowledge acquired, 
therefore, is not to be estimated by the number of pages 
learned; and much labour is undergone, with little pro¬ 
fit to the scalars. It is true, that the Christian books 
put into the hands of Hie children, are all assiduously 

^explained by the missioharie# but the schoolmasters 
bemg ^eathen, and constantly with their pupils,^ are 
likely to undo, in a mmal and religious senses what the 
missionary hns been attempting during the brief interval 
of his visit. ; , 

In mdeF tp u^ke our stdiods efficient and useful, 
therefore, it YriU*be neoeissary to train up a race of, 
B<dLoolmsusters, acquainted witl\ a better system, andT* 
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ipbued with holier prii^ciples» who will traih up the 
native youth to be useful and happy. For this end, 
we need a few devoted young Christians^ to go out 
from this country, with,talent enough to acquire the 
native language, and humility sufficient to devote Iheir 
acquisitions to the education of children; and after 
h*aving qualified themselves to become schoolmasters 
in the native tongue, to seek to rais^ up others to be 
teachers in their turn. It will be necessary for such, 
to make themselves familiar with the ^ndard wri¬ 
tings and complex characters*of the Chinese, so as 
to be {^le to compete with the native schoolmasters, 
and» by their superior tact and method in conducting 
the work of tuition, to beat the original pedagogues 
out of the field. Beginning with half a dozen, and 
going through all the drudgery of scholastic business, 

. for the first few years, the educational agent may, 
in the course of time, succeed4in training a number of 
vigorous and intelligent young men, whom he may ap¬ 
point over different seminaries; and then, commencing 
the work of superintendence, he will feel himself at the 
head of a range of schools, from jvhich hundreds of well- 
taught children may proceed, to enlighten and bless the 
next generation. The man who wilU devote his ener¬ 
gies to such dn enterprise will,* in the present state of 
things, be labouring as effectusffiy for the conversion of* 
the Chinese, as the writer of books, or the preacher of^ 
the Gospek The \nferior light in which schoolmasters 
have been unjustly view^, may perhaps deter some 

► from undertaking this work; but the hope is fondly 
cherished, that some who enter wilh spirit into the bu¬ 
siness of tuition, will on ledhuing the wants of China, 
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come aii4 themselves to the im- 
^provement of school^ for the greatest of pagan nations. 

Amongst^the individuals most essentially needed, to 

aid in the introduction of thie gospel into China, must 
be enumerated, pious physicians and surgeons, ivho, 
combining science with benevolence, will be able to 
make both tend to the dilThsion and establishment of 
truth and righteousness in thfe world, 'fhe healing of 
human maladies has frequently been connected with, 
and rendered^subservient fo, the spread of Christianity. 
In evangelized countries, gratuitous medical assistance 
to the poor, has often been of essential service, to reli¬ 
gion; butinhdhthen lands, where prejudices and ob¬ 
structions abound,the co-operation of pioussurgeons with 
devoted missionaries, is very* desirable, and would be 
most effective. The vast population and debasing super¬ 
stitions of China, are calculated to affect the sympathies . 
of the Christian mind. | That land is, however, fenced 
round by restrictions, so that the disciples of the 
Saviour can hardly gain access to the mass of the 
population. Missionaries have laboured assiduously 
among the Chinese emigrants, and have spread divine 
truth extensively along the*shores of the mother coun¬ 
try ; hut th^ have not' been able to secure for them* 
selves the privilege of k quiet residence ih the interior, 

* to propagate the Gospel toou^ the iength and breadth 
of the land. It has occurred to them, that an amicable 
intercourse might be cultivated, apd existing restric¬ 
tions more kpeedily remov^, by the employment of 

benevolent efforts^ in conjunction with pious endeavours * 
to diffiwe the Gosjpel. They lw^e, therefore, attempted 
on 8 small scale, *to relievh the more common maladiesi 
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of the heathen aroundi them, and have availed •them-* 

sejv^s^of the opporttmity thus afierded, to inthdcate 

moral and religious truth on the minds of t^eir patients. 

But .these desultory efforts h^ve been circumscribed 

and ineffectual owing to the limited knowledge of the 
missionaries, who have longed to see persons better 

qualified employ their time and talents to the und^r* 

taking. Happily such individuals haisre been found, 

and the results of theft well-directed efforts have been 

such, as to encourage others to engage in the same 

duties. The Chinese have begun to esteem our medi¬ 

cines, and to place themselves willingly under European 

treatnfent, while the character of English physicians, for 

skill and benevolence, has been firmly established, and 

native prejudices gradually removed. 
In 1805, Dr. Pearson intijoduced i^ccination into 

Canton, which the natives readily adopted; in the 

Qpurse of twelve months thousdhds were vaccinated, 

the practice spread to the neighbouring provinces, and 

Chinese practitioners undertook to disseminate the 

vaccine matter for their own reputation and emolument. 
The next effort for the temporal benefit of the Chinese 

was made by Dr. Livingstone, followed by T. B. 

Colledge, Esq., surgeon to the British fftctoi^, who, in 

the year J827, opened an opthaimic hospital in Macao, 
and within five years from its establishment relieved 

about four thousand indigent Chinese, while upwards 

of one thousand eightihiindred pohnds wet-e contributed 

towards jthe object, by the European inhabitants of Can- 

fon and Macao, aided by the subscriptions of several 
respectable Chinese. Some .veiy deligjitfuf letters of 

tHknks were r^eived 'from thos^* who had been restored 
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^ Rikd faealtb; shewing the gratitude of 
the Chjoi^e for ih^ benefitaicoiif^^ but the e:^fi[t to 
which thR physkips’ fame had Spread throughout the 
-empire. 

Ihe last Jittempt to heuefit the phinese physically, 
and thus to pave the way for their imoral and spiritual 
aig^Q^ration, w^ made by the Rev. Dr. Parker, an 
American missionary and ^yei<^ian, who, in November, 
1835, opened an opthalmic hospital in Canton; at 
which,-wiihin the space of two years, three thousand 
patients were reliey^dj, including many cases of opthal- 
mis, amaurosis, ^taract, and entropia; besides some 
very distiessing and alarming instances of tuihours, 
which were removed wilh success. One man had his 

' ^ S ■'^'X ' A ' 

arm amputab^ at the shdulder joint, which was the 
first instance ih ,C?mtoi| of a native’s voluntarily sub¬ 
mitting tQ the removal of a limb. The people have 
been remarkably eager to avail themselves of the 
benefits of the institution, and have been very grateful 
for the assistance imparted. Persons from different 
provinces have applied, fo?: relief. No opposition is 
escited; while the hospital has been known to, and 
approved of, by, the na^ve goveniment. One of the 
private. sehre^es to the chief magistrate of Canton 
has been restored to sigb^^phd has indited k poem tc 
the i^senf his bmefactUr/ Ihr* ^ prosecuting 
hk ^sk^rt^ labdm, and Canton public have 
testifi^ th^ hSn^ df the of'tiiis mode of 

dollars to the 
ohject.. In Ad^on to ihe c|^&hinic hospital already 

eqiislly felly occupy fee^ 
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time abd talents of (ke indi^dual, while'wider .fields 
are^fill opening, where the most skilful and ^evoted^ 
may find full scope fox all their eiiexgiesv * 

“•The men who go forth, on this enterprise,” observes 
Dr. Parker, “ i^ohl!l he masters of ihm profession, 
conciliating in their manners, judicious, ’ disinterested, 
truly pious, and ready to endure hardships and sacrifice 
personal comforts, that they may com|nend the gospel 
of our Lord and Saviour, and co-operate in its intro¬ 
duction among the millions of Clyha. {exclusive as that 
country is, in all her systems, she cannot exclude disease, 
nor shut^p her people from the desire o^ relief. Does 
not tfie finger of Providence then point clearly to one 
way, which we should take with the Chinese, direct¬ 
ing us to seek the introduetion for the remedies of 
sin itself, by the same door through which we convey 
those which are designed to mitigate oi rembve its 
evils. At any rate, this dck)r setms open; let us enter 
it. Loathsome disease, in every form, has uttered her 
cry for relief, from every comer of the land. We must 
essay its healing. None can deny, that this is a charity 
that worketh no ill to his npighfiour, and our duty to 
walk in it seems plain and ihiperativef” 

Medical and ^urglcal practitioners seeking to benefit 
the’ natives of the ^east, may safely reside in all the 
islands of the Malayan archi^lagp, in Burmah, and 
Siam, as well as on the borders of China. Should a 
skilful and^successfiiPj^nctitioner, bfier havyig become 
known by his benevolent Dfibrts, attempt to effect a 
permanent residence in i^ny of liie northern or eastern 
ports, the inhabitiemts of fibe nlace wo^ld see it i» be 
thVr intend to Screeii and shetter him; and the pro¬ 
bability is, that he woul^ be deft unmolested longer 

* 2 N 2 
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Ihan iEose whose objei^ are ni^e directly missionary. 
For tlsough the law which excludes the preacher, 
operated et^ually against the practitioner, yet the^ in¬ 
cipient deparhire from the* letter of the enactment 
would be more likely to taka place in the case of the 
disp^E^ of health, than the reform^ of morals; simply 
because the Chinese feel their need in the one case, and 
not in the othei^ It is true, that in order to promote 
die Conversion of souls, we ihust employ the preaching 
of the gospel, in d^^idance on die Holy Spirit; but 
it is also tnie,, tha^ we cannot adopt a more effectual 
means for prgshoting the introdnetipn of efnngelical 
instructicki into China, dmn by braking medicine the 
pioneer of ri^l^oh. 

It is gradfyix^ .to see that this subject has begun to 
attract attention in highland influential quarters. In 
the beginnini;^ of Sir Henry Halford, President 
of the ‘ Hdyal Cbllei^e of Physicians, delivered an 
ad^hess on we results of die successful practice of 
physic/* before a meeting of that body, which was 
attended by several of the present and former ministers 
of the crown, somehf highest dignitaries of the 
church, aqd theq)iincip^ nohflity of the land; in the 
course of nis sp6ech,^lhe ^eheyOlent hfipronet expressed 
fainuself to thefoliomng eibd;:— ^ * 

bef<ni& you iKime of a successful prac¬ 
tice of oEur prcrfcsiion, X do not intcaid, to advert te the pecuniary 
ihiitB of our toS;. nor to Uie honOuxa «vni|y|jed to physicians. No. I 
o^itoplate die inond wliich fria cure of bodily ills has 
npon the minds of.Oni’ .liAtieirts. I ^ade to that deference to the 
phyiidin’e }ili|gintBt, and to that grat^ude and attadunent, which is 
Uw.aweeteatiowai^nidinrna^^uani^ . ' > 

^ It is your peeuBar {nivile^,^ mf brethren, in thedsily exercise 
of your calling, to go about doing good; and it ought to be a gratifi- 
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cation said encouragement to recollect, tlmt ttie g^t auilmr 
of q)ir f^alvatlon, first conciliated tlie attention and good will of die 
iflaltitude, byHmaling their sick. - * * 

*^Nor is it poA^lo to find a happier moment, to cteatfismd establish 
a confidence and r'^egard in the of a edck person, than this, in 
which his hopes and fisfirs .hang upon the physician’s counsel and 
decision. Should a pati^t recover, how enviable ^e feelings of the 
practitioner! hoW grateful those of the restored! How impossible is 
it for him not to respect that judgment, which proved So correct and 
successful in thCv^mur of peril! ' ' • 

The physician will ||sb manifest^a kind and friendly interest in 
the sick man’s comfort, by suggesting, at a pr^er moment, the ne> 
cessity of * setting his house iu order ;* and avidling himself of a fit 
occasion for calling the patient’s attention to a future state, and the 
coiisiderafilon of his spiritual concerns; and if the/niggestion be pre¬ 
sented with a sound discretion, and at a. proper moment, it wiU 
assuredly be accepted with good will and thankfulness. 

“ Should we turn to history, fer a verification: of this position, we 
shall find passages in Homm*, strongly expresrive of the attachment 
of the Grecian heroes to their medical atteikUmts; and several in. 
’stances iu the life of Hippocrates, are demonstrative of the regard 

^aud admiration of his countrymen. Our own times furnish us with 
a striking example of the d^erence paid to a physirian by the highest 
potentates. When Dr. Jenner first made known the benefits of 
vaccination, the king of Spain fitted out an expedition, to cmry the 
vaccine matter to every part of Ms donunions, and even introduced 
the preservative to the remotest parts of ^sia and China. The em* 
peror of Russia also transmitted fiesh matt^ ipto the lattmr country; 
so that the Spanish and Russian expeiUtions reashed ^I^Ssrent mnnts 
of the cel^^^tial empire at the same time. Buonaparte, even m the 

* plenitude of his power^ accorded' freedom from bondage to no less 
than nine captives, at the request of Dr. Jenner; ndnle the rulers of 
AusU ia and Spain paid e^tud homage to the benevolent authof of so 
important a diScovefy. ^ 

But the anecdote most flattering to the medicah profrssion is, 
^ tbie establishment of the Bast In^a Codtpany’s power, on the coast 

of Coromandel, procured frotj the great mcgul, in gratitude fbr the 
efficient help of Galniel Bougfaton, in a case af greft distares#. It 
icems that in the year fme c/dhe princSsses of the imperial 

J fiunily had bteen dreadfully bui^ana a messeng^ waa sant^to Surat, 
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to desire tfie assbtaiice oii>e of the English surgeons there, when 
Boughfon proceeded forthwith to Delhi, and performed the c/ire. 

''On the idinister of the"great mogul asking him, wMat his master 
could do for Mm, to manifest his gratitude for so im^rtant a service, 
Boughton answered, with a disinterestedness, a geierosit^, and a pa- 
triotism beyond my praise, ‘ Let my naticm trdde with yours.’ * Be it so,’ 
was the reply. A portion of the coast was marked out for the resort of 
English ships, and all duties were compromised for a small sum' of 
money.* Here did the civilization of that vast continent commence— 
from hence the blessed light of the Gospel began to be promulgated, 
amongst a hundred millions of idolaters, sme;^ subjected to the control 
of British power. ' 

** This happy result of the Successful Interposition of one of our me¬ 
dical brethren, suggests to my mind a question of the expediency of 
educating missioiu^es in the medical art, as the earliest obji&ct of their 
studies. I propose this question with great diffidence, parti^larly 
in the presence of that part oi my audience, with whom it may rest, 
to direct the preliminary education' of this useful body of men; hut 
I know that tlie candour of these venerable personas, is equal to their 
high dignity, and that they wilhreceive my suggestions in good part. 
We know what the Jesuits have accomplished, in the pursuit of this 
object, wherever they have<;found admittance; and I am sanguine, 
enough to believe, that even the proud and exclusive Chinese, would 
receive those who entered their country with these views, without 
that suspicion and distrust, which they never fail to manifest, when 
they surmise that trade is the olgect of the stranger’s visit, or some 
covert intention to interfere'With their institutions. 

** The Chinese received vacciiiaUon kindly ; and since that time, 
have allowed ^misK'onary from America, to establish an ophthalmic 
institution and general dispeasary, for the sick potr of Canton. Dr. 
Parker continues to operate most airtonishing^ cures, and other phjrsi-* 
clans have already arrived at Baukok and Sincapore. By endeavour¬ 
ing thus, 16 benefit both the body and the soul, some favourable im¬ 
pression may he made on the minds of that people, and the comforts 

the Ooepel die given to three hundred milii<m8 of the inhabitants of 
oqr globe. . * 

“ The Chinese practioe of physic i^ so meagre and inadequate, as 

• On the payment o^ree thousiud rupees, a government license for an un¬ 

limited trade, without payment the richest province of Ind&, 

was accorded.-<-<|lih^VBritith lndia,^oll iVp. fOk * ’ 
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to’give an easy superiocity to the commonest pretensionif.of Eurq^ 
pea'^ knowledge. You will agree with me, in this opinion, *when 1 

' t^ll you whaP^heir physiology and paiholo^ is, and what are their^ 
resoetrces unde^Usease. It seems that they know nr>thing of the 
doctsine of the ciAnlation of theiblopd. They believe that the human 
body is composed of fiv« elements—^watcr, fire, wood, metal, and 
earth; that, as long as the equilibrium between these is maintained, 
people enjoy health, but as soon as one of them predonunates, sick¬ 
ness ensues; that all diseases arise from disturbing the equilibrium 
of these parts, and that the art of healing consists in restoring their 
mutual relation. They knbw nothing of chemSitry; their medicines 
are almost all vegetable, and ginseng is their panacea.* Detesting the 
sight of blood, the abstraction of it is almost unknown among them: 
and their utter aversion to any surgical operation, reduces them to 
the necessity of depending upon the efficiency of internal remedies in 
surgical cases. 

““ With tliose who practice upon such a system, if system it can be 
calltKl, the English surgeon muot come into competition with the 
gn^atest advantage in his favour. His knowledge of anatomy, his 
acquaintance with chemistry, and alk^the other resources of |ns art, 
will give his patients a greater confidence in his judgment, than in 

•that of a feeble native practitioner. Be^t understood, however, that 
1 do nut claim your acknowledgment of bis superiority for an English¬ 
man of superficial knowledge only. And it is on this conviction, that 
1 humbly propose, that those who are to be educated as missionaries, 
after having had theh minds thoroughly imbued with moral and re¬ 
ligious principles, in their first scholasticvdiscipline, shall then attend 
to anatomy and chemistry, and the other courses of medical lectures, 
so as to qualify them for the practice of physic zqid suijgery, as much 
as if they yere to q>rosecute our profession as a means of living.* 

With minds so exeycised, men are surely not ill prepared to go , 
forth Amongst the heathen, to expound the sacred truths of religion. 
Some seem disposed to keep the medical and clerical characters dis- ^ 
tinct, and thiflk that whUe the physician gains credit by the good he 
does, the missionary may avail himself of the opportunity to impart 

• religious instruction. But confiddhee is not transferable; and it dpee 
not follow that the impression^of gratitude and attachment, which the 
medical man shall have made, by his success^! adfiunisbrations to 
disease, will be given necessarily, a^of course^ to a stranger, intro- 

J duced to eiplain what is req^iired mr the salvation of the soul. I 
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l^old it, t^&refore, far* preferable, that the two offices should be united 
in Uiose, whose zeal for the benefit of mankind may carry theiu to 

^ihat remote pail of the. Vorld. Of this union, we k^ow several re¬ 

spectable instances at home, and it cannot be forgoWen that Idnacrc, 

the first president of this college, took orders in </he latter period of 

his life, and died in the exercise of those saftred functions.” 

We have taken the liberty to quote, thus largely, 
from the foregoing speech, because, coming from .such 
a source, and ddivered before such an audience, it 
sht)ws tluit "the amelioration of Cliina, by the iinitt'd 
influence of medicine and religion, occupies the. atten¬ 
tion of the most learned, most pious, and mos; exaltcnl 
in our land; while it augurs well for the cause of that 
populous and interesting empire, being taken up gene¬ 
rally and vigorously by tk-e people of this counliy . 
What Sir Henry has observed, respecting the union ot‘ 
the t'^^o offices, in one person, is appropriate and just; 
where the practitioner ^of physic is able to fulfil the 
duties of the minister of the Gospel, wre hail the com¬ 
bination with delight and satisfaction. The length of 
time, however, that is necessary to qualify persons for 
the successful and efjicient discharge of the duties of 
both professions, would b^ unfavourable to the acqui¬ 
sition of the native language, which is not so easily 
attained after the median of life is ‘passed; while 
some danger exists of former acquirements being for- 
gotteiiif during the years devoted to philological studies. 
By attempting too much, therefore, we may spoil all, 
and render ®ur agents skilM m nothing. The division 
of-labour in this, as well as every other department, 
will be adviseable, and excellencies of various kinds 
should be brought to on the one great object; 
let our m^cal men iw5*eB^nt in their profession, 

A 
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atd skilled in every branch of the healing art% hut let 
theme at 4he same time, be deeplj pious, thoroughly 
imbued wilk a missionary spirit, and sound^ though not ' 
profound divides. Then Jet them use their professional 
attainments only as* a means to an end, and as soon as 
tl^ey can effect a residence, or gain any inffuence over 
the minds of the natives, let them consecrate every 
advantage to the diffusion of the (gospel. Our mis¬ 
sionaries, also, should not only be proficient in classical, 
Iht'ologicab and biblical learning, bul^shdilldJiave some 
acquaintance ■with medicine, * so as to render very 
import iint aid to their medical brethren. Such labour¬ 
ers, *80111 two and two, along the coast^of China, may 
succeed, under the Divine blessing, in making a useful 
im])ression on that hitherto impenetrable country. 

Let those, therefore, who have acquired the necessary 
• qualifications, and whose souls burn with a desire to 

^ accomplish lasting and effectual good, consider, whether 
they can possibly devise an undertaking more likely 
to result in the purest gratification to themselves, the 
most extensive usefulness to their fellow men, and the 
greatest glory to God our Saviour, than the object now 
proposed. The relief they would ^afford to suffering 
humanity, and the grateful acknowledgments which 
they w<tuld sd frequently receiv6, must spread a delight 
through the mind* of which those only who know the'’ 
luxury of doing good can have the least conception 
while the tesult of ^uch labours, in tending to open the 
vast and populous empirg of China, to the efforts of 

* missionaries, will be greater than any that could be 
produced by pious anfl phUanthropje labours in any 

•other part of the world. Inafcaad of benefiting a village, 
. or a generation, such individuals would be means 
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of blessii^g the greatest of nations, and that to the latent 
josterity^. , 

' Those who propose to engage in this T^hdertaking, 
should be men of ardent piety ^nd orthodox sentiments, 
willing to go forth, with the same views, and under the 
same regulations, as other missionaries. They should 
make the propagation of the Gospel the business of 
their lives, connect all their operations with a depcnd- 
ance on the Divine blessing, study accurately the native 
lai^uage,.aifd embrace every opportunity of imparting 
religious instruction to ^eir patients and others. 

Besides having received a thorough medical edu¬ 
cation, and possessing extensive practical experience, 
the candidate for such an office should be fully informed 
on physiology and pathology, therapeutics and phar¬ 
macy, clinical and operative surgery, with obstetric 
medicine. Some months might then be allowed him 
to devote himself to biblico-theological instruction, and 
the elements of the Chinese language; after which he 
might go forth, in the capacity of “ the beloved 
physician,” to evangelize and bless the nations. 
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PARATION-NECESSITY OF PUNCH-CUTTING—AND CASTING — DYER'S 

FOUNT—PARISIAN TYPE-FOUNDING—VARIOUS COST OP BLOCK. STONE 

AND METAL TYPE PRINTING*-WITH THE ADVANTAGES AND DIS¬ 

ADVANTAGES OF XYLOGRAPHY —LITHOGRAPHY —AND TYPOGRAPHY 

—SUPERIORITY AND 1MP0RTANCB«0F THE LATTER. 

^One of the greatest achieveijients of the protestant 
mission to China is, doubtless, the translation of the 
whole Bible into the language of that country. This 
work will immortalize the names of Morrison, Milne, 
and Marshman, who being dead^yet speak. In under¬ 
taking however, to give thS mind of the Spirit to the 
millions of south-eastern Asia, they attempted a ^reat 
task. •'The first difficulty to be* overcome was, the at- 
tainpient of the Isfhguage, which for a long time, was * 
considered beyond the compass of ordinary capacities^ 
to acquire Tits numerous and complicated hieroglyphics, 
together with its extremejy nice distinctiolis of accent, 
were sufficient to appal any but the most ardent and 
persevering minds. The fact of several thousand Chi- 

•nese traders at Canton learning English, and scarcely 
an English merchant thqre mastering Chinese; seemed 
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t/> indicate, that'the latter language was vastly mote 
unattainable than |he formet. Tliis her^dean task 
was, however, commenced, and the abil^y to speak 

and write in Chinese rewarded the toil of the first 
labourers. But familiarity with the language tended 
only to shew how widely it differed, in its whole 
structure, from that of the rest of the world. The 
Chinese having «,branchcd off from the great human 
family, ver^ socfia after^ the disjpersion, and holding 
little or no interdburse with other nations, have grown 
up a distinct people, as*i6olated as if they had been the 
inhabitants of another planet. Their minds a-ppear to 
have been castln a different mould ; and their thoughts 
arranged in a manner peculiar to themselves. Unlike 
the languages of Europe, thht of China is hieroglyphic 
and monosyllabic, and “ so devoid of grammatical 
construction, that it seems the very copy of the forms 
of thought expressed in signs by the deaf and dumb.”, 
Hence the difficulty of translating from a foreign tongue 
into Chinese, and mci versa; a difficulty felt only by 
those, who have attempted to make the writings of 
eastern and western < naUons mutually intelligible to 
each other. 

Again, tbfe situation of China tends to increase the 
difficulty. Its inhabifiints are utterly i^orafit of the ' 
Gospel history, doctrines, terms, and allusions. Every 
filling in the country is inimical to foreigners; they 
suspect and despise barbarians, and repudiate whatever 
emanates ffbm countries b^ond their own. Under 
these cireumstanees, to produce a version, that should ' 
be at <m<^ frithQil and idiom&tic, conformable to the 
origmal text, aind yet intdffigible to the Chinese, must 
be a matter of i^me difficimiy* * 
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This difficult enterprise was, however, undertaken*; 
. and in order to facilitate the attwpt, Dr. ^orrisoj^ 

took put with him to China, a manuscript copy of a 
Haraiony of ^he Gospels, the Acts, and the Pauline 
Epistles, which he klways “ stated explicitly, w*as the 
foundation of the New Testament in Chinese, com¬ 
pleted and edited by him, with such alterations, as 
from the knowledge which he then possessed, he 
thought necessary.” * ^ * 

A few years after his first arrivsd, he printed the 
Acts, and in seven years the whole New Testament 
was published. Being then joined by Dr. Milne, 
the}^ proceeded together to the transla&on of the Old 
Testament, which in six years more was^ completed. 
This they “ gave to the frorld, not as a perfect trans¬ 
lation, but contemplated its improvement at some future 

■ period, expecting that they should be able to sit down 
»together and revise the whole. • This expectation was 

never realized, for in 1822, Dr. Milne died; and 
though in subsequent years. Dr. Monison made it 
his study to find out and correct errors in the version, 
yet, with the exception of some verbal alterations, it 
does not appear to have undergone any considerable 
improvement; so that the New Testantent re;pains 
snbstanHally the same that it*was in 1814, and the 
01d»in 1820. Towards the decline of his life, how-* 
ever, Dr. Morrison felt the necessity of a thorough^ 
revision, alid proposed that his son should undertake 
that work, sustained by the American Bible Society. 
In the meantime, the venerable missionary died, and 
Mr. J. B. Morrison Succeeding tojiis fathers post, 
V translator to the* superintendents* of British trade, 
had less time than befora to unvote to this objept. 
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« Being tlie English missionaries that ever at¬ 
tempted^ the study Qf this most difficult language, ^hd 
having beep but a few years engaged in it, before they 
commenced the work of translation, though much credit 
is due to them, for the skill and peifeeverance displayed 
in the task, it is not to be supposed that they could at 
once produce a perfect version. All first efforts are ne¬ 
cessarily defective*, and it will not appear strange if this 
should be found‘capable^ of improvement. As, how¬ 
ever, the Chinese^ must be considered best acquainted 
with their ovm language, we shall here introduce the 
opinions of some of them respecting it; not >ath the 
view of detracting from the praise justly due to lh6 de¬ 
voted missionaries who led the way in this herculean 
undertaking, but in order to* stir up their successors to 
equal diligence in improving what they have so laudably 
begun. The Chinese evangelist, Leang Afiih, writing 
on the subject, says— 

“ The style adopted in the present version of the scriptures, is 
far from being idiomatic, the translators having sometimes used too 
many characters, and employed inverted and unusual phrases, hy 
which the sense is obscured. The doctrines of scripture are in them¬ 
selves deep and mysterious; and, in addition to this, the style be 
difficult, men will be less likely to understand the book. I am a 
Chinese, and kffi>w tile style most suited to the Chinese mind; let us 
endeavour, therefore, to rendfer the vendon more idiomatic,'' and tliAi 

* print as many books as we please. The bdiief or rejection pf the 
scriptures rests with those to whom we send them; but it is our duty 

«to render the sacred volume as intelligible as possible. , Although I 
am a dull scholar, yet I know wheth^ the style of a book be native 
or foreign; and** perceiying the veriion to be unidiomatic, I feel the 
necessity of atiempting its correction I have, therefore, gone 
through some ^f the books of scripture, rejecting the redundant 
partipleB, and amendlag the inverted expressions, with the hope, 
that my countiymen may the readily comprehend tfiem; thm 
the grace of God,, in sending J^us intb the world to save sinners, 
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will not be frustrated, and the kind intentions nf Christii^ in con- 
mnj^icatinglhe Gospel to the Chinese, will not be entirely in* vain.” . , • . 

liew Tse-chuen, a Chinese literary graduate, and a 
Christian convert, write-in .the following strain:— 

From the time that I first met with the holy book of God, I saw 
that it contained mysterious doctrines, which could not be understood 
without deep attention. But the Chinese version exhibits a great 
number of redundancies ^d tautologies, whi^ render tlie meaning 
obscure. It is possible that the saci^pd books are in^hemselves thus 
stiff and unbending, or is it the effect of th% transfation ? When 
they are distributed among the people*, I perceive that there is no 
unwillin^ess to accept them, but failing to comprehend their mean¬ 
ing, they frequently throw the work aside. Like the flesh of do¬ 
mestic animals, though originally good for food, if presented in a 
raw state, it would not be tasted; and if not tasted, its qualities 
would nut be known: thus the Bible is not esteemed, because it has 
not been tasted; and it has not been tasted, on account of its 
unfinished style. I have frequently wished to con*ect the style of 
these books, that people at one glance may comprehend them, but I 

> find it exceedingly difficult; perhaps the best plan would be, to take 
the meaning of each chapter, and make another cliaptcr of it, in an 
easy style, after the perusal of which, men would be able to under¬ 
stand the old version.” 

Choo Tth-laug, a Cliinese transcriber, now in Eng¬ 
land, (whose portrait appears in the frontispiece) thus 
writes on the subject:— ‘ 

Having perused the present translation of the scriptures into* 
Chinese, 1 find it exceedingly verbose, containing much foreign 
phraseology,^Bo contrary to the usual style of our books, that the** 
Chinese cannot thoroughly understand the meaning^ and frequently 
refuse to look into it. It oughb to be known,^ that in the Chinese, 
phrases have a certain order, and characters, a definite application, 
which cannot be departed from with propriety. In order to illustrate 

^ffences against idiom, it may be observed, •that the Chinese are 
accustomed to say, * You with me^come along!’ while the English 

* say, ‘ You come along with hae I * JiTow it appears to me, that the 
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piTssent vegraion is in Chinese ivords, but in many respects arranged 
according to English idiom. In a transktioii, the sense ought ^er- 
tShily to gpven, according to the original; bvt the style .should hG 
conformable te native models; thus eveiy one Tsdll take up*^he 
book with pleasure, and read it witk profit. If the translation be 
not revised, 1 fear that the efibrts of missionaries in China, will be 
unproductive, and a mere waste of money—will not tliis.bc lament¬ 
able?” • ‘ 

Messrs. Dyer aijd Evans, of Malacca, are of opinion — 

** That a revision of'the Chinpse scriptures is necc.ssary, and that 
the late Dr. MOnrison’i. glorious effort may be vastly improved upon 
for the benefit of China.” 

While Mr. Kidd, now of London University College, 
says— 

** Were I to assert that there are no defects in the old version, I 
should mccite unmixed wonder; since it is a first version into a diffi¬ 
cult language, and must needs be susceptible of much improvement. 
Its chief imperfections are, a too literal adberonce to the order of the 
original, where equal faithfulness might be secured, by a more 

idiomatic disposition of the Vords: and also inattention to some 
minutice, in arranging antithetic words and phrases, to \vhi(’h the 
Cliiucse attach great importance. Sometimes by ommitting or supply¬ 
ing a word oar two, the euphony of the sentence could be improved, 
without impairing its fidelity to the original,” &.c. &;c. 

From the opini<ps and alatements before quoted, it 
would appeeuc that the revision of the Chinese version 
is an important desideratum, in aiming at the evangc- 

^lization of that great empire. The ^Committee of the 
„ Bible •Society have .therefore passed a resolution, 

requesting the Directors of the London Missionary 
Society to t&e the necessai^^ steps for procuring such 
a revision of Dr. Morrison’s work, as appears to have 
been contenqilateid by the Ddetor himself; with the 
understanding that, of aw.etson thus revised, and duly 
accredited by them, all the^ reasonable expenses will be 
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defrayed by the Committee of the Bible Stwilety.** 
'r^i» Resolution bears date December 5, 1836, and,, 
havipg been discussed before a full meeting of the 
Directors, on the following Febmary, it was resolved to 
‘‘take the recommehdation of the Bible Society into 
thuir serious consideration, in the hope of securing a 
careful revision of the existing version, at as <^arly a 
time as may be practicable.” Since Jthen it does not 
appear that any effectual steps Jiave been taken, though 
doubtless something is in conteraplaflon, in pro¬ 
gress, As a preliminary measure, the Divectors 
may ha\ie requested some of their number, who are 
deeply versed in Biblical learning, to efraw up a few 
principles of translation, which would be service¬ 
able, not only to the missibnaries in China, but to all 
those engaged in evangelizing the heathen, in every 
part of the world. They may bring the subject earnestly 
^nd affectionately before their jigents, in the various 
stations, urging unanimity and co-operation, recom¬ 
mending them to ascertain the real character and genius 
of the Chinese language, and charging them to acquaint 
themselves thoroughly vrith the latter and meaning of 
Scripture, in order tiiat they may e^K^press the truths 
of revelation in the most suitable, 6xac^ and idio¬ 
matic foftn. ^rhey may furnist their missionaries 
with all the necessary helps, in this important under¬ 
taking ; providing them with lexicons, polyglots,* com- 
mentanes, ^lustrations, and the results of Biblical 
criticism on the several parts of Scripture, which have 
been published in this improving and enquiring age. 
They may direct each of*their missioniiries*to prepare 
6(^arate revisions, according t<r the best of their judg« 
ment, having respect ta ihdf ^known views of ‘ their 
coadjutors, and the wishes of the Bible Cllommittee; an^ 
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‘whil^ they study fidelity in the first instance, aiming to 
, make it intelligible and useful to the Chinese; vVhen 

all is completed, they may authorize the missionaricH 
to meet together, compa)^ <<heir several productions, 
in the presence of learned and converted natives, and 
decide upon the renderings to he adopted in each par¬ 
ticular passage. This done, they can recommend the 
whole to the Bible Sociely, and multiply copies equal 
to the utmost demands of China. 

Something h4s already been attempted, by several of 
the missionaries, as well as by the native converts; but 
for want of a well-digested plan of combined co¬ 
operation, these efforts have been unproductive of per¬ 
manent good. The subject is here brought forward, to 
invite the attention of the friends of China, and to press 
it on the consciences of all concerned in the evan¬ 
gelization of that empire, to unite in one determined 
and judicious effort, to make the word of God plain and 
profitable to a numerous people, constituting nearly one- 
third of the human race. When viewed in the light 
of eternity, tiiis undertaking appears of incalculable 
magnitude, and nothing should be left undone, that 
would tend to the^leaiing up of God’s holy word to so 
vast a potiion of his intelligent and accountable crea¬ 
tures. - ' 

Next in importance to perfeetbn of the Chinese 
version of the Senptures kh the improvement of the 
means of printing in that htiiguage. The* native mode 
of printing Ims been d68<niihed in a preceding chapter. 
It W, however, aotwithstnndiiig its simplicity, great 
disadvanta^ges.« These have heon felt by the Chinese 
themselves; and the empearor Kang-he, in the yi^r 
1722,* ordered an assigtm^h of moveable types to be 

prepared, of •copper, which he called “ congregated 
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p(?arlsthese were afterwai^, in a season of necessity, 
lyeMecl down for coin, and two hundred and fifty thoji-; 
sanjf wooden types were cut in their stead. • 

lioreigners, seeking tointroduoe religion into China, 
or to communicate td their own counta'ymen some know- 
lege of Chinese literature, have resorted to the use of 
moveable types. At the College of St. Joseph, in 
Macao, there is an assortment of ^Rch types, with 
which various religiohs works, and $ Portuguese and 
C'hinese Lexicon, have been printed. ^Wh en Dr. 
Morrisons Dictionary was put*to press in Macao, it 
was fouad necessary to combine the f/hinese character 
with ^tlie Roman letter, and for this end a steel mould 
was prepared, in which the body of the type was 
cast, after which each separate character was engraved 
on the face of the metal, as^ needed. In this way, a 
complete assortment of Chinese types was obtain^, 
suited for the printing of philojogical works, but not 
adapted for the publication of voluminous religious 
books, in Chinese. About ten thousand of these 
were selected and sent down to Malacca, which 
were afterwards greatly increased by successive ad¬ 
ditions, till the fount was sufficiently lc.rge fca* 
printing small tracts, and a few numbers%f a native 

•n^wspaphr. fts unevenness and*incompleteness, how¬ 
ever, .have prevented its l>eing brought into general 
use. The Baptist missionaries, at Serampore,* have 
cut or cast*a fount .of moveable types, sufficient for 
printing the Scriptures; and several edifions of ffie 
’Chinese version, executed by them have been thus 
published. This fount,* however, though‘of a small 
ahd convenient size, is not so elegant, uniform, and 
.purely na&ve as could wisli^. * 

2 o 2 
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‘ An^otiier method of obtainiDg metal types was in- 
„i?ented by Mr. Dye®, who prepared a numberof wodd^ii 
blocks, and then causing a set of stereotype plat^ to 
be cast from them, each the height of common lettej*, he 
sawed the metal into squares, and thus obtained move- 
able metallic types, the very fac*s%mile of the blocks. 
He coimted the number and variety of characters in 
fourteen authors^ some historical, some moral, and some 
foreign, in order to ascertain* how many different 
symbols tSnuld'be required. As the result he as¬ 
certained, that three ihousand two hundred and forty 
varieties would be necessary; that of these the greater 
number would'occur only two or three times, while some 
would be met with several hundred times in the com'se 
of a few pages. Altogether thirty thousand types 
would be needed to constitute a fount, which would 
require two hundred w^ooden blocks to be engraved, 
some of which must h^vve several successive casts made 
from them, in order to give a due proportion of each 
character. 

Some objections were, however, found to this system: 
the chief of which was that the inferior material was 
made the b^is of the supe4or. Engravings on wood, 
executed by rofugh artists, never could be so neat as 
those made on metal.’ Owing to the soft texture of the 
wood, and the carelessness of the ‘Chinese in cuttingj 
somenf the ‘finer strokes of the character were imperfect^ 
executed; and then all the. errors and defbets, tmeven- 
xiess and discrepancies of tbe block were, in the stereo¬ 
typing, tzansferred to the plate, and finally appeared 
in the se^aratu type. Agdin, it was ascertained, 
that a fount would last only five or six years, whcn4t 
must be recast, and ^ j model blocks be recut. So. 
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that, after due and patient consideration, it was deemed 
advffeeahle'*to proceed at once to punch-cutting. • 

Mr. Dyer’s chief reason for this was, because a punch 
was.the foundation of perpetuity: the punches once 
cut, matrices could*be struck, and types and founts 
inultiplied to any extent. The mass of the language 
was found to be about one thousand two hundred 
characters, for which punches might he made; and the 
rest, occurring but seldom, might eitfier be cut on the 
face of the metal, or stereotyped from bfocks, in the way 
before described: but there was every probability, if 
the. work was once commenced, of our^being able to 
fonn ‘punches for all. A method was also devised for 
dividing the (’hinese character, and joining the com¬ 
ponent parts of several symbols, so as to form distinct 
wholes. Some punches, it was ascertained, by a little 
alteration, could be made serviceable for other charac¬ 
ters ; so that the work of casting*a complete assortment 
of moveable types did not appear so formidable, as was 
at first imagined. 

The expense of preparing these punches turned out 
to be less than was apprehended. • Instead of paying a 
guinea for each punchy Mr. Dyer found that he could 
get a Chinese ^workman to engrave characters in steel, 

*fcft- about two shillings and ten pence each. Thus the 
cost of three thousand punches would be four hundred 
and twenty-five pounds; and of casting one thdusand 
pounds weight of Aietal type, at two sellings per 

^ pound, would only amount Ho one hundred pounds, for 
each fount of Chinese characters. So great were the 
advantages likely to result from this undertaking, and 
sa small tjie expense, (only oneStenth of what Dr. Milne 

•’calculated on twenty ySairs igo) that Mr. Dyer was 
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encouraged to proceed; some fnends in England and 
-America msed considerable sums to sustain Kim, ailK he. 
is now engaged in easting three or four complete forints 
of moveable metallic types, for the various missionary 
stations in the east. 

Specimens of the types have been exhibited, md 
they are such as to afford entire satisfaction. The 
complete Chinese air they assume, so as not to be dis¬ 
tinguishable from the best style of native artists, together 
with the clearness and durability of the letter, would 
recommend them to universal adoption. There is, 
however, one drawback upon their utility, an(f that is, 
their ske. They are cast on two-line pica, and will, of 
course, occupy much room. They are very little smaller 
than the characters employed in the octavo edition of 
Morrison’s Bible, which amounts to twenty-one volumes; 
while Marshman’s, printed in a smaller type, occupies 
eight volumes. Situated as missionaries are, on the 
borders of China, and aiming to introduce the Christian 
religion, by the quiet difkision of Scriptures and tracts, 
it is necessary, so long as the government opposes our 
efforts, and Continues''to account Christian books con- 
traband,c that we should bring them into as small a 

compass as possible ; both for the convenience of 
carriage, when voyaging along their chores, and for con¬ 
cealment, when die books are placed in the hands Of the 
natives. 

Another ^attempt to found Chinese moveable types 
has been made in Paris, under the direction of M. 
Pauthier, member of the Asiatic "Society there. From 
some specimens ,<pf these which have been published, 
it appears, that they are*much smaller than Mr. Dyer’s 

|lypes, being about the aisfe of ^eat primer; and being 
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• cast by one of the most expert type founders in Frances 
the;^a*'c, tis it respects fineness ot stroke, and exact¬ 
ness of height, superior to anything that A^atic work¬ 
men can produce. Thtk form of some of the cha¬ 
racters is a little ^iff, and disproportionate, owing 
pairtly to* •inexperience, and partly to the attempt 
which the French have made, to split and combine 
the elements of various characters, go as to prevent 
the necessity of cutting a new punch*for each separate 
symbol; but on the whole they are Exceedingly neat 
and handsome. 

In the prospectus, which accompanies the specimen, 
the p’i’ojectors ascribe the little interest which the study 
of the (Chinese language has excited, to the want of 
native types, wherewith fo publish European books, 
illustrative of that tongue. “The same difficulty,” they 
'say, “ existed in Sanscrit, before the munificence of the 
•king of Prussia gave a fount (jf Sancrit types to the 
learned world.” They then proce d to observe— 

“ \Vc desire to enjoy the same advantage in the Chinese, and 
thus enable all sinologues, colleges, and printers, to procure either a 
fount, or the copper matrices of the tyj^ps we announce. M. Pau- 
thier, in order to encourage ChiiuEc literature, formed the design of 
publishing a translation of (he principal philos^hic^ w<?rks of that 
country, with thiv original text on the opposite page: and dej^rous 

* of giving to these editions all the typographical peifection which can 
now he obtained in Europe, he addressed himself to M. Mai cellin 
Legrand, who for the interest of science, was willihg to «ui steel 
punches for two thousand of the most common Chinese characters, 
to be increased from time to time, as occasion niigh^ require. Tlic 

^ dimension of these characters b^g only fourteen points on each 
side, they could be used with ordinary letter-press, without injuring 

the neatness of the page. * • ♦ * 
• “ But it was not sufficient to havg an ele|^t fount of Chinese 
types, it was also necessary to find-out a method of composing and 
distributing them. For this purpolef the cbai*acters liavc* been ar- 
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ivMged uuder the tWo huiicli'ed and fourteen radicals of the Chinese 
language, each one having the number given to it in this/^lasKifiosution 
ctPt in the hick, so as to enable the printer, whatever may be his degree ■ 
of intelligence,•‘k) compose Chinese, with as little difficulty as nuiriSrical 
figures.’^ , * • 

f 

Attached to a beautiful specimen of the characters 
engraved by him, M. Marcellin Legrand has the fol¬ 
lowing remarks;— 

r 
“ Of all the languitges in the known world, the most difficult to 

represent hy hioveabVs types, is, without controversy, the Chinese; 
having hitherto baffled the mpst skilful Kuropoan typographers. The 
Cliincse have determined, after trying in vain to render each of 
their numerous characters moveable, to retain their prifnitive en¬ 
graving on woodeif blocks. Almost all the trials which have hitherto 
been made in Europe, to eiigi’avc Chinese characters, had in view the 
union of a greater or less uuinher, of those characters, which were 
most frequently engraven on wood, without ever forming a rich and 
commodious fount. It was nei^ssary, therefore, to make something 
more complete and definite; and to solve the problem of representing 
the figurative language of China, with the fewest possible elements,^ 
without, however, altering the composition of the symbols. 

“ Under the direction of M. Pauthicr, who has obligingly assisted 
me in the choice of models, I have, I believe, resoh^ed this problem, 
and have undertaken to engrave on steel, and cast a complete fount 
of this most difficult language. The greater part of the Chinese 
characters are composed of two Elements, one of which represents 
the idea, and tl^ other the sound. The result of this veiy' remarkable 
composition is, that by the, combination of these two elements, we 
have been able considerably to reduce the number of punches, and to 
produce all the diaraclers contained in the imperial dictionary of 
Kang-h^ whilif the classification and composition of the symbols 
has been rendered as easy as possible.” 

'These types are divided into three scries; first, 
a group of three thousand characters, sufficient for 
composing tfi^ w^s of Confucius; secondly, a group of 
four thousand six hund^fed, by means of u^hich the 
Bible, and the dictionary^clT Pt Basile could be printed; 
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and thirdly, a group of nine thousand, which *by th^r 
poUhbinations would produce characters enough for tJie 
Cliinese Imperial Dictionary. The price*01 the first 
of ihese series is, three francs and a quarter, for each 
rough copper matrix; for the second, three francs; and 
for the tliird, two francs and a half: on the obtaining of 
w hich, types could be cast to any amount,for all religious 
and learned bodies. I'he engraver •expects to have a 
set of matrices ready by the piiddle*of 1838; and it is 
only for the benevolent jjublic to supply the means, and 
we can obtain facilities for printing in two sizes of 
(■hinci^tj character, viz., that cast by Mr. Dyer, and the 
fount produce^d by M. Legrand. 

Perhaps it may load the friends of C'hristianity and 
education more readily to a decision on the subject, 
were w^e to state the proportionate cost of the different 

‘ modes of printing, which have been adopted for the 
I CUiinese,viz., xylograjdiy, lithography,and typography. 

And in order to this, we must take a definite number 
of some large work, say two thousand copies of the 
Chinese llible, in octavo; by considering the cost of 
which, as printed in wood^ stona, or metal, we may be 
able to fonn a just estimate of the jRibject. • 

• • 
1. By Block Printinjif, at Malacca £.** s, d. 

The passage of nine workmen, to and from China . . 72 0 0^ 
Twcfc thousand blocks, at £1. per hundred. 20 0 0 

Tools, gravers, &c.*.. JO 0 0^ 
Transcribinja 2,689 pages, at 9d. per page.100 16 9 
Engraving, 1,160,548 uliuracters, at Lv. Sc?, per hu)|^‘cd 725 6 10 

Printing and binding 5,378,00# pages, at 1^. Bd. per ^ 

thousand.448 3 4 
Two hundred and ten pecufe of paper, at £J. 10«? per 

* pecul.. 525 0 0 
’• « - 

£1P01 6 11 
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•^The foregoing is the charge generally made for work 
done at Malacca, Batavia, and Singapore; ih Chiffla., 
the prices to Phiropeaiis are about two thirds of /he 
above; but as we cannot now print with safety at (Can¬ 
ton, we are obliged to take the estimate of work done 
in the colonies. The time occupied in the above under¬ 
taking, by nine type-cutters, and hvc printers and 
binders, would be.somewhere about three years. 

2. By Litlio^aphy, at Batavk:— £. s. d. 
For two lithographic ifx’essop, with stones. 100 0 0 
Materials, rcpiiirs, &c. . . ". 100 0 0 
Transcribing 2,089 pages, twice over, alOc/. i)er page . 2t)l 13 G 
Printing, i'>,378,000^,pages, at Is, per thousand pages. . 2GH IS 0 
Binding the above, at 3f/. per thousan<l })ages .... 67 4 6 
Paper, the same as iu the first statement.G2.5 0 0 

£1262 16 0 
A ■ 

The above is the charge for printing by lithography, 
at Batavia, where labovr is cheap. The folding and 
collating would cost less for sheets worked off at a press, 

than for separate pages printed by the hand, according 

to the Chinese mode. The time occupied in the work, 

by one transcriber, four pressmen, and one binder, 
would be two years. 

3. By Typography T— ^ £. s, d. 
Cost of tlirco thousand punches, os matrices, furnished ' ‘ 

by Mr. Dyer.. 423 0 0 
Ditto of one thousand pounds weight of metal, at 2s. per 
pound.. 100 0 0 

One iron press, cases, furniture, &c. . . ‘. . . . KX) 0 0 
Composition of 2,689 pages, at 28. per page .... 268 18 0 
Printing 5,378,000 pages, at £d. per thousand pages . J,34 9 0 
Binding the above, at Zd. per thousand pages .... 67 4 5 
For 168 peculs of pajicr, at £2. 10s. per pccul . . . 420 0 Ov 

£151') n 6 
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Mr. Dyer s types being somewhat smaller tiran those 
«s(5d in the octavo edition of the Bible, less pjaper will 
bejrequired. however, the French types be used,^ 
not only will the original cost be less, but a saving of 
one half the price of paper be effected. The time 
required’'for the punch cutting cannot be precisely 
stated ; but supposing the types ready, the printing of 
two thousand copies of the ("hinesc Bible would occupy 
four compositors, two pressiuen, and one binder, one 
year. • 

Thus the entire cost being reckoned, the balance 
will ajfpear at first in fiivour of lithography, but per- 
n\anontly in that of typography; in addition to greater 
sj)e(‘d and superiority of (“xecution. When the first 
two thousand copies are* struck off, if executed by 
means of xylography, w^e. possess a set of blocks 
adapted for printing the scriptures alone, already Inuch 

• worn, and capable of workiijg only ffve more edi¬ 
tions, at one half of the original cost. If the work be 
perfonned at a lithographic press, we possess after its 
completion, only the presses and the stones, very much 
the worse for wear. Buttf meial types be employed, 
we have, when the work is done, a*set of punches and 
matrices, frojn which millions^of types 5nay be. cast, 
fjufficient to sup|)ly the whole world; besides an iron^ 
press, and a complete fount of types, from which fifty 
more editions can be taken, at a lower rate, than thaU 
at which each edition could be printed from the wooden 
blocks. • 

We shall now subjoin a few of the advantages and 
^disadvantages of the Ihree systems^ independently of 
the cost^ • 

Of xylography, the advaAtfges are—that it.is suited 
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td the ijature of the Chinese language; while it possesses 
all the Advantages • of European stereotype*, except, 
durability. « Jtis adapted for printing m different fojans 
and sizes of the character. ^ requires no complicated 
machinery, or expensive apparatus.' The blocks once 
cut, need no further correction; though they ai^j capable 
of it, if necessary. New editions may be frequently 
printed without touble; and in travelling, a few blocks 
may be packed in a smalkcompass, and printed from at 
every stage. 

But the disadvantages of block-printing are, that it 
is not adapted for ephemeral works, or miscellaneous 
pieces: neither is it calculated for expedition, in engrav¬ 
ing or throwing off copies. The same character must 
be cut over again, if it should'occur ten thousand times. 
It is difficult, by such a system, to combine other lan¬ 
guages with the Chinese. The blocks, after a certain 
number of copies have ,.been struck off, are of no use 
but for nre-wood; while they are liable to be destroyed 
liy white ants, before they are worn out. In addition 
to this, they occupy much room. The blocks for the 
octavo edition of the/Scriptures would occupy sixty- 
seven cubic feet. Jf one block be lost or injured, the 
whole editionTs s|)oiled,unless a type-cutter be at hand, 

^to supply the deficiency. By means of wooden stereo^ 
type, the earliest and most inferior worsts of missionaries 

• are perpetuated, when years of experience, and more 
extensive knowledge of the language,, might enable 
them to produce something better. Besides which, the 
type-cutters are troublesome men, very diffic^dt to be 
kept in ordert and should they ffe prohibited from quit¬ 
ting their native land, out work must come to^a stand. 

Of lithography, the ^vantages are,—that small 
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editions may be printed, according to Ihe demand, while 
fvwy sflccessive edition is capable of iinp];ovcinent. 
Periodical publications may be struck off at a very sliort^ 
nq^^ice: and each small station might be furnished with 
a lithographic preSs, which a single individual could 
wianage: • Further, this mode of printing is adapted for 
any language, or any form of the character, while pic¬ 
torial illustrations might be introdiy:;ed, so pleasing to 
the natives of the cast. ^ * 

The disadvantages are, slowness •of execution ; lia¬ 
bility to failure, on account df climate, ignorance, or 
inattention; and the in’cgular appearance of a book 
thu% printed. 

Of typography, the advantages are,—^that it is equally 
adapted to large and smAll editions: the types are cal¬ 
culated to last long, and when worn out, may be re-cast, 
or sold for old metal. Metal types, when well executed, 
appear much more beautiful than wooden blocks. By 
adopting this mode, we become entirely independent of 
the Chinese. In typography corrections and improve¬ 
ments are easy. Moveable metallic types may be 
combined with European letten|^in the printing of Dic¬ 
tionaries, &c. The space occupiqjl !)y separate cha¬ 
racters is not so great as the room taken ^ip by v\;ooden 
•blocks' Nine symbols will fit into a square inefi, find 
a frame one foot'square will contain a thousand; thus 
four pairs of common printing cases will hokl thirty, 
thousand*charqcters. llie white ants cannot destroy 
metal types. The speech with which Idttcr-press can 
be worked off is double that* of wooden blocks; and 
there is a considerable? saving of paper. ’ 

* The disadvantages of typography*are, that it would 
require*, an European. printer, acquainted jvith the 
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Chinese* language. Should ui^usual characters occur in 
the course of printing, or should the pages iun,u{)oo 
sorts, the p^ess must stop until the necessary characters 
can he cut or cast for the purpose ; while two sets of 
types will ])e needed, one large and* the other small, to 
servo for text and commentary. These, however, are 
procurable,the former at Malacca,and the latter at Paris, 

Thus, upon a ^review of the whole, it will appear, 
that printing by * means of metal types is greatly 
preferable tc) evwy other method. The obtaining of 
them is easy. Mr. Djrer has nearly completed the 
engraving of his punches for the large size, which he 
expects will ccfet about four hundred pounds ; after 
which he can furnish founts of three thousand varieties, 
and thirty thousand number/ for one hundred pounds 
each. The Paris printer will soon b(‘ ready with his 
matrices, in a smaller size, prepared with mathcniatical 
exactness, for the same money, from which as many 
founts can be cast as are required for missionary and 
educational purposes. 

The religious and scientific public are perfectly able 
to provide both these gums, and a subscription for that 
purpose ought to ];)e immediately begun. Furnished 
with,metal types; and European presses of the latest 
construction, we can pVoduee Scriptures*and ftracts to 

^any amount, equal to the most enlarged wishes of.the 
reli^ous pubiic,by which a reading people may be fur¬ 
nished with the means of evangelisation, and China be 
gradually brought acquainted with the Gospel. This 
is one of the most important objects that >yas ever 
presented to* the^ attention of* the Christian world, 
which, if left undone, for the want of a few hundred^ 
pounds, ,will occasion the expenditure of thousands, in 
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Older to get the same quantity of work accomplished hy 
pi’esCnt mode. China is oj)en,to the distrjbution of 

hoqks ; the myitads inhabiting the mariti^ie province^ 
are ready to receive the ^vord of life, and the lever that 
shall move this mdral world is undoubtedly inetal-type 
printing.* 

Having obtained the means of multiplying books, 
with speed and neatness, we next require increased fa¬ 
cilities for circulating them. Wfth an archipelago 
studded with islands, a line of eftast ‘thousands of 
miles in extent, and hundreds df commodious harbours, 
we have a field for operation larger than any which the 
whftle world presents elsewhere. To avail ourselves of^ 
the native craft would be dangerous, to sail in opium- 
smugglers inconsistent, dnd to hire ships on the spot, 
exjM'nsive. I'lie only alternative is to have a vessel 

• devoted entirely to the object; but as w^c have before 
^ alluded to this matter, W'C ^shall not now enlarge, 

further than to observe, that by recent intelligence it 
ajijiears, that the result of the effort made in America 
in 1835, on this subject, is the fitting out of a vessel for 
one year, by which it is supposed, the sum of five 
hundred pounds has been contiil^uted to missionary 
objects. The voyage referred to has been madp, and 

•the yedr is now expired, so thal; at present no vessel is 
onihe ground, nor any certain conveyance available to* 
missionaries, who wish to carry the Gospel akmg the, 
shores of flliini^, Cpchin-China, Chorea, and Japan, with 
the islands and countries scattered tlfroughout the 
Yellow* China, and Java seas! Is it too much to say, 
therefore, that increasod facilities for circulating scri|)- 

•tui’cs and tracts are included among* the desiderata for 

. the Chinese mission'? •. 



COl^CLUDING APPEAL. 

' In conHusion, ‘the author ^yould earnestly ax3peal to 
the heneyolent and 4evotional feelings of the Ghristiaij, 

""putylic. Fipids, of no ordinary amoud't, are needed for 
this great object; and should be given with an un¬ 
sparing hand. If missionaries will "subject themselves 
to much personal risk and inconvenience, fon the salve 
of the cause, surely it is not asking too much of those 
who enjoy the ea^e and gratification of home to con¬ 
tribute of their substance to the .accomplishment of the 
same'' end. Let the rich and the poor, in this respect 
meet together, and eatih one consecrate of his sub¬ 
stance, according as God hath prospered him, i*i sums 

'' proportionate to the magnitude of the object, and' the 
amount of personal responsibility and obligation. And 
oh, if ever, the fervent and importunate cry of the 
sympathizing Christian should ascend to God, on 
behalf of a lost and degenerate world, if ever the dis¬ 
ciples of Christ should^ pray “ thy kingdom come,’^ 
then how incessant and earnest should be the suppli¬ 
cations of modern believers on behalf of China. Time 
was when ignorance of their state, and inability to 
reach them, might h^ve led Christians “to restrain 
prayer ” oii their b^alf; bul; now that their real con- 
ditioi} is set before the public mind, and the mode of 
benefiting them plainly pointed out, who is thelre, that 

*longs to “ see of the travail of the Hedeemer’s soul,” 
^that ccua withhold his strong crying and tears, on 
behalf of a class of nations constituti::^ wiihin them¬ 
selves one thtrd of the huma^ race, and one half of the 
heathen world. 



APPENDIX, No. I, 

A BRJLEF SKETCH 

OF • 

CHINESE CHRONOLOGY, 
ACCOBniXG TO NATIVE DOCXTMENg'S. 

FABULOU15 PERIOD. 

Pwan-koo, wan produced after the,first division of heaven and 
' earth, and the settlement of chaos. 

Tiicn Hwaug-she, “ Imperial Heaven,” settled the years.— His rule 

lasted 18,000 years. 
Te Hwang'She, “ Royal earth,” fixed the months.—His rule lasted 

18,000 years. 
Jin Hwang-she, “ Sovereigpn man,” divided the land.—His rule 

lasted 45,600 years. ^ 
Yew>chaou>she, the inventor of dwellings.—Gen. iv. 20. 

Suy>jin-she, the inventor of fire. 

• • 

TRADITIONARY PERIOD. 

Fuh-he,^ taught hunting and fishing, invented the sdiagrams and 
music, and g^tablished marriage. He was assisted by a female 

called \i^aj probaWly CBawah, or Eve.—Gen. iii. 20. 
Shin-nung, taught husbandry and medidne.—Gen. iv. 2. 
bwang-te, iqyented the cycle, and letter#, discovered the silk-worm, 

made implements and boats, •nd wrought in metals.w—Gen. iv. 2. 
QfUn-kiih. About this time, divine and humal personages mixed 

tegether, and produced confusion.—^en. vi. 2. 

'• Te-kwiSh. * * * • • 
2 P 
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AITONDIX, No. n. 

LIST OF liOO^S 
vrintbp at 

CANTON AND MALACCA. 

. Names of flookit. • • 
At;ts of the Apostles . 
Luke 
Pauline ■Ei>istles 

Tract on llcdoinplion . 

Assembly’s Catechism 
New Testament 
Genesis 
Psalms 
Short Abstract 
Far»*well Letter 
Ijil'o of Christ 
Old Testament History 
New Tcistameut 
Chinese Magazine 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. (odd nos. various 

Strait Gate . 
Tract on Lying 
New Testament* 
Youth’s tfatcchism *. 
Hymn BAok 
Liturgy 
Iniscellfmeous Essays . 
Tour of the World 
Exposition of the Ldtd’ 
'fract on Idolatry 
Tract on Justice 
Twelve Short Sermons 
Deuteronomy 
Joshua 
Psalms . r 

Isaiah ^ . 
Tract on Gambling 
Dialogues . 

■S years) 

’s Prayer 

^ iiUiora. 

.Morrison 
Ho. 

D«». 

Do. 
Do, 
Do. 
Do. 0 

Do. 

Milue 
Do. , 

M(»rrison 
Do. 

Milne 
t 

Do. - 
Do. 
Morrison 
Milne 
Morrison 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Milne 
Do. 

Morrison 
Do. 

1811-10 

1811-10 
1813 

181 MO 
1811 
IHI 1 
1811 

1814-10 
i8M(> isrSno 

1815 
1*S1() 
1817 
1818 
1810 
18‘2() 
1821 

ISl.'i-lW 
1816- .33 
1810-10 

1817 
1817- 19 
1818- 22 

1818 

1818 
18:8-19 
1818-19 
1818-19 
1818- 19 
1819- 20 
1819-20 
1819-20 

1819 
1819 
1819 

8 VO. 

8\o. 
8\ o. 

8 VO. & 
i2mo. 
Do. 
8\f», 
8vo. 
8vo. 
H\ o. 

12mo. 
S\o. 
8 VO. 

l2mo. 
l2n)o. 
12mo. 
12mo. 
12ino. 
I2tn(i. 
12ino. 
12mo. 
12ti)o. 
12mo. 
] 2mo. 
12ino. 
12mo. 
i2iho. 
18mo. 
12mo. 
8vo. 

l2mo 
12mo. 
12mo. 
*12nio. 
12mo. 
12nio. 
I2mu. 
12mo. 
l2mo. 
12mo. 

NiiidIm'* Nil 111 her til 

1,000 
100 
50 

1.000 
2,000 
•2,000 

25,860 
5.500 
5,800 

100 
G,600 

500 
4()(f 

2,000 

1,900 
8,.500 
7.500 

13,000 
6(K) 
GOO 
GOO 
8001 

6,tXK 
2,000 

131,390 
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Nimsea of Books, Authon. When 
PriiiM. Bise. jNumbpr 

ofPogeH. 

^Tou^t Ibrward •. 
LtTc of^hriat, in rhyme 

‘ 22^49» 
ColUc v2mo. 20 600 

Com. on the Lord*# Prayer Milne 1832>3 12nio. 37 8,000 
Village Sermons Do. « 1832 l2mo. 70 ■ 500 
Milne’s Four Tracts . Do. » m2s3 

1^.3 
12mo. 40 3,800 

Three Character Classic Medhurst l2mo. 17 1,200 
100 Domestic Instructor Morrison 8vo. 400 

Cum. on the Ten Commandments Medliurst 1833 « fctiUro. *90 2,2d0 
Scripture Extracts Collie 18.33 12mo. 50 , 800 
Strait Gate 
Catechism 

Milno 1823 12mo. 10 
20 

1,000 
100 

Comparatiye Chronology f Medhurst 1^3 8vo. 30 1,000 
Prayers and Hymns . . Morrison * iHlll 18mo 66 10,000 
Sheet Tracts • . Do* 1834 folio 1 60.000 
Separate Gk>spels . * Do. 18.33 12mo. 60 1,000 
Tracts and Books Various 18.34 12nio. 20 10,000 
Whole Bibles •Mor. & Milne 1833 8vo. 2689 600 
Testaments Morrison 1835 537 150 
Single Gospels Do. 1835 6(f 17,800 
l^acts . . * . Various 1835 20 48,956 
Whole Bibles Mor.& Milne 1836 8vo. 2689 573 
Tracts Various 

_t_ 

1836 20 66,698 

450,469 



OF feOOKS PRINTER) AT BATAVIA 

WRITTEN BY 

W, H.‘MEDHURST, 
IN Th/ch'inBSE X.ANGUAGE. 

• Mamm of Booku 

Monthly Magazine 
Child*H Primer . • 
History of Java 
Doddridge’s Kisc, 1st part 
Tract on the New Year 
Feast of the Tombs . 
Sayings of Jesus 
On Foediig the Ghosts 
On t^e Sailor’s (}fnld(‘«,s 
Es])osition of the Moral Law 
Various Keprinfs 
Thri’c Charufter Classic 
Miscelluuooiis Pieces . 
Fraternal Dialogues . 
On M^ulking o\cr the Fire 
On M alkliig over the Fire 
Various Reprints 
Various Reprints 
Tract on Redemption 
Village Sermons . • 
Important Selections . 
Gospel of Mark 
School Book 
Comparative Chronology 
Assembly’s Catechism 
Scripttirc Prints 
The Divine Attributes 
The Pall and Recovery of Man 
Harmony of the Gospels 
On the Being of a God 

1823-26 
M825.36 
1825- 34 
1826- 3J 
1826-31 
1826-31 
1820-30 
1826-31 
I826-;i3 
1826-35 
1827 
1828-35 
’*28-35 
1828- 3-1 
1828 
1833*35 

I 1829 
! 183U 
1829- 35 
1829-32J 
1834 
1836 
1828-32 
1828 
I8<32 
1832 
18^ 
1834 
1834-36 
1834 

HoH PrinU'd. 

Xylogrjphy 
Do. Mr 
Do. 
Do. , 
Do. 

*Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. , 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Lithography 
Do. 
Xylography 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Lithography 
Do. I 
Do. 
Do. 
Lithography 
D#. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. • 

8vo, 
12mo. 
,8vo. 
•Svo. 

8vo. 
8vo. 
8 VO. 

8vo. 
8vo. I 
8vo. 
8vo. 
8vo. 
8vo. 
8vo. 

12mo. 
l2ino. 

8 VO. 

8vo. 
8vo. 
8vo. 
8vi). 
8vo. 

12mo, 
8»o. 
8vo. 
4tx). 

12mo. 
12mo. 
8voT 

’32mo. 

IN THE MALAY LANGUAGE. 

Catechism of Nature . . 1832 
Ditto, H^man character 1835 
Scripture Catechism, hy Mrs. M. 1832 
Ditto, Roman choraoter ^ , 1833 
Introduction to the Scriptures . 1M3 
Scheme of Christian Doctrine . Ift33 
Malay Priq^er . 1834 

JRscussion with Mahomedans 1834 
Search for Sin ^ 1835 

itto, Roman character . 1835 
persuasive to Public Worship , 1836* 

Lithography k 8vo. 
Typo^aphy n2mo. j 
Lithography 124mo. 
Typography 
Lithography 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Typog^phy 
Li^Ography I 

8vo, 
> 8vo. 

8vo. 
8vo. 
8vo.* 

• 8vo. 
l2mo. 
8vo. 

83,000 
2,200 
Ji,630 
3,577 
2,000 
2,510 
2,000 
2,514 

12,000 
5,210 
2,376 
1,100 

500 
1,800 
3,000 
4,000 
4,453 

700 
500 

1,000 
1,200 
1,000 

3(K) 
1,000 
3,000 
1,000 
3,000 
4,500 

: 500 
' 1.2^ 

1,000 
l.tKH) 

500 
1,000 

500 
1,000 
2,000 
2,000 

952 

168,660 
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« 

Tracts i>rinted at Batavia, written by \ariui^ 

Ri by Mr. Tliomsen. 

Autliors*r 

N;tmt*h tif HrtolkH 

Malay Pray or 
(It)od >Jc*ws for tlio Sous of Adiini 
(^atcHdiibin . 
Parables 
Life of Christ 
Selic>ol Book . ^ 

A 

InAIalay, by Mi; Rt>binson. 
• 

Way of Salvjition 
Hymn Book 
Life of Buuyan, Homan oliar. . 
(joop'iijdiy 
A^jtliiiudie, Homan eharaotor , 

Whfii 
Pi UiU*U^ ^Totv 1 

_ ^ •. 1 
1H28 LiuiojJWipliy 
1835 Do. 
1835 Do. ^ 
1831 Typuprapliy 
1834-5 IjitluiRraphy 
18:34-0 Do. 

I of 

lfs2K.33 

JH3i 
ls;j5 
1S.T> 

ljilh<iffra]>hy 
1 )t). 
'I’yi.oprapliy 
Lith(>{mipiiy 
Typography 

In Malay, by the Soural)aya Society. 

Dutch Olid Malay Catocliisni | 1831 | 

In Bettinese, by Mr. Ijuyke. • 

Lettinesc CalecliLsin . . | 1830 | 

In Javanese*, by Mr. Bruckner.' 

Oji the Divine AUrilmt«;K , 1834 
t^itei luMn uf Nalr.re . .18.31 
Oa the (iospel l*hiii . . IK.31 
On the S<»n of God . , 1834 
'rhrec Jnvsujesc Tracts , 18‘3I> 

H\ o. • 18 
JSujo. 08 

IS 

o. 
liSmu. 50 

1 IKmo, 1 1 00 1 

I'SijibIj/t o1 

200 
2,00§ 
l.tHHI 
2.000 

384 

1 ..300 
MIO 

1.300 
300 

Ip 200 

Typography | IBmo. | S 

18.34 'ryjjograpliy 12ino. 21 .3,000 
18.31 Do. PilMO. 121 1,000 
1831 i)«i. 12iao. 28 2,000 
1834 Do. 12mo. 5H 1,500 
18:35 

« 
Do. 

1 
12iuo. 90 3,000 

191,394 



I LIST OF BOOKS. 

LIST OF BOOKS PRINTED AT PENA^Tfe.. 
IBS?) 

•2U(K) Ma% poems, by a Native 
Ditto C-ateehissiii, by llif. Beiphlon 
DitltT»llymns 
Jelm Kiiill (JVIalay) . . • 
JlcfiKioJt of the Bible (dity») •. « 
Fourth ComiuatHlmeitl (dittj^S^i'’^*!^ Sen C'oinmaiKhiK'iits (ditlo^r . 

ealitudes (flitto) k 
Believe oil the Lord Jesus (ditto) 
Traet mi Heaven (Chinese), Mr. Dyer 
Soriptim- Lessons («Utlo) 
Easy Lessons (ditto) . . ^ 
Fii'st Lessons for Schools (ditto) 
Matthew ■\i. and \ii. (dift«>) 
Scripture Cati-ehisiu (2 I pafics) Malay 
Abdullah and Sabat ditto 
Lite ol Christ (lit) jnifjes) ditio 
The M\slcjy. by a Native ditto 
Malay Slli-ei Tract 

1834 
2000 
1500 
150(3 

15*)0«f 
StHH) 
ItHK) 
1500 
2000 
2000 
2000 
20(H) 

700 
3.500 
2(XH) 
7(K)0 
1200 

69\ 

1836 
*2000 

5000 30,900 

1500 
1000 
1000 
1500 
1000 

8000 
30,000 
5,000 

43,900 

LIST OF BOOKS PRINTED AT SINGAPORE. 

1821. A*S(>leili«ni of Hymns, in .Malay. 
A SjielUiiii Book, Do. 
A Systi'in of Arithmetic, Do. 

1825. Tl’.e (Jespel of Maphow, Do. ^ 
Asst'Uibly’s Catcclubia, Do, 

182(5. Malay 'I'racts 
1827. Walls's b’irst Caleebism, Malay. 

S»'hool Le.ssons, Do- 
Three Tracts, Do. 
Missionary llyiniis, in Enp^lish. 
Msday Hymns. ^ ^ 
A Bufcpiesc Tract. 

1828. A new Malay Do. in the Homan eharact8r. 
Two Ditto, Arabic do. • 
Vi'atts’s Hirst (^ateehism, in Malay.« 

• • SPliool Lessons, Do. . 
1829. Malay 'Practa • 

, • Scripture Tickets, Do. 
Abdullalw^nd Sabat, Do. 
Scrmmi on tlie Mount, Do. 
Good«Jcws for the Children of Adatn, Do. 

18,30. Malay Now Tostofncni 
Matthew, in Malay . • 

1831, Buggucsc Tract , 
Thy c Malay Do. 
Ono Sitimehe Do. 
Three School Books, in^alay. 

• 18.32. Several Malay Tracts repi^lcd. *1 
j833. Six Malay Do. § . 

Tw3» Buppnese Do, . *. 
* • * * 

25.000 

8,00(T 
4,000 

2,000 
2,tM)U 

500 
6,000 
1,000 

15,000 
^H) 

¥6.0(lt) 



592 , LIST Oir BOOKfi. 
f A 

ilLwaj^ of the wwks printed at Malacca, Penang, and 
Singgporev have not<been regularly reported, tlie. 
recora 6f the work done is not to found in this 
country; so that it is difficult <o ^iscertain, at this'dis¬ 
tance, the number of pages,, ov^^fee^ quantity printed of 
several publications specified in the*foregoing lists: 
still, as for as the account can be- made up, it appears 
that there have baen printed, from the year 1810 to 
the year 1836^ 

«■ 
At Malacca and Canton . . . 450,469 books and tracts. 
At Batavia.191,394 

^ At Penang '. . ^.43,900 
At Singapoiv!.^ 66,000 

751,763 

Including 2,075 complete Chinese Bibles, 9,970 Kew 
Testaments, and 31,000 separate portions of Scripture• 
with 2,000 Malay Testaments, and 2,000 separate'. 
Gospels in the same l^guage. If the number of 
pages of oach work be reckoned, with the amount 
printed p% it will be seen that the brethren in the 
XJltra-Ganges missions have issued from their presses, 
in those ipgions, .iipwards of e%ht million pages of 
lehgious publications in the Chinese and Malayan 
Unguages. 

^ , loubok: 

ITTBII BY A. •ntlpOKt 

vAvafireaTBB bow. 












